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3000 GRE words for high GRE verval score. 
With Bangla & English meaning & synonyms  
With Mnemonics ( Easy & fastest technique 
to remember words)…  
Specially designed for those who are not 
strong in vocabulary. 
 

🎯 Abase ➯ ( হেয় করা, অপমানিত করা / লনিত করা; lower; degrade; humiliate; 
make humble; make (oneself) lose self-respect ) 👉 To ~ something or 
someone is to humiliate them — no, more than just humiliate them. If you ~ 
another person you are bringing them low, humbling them in a mean, base 
manner. Not nice at all. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;a bas kar bhai. Aur Kitna neecha 
dikhayega);~-abe(a slang used to degrade acvv person)+shhh(se)usually an 
attempt to degrade a person's opinion..ovral goes to humiliate a person.... 
 

🎯 Abash ➯ ( অপ্রস্তুতত হেলা; অপ্রনতভ করা; embarrass ) 👉 Although ~ sounds like 
a big party or what firefighters do to get through a locked door, ~ is, in fact, 
a verb that means you have caused another person to feel awkward, bashful, 
embarrassed, or ashamed. 👀 Mnemonic: A=ALWAYS B=BRINGS a S=SHAME 
 

🎯 Abate ➯ ( কমা / কমাতিা, বানতল করা; subside or moderate ) 👉 Something that 
~s becomes fewer or less intense. Your enthusiasm for skiing might ~ after 
falling off a ski lift and getting a mouthful of snow. 👀 Mnemonic: rebate 
means discount... i.e reducing the price.. ~ and rebate are rhyming words 
 

🎯 Abbreviate ➯ ( সংনিপ্ত করা; shorten ) 👉 To ~ is to shorten. Words are 
often ~d, like when we say sked instead of schedule. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ consists 
of brevity(means brief)..so the meaning would be 'to make brief' 
 

🎯 Abdicate ➯ ( নসংোসি তযাগ করা; renounce; give up (position, right, or 
responsibility) ) 👉 Sometimes someone in power might decide to give up that 
power and step down from his or her position. When they do that, they ~ 
their authority, giving up all duties and perks of the job. 👀 Mnemonic: 

ab+dicate dicate sounds like dictator. Dictator is an authoritarian ruler who 
has lot of power. To remember better,ab normal is opposite to normal.So,~ is 
opposite to dictator (ie)losing power. 
 

🎯 Aberrant ➯ ( নবপথগামী, অস্বাভানবক; abnormal or deviant ) 👉 Use the 
adjective ~ to describe unusual conduct. Sitting in a bathtub and singing 
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show tunes all day long might be considered ~ behavior. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag: 
Global) ab (away) + err (error) + ant : focus on ERR and ANT. Ants normally 
move together in a queue. imagine all these ants moving randomly like a 
group of honey bees. That would be abnormal behaviour. 
 

🎯 Aberration ➯ ( অস্বাভানবকতা, মািনসক ভাসসাম্মনেিতা; deviation from the normal; 
mental disorder ) 👉 An ~ is a noun that means something that is not normal 
or is very typical at all. An example of an ~ is when the temperature hits 90 
degrees in January — it's nice and warm, but it's really strange. 👀 

Mnemonic: sounds like abortion which is not normal delivery 
 

🎯 Abhor ➯ ( ঘৃণাসেকাতর পনরোর করা; detest; hate ) 👉 If you ~ something, it 
gives you a feeling of complete hatred. Chances are you ~ that kid who used 
to torture the frogs in biology class. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;wtf..i like ****s);~ 
sounds like "a ***" and we generally hate a ****....so to hate someone is ~ing 
that person 
 
 

🎯 Abject ➯ ( হ াচিীয়; (of a condition) wretched; as low as possible; lacking 
pride; very humble; showing lack of self-respect; Ex. ~ apology ) 👉 If it reeks 
of humiliation or looks like the lowest of lows, then you can safely describe it 
as ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like REJECT. Poor people are like REJECTED (~) 
people in the society. poor people or people lacking pride (~ people) are 
rejected in society 
 

🎯 Abjure ➯ (  পথপূবসক পনরতযাগ করা; renounce upon oath ) 👉 ~ means to 
swear off, and it applies to something you once believed. You can ~ a 
religious faith, you can ~ your love of another person, and you can ~ the 
practice of using excessive force in interrogation. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);~ think it like injure. so once you are injured you will give up. 
so ~ means give up 
 

🎯 Ablution ➯ ( স্নাি; washing ) 👉 An ~ is a washing or a cleaning of oneself, 
for personal hygiene, or a ritual washing or cleaning associated with religious 
observance. 👀 Mnemonic: ab+solution sounds like blue solution,means pure 
water,which is used to wash yourself. 
 

🎯 Abnegation ➯ ( অস্বীকার; renunciation; sel 
\f-sacrifice; self-~ ) 👉 When you purposely deny yourself something, 
especially in favor of the needs of others, you would describe this act as an ~. 
This has to be your choice, not the choice of others — so it's not ~ when 
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your parents don't let you stay out all night. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;hindi);abnegate: ab+nahi+get; meaning giving up something 
 

🎯 Abominable ➯ ( জঘিয; detestable; extremely unpleasant ) 👉 ~ is as bad as 
it gets. So if the food at camp is ~, the campers might start to shout, "Ick! 
Ick! Your stew is making us sick!" 👀 Mnemonic: ~ means think as boman 
irani(vilan in 3idiots)...so he is bad,hated by all,his face was extremely 
unplesant (in dat picture) 
 

🎯 Aboriginal ➯ ( বুতিা; being the first of its kind in a region; primitive; 
native; indigenous; N. aborigine ) 👉 The native, indigenous people of a 
country are often called ~s. In Canada, the First Nations — Inuits and Métis — 
would be considered ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: see the word origin which means first 
of a kind. #N/A ) 👉 A gambit is a strategic move, often in chess but also in 
politics or business, where a player sacrifices something up front for future 
gain. 
 

🎯 Abrasive ➯ ( ঘনিয়া তুনলয়া হেনলতত সিম; rubbing away; tending to grind 
down ) 👉 What does an obnoxious person have in common with sandpaper? 
Both are ~. Anything that grates or irritates — physically or metaphorically — 
can be described using this adjective. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Global);~:ab-
Erasive:which means rubbing away 
 

🎯 Abridge ➯ ( সংতিপ করা; condense or shorten ) 👉 So the editor wants to 
cut your epic 800-page history of the stapler to a 150-page summary instead. 
Don't cry — he just wants to ~ your masterpiece, trimming it down to the 
more readable essential elements. 👀 Mnemonic: a+bridge..well bridges are 
meant to reduce the gap between something..so abridging..something means 
reducingor shortening something. 
 

🎯 Abrogate ➯ ( রদ করা; abolish ) 👉 ~ means to abolish or avoid. When 
someone cuts in front of you in line, they are ~ing your right to be the next 
one served. When you cut in line, you are ~ing your responsibility to those 
who were in line before you. 👀 Mnemonic: Imagine a boy is making sighs to 
a girl standing in front of her GATE,seeing that ,her BRO comes & get rid of 
the boy (abolish) 
 

🎯 Abscond ➯ ( পলাি; depart secretly and hide ) 👉 ~ is to escape into hiding, 
often taking something along. As a kid, you may have ~ed from your 
lemonade stand â with the coffee can of cash in hand, and your bewildered 
sister still filling cups for your customers. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ ab + scond. Absent 
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in a second. When you will absent in a second? =when u STEAL OFF & HIDE, 
or when u DEPART secretly. 
 

🎯 Absolute ➯ ( সমূ্পণস, অসীম, নিনিত; complete; totally unlimited; having 
complete power; certain; not relative; Ex. ~ honesty/ruler; CF. ~ism ) 👉 Use ~ 
as a noun or an adjective when you're so sure of something that you know it 
will never change. For example, a devout person's belief in life after death is 
an ~; that person has ~ faith in the afterlife. 👀 Mnemonic: "solute" sounds 
like salute and we use to salute people having complete power. 
 

🎯 Abstain ➯ ( নবরত থাকা; refrain; withhold from participation; intentionally 
not use one's vote; ) 👉 If you ~ from something, you restrain yourself from 
consuming it. People usually ~ from things that are considered vices — like 
drinking alcohol or eating chocolate. 👀 Mnemonic: ab+stain...we tend to stay 
away from stain.... 
 

🎯 Abstemious ➯ ( নমতাচারী; (পািাোতর) সংযম; sparing in eating and drinking; 
temperate ) 👉 Reserve ~ for someone who exercises restraint, especially with 
regard to alcohol. A rock musician may sing about enjoying wine and women, 
but in his private life he may be ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);focus on 'abs' 
part of this word. Abs...To build a six-pack abs, eat n drink carefully 
 

🎯 Abstinence ➯ ( (পািাোতর) সংযম; restraint from pleasant things, esp. eating 
or drinking; CF. ~tion: act of abstaining from vote ) 👉 If you are a chocolate 
lover you'll have to show great restraint when the dessert cart rolls over if 
you are practicing ~, another word for "refraining." It might take a lot of 
willpower not to throw yourself at the cart. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);ABS 
THIN ence. A person maintained ~ when he restrained from pleasant things 
like food and drinks!!! 
 

🎯 Abstract ➯ ( ভাবগত; theoretical; not concrete; nonrepresentational ) 👉 Use 
the adjective ~ for something that is not a material object or is general and 
not based on specific examples. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;joe's slang);~: sounds 
close to retract....and you cant retract anything from an ~ speech or passage. 
 

🎯 Abusive ➯ ( গানলগালাজপূণস;  ারীনরক ভাতব িনতকর; অবমািিাকর ; coarsely 
insulting; physically harmful ) 👉 People or actions that are hurtful or 
harmful are ~. Being ~ is one of the worst things a parent — or anyone else 
— can do. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;slang);~ language, f*** 
 

🎯 Abut ➯ ( হঘেঁিা; border upon; adjoin ) 👉 When something borders 
something else, it is said to ~ it. The term is often used in real estate to refer 
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to a lot line. Wouldn't it be nice to have your back yard ~ a forest preserve 
or park? 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English );Look at your BUTT (Dont take it 
offensively).Its like two pieces of flesh together marked by a boundary in 
between them ..Thats ~ . 
 

🎯 Abysmal ➯ ( অতল; ভয়ািক; bottomless ) 👉 If you want to say something is 
really, really bad — then call it ~. If one person shows up to your party, well 
then that is an ~ turnout. The 1958 Ford Edsel? An ~ failure. 👀 Mnemonic: 

a+bys(take dis as 20 i.e.bees in hindi)+mal(take it as mile).....ao a 20 mile deep 
pit in the ground looks like its bottomless 
 

🎯 Accede ➯ ( মানিয়া লত্তয়া; agree ) 👉 If you ~, it means you agree with 
someone or give in to his or her wish. The word is often used in a political 
context — the Queen ~d to the Prince's demands for more territory, a larger 
army, and funnier jesters. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);in the word ~ acce 
sounds like"axe"- when you have "axe" scent girls will agree to what u said 
 

🎯 Accelerate ➯ ( দ্রুততর করা; move faster ) 👉 ~ means to speed up. A car ~s 
when you step on the gas. You can ~ the process of getting a visa if you 
happen to know someone who works in the consulate. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);~ sound's like "XLR8" remember the alien in BEN 10 which ~s 
and runs really fast. 
 

🎯 Accessory ➯ ( আিুিনিক; additional object; useful but not essential thing ) 
👉 Whether we're talking about a fog light for your boat or just a nice hat to 
go with your boating outfit, an ~ is something you add to something else to 
make it better. 👀 Mnemonic: access(EXCESS)+ory(ornaments)..SO you have 
got excess of ornaments ,which are not very essential for you,as your 
clothes,then why do you waste so much money on additional objects like this. 
 

🎯 Acclaim ➯ ( উচ্চ প্র ংসা করা; জয়ধ্বনি; applaud; praise; greet with great 
approval; announce with great approval; Ex. The new drung has been ~ed as 
the most important discoveries for years; N: strong expression of approval 
and praise ) 👉 You know you've hit it big, when you earn ~, or enthusiastic 
approval. And when you have achieved "critical ~," even the grouchy critics 
approve of you. 👀 Mnemonic: A+claim..imagine you have claimed to a news 
channel that you have designed a super computer ,so every where people are 
praising you for your great invention 
 

🎯 Acclimate ➯ ( িূতি জলবাযু় সেয কনরতত অভযস্ত করাি; adjust to climate or 
environment; adapt ) 👉 When you ~ yourself to a situation, you become used 
to it. It usually means getting accustomed to a particular new climate, but it 
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can also mean getting used to other situations, such as a new school. 👀 

Mnemonic: Adjust ACCording to CLIMATE = ~ 
 

🎯 Acclivity ➯ ( চডাই; উর্সমুখী খাডা ঢাল; sharp upslope of a hill; OP. declivity ) 👉 

An ~ might be something to dread if you ride a bike a lot. An ~ is an uphill 
slope, so you'll have to peddle a little harder to get to the top. 👀 

Mnemonic: if u knwo that cliff is A steep high face of rock, then its easy to 
remember 
 

🎯 Accolade ➯ ( তানরে;পুরস্কার, হখতাব; award of merit; strong praise and 
approval ) 👉 A knight being honored with the tap of a sword-blade was the 
earliest form of ~. Today, an ~ is more than a way to bestow knighthood, it is 
a form of praise or an award. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);it sounds like 
chocolate.. parents ~ if kids do home work properly 
 

🎯 Accomplice ➯ ( হযাগদািকারী; partner in crime ) 👉 An ~ is a cooperator or 
participator, commonly in criminal acts. So you're an ~ to the gas station 
robbery if you distracted the store manager while your partner in crime 
raided the registers for cash. 👀 Mnemonic: i alter the mnemonic given by 
preetisoni...~-Ac+com+plice rearrange it u ll get com(company)+ac(assume as 
"against")+police and it looks like company against police which is a crime.. 
 

🎯 Accord ➯ ( মততকয; agreement ) 👉 If you clean your room of your own ~, 
you parents will be pleased—it means you did it without having to be asked. 
They might even ~ you an extra privilege. Warring nations make peace ~s. 👀 

Mnemonic: sounds like ACC(~ING)+cord(record)...well ~ING TO our RECORDS 
we are in agreement with our investors ,as where to invest their money. 
 

🎯 Accoutre ➯ ( সনিত করা; equip; N. ~ment ) 👉 provide with military 
equipment 👀 Mnemonic: couture means dress ,~ means furnish with dress or 
equipment;to equip or to attire 
 

🎯 Accrue ➯ ( জমা; come to one as a gain; accumulate over time; come about 
by addition; Ex. benefits that ~ from scientific research; Ex. interest accruing 
in a bank account; ) 👉 To ~ is to accumulate or to keep growing in value or 
size. If you can ~ enough extra credit to build up your grade, you won't have 
to take the final exam. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);sounds like 
AKDU(hindi...means haughty)....so a person becomes akdu when he gains a lot 
 

🎯 Acerbity ➯ ( নতক্ততা; bitterness of speech and temper; ADJ. ~: bitter; acrid 
(in taste, manner, or tone) ) 👉 A lemon in your mouth, a mean-spirited 
neighbor, a roomful of sarcastic people: these are examples of ~, a type of 
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harsh bitterness that can leave you stunned. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~ - 
sounds like a celibrity. celibrities are sweet talking. so a+cerbity will be 
opposite...bitter 
 

🎯 Acetic ➯ ( নসকসাম্লযুক্ত; vinegary ) 👉 relating to or containing acetic acid 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ sounds like a septic contains a lot of acid. 
 

🎯 Acidulous ➯ ( টতকা; slightly sour (in taste or manner); sharp; caustic ) 👉 If 
you make lemonade and forget the sugar, the drink would have an ~ or sour 
taste. If someone makes a snarky comment about your culinary skills, you 
might call their comments ~ or bitter. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);acid+less, 
so slightly bitter or slightly sour 
 

🎯 Acme ➯ (  ীিস; peak; pinnacle; highest point ) 👉 When something is at the 
very peak of perfection, reach for this noun from Greek: ~. A brilliant 
violinist might reach the ~ of her career, but eventually she might become 
unstrung. 👀 Mnemonic: Like acne=high points on skin(pimple).~=Highest 
point in ones work. 
 

🎯 Acoustics ➯ (  ব্দনবজ্ঞাি; science of sound; quality that makes a room easy 
or hard to hear in ) 👉 If you choose to study sound, your field of expertise 
would be called ~. Once you get your degree, you might be hired by concert 
halls to improve the ~, or how sound carries through the room. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);a+co(couple)+stics(sticks)-a couple of sticks when 
striked produce a sound...relates to science of sound... 
 

🎯 Acquittal ➯ ( হবকসুর খালাস; deliverance from a charge; V. ~: free from a 
charge or accusation; discharge from a duty; conduct (oneself) in a specified 
manner ) 👉 ~ is a legal word that defendants love to hear because it means 
"not guilty." 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);ACQUIT=ACcusation QUITs 
 

🎯 Acrid ➯ ( ঝােঁজাতলা; bitter (to the taste or smell); sharp; bitterly pungent ) 
👉 ~ is almost always used to describe a smell, and it ain't a pretty one. ~ is 
the nasty sting that you feel in your nose when you walk by a building that 
just burned down--it's sulfur mixed with smoke. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like 
ACID....all acids are bitterly pungent and corrosive 
 

🎯 Acrimonious ➯ ( বদতমজানজ; stinging; caustic; bitter in words or manner; N. 
~: bitter ill-natured animosity in speech or behavior ) 👉 Locked in a mean-
spirited, bitter argument? That's an ~ situation that might result in fists 
flying unless you and your opponent can cool down. 👀 Mnemonic: 
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(Tag:;english);~= Take Acr as Acroo (hindi) and Mon as man(hindi) , so it 
means acroo man wala .acroo manner 
 

🎯 Acrophobia ➯ ( উচ্চতা - ভীনত; fear of heights ) 👉 Want to go to the top of 
the Empire State Building? You must not have ~. Someone who is terrified of 
heights will just wait for you in the gift shop — which is on the ground floor. 
👀 Mnemonic: a crow phobia...crows live their lives at great heights 
 

🎯 Actuarial ➯ ( নবমা; ইনু্সতরন্স পনরসংখযাি নবিয়ক; calculating; pertaining to 
insurance statistics ) 👉 ~ data are the statistics used to calculate various sorts 
of risk that insurance companies insure people against. If you want to know 
how likely it is for your car to be stolen, there is surely some ~ data that 
could give you an answer. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);dont give me rough value 
give me actual value by "calculating" it 
 

🎯 Acuity ➯ ( তীক্ষ্নতা; sharpness (of mind or senses of sight or hearing) ) 👉 ~ 
has to do with sharpness and smartness. Do you always get A's in math? 
Then you have an ~ for numbers. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);a-CUIty,CUI 
seems like SUI{needle} in hindi,sui is sharp and penetrating...INTELLIGENT 
people are such-SHARP QUICK & PENETRATING 
 

🎯 Acumen ➯ ( তীক্ষ্ন নবচার নক্ত ; mental keenness; sharpness of judgment; 
ability to judge quickly and well; Ex. business ~ ) 👉 If you have ~, you are 
very sharp at what you do. You hope your accountant and your surgeon are 
both known for their ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ACUTE+MIND...acute means sharp 
 

🎯 Adamant ➯ ( হগােঁয়ার হগানবন্দ; hard; inflexible ) 👉 If you stubbornly refuse to 
change your mind about something, you are ~ about it. 👀 Mnemonic: 

A+DAM+ant...A DAM IS GENERALLY INFLEXIBLE AND HARD so vehicles can 
pass through it. 
 

🎯 Adapt ➯ ( খাপ খাওয়াতিা; make or become suitable for a specific use; alter; 
modify; adjust; N. ~ation: act of ~ing; composition recast into a new form; Ex. 
The play is an ~ion of a short novel. ) 👉 Say you move to a country where 
everyone cooks with lots of hot peppers. At first the food scalds your tongue, 
but over time you ~ — you change in a way that allows you to deal with the 
new circumstances. 👀 Mnemonic: A(according)+dep(devloping)+t...so you are 
trying to devlop your self according to requirment. 
 

🎯 Addiction ➯ ( আসনক্ত; compulsive habitual need ) 👉 An ~ is an abnormally 
strong craving for something, which can sometimes grow so strong you have 
trouble living without it. 👀 Mnemonic: diction sounds like fiction.reading 
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fiction stories became a compulsary habbit to me to read until i will complete 
the book. 
 

🎯 Address ➯ ( নিকািা; বকৃ্ততা হদয়া, নলপ্ত েওয়া; direct a speech to; speak to; deal 
with or discuss; direct one's efforts or attention to; make with a destination; 
N: formal speech ) 👉 When you are a student and you want to ~ your 
teacher, it's generally safer to call her Ms. and not ~ her by her first name, 
Esmeralda. 👀 Mnemonic: add+dress i.e wearing good dress so as to spek in 
an interview 
 

🎯 Adept ➯ ( পারদ সী; expert at; very skilled ) 👉 Are you looking for another 
word to describe a person who is highly skilled, very proficient or expert at 
something? Try the adjective ~! 👀 Mnemonic: a+depth, a person who has 
deep knowledge 
 

🎯 Adhere ➯ ( হলতগ থাকা; stick fast; be a devotd follower; devotion; loyality ) 
👉 If you don't want monkey droppings to ~ to the sole of your shoe, watch 
where you're walking. Maybe if you'd ~, or stick to, the zoo rules and stay on 
the walking path, you wouldn't have to worry about it. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);~ is relating to a adhessive which is used to stick or join two 
materials.......so the meaning 
 

🎯 Adherent ➯ ( সমথসক;অিুগত ; supporter; follower ) 👉 Because an ~ is usually 
something or someone that sticks to something or someone else, it's logical 
that it can also mean a person who believes in and supports a certain 
philosophy or leader. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);if u know the meaning of 
"adhere" which is to stick to .. den "adhere+nt" is someone who sticks to.. 
 

🎯 Adjacent ➯ ( সনিনেত; adjoining; neighboring; close by ) 👉 ~ means close to 
or near something. You may consider the people up and down your street to 
be neighbors, but your next door neighbor is the person who lives in the 
house or apartment ~ to yours. 👀 Mnemonic: sound is like edge 
 

🎯 Adjuration ➯ ( অিুিয় - নবিয়; সনবিয় অিুতরার্ ; solemn urging; V. ~: entreat 
earnestly; enjoin solemnly ) 👉 Use the noun ~ to describe the serious, whole-
hearted way you begged your parents to let you have a puppy when you 
were little. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);On finding that there was no groceries 
left the wife asked her husband "AAJ ZARA RAASHAN" le aaiye... A sincere 
and honest request for an action 
 

🎯 Adjutant ➯ ( হসিাপনতর সেকনর; staff officer assisting the commander; 
assistant ) 👉 A general's assistant is his ~. The word means someone who 
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serves as a helper to a higher- ranking military officer. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
sounds like adjecent, your boss assistant will be sitting sdjusent to your boss. 
hence ~ means assistant. 
 

🎯 Admonish ➯ ( নতরস্কার করা; warn or speak to with gentle disapproval; 
reprove ) 👉 To ~ is to scold. If you want to show someone you're not happy 
with his behavior, ~ him. It sounds better than "scolding," and it's less 
painful than spanking. 👀 Mnemonic: adm(in)+on(e)+(pun)ish : (net)admin in 
the company is one step away (Giving strong warning now) from punishing 
you.bcoz you are accessing prohibited network sites. 
 

🎯 Adorn ➯ ( অলংকৃত করা ; decorate ) 👉 To ~ is to dress something up by 
decorating it. You might ~ your poncho with fringe or your poodle's dog 
collar with rhinestones. 👀 Mnemonic: ad + orn(ornamentals) used to 
decorate 
 

🎯 Adroit ➯ ( নিপুণ; skillful (in using mind or hand) ) 👉 Someone who is ~ is 
clever and skillful. An ~ leader will be able to persuade people to go with his 
ideas. An ~ sculptor can turn a lump of clay into an object of great beauty. 
👀 Mnemonic: Remember with Detroit which is famous for its 
motorcycles,which are made by able, adept, artful, brainy, canny, clever, 
cunning, deft, dexterous, dextrous, expert, facile, finished, good, handy, 
ingenious people 
 

🎯 Adulation ➯ ( হতািাতমাদ; চাটুবাকয; flattery; admiration that is more than is 
necessary or deserved ) 👉 If you've ever been to a pop concert filled with 
screaming fans you've probably been exposed to ~ — praise so over-the-top 
it's almost embarrassing. 👀 Mnemonic: adult boy flattering with his 
girlfriend. 
 

🎯 Adulterate ➯ ( বযনভচারী; হভজালনমনিত; make impure or of poorer quality by 
adding inferior or tainted(contaminated) substances ) 👉 If you ~ something, 
you mess it up. You may not want to ~ the beauty of freshly fallen snow by 
shoveling it, but how else are you going to get to work? 👀 Mnemonic: 

dull+the+rate = impure, means to decrease the rate 
 

🎯 Adversary ➯ ( প্রনতদ্বন্দ্বী;প্রনতপখ্ক্ি; opponent; enemy ) 👉 An ~ is someone who 
fights against or opposes another. In tennis, you stand across the net from 
your ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);ADam VERSus hARRY --- They are 
opponents , advesaries 
 

🎯 Adverse ➯ ( প্রনতকূল;ববরী; going against; opposing; unfavorable; hostile ) 👉 
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Steer clear of ~ anything. If it's ~, it's working against you — like ~ weather 
conditions or the ~ effects of waxing your back. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);~ 
= ad + verse (versus) versus means compilation/fight between two Opponents 
so, it is something which shows OPPOSITION 
 

🎯 Adversity ➯ ( দুদস া ; great hardship or affliction; misfortune; calamitous 
event ) 👉 When circumstances or a situation works against you, you face ~. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);After UNIversity when you are jobless, you are in 
~ (misfortune, great hardship). 
 

🎯 Advert ➯ ( নবজ্ঞাপি;উতেখ করা;নিতদস  করা ; refer ) 👉 This one's easy. An ~ is 
an ~isement: just shorten ~isement, and you get ~. Of course, as a verb, to ~ 
to something means to refer to it. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ise is made from ~ 
 

🎯 Advocate ➯ ( উনকল; সমথসি করা ; speak in favor of; support (an idea or 
plan); urge; plead for ) 👉 You can refer to a person who's a public supporter 
of a cause as an ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~...~ usually "urges"or 
"pleads" judge to give in his favour 
 

🎯 Aegis ➯ ( অতভদয ঢাল; shield; protection; defense ) 👉 The noun ~ comes 
from the Greek word Aigis, which was the name of Zeus's shield. That's Zeus, 
the most powerful Greek god, who probably had a pretty tough shield, even 
though it was made of goatskin. To say that something or someone is under 
the ~ of another is basically saying that they have the strength of Zeus on 
their side. Or, at least, whoever is protecting them will be as Zeus-like as 
possible in their support. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like ages of empire.. the 
game where the soldiers wear that shield.. for protection 
 

🎯 Aesthetic ➯ ( িান্দনিক; artistic; dealing with or capable of appreciating the 
beautiful (of a person or building); ) 👉 The adjective ~ comes in handy when 
subject is beauty or the arts. A velvet painting of dogs playing poker might 
have minimal ~ appeal. 👀 Mnemonic: aes + thetic opposite of 
"pathetic"..means beauty 
 

🎯 Affable ➯ ( সদালাপী; easily approachable; easy to talk to; warmly friendly ) 
👉 If the adjective ~ applies to you, it means that you are friendly and 
pleasant. A snarling junkyard dog is not ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

affection+able=affection to others 
 

🎯 Affected ➯ ( প্রভানবত;ভািকৃত; artificial; pretended ) 👉 If a company is hit by 
job cuts, its employees will probably wonder whether they'll be ~ — meaning 
they'll experience a change to their employment status. 👀 Mnemonic: 
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~.....past form of affect....affect..af+fect(FACT).SO SOMETHING which has 
nothing to do with facts....or reality hence ARTIFICIAL AND THE KEY WORD 
HERE IS FACT...reality..and opposite of it artificial.... 
 

🎯 Affiliation ➯ ( সম্বন্ধীকরণ; অন্তভুসনক্ত; joining; associating with ) 👉 An ~ is an 
official connection to something. To have an ~ to something is to be affiliated 
with it. The Tea Party pretty clearly has an ~ with the Republican Party. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;~ed to universityso joining of a college to a university..or 
association of college);~ed to university so joining of a college to a 
university..or association of college 
 

🎯 Affinity ➯ ( তীব্র আকিসণ; কুটনম্বতা; feeling of kinship; similarity; Ex. strong ~ 
for her; Ex. many ~s between two languages ) 👉 If you get along with 
someone very well, you have an ~ with them. Sometimes opposites attract, so 
you might feel a strange ~ to someone who is seemingly very different from 
you. 👀 Mnemonic: Mathematicians have an ~ for infinity. 
 

🎯 Affirmation ➯ ( অিুতমাদি; ইনতবাচক দৃঢ়উনক্ত ; positive assertion; confirmation; 
solemn pledge by one who refuses to take an oath; ) 👉 An ~ is a big fat YES, 
an assertion that something is true. 👀 Mnemonic: If u usually play any 
games like Counter strike or so wen u order ur sub ordinates they often say 
~.. so... 
 

🎯 Affix ➯ ( বর্সি; সংতযাজি করা; attach to; add on, append, supplement; ) 👉 

When you ~ something, you stick it on to something else. You might ~ a 
stamp to a letter or ~ colorful stickers to your notebook. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;global);~ sounds like suffix or prefix, that means add at end or begining, 
so ~ means attach or add on 
 

🎯 Affliction ➯ ( দুনবসপাক; ভুগানি; state of distress; trial; cause of distress or 
suffering; ) 👉 An ~ makes you suffer, but you have to deal with it anyway. 
Diseases are often said to be ~s, but the word can mean just about anything 
that causes great suffering. 👀 Mnemonic: it can be a combination of two 
words..affection and conflict....so when there is a conflict in affection its a 
cause of great distress and suffering 
 

🎯 Affluence ➯ ( র্ির্ািয;র্িসম্পদ;সমৃনি; abundance; wealth ) 👉 ~ means great 
wealth and abundance, such as the great riches found by ancient explorers 
who exploited the new worlds of North and South America. 👀 Mnemonic: 

affleunce= a flow of cents means wealth 
 

🎯 Affront ➯ ( অপমাি করা; insult; offense; intentional act of disrespect; V: 
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insult or hurt the feelings of intentionally ) 👉 An ~ is an action that causes 
offense. If someone blows smoke in your face after you've asked him to put 
out his cigarette, you would consider it an ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);~ 
sounds like infront, when someone is infront of others in something the 
other people try to insult them. 
 

🎯 Agape ➯ ( (নবস্িতয়)মুখ োেঁ কনরয়া আতে; োেঁ কতর; openmouthed ) 👉 If you're 
watching a powerful display of nature such as an avalanche, you might stare 
at it with your mouth ~, which means your mouth would be wide open in 
awe. You should close it, before it is full of snow. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ For the 
other meaning of the word,i.e, selfless love; treat ~ as Ag-APE ; remember 
Lord Hanuman who was an ape (no insult intended) and he opened his heart 
to show how much he selflessly loved Lord RAM and SITA. 
 

🎯 Agenda ➯ ( আতলাচযসুচী; items of business at a meeting ) 👉 An ~ is a list of 
things to do. If you're going to attend a meeting with a long ~, you'll want to 
take your coffee mug along. 
 

🎯 Aggrandize ➯ ( অনতরেঁনজত করা; make greater; increase in power, wealth, 
rank, or honor; N. ~ment ) 👉 If you are a window washer, but you refer to 
yourself as a "vista enhancement specialist," then you are aggrandizing your 
job title — that is, making it sound greater than it is. 👀 Mnemonic: grand- 
this resembles to somthing huge,great,wealthy. 
 

🎯 Aghast ➯ ( আততে/নবস্মতয় েতবুনি; filled with great surprise or fear; horrified 
) 👉 Would you be ~, or shocked, to find out that your friends believe in 
ghosts, or would you share their frightened, or ~, looks when a floating white 
being hovers over the campfire? 👀 Mnemonic: A Ghost...when you see a 
ghost you are filled with fear and surprise 
 

🎯 Agility ➯ ( দ্রুততা; nimbleness; ability to move quickly ) 👉 ~ is the ability 
to be quick and graceful. You might have ~ on the basketball court or in the 
courtroom, or even with your gaming remote. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~ 
IS SIMILAR TO ABILITY...ABILITY to move fast and quick 
 

🎯 Agitate ➯ ( ঘােঁটাি; নবিুব্ধ করা; stir up; disturb ) 👉 ~ means to stir up. If you 
watch a horror movie at bedtime, you may be too ~d to sleep. Movies like 
that can ~ all sorts of adrenaline responses in the body. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
rhymes with Irritate. You get ~d if somebody constantly irritates you. 
 

🎯 Agnostic ➯ ( িানস্তক; অতজ্ঞয়বাদ; one who is skeptical of the existence or 
knowability of a god or any ultimate reality ) 👉 If someone believes they 
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cannot know whether or not God exists, label them an ~. A bad joke: Did you 
hear about the dyslexic ~ insomniac? He stayed up all night wondering if 
there was a dog. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english,hindi);~:we have nostic...its like 
nasthik in hindi which means a person who does not belive in god. 
 

🎯 Agrarian ➯ ( কৃনি - নবিয়ক; pertaining to land or its cultivation; Ex. ~ 
reform ) 👉 Use the word ~ to describe something related to fields, farming, 
or rural matters. The school calendar is still based on the old ~ calendar, 
when children needed to be off during the summer to help with planting and 
harvesting. 👀 Mnemonic: agra-tkae this as agri. wen its agri,then its 
somthing related to agriculture.and wr is agriculture done ? Ans- on land. 
(hehehe-probly a silliy one),but,its gre u c.. 
 

🎯 Alacrity ➯ ( উদ্দীপিা; সনিয়তা ; cheerful promptness without reluctance ) 👉 

Someone with ~ shows cheerful willingness and eager behavior, like a kid 
whose mother has told him he can buy anything in a candy store. 👀 

Mnemonic: take the suffix crity we can link it with creativity.creative people 
are so eager to learn n create things differently. 
 

🎯 Alienate ➯ ( পর কনরয়া হদত্তয়া; make unfriendly or hostile; estrange; 
separate; change the ownership of ) 👉 When you ~ people, you make them 
stop liking or caring about you. Show up at a conference of cat lovers with a 
sign around your neck that says, "I hate kittens," and you'll learn firsthand 
what that means. 👀 Mnemonic: alian+ate...if a alian comes and eat all food 
on earth .we all become unfriendly and hostile to it. 
 

🎯 Alimony ➯ ( ভরণতপািণ; নবচারতকর নিতদসত  তালাককৃত স্ত্রীতক অথস হদয়া;হখারতপাি ; 
payments made regularly to an ex-spouse after divorce ) 👉 When a couple 
gets divorced, the court might order the one spouse to pay ~ to the other, 
which is like an allowance for basic expenses like food and shelter. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Ali+mony mony==All I need is Money and not my 
husband. 
 

🎯 Allay ➯ ( ( যন্ত্রণা / উতত্তজিা / ভয় ) লাঘব করা ; calm; pacify ) 👉 The verb ~ is 
used when you want to make something better or eliminate fears and 
concerns. 
 

🎯 Allegiance ➯ ( ব যতা; নবশ্বস্থতা ; loyalty ) 👉 Every second grader knows how 
to pledge ~ to the flag, but do you think they realize when they place their 
right hand over their hearts that they're expressing loyalty to what we call 
the "Red, White, and Blue"? 👀 Mnemonic: We have heard the fancy stories 
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of ALI and his GIN... his gin is COMMITTED and LOYAL to him.. hence ALLE + 
GI(A)N + CE... 
 

🎯 Alleviate ➯ ( উপ ম করা; relieve (pain) ) 👉 Do all these words make your 
head ache? If so, take an aspirin to ~, or relieve, your pain. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english!);ALL (all)+ EVI (evil)+ ATE (has been eaten up) so hence you are 
relieved of the pain and you feel relief 
 

🎯 Alliteration ➯ ( হয কাবযালংকাতর প্রনতনট  তব্দর প্রারতে একই বযঞ্জি বা স্বরবতণসর 
পুিঃপুিঃ বযবোর; repetition of beginning sound in poetry ) 👉 ~ is when you use 
words that have the same sound at the beginning, like "Stellar students 
synthesize sweet sentences." 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);sounds like 
literature iteration (observe the word very carefully). hence can be related to 
repetitions(iterations) in poems. 
 

🎯 Allocate ➯ ( বরাদ্দ করা; assign; set apart for a particular purpose ) 👉 To ~ 
is to set aside a certain amount of money for an expense. You usually hear 
about the government allocating funds for education or the military, but you 
may personally ~ some of your allowance to buying comic books. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~- to locate, and then set apart for a certain purpose. 
 

🎯 Alloy ➯ ( খাদ; mixture as of metals; something added that lowers in value 
or purity; V: mix; make less pure; lower in value or quality; spoil; CF. un~ed: 
not in mixture with other maetals; pure; complete; unqualified; Ex. un~ed 
happiness ) 👉 You may have heard of aluminum ~ on a car. What that means 
is that there is another metal mixed in with the aluminum, to save money 
and/or to strengthen the wheels. The wheels are an ~ (a mix), rather than 
pure. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like ALLOW, two metals are allowed to combine 
together 
 

🎯 Allure ➯ ( প্রলুব্ধ করা; entice; attract; tempt ) 👉 If you find yourself making 
eyes at that stranger across the coffee shop, chances are there is an ~ about 
him or her — something mysteriously, powerfully attractive and tempting. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);~= allu+ re= if a beautiful girl sells alu by shouting 
allu re, all guys will get attracted 
 

🎯 Allusion ➯ ( ই ারা; পতরািভাতব উতেনখত নবিয়; passing reference or indirect 
mention; mention; reference; ) 👉 That little nod to a Dylan Thomas poem 
that you sneaked into your PowerPoint presentation? That was an ~, a quick 
reference to something that your audience will have to already know in order 
to "get." 👀 Mnemonic: it is similar to "illusion" which is done by showing 
things not there indirctly 
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🎯 Alluvial ➯ ( পালনলক;পনল সংিান্ত ; pertaining to soil deposits left by running 
water ) 👉 ~ refers to the stuff left behind by running water. Think of a city 
in the aftermath of a flood--streets littered with things that had once been 
floating--tree branches, parts of buildings, and lots of lots of sand and silt. 👀 

Mnemonic: আলু ভাতলা েয় - পনল মানটতত 
 

🎯 Aloof ➯ ( একাতন্ত;একা একা থাতক এমি ; উদাসীি / আগ্রেেীি ; apart; not open in 
one's relationship with other people; reserved; ADV. ) 👉 That emotionally 
cold and detached fellow who keeps to himself, smoking clove cigarettes and 
reading French philosophy, would best be described as ~. 👀 Mnemonic: alone 
 

🎯 Aloft ➯ ( ঊতধ্বস;  ূতিয; upward; high up in the air ) 👉 Something up in the 
air or really high is ~. ~ has a soft, floaty sound to it, and it's a great word 
for talking about flying birds, airborne ballet dancers, and soaring spitballs. 
👀 Mnemonic: You must have heard this in cricket commentary, Batsman 
lofted the ball up in the air. 
 

🎯 Altruistic ➯ ( পরাথসপর; unselfishly generous; unselfish concern for the 
welfare of others; unselfishness; OP. egoism ) 👉 Someone who is ~ always 
puts others first. An ~ firefighter risks his life to save another's life, while an 
~ mom gives up the last bite of pie so her kid will be happy. 👀 Mnemonic: 

al+tru.. someone who is always true i.e. somelike Gandhiji.. unselfish concern 
for welfare of others 
 

🎯 Amalgamate ➯ ( হজাডা লাগাতিা; (of societies or groups) combine; unite in 
one body ) 👉 To ~ is to combine different things to create something new. 
Institutions — such as banks, schools, or hospitals — often join forces and ~ 
with one other. But other things — like musical genres — get ~d as well. 👀 

Mnemonic: suppose you are shy girl and you have a+ male+game+mate 
(~)what you should do ? of course combine or unite with your mate against 
other groups 
 

🎯 Amass ➯ ( জতডা করা; পুনঞ্জভূত করা ; collect (gradually, in a very large 
amount) ) 👉 ~ means bring together or assemble. It can be a real shock to 
enter a room and see your ~ed friends shouting "Surprise!" 👀 Mnemonic: ~-
how does a mass gets made? or how does some mass gets accumulated ? ans-
when it is collected( and stored). 
 

🎯 Ambidextrous ➯ ( সবযসাচী; capable of using either hand with equal ease ) 
👉 ~ people have the ability to use both hands with equal dexterity. But the ~ 
probably prefer to write with their right hands, since lefties always smudge 
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what they've written as they drag their hand across the page. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;veeru sahastrabudhdeo(VIRUS) in 3-idiots movie is ~ in writing);need to 
know cartoon network: in dexter show the small kid's name is dexter who is 
highly talented,skilled... 
 

🎯 Ambience ➯ ( পনরতব ; আবেমণ্ডল; environment; atmosphere; Ex. restraurant 
with a pleasant ~; ADJ. ambient: completely surrounding; Ex. ambient 
temperature ) 👉 ~ is another word for atmosphere in the sense of the mood 
a place or setting has. If an expensive restaurant has soft lighting and 
peaceful music, it has a pleasant, soothing ~. 👀 Mnemonic: if u can 
remember, the room spray called ~,then that will do things easy.a room 
freshner is sprayed to keep the room environment or atmosphere smell nice.. 
 

🎯 Ambiguous ➯ ( দ্বযথসক;অনিনিত অথস নবন ষ্ট ; unclear or doubtful in meaning; 
having more than one possible interpretation ) 👉 Look to the adjective ~ 
when you need to describe something that's open to more than one 
interpretation, like the headline "Squad helps dog bite victim." 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Pri);ambi means two/both..guous sounds like guess..both are wild guess 
so its doubtful 
 

🎯 Ambivalence ➯ ( হদাটািা; the state of having contradictory or conflicting 
emotional attitudes or opinions ) 👉 Someone who shows ~ about a person or 
thing has conflicting feelings. If you love your mom but find her totally 
embarrassing you might feel ambivalent about having her give a presentation 
at your school. 👀 Mnemonic: matches with "ambulance" . In case of severe 
emergency, inside an ambulance, you have mixed emotions.. bachega ya nahi! 
 

🎯 Ambulatory ➯ ( োটতত সিম; able to walk ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);after getting in ambulance we go to hospital get treatment and 
are finaly able to walk 
 

🎯 Ameliorate ➯ ( সংত ার্ি করা; উিয়িসার্ি করা; improve; amend ) 👉 To ~ is to 
step in and make a bad situation better. You could try introducing a second 
lollipop to ~ a battle between two four-year-olds over a single lollipop. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Ameli (Imli) improves the taste of food. The verb ~ 
comes from the Latin word meliorare, meaning "improve." Food drives can ~ 
hunger. Aspirin can ameliorate a headache. A sympathy card can ameliorate 
grief. Family therapy can ~ severe sibling rivalry. Anything that can lift a 
burden can ~. 
 

🎯 Amenable ➯ ( অিুগত; নিয়নন্ত্রত েতত আগ্রেী; obedient; compliant; readily 
managed; responsive; willing to be led; answerable or accountable legally; 
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responsible; able to be tested by; Ex. ~ to sensible suggestions; Ex. He is very 
~; Ex. ~ to the usual tests ) 👉 If your friends want to try sky diving and 
you're ~ to the idea, sounds like you're going to be jumping out of a plane. If 
a person or thing is ~ to something, they are ready, willing, or responsive. 👀 

Mnemonic: Amen is a word used in islam and christinity. meaning of which 
is i agree. So ~ means something able to be agreed. 
 

🎯 Amend ➯ ( সংত ার্ি করা; ameliorate; correct; change ; generally for the 
better ) 👉 ~ describes actions or speech intended to correct or improve 
something. If you confused your audience when you gave your speech, don't 
be afraid to ~ what you said, meaning you make minor changes to better 
explain what you meant. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;say amen after your pray);after 
we ask God to ~ the sinful world, we say AMEN 
 

🎯 Amenities ➯ ( সুতযাগ - সুনবর্া; convenient features that helps to make life 
pleasant; social courtesies ) 👉 ~ are the little things in life that make you 
comfortable — like more legroom on a flight or the chocolate on your hotel 
pillow. 👀 Mnemonic: a man at ease 
 

🎯 Amiable ➯ ( হখা  হমজানজ ;বনু্ধভাবাপি ; agreeable; lovable; warmly friendly ) 
👉 A friendly, pleasant person could be described as ~. Airline flight 
attendants tend to be ~. The people monitoring the school's cafeteria? Maybe 
not. 👀 Mnemonic: am + I + able or lovable 
 

🎯 Amicable ➯ ( বনু্ধভাবাপি; নমত্রভাবাপি; peaceful; politely friendly; not 
quarrelsome; Ex. ~ settlement ) 👉 The adjective ~ means "friendly" — but in 
particular, use it when describing relations one might otherwise expect to be 
unfriendly. The end of a romantic relationship that's less than ~ might 
involve broken dishes or broken bones. 👀 Mnemonic: ~= tkae mic means 
microphone which always makes sound and opposite of it is peaceful. 
 

🎯 Amiss ➯ ( হবনিক; পথভ্রষ্ট; wrong; faulty; Ex. something ~; ADV. ) 👉 When 
things are out of their proper places or not happening the way they should, 
we say they are ~. And remember, ~ is as good as a mile. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ : i 
thought she was a miss, but it was ~ as she was married :) 
 

🎯 Amity ➯ ( বনু্ধত্বতা; সদ্ভাব ; friendship; peaceful relationship as between 
nations ) 👉 The word ~ refers to a peaceful, friendly nature, much like the 
French word for friend — "ami." 👀 Mnemonic: ami means friend in 
French.so usually words which involve ami=friend. ex: amiable, amicable, ~ 
etc 
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🎯 Amnesia ➯ ( সমূ্পণস বা আংন ক সৃ্মনততলাপ; loss of memory ) 👉 When you have 
~ you can't remember what happened to you in the past. ~ is a total or 
partial memory loss. 👀 Mnemonic: ~.......remember AMir khan and his movie 
Ghajini were he has memory loss also Tare Zameen Par where he shows 
about DYSLEXIA same as ~ 
 

🎯 Amnesty ➯ ( রাষ্ট্রনবতরার্ী অপরাতর্র হিতত্র প্রদন সত সার্ারণ িমা; pardon (allowed by 
government to political criminals) ) 👉 ~ can mean a pardon for a 
wrongdoing, or it can also signal a government's willingness to overlook 
something. 👀 Mnemonic: am-nesty-> similar to "i am nasty" but still my 
parents generally pardon my mistakes 
 

🎯 Amoral ➯ ( অতিনতক; nonmoral; having no understanding of right and 
wrong 
 

🎯 Amorphous ➯ ( নিরাকার ;নিনদসষ্ট আকারেীি; formless; lacking shape or 
definition ) 👉 In a scientific sense ~ means lacking a crystalline structure, 
something without solid form. In a broader sense, the word describes 
anything that lacks a distinct shape or organizing theme, be it a work of art, 
a political movement, or even someone's direction in life. 👀 Mnemonic: In 
Greek 'morphe' means shape/form. So, ~(a + morph + ous) means 'without 
shape/shapeless'. Similarly 'morphing' means shaping(the original). 
'Metamorphosis' = Change in form/nature 
 

🎯 Amphibian ➯ ( উভচর প্রাণী; able to live both on land and in water; N. ) 👉 

An ~ is a cold-blooded vertebrate animal that is born in water and breathes 
with gills. As the larva grows into its adult form, the animal's lungs develop 
the ability to breathe air, and the animal can live on land. Frogs, toads, and 
salamanders are all ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);amphi== of both kinds + 
bios==life 
 

🎯 Ample ➯ ( নবস্তার;প্রচুর পযসাপ্ত, প্র স্ত; enough; abundant; spacious; large in size; 
Ex. ~ opportunity/garden; abundance; largeness of space ) 👉 ~ describes an 
abundance of something. An ~ supply of apple muffins at the bake sale is a 
good thing, as is ~ legroom in your new van, but you probably don't want 
your ~ waistline spilling over the top of your jeans. 👀 Mnemonic: amplifier 
means to increase in strength of signal so ~ means in abundance 
 

🎯 Amplify ➯ ( নববর্সি করা; increase in size or effect; expand; broaden or 
clarify by expanding; intensify; make stronger; Ex. ~ one's remarks with a 
graph ) 👉 The verb ~ means to crank up the volume. Speakers ~, or raise, 
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the volume of the noise coming through a microphone so that everyone at 
the rock show can hear. 👀 Mnemonic: from amplus "large" + the root of 
facere "make, do" 
 

🎯 Amputate ➯ (  ললযনচনকত্সা দ্বারা অি হকতট হেলা হিত্তয়া; cut off part of body; 
prune (a limb) ) 👉 Use the verb ~ when you need to describe the surgical 
removal of a limb, such as an arm or a leg. For example, a doctor might ~ an 
accident victim's badly crushed arm. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);a(r)m+put+ate 
: Imagine a silly situation.tiger ATE your ARM which is PUT for eating. so 
your arm is CUTOFF from your body 
 

🎯 Amulet ➯ ( তানবজ; মন্ত্রপূত; রিাকবচ; charm; talisman; an object worn 
believed to protect against evil, bad luck ) 👉 If you rub your pendant while 
praying to your gods, it sounds like you have an ~, a necklace or similar item 
attributed with magical powers. 👀 Mnemonic: amul-et amulya(hindi)--~ 
which is wor in the neck is precious 
 

🎯 Anachronism ➯ ( কালতবিময; an error involving time in a story; something 
or someone misplaced in time; ) 👉 An ~ is something that doesn't fit its time 
period, like if you say you'll "dial" your smartphone. 👀 Mnemonic: you know 
about chronometer- means clock. Anything with "chron" is related to time. 
Anachronisim-an+chron+ism> here an is used in negative sense> so ~ means 
something or someone that is not in its correct time 
 

🎯 Anarchist ➯ ( বিরাজযবাদী; person who seeks to overturn the established 
government; advocate of abolishing authority ) 👉 Should you ever decide to 
form a club for ~s, you might want to keep this in mind: Running for club 
president will make you unpopular, since ~s prefer a stateless society and 
distrust ruling powers. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);Remember who is AN 
ARCHIST(archer) he aims at them and tries to destroy them(overturn) 
 

🎯 Anarchy ➯ ( অরাজকতা; absence of governing body; state of disorder ) 👉 

Use the noun ~ to describe a complete lack of government — or the chaotic 
state of affairs created by such an absence. A substitute teacher might worry 
that an unruly classroom will descend into ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~-Sounds like 
'monarchy' (like tibet was ruled by monarchy)...so, absenceof government 
 

🎯 Anathema ➯ ( অনভ াপ; solemn curse; someone or something regarded as a 
curse; V. ~tize ) 👉 Something that one absolutely and positively cannot stand 
is ~. Garlic is ~ to vampires (ditto for stakes and daylight). So is kryptonite to 
Superman or a silver bullet to a werewolf. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);sounds 
like ashwathema who had SOLEMN CURSE of Lord Krishna 
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🎯 Ancestry ➯ ( পূবসপুরুিগণ; family descent; ADJ. ancestral ) 👉 Have a family 
tree hanging on the wall? Then you know a bit about your ~, or family 
history and lineage. 👀 Mnemonic: Coming down from ancestors. 
 

🎯 Anchor ➯ ( িির হেলা; হিািতরর সাোতযয  ক্ত কতর বার্া; secure or fasten firmly; 
be fixed in place; N. ~age ) 👉 On a boat, an ~ is a heavy object attached to a 
rope. You toss it overboard, it sinks to the bottom, and your vessel doesn't 
move. ~ has the sense of what holds something in place. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is 
also a toothpaste brand in india...it holds ur teeth 
 

🎯 Anecdote ➯ ( গপ্প; short story of an amusing or interesting event ) 👉 A 
short, amusing true story is an ~. You might come back from a crazy spring 
break with a lot of ~s to tell. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);consider full-stop(.)as 
the end marker of a story. anec(anek= many)+dote(dot) a story with many 
dots is very short 
 

🎯 Anesthetic ➯ ( অিুভুনত িা ক পদাথস বা কলা হকৌ ল; substance that removes 
sensation with or without loss of consciousness; ) 👉 The next time you go to 
the dentist, make sure you know the word ~. This drug causes a temporary 
loss of feeling, making it your best friend if the drill has to be used. 👀 

Mnemonic: substance that produces 'anesthesia' 
 

🎯 Anguish ➯ ( নিদারুি যন্ত্রণা ; acute pain; extreme suffering ) 👉 The noun ~ 
refers to severe physical or emotional pain or distress. A trip to the dentist 
might cause a cavity-prone person a lot of ~. 👀 Mnemonic: L~ causes ~. 
 

🎯 Angular ➯ ( হকাণযুক্ত; sharp-cornered; having an angle; not rounded (body); 
bony; lean; gaunt; stiff in manner ) 👉 Whether it's a face with strikingly lean 
bone structure, a tall rect~ building, or a something written in Arabic script, 
anything that is characterized by sharp angles can be described as ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ sounds angle.... so have an angle 
 

🎯 Animated ➯ ( প্রাণবন্ত; lively; spirited ) 👉 Something that seems full of life 
and movement is said to be ~. ~ films for television and movies include 
cartoons, Claymation, puppets, and computer-generated images, which are all 
simulations of living things. 
 

🎯 Animus ➯ ( নবতদ্বি; hostile feeling or intent; animosity; hostility; disposition 
) 👉 Saying you have ~ toward a person is a fancy way of saying that you 
hate their guts. You could also say that an ~ exists between two people. 
That's when they hate each others' guts. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);relate it 
with "animal"(feeling like a raging bull) 
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এই মুেূততস এবং 
পতডি। তাতদর টাতগসট কতরই আপিার প্রনতষ্ঠাি নকংবা পতণযর প্রচার ও প্রসাতর সেল মাতকসনটং 
করতত পাতরি।  
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🎯 Annals ➯ ( বিসািুিনমক ইনতবৃত্ত বিস নভনত্তক ঘটিা বনলর নববরণী; records arranged in 
yearly parts; history ) 👉 ~ are chronological historical records. Some ~ 
recount the achievements of war heroes; others, in the form of high school 
yearbooks, record historically terrible hairstyles. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ as channels 
which keep records of everything 
 

🎯 Annex ➯ ( সংতযাজি করা; attach; add to a large thing; take possession of; 
incorporate (territory) into a larger existing political unit (by force); N: 
building added to a large one ) 👉 An ~ is an extension of, or an addition to a 
building. A small room off of a main room is an ~, and attics are another 
type of ~. 👀 Mnemonic: a+next 
 

🎯 Annihilate ➯ ( ধ্বংস করা; destroy ) 👉 Killing ends when the thing you are 
killing (your sworn enemy, all hope, a gerbil) is dead. ~ goes farther—when 
you ~ something, you wipe all trace of it from the earth. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);Can be remembered by inhalation of poisonous gas that causes 
destruction and death,also the incident: Union Carbide subsidiary pesticide 
plant released 40 tonnes of methyl isocyanate (MIC) gas, killing approximately 
3,800 people. 
 

🎯 Annotate ➯ ( টীকা হযাগ করা; comment; make explanatory notes ) 👉 When 
you ~, you write critical explanations to add extra insight about something. 
These explanations can be necessary to understanding writings in which the 
language might be difficult to make sense of without clarification. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);U made a note while eating, a(n)-note-ate, its a 
rough note , it provides explanation and reference .. 
 

🎯 Annul ➯ ( বানতল করা; make void ) 👉 When a celebrity wakes up in Las 
Vegas with a mysterious wedding ring on her finger, the first thing she'll 
probably want to do is ~ the marriage. That will declare it invalid and 
officially cancel the whole deal. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;C Programming);AN NULl 
value is VOID.. C programming ! 
 

🎯 Anodyne ➯ ( হবদিািা ক ঔির্; painkiller; drug that relieves pain or 
trouble;opiate; ADJ. Ex. ~ statement ) 👉 When your back is killing you from 
helping your friend move furniture into his new apartment, you need to take 
an ~, a painkiller. 👀 Mnemonic: Ann will not die from pain if she gets some 
aspirin. 
 

🎯 Anomalous ➯ ( বযনতিমী; অস্বাভানবক; abnormal; irregular ) 👉 Something that 
deviates from the norm is ~. Something ~ can be good, such as an exciting 
new direction in music or art. But that ~ly low score on your math test? Not 
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so good. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ means abnormal. Think of abnormal when you read 
the word ~ 
 

🎯 Anomaly ➯ ( অস্বাভানবকতা; irregularity ) 👉 An ~ is an abnormality, a blip 
on the screen of life that doesn't fit with the rest of the pattern. If you are a 
breeder of black dogs and one puppy comes out pink, that puppy is an ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ sounds like abnormally.. that is one who deviates from the 
normal order. 
 

🎯 Anonymity ➯ ( িামেীিতা; state of being nameless; anonymousness; ADJ. 
anonymous ) 👉 If you want a little bit of invisibility, you might seek ~, or 
being anonymous and nameless. He was a very wealthy man, and he gave 
most of his money away with quiet ~, so no one knew who was helping. 👀 

Mnemonic: A+No Name ity... state of being nameless 
 

🎯 Antagonism ➯ ( নবতরানর্তা; পরস্পরনবতরার্ী; hostility; active opposition; 
opponent; adversary; principal character in oppostion to the protagonist ) 👉 

~ means hostility. You might feel ~ to the teacher who gave you a D on your 
last test, and she might be angry at you for not working harder--there's ~ 
between you. 👀 Mnemonic: ANTI+GOnism....when you say aunty go, she will 
show active apposition....every women hates being called as an aunty.... 
 

🎯 Antecede ➯ ( পূবসবতসী েউয়া ; precede ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: it sounds like ANTI-
CD..try to picture this story...we dont find CDs when we go back in time. 
 

🎯 Antecedents ➯ ( প্রাক্ - বং পনরচয়; পূবস পুরুিগণ, পূবসবতসী ঘটিা যা পরবতসী ঘটিাতক 
প্রভানবত কতর; preceding events that influence what comes later; ancestors or 
early background ) 👉 An antecedent is a thing that comes before something 
else. You might think rap music has no historical antecedent, but earlier 
forms of African American spoken verse go back for centuries. 
 

🎯 Anthem ➯ ( জাতীয় সিীত; song of praise or patriotism; Ex. national ~ ) 👉 

Rousing, reverential, sometimes even revolutionary, an ~ is a song that 
represents the ideals of a group of people. 
 

🎯 Anthology ➯ ( সানেতয - সেলি; book of literary selections by various 
authors; CF. omnibus ) 👉 A collection of writings is an ~. The heavy 
textbooks that span the literature of an entire culture and that school 
children transport in over-sized backpacks with wheels? Those are 
anthologies. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);nth, we say nth term in maths,so N 
number of writers compiling and publishing there written stories,acc to 
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Oxford: a collection of poems, stories, etc. that have been written by different 
people and published together in a book 
 

🎯 Anthropologist ➯ ( িৃতত্বনবদ; student of the history and science of 
humankind ) 👉 If you like to go people watching and enjoy studying the 
ways that humans behave, then you might be a future ~ 
 

🎯 Anthropomorphic ➯ ( িরত্বাতরাপমূলক; মািুিাকৃ্কনত বা ববন ষ্ট সম্পি; having human 
form or characteristics ) 👉 Your favorite TV shows when you were a toddler 
probably had ~ characters like Thomas the Tank Engine or Arthur, who are 
non-human, but have human characteristics, such as human faces and the 
ability to talk. 👀 Mnemonic: etymologically anthropos means 'mankind' and 
morph means 'shape or figure'..so ~ is having human form or figure 
 

🎯 Antidote ➯ ( প্রনততির্ক ঔির্; হরাগ প্রনততির্ক; remedy to counteract a poison 
or disease; Ex. ~ to the economic troubles ) 👉 An ~ is a remedy that relieves. 
So if you get headaches from long bus rides, it's best to travel equipped with 
the key pain alleviating ~s: Tylenol, lots of water and soothing music. 👀 

Mnemonic: "anti(against) + dote(u find two dots where a snake(poison) 
bites)" i.e, 'remedy for a poison' 
 

🎯 Antipathy ➯ ( নবতদ্বি; aversion; dislike or opposition ) 👉 An ~ is a deep-
seated dislike of something or someone. Usually it's a condition that is long-
term, innate, and pretty unlikely to change — like your ~ for the Red Sox. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);CAN REMEMBER IT AS OPPOSITE OF sympathy. 
RHYMING n OPPOSITE WORDS - ~ n sympathy 
 

🎯 Antiquated ➯ ( মান্ধাতার আমতলর; obsolete; old-fashioned; outdated ) 👉 

Something is ~ when it is so old that it is no longer useful. If your parents 
believe that you shouldn't use the Internet when you write papers for school, 
you might call their ideas ~. 👀 Mnemonic: read as antique(old 
item)+dated(outdated)..hence outdated 
 

🎯 Antiseptic ➯ ( জীবাণুনিয়াজনিত পচিনিতরার্ক; substance that prevents infection 
in a wound; ADJ. ) 👉 If you are out to kill some micro-organisms, an ~ will 
come in handy! If you go to a hospital for a cut on your arm, the nurse will 
apply an ~ to the wound because it will kill any bacteria, while not harming 
your healthy skin. 👀 Mnemonic: ANTI + SEPTIC...ANTI means against and 
SEPTIC is a sepsis or deterioration of a wound...so an ~ is used to cure or 
heal a septic wound. 
 

🎯 Antithesis ➯ ( ববপরীতয; contrast; direct opposite of or to; ADJ. ~tic or ~tical 
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) 👉 An ~ is the complete opposite of something. Though the counterculture 
was strong in America in 1968, voters elected Richard Nixon, the ~ of a 
hippie. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);anti means opposite and thesis means a 
description of an idea or a topic hence ~ means opposite to idea 
 

🎯 Apex ➯ ( চূডা; উচ্চতম নবনু্দ; tip; summit; climax; highest point ) 👉 When 
there's no mountain left to climb and nothing but blue sky above, you know 
you've reached the highest peak — the ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ Climex (climax) 
gets me high of heights. 
 

🎯 Aphorism ➯ ( িীনতবচি; সংনিপ্ত জ্ঞান্গতভসাবাণী; pithy maxim or saying; ) 👉 Use 
the noun ~ when you have something compact and astute to say, such as 
"People who live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones." 👀 Mnemonic: ~---> 
a + phrase.. 
 

🎯 Aplomb ➯ ( আত্মনবশ্বাস; আত্মস্থতা; poise; composure in difficult situations; 
assurance; self-confidence ) 👉 ~ is the ultimate test for cool: grace under 
pressure. Use ~ to show great restraint under even the most trying 
circumstances. In retail, it's always a good idea to handle the angry 
customers with ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Take it as a-bomb, so a bomb 
defusing team must have following characteristics: assurance, balance, 
confidence, coolness, equanimity, nerve, nonchalance, poise, surety, tact... Nd 
these are the synonyms of ~!!! 
 

🎯 Apocryphal ➯ ( সতন্দেজিক; নমথযা / হমনক; (of a story) widely believed but 
untrue ) 👉 Urban legends — stories about phantom hitchhikers, deep-fried 
rats, and spider eggs in bubblegum — are classic examples of ~ tales. They're 
told as if they're true, but no one can ever identify their origins. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hypocrite);~ Hypocritical (of false appearance of virtue) 
 

🎯 Apogee ➯ ( গ্রেিিত্রানদর কিপতথর হয স্থাি পৃনথবী েইতত দূরতম; highest point; the 
point farthest from the earth; OP. perigee ) 👉 For an object in orbit around 
the earth, the ~ is the point that is highest or furthest from the earth. Early 
satellites had low ~s, so it wasn't long before they burnt up in the 
atmosphere. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = Up+ho+gee (ho ji -> like in hindi).. So what is 
up, is at the highest point 
 

🎯 Apologist ➯ ( বকনেয়তদািকারী; one who writes in defense of a cause or 
institution; ) 👉 An ~ is a person who argues in favor of something unpopular. 
If you're an ~ for deep sea oil drilling, you would argue that drilling in the 
ocean is necessary and the benefits make up for any environmental damage. 
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👀 Mnemonic: ~ is one who is determine seek "apology" from bodies by 
defending or justifying strongly of some policies or matters 
 

🎯 Apostate ➯ ( স্বর্মসতযাগী; one who abandons his religious faith or political 
beliefs; N. apostasy ) 👉 An ~ is someone who has deserted his cause. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ can be thought of as 'opposite state'.. That is changing to the 
opposite state, and not loyal to his current state.. 
 

🎯 Apotheosis ➯ ( হদবত্ব আতরাপ; মনেমানিত করণ; elevation to godhood; an ideal 
example of something ) 👉 If your teacher says the term paper you handed in 
last week is a work of genius that sets a new gold standard for the school, 
he's telling you your work is the ~ of term papers. The epitome. Perfection. 
👀 Mnemonic: theo- theological, somthing related to god. theology elevates 
oneself to god hood. 
 

🎯 Apparition ➯ ( ভূত; মৃতবযনক্তর আত্মা; ghost; phantom ) 👉 If you see 
something you think might be a ghost, you can call it an ~ to hedge your 
bets. ~ doesn't commit you in the same way the word ghost does—and saying 
that you've seen one won't cause you to be committed. ) 👉 Deriving from 
the Latin apparere "appear," ~ was first used in 1520 in a religious context, 
referring to the moment when the three wise men appear before the infant 
Jesus in the Bible. Later, ~ came to include the appearance of ghosts, or 
ghostly figures. It can also mean a memory so vivid it's like seeing a ghost. 
 

🎯 Appease ➯ (  ান্ত করা; প্র নমত / উপ ম করা; pacify or soothe; Ex. appease a 
crying baby; ) 👉 Appease means to make or preserve peace with a nation, 
group, or person by giving in to their demands, or to relieve a problem, as in 
"the cold drink appeased his thirst. 
 

🎯 Appellation ➯ ( হখতাব; িাম / পদনব; name; title ) 👉 ~ means the name or 
title by which someone is known. Mark Twain is the famous ~ by which 
everyone remembers author and humorist Samuel Clemens. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;french);"j'me appelle ....." means "my name is ..... "in french...so ~ means 
name or title by which u call someone 
 

🎯 Application ➯ ( অযানিতক ি; গভীর মতিানিতব  করা; diligent attention; diligence; 
V. apply oneself ) 👉 An ~ is a request for a job, assistance or admission to a 
school. Colleges might want you to submit your ~ by Dec. 1, but they won't 
let you know if you've been accepted until sometime in April. 👀 Mnemonic: 

While writing an ~, one is diligently attentive 
 

🎯 Apposite ➯ ( যতথাপযুক্ত; appropriate; fitting ) 👉 Something ~ is fitting or 
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relevant. It is ~ that radio stations play Christmas carols on Christmas Eve, 
and that your tax accountant takes vacation after April 15th. It all makes 
sense. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~=> opposite of OPPOSITE i.e. perfectly 
matched; appropriate; most suitable 
 

🎯 Appraise ➯ ( মূলযায়ি করা; estimate value of; ) 👉 When you buy a house 
someone will need to ~ its value before you can get a mortgage. To ~ 
something is to figure out its worth in the marketplace, on the field, or in 
the world of ideas. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ -consider praise and price -
-what is the price of praise which u cant say but u can estimate.. 
 

🎯 Appreciate ➯ ( মমস উপলনব্ধ করা; be thankful for; increase in worth; be 
thoroughly conscious of; ) 👉 If you ~ something, you recognize its value. We 
can all ~ how refreshing cold lemonade is on a sweltering summer day. 👀 

Mnemonic: u went to a museum "fully conscious" of the artist u ~d a painted 
which increased it's worth ..the artist was thankful to u..all the meanings get 
covered 
 

🎯 Apprehend ➯ ( হগ্রেতার করা; হটর পাত্তয়া; arrest (a criminal); dread; perceive ) 
👉 To ~ is to capture or arrest, as when the police try to ~ criminals and 
bring them to justice. You also ~ a concept when you understand it, grasping 
or capturing its meaning. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);up your hands - said 
the FBI before grabbing the criminal. 
 

🎯 Apprehensive ➯ ( সনন্দগ্ধ; হগ্রফ্তার - সংিান্ত; fearful; discerning ) 👉 If you're 
~, you're anxious or fearful. If you just got run over by a crazy bicyclist, you 
might be a bit ~ crossing the street. 👀 Mnemonic: ~:hen is always fearful... 
 

🎯 Approbation ➯ ( অিুতমাদি; approval ) 👉 ~ is an official, important-
sounding, and somewhat old-fashioned word for approval or praise. A 
princess, for example, might only consider marrying a prince that is met with 
her father's, the King's, ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Assimilator);Ap+PROBATION: 
You get CONFIRMATION/APPROVAL in your job after your Probation period 
 

🎯 Appurtenance ➯ ( আিুিনিক বস্তু; subordinate possessions; something added 
to a more important thing ) 👉 Something that is an accessory to something 
but not an integral part of it is an ~. If you buy a car, you may want to 
purchase a few ~ for it, like an ice scraper and fuzzy dice to hang from your 
rear view mirror. 
 

🎯 Aptitude ➯ ( স্বাভানবক িমতা; fitness; talent ) 👉 An ~ is something you're 
good at. A rock star might have an ~ for energizing an audience, or for 
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trashing his hotel room. 👀 Mnemonic: remember this word from various "~ 
tests" which check talent or IQ etc 
 

🎯 Aquiline ➯ ( ঈগল পানখর হিােঁতটর মততা বােঁকা; curved; hooked; of or like an 
eagle; Ex. ~ nose ) 👉 ~ means like an eagle, so if someone tells you you have 
an ~ nose, it means your nose looks like an eagle's beak. Believe it or not, 
this is a compliment. 👀 Mnemonic: aqui(aqua) reminds us of water(or 
catching fish)..a curved hook is used for fishing or catching fishes. 
 

🎯 Arable ➯ ( আবাদী.চািতযাগয; fit for growing crops; Ex. ~ land ) 👉 If you 
describe land as ~, it means that something can grow there. If you're looking 
to raise crops, you better find yourself a patch of ~ land. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);associate the word with ARAB.The desert is totally unfit for 
agriculture.so what they want most is land for agriculture 
 

🎯 Arbitrary ➯ ( হখয়ালখু ীমত; অতযৌনক্তক / খামতখয়ালী / একিায়ক সুলভ; 
unreasonable or capricious; random; tyrannical; Ex. ~ ruler ) 👉 Something 
that's ~ seems like it's chosen at random instead of following a consistent 
rule. Team members would dislike their coach using a totally ~ method to 
pick starting players. 👀 Mnemonic: < Latin arbitrarius "uncertain, depending 
on the judgment of an arbiter" < arbiter "judge 
 

🎯 Arbitrate ➯ ( মর্যস্থতা করা; act as judge (at the request of both sides) ) 👉 If 
your two best friends are fighting over the last piece of gum in the pack, you 
might ~ by telling them to split the last piece. ~ is when a neutral third 
party helps end a conflict. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Technical+Eng);bit-rate, bit 
rate is the judging or deciding parameter for the transfer rate or say speed of 
data transfer.. 
 

🎯 Arboretum ➯ ( উনদ্ভদনবদযা অিু ীলতির উপতযাগী উদযাি; place where different 
trees and shrubs are studied and exhibited ) 👉 In even the busiest of cities 
you can often find an ~, a sort of museum for trees, where many different 
types of trees and shrubs are growing, kept for scientific study and for the 
enjoyment of the general population. 👀 Mnemonic: just remember 
ARBOREAL : which means living in trees (ar-bore-al : think of a woodpecker 
who makes a bore (a hole) to live in trees). so ~ means something pertaining 
to trees 
 

🎯 Arcane ➯ ( হগাপিীয়; রেসযময়; esoteric; secret; mysterious; known only to the 
initiated; Ex. ~ ritual; Ex. ~ process closed to the uninitiated listener ) 👉 

Something ~ is understood or known by only a few people. Almost everyone 
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knows the basics of baseball, but only an elite few possess the ~ knowledge of 
its history that marks the true fan. 
 

🎯 Archaeology ➯ ( প্রত্নতত্ত্ব; study of artifacts and relics of early mankind ) 👉 

If your idea of excitement is sifting dirt to find bits of pottery, chances are 
that you're an ~ enthusiast. ~ is all about understanding the past by 
analyzing material culture — that is, objects shaped by human hands. 
 

🎯 Archaic ➯ ( প্রাচীি; antiquated; no longer used; belonging to the past; N. ) 
👉 If you use the adjective ~ you are referring to something outmoded, 
belonging to an earlier period. Rotary phones and cassette players already 
seem so ~! 👀 Mnemonic: Archealogy - study of old things.. ~ - The old 
things on which we study.. 
 

🎯 Archetype ➯ ( আনদরূপ; prototype; primitive pattern ) 👉 An ~ is a perfect 
example of something. If you have blond hair, a perfect size six body and are 
on the cheerleading squad, you're the ~ of a high school cheerleader. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);arch + type - so a model for architecture 
 

🎯 Archives ➯ ( িনথপত্র; public records; place where public records are kept ) 
👉 ~, a noun, refers to records or historical documents, or the place where 
those records are kept, like the famous writer's ~ that scholars can see by 
visiting the library ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ : spell it as archies ..it is a famous gift 
where collection of different gifts are there so it is a collection of many 
things in short storage place 
 

🎯 Ardor ➯ ( আকুলতা; heat; passion; zeal; ) 👉 Are you inspired to write love 
poems to your crush? Sprinkle rose petals in her path? Then you're feeling ~ 
— an intense kind of warmth and fervor most often associated with love. 👀 

Mnemonic: Our-"darr" is of falling in intense love!! 
 

🎯 Arduous ➯ ( কষ্টসার্য; hard; strenuous; Ex. ~ work ) 👉 Use the adjective, ~, 
to describe an activity that takes a lot of effort. Writing all those college 
essays and filling out the applications is an ~ process! 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = read 
it as: "hard to do for us" 
 

🎯 Argot ➯ ( অপভািা; হকাতিা নবত ি হিণীর বা হগাষ্ঠীর বযবহৃত নবত ি ভািা; slang; 
speech spoken by only a small group of people ) 👉 ~ is language particular 
to a specific group. It can mean a kind of slang, a technical language or a 
code. In high school, only those who spend their time studying computer 
manuals could understand the ~ of the computer lab kids. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - 
it is the j'ar'gon that we 'got' here that no other person understands 
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🎯 Arid ➯ ( অিুবসর ;শুস্ক আবোওয়া; (of land) dry; barren; unproductive ) 👉 ~ is 
so dry that nothing will grow. Death Valley in California features an ~ 
climate, which is why it's called Death Valley and not Life Valley. 👀 

Mnemonic: A + rid- A farmer getting rid(dry) of the dry land 
 

🎯 Aristocracy ➯ ( উচ্চতিণী; hereditary nobility; privileged class; government 
by nobility; ) 👉 A person who's "born to rule" belongs to the ruling class, or 
~, and is "noble" just by being in the family line — whether they have done 
anything noble or not. In an ~, a princess who doesn't visit sick children or 
clear land mines is still a princess. 👀 Mnemonic: aristotle was the most 
powerful member of the science society 
 

🎯 Armada ➯ ( রণতরীর বের; fleet of warships ) 👉 If an ~ is looking for you, 
that's not good news — it's a fleet of warships. 👀 Mnemonic: do u know n~ 
river ? fleets of warship in n~ ~ ~ 
 

🎯 Aromatic ➯ ( সুগনন্ধ; fragrant; having a sweet smell; ) 👉 If something is ~, 
it smells good. Think fragrant roses, Middle Eastern spices, freshly cut grass, 
spring rain, leaves burning in fall. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);it sounds like 
a romantic!!! so if a get some good smell, we feel romantic 
 

🎯 Array ➯ ( সনিত করা; marshal; draw up in order; arrange in order; clothe 
splendidly; adorn; N: fine clothes; ordered group; Ex. in battle ~ ) 👉 An ~ is a 
display of something — usually something varied. So, you might encounter an 
~ of bathing suits on the beach or an ~ of cereal brands in the cereal aisle of 
the grocery store. Which would you prefer? 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);For 
secondary meaning .. " jese kehna . arrey wah kya kapde pehne hai ":) 
 

🎯 Arrhythmic ➯ ( েন্দ হমতি চতল িা এমি; lacking rhythm or regularity; ) 👉 

Someone who can't keep a beat is probably a bad dancer. They're also ~, 
which is an adjective that means having no rhythm at all. 👀 Mnemonic: 

A(aginst-lack of)+rrhythmic. lacking rhythm 
 

🎯 Arrogance ➯ ( দানেকতা; pride; haughtiness; ADJ. arrogant: unpleasantly 
self-important (with a strong confidence in one's own importance and a lack 
of respect for other people) ) 👉 ~ is proud's meaner cousin. It suggests a 
selfishness and blindness to others. If you think your tennis game is so good 
that you don't practice, your ~ might cause you a loss to a newer player. 
 

🎯 Arroyo ➯ ( সতিদী; gully; narrow channel formed by rainwater ) 👉 Ever 
see a dried out stream or brook that sometimes, after a good rain, is racing 
with water? That's an ~, or a creek that dries out and fills with water 
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depending on the time of year and weather. 👀 Mnemonic: it is like a ---------
-> a row (of water) 
 

🎯 Arsenal ➯ ( অস্ত্রাগার; storage place for military equipment ) 👉 An ~ is a 
storehouse for weapons. It wouldn't be wise to let your enemies get a hold of 
the keys to your ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);SENA(HINDI) ke use mai aane 
waala saaman 
 

🎯 Articulate ➯ ( গ্রনিবি; ভাবিা ও অিুভুনততক স্পষ্ট ভািায় রূপদাি কনরতত সিম; 
effective; distinct; expressing ideas clearly; having clear sounds; having joints; 
Ex. ~ speech; V: express thoughts and feeling clearly; pronounce clearly; unite 
by joints ) 👉 To ~ is to say something. And, if you say it well, someone 
might praise you by saying you are ~. Confused yet? It's all in the 
pronunciation. 👀 Mnemonic: arti kyun late...? now she really has to explain 
clearly or she is GONE !~ 
 

🎯 Artifice ➯ ( চালানক; deception; trickery ) 👉 If a politician pretends to be 
angry as a way of rousing the anger of the voters and getting more votes, 
he's guilty of ~ — a subtle and crafty trick. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: sounds like 
artificial fish which is nothing but a trick. 
 

🎯 Artisan ➯ ( কানরগর; a manually skilled worker ) 👉 An ~ has both the 
creativity and the skill to make a product. Wandering around a local craft 
fair, you will often see ~s selling handicrafts like pot holders or beaded 
jewelry. 👀 Mnemonic: Arti(artist)+ san (son): Son of artist is manually skilled 
worker or craftsman. 
 

🎯 Artless ➯ ( েলিানবেীি; সত্ ও সরল; without guile; open and honest ) 👉 Yes, 
~ could mean lacking in art, but more often it means lacking in superficiality 
or deceit. An ~ person could never make a living as a con artist. 👀 

Mnemonic: without the art of deception 
 

🎯 Ascendancy ➯ ( কতৃসত্ব; প্রার্ািয / প্রাবলয; controlling influence; position of 
controlling influence; ) 👉 When you assume ~ over someone else, you 
become more powerful than they are. ~ is the state of being in a higher 
position. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Global);Ascend means to rise... as u rise, u 
always gain power...& den u dance :p 
 

🎯 Ascertain ➯ ( নিরূপণ করা; find out for certain; make certain ) 👉 ~ is a 
verb that means to find out something. You might have to go to the bank to 
~ if there is any money in your account. 👀 Mnemonic: When you have 
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determined your chances of admission into a college AS CERTAIN, then you 
have ~ed your chance to be 100% 
 

🎯 Ascetic ➯ ( তপস্বী; আত্মনিতরার্ী; practicing self-denial; avoiding physical 
pleasures and comforts; austere; Ex. ~ life of Buddhist monks; N. ~ism ) 👉 

Want to live an ~ lifestyle? Then you better ditch the flat panel TV and fuzzy 
slippers. To be ~, you learn to live without; it's all about self-denial. 👀 

Mnemonic: someone who leaves all AESTHETICs is an ~ 
 

🎯 Ascribe ➯ ( আতরাপ করা; refer; attribute; assign ) 👉 ~ means to give credit 
to, like if you ~ the A you got on your group project to the hard work of 
your partners! 👀 Mnemonic: Scribe means refer to ex. describe-refer to 
something and expalin. Monthly subscribption to a magzine means referring 
to the mag wil be possible monthly 
 

🎯 Aseptic ➯ ( হরাগ - জীবাণুমুক্ত; নিবসীজ; preventing infection; having a cleansing 
effect ) 👉 If something is ~ it is sterile, sanitized, or otherwise clean of 
infectious organisms. Hospitals make every effort to keep operating rooms ~ 
so that patients don't contract infections after surgery. 👀 Mnemonic: 

a+septic which means removing or preventing septic 
 

🎯 Ashen ➯ ( োইরঙা; ash-colored; deadly pale ) 👉 When your best friend's 
face drains of all color when he hears that his favorite team traded its star 
player, you can use the word ~ to describe the pale, white face of someone 
who is shocked and upset. 👀 Mnemonic: split like ash coloured hen. 
 

🎯 Asinine ➯ ( নিতবসার্; stupid; Ex. ~ remarks ) 👉 If you want to call someone a 
complete stupid while sounding smart yourself, ~ is your go-to word. 👀 

Mnemonic: if u get NINE out of ASI(80) u r surely an ~(stupid) 
 

🎯 Askew ➯ ( বােঁকাভাতব; crookedly; slanted; at an angle ) 👉 Although it sounds 
like a sneeze, the word ~ means lopsided or turned and tilted to the side. 
Like your glasses might be after, well, a sneeze. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);Also it can b taken as SCREW which is not straight,it is bent, 
zigzag etc 
 

🎯 Asperity ➯ ( রূিতা; sharpness; roughness; severity (of temper or weather); 
Ex. asperities of a Russian winter ) 👉 ~ is the harsh tone or behavior people 
exhibit when they're angry, impatient, or just miserable. When your 
supervisor's "Late again!" greeting causes your entire future to pass before 
your eyes, he is speaking with ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ can be thought of as A 
spear with severity. i.e Sharpness 
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🎯 Aspersion ➯ ( কলে; কুতসামূলক; slanderous remark; Ex. cast ~s on ) 👉 An ~ 
is a disparaging remark. It almost invariably appears as a plural, following the 
word "cast" — when you cast ~s on someone, you are questioning their 
abilities or doubting them. 👀 Mnemonic: Sounds like ass-person, if you 
defame someone you make them look like an ass. Another way to the say the 
same thing: Make a person look like an ass by defaming them. 
 

🎯 Aspirant ➯ ( উচ্চানভলািী; seeker after position or status ) 👉 Ambition is the 
name of the game for an ~, a young person who sets her sights on rising to 
the top in her chosen field. 👀 Mnemonic: aspire a position 
 

🎯 Aspire ➯ ( আকুলভাতব কামিা করা; seek to attain (position or status); long for; 
Ex. ~ to become president; Ex. ~ to/after the leadership ) 👉 Does your life 
goal include world domination? Have an ambitious plan that involves gold 
medals and international fame? Then you definitely know what it means to ~ 
toward something big. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like vampire which always ~ 
for blood 
 

🎯 Assay ➯ ( নবশুিতা পরীিা করা; analyze (to discover what materials are 
present); evaluate (soil or ore) ) 👉 An ~ is a breakdown of a material, 
examining the individual parts that make up the whole. When you ~ a 
situation, you look at all the elements that created the problem in order to 
come up with a solution. 👀 Mnemonic: its not like mnemonic...just rem tis 
saying"~ THE ESSAY"..it means evaluate the essay 
 

🎯 Assent ➯ ( সম্মনত; agree; accept; N. assessment ) 👉 ~ means agreement. If 
you nod your head in ~, you agree to something or you ~ to it. You can ~ in 
the same contexts as agree, but you'll seem a bit more serious. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Taib);as + sent, when You are sending anywhere you will 
agree by this decision. 
 

🎯 Assert ➯ ( দানব করা; state strongly or positively; demand recognition of 
(rights, claims, etc.); make a claim to (by forceful action); Ex. ~ one's 
independence ) 👉 ~ing is all about standing up for what you believe. You 
might ~ an opinion, your innocence, or even your authority over someone 
else. 👀 Mnemonic: 101 
 

🎯 Assiduous ➯ ( অর্যবসায়ী; diligent ) 👉 If you call someone ~, it's a 
compliment. It means they're careful, methodical and very persistent. Good 
detectives are classically ~ types. 👀 Mnemonic: 
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(Tag:;English);~+ass+in+the+dust.a donkey working hard in the dust.meaning 
hard working or industrious or diligent 
 

🎯 Assimilate ➯ ( সদৃ  করা; পনরপাক করা; absorb; take (food) into the body and 
digest it; understand (knowledge) completely and be able to use properly; 
cause to become homogeneous (the people of a country or race in the wasy 
of behaving or thinking) ) 👉 If you are trying to fit in, you are trying to ~. ) 
👉 Imported from Latin, ~ has the word similar within it and in fact, means 
"to become like something else." If someone moves to another country, he or 
she will need to ~ by adapting to and taking in the language, culture and 
customs of the new place. You can also turn the phrase around to say that a 
country ~ immigrants, which means that a place accepts immigrants and 
allows them to adapt easily. In scientific use, the body ~ nutrients as a part 
of digestion. 
 

🎯 Assuage ➯ ( প্র নমত করা; mak less severe; ease or lessen (pain); satisfy 
(hunger); soothe (anger) ) 👉 If you ~ an unpleasant feeling, you make it go 
away. Assuaging your hunger by eating a bag of marshmallows may cause 
you other unpleasant feelings. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);ass-usage in the 
toilet gives huge relief 
 

🎯 Assumption ➯ ( কাপটয ;অিুমাি / র্ারণা করা; something taken for granted; 
the taking over or taking possession of; Ex. her ~ of power; V. assume ) 👉 An 
~ is something that you assume to be the case, even without proof. For 
example, people might make the ~ that you're a nerd if you wear glasses, 
even though that's not true. Or very nice. 
 

🎯 Asteroid ➯ ( গ্রোণু; small planet ) 👉 An ~ is a large, irregularly shaped 
object in space that orbits our Sun. If one of these giant rocks ends up on a 
collision course with Earth, we are in for big trouble. 👀 Mnemonic: 

remember small device's world is android 
 

🎯 Astigmatism ➯ ( িকুলান্ধতা; ত্রুনট যার জতিয যথযথ নবনু্দতত বার্াগ্রস্থ েই; eye defect 
which prevents proper focus; OP. stigmatism ) 👉 The eye has a cornea — a 
clear, curved layer that protects it. If the cornea's shape is irregular, ~ 
results. People who have ~ see images as distorted, so they need to wear 
glasses or contact lenses. 👀 Mnemonic: STIGMA is "a symbol of disgrace or 
infamy" so ~ is lack of seeing STIGMA or "impaired eyesight resulting usually 
from irregular conformation of the cornea" 
 

🎯 Astringent ➯ ( সংতকাচক / কতিার / রুি / কিায় এমি; binding; causing 
contraction (stopping bleeding); harsh or severe; stringent; Ex. ~ criticism ) 👉 
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You know that vinegar-like liquid teens put on their faces in order to tighten 
their pores and dry up their pimples? That's ~. An ~ personality, on the other 
hand, is perceived as bitter and perhaps even a bit toxic. 👀 Mnemonic: ~- 
stringent means harsh ,severe..so we can probly remember like this.. 
 

🎯 Astronomical ➯ ( মোকা ীয় / হজযানতনবসদযা - সংিান্ত; enormously large or 
extensive ) 👉 If you lie down on a big field or on a rooftop and look up, the 
sky is so wide and high, it is ~ in size — bigger than huge. Everything in that 
sky, including the stars and planets, is also ~ because it is part of a science 
called astronomy. 
 

🎯 Astute ➯ ( তীক্ষ্নবুনি / নবচিণ; wise; shrewd; keen; seeing quickly something 
that is to one's advantage ) 👉 Someone who is ~ is clever and has good 
judgment. The kid running around with a bucket stuck on his head? Not so ~. 
👀 Mnemonic: A(MEANS NOT)+STU(STUPID)..well think of someone who is 
NOT STUPID,MEANS he is very WISE ,AND INTELLIGENT. 
 

🎯 Asunder ➯ ( পরস্পর নবনিি েইয়া; into parts; apart; V. sunder ) 👉 ~ is an 
adverb that means "into separate pieces." So if you've torn ~ the breakup 
letter from your girlfriend; you've forcefully ripped it into separate pieces — 
and rightly so. 👀 Mnemonic: When u sit on something, as it is UNDER ur 
ASS it breaks apart due to pressure (~> ASS+UNDER) 
 

🎯 Asylum ➯ ( আিয়স্থাি / নিরাপত্তা; place of refuge or shelter; protection 
(religious or political) ) 👉 Any mom taking care of the kids day in and day 
out is probably more than ready to seek ~, or refuge, at a local spa. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ sounds like slum...people living in slums need place for 
shelter,refuge, or protection during rainy season from rain. 
 

🎯 Asymmetric ➯ ( অসম / অপ্রনতসম; not identical on both sides of a dividing 
central line ) 👉 You describe something as ~ when it lacks the mirror-image 
quality of symmetry. That dress your sister sewed for you may appear 
stylishly ~, but really the reason the sleeves are different lengths is because 
she doesn't know how to use a tape measure. 
 

🎯 Atheistic ➯ (  ূিযবাদী / িানস্তকযবাদী; denying the existence of God; ) 👉 If you 
are ~, you don't believe in God. Or in any gods for that matter. You're also 
probably not interested in praying or participating in religious rituals. 
 

🎯 Atone ➯ ( প্রায়নিত্ত করা; make amends for; pay for; Ex. ~ for ) 👉 To ~ is to 
do something "right" to make up for doing something wrong. Religious 
believers are known to ~ for their sins, but even students can ~ for a past 
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failure by acing a quiz or two. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;All);at+own(one) - he 
realised his mistake 'at' his 'own' and wanted to make amends for it.. 
 

🎯 Atrocity ➯ ( িৃ ংসতা; brutal deed; ADJ. atrocious ) 👉 ~, acts of outrageous 
cruelty, are often committed during wars and armed conflicts. 👀 Mnemonic: 

divide it like.atro(sounds like metro)+city ...and we always get the news of 
brutel and cruel behaviour ..from METRO (ATRO)CITIES... 
 

🎯 Attenuate ➯ ( দুবসল করা; লাঘব করা; make thin; weaken ) 👉 ~ is a verb that 
means to make or become weaker. The effects of aging may be ~d by 
exercise. (Or by drinking from the fountain of youth.) 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);If tenu(=you) eat(ate) less you will ~ 
 

🎯 Attest ➯ ( সািয হদওয়া; testify; bear witness ) 👉 To ~ is to prove or declare 
to be true. For example: the fact that you aced the SAT ~s to the strength of 
your vocabulary. 👀 Mnemonic: Remember, how during your college 
admissions and form submissions you had to get your Mark sheets and DOB 
certificates ~ed by a GAZETTED officer.. those for done to authenticate them 
or to affirm them as true or genuine. 
 

🎯 Attribute ➯ ( ববন ষ্টযাবলী / র্মস / প্রতয়াজিীয় গুি; essential quality; V: ascribe; 
explain ) 👉 An ~ is a quality or characteristic given to a person, group, or 
some other thing. Your best ~ might be your willingness to help others, like 
when you stopped traffic so the duck family could cross the street. 👀 

Mnemonic: sounds like contribute...well anyone who has got the essential 
quality (of being educated)..can CONTRIBUTE alot the national growth. 
 

🎯 Audacious ➯ ( দুঃসােসী; daring; bold; ) 👉 This adjective is very bold — if 
you are ~, you are daring and unconventional! 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);~..auda(AUDIBLE)....IF YOU WANT to be audible to millions of 
people you have to be very daring and bold ,to go to the stage and deliver 
your massege. 
 

🎯 Audit ➯ ( নেসাবপরীিা; examination of accounts of a business; official 
examination; V. ) 👉 An ~ is a thorough counting, review, or assessment of a 
situation or collection of things. Before baking cookies, you'd better make an 
~ of the ingredients available to see whether there is enough sugar and 
butter. 
 

🎯 Augment ➯ ( বৃনি; increase; add to ) 👉 Do you need to make something 
bigger, better, or stronger? Then you need to ~ it. To ~ is to increase the 
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amount or strength of something. 👀 Mnemonic: you can remember it as 
opposite of segment...... segment means to make less.... ~ to add 
 

🎯 August ➯ ( সুমোি / িিা উতেককারী / মোমনেম; impressive; majestic ) 👉 ~ is 
not just the eighth month of the year; it also describes something esteemed 
or regal. The 200-year-old newspaper covering the royal wedding might be 
called an ~ institution. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Global);~.. The month of the sun 
sign - LEO the lion (the king of the forest,the most majestic animal) 
 

🎯 Auroral ➯ ( ঊিাসংিান্ত / উদীচী উিা; pertaining to the aurora borealis; ) 👉 

An aurora is an astronomical phenomenon, when colored lights seem to 
shimmer in the sky. ~ refers to that display--you might describe it as a show 
of ~ light. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);AUR RO ke LAL mat ho...have an ~ glow 
 

🎯 Auspicious ➯ ( শুভলিণযুক্ত; favoring success; giving signs of future success; 
) 👉 Use the adjective ~ for a favorable situation or set of conditions. If you 
start a marathon by falling flat on your face, that's not an ~ start. 👀 

Mnemonic: : a+uspicious—sounds like "a suspicious" any thing suspicious is 
not favourable, so a(not ) suspicious means FAVORABLE, SUITABLE 
 

🎯 Austere ➯ ( কতিার / (আচরণ) নিমসম িীনত পরায়ি / (জীবিযাত্রা) কতিার অিারম্বর; 
forbiddingly stern; ascetic; without comfort or enjoyment; severely simple and 
unornamented; Ex. a monk's ~ life; Ex. ~ grandeur of the cathedral; N. 
austerity ) 👉 The adjective ~ is used to describe something or someone stern 
or without any decoration. You wouldn't want someone to describe you or 
your home as ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENG);AUS-australia TERE-tear(sorrow). 
like the recent beatings of Australians in INDIA. so one should deny oneself 
from going there 
 

🎯 Authenticate ➯ ( নবশুিতা প্রমাণ করা; prove genuine ) 👉 When you ~ 
something, you establish that it's the real thing. If you ~ a painting, for 
example, you're sure that it's an original work, not a copy. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;wtf);Please provide your Athen tickets to ~ you paid the money to see 
Athen in Greece 
 

🎯 Authoritarian ➯ ( বস্বরাচারী, অগণতানন্ত্রক ; subordinating the individual to the 
state; completely dominating another's will; Ex. ~ regime/father ) 👉 If your 
teacher orders you to detention every time you show up to class with a dull 
pencil, you could probably describe her as an ~ — a ruler who prefers order 
to freedom. 👀 Mnemonic: disciplinarians are ~s 
 

🎯 Autocratic ➯ ( বস্বরাচারী; having absolute unchecked power; dictatorial; N. 
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autocrat, autocracy ) 👉 ~ describes a way of ruling, but not in a nice way. An 
~ leader is one who rules with an iron fist; in other words — someone with 
the behavior of a dictator. 👀 Mnemonic: auto(means 
self)+cratic(cracy)......means goverment...............goverment by self ,goverment 
by one person. 
 

🎯 Autonomous ➯ ( স্বায়ত্ত ানসত; self-governing; N. autonomy ) 👉 ~ describes 
things that function separately or independently. Once you move out of your 
parents' house, and get your own job, you will be an ~ member of the family. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~ resembles automatic..somethin thats self governing doesn 
need or require help.. 
 

🎯 Autopsy ➯ ( ময়িাতদন্ত; examination of a dead body; postmortem; V. ) 👉 An 
~ is the dissection of a dead human body to figure out the cause of death. If 
you watch much TV, you've probably seen hundreds of 'em. 👀 Mnemonic: ~- 
if some one came under auto(piss(hindi)) - needs examination 
 

🎯 Auxiliary ➯ ( সোয়ক; offering or providing help; additional or subsidiary; 
N: helper; assistant ) 👉 When you're offering something in support of an 
already existing thing, you're offering something ~. The ~ police will help out 
the regular police with things like directing traffic and crowd control when 
there's a special event in town. 👀 Mnemonic: aux+hillary:hillary helpful to 
obama 
 

🎯 Avalanche ➯ ( নেমবাে; great mass of falling snow and ice ) 👉 Look out 
below! An ~ is a whole lot of falling snow and ice. Also, life can feel like an ~ 
when things get hectic. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;chemistry);remember ~ cell.it can 
all of a sudden recharge and cool itself as it it is having a huge mass of ice 
in it 
 

🎯 Avarice ➯ ( র্িনলপ্সা; greediness for wealth ) 👉 ~ is a fancy word for good 
old-fashioned greed. It's one of what some call "the seven deadly sins." 👀 

Mnemonic: ~- a + very + rich > a strong greed to be 'a very rich' person. 
 

🎯 Avenge ➯ ( প্রনতত ার্ হিওয়া; take vengence for something or on behalf of 
someone; Ex. They ~d his death by burning the village; Ex. He swore to ~ his 
brother; Ex. They ~d themselves on their enemy. ) 👉 If you ~ your father's 
death by killing his murderer (thereby taking revenge for the crime), there is 
a good chance you'll end up in jail, if you're caught. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds 
like revenge...so, you killed the man to fulfil your revenge and ~d your 
brother's death. 
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🎯 Averse ➯ ( নবমুখ; অসম্মত; reluctant; disinclined; not liking or opposed; Ex. ~ 
to cats/doing the house work ) 👉 To be ~ to something is to be opposed to it 
on moral, philosophical or aesthetic grounds: my father is ~ to people 
smoking cigarettes in the house, but he would not be ~ to your smoking a 
cigar. 👀 Mnemonic: ~- remember with adverse> opposite situation 
 

🎯 Aversion ➯ ( নবতৃষ্ণা / চরম অিীো / অপসন্দ; firm dislike ) 👉 If you have an ~ 
to something, you have an intense dislike for it. Commonly its food, but you 
could have an ~ to black and white movies, driving with the windows open, 
taking calls from salespeople or being barefoot outdoors. 👀 Mnemonic: u 
hate a+version of vista..firm dislike 
 

🎯 Avert ➯ ( প্রনতেত করা; prevent; avoid; turn away (eyes or thought); Ex. An 
accident was ~ed by his quick thinking; Ex. She ~ed her eyes from the 
terrible sight. ) 👉 To ~ is to turn away or to prevent. You might ~ your gaze 
or ~ a disaster — either way, you are avoiding something. 👀 Mnemonic: 

sounds like DIVERT. 
 

🎯 Aviary ➯ ( পানখ রানখবার জিয কাটরা; enclosure for birds; large cage ) 👉 An ~ 
is a place where birds are kept, such as a building at the zoo or a bird 
sanctuary. It can be a peaceful place to visit, but watch out for nasty 
surprises dropping from birds overhead. 👀 Mnemonic: not a mnemonic.. just 
something that can help.. ~ is where birds are kept and apiary is where bees 
are kept.. this might help relate in some way.. 
 

🎯 Avid ➯ ( হলাভী; greedy; extremely eager for; Ex. ~ learner; N. ~ity ) 👉 ~ 
usually means very eager or enthusiastic. If you're an ~ reader, it means you 
read as much as you can, whenever you can. 👀 Mnemonic: a person is 
always eager to be in ~(a video) 
 

🎯 Avocation ➯ ( অপ্রর্াি হপ া; secondary or minor occupation ) 👉 An ~ is an 
activity that you pursue when you're not at work — a hobby. Pretty much 
anything can be an ~: tennis, soduko, writing poetry. If you're the journalist 
Clark Kent, your ~ is changing into a skin-tight red-and-blue jumpsuit and 
fighting crime. 👀 Mnemonic: ~-->in a vacation. u do very little /minor work 
only....hence ~ implies minor occupation 
 

🎯 Avow ➯ (  পথপূবসক বলা; declare openly; N. ~al ) 👉 When you ~ something, 
you say it openly for the whole world to hear. If you're a witness in a trial, 
you'll be asked to take an oath in which you'll ~ that you'll tell the truth. 👀 

Mnemonic: (a-vow) vow means to make a promise so you declare openly 
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🎯 Avuncular ➯ ( মামাততা;চাচাসুলভ, চাচার মত; of or like an uncle ) 👉 Everyone 
likes an ~ guy, that is someone who is kind and patient and generally 
indulgent with people younger than he is. The Dalai Lama is an ~ fellow. So 
is Santa Claus. Unless you haven't been good. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english...);split the word like av + UNCUL(UNCLE) + AR...SO related to an 
uncle or suitable to an uncle..~..uncle. 
 

🎯 Awe ➯ ( ভয় ও িিানমনিত সম্মািতবার্; solemn wonder; feeling of respect mixed 
with wonder and fear; V: fill with ~; ADJ. ~some ) 👉 ~ is a feeling of fear that 
is mixed with respect and wonder. You might gaze at the Grand Canyon with 
~, marveling at its beauty and fearing its depth. 👀 Mnemonic: ill just say 1 
word.. this site is ~-some 
 

🎯 Awry ➯ ( ঝাতমলা / হকচাল লাগা; distorted; crooked; bent; Ex. Our plans have 
gone ~. ) 👉 When something goes wrong with a decent plan, you say it has 
gone ~. You accidentally forget your backpack in the airport? That's a 
mistake. When the airline loses your suitcase? That's when something has 
gone ~. ) 👉 Wry means "twisted"—so going ~ means getting "twisted up." ~ is 
similar to askew, which means "off, out of line," though when you compare 
the roots skew "turned at an angle" and wry "twisted" you see the subtle 
difference between the two words. 
 

🎯 Axiom ➯ ( স্বত: নসি সতয; self-evident truth requiring no proof ) 👉 An ~ is a 
statement that everyone believes is true, such as "supply equals demand" or 
"the only constant is change." Mathematicians use ~ to refer to established 
proofs. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Ax +i+om - when the axe is on me I will 
tell the truth. This is surely evident. 
 

🎯 Babble ➯ ( আতবাল - তাতবাল বলা; chatter idly or foolishly; make continuous 
sounds like water running gently over rounded stone; N. ) 👉 ~ is to talk on 
and on without a particular goal, to bubble at the mouth, but not in a pretty 
way. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = bab - ble bla bla bla ( ble) which means to chatter 
foolishly 
 

🎯 Badger ➯ ( জ্বালাতি / পযািপযাি করা; pester; annoy continually with demands; 
persuade by asking again and again; Ex. The children ~ed me into taking 
them into the cinema; N: a kind of mountain animal ) 👉 ~ is to bother. 
Persistently. On and on. Without stop. Relentlessly. Over and over. Endlessly. 
It comes from the name of that chipmunk-like animal that burrows into the 
ground. 👀 Mnemonic: BAD GIRL.....bad girls always annoy people 
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🎯 Baffle ➯ ( নকংকতসবযনবমূঢ় করা; frustrate; perplex ) 👉 To ~ is to confuse. If 
you are completely puzzled as to what ~ means, you might say that this word 
~s you. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;local slang);baffal=bad+fal(hindi)fruit...a bad fruit 
frustates u 
 

🎯 Bait ➯ ( হটাপ / জজসনরত করা (মন্তবয নদতয়); harass; tease; torment; Ex. badger 
~ing; N: food or other lure used to catch fish or trap animals ) 👉 People who 
go fishing aren't the only ones to use ~. When you hold a yard sale, place 
your best stuff closest to the sidewalk — to serve as ~. ~ can be anything 
from the worms that hide a hook to a stereo that tempts shoppers to stop 
and browse. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);sounds like WAIT- a boy ALLUREs or 
give a "temptation" to his girlfriend by saying that he wud wait for her 
forever. 
 

🎯 Baleful ➯ ( নবতদ্বিপরায়ণ; evil; malignant in intent or effect; deadly; having a 
malign influence; portending evil; ominous; threatening; Ex. ~ look ) 👉 ~ 
means the foreshadowing of tragic or evil events. If no one's listening in class 
and your teacher reprimands you with a ~ glance, expect a pop quiz. 👀 

Mnemonic: when we pronounce this word this word sounds simillar to word 
painful........and anything painful is always a result of an evil act 
 

🎯 Balk ➯ ( এডাইয়া যাওয়া / কষ্টসার্য হদনখয়া কাযস বন্ধ করা; stop short, as if faced 
with an obstacle, and refuse to continue; foil; stop or get in the way of; 
frustrate ) 👉 If you ~ at your mother's suggestion that you take on more 
responsibility, you're saying no to added chores. To ~ means to refuse to go 
along with. 👀 Mnemonic: sound close to bulk...when u see a bulky thing on 
ur way u refuse to go ahead 
 

🎯 Balm ➯ ( সুগন্ধ বৃিনিযসাস / হবদিা উপ মক; something that relieves pain; oily 
liquid with a pleasant smell from trees ) 👉 If your lips are cracked and dry, 
lip ~ will make them feel better. A ~ is a soothing substance with a 
consistency somewhere between solid and liquid. 👀 Mnemonic: Just think of 
medicine Zandu (~),which relieves pain 
 

🎯 Balmy ➯ ( সুরনভত; soft and mild (of air); fragrant ) 👉 Tourists who flock 
from Minnesota to Florida in the wintertime are hoping for ~ weather — that 
is, those frosty Midwesterners are trading mountains of snow and freezing 
winds for warm sun and gentle breezes. 👀 Mnemonic: BALMs are used to 
make us feel good, mild when we are having headache or tension. hence ~ 
means mild, pleasant 
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🎯 Banal ➯ ( গতািুগনতক; hackneyed; commonplace; trite; lacking originality; 
cliched ) 👉 If something is boring and unoriginal, it's ~. ~ things are dull as 
dishwater. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);abey nal to roz hi kholte hain... 
 

🎯 Bandy ➯ ( কথা কাটাকানট করা; discuss lightly or glibly; discuss in a frivolous 
manner; exchange (words) heatedly; quarrel; Ex. ~ words with ) 👉 ~ is a verb 
that means to toss many ideas around without focusing on just one. If you've 
ever brainstormed, you know what this is like — you ~ about different ideas 
until you find one that works. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi/punjabi);in hindi u 
call ur GF ur BANDI, so u share, discuss, have light arguments with ur bandi... 
 

🎯 Bane ➯ ( সবসিা ; posion; cause of ruin; ADJ. ~ful: harmful; poisonous ) 👉 

The noun ~ refers to anything that is a cause of harm, ruin, or death. But we 
often use it for things that aren't that bad, just feel like it. You might say 
mosquitoes are the ~ of your existence. 👀 Mnemonic: Modern technology is 
BOON OR ~. Boon is useful and ~ is Something causing misery or death 
 

🎯 Bantering ➯ ( নবদ্রুপ মূলক / পনরোস ; joking talk; good-naturedly ridiculing; 
) 👉 ~ is how you can describe clever chit-chat. If you are out to flirt or 
impress, using a ~ tone is always a good bet. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);~=ban+tearing i.e ban (র্মসগুরুতদর অনভ াপবতল র্মসসম্প্রদায় েইতত 
বনেষ্কার) tears and to ban tears we crack jokes and do joyful talks. 
 

🎯 Barb ➯ ( জ্বালা - র্রাতিা মন্তবয; sharp projection from fishhook, arrow, or 
other object; openly cutting remark ) 👉 Whether it is the spikes on the wire 
atop a security fence or a mean remark someone said about you, ~s can hurt. 
When you encounter either kind of ~, you should stay away. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Imagine a '~-e-que' being prepared with the help of a needle-like-stick.. 
 

🎯 Barefaced ➯ ( নিলসি; shameless and noticeable; blatant; bold; unconcealed; 
having no covering on the face; Ex. ~ lie ) 👉 If masked means hidden, ~ 
means unconcealed. If you get caught speeding and reach into your wallet 
and hand the officer $20, that's a ~ attempt at a bribe. 👀 Mnemonic: adding 
to above statement Bar Faced. strippers u know have to shameless in order to 
dance against pole(in bar) and so they are noticeable 
 

🎯 Baroque ➯ ( অদু্ভত / অলংকারবহুল নকন্তু অনতরিজিমূলক; highly ornate ) 👉 

Something ~ is overly ornate, like a paisley red velvet jacket with tassels, or 
music that has a lot going on and might include a harpsichord. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ Obama....when we think of him, we see white house which is 
highly ornamental and extravagent in style.... 
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🎯 Barrage ➯ ( হগালাগুনলর হবডাজাল / প্রনতবন্ধক; barrier laid down by artillery 
fire; overwhelming profusion; large number of questions or statements; Ex. a 
~ of criticism ) 👉 A ~ is something that comes quickly and heavily — as an 
attack of bullets or artillery, or a fast spray of words. 👀 Mnemonic: in BAR 
due to RAGE ppl started heavy fire of artillery. 
 

🎯 Barterer ➯ ( পতিযর নবনিময় দ্বারা বানণজযকারী; trader; V. ~: trade; exchange good 
for other goods rather than money ) 👉 A ~ is a person who trades goods for 
other goods, instead of using money. You are a ~ if you trade your scooter 
for a skateboard. 👀 Mnemonic: barter - পণযনবনিময় দ্বারা বানণজয করা 
 

🎯 Bastion ➯ ( দুগস; stronghold; something seen as a source of protection; Ex. 
the last ~ of male chauvinism ) 👉 When the battle is getting long and the 
odds are getting longer, retreat to your ~ to regroup and prepare for the 
next round of fighting. A ~ is a stronghold or fortification that remains 
intact. 👀 Mnemonic: হবষ্টিী 
 

🎯 Bate ➯ ( িীণ েত্তয়া; let down; lessen the force of; moderate; restrain; Ex. 
with ~d breath; CF. a~ ) 👉 To ~ means to hold back or restrain, and you may 
see it in language that's either old or meant to sound old. A relative of ~ 
appears in the phrase "with ~d breath," which describes what you do when 
you anxiously wait. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: remember 'a~' we memorized while 
reading the A list? Notice that '~' has a similar meaning like 'A~' 
 

🎯 Bauble ➯ ( তুি নবিয়; trinket; cheap jewel; trifle ) 👉 ~s are trinkets or 
novelty items that cost little and aren't very important or valuable, such as a 
plastic ring in the shape of a daisy that covers half of your finger in hot-pink 
plastic. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Global);~ sounds like Babool, which is a cheap 
tooth paste, is a cheap tooth paste. 
 

🎯 Beatific ➯ ( আিন্দময়; giving or showing bliss; blissful ) 👉 That blissful grin 
on your face? It could be described as ~, meaning it projects a peaceful sense 
of joy. 👀 Mnemonic: Beautiful beats makes one feel heavenly blissful 
 

🎯 Beatitude ➯ ( স্বগসসুখ; blessedness; state of great happiness ) 👉 If you're 
extraordinarily happy, you might describe what you're feeling as ~. The noun 
~ refers to a state of great joy. Being blessed, or at least feeling blessed, is 
often linked to ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ -- beauti(ful) + tude => The one which is 
beautiful gives extreme happiness 
 

🎯 Bedraggle ➯ ( অপনরষ্কার করা; wet thoroughly; ADJ. ~d: draggled ) 👉 ~ is a 
verb that means to make disheveled, wet, and dirty. Rain and mud ~ children 
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who go tromping through the outdoors in their dressiest clothes right before 
family pictures. 👀 Mnemonic: the bed and the rag was made wet thoroughly 
by the child. 
 

🎯 Beeline ➯ ( যাওয়ার সংনিপ্ত রাস্তা; direct quick route ) 👉 A ~ is the swiftest, 
most direct route between two points. If you are shopping at the mall on a 
weekend afternoon and you see an empty parking space, you should make a 
~ for it or risk circling the lot for hours. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;BEE + 
LINE);moving in a particular line(direction) like a bee 
 

🎯 Beget ➯ ( জন্মদাি করা; father; become the father of; produce; give rise to ) 
👉 To ~ means to generate something, usually children, and it can be used to 
refer to the role of either a mother or a father. 👀 Mnemonic: a simple 
proverb that "violence ~s violence" means produce or give rise -- be a father 
to get your child 
 

🎯 Begrudge ➯ ( হকাতিা বযাপাতর অসন্তুষ্ট েওয়া; envy; give or allow unwillingly; ~; 
Ex. We shouldn't ~ him his success. ) 👉 To ~ someone something is to wish 
them ill for it or to envy them. Try not to ~ his getting the promotion over 
you — he's been at the company longer. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ can be broken into 
beg + rude... so some one who behave rudely with beggars ... the beggar 'wish 
ill ' for that person 
 

🎯 Beguile ➯ ( প্রতারণা করা; deceive; mislead or delude; cheat; pass time 
pleasantly; charm or attract; Ex. beguiling smile ) 👉 To ~ is to trick someone, 
either with deception or with irresistible charm and beauty. You could be ~d 
by a super model or by a super con artist. 👀 Mnemonic: A takeoff from the 
mneumonic for guile, which is Guys guile Girls for sex; ~ is girls attract and 
lour in guys for their money and nice cars. 
 

🎯 Behemoth ➯ ( জলেস্তী; huge creature; something of monstrous size or 
power ) 👉 You can call both a Tyrannosaurus Rex and a massive 
telecommunications company a ~. The word means something big and 
powerful. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = Mammoth 
 

🎯 Beholden ➯ ( দায়গ্রস্ত / বানর্ত; obligated; indebted; owing thanks; obliged or 
indebted from gratitude ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes owing someone for 
something the person did to help you — it's your duty to repay the person. If 
your army buddy saves your life, you're ~ to help him when he gets injured. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~=(BE)st thing in someone's HOLD. so u r in a moral obligation 
to give him what he wants and get ur precious thing back. Be Hold one's 
Back (pashe thaka) 
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🎯 Belabor ➯ ( উত্তম মার্যম হদয়া / োসযকর মাত্রায় পুি: পুি: বযাখযা করা; harp on; dwell 
on tediously; explain or go over excessively or to a ridiculous degree; assail 
verbally; beat severely; attack physically ) 👉 ~ means to go at something with 
everything you've got. When you say, "Don't ~ or agonize over the decision," 
it means, "Move on." 👀 Mnemonic: Imagine boss saying "you be labour" : he 
is criticizing, verbally attacking 
 

🎯 Belated ➯ ( নবলনম্বত; delayed ) 👉 Something ~ comes after the fact. If you 
are late to deliver a birthday greeting, then make it a "happy ~ birthday" 
card. 👀 Mnemonic: we says ~ happy b'day on next day means delayed 
 

🎯 Beleaguer ➯ ( েয়রাি করা; besiege or attack (with an army); harass; beset ) 
👉 ~ means to pester or badger with persistence. A babysitter might find 
annoying the children who ~ her with requests for candy, cookies, games, 
and piggyback rides all at the same time. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);not 
able to withstand the HARASSMENT of the senior players the new player 
opted to BE out of the LEAGUE 
 

🎯 Belittle ➯ ( তুিতানিলয করা; disparage; depreciate ) 👉 To ~ means to put 
down, or to make another person feel as though they aren't important. 
Saying mean things about another person literally makes them feel "little." 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);be+little-->if u tell someone to 'be little',it is like 
deprecating them to be only 'small' 
 

🎯 Bellicose ➯ ( মারমুতখা; warlike ) 👉 If you walk into a high school where 
you know no one, find the toughest looking girl in the halls and tell her 
she's ugly, them's fighting words. Or ~ ones. ~ means eager for war. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);lets break ~ as belli + cose ...belli we can remember 
as sumo's with huge bellis will fight (wrestleling) each other.....so belli-cose 
means a warlike 
 

🎯 Belligerent ➯ ( নববদমাি/যুিরত জানত; quarrelsome ) 👉 If someone is ~, 
they're eager to fight. It's a good idea to avoid hardcore hockey fans after 
their team loses — they tend to be ~. 👀 Mnemonic: belli (TOM) and gerry 
always quarrel in TOM and GERRY cartoon. 
 

🎯 Bemused ➯ ( েতবুনি; confused; lost in thought; preoccupied ) 👉 If you're 
~, you're muddled or preoccupied. It happens when you're lost in thought, 
dazed, or overwhelmed (say, on the first day of high school). 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;eng);Be mouse(think,muse) for one day. confused or ~? 
 

🎯 Benediction ➯ ( আ ীবসাদ; blessing ) 👉 A ~ is a blessing — either a formal 
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one that you might hear in a church service or an informal one that you 
might utter when you take any leap of faith. 👀 Mnemonic: saint BENEDICT 
always used to bless people... 
 

🎯 Benefactor ➯ ( উপকারী বযনক্ত; gift giver; patron; person who does good or 
who gives money for a good purpose ) 👉 Every school, museum, and 
struggling artist is in search for a generous ~, or someone to provide the 
financial means to keep everything running smoothly. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Root);not a mnemonic but a root..bene is the root word and it stands 
for GOOD 
 

🎯 Beneficent ➯ ( নেতকর; kindly; doing good ) 👉 ~ is the type of act that 
helps others. If you're a ~ person, you probably spend a lot of your time 
volunteering at soup kitchens or homeless shelters, helping people who are 
less fortunate than you are. 👀 Mnemonic: Simply think about 
beneficial(something gives benefit) which help people. 
 

🎯 Beneficiary ➯ ( মৃত বযনক্তর সম্পনত্তর উত্তরানর্কারী; person entitled to benefits or 
proceeds of an insurance policy or will ) 👉 A ~ is simply the recipient of 
money or other benefits. So when your big sister finally moves away to 
college and you get to move into her bigger bedroom? You become a lucky ~. 
👀 Mnemonic: BENE(root for GOOD) and FICIARY sounds like fishry...so if the 
fisherman does GOOD FISHRY, he will RECIEVE ITS BENEFIT 
 

🎯 Benevolent ➯ ( সদা য়; generous; charitable; having a wish to do good ) 👉 

Choose the adjective ~ for someone who does good deeds or shows goodwill. 
If your teacher collects homework with a ~ smile, she's hoping that you've 
done a good job. 👀 Mnemonic: root: bene= good + evol= wish 
 

🎯 Benign ➯ ( কৃপাময়; kindly; favorable; not malignant (disease); ) 👉 Someone 
or something that is ~ is gentle, kind, mild, or unharmful: a ~ soul wouldn't 
hurt a fly. 👀 Mnemonic: ~- bene(good) + sign 
 

🎯 Bent ➯ ( িনমত; determined; Ex. ~ on advancing in the business; N: natural 
talent or inclination ) 👉 If you have a knack or aptitude for doing something, 
you can say you have a ~ for it. Perhaps you have a ~ for woodworking, 
creating fabulous desserts, or writing poetry, you are good at it. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);~~sounds like "bend it like beckham" a movie where 
a girl is determined to prove her natural talent of football 
 

🎯 Bequeath ➯ ( উইল কনরয়া হদত্তয়া; leave to someone by means of a will; hand 
down in his will; N. ~quest ) 👉 To ~ is to leave your possessions to another 
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person after you die. A man might love his classic cars but would be happy 
to ~ them to his grandsons when he writes out his last will and testament. 👀 

Mnemonic: 'be + qu + eath' before quitting earth, 'leave ur property to 
someone by a will' 
 

🎯 Berate ➯ ( তীব্র ভত্সসিা করা; scold strongly ) 👉 A strong verb for harshly 
cutting someone down with words is ~. "He didn't just correct the cashier 
who gave him the wrong change, he started to ~ her, calling her names in 
front of the whole store." 👀 Mnemonic: his friends ~d(criticized) him for 
showing them b-rated movie.. 
 

🎯 Bereavement ➯ ( নপ্রয়জতির মৃতুযর হ াকসূচক; state of being deprived of 
something valuable or beloved; state of being bereft ) 👉 If you have ever 
mourned someone's passing, you know about ~ — the period of sorrow that 
follows the death of a loved one. 👀 Mnemonic: be-leave-ment; this is the 
state when some one LEAVEs us forever 
 

🎯 Bereft ➯ ( হ াকাতস / নপ্রয়জি-নবতয়াগনবরু্র; deprived of (something valuable); 
lacking ) 👉 So, they took the thing you most loved, and you're never going 
to get it back. You've gone beyond just plain grief-stricken — you're ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ = beer + left and therefore DEPRIVED of beer 
 

🎯 Berserk ➯ ( প্রচণ্ড হিাতর্ নিপ্ত; mad with violent anger; frenzied; madly 
excited ) 👉 ~ is another way of saying deranged, destructively violent, or 
unrestrained. Like a wailing toddler ravaging the playroom when he's hopped 
up on sugar and long overdue for a nap. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);ye to BER 
ber hi kiye ja raha hai. lagta hai dimag SARAK gaya hai iska 
 

🎯 Beseech ➯ ( অিুিয় করা; beg; plead with ) 👉 If you're begging for 
something but you want to sound formal and a little old-fashioned, say "I ~ 
you!" It really captures how urgent and desperate you are, yet perhaps saves 
a shred of your dignity. 👀 Mnemonic: begger (be) + speech (seech) = beg = ~ 
 

🎯 Beset ➯ ( োেঁনকয়া র্রা / অবতরার্ করা; harass or trouble from all directions; 
hem in ) 👉 ~ means to attack from all sides--an invading army will ~ a 
castle, or you might find yourself ~ by a devastating storm. 👀 Mnemonic: ~. 
bees+set attack. imagine bees are setting attack on u from all directions. 
 

🎯 Besiege ➯ ( বযনতবযস্ত করা / অবতরার্ করা; surround with armed forces; harass 
(with requests); annoy continually ) 👉 To ~ means to attack with an army, or 
to pester with many requests. When all your teachers ask you to hand in 
assignments on the same day, you can end up feeling ~d. 👀 Mnemonic: 
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(Tag:;Pranith);be + seize = u are seized by armed forces / by some1 who is 
continiously annoying u ..!! 
 

🎯 Besmirch ➯ ( কলনেত করা; soil; defile; make dirty ) 👉 To ~ means to dirty 
or tarnish, particularly someone's reputation — like when you call Billy a 
cheater at kickball (even though you know he's just better at bunting than 
you). 👀 Mnemonic: reputation er নবজ হমতর হদয়া (কলনেত করা) ~ 
 

🎯 Bestow ➯ ( সম্প্রদাি করা; confer ) 👉 When you present an honor or gift to 
someone, you ~ it, which is the same as giving it, but often classier and more 
respectful. 👀 Mnemonic: (~) best people are ~ed with awards and trophies 
 

🎯 Betoken ➯ ( সতেত করা; signify; indicate; be a sign of ) 👉 A dark sky full of 
clouds might ~ a thunderstorm. In other words, the clouds indicate or point 
to the fact that a thunderstorm is on its way. 👀 Mnemonic: be a token for 
something...means be a sign/signal for something 
 

🎯 Betray ➯ ( নবশ্বাসঘাতকতা করা; be unfaithful; reveal (unconsciously or 
unwillingly); Ex. Her trembling hands ~ her anxiety. ) 👉 When you ~ 
someone or something, you provide information whether you mean to do it 
or not, like the loud growling of your stomach that ~s your hunger or the 
secret you tell about your friend that ~s her trust. 👀 Mnemonic: bet.+ray ..so 
a bet that was won by your friend by cheating you, so you are noW 
unfaithful about hIS NATURE, as his behaviour has left NO RAY OF HOPE. 
 

🎯 Bevy ➯ ( পিীর ঝােঁক; large group; Ex. a ~ of starlets ) 👉 A ~ is a flock of 
birds. Although the term can be used for a variety of birds, it most often 
refers specifically to a ~ of quail. Other terms exist to describe flocks of other 
types of birds, for example, a murder of crows. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like 
heavvy (a lot) - hevvy manush - ~ crowd 
 

🎯 Bicameral ➯ ( নদ্বকিনবন ষ্ট; two-chambered as a legislative body ) 👉 If your 
committee has two distinct groups responsible for setting rules and 
developing policies, then you're involved in a ~ system, meaning that there 
are two separate branches making up the system. 👀 Mnemonic: its like 
two(bi) camera are placed in two separate chambers 
 

🎯 Biennial ➯ ( নদ্ববানিসক; every two years ) 👉 If you're just as fanatical about 
the luge as you are about beach volleyball, you probably know that the 
Olympic Games are on a ~ schedule. Every two years, either the Summer or 
the Winter Olympics takes place. 👀 Mnemonic: BI (every 2) + ANNUAL 
 

🎯 Bifurcated ➯ ( নদ্বখনণ্ডত / দুনট  াখায় নবভক্ত করা; divided into two branches; 
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forked ) 👉 Anything that is divided into two parts can be described as ~. The 
tips of snakes' tongues are ~ so that they can detect slight differences 
between scents on their left and right sides while probing the territory 
ahead. 👀 Mnemonic: two (bi) + fali (fur) + kete (cate) 
 

🎯 Bigotry ➯ ( হগােঁডানম; stubborn intolerance ) 👉 If a person is intolerant of 
other ideas, races, or religions, we call that person a bigot. The intolerance 
expressed by that bigot is called ~. ~ is ugly. 👀 Mnemonic: bi(by)+got(god)--
think of a person who is excessively devoted to god and hence very much 
hypocritical.this person will not tolerate any opinion about god differing from 
his own. 
 

🎯 Bilk ➯ ( িগ; swindle; cheat ) 👉 Ever paid a restaurant bill only to discover 
they charged you for stuff you never had? What they did was ~ you — cheat 
you out of money that was justly yours. Shady companies are forever ~ing 
their investors. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ -> bill + milk; so you cheated the MILK man 
by not paying the BILL 
 

🎯 Billowing ➯ ( তরতির মত উিা িামা কতর; swelling out in waves; surging ) 👉 If 
you've ever seen a space shuttle launch, you probably remember seeing all 
the white smoke ~, or swelling and rolling forth, underneath. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Global);billow sounds like pillow.. pillows r usually swelled up.. 
 

🎯 Bizarre ➯ ( উদ্ভট; fantastic; violently contrasting; noticeably odd; strikingly 
unconventional ) 👉 A person, object, or situation that's ~ is very odd or 
unusual in appearance, style, or character. If your teacher walked into class 
wearing a purple boa, cat's eyes glasses and three inch heels, you might 
comment, "How ~!" 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like bazaar; In India, ~(bazaar) 
looks STRANGE and ODD to foreigners 
 

🎯 Blanch ➯ ( পাণু্ডবণস করা; bleach; whiten; make white or pale ) 👉 To ~ is to 
turn pale, usually as the result of a physical or psychological shock. 
Nineteenth century literary heroines were frequently ~ing — before they 
fainted, that is. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);~ resembles blank..which is 
generally refered as a white space..so ~ means to leave it white..so whiten 
 

🎯 Bland ➯ ( মৃদু / অমানয়ক; soothing or mild (food); agreeable; causing no 
trouble or offence ) 👉 When you have a nasty cold and you're very 
congested, food can taste unappealingly ~. That means dull, flavorless, or just 
plain "blah." 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;slang);seeing the Black Land ,the blond girl 
smoothly became agreeable 
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🎯 Blandishment ➯ ( হখা াতমাদ; flattery ) 👉 When you hear a ~ come your 
way, you may feel flattered, as that's what a blandisher intends to do. 
However, beware because that flattery may come with the underlying 
intention of persuading you to do something! 👀 Mnemonic: ~- Remember it 
like Brandy to an Irish women, this is like a flattery and later u can get wht 
u want frm the IRISH woman 
 

🎯 Blare ➯ ( উচ্চনিিাদ করা; loud or harsh roar or screech; dazzling blaze of 
light ) 👉 To ~ means to crank up the volume — really LOUDly. ~ is what you 
do with your dance music if you want your neighbors to hate you. 👀 

Mnemonic: flare: outburst of flames or fire.Glare=outburst of light. ~: outburst 
of noise. FYI.. see Avaya Flare's animation screen 
 

🎯 Blase ➯ ( আর আতমাদ - প্রতমাদ চাতে িা এমি; bored with pleasure or 
dissipation; uninterested or bored ) 👉 If the thrill is gone, you are blasé. If 
you yawn on a roller coaster, then maybe you've had one too many rides. 👀 

Mnemonic: having party all day with blazer - now need to give up - ~ 
 

🎯 Blasphemy ➯ ( অর্ানমসক কথাবাতসা; irreverence; sacrilege; cursing; bad 
language about God or holy things; CF. sacrilege ) 👉 Saying offensive things 
about God or religion is ~. ~ can be used for offensive ideas in other areas 
too. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;300);in movie 300 he shouts THATS ~ n pushes him 
into well.. this situation comes when the messenger gives him a suggestion n 
king doesnt like it 
 

🎯 Blatant ➯ ( হচেঁচাতি / নবশ্রী ; extremely (offensively) obvious; loudly offensive; 
Ex. ~ lie; N. ~cy ) 👉 Something ~ is very obvious and offensive. Don't get 
caught in a ~ lie, because you won't be able to weasel your way out of it. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~- BLOW an enemy TANK will rise uproar among the soldiers. 
 

🎯 Bleak ➯ ( নিরািন্দ /  ীতল বাযু় - তানডত; cold or cheerless; frigid; unlikely to 
be favorable; depressing ) 👉 Something that is ~ is gloomy and depressing. If 
it's raining and dark, you might describe the night as ~. If you have looked 
for work and no one will hire you, you could describe your prospects as ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ sounds like leak, when someone leak urine in his pants he feels 
cold and cheerless 
 

🎯 Blighted ➯ ( হরাগািান্ত / ধ্বংসপ্রাপ্ত; suffering from a disease; destroyed ) 👉 

Use the adjective ~ to describe something that has a condition that makes it 
weak or unable to grow, like a ~ lawn with more brown patches than green. 
👀 Mnemonic: trees bina (without) light gets ~ 
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🎯 Blithe ➯ ( প্রেুে / েূনতসবাজ; gay; joyous ) 👉 The adjective ~ used to mean 
happy and carefree, but over time it's acquired a new understanding of 
someone who isn't paying attention the way they should. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);~== Be-light- Hearted. means care free 
 

🎯 Bloated ➯ ( স্ফীত; (unpleasantly) swollen or puffed as with water or air ) 
👉 Both as a noun and a verb, bloat refers to being swollen, puffed up, or 
overfilled. You can ~ something by filling it up to the point where it swells. 
 

🎯 Blowhard ➯ ( হবন  বতক; talkative boaster; braggart ) 👉 A ~ is someone 
who always brags or boasts about himself. If you get stuck sitting next to 
your ~ cousin at the family holiday dinner, you may wish he didn't think he 
was quite so amazing. 👀 Mnemonic: can be think as blow-word -> blowing 
words -> means talkative 
 

🎯 Bludgeon ➯ ( মুগুরতপটা করা; club; heavy-headed weapon; V. ) 👉 As a noun, 
a ~ refers to a heavy club used as a weapon. Synonyms for ~ include 
truncheon, nightstick, cudgel, and billy club. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);Blud+geon-Blood+Generator...If you hit someone with a ~(eg;a 
hockey stick) then blood comes out. 
 

🎯 Blunder ➯ ( সাঙ্ঘানতক ভুল; error; stupid mistake ) 👉 A ~ is an embarrassing 
mistake. Accidentally called your new boyfriend by your old boyfriend's 
name? Ouch. That's a ~ you don't want to repeat. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;~ with 
a BLENDER);Isabel ~ed by dropping her BLENDER down in the food contest. 
So, jury`s pants got dirty because of the sauce on the BLENDER. 
 

🎯 Blurt ➯ ( হঝােঁতকর মাথায় বতল হেলা; utter impulsively from nervousness or 
excitement ) 👉 If you ~ something out, you're speaking abruptly and without 
thinking about what you're saying. 👀 Mnemonic: when ever u try to FLIRT u 
automatically ~....reveal all the secrets of u'r frenz,also talk all non-sense 
 

🎯 Bluster ➯ ( তজসি - গজসি; blow in heavy gusts; threaten emptily; bully; 
speak in a noisy or bullying manner; CF. breeze, gust, gale ) 👉 If you tell the 
captain of the basketball team that you're going to beat him at a game of 
hoops even though you've never played, you're speaking with a lot of ~ or 
false confidence and bravado. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like blast her,so when 
you blast someone you talk loudly.but barking dogs seldom bite,so the 
blasting has no effect 
 

🎯 Bogus ➯ ( হমকী; counterfeit; not authentic; intentionally false; Ex. ~ 
interview ) 👉 ~ means fake—a ~ dollar bill is counterfeit, a ~ Renoir was not 
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painted by him, a ~ attempt at reconciliation would come from someone who 
never intended to end a fight. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ Sounds like BRUTUS-so he is 
a fraud 
 

🎯 Bohemian ➯ ( ভবঘুতর র্রতির হলাক; unconventional (in an artistic way) ) 👉 

An artist well-known for wearing filthy coveralls, or a musician who shares a 
cheap apartment with both his mistress and lover, might be described as ~ — 
that is, willfully unconventional and nonconformist in both appearance and 
lifestyle. 👀 Mnemonic: bohoman - like river, a man can be ~ travel/live life 
place to place or differently 
 

🎯 Boisterous ➯ ( েইচইপূণস; violent; rough; noisy ) 👉 The adjective ~ is what 
you would use if you want to call attention in a loud or clamorous way. 👀 

Mnemonic: SPLIT IT LIKE...BOIS(BOYS)+TEROS(TERRORIS(t)).....SO BOYS WHO 
BEHAVE LIKE TERRORIS.(t). .AND WE KNOW WHEN BOYS BEHAVE LIKE 
TERRORIST..WAT WE MEAN IS THAT THEY ARE too noisy and behaving like 
rowdy........ 
 

🎯 Bolster ➯ ( সোয়তা /  নক্ত বাডাি; support; reinforce ) 👉 When you cheer up 
a friend who's feeling down, you ~ them. To ~ is to offer support or 
strengthen. 👀 Mnemonic: RELATE TO BOLT>> USED TO SUPPORT OR 
REINFORCE 
 

🎯 Bombardment ➯ ( হগালাবিসণ; attack (as with missiles or bombs); ) 👉 When 
a lot of bombs fall on a city or area, it is a ~. But a ~ can also mean a 
pummeling with lots of other things: questions, spit balls, or e-mails. 👀 

Mnemonic: concentrate on bomb bomb is used to attack other country 
example atom bomb 
 

🎯 Bombastic ➯ ( অতযনর্ক জমকাতলা; pompous; using inflated language ) 👉 To 
be ~ is to be full of hot air — like a politician who makes grand promises and 
doesn't deliver. 👀 Mnemonic: BOMBS and firecrackers are used to impress 
people and they cause high sound 
 

🎯 Boorish ➯ ( হগেঁতয়া / ববসর; rude; insensitive ) 👉 If you cousin tells revolting 
jokes, belches, and smells like he spent the winter in a cave, he could be 
described as ~ — an adjective used for people with bad manners and a sloppy 
appearance. 👀 Mnemonic: boor means =bura .... ill mannered... so make adj 
~..!..:) 
 

🎯 Bouillon ➯ ( সুপ; clear beef (or meat) soup ) 👉 ~ is a clear broth made by 
simmering meat, fish or vegetables in water with herbs. A nice cup of ~ will 
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make you feel better if you have a cold or a stomachache. 👀 Mnemonic: 

bou-ill-on. so when bou (wife) is ill then his bou(wife) make soup for him. 
 

🎯 Bourgeois ➯ ( মর্যনবত্ত হিণীর হলাক / বুতজসায়া; middle class; selfishly 
materialistic; too interested in material possessions ) 👉 The adjective ~ means 
relating to or typical of the middle class. If someone says, "Oh, how ~!" it's 
probably an insult, meaning you're preoccupied with middle class small 
mindedness. 👀 Mnemonic: high class family chicks are gorgeous, but middle 
class ones are a little bore... They are nothing but ~ --- help for spelling .. বগসী 
এতলা হদত  
 

🎯 Bowdlerize ➯ ( হকাতিা বইতয়র অশ্লীল অং  বাদ হদওয়া; expurgate; CF. Thomas 
Bowdler ) 👉 To ~ means edit offensive parts out of something. If the hero in 
an R-rated movie adapted for TV exclaims, "Oh shoot fudge darn!" but his 
lips seem to be saying something else, that movie has been ~d. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Word Root - Thomas Bowdler (1754-1825), English 
editor who censored and published Shakespeare's writings for family reading. 
 

🎯 Brackish ➯ ( ঈিত্ হলািা; somewhat saline ) 👉 Something that is ~ is 
unpleasant and harsh, like the coffee you left on too long or the water in a 
muddy pond. 👀 Mnemonic: Bra + Kiss;suppose u r kissing under the bra 
which were wet with sweat..so they taste salty...:) :P :P 
 

🎯 Braggart ➯ ( নমথযা বডাইকারী; boaster ) 👉 If you know someone who is a 
real show off and is always bragging about how great they are, then you 
might call this boaster a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like dragg art.. the art of 
dragging oneself too much(boasting)!!! 
 

🎯 Brandish ➯ ( হঘারাি; wave around (a weapon); flourish ) 👉 To ~ something 
is to wave it about aggressively, as one might ~ a sword or tennis racket (if 
it's a particularly intense game). 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = brand(brandy)...so once v 
drink brandy v vill start waving foolishly... 
 

🎯 Bravado ➯ ( সােস প্রদ সি / বাোদুনর; swagger; assumed air of defiance; false 
show of bravery ) 👉 If you act with ~, you are making a bold showy 
statement. Picture a cowboy bursting through saloon doors in an old western, 
and you can picture ~. 👀 Mnemonic: Brava+Do = Act like brave but not 
brave. Pretended bravery 
 

🎯 Brazen ➯ ( নিলসি; insolent; without shame; bold; Ex. ~ lie; V: face with 
bold self-assurance or with unshamed confidence ) 👉 With ~ disregard for 
the sign that said "no cellphones please" the woman took a long call in the 
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doctor's office waiting room. ~ refers to something shocking, done 
shamelessly. 👀 Mnemonic: Split the word ~ as Bra + Zen. Suppose you went 
out with your friends and saw a girl in a Zen car wearing only a bra. How 
was the attempt of the girl? Really bold and ~! 
 

🎯 Breach ➯ ( হখলাপ করা; breaking of contract or duty; fissure or gap; 
opening; V. ) 👉 A ~ is a violation of a law, duty, or promise. If you'd 
contracted to mow your neighbor's lawn and don't do it, he can sue you for 
~ of contract. Or he can mow the lawn himself. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ ==> 
brea(k)(ch)...break the contract 
 

🎯 Breadth ➯ ( প্রস্থ / প্রসার; width; extent ) 👉 If you measure the distance of 
an object from side to side, you are measuring the object's ~: "Theodore 
measured the ~ of the table before buying it to make sure it would fit in his 
small kitchen." 👀 Mnemonic: Bra width = size or extent of bra. 
 

🎯 Brevity ➯ ( সংনিপ্ততা; conciseness; shortness of duration ) 👉 The noun ~ 
means shortness or conciseness. If you give a report on agriculture in the 
northern hemisphere in 3 minutes, you have done it with incredible ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: brief + tea session,tea time is short....... 
 

🎯 Brindled ➯ ( নচত্রনবনচত্র; tawny or grayish with streaks or spots (of animals) 
) 👉 ~ refers to a pattern of brown or gray markings or streaks on an animal. 
Picture the ~ hounds running around the race track, or the ~ pit bulls around 
the hood. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);~-Brindled brinjal (eggplant) 
 

🎯 Bristling ➯ ( িুে  ক্ত হলাম (n) / অন্তরায় (v); হিার্ প্রকা  করা rising like ~es; 
showing irritation ) 👉 A bristle is a stiff hair — the kind men shave off their 
face or the kind badgers have all over. Bristle also means to get angry. Tell 
an animal rights activist you use a badger's bristle shaving brush and you'll 
get the idea. ) 👉 remember tooth brush ~ 
 

🎯 Brittle ➯ ( ভিুর; hard but easily broken; difficult; unstable; Ex. ~ situation ) 
👉 Something ~ is easily broken. Do you have ~ bones? Then, no football or 
rugby for you. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ brick + little --- Little as it is, 
but it is hard and easily broken. 
 

🎯 Broach ➯ ( হকাতিা নবিতয় আতলাচিা শুরু করা; introduce as a subject; moot; 
open up ) 👉 As a verb, ~ means to bring up or introduce a sensitive issue. As 
a noun, a ~ is one of those dowdy pins your Great Aunt Edna wears. Telling 
her not to wear it is a subject you should probably not ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);When a Boy appROACH a girl for the first time,he needs to ~. 
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🎯 Brochure ➯ ( িুে পুনস্তকা; pamphlet ) 👉 An organization wishing to 
advertise its products or services will often create a ~, a small booklet or 
folded paper giving brief details about what it's selling. It usually includes 
illustrations and is made to be eye-catching and easily read. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Book to be sure. 
 

🎯 Brooch ➯ ( হমতয়তদর হপা াক আটকাতিার নপি; ornamental clasp; pin ) 👉 That 
fancy pin your Grandma used to wear on her blouse or lapel? It's a ~, held in 
place by a sharp needle clasp. 👀 Mnemonic: women wear brooch/clasp on 
chest. So if the pin pierces the BRA they say OUCH. BRA-OUCH.. ~ 
 

🎯 Brook ➯ ( সেয করা; tolerate; endure; Ex. ~ no interference; N: small stream 
) 👉 A ~ is a small stream, as in "burbling ~." It also a stuffy way of saying 
"put up with." The lord of the manor might say, "I will ~ no trespassing on 
my land." 👀 Mnemonic: teacher will not ~ if you forget to bring book 
 

🎯 Browbeat ➯ ( হমজাজ হদখাতিা; bully; intimidate ) 👉 To ~ is to intimidate 
with language. Picture yourself in a police station. The cops are trying to get 
you to talk by using tough, even abusive, language. They are ~ing you. 👀 

Mnemonic: brow (/eyebrow) ভ্রু-কুনিত => beat with brow 
 

🎯 Browse ➯ ( (বই) ঘােঁটা; graze (পশুচারণ করা); feed on growing grass; skim or 
glance at casually ) 👉 To ~ is to look casually for whatever catches your eye, 
rather than searching for something specific. Window shopping and scanning 
the newspaper for interesting headlines are forms of browsing. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);when we ~ the internet we go through sites CASUALLY...without 
going in detail 
 

🎯 Brunt ➯ ( র্কল; main impact or shock (of an attack or blow); Ex. ~ of the 
argument ) 👉 If you are the oldest child, you might bear the ~ of your 
parents' anger, even if you are not the instigator of the misdeed. ~ means the 
worst part of something. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: It sounds like burnt. The area of 
the land which was hit the meteoroid was badly ~ due to main impact/shock 
created by the collision 
 

🎯 Bucolic ➯ ( রাখালী; rustic; pastoral ) 👉 As an adjective, ~ refers to an ideal 
country life that many yearn for. If your parents wanted to raise you in a ~ 
environment, you may find yourself living 45 minutes away from the nearest 
movie theater or person your age. Not ideal. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds a bit 
like বকুল েুতলর গন্ধ - we just can have that at country side 
 

🎯 Buffet ➯ ( চড মারা; strike forcefully; slap; batter; knock out; N: table with 
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food set out for people to server themselves; meal at which people help 
themselves to food that's been set ) 👉 When you see the word ~, it's hard 
not to think "all-you-can-eat." Although the noun can refer to food set out 
for self-service, ~ also means "a blow, especially with the hand," and as a 
verb "to strike sharply." 👀 Mnemonic: uff,is the one to see..wen someone 
slaps u ,u slap them back with a verbal assail " wat the ff "...hehehe...lol..!!! 
 

🎯 Buffoonery ➯ ( ভােঁডানম; clowning ) 👉 If someone tells you to cut out the ~, 
you may want to consider taking the French fries out of your nostrils. ~ 
means acting like a clown. 👀 Mnemonic: Imagine a joker dancing "In the 
buff" that's what is clowning(~) 
 

🎯 Bugaboo ➯ ( নবরনক্ত বা ভতয়র কারণ; bugbear; object of baseless terror ) 👉 

Use the noun ~ to describe something that causes worry, like the ~ of having 
three tests on the same day at school. 👀 Mnemonic: boo!! u use it when u 
wonna scare funnily..so relates to a ghost..ghosts are bugbears n they the 
baseless terror since they dont stand on floor 
 

🎯 Bullion ➯ ( হসািা বা রুতপার বার; gold and silver in the form of bars ) 👉 If 
you wanted to rob Fort Knox and take all of its gold, you'd plan a heist to 
get the ~. ~ is gold or silver in bulk, often in the shape of a bar. 👀 

Mnemonic: He has billions, and so he buys ~s 
 

🎯 Bungle ➯ ( তালতগাল পাকাতিা; mismanage; blunder; botch; blow; spoil by 
clumsy behavior ) 👉 Saying the wrong thing at the wrong time, dropping 
something, tripping and falling: these are some classic ~s — and they're 
always embarrassing. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ like jungle ..... if on a long drive you 
lose your way and end up in a jungle.... now that's a blunder.... 
 

🎯 Buoyant ➯ ( প্রেুে; able to float; cheerful and optimistic; N. ~cy; Ex. ~cy of 
wood/water/American market ) 👉 Something that is ~ floats in water. Since 
floating is happier than sinking, ~ also refers to things are fun and upbeat. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ = Boy + ant when a boy feels like an ant, which is 
very light , he feels very light and lively. 
 

🎯 Bureaucracy ➯ ( আমলাতন্ত্র; overregulated administrative system marked by 
red tape; ADJ. ~tic ) 👉 A ~ is an organization made up of many departments 
and divisions that are administered by lots of people. If you've ever had to 
deal with health insurance or financial aid, you're familiar with the dark side 
of ~. 👀 Mnemonic: bureau(noun........means..a source which provide 
information..may be an office or an organization.)+cracy(means...goverment or 
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the rule....)........so....a goverment run by officials......or officials doing the kind 
of work that either a rular or a g 
 

🎯 Burlesque ➯ ( বযি / োসযকর অিুকরণ; give an imitation that ridicules; 
imitate mockingly ) 👉 In contemporary usage, ~ is a playfully nostalgic form 
of striptease — think fans and feather boas rather than explicit nudity — but 
this is just the latest form of an ironic style of entertainment dating back to 
medieval times. 👀 Mnemonic: ~..can be pronounced as bure log in hindi..wha 
do bad ppl do?? ridicule others.. --- Spanish-burla means taunt; a scournful 
challenge 
 

🎯 Burnish ➯ ( পানল  করা; make shiny by rubbing; polish ) 👉 That seductive 
gleam on that Porsche behind the dealer's window? It's called a ~, a gloss 
only achieved by loads of polishing. Likewise, you can ~ resume, by polishing 
it until it's perfect. 👀 Mnemonic: Remember Varnish - used on wooden 
things to make them shine 
 

🎯 Buttress ➯ (  নক্ত ালী করা / পৃষ্ঠরিা করা; support; prop up; N. stationary 
structure to support wall; Ex. flying ~ ) 👉 You can ~ an argument with solid 
facts or your financial portfolio with safe investments. You may find that 
giving compliments to everyone you meet ~es your popularity. To ~ is to 
sustain or reinforce. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);remember by your BUTT or 
BUTTOCKS ! what do they do? They provide you with a padding when ypu 
sit, giving support.. :) 
 

🎯 Buxom ➯ ( হগালগাল; full-bosomed; plump; jolly ) 👉 Marilyn Monroe and 
the triple loop roller coaster: What do they have in common? Some serious 
curves. But you could only call the lady ~, or totally voluptuous. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;vulgar);buck"some (buy some)gals who are healthy and 
plumpy to play..kinds a vulgar but thts d easy way yu remember..!! 
 

🎯 Cabal ➯ ( িুে চনিদল / (িডযতন্ত্রর উতদ্দত য সংঘবি); small group of persons 
secretly united to promote their own interests ) 👉 A ~ is a secret plot, or a 
small group of people who create such a plot. Some conspiracy theories are 
based on the idea that governments worldwide are in the hands of a 
powerful ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ (Kabul), remember this place....Bin Laden and his 
men secretly united in kabul(~) to promote their interest, i.e. 9/11 attack... --- 
~ comes from the word cabbala (also spelled kabbala), which refers to a 
Jewish tradition of interpreting texts. Cabbala is often regarded as a secret 
and mystical practice and, as such, the word took on the additional meaning 
of "secret behavior." ~ comes from this sense of the word. A well-known ~ in 
17th-century England was coincidentally made up of five members whose 
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names' initial letters spelled the word ~. (Their names were Clifford, 
Arlington, Buckingham, Ashley, and Lauderdale.) 
 

🎯 Cacophonous ➯ ( হবসুতরা; discordant; inharmonious; unpleasant mixture of 
loud sounds ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes loud, harsh sounds, like the ~ 
racket your brother and his band mates make while trying to learn how to 
play their instruments. 👀 Mnemonic: caco sounds like cactus and phonous 
like phone. So kindly try to remember it like this...a phone with a cactus 
makes irritating sounds. 
 

🎯 Cadaver ➯ ( মৃত হদে; corpse; dead human body ) 👉 A ~ is a dead human 
body used in scientific or medical research. If you are dead, you are a corpse, 
but if Dr. Frankenstein robs your grave so he can use your body for research, 
you become a ~. Umm... congratulations? ) 👉 ~ comes from the Latin verb, 
cadere, which means "to fall." Its English origins refer to soldiers who died in 
battle, i.e. the fallen. Dissection of a ~ is a major rite of passage for medical 
school students--some have been known to run from the room and throw up 
— though most surprise themselves. 
 

🎯 Cadaverous ➯ ( অস্বাভানবক রকতমর নববণস /  বসদৃ  নববণস; like a corpse; pale ) 
👉 ~ means looking corpse-like, from being sick or too skinny, like an aging 
rock star or a Halloween ghoul. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng);the presence of a 
carnivorous(feeding on flesh) makes you ~ (Dracula) 
 

🎯 Cajole ➯ ( নমষ্ট কথায় প্রতারণা করা; persuade by praise or false promise; coax; 
wheedle ) 👉 To ~ someone is to persuade them by using insincere 
compliments or promises. If you say "Please, pretty-please, I'll be your best 
friend," when asking for a stick of gum, you are cajoling the gum holder. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Bollywood);Remember, our bollywood actress, KAJOL, she is 
one of the most talkative, candid and energetic actresses we have in the 
industry...why is she portraying that image??? Probably she is doing this to 
bag a film or two from KARAN JOHAR!!! 
 

🎯 Calamity ➯ ( নবপদ্ / নবপযসয় / চরম দুদস া; disaster; misery ) 👉 Use the word 
~ to describe an event that causes great harm and misery, or a general state 
of distress or misery: the ~ of war. 👀 Mnemonic: divide it as cal (call..)+ 
amity(almighty).. when you are in deep MISERY or when you face DISASTER .. 
you turn to the almighty.. 
 

🎯 Calculated ➯ ( উপযুক্ত / গণিা করা; deliberately planned; likely ) 👉 If you 
do something in a ~ way, you've given it quite a bit of thought beforehand, 
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and you're very deliberate in the way you do it. 👀 Mnemonic: every 
calculation is well weighed n "planned"..n gives us a likely result 
 

🎯 Caldron ➯ ( কডাই; large kettle ) 👉 A ~ is a large cooking pot, often with 
handles. If you're planning to cook chili for an entire Super Bowl crowd, it is 
recommended you use the ~ and not the saucepan. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;we 
have to remember drum for dron);c=cook,al=all,dron=drum,cook all in a 
drum,because dron sounds like a drum,boil all things in a vesssel,for cooking 
u also boil 
 

🎯 Calligraphy ➯ ( সুন্দর োততর হলখা / নলনপকলা; beautiful writing; excellent 
penmanship ) 👉 Ever see a framed diploma in your doctor's office filled with 
fancy old fashioned curvy handwriting announcing they trained at such and 
such a university? Well, that style of writing is ~, and it's mostly used for 
important public documents. 👀 Mnemonic: calli is the term for beauty and is 
opposite to caco, and graph is something that is written to project yuor 
ideas........so ~ is beautiful handwriting 
 

🎯 Callous ➯ ( অিুভূনতেীি / শুষ্ক ও  ক্ত / নিতিতি / উদাসীি; hardened; unfeeling; 
without sympathy for the sufferings of others; unkind ) 👉 A ~ person is 
insensitive or emotionally hardened. If you laugh at your little sister while 
she's trying to show you her poetry, you're being ~. 
 

🎯 Callow ➯ ( অিনভজ্ঞ / অবসাচীি; youthful; immature; inexperienced ) 👉 If 
you're a rookie or new to something, you could be described as ~ — like ~ 
freshmen in high school or the ~ receptionist who can't figure out how to 
transfer a call. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = Cal + low; caliber is low. (madness) as well 
as cal-low= YOUTH N IMMATURE PPL DO THAT! 
 

🎯 Calumny ➯ ( কলে / অপবাদ; malicious misrepresentation; slander ) 👉 Use 
the noun ~ to characterize verbal attacks that are meant to destroy 
reputations or friendships. You've probably seen political ads during election 
time that rely on ~ to move voters. 👀 Mnemonic: kali(cal) lagamu(lum) 
naky(ny) 
 

🎯 Camaraderie ➯ ( সেকমসীতদর মতর্য অন্তরিতা ত্ত পরম্পতরর প্রনত আস্থা; good-
fellowship; CF. comrade ) 👉 ~ is a spirit of good friendship and loyalty among 
members of a group. You might not like your job, but still enjoy the ~ of the 
people you work with. 👀 Mnemonic: break it up.. Camara + de + rie.. you 
give or share your room with your friends with whom you have mutual 
trust.. good-fellowship.. 
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🎯 Camouflage ➯ ( েদ্মতব ; ) 👉 To ~ is to disguise, and a ~ is that which 
disguises. Like the leaf-colored and patterned uniforms worn by soldiers who 
want to blend in with their natural surroundings. 👀 Mnemonic: 

CAMEL+FLAG=~.changing the appearance of the camel, the owner of camel 
can sell the camel. 
 

🎯 Canard ➯ ( নমথযা গুজব; unfounded false rumor; exaggerated false report ) 
👉 During a political campaign, you will often hear on TV commercials some 
~ about the opponent. This is a false, deluding statement designed to confuse 
the voters, as it presents the other candidate in a bad light by spreading an 
untruth. 👀 Mnemonic: When I see a bird that walks like a duck and swims 
like a duck and quacks like a duck, I call that bird a duck ... let's not believe 
canards 
 

🎯 Candor ➯ ( অকপটতা; frankness; open honesty; ) 👉 ~ usually means the 
quality of being open, honest, and sincere. If someone tells you they think 
you are dumb, you might reply with, "While I appreciate your ~, I don't think 
we need to be friends anymore." 👀 Mnemonic: ~ (Can + Do + r) During an 
interview you reflect your "Can Do" attitude to the interviewer. 
 

🎯 Canny ➯ ( নবচিণ; shrewd in money matters; thrifty ) 👉 If you're a ~ 
investor, you know how to spend money to make money — that is, you're 
prudent, farsighted, and capable of protecting your own interests, particularly 
in matters of finance or business. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like Granny. 
Granny is shrewd in money or business matters. 
 

🎯 Canon ➯ ( বিনতক আদ স; ) 👉 ~ is all about authoritative standards—for 
literature, sainthood, or behavior. Don't confuse it with cannon with two n's, 
the big gun that shoots bowling-size balls at the enemy. 👀 Mnemonic: 

sounds like canun -> kanun -> set of laws; so ~ is the set of books containing 
kanun 
 

🎯 Cant ➯ ( ভণ্ডানমপূণস র্মসকথা; insincere speech or expression of piety; jargon of 
thieves; special words used by a particular group of people ) 👉 ~ is language 
repeated so often and so mechanically that it's essentially empty of meaning. 
~ can also mean the specialized jargon of a particular group — like the "~ of 
piracy" (e.g., Ahoy! Lubber! Arrr!). 👀 Mnemonic: monks will be ChANT ing 
mantras . its known only for saints and monks 
 

🎯 Cantankerous ➯ ( বদতমজাজী; ill-humored; irritable ) 👉 If someone is ~ he 
has a difficult disposition. Take care not to throw your ball into the yard of 
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the ~ old man down the street — he'll cuss you out and keep your ball. 👀 

Mnemonic: split it into can+tanker+ous : read this as 'kaan' (ear in hindi)+ 
taker + us, one who is irritable will always have a one below ear (slap) from 
us. 
 

🎯 Cantata ➯ ( মূলগাতয়ি এবং হদাোরগণ কতৃসক গীত পালাগাি / গীনতকা; story set to 
music to be sung by a chorus (shorter than an oratorio) ) 👉 If you ever 
listen to classical music, you've probably heard a ~ — a piece of religious 
music made for voices and instruments. 👀 Mnemonic: (Melody) ta dhinac 
dhaina-can ta ta 
 

🎯 Canter ➯ ( হঘাডার কদম গনত; slow gallop; V. CF. trot ) 👉 The noun ~ 
describes the speed of a horse that's between a trot and a gallop. When ~ is a 
noun, it is a ride on a horse at that pace and so you can say to a friend, 
"Come with us for a ~!" 👀 Mnemonic: ant is the word to see..for this 
moment make an ant slow and also gallop it like a horse..there u go.. দুগসম 
নগনর কান্তার (canter) মরু দুস্তর পারাবার হে ... 
 

🎯 Canto ➯ ( দীঘস কনবতার অং  / কান্ড; division of a long poem ) 👉 Long books 
have chapters. Long poems do, too. But a chapter in a long poem is called a 
~. 👀 Mnemonic: কাবয কান্ত 
 

🎯 Canvass ➯ ( (হভাট, পতিযর েরমা ) সংগ্রতের প্রতযা ায় দাতর দাতর হঘারা; determine 
or seek opinions, votes, etc.; go through (a region) to solicit votes or orders; 
conduct a survey; N. ) 👉 A ~ is a poll, usually a political one. Around 
elections, political parties often ~ particular neighborhoods, looking for votes 
and trying to measure the pulse of the people. 👀 Mnemonic: In Sri Lankan 
Cricket team there is a player with Name Chaminda Vas. Suppose if selectors 
will say "Can Vas play the next Tournament ?" They are looking for votes 
 

🎯 Capacious ➯ ( প্র স্ত; spacious ) 👉 When something is really big and holds 
a lot it is ~, like a woman's ~ purse that is so big, people mistake it for a 
piece of luggage. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ -- relate it to Capacity -- An ability to hold. 
 

🎯 Capillary ➯ ( বকন ক িাডী; হকত র িযায় সরু বা সূক্ষ্ম িল; having a very fine 
bore; resembling a hair; fine and slender; Ex. ~ attraction; N: very fine 
hairlike tube; ) 👉 You are probably most familiar with the word ~ as a 
minute vessel that transports blood to larger vessels in the body, but a ~ can 
actually mean any tiny tubelike device that moves a liquid from point to 
point. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;KANNADA);Sounds like (CAP)GAP + Illary (no Gap) -
-- Capillary comes from the Latin word capillaris (হক ), meaning "of or 
resembling hair." 
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🎯 Caprice ➯ ( হখয়ালখুন ; whim; sudden change of mind without any real 
cause ) 👉 On a whim, he sold everything and left the city for the beautiful 
wilderness of Alaska, but his act of ~ felt a lot less whimsical when he 
realized how freezing cold Alaska is. 👀 Mnemonic: ca(CAR) + 
PRIC(PRICE)...PRICE OF cars nowadays is becoming unpredictable with the 
launch of Tata's 1 lakh car. 
 

🎯 Capricious ➯ ( খামতখয়ালী; unpredictable; fickle ) 👉 ~ is an adjective to 
describe a person or thing that's impulsive and unpredictable, like a bride 
who suddenly leaves her groom standing at the wedding altar. 👀 Mnemonic: 

ca(CAR) + PRIC(PRICE)...PRICE OF cars nowadays is becoming unpredictable 
with the launch of Tata's 1 lakh car. 
 

🎯 Caption ➯ ( ন তরািামা; title; chapter heading; text under illustration ) 👉 A 
~ is a brief description accompanying an illustration. You know the online 
photo of your baby cousin face-planting into a cake? The description 
underneath it that says "Hugh's First Birthday" — that's the ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Interesting ~ all the time captures our attention 
 

🎯 Captious ➯ ( নেোতেিী / খুতখুতত; faultfinding; too critical ) 👉 If someone 
tends to be hypercritical and find fault with everything, you can describe that 
person as ~. Try not to be described as a ~ person yourself, however. No one 
likes a carping individual! 👀 Mnemonic: First word that comes to mind -
Captain, who will always find and call attention to Faults which must be 
altered. 
 

🎯 Carafe ➯ ( জল রানখবার হবাতল; glass water bottle; decanter ) 👉 Wine is 
often served in a ~, a flask, usually of glass or metal, with a wide mouth. It 
usually presents a more elegant way to serve than using the wine's original 
bottle or — heavens! — box. 👀 Mnemonic: try to remember it as coffee + 
cafe ..... 
 

🎯 Carapace ➯ ( কােঁকডা কিপ প্রভৃনতর হখালা; shell covering the back (of a turtle, 
tortoise, crab, etc.) ) 👉 ~ is a scientific term for protective shell. Turtles and 
crabs have them, but humans don't — so we make do with bike helmets and 
elbow pads. 👀 Mnemonic: car + space....where do you have space in the car, 
at the back which is always covered...so the meaning is a shell covering the 
back. 
 

🎯 Carcinogenic ➯ ( কযান্সারজিক / হয বস্তু কযান্সার এর সৃনষ্ট কতর; causing cancer; ) 
👉 Something is ~ if it has the potential to cause cancer. Cigarettes, for 
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example, are ~ because studies show that smokers are more likely than non-
smokers to develop certain kinds of cancer. 👀 Mnemonic: CARCINO+genic 
carcino is pertaining to cancer causing element --- carcino (ককসট হরাগ) 
 

🎯 Cardinal ➯ ( প্রর্াি; chief; most important; N: priest; ~ number: number 
that shows quantity rather thatn order ) 👉 In Catholicism, a ~ is a high-
ranking bishop. In math, you use ~ numbers to count. A ~ rule is one that is 
central and should not be broken. 👀 Mnemonic: '~' also means pertaining to 
the 'heart' and the heart is the 'most important' part of our body. It is 
responsible for the working of our body. 
 

🎯 Cardiologist ➯ ( হৃদতরাগ নবত িজ্ঞ; doctor specializing in ailments of the 
heart ) 👉 A ~ is a heart doctor. He or she is the one to visit if you feel a 
tightness in your chest and shortness of breath. 👀 Mnemonic: CARDIO + 
LOGIST cardio means heart..and a person studying the logics of the heart is a 
~. 
 

🎯 Caricature ➯ ( বযিাত্মক বণসিা; distortion; burlesque ) 👉 A ~ is a satirical, 
exaggerated portrayal of person. You'd better not ~ your father by walking 
bent-over and speaking in his high voice. If he catches you, you'll be in 
trouble! 👀 Mnemonic: Jim Carry is famous for his facial ~s because he shows 
all kinds of distorted faces. 
 

🎯 Carillon ➯ ( বাদযযন্ত্ররুতপ বযবহৃত ঘণ্টামালা; a set of bells (often in a tower) 
capable of being played ) 👉 If you wake up in the morning to bells coming 
from a nearby church tower, the instrument that is being played is a ~. A ~ 
is a simply a set of bells in a tower. 👀 Mnemonic: ca (camera) rill on - now 
the bell will ring 
 

🎯 Carnage ➯ ( বযাপক েতযালীলা; destruction of life; slaughter; killing of large 
numbers of people or animals ) 👉 ~ is mass murder. If you have seen news 
footage of a village after a bomb has been detonated, you probably saw a 
scene of ~. 👀 Mnemonic: If under aged people drive the car, there is a 
possibility that he may kill people or animals on the road. 
 

🎯 Carnivorous ➯ ( মাংসা ী; meat-eating; CF. herbivore ) 👉 Vegetables? 
Forget it. If you're into eating meat, meat and more meat, then you're ~. 
 

🎯 Carousal ➯ ( মদযপাতিাত্সব; drunken revel; ) 👉 The noun ~ describes a 
rowdy gathering that involves drinking too much alcohol. ~ is said to be a 
popular pastime of some rock stars. 👀 Mnemonic: wen u see a car driven 
unusual than the driver could b drunken -~ : car unusual 
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🎯 Carping ➯ ( নেোতেিী / খুতখুতত / খচ্খচানি; petty criticism; fault-finding; 
fretful complaining; quibble ) 👉 ~ is petty and unjustified criticism that just 
won't stop. People who find fault with you at every turn, who appreciate 
nothing and complain, complain, complain, are ~. Enough already! 👀 

Mnemonic: after we bump our car to road island - we start ping the car - ~ 
for any spot 
 

🎯 Cartographer ➯ ( মািনচত্রনিমসাতা; map-maker ) 👉 Unless you're the one guy 
in America who actually asks for directions, you've probably broken down 
and used a map at some point in your life. The ~ is the person you should 
thank for getting you un-lost — the mapmaker. 👀 Mnemonic: graph- kind of 
map, grapher- map maker.. --- It comes to us from the Latin word charta-, 
which means "tablet or leaf of paper," and the Greek word graphein, meaning 
to write or draw. 
 

🎯 Cascade ➯ ( জলপ্রপাত; small waterfall ) 👉 Think of a ~ as something 
suddenly falling, tumbling down in a rush. 👀 Mnemonic: cask+add little more 
water to get a small waterfall 
 

🎯 Caste ➯ ( জানত; one of the hereditary classes in Hindu society; social 
stratification; prestige ) 👉 The word ~ was originally associated with India's 
traditional system of hereditary and rigidly stratified classes, but this noun 
can now be used to refer to any social group distinguished by shared 
characteristics, such as rank, economic wealth, or profession. 
 

🎯 Castigation ➯ ( কতিার সমাতলাচিা /  ানস্তদাি; punishment; severe criticism or 
disapproval ) 👉 If your coach yells at your team for sloppy play, his post-
game speech might be called a ~. A ~ is a harsh verbal reprimand. 👀 

Mnemonic: In olden days lower CAST people were severely criticized... 
 

🎯 Casualty ➯ ( দুঘসটিা; serious or fatal accident; person killed or wounded in 
an accident or battle ) 👉 In wartime, you'll hear the word ~ used often for 
someone killed or injured. But ~ can also refer to deaths or injuries suffered 
in an accident or some other unfortunate event. 👀 Mnemonic: imagine ur on 
the road and having CASUALLY a TEA and a car hits u causing a fatal 
accident 
 

🎯 Cataclysm ➯ ( িাবি; সামানজক নবিব (আকনস্মক ও প্রচন্ড পনরবতসি); deluge; 
upheaval; earthquake; violent and sudden event or change ) 👉 The hurricane 
battered the coast, causing the city to flood, and tens of thousands of people 
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were stranded without food or water. When an event causes great suffering, 
we call it a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: it is a CATASTROPHE in the earth's surface. 
 

🎯 Catastrophe ➯ ( আকনস্মক নবপযসয় (ভূনমকম্প বা অনিকান্ড); calamity ; disaster ) 
👉 A ~ is a disaster. If a wedding reception is disrupted by a fistfight between 
the bride and her new mother-in-law, you could call the occasion a ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: Cut a trophy:: if we loss the trophy then that event will be big 
loss misfortune , so is the meaning --> event resulting in great loss and 
misfortune 
 

🎯 Catcall ➯ ( সভা বা প্রভৃনততত অসতন্তাি প্রকা  কতরর জিয ন   বা তীব্র ধ্বনি; shout of 
disapproval or displeasure (made at the theater or a sports match); boo; V. ) 
👉 Boooo! Hisss! Come on ref! Are you blind?! Those are just a few family-
friendly ~s, or rowdy cries of disapproval. 👀 Mnemonic: if someone CALLs 
me a CAT there will be a shout of disapproval from my side n i would boo at 
them back 
 

🎯 Catechism ➯ ( প্রতনাত্ততর র্মসন িা; book for religious instruction in question-
and-answer form; religious instruction by question and answer; ) 👉 A ~ is a 
series of questions and answers. Catholic children study a ~ as part of their 
religious education; it outlines the principal tenets of their faith. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ (Break it like CAT + MECHISM) Where CAT reminds us of CAT 
(the exam) and CAT(HOLIC) so Christianity funda... MECHISM reminds us of 
MECHANISM (Question Answer Pattern of the Exam). --- TEaCH 
 

🎯 Categorical ➯ ( নিঃ তস / বযনতিমী / চরম; without exceptions; made without 
any doubt in mind; unqualified; absolute ) 👉 If someone accuses you of 
stealing their lunch and you give a ~ denial, it means that you absolutely 
deny having anything to do with the theft. ~ means absolute, unqualified, 
unconditional. 👀 Mnemonic: assume that there are two categories A & B and 
you have to put an object in one of them..now when you put that object in a 
category..you are ABSOLUTEly sure that it belongs there. 
 

🎯 Catharsis ➯ ( োগাি / হরচি; purging or cleansing of any passage of the 
body; purging and weakening of strong emotions as a result of experiencing a 
dramatic work of art ) 👉 Use the noun, ~, to refer to the experience a person 
can have of releasing emotional tension and feeling refreshed afterwards. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);CATHA sounds like KATHA(a religious story in 
hindi)..KATHA leads to the purging(means release) of emotional tensions. 
 

🎯 Cathartic ➯ ( কািা / ভাতবর উতেক ঘটায় এমি; হরচক / নবত ার্ক; purgative; 
medicine that causes the bowels to empty; ) 👉 A movie, play, or song that 
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makes you cry is called ~. Most good writers try to create work that causes 
you to experience a strong rush of emotion. 👀 Mnemonic: হচাতখ হকতর 
(cathar) এতি হদয় এমি 
 

🎯 Catholic ➯ ( নবশ্বজিীি / সবসজিীি / উদার; (of likings and interests) universal; 
general; broad; including many different parts; wide-ranging liberal; Ex. ~ 
opinions/tastes ) 👉 When capitalized, ~ refers to the ~ Church. With a lower-
case "c," ~ means "universal" and "inclusive." If you listen to anything from 
hip-hop to Baroque, you have ~ taste in music. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ Christians 
are found everywhere in the world....so they are present universally. 
 

🎯 Caucus ➯ ( রাজতিনতক দতলর সনমনত; private meeting of a group of people in 
a political party to select officers or determine policy; CF. the ~ club of 
Boston ) 👉 The noun ~ is a closed meeting of members from the same 
political party. The Iowa ~es get a lot of attention during the presidential 
primary season. 👀 Mnemonic: cau + cus sounds like can collector come to 
discuss..... lets get together in a group and discuss about who will be elected 
... 
 

🎯 Caulk ➯ ( হজাডামুখ বন্ধ করা; দনডর টুকরা নদয়া জল হরার্ করা; make watertight (by 
blocking up cracks as in a ship) ) 👉 ~ is the sealant. It comes in a tube and 
is used commonly by plumbers and carpenters trying to seal up cracks where 
air or water might push through. When a plumber ~s a tub, he's applying ~ 
to its seams to make it watertight. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds like 
cork which makes bottles watertight 
 

🎯 Caustic ➯ ( দগ্ধকারক / নবদু্দ্রপ্কারক; burning; corrosive; able to burn by 
chemical action; sarcastically biting; (of remarks) intended to hurt; bitter; 
harmful; OP. harmless ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe any chemical that 
is able to burn living tissue or other substances, or, figuratively, a statement 
that has a similarly burning effect. ~ in this sense means harshly critical. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ soda is very common and its "harmful " for health if taken in 
large quantity....therefore ~ means harmful or burning. Since its a soda its 
somehow related with chemistry as well.. 
 

🎯 Cauterize ➯ ( হেেঁকা হদত্তয়া; burn (a wound or snakebite, etc.) with hot iron 
or caustic substance to stop bleeding and prevent infection ) 👉 To ~ is to 
seal off a wound or incision (কতসি) by burning it or freezing it, usually a hot 
iron, electricity, or chemicals. Metaphorically, it means to make less sensitive 
to feelings and emotions. 👀 Mnemonic: caught the rise of wound by burn 
wid hot iron 
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🎯 Cavalcade ➯ ( অশ্বাতরােীতদর হ াভাযাত্রা; procession of riders or horse-drawn 
carriages; parade; CF. cavalry ) 👉 If you are traveling with a procession of 
people on horseback, you are part of a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: caval(ry) (horses) + 
parade = parade on horses. 
 

🎯 Cavalier ➯ ( ন ষ্টাচারবনজসত অশ্বাতরােী বসনিক; casual and offhand; arrogant; N: 
knight ) 👉 ~ means snobby. Someone who is ~ has a bad attitude and regards 
other people as inferior. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds like cavalry 
(অশ্বাতরােী), which is the part of the army which serve on the horse back and 
they are definitely more arrogant than the soldier on feet 
 

🎯 Cavil ➯ ( খুেঁত র্রা; quibble; make frivolous objections; find fault 
unnecessarily ) 👉 If your only ~ to your family's trip to Disney World is that 
you don't like airline food, you probably won't win the argument. A ~ is a 
petty objection that distracts from a true argument. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;rhyme);sounds like evil.. evil people always find unnecessary faults in 
the good.. 
 

🎯 Celerity ➯ ( দ্রুততা; speed; rapidity ) 👉 While it looks a lot like celery, ~ 
means something that vegetables are not — fast moving. Gossip often travels 
with ~, as do children trying to get to a big plate of cookies. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);Relate to: Accelerate = Ac (~) = which means speed up 
something or doing something rapidly. 
 

🎯 Celestial ➯ ( স্বগসীয়; heavenly ) 👉 What is the difference between a ~ being 
and a ~ body? The first is something living such as an alien or an angel, 
whereas the latter is an inanimate object such as a star or a planet. Both, 
however, are from the sky. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounding more like Galaxial 
 

🎯 Censor ➯ ( সমাতলাচক; (in ancient Rome) overseer of morals (also taking 
the census); person who eliminates inappropriate matter; V. ) 👉 A ~ takes 
out things that are objectionable or inappropriate, like the ~s at the TV 
networks bleeping out all the bad words in a show. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ board 
which removes inappropriate matters from movies 
 

🎯 Censorious ➯ ( ত্রুনটসন্ধািী; severely critical ) 👉 ~, an adjective, describes 
people who are so critical, they find something wrong in everything. Do not 
let ~ guests come to your next dinner party! 👀 Mnemonic: overly serIOUS 
abt CENSORing---harshly critical or disapproving 
 

🎯 Censure ➯ ( ভত্সসিা; blame; criticize; express strong disapproval; N: severe 
criticism; strong disapproval ) 👉 ~ is a noun referring to very strong 
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criticism; the verb means to criticize very strongly. If you take your dad's car 
without telling him, you can expect him to ~ you severely, and maybe even 
ground you as well. 👀 Mnemonic: Try to link the meaning of this word with 
the censor board which always critisizes every inch of the film and also 
disapproves of some of the parts. 
 

🎯 Centaur ➯ ( কনিত জীব; mythical figure, half man and half horse ) 👉 Have 
you ever seen a ~ at the zoo? I doubt it! It's a mythological creature that's 
half-man, half- horse. ) 👉 উরুর center theke become horse 
 

🎯 Centrifugal ➯ ( হকেঁেনবমুখ; radiating; departing from the center ) 👉 The 
physics principle whereby objects are forced to move out from the center is 
called ~ force. This apparent force is activated by something moving in a 
curved direction; the heavier the object the stronger the force. 👀 Mnemonic: 

~ = Central (CBI) + fugitive -- A fugitive always runs away from the CBI 
 

🎯 Centripetal ➯ ( হকেঁেমুখী; tending toward the center ) 👉 ~ is an adjective 
describing a force that brings things toward the center, not unlike the force 
of a black hole. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);The petals of a flower are bound 
by a bud in the center, thus bending towards the center..Unifying 
 

🎯 Cerebral ➯ ( মনস্তষ্ক - সংিান্ত; pertaining to the brain or intellect; intellectual 
rather than emotional; CF. cerebrum ) 👉 If you are a ~ person, no one would 
ever call you a drama queen. You make decisions using your intelligence and 
cold, hard facts, instead of your emotions. 👀 Mnemonic: cereBRAINal 
 

🎯 Cerebration ➯ ( মনস্ততষ্কর নিয়া; thought; working of the brain ) 👉 ~ is a 
noun that means "the thought process." When you need more time to answer 
a complicated question, just say your ~ isn't complete yet. 👀 Mnemonic: 

cerebral refers to the brain ..so ~ is the functioning of thoughts. 
 

🎯 Ceremonious ➯ ( আচার - সংিান্ত; marked by formality; extremely formal 
and polite; CF. ~: conventional social courtesy ) 👉 When people are involved 
in a ceremony, they often behave in a solemn way, exhibiting the respect 
they feel for the ritual. Their behavior can be described as ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

in ceremony we often be formal 
 

🎯 Cessation ➯ ( নিবৃনত্ত / অবসাি; stoppage ) 👉 ~ is an end to something, such 
as the stopping of a bad habit, like the ~ of smoking. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ comes 
from cease.. which means to stop.. 
 

🎯 Cession ➯ ( সমপসণ / (জনম, অনর্কার) েস্তান্তর করণ; yielding to another; ceding ) 
👉 ~ is the act of giving up something, usually land, by the agreement in a 
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formal treaty. For example, after a war, a losing country might make a ~ of 
part of its land to the victor. ) 👉 We can see its relationship to other words, 
such as se~, which is the idea of one government breaking away from 
another, or "giving up" the connection between them, as happened in our 
own country and led to the Civil War 
 

🎯 Chafe ➯ ( কালন তট / ঘিসণ দ্বারা উত্তপ্ত করা; warm by rubbing; make sore 
(কালন তট) by rubbing; N. ) 👉 If your shoes ~, you they rub your skin raw. 
Ouch. If you ~ at the suggestion that you should be studying more, the 
suggestion rubs you the wrong way. To ~ is to irritate or annoy. 👀 

Mnemonic: চাতপ (হচতপ) তাতপ ঘিসতণ ~ 
 

🎯 Chaff ➯ ( ভুনি; worthless products of an endeavor; husk(outer seed cover) 
separated from grain; Ex. separate the wheat from the ~ ) 👉 The proverbial 
phrase "separate the wheat from the ~" may not be terribly meaningful to 
you — unless you happen to be a grain farmer. Then, it is good to know that 
~ is the husk surrounding a seed, and that it is generally thrown away. ) 👉 

be silly or tease one another 
 

🎯 Chaffing ➯ ( োনস-তামা াপূণস; bantering (cleverly amusing in tone); joking ) 
👉 ~ is how you can describe clever chit-chat. If you are out to flirt or 
impress, using a ~ tone is always a good bet ) 👉 চাপাবানজপূণস 
 

🎯 Chagrin ➯ ( নবরনক্ত; annoyance and disappointment; vexation (caused by 
humiliation or injured pride) ) 👉 ~ is a noun that represents an emotion or 
feeling and it's an uncomfortable one. If you feel ~ it means that you are 
embarrassed or distressed as a result of a failure. 👀 Mnemonic: চযাগরাতিা 
causes ~ 
 

🎯 Chameleon ➯ ( বহুরুপী; lizard that changes color in different situations ) 
👉 Look closely at that branch or leaf — you might be able to spot a ~ hiding. 
These little lizards are able to change color and adapt to their backgrounds, 
blending in to hide from predators. ) 👉 The history of the word ~ goes back 
to the Greek word khamaileōn, which meant "lion on the ground," maybe 
because of the creature's somewhat scary face, or maybe because the ridge 
around the creature's head looks something like a lion's mane. In Old French 
it became chaméléon, which stuck. Today there are two acceptable spellings, 
~ and chamaeleon. We often use the word today to refer to a person who is 
changeable or inconsistent. 
 

🎯 Champion ➯ ( রিক / বযাপক সমথসি করা; support militantly; fight for; N: 
person who fights for or supports strongly (a principle, movement, person, 
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etc.) ) 👉 ~ comes from the Latin word campionem for "gladiator, fighter." 
Rarr! No need to grab your sword, but a ~ is also a person who fights for a 
cause. If you are the ~ of fundraising, you keep pushing to raise money. As a 
verb, to ~ means to protect or fight for something. You ~ your little brother 
by defending him against meanies (হলাভী বযনক্ত) — no matter what, you are 
always on his side 👀 Mnemonic: ~s are like super man who has capability to 
support and defend there friends [Secondary Meaning] 
 

🎯 Chaotic ➯ ( নব ৃঙ্খল / বিরানজযক; in utter disorder ) 👉 Something ~ is really 
out of control or disorganized. ~ starts with a hard "K" sound (kay-AH-tick), 
but things that are ~ are usually not OK, they're crazy disordered, like your 
crammed locker at the end of the school year. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);in 
hindi we call tea as chae.so imagine a situation someone who is confused 
which chae(~)should he bye.eithr taj mahel or tata tea. 
 

🎯 Charisma ➯ ( ঈশ্বরদত্ত আর্যানত্মক  নক্ত; divine gift; great popular charm or 
appeal; magnetism ) 👉 Frank Sinatra and Elvis Presley had great ~, or a 
special personal charm or appeal that gives them influence or authority. 👀 

Mnemonic: this word sounds like KARISMA(KAPOOR BOLlYWOOD 
HEROINE)..she definitely has great charm and is quite appealing. 
 

🎯 Charlatan ➯ ( োতুতড ডাক্তার; quack; pretender to knowledge (esp. in 
medicine) ) 👉 A ~ is a quack, a person who is trying to deceive you with 
false claims. Beware of ~s who try to sell you access to the fountain of youth 
or to a Ponzi scheme disguised as an exclusive investment fund. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);you hit CHAR LATEIN (in Hindi language) (4 kicks) 
to the person who misguides you as he himself doesn't know anything.... 
 

🎯 Chary ➯ ( সাবর্ািী; cautious; unwilling to take risks; sparing or restrained 
about giving; OP. bold ) 👉 Being ~ (pronounced CHAIR-ee) is being wary or 
cautious. ~ is the word "char - দগ্ধ করা" with an added "y" and to char is to 
burn, so if you're careful and don't want to get burned by a person or 
situation, you're ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ : Think of it as "BramhaChari": What do 
the Bramhachari's do ?? They refrain from Marriage/ Females in general. 
They are unwilling to be bound by family life. 
 

🎯 Chasm ➯ ( োটল / গহ্বর / অতল; abyss; very deep crack ) 👉 A ~ is a deep 
divide, either literal or figurative, such as a giant ~ in an ice cap or the 
growing ~ between two friends who haven't spoken in a long time. 👀 

Mnemonic: chashma.. if it has a crack, it is difficult to see 
 

🎯 Chasten ➯ ( সংযত করা / দনমতয় হদওয়া; discipline; punish in order to correct; 
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CF. castigate ) 👉 To ~ someone is to correct him or her, often with the use 
of some pretty steep punishment. ~ can also mean "to restrain." Either of 
these actions may be necessary when someone isn't behaving like they're 
supposed to. 👀 Mnemonic: relate it with upper one "Chaste (সতীত্ব)" as to 
keep ur virginity you have to be disciplined .. so for chaste and ~ go hand in 
hand 
 

🎯 Chauvinist ➯ ( উগ্র জাতীয়তাবাদী; blindly devoted patriot; zealous adherent of 
a group, cause, or sex; ADJ. ~ic; CF. Nicolas Chauvin ) 👉 A ~ is someone who 
blindly and enthusiastically believes in the superiority of his cause or people. 
If you grew up in New York and refuse to eat at any pizzeria beyond a five-
mile radius of the Empire State Building, you could be described as a New 
York pizza ~. ) 👉 The word ~ comes from Nicholas Chauvin, a French soldier 
— probably fictional — who was so devoted to Napoleon that he continued to 
zealously support the emperor even after Napoleon rejected him. The put-
down "male ~ pig" describes a man who believes that women are not as 
intelligent or worthy of respect as men. Often when we hear the word ~, we 
think of arrogant men. 
 

🎯 Check ➯ ( পরীিা / বার্া; stop motion; curb or restrain ) 👉 ~: Small word, 
loads of different meanings. One of the most common is "to inspect or 
verify." You might ~ the oven to see if your cookies are done. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;chess);in chess when we ~ the king he cant move forward..so we are 
stoppping his motion 
 

🎯 Cherubic ➯ ( স্বগসীয় দূতসম্বন্ধীয় / নিষ্পাপ দ সি; angelic; innocent-looking; CF. 
seraph: winged angel of the highest order ) 👉 Use the word ~ to describe 
someone with a round face and an air of sweetness, whether you're talking 
about a cute cooing baby or your innocent-looking, round-faced 40-year-old 
brother. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ -> chehra(face) + ruby; ruby is cute looking, so 
BUBY'S CHEHRA is ~. 
 

🎯 Chicanery ➯ ( চাতুরী; েল; trickery; deception ) 👉 Have you ever gotten the 
sense that politicians or corporate leaders will say anything to turn public 
opinion their way? This tricky kind of deceit and manipulation is called ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: to catch free hens (CHICken) you need to be ~ 
 

🎯 Chimerical ➯ ( কািনিক; fantastically improbable; highly unrealistic; unreal 
fancy; fire-breathing female creature ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe 
something that is wildly fanciful or imaginative — like the ~ illustrations of 
unicorns in a children's book. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);It has "miracle" in 
it-> Miracle is imaginative. 
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🎯 Chisel ➯ ( বাটানল; swindle or cheat; N: wedgelike tool for cutting ) 👉 When 
you carve a statue from a block of marble, you use a tool called a ~ to cut 
out the shape. ~ is the name of the tool and also the name of the action. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);~ sounds like diesel...we know there r lot of impure 
petroleum products sold so those who sell diesel ~ the customers. চাো-হোলার 
যন্ত্র 
 

🎯 Chivalrous ➯ ( সােসী; courteous; faithful; brave; ) 👉 A man who is 
courteous and attentive to women can be described as ~: "The ~ stranger 
picked up the packages Veronica dropped and held the door open while she 
entered the apartment building." ) 👉 The word ~ originally described 
gallantry, valor, honor, and courtesy, associated with the medieval code of 
knighthood. Medieval knights are no longer with us, but ~ has survived in 
modern usage to describe a man — or a behavior — showing courtesy or 
attentiveness toward women 
 

🎯 Choleric ➯ ( বদরাগী; hot-tempered; bad-tempered; irritable; easily angered; 
) 👉 Are you easy to tick off? Known to have a short fuse? Then, you could 
be described as ~. Don't worry; it's not a disease related to cholera. ~ just 
means you're testy and irritable. 👀 Mnemonic: cholera is a disease . When 
you are sick you get irritated and bad-tempered, you are ~. So ~ 
 

🎯 Choreography ➯ ( িৃতযপনরকিিা; art of representing dances in written 
symbols; arrangement of dances ) 👉 Use the noun ~ to describe the plan for 
how dancers will move on a stage during a show, play, or dance. You might 
particularly love the ~ in the movie "West Side Story." 👀 Mnemonic: 

KO+RE+YO grapher where KO stands for country dance RE stands for retro 
dance and YO for the yo style of dancing as followeed in the rap 
 

🎯 Chronic ➯ ( দীঘসস্থায়ী; long established as a disease ) 👉 If you smoke a 
cigarette once, you've simply made a bad choice. But if you're a ~ smoker, 
you've been smoking for a long time and will have a hard time stopping. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);initial part sound as crown !! crown + ic .. A king 
rules the nation for long time, hence his crown last for long time..ie long 
lasting 
 

🎯 Chronicle ➯ ( ঘটিাপনঞ্জ; report; record (in chronological order) ) 👉 To ~ an 
event is to record it as it happens, and a ~ is a record of those events. If 
your grandmother took the time to ~ the details of her 1910 journey to 
Japan, you can read her ~ today. 👀 Mnemonic: DECCAN ~ 
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🎯 Churlish ➯ ( অভে; boorish; rude; yahoo ) 👉 A ~ person is one whose 
middle name might as well be Rude. He's the one who was never taught to 
mind his manners and avoid telling vulgar jokes at the dinner table. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ == boorish ,,the same rhythm !! =D 
 

🎯 Cipher ➯ ( অপদাথস বযনক্ত; nonentity; worthless person or thing; zero; secret 
code; V. ) 👉 A ~ is the numeral zero or someone without influence or 
importance. Don't vote your popular classmate to be the student council 
leader if he or she is actually a ~, someone who can't do the job effectively. 
👀 Mnemonic: its always difficult to de~ a SECRET CODE 
 

🎯 Circuitous ➯ ( চিাকার; roundabout ) 👉 ~ means indirect or roundabout. If 
you're in a hurry to get to the hospital where your wife is having a baby, 
you want to take the straightest, fastest way, not a ~ one! 👀 Mnemonic: 

circuit-ous -> like circuit; 
 

🎯 Circumlocution ➯ ( অিথসক বাকযনবস্তার; indirect or roundabout expression (by 
using an uncecessarily large number of words esp. when trying to avoid 
answering a difficult question directly) ) 👉 ~ is a long, complicated word 
which means a long, complicated way of expressing something. To cut to the 
chase, ~ means to beat around the bush. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ -> circle + locution 
(loqui means to speak), speaking vaguely so as to avoid the topic. 
 

🎯 Circumscribe ➯ ( সীমাবি করা / চানরনদতক হরখা টািা; limit; confine; draw a line 
around ) 👉 To ~ is to limit or restrict. If you spend too much time watching 
TV instead of fulfilling other obligations, you might ~ your TV-watching time 
to one hour daily (or two hours, if your favorite show is on). 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
-> circle + scribe(a writer of manuscripts); so ~ means a person writing 
around the same lines or topic. 
 

🎯 Circumspect ➯ ( সবনদতক িজর রাতখ এমি; prudent; cautious; acting after 
careful thought ) 👉 If you are ~, you think carefully before doing or saying 
anything. A good quality in someone entrusted with responsibility, though 
sometimes boring in a friend. 👀 Mnemonic: circum(means 
circumstance)...spect(means to inspect)...so a kind of person who inspects 
circumstances before speaking, and such people are generally considered as 
prudent. 
 

🎯 Circumvent ➯ ( এনডতয় যাত্তয়া; outwit; defeat by behaving more cleverly; 
outsmart; baffle; avoid; get around ) 👉 To ~ is to avoid. Circum in Latin 
means "around" or "round about," and vent- comes from venire, "to come," 
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but painting a picture from these two parts of the word helps. Picture 
someone circling around a barrier instead of climbing over it. That's what 
you do when you ~. You find a smart way around rules or barriers, or avoid 
doing something unpleasant altogether. 👀 Mnemonic: circle + prevent => to 
form a CIRCLE or a boundary around the target so as to OUTSMART your 
opponent. lyk abhimanyu did!!! 
 

🎯 Citadel ➯ ( দুগস; fortress ) 👉 A ~ is a fortified structure designed to 
provide protection during a battle. So, back in the days when pillaging was 
commonplace, it was a good idea to know where your nearest ~ was. 👀 

Mnemonic: cita(Seeta) was captured by Ravana and was confined to his 
fortress with all his sena del(dal) protecting her... 
 

🎯 Cite ➯ ( উিৃত করা; quote; commend; Ex. ~d for bravery in an official 
record ) 👉 To ~ something means to do right by whoever said it and give 
them credit — for instance, if you add a brilliant statement to a paper but 
you're not the one who originally wrote it, you should ~, or point to, the 
original author. 👀 Mnemonic: re~ means to tell something :like re~ a poem: 
root is ~.. which means to quote 
 

🎯 Clairvoyant ➯ ( ভনবিযতবক্তা; having foresight; fortuneteller; ) 👉 If you can 
predict the future, you may want to keep your ~ powers to yourself. 
Otherwise everyone will be knocking down your door asking for the next 
winning lotto numbers. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);take it like this.......clair---
-clear for voyant derive meaning from voyage which means a long journey so 
~ is a person who can take a clear journey into the future and see whats in 
there 
 

🎯 Clamor ➯ ( কলরব / হগালমাল করা; loud continous noise; continuous demand 
or complaint made by a large number of people; V: make a ~; express (a 
demand) continually and loudly; ADJ. ~ous ) 👉 To ~ is to make a demand — 
LOUDLY. It's usually a group that ~s — like Americans might ~ for 
comprehensive health care coverage. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENGLISH);~ rhymes 
wit glamourous....whenever de crowd sees a glamour girl they become NOISY 
 

🎯 Clandestine ➯ ( লুতকাতিা / গুপ্ত; secret ) 👉 Pick the adjective, ~, to describe 
something that is done in secret, like your ~ attempts to steal your brother's 
Halloween candy. 👀 Mnemonic: Plan(Clan) this(des) time(tine) in ~ --- Plan 
this time secretly 
 

🎯 Clarion ➯ ( জাগাতিার বা উদ্দীপ্ত কতরর জিয তীক্ষ্ন বা উচ্চ স্বতরর ডাক; shrill, 
trumpetlike sound; kind of trumpet used in former times ) 👉 If you hear the 
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~ call of the stage, it means you want to be an actor. ~ means loud and clear, 
and a ~ call is a call to something that is hard to ignore. 👀 Mnemonic: loud 
and clear 
 

🎯 Claustrophobia ➯ ( আবি স্থাি সম্পতকস অস্বাভানবক ভীনত; fear of being locked in 
) 👉 ~ is an irrational or abnormal fear of being in an enclosed space. If your 
heart races in an elevator, or you break out in a cold sweat in a walk-in 
closet, you might have ~. 👀 Mnemonic: claust-this seems like closed...u are 
closed in a room only if the room is locked, phobia means feear.. 
 

🎯 Cleave ➯ ( নবদীণস করা / সংলি েত্তয়া split or sever; cling to; remain faithful 
to; ADJ. cloven ) 👉 ~, a verb, has two very different meanings. It can describe 
cutting or splitting something apart with a sharp instrument, or — oddly 
enough — it can describe sticking to something like glue. 👀 Mnemonic: just 
relate it to cleavage (দতল নবতভদ ঘটা).. | cut the leave (leaf) 
 

🎯 Clemency ➯ ( িমা ীলতা; disposition to be lenient in deciding punishments; 
mildness as of the weather; ) 👉 Say you're playing a role-playing game and 
you end up in one of the other player's dungeons. You could try begging him 
for ~ — compassion shown by people in power towards people who rebel or 
break the law. 👀 Mnemonic: cle+me+mercy give me some mercy...u got 
mercy from the person from whom u expect punishment/// 
 

🎯 Cliche ➯ ( িীরস মামুলী উনক্ত বা বক্তবয / গতািুগনতক; phrase dulled in meaning 
by repetition; platitude ) 👉 If you've heard an expression a million times, 
chances are it's a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: CLICK....it represents camera...~ means a 
remark that is overused....these days we make overuse of camera to take 
photos everytime to upload them on social networking site like facebook.... 
 

🎯 Clientele ➯ ( খনরদ্দারগণ; body of customers ) 👉 Your customers are your ~. 
If you own a pet food store, your ~ might be two-footed and four-pawed. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ - a number of clients or customers. 
 

🎯 Climactic ➯ ( চরম পনরণনতমূলক; relating to the highest point; ) 👉 

Something that is the highest or most exciting point is ~. This adjective is 
used to describe a scene, event, or action. If you enjoy a good mystery, you 
probably love the ~ ending, when you find out whodunnit. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = 
climax... final point. 
 

🎯 Clique ➯ ( হগাষ্ঠী; small exclusive group of people ) 👉 A ~ is an exclusive 
group of people or friends. Before Rudolph pulled Santa's sled through the 
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fog, the ~ of flying reindeer never let him play their reindeer games. 👀 

Mnemonic: set of elites who surround a government official 
 

🎯 Cloister ➯ ( আিম / মি; monastery or convent ) 👉 A ~ is an enclosed 
garden, usually surrounded by covered walkways. Because such spaces are 
often featured in buildings that house religious orders, ~ can be used to mean 
"monastery" or "convent." 👀 Mnemonic: ~....close+sister...where sisters (nuns) 
are getting closed or where sisters are resides..... 
 

🎯 Clout ➯ ( প্রভানবত করার িমতা; great influence (especially political or social); 
hard blow with fist ) 👉 When you speak of someone having ~, it usually 
means that they communicate a sense of power or influence, particularly in 
the political sense. "You'll wanna talk to that big guy over there if you want 
me to let you in. He's got ~." 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like cloud. cloud have 
gr8 influence over a region. 
 

🎯 Coagulate ➯ ( জমাট বােঁর্া; congeal; thicken; clot; ) 👉 When liquid starts to 
thicken and become solid, it ~s. When you get a cut, the blood flowing from 
the wound will ~: it will start to clot and form a solid scab so you will stop 
bleeding. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;product);Colgate - think about the "thick" paste 
 

🎯 Coalesce ➯ ( সমতবত েত্তয়া; combine; fuse; N. ~nce ) 👉 Waiting for a plan 
to come together? You're waiting for it to ~. ~ is when different elements of 
something join together and become one. 👀 Mnemonic: coal- combination of 
wood and charcoal. 
 

🎯 Coddle ➯ ( আদুতর হগাপাল কতর হতালা; treat gently; indulge excessively; 
pamper; molly~; baby; cook in water just below boiling point; Ex. ~d eggs ) 👉 

While it is okay for parents to ~, spoil, or pamper a young child, it's a little 
unnerving when parents ~, or pamper adult children. And downright weird 
when adult children wear Pampers. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;~ - Cuddle/Pamper);~ 
- sounds like cuddle - cuddling is pampering (লাই হদত্তয়া) kids, showing 
excessive love, indulge in excess of cuddling that is molly~, which will spoil 
kids. 
 

🎯 Codicil ➯ ( উইতলর হিাডপত্র; supplement to the body of a will; later addition 
to a will ) 👉 A ~ is a supplement to a will. If your will is already written and 
you want to alter it, you add a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ (Sounds like KOTHI + 
SEAL) Imagine a person getting an aalishaan KOTHI through a will. But 
unfortunately, due to some legal reasons, government has decided to SEAL 
THE KOTHI and ALTER the will against his favor. 
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🎯 Codify ➯ ( সংতকত নলনপবি; arrange (laws or rules) as a code; classify; 
collection of laws, rules, established social customs ) 👉 To ~ is to arrange 
information in a logical order that others can follow. Legislators may try to ~, 
or gather and organize, all laws related to a particular issue to make it easier 
to understand. 👀 Mnemonic: a program ll work only when the codes are 
arranged in correct order 
 

🎯 Coeval ➯ ( সমসামনয়ক; living at the same time as; existing during the same 
period of time; contemporary; of the same age ) 👉 When two things live or 
happen during the same period of time, they are ~. If you annotate an old 
poem, the annotations and the text of the poem are not ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

sounds similar to co-evolve meaning EVOLVED OR BORN AT THE SAME TIME 
 

🎯 Cog ➯ ( চাকার দান্ত; tooth projecting from a wheel ) 👉 An engine needs 
each of its part to work. It has gears which have wheels. Each wheel has ~s, 
or tiny teeth that fit together, making the wheel turn, the engine run. Every 
~ is essential to that engine. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like dog. Remember a 
dog's teeth. 
 

🎯 Cogent ➯ ( হজারাতলা / অকাটয; convincing ) 👉 When you make a ~ 
argument, it means your argument is clear and persuasive. In these days of 
24-hour entertainment news and sound-bite sized explanations of complex 
government policy, it's hard to find a ~ argument amidst all the emotional 
outbursts. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - gent - a gentle person is always the right person 
to convince others. 
 

🎯 Cogitate ➯ ( গভীরভাতব নচন্তা করা; think over; ponder ) 👉 ~ is a fancy was of 
saying think hard on. If you spend a lot of time figuring out exactly how 
your French teacher does her hair, you are cogitating in order to avoid 
conjugating. 👀 Mnemonic: Agitate the mind = ~s. 
 

🎯 Cognitive ➯ ( জ্ঞাি; having to do with knowing or perceiving related to the 
mental processes; the mental process of knowing ) 👉 If it's related to 
thinking, it's considered ~. Anxious parents might defend using flashcards 
with toddlers as "nurturing their ~ development." 👀 Mnemonic: Root word 
COGN meaning=know.so, recognize, ~, incognito,cognizance all means 
know.aur wyse v knowledge k bina kahan COGNIZANT jayse bari softwere 
company me placement hoti hai yaar? 
 

🎯 Cohabit ➯ ( সেবাস করা; live together ) 👉 The verb ~ means to live 
together as if you are married. If you and your significant other are thinking 
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of ~ing, make sure all the chores are shared equally. 👀 Mnemonic: co - 
together, habit resembles habitat ie, a living place..so ~, is living together.. 
 

🎯 Cohere ➯ ( সংলি থাকা; stick together ) 👉 When things ~, they come 
together in a meaningful way. It wasn't until we won a game that our team 
finally ~d, and we actually felt like a unit. 👀 Mnemonic: involves word 
"co"+"here" everybody come here...means stay together 
 

🎯 Cohesion ➯ ( সংতযাগ - প্রবণতা; tendency to keep together ) 👉 ~ means 
sticking together. If your group of friends heads to the lunchroom as a team 
and sits all together, you're demonstrating strong ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);SIMILAR TO ADHESION WHICH KEEPS TOGETHER... 
 

🎯 Cohorts ➯ ( বানেিী / দল; group of people who share some common quality; 
armed band; a group of between 300 and 600 soldiers under one commander 
(in the ancient Rome) ) 👉 A cohort is a group of people who are around the 
same age, like a cohort of college students who have similar experiences and 
concerns. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = co + hort = co + head = people who have a 
common head(thought) or head person(knight leader) = group of people ; 
sometimes, group of warriors 
 

🎯 Coin ➯ ( সৃনষ্ট করা; make ~s; invent or fabricate (a word or phrase); N. ~age: 
word or phrase recently invented ) 👉 If you ~ a phrase, that means you 
come up with a new way to say something, like the person who ~ed 
"webizens" to describe people who constantly use the Internet. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~-~ is invented...~s are minted(fabricated,invented) in 
everyage,every minute..so ~age,recent invention...lol..!! 
 

🎯 Coincidence ➯ ( কাকতালীয়; the chance occurrence, at the same time, of 
two or more seemingly connected events; ) 👉 People love to talk about 
strange ~s--like you and your mother having the same birthday, or two 
unrelated families named "The Martins" living next door to each other. A ~ is 
something that's not planned or arranged but seems like it is. 👀 Mnemonic: 

co+incident......two incidents happening at same time is ~ 
 

🎯 Colander ➯ ( োেঁকনি / ঝােঁঝনর; utensil with perforated bottom used for 
straining ) 👉 Most cooks would agree that a ~ is an essential piece of 
equipment for even the most basic kitchen. It's a bowl, usually made of 
plastic or metal, with holes in it to allow liquid to drain away from the food. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~- ol(hole) ander(under) ie hole in bottom..wr 
bottom of an utensil..!! 
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🎯 Collaborate ➯ ( সেতযানগতা করা; work together; cooperate treasonably with 
the enemy ) 👉 When you work together on shared goal, you ~. If you don't 
just split a project up evenly but work together on creating solutions, you ~. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);co(together)labor(worker)so ~ ==>work together 
 

🎯 Collage ➯ ( কাপড কাগজ সােঁনটয়া হয নচত্র েয়; work of art put together from 
fragments ) 👉 Have you ever cut out a bunch of pictures from magazines and 
pasted them together to make a big picture? If you have, you have made a ~. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ -- college, it is a place where different 
mentalities/cultures of different individuals mix together... 
 

🎯 Collateral ➯ ( জামািত; security given for loan; ADJ: secondary; descended 
from the same person but through different sons or daughters ) 👉 It's what 
you promise to give someone if you don't repay a loan, like the car you put 
up as ~ when you take a loan out from the bank. As an adjective, ~ can refer 
to something indirect or off to the side, like ~ damage. 👀 Mnemonic: When 
you give a loan to someone and he doesnot return the money what will you 
do??? You'll call him repeatedly but he will say "CALL LATER". To avoid this 
scene, you will take some kind of security such as property, jewellery... 
 

🎯 Collation ➯ ( নিয়নমত আোতরর বাইতর োলকা খাওয়া; a light meal ) 👉 A ~ is the 
collection and ordering of materials, usually paper. It can be tedious and 
repetitive work, so most people are more than happy to let a copy machine 
do the job for them. 👀 Mnemonic: col(collage)+late+on -->if u r late for coll 
u can have only a light meal :) --- ~ actually has two separate and very 
different meanings. After you finish the ~ of all those document pages, you 
might grab a quick ~. (That is, you deserve a light snack after all that 
organizing.) That's right, a ~ is also a light meal, usually cold, and often set 
out for people to take at their leisure. It sometimes refers to a small meal 
eaten on fasting days. 
 

🎯 Colloquial ➯ ( চনলত ভািা - সংবন্ধীয়; pertaining to conversational or common 
speech; informal; N. ~ism: ~ expression ) 👉 ~ language is casual and 
conversational: it's the difference between "What are you going to do?" and 
"Whatchagonnado?" 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;coll-local..);~ - can be read as Coll - 
local so we use local language(informal) language in our college.. 
 

🎯 Collusion ➯ ( তলায় তলায় হবাঝাপডা; conspiring in a fraudulent scheme to 
cheat or deceive others; V. collude ) 👉 If you are making secret agreements 
with someone, then you are in ~ with them. Every time gas prices jump, 
consumers suspect the gas station owners of ~ and price fixing. 👀 
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Mnemonic: people who involve in ~, try to create an Illusion that everything 
is fine 
 

🎯 Colossal ➯ ( প্রকাণ্ড; huge ) 👉 ~ describes something so large it makes you 
say, "Whoa!" You might have a ~ amount of homework, or see a ~ pyramid 
while vacationing in Egypt. 👀 Mnemonic: remember the colosseum - one of 
the seven wonders of the world, which was a huge theatre in the olden days 
 

🎯 Comatose ➯ ( গভীর ঘুতম আিি; in a coma; extremely sleepy ) 👉 Being ~ is 
being in a coma, unconscious and unable to communicate, often for long 
periods of time. A bad illness or unexpected accident or injury — especially 
to the head — can make you ~ and trapped inside a body that isn't working. 
👀 Mnemonic: Coma - in a coma tose - coma ka dose ... very sleepy 
 

🎯 Combustible ➯ ( দােয পদাথস; easily burned; ) 👉 ~ means "able to catch 
fire," like matches or the extremely dry forest floors that people sometimes 
forget are ~ — until they go up in flames. 👀 Mnemonic: come bustible i.e. 
burnable.. something which is burnable like wood 
 

🎯 Comestible ➯ ( খাদযেবয; something fit to be eaten ) 👉 Anything that you 
could possibly use for food is a ~, a synonym of "edible." It can be used as a 
noun ("We shopped for ~s") or an adjective ("It looked awful, but was ~"). 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);estible- resembles like edible, ie, somthing fit to be 
eaten...--- Since ~ shares a background with the word consume, you will 
hopefully remember its meaning. 
 

🎯 Comeuppance ➯ ( উপযুক্ত  ানস্ত; deserts; well-deserved punishment or 
misfortune; rebuke ) 👉 ~ describes a fate or punishment that's deserved, like 
an arrogant trash-talking quarterback who fumbles the ball on the last play 
and loses the game for his team. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);A student 
attempts a prank during a lecture. The teacher holds up a stick in her hand 
and asks the student to come up and face the consequence(punishment) he 
deserves. 
 

🎯 Commandeer ➯ ( ইিামততা অনর্কার করা / হজারপূবসক ঘরবানড দখল করা; take 
(private property) for military use without needing permission or giving 
payment; draft for military purposes ) 👉 What is that person doing, 
interrupting everyone and changing the subject every minute? He is trying to 
~, or take control, of the conversation. 👀 Mnemonic: come and give me your 
deer....i.e.take sth by force 
 

🎯 Commemorative ➯ ( স্মারক, সৃ্মনতরিাকর; remembering; honoring the 
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memory of; Ex. ~ stamp ) 👉 Anything that acts as a memorial to something 
or someone is ~ — whether it's an action like a charity walk or an object like 
a war memorial. 👀 Mnemonic: com + MEMORATIVE memory = remembering 
 

🎯 Commensurate ➯ ( সমািুপানতক; equal in extent; of the same size ) 👉 The 
word ~ has to do with things that are similar in size and therefore 
appropriate. Many people think the death penalty is a ~ punishment for 
murder. In other words, the penalty fits the crime. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);SPLIT AS COMMON - ENSURED -RATE. WHICH MEANS, OUR 
RATE WILL BE EQUAL TO THE CHEAPEST PRODUCT! 
 

🎯 Commodious ➯ ( সুপ্র স্ত; spacious and comfortable ) 👉 If your house has a 
big and comfortable living room, you could say that you have a ~ space for 
entertaining. ~ means roomy. 👀 Mnemonic: people always want there 
cammod(commod) to be spacious and comfortable,as a living room...lol..!!! 
 

🎯 Communal ➯ ( সাম্প্রদানয়ক; held in common; public; of a group of people; of 
a commune ) 👉 ~ and community both come from Latin communis "common, 
of the community"—if a pool is ~, it can be used by the members of the 
community that owns it. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ pertains to community. 
 

🎯 Compact ➯ ( অিীকারপত্র; agreement; contract; ADJ: tightly packed; firm; 
brief; concise; Ex. ~ statement (নিনিে নববৃনত) ) 👉 A ~ is a signed written 
agreement that binds you to do what you've promised. It also refers to 
something small or closely grouped together, like the row of ~ rental cars 
you see when you wanted a van. 👀 Mnemonic: com+PACT.. A pact is an 
agreement 
 

🎯 Compatible ➯ ( সুসংগত; harmonious; in harmony with; able to exist 
together ) 👉 A word that comes up a lot in discussions of both food and 
people pairings, ~ speaks to a person or thing's ability to exist agreeably with 
something or someone else. 👀 Mnemonic: Company's all people always have 
to be in harmony fro better sucess 
 

🎯 Compelling ➯ ( আকিসক / বার্যতামূলক; drive or force into action; irresistible 
in effect; holding one's attention; that compels one to do something; Ex. a ~ 
adventure story; ) 👉 ~ means attractive, or irresistible, or really, really 
convincing. You know your argument for backpacking across Europe is ~ 
when your parents not only let you go but also pay for all your expenses. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ sounds like come yelling ..which is overpowering and also 
which gathers attention of everyone 
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🎯 Compendium ➯ ( সারসংতিপ; brief, comprehensive summary; ) 👉 When 
you search an online encyclopedia, you are searching a ~ of information on 
just about everything. A ~ is a comprehensive collection of something. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);CUM(hindi for less) PEN use karke u can just write 
summary of topic. 
 

🎯 Compensatory ➯ ( িনতপূরণমূলক; making up for; repaying 
 

🎯 Compile ➯ ( সেলি করা; assemble; gather; accumulate; make (a report or a 
book) from facts and information found in various places; Ex. ~ a dictionary ) 
👉 When you ~ something, like a recipe-book or a mix-tape, you put it 
together using things that already exist (recipes, songs). 👀 Mnemonic: 

Things COMe in PILE bcz we ASSEMBLE,GATHER or ACCUMULATE data. 
 

🎯 Complacency ➯ ( আত্মসন্তুনষ্ট; self-satisfaction; smugness; ) 👉 The word ~ is 
often hurled, in a rather scornful manner, at people who are unwilling to be 
political. It connotes a sense of ease and contentment with the status quo. 👀 

Mnemonic: COMP(Company)+PLACEncy- When you get placed in a company 
you get lot of self satisfaction i.e ~..... 
 

🎯 Complaisant ➯ ( হসবতকানচত; trying to please; obliging; willing to please 
others ) 👉 If only the world were populated entirely with ~ people! ~ means 
willing to do something to please others, and ~ people or animals are 
wonderful to be around. 👀 Mnemonic: com + plais(please) + ant come and 
please the a(u)nt..lol 
 

🎯 Complementary ➯ ( প্র ংসা ও িিাজ্ঞাপক; serving to complete something ) 
👉 If something is ~, then it somehow completes or enhances the qualities of 
something else. If your beautiful voice is completely complimentary to your 
brother's song writing skills, you should form a family band! 👀 Mnemonic: 

Husband and Wife are ~ ie. they both try to make life complement 
 

🎯 Compliance ➯ ( ব যতা / অিুবনতসতা; conformity in fulfilling requirements; 
readiness to yield; disposition to yield to others; ) 👉 ~ is what you do when 
you try to fit standards set down by someone else. A restaurant chef's ~ with 
a new sugar-free menu might inspire even the pastry chefs to follow the 
recipes. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like complete alliance, therefore completely 
into agreement and ready to yield 
 

🎯 Compliant ➯ ( অিুবতসী; readily acting in accordance with a rule, order, or 
the wishes or others; yielding; comforming to requirements ) 👉 If you are 
willing to submit to someone's request, then you are ~. Parents like it when 
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their teenagers are ~ and follow the rules. Teenagers, on the other hand, are 
probably not as ~ as parents would like to think! 👀 Mnemonic: one who 
never complains and obeys everything is ~ ! 
 

🎯 Component ➯ ( উপাদাি; element; ingredient ) 👉 It's the Ikea curse: You 
spend four hours figuring out how to piece together your new furniture, only 
to be left with one random ~, or part, that doesn't seem to fit anywhere. 
 

🎯 Composure ➯ ( আত্মস্থতা / মািনসক  ানন্ত; mental calmness ) 👉 When you 
stay calm under pressure, you keep your ~. Keeping your ~ for a skinned 
knee? Easy. Keeping your ~ during an avalanche? Not so easy. 👀 Mnemonic: 

A R Rahman is a composer. He need all his ~ to compose music. 
 

🎯 Compound ➯ ( হযৌগ; combine; produce by combining; increase; make 
worse by adding to or increasing; exacerbate; Ex. ~ an error; ADJ: consisting 
of two or more parts; N: combination of two or more parts; area enclosed by 
a wall containing a group of buildings; ) 👉 If you ~ a problem you add 
something to it to make it worse, like say, putting water on a grease fire. ~ 
means to combine; a ~ is a combination or mixture of two or more things. 👀 

Mnemonic: the pharmacist ~ed the formulation 
 

🎯 Comprehensive ➯ ( সমনেত / বযাপক; broad; including a lot or everything; 
thorough; inclusive ) 👉 When you want to describe something that includes 
all or most details, you can use the adjective ~. If you get the ~ treatment at 
a spa, it might include massage, manicure and a facial. 👀 Mnemonic: we 
always hear "~ win" from cricket commentators.. it means the side wins 
making enough runs or with enough wickets.. so its covering n winning in all 
aspects over the opposition.. 
 

🎯 Comprise ➯ ( অং ীভূত করা; include; consist of ) 👉 To ~ is to make up or 
form. John, Paul, George, and Ringo ~ the Beatles, and the periodic table is ~d 
of 118 elements. 
 

🎯 Compromise ➯ ( আতপাি; adjust or settle by making mutual concessions; 
endanger the interests or reputation of; put into danger, disrepute, or a 
dishonorable position; Ex. ~ one's principle; N. ) 👉 A ~ is a way of settling 
differences by everybody making concessions. If you want to stay out until 10 
and your friend wants to stay out until midnight, 11 is a good ~. 
 

🎯 Compunction ➯ ( নবতবক-দং ি; remorse; strong uneasiness caused by guilt ) 
👉 When you feel ~ you feel very, very sorry, usually for something you did 
to hurt someone or mess something up. When you feel no ~, you're not at all 
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sorry. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);come + puncture..(punch). You will say 
"come and punch me" only if you are in deep regret of having done 
something wrong. 
 

🎯 Compute ➯ ( গণিা করা; reckon; calculate ) 👉 When you solve a 
mathematical problem, you ~ the answer. To ~ is to calculate, either literally 
or figuratively. 👀 Mnemonic: ~+(r) can also used to calculate. 
 

🎯 Concatenate ➯ ( একসতি হজাডা; link as in a chain ) 👉 Did you just link 
together several memories of your brother to form one longer story for his 
wedding toast? If so, you ~d without knowing it! That's because ~ means to 
link things together to form a series or chain. 👀 Mnemonic: CON CAT N 8 
can you con eight cats into biting each others tails to form the number 8 
(which looks like a link in a chain? 
 

🎯 Concede ➯ ( স্বীকার করা; admit; acknowledge as being true (often 
reluctantly); yield; grant; Ex. ~ a goal ) 👉 If you ~ something, you admit that 
it is true, proper, or certain--usually in an unwilling way and often in the 
context of a competition, as in "At midnight, the candidate finally ~d defeat." 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng);~ = Cede. 
 

🎯 Conceit ➯ ( অেনমকা / দানেকতা; vanity or self-love; too high opinion of 
one's own value; extravagant metaphor (in poetry) ) 👉 If you're always 
boasting and can't stop talking about yourself, you have that character flaw 
known as ~. Your friends — if you have any — may also complain about your 
arrogance, vanity, and egotism. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);kaun(con)+ 
ceit(seat) . person who asks who sat on my seat is arrogant! 
 

🎯 Concentric ➯ ( একতকনিক; having a common center ) 👉 ~ describes 
something, like circles, that have a common center. 👀 Mnemonic: Think of 
Con(com)Center...Com - Center...COMMON CENTER!!! 
 

🎯 Conception ➯ ( গভসর্ারণ / শুরু / র্ারণা জন্ম; beginning; forming of an idea; 
fertilization; V. conceive: form an idea in the mind; devise; become pregnant; 
CF. inception ) 👉 ~ means any idea or concept, or a sum of ideas and 
concepts. Your ~ for designing the little girl's room with a princess theme 
was a hit. Her evil stepsisters are jealous. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is coming to a 
concept..or forming an idea.. 
 

🎯 Concession ➯ ( অিুতমাদি; an act of yielding; conceding; something 
conceded; point, right, etc. given unwillingly; privilege of maintaining a 
business in a certain place; Ex. oil ~s in the North sea; CF. ~aire ) 👉 The 
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noun ~ comes in handy in negotiations — between countries, political parties, 
or even parents and their kids. Want a raise in your allowance? You may 
have to agree to do more chores as a ~ before your parents will agree. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~al, after a session it is YES for contract 
 

🎯 Conciliatory ➯ ( আতপািমূলক; reconciling; soothing; win the friendly 
feelings (by removing anger) ) 👉 If you're in a fight with a friend and you 
want to end it, you should make a ~ gesture, such as inviting her to a party 
you're having. ~ describe things that make other people less angry. 👀 

Mnemonic: Heyy thz sounds like CONSOLING...which means soothing... 
 

🎯 Concise ➯ ( সংনিপ্ত; brief and compact ) 👉 If something is ~, it's short and 
gets right to the point. A ~ edition of your diary might be 50 pages of the 
most important entries. 👀 Mnemonic: con(KAM MEANS LESS)) + 
cise(SIZE).......SO anything which is LESS in SIZE. 
 

🎯 Conclave ➯ ( গুপ্ত আতলাচিা; private secret meeting ) 👉 A private or secret 
meeting is a ~. What are some reasons you might hold a ~? You might be 
convening the executive committee on the board of a company, or you might 
be planning a surprise party. 👀 Mnemonic: con+cave = conversation in a 
cave .. having a secret conversation in the cave 
 

🎯 Conclusive ➯ ( অকাটয; decisive; ending all debate ) 👉 If you've got a 
theory that you're trying to prove, and you uncover a ~ piece of evidence, 
then the case is closed. ~ means you've got your answer, you've proved your 
theory, and there can't be any doubt about it. 
 

🎯 Concoct ➯ ( উদ্ভাবি করা; prepare by mixing or combining; make up in 
concert; devise (something false) so as to deceive; Ex. ~ (নমথযা সাজাি) an 
elaborate excuse for being late; N. ~ion ) 👉 When you ~ something, you mix 
up different ingredients. If you want to become a mad scientist or a wizard, 
you'll have to learn how to ~ strange potions. 👀 Mnemonic: coct - resembles 
a cocktail, prepared by mixing and combining. A conman is preparing it, in a 
concert disguised(make up) as a bartender. 
 

🎯 Concomitant ➯ ( সেগামী; that which accompanies; Ex. Deafness is a 
frequent concommitant of old age; ADJ: existing or happening together with 
something else ) 👉 ~ means accompanying. If you run into someone that you 
have a crush on you might feel nervousness with a ~ forgetfulness. 👀 

Mnemonic: intermittant (সনবরাম) - ~ (সেগামী) 
 

🎯 Concord ➯ ( ঐকয / অেয়; harmony; accord ) 👉 A ~ is an agreement. If you 
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want to watch a romantic comedy and your date wants to watch a horror 
film, you might compromise and come to a ~ by agreeing to watch an action 
comedy. 👀 Mnemonic: If you are a keyboard player you must be knowing 
about chords..chords are used for harmony...~ = con + chord... 
 

🎯 Concur ➯ ( একসমতয় ঘটা / সম্মত েত্তয়া; agree; coincide; happen at the same 
time ) 👉 To ~ is to agree or approve of something. If someone says 
something you agree with, you can say "I ~!" 👀 Mnemonic: ~rent 
 

🎯 Concurrent ➯ ( একসমতয় ঘটা; happening at the same time; in agreement ) 
👉 ~ means happening at the same time, as in two movies showing at the 
same theater on the same weekend. 
 

🎯 Condescend ➯ ( দয়া ীল েত্তয়া / িানময়া আসা; (derog.) bestow courtesies with 
a superior air; descend to the level of one considered inferior ) 👉 A snooty 
waiter might ~ to serve you dinner at a fancy restaurant, meaning that he'd 
consider himself far too important to carry out the mundane task of 
delivering your hamburger and fries. 👀 Mnemonic: It has the word descend 
in it ,it implies descending to a lower position 
 

🎯 Condign ➯ ( সমুনচত; adequate; (of punishment) severe and well deserved; 
comeuppance ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe a fair and fitting 
punishment, like the ~ clean-up work assigned to a group of students after 
they made a big mess. 👀 Mnemonic: ~=deserved (of punishment) ~=co+n+dign 
~> come+and+dine...imagine after a well deserved punishment, ur mother calls 
u back for dining :) 
 

🎯 Condiments ➯ ( ম লা; seasonings; spices ) 👉 A condiment adds flavor to 
food. Ketchup and mustard are popular ~ 👀 Mnemonic: CONDOM+MINT...a 
mint flavored condom.... 
 

🎯 Condone ➯ ( িমা করা; overlook; forgive; give tacit approval; excuse ) 👉 If 
you ~ something, you allow it, approve of it, or at least can live with it. Some 
teachers ~ chewing gum, and some don't. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);if u 
use condom u will be forgiven by AIDS 
 

🎯 Conducive ➯ ( সোয়ক; helpful; contributive; Ex. ~ to/towards ) 👉 ~ means 
tending to cause or produce something. Regular exercise is ~ to happiness 
and a feeling of well-being. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - come(con) + do(du) + civil 
work(cive).....doing civil work is helpful & contributive. 
 

🎯 Conduit ➯ ( জলনিগসমি - প্রণালী; aqueduct; passageway for fluids ) 👉 Instead 
of complaining about your chores, be grateful for the ~, or pipe, that brings 
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water to your home. Thanks to it, you don't have to go fetch water from the 
well whenever your mom wants a cup of coffee. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Logical);~ seems to have come from the two words CONDUcting circUIT. 
So a passage for ab electric circuit ,wire or water 
 

🎯 Confine ➯ ( আটকাি; shut in an enclosed space; restrict; keep within limits; 
N. ~ment ) 👉 ~ is all about setting limits. If you are ~d to the house, it 
means you can't leave it. If you're really sick, you might be ~d to your bed. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENGLISH);when a person is 'on fine'(~),he will be in limits 
or else he behaves as he like 
 

🎯 Confiscate ➯ ( বাতজয়াপ্ত / জব্দ করা; seize; take possession of (private 
property) by official order (usu. as a punishment); commandeer ) 👉 To ~ 
means to take away temporarily for security or legal reasons. It implies an 
act by an authority upon one of less power. If you use your cell phone in 
class, the teacher might ~ it for the day. 👀 Mnemonic: fist means hand. ~ is 
grabbing, taking away, seize, taking possesion. 
 

🎯 Confluence ➯ ( একসাতথ বতয় চলা; flowing together; the place where two 
rivers flow together; crowd; gathering together ) 👉 ~ means a flowing 
together. In a literal sense, it's about rivers. But it's more often used to talk 
about the coming together of factors or ideas, or of cultures in a diverse city. 
👀 Mnemonic: sounds like influence ..you bring people together by means of 
your influence. 
 

🎯 Confound ➯ ( র্ােঁর্া লাগাি; confuse; puzzle ) 👉 If you have an identical twin, 
you've probably tried dressing alike so that people ~ you with, or mistake 
you for, one another. You've also probably learned that, unfortunately, this 
trick doesn't work on your mom. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);CONfusion 
FOUND == ~ 
 

🎯 Congeal ➯ ( জমাট বােঁর্া; freeze; coagulate ) 👉 ~ means to jell — to solidify 
or become gelatinous (জাউতুলয). Sounds gross? But wiggly Jell-O is actually ~ed 
liquid, so it can't be that bad, right? 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENGLISH);con + 
geal..geal...gelatinous..means to coagulate 
 

🎯 Congenial ➯ ( উপযুক্ত / মিমততা; sharing the same temperament; pleasant; 
friendly; in agreement with one's tastes and nature; Ex. ~ weather ) 👉 A ~ 
person is easy to get along with. If you're trying to decide which of your 
friends to take on a road trip, choose the most ~ one. 👀 Mnemonic: Genelia 
Desouza was suitable, appropriate ,compatible and pleasant for Jaane tu Janne 
na movie 
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🎯 Conglomeration ➯ ( নপণ্ডীভূত অবস্থা / সূ্তপ; mass of material sticking together 
) 👉 ~ is a fancy word for a bunch of stuff brought together. People, 
companies, ideas, and other things can group together in ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
is like agglomeration which means a collection of things 
 

🎯 Congruence ➯ ( উপতযানগতা; correspondence of parts; harmonious 
relationship ) 👉 ~ means compatibility. If you've been studying French, you 
might be glad to note, when learning Spanish, that there are many areas of ~ 
in grammar and vocabulary between the two Romance languages. 👀 

Mnemonic: In maths we have congruent triangle that completely agree which 
each other in every property. 
 

🎯 Congruent ➯ ( সবসসম; in agreement; harmonious; corresponding; coinciding 
exactly; ) 👉 The adjective, ~ fits when two shapes are the same in shape and 
size. If you lay two ~ triangles on each other, they would match up exactly. 
 

🎯 Conjecture ➯ ( অিুমাি; surmise; guess; V. ) 👉 Can you guess what ~ 
means? It's a word to use when you are not sure of something and have to 
"guess or surmise." 👀 Mnemonic: conclusion drawn on base of junk... 
conjuction 
 

🎯 Conjugal ➯ ( দাম্পতয; pertaining to marriage ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes 
all husband-and-wife matters, so if someone who is married says, "Single 
people don't understand how I feel," you can be sure it's a ~ situation. 👀 

Mnemonic: in Indian music we have JUGALbandi, which is harmony of 2 
different intruments...can imply marriage frm it 
 

🎯 Conjure ➯ ( হভলনক হদখাি; cause to appear by magic; summon (a devil or a 
spirit) by magical power; practice magic (esp. by very quick movement of the 
hands); evoke; ~ up: bring into the mind; Ex. The magician ~d a rabbit out of 
his hat. ) 👉 If your mom can magically ~ up the most delicious meals from 
the most random ingredients in the kitchen, she might just be the best cook 
in the neighborhood. 👀 Mnemonic: To con a jury u need magical power 
 

🎯 Connoisseur ➯ ( রসপনণ্ডত / ন িকলা প্রভৃনতর সমঝদার; person competent to 
act as a judge of art, etc. (whose judgments are respected); a lover of an art ) 
👉 A ~ is a person who, through study and interest, has a fine appreciation 
for something, like the ~ who can identify the clarinet player on a jazz 
recording by the sound of his inhalations alone. 👀 Mnemonic: (In Hindi 
Language) ~ sounds like kaun inse sure nahi hoga, kaun nahi sure.. Ye to 
expert hai. He is ~. He is EXPERT. 
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🎯 Connotation ➯ ( সংজ্ঞা; suggested or implied meaning of an expression; V. 
connote ) 👉 When you're talking about the implied subtext of words rather 
than their literal meaning, reach for the noun ~. A political boss might not 
want to be called "boss" because of the negative ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);can + notation -notations have implied meaning 
 

🎯 Connubial ➯ ( বববানেক; pertaining to marriage or the matrimonial state ) 
👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe something that relates to marriage or to 
the relationship between husband and wife, such as ~ bliss or a ~ argument 
about who will take out the trash. 👀 Mnemonic: nubial is close to nuptial 
(বববানেক) hence something related to marriage. কতি + নবতয় - ~ 
 

🎯 Consanguinity ➯ ( সতগাত্রতা / জন্মসূতত্র আত্মীয়তা; kinship; relationship by 
birth ) 👉 The noun ~ means "relation by blood," so if you want to dazzle 
your brother, point out that ~ isn't the only reason you hang out with him — 
he's also a great guy! 👀 Mnemonic: sanguinary means blood... so bloody 
relation is ~ 
 

🎯 Conscript ➯ ( বার্যতামূলকভাতব বসিযদতল নিযুক্ত; draftee; person forced into 
military service; V. ) 👉 If you're ever drafted into the Turkish army, then 
you could be called a ~, someone who is forced to join the military. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng);~ = forced to CONSent and sign a SCRIPT (contract) to 
join the military. 
 

🎯 Consecrate ➯ ( পনবত্র; dedicate; sanctify; declare as sacred; Ex. ~ one's life 
to helping the poor ) 👉 ~ means to make holy or to dedicate to a higher 
purpose. You need to ~ a building to turn it into a church, but you can also ~ 
a week in New York City to the pursuit of the perfect bagel. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
= Con + Secrate (sounds like SACRED).SACRED is "holy". It refers to holiness 
when one dedicates his life to "god". 
 

🎯 Consequential ➯ ( অিুবতসী / গুরুত্বপূণস; self-important; significant; 
consequent; following as a result; Ex. ~ air; CF. subsequent ) 👉 Things that 
are ~ are important — extremely important. Electing a new president and 
having a baby are ~. Killing a fly? Not so much. 👀 Mnemonic: Whatever task 
we do it is IMPORTANT to realize its CONSEQUENces 
 

🎯 Conservatory ➯ ( সিীতনবদযালয় / স্প সকাতর গােপালা রিা করার কাচঘর; school 
of the fine arts (especially music or drama); glass-enclosed area; ) 👉 A ~ is a 
place to grow. It could be one of those glass greenhouses where rare and 
delicate plants can thrive. Or it could be a place to grow your artistic talent 
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— like a music ~. 👀 Mnemonic: Conserv-a(r)tory - School where art is 
conserved 
 

🎯 Consistency ➯ ( সমেয়তা; absence of contradictions; uniformity; degree of 
thickness or firmness; Ex. ~ of thick cream; CF. viscous ) 👉 Foods like 
puddings and gravies need to be the correct ~ — that is, the right thickness 
or texture — for the dish. It would not be good, for example, for gravy to 
have the ~ of cottage cheese. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENGLISH);'~' ='constancy' 
which means the quality of being the same and not changing:) 
 

🎯 Console ➯ ( সান্ত্বিা করা; lessen sadness or disappointment; give comfort; 
allay the sorrow of; ) 👉 Perhaps you avoid babysitting your baby brother 
because you're worried that if he starts to cry, you won't be able to ~ him or 
make him feel better. Or maybe you just hate changing diapers. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Gaytri Nokha);con sa sol lagaye apke shoe me ki app 
comfort feel karenge 
 

🎯 Consort ➯ ( সতি থাকা; associate with; keep company; N: husband or wife 
(or a ruler) ) 👉 If you keep company with someone, you are ~ing with them. 
"The students tended to ~ only with other students from similar backgrounds. 
The staff wanted to break them out of their comfort zone, so they organized 
games to force them to mingle and meet new people." 👀 Mnemonic: sort 
with whom you be connected 
 

🎯 Conspiracy ➯ ( িডযন্ত্র; treacherous plot; secret plan against the law (by 
two or more people) ) 👉 A ~ is a secret agreement between two or more 
people to commit an unlawful or harmful act. ~ theorists are people who 
believe that the government is secretly controlled by power brokers in 
flagrant violation of the constitution. 👀 Mnemonic: 

con(together)+piracy(means harmful).So together involving in harm 
 

🎯 Constituent ➯ ( সংগিক / উপাদাি; supporter; voter; member of a 
constituency; component ) 👉 ~ means part of a whole, as in "we'll break this 
down into its ~ parts." The word comes up often in political contexts: ~s are 
the people politicians have been elected to represent. 
 

🎯 Constraint ➯ ( অবতরার্; restraint; compulsion; repression of feelings; 
reticence; hold back; restrain; compel; oblige; confine forcibly; imprison ) 👉 A 
~ is a limit or restriction. Hopefully your school won't cut the sports or 
music programs due to budget ~s! 👀 Mnemonic: in constrain - strain. You 
will get strained if you are forced to do something over and over again. 
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🎯 Construe ➯ ( বযাখযা করা / নবত িভাতব হবাঝা; explain; interpret; Ex. ~ her 
silence as meaning that she agreed; CF. mis~ ) 👉 If you interpret something 
or make sense of it, you ~ its meaning. If the new girl in your class asks to 
sit with you at lunch, you could ~ that she wants to be friends. You can 
never have too many friends! ) 👉 To make an assumption based on evidence 
is to ~ ---- Connection (Cons) of Trues - connection true evidence to assume 
 

🎯 Contagion ➯ ( হরাগসংিমণ; infection (by contact); ADJ. ~ious; CF. infectious: 
that can be passed by infection in the air ) 👉 Have you ever noticed how 
when one person yawns, the people around him tend to do so as well? This 
phenomenon can be described as a ~, the spreading of an emotional or 
mental state (in this case, fatigue). 👀 Mnemonic: contag(sounds like 
contagious...)so when you come in contact with a diseased person..you spread 
infection..... 
 

🎯 Contaminate ➯ ( দূনিত করা; pollute ) 👉 The verb ~ means the same as 
pollute. Whether it's food, air, or water, when you ~ something, you make it 
impure or hazardous. 👀 Mnemonic: con damn inate 
 

🎯 Contend ➯ ( প্রনতদ্বনন্দ্বতা; struggle; compete; assert earnestly; state strongly ) 
👉 To defend a belief or keep affirming that it's true is to ~. A lot of 
supporters would ~ that the earth was flat, but eventually, when no one 
dropped off the edge no matter how far they traveled, the "round" theory 
won. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;~...sounds very similar to content. So to Have Good 
Content you have to Compete );~...sounds very similar to content....when the 
content of your essay is not good, you have less chances of COMPETEING 
WITH the other's essay. 
 

🎯 Contention ➯ ( তকসাতনকস; assertion; claim; thesis; struggling; competition ) 
👉 There is nothing "content," or satisfying, about being in ~, and that's 
probably because the word ~ means being in a competition that ends with 
one side, usually the winning one, being content. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Hindi);(IN HINDI) ~ sounds like>> kaun tension le yaar, inke claim (or 
thesis) ko fact maan lo. 
 

🎯 Contentious ➯ ( ঝগডাতট; quarrelsome; controversial; likely to cause 
arguments ) 👉 A ~ issue is one that people are likely to argue about, and a ~ 
person is someone who likes to argue or fight. 👀 Mnemonic: ~- 
(Contender+Serious) One who takes competition too serious always fights and 
quarrels) 
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🎯 Contiguous ➯ ( সংলি; adjacent to; touching upon ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ 
when you want to describe one thing touching another thing, or next to it 
but not actually touching. 👀 Mnemonic: Each state in the United States is 
touching/adjacent to another; they are all continous, which sounds similar to 
~ 
 

🎯 Continence ➯ ( সতীত্ব; self-restraint; sexual chastity; sexual abstinence; 
voluntary control over bladder and bowel functions; ) 👉 ~ refers to self 
control. It's the ability to hold it all in. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like 
"abstinence" which is to stay away or to restrain. 
 

🎯 Contingent ➯ ( সোবয আতদয়ক / সেগামী / অিুচর; dependent on something 
uncertain or in the future; conditional; happening by chance; accidental; N: a 
group of soldiers, ships to a larger force; CF. ~cy: future event that may or 
may not occur; possibility; Ex. prepare for every ~cy ) 👉 The adjective ~ can 
be used to describe when something can occur only when something else 
does first. Making money is ~ on finding a good-paying job. 👀 Mnemonic: 

remember continent and small continent depend on others 
 

🎯 Contortion ➯ ( নবকৃ্তত অবস্থা / দুমডাতিা অবস্থা; twistings; distortions; ) 👉 If 
you twist your body into a ~, you might put one leg behind your ear, and 
clasp your arms behind your back. A contortion is a twisted position. 
 

🎯 Contraband ➯ ( হচারা চালাি; illegal trade; smuggling; smuggled goods; ADJ. 
) 👉 ~ means "illicit goods" and usually refers to stuff that's imported or 
exported illegally, like drugs, weapons, and certain exotic pets (like tigers). 👀 

Mnemonic: cont + brand.. selling contradictory brand. means illegal trading. 
 

🎯 Contravene ➯ ( নবরুিাচরণ করা; contradict; oppose; violate (a rule, law, or 
custom); ) 👉 To ~ means to go against or defy. You might ~ your parents' 
ban on sweets when your friend offers to share her candy because chocolate 
tastes too good to resist! 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is like intervene..so opposing 
 

🎯 Contrite ➯ ( অিুতপ্ত; penitent; repentant; ) 👉 We are sorry to inform you 
that the adjective ~ means to feel regret, remorse, or even guilt. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);SPLIT AS cont (COUNT) - rite (RIGHT). COUNT THE 
CASH RIGHT, ELSE YOU WILL REGRET IT. 
 

🎯 Contrived ➯ ( িকল / সতসূ্ফতস িয় এমি; unnatural and forced; artificial; not 
spontaneous; Ex. The ending was rather ~. ) 👉 If you see something that 
seems fake since it was too perfectly planned out, call it ~. If you can easily 
predict the final minutes of a made-for-TV movie, then call it ~. 👀 
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Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Con(not true, as in con artist, con job)+Try --not 
truly trying=Contri(ved) ie forced , artificial, not spontaneous 
 

🎯 Contumacious ➯ ( অবার্য / একগুেঁতয়; stubborn and disobedient; resisting 
authority (esp. disobedient to an order made by a court) ) 👉 That ornery 
horse that keeps heading back to the barn, no matter how much you coax 
and kick and try and convince him to stay on the trail? He's showing you his 
~ side, meaning he's stubbornly resisting authority. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Hindi);(In Hindi language) Break the word as CON - TU - MA - CI- OUS n 
tat can be read as Kaun Tu Ma Ki one who says this is disobedient 
 

🎯 Contusion ➯ ( কালন তট পডা অবস্থা; bruise ) 👉 ~ is really just a fancy word 
for a bad bruise. Professional athletes are often benched suffering from ~s. 
After all, if they're being paid millions, it sounds kinda wimpy to pull them 
because they're suffering from a...bruise. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - in TUITION i got 
several hits(BRUISES) beccause i din do homework 
 

🎯 Conundrum ➯ (  তব্দর কথা সম্বনলত র্ােঁর্া; riddle; difficult problem ) 👉 The 
tricky word ~ is used to describe a riddle or puzzle, sometimes including a 
play on words or pun. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);drum ke andar kaun hai 
 

🎯 Convention ➯ ( প্রচনলত রীনত; social or moral custom; established practice; 
formal meeting; international agreement ) 👉 A ~ is a meeting, usually of a 
particular group. Political parties, teachers, plumbers, gardeners, toymakers 
and computer designers all hold ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: A group of people who 
agree upon the Christian practice of tranditional worship CONVENE (gather 
together) every Sunday in church. They are adhering to a ~. 
 

🎯 Conversant ➯ ( অনভজ্ঞ / জ্ঞাত / পনরনচত; familiar with; having knowledge of 
) 👉 If you know a lot about computer programming, then you could describe 
yourself as ~ with the latest updates in coding languages. This means you 
have current working knowledge of the topic. 👀 Mnemonic: Through 
conversations you can gain more knowledge and thus become ~. 
 

🎯 Converse ➯ ( প্রনততলাম / নবপরীত / এতক অপতরর নবপরীতত বতস কতথাপকথি করা 
(v); opposite; ADJ. ) 👉 ~ is a more formal way of saying "carry on a 
conversation." You could ~ with your best friend for hours over lunch, but 
continue the chit-chat through the afternoon matinee and you might get 
shushed. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;rhime);Sounds like INVERSE. 
 

🎯 Convex ➯ ( উত্তল; curving outward ) 👉 If something is bulging outwards in 
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a curve, it's ~ in shape. The surface of a soccer balls, old television screens, 
and eyeballs are all ~ in shape. 
 

🎯 Conveyance ➯ ( পনরবেি / যািবােি; vehicle; transfer; act of ~ing; Ex. public 
~ ) 👉 ~ is a formal word that can mean either the transportation of 
something from one place to another, or the vehicle that does the 
transporting. 👀 Mnemonic: con = together, "veyance" is similar to "voyage". 
then "~" means the "vehicle" that we use for transportation together. 
 

🎯 Conviction ➯ ( দণ্ডাতদ ; judgment that someone is guilty of a crime; 
strongly held belief ) 👉 A ~ is something certain: a judgment of guilty in 
court and a strong belief are both ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: he is the 'convict', i 
dont have any doubt about it! 
 

🎯 Convoke ➯ ( সমতবত েবার জিয আেবাি করা; call together; Ex. ~ Parliament; ) 
👉 To ~ is "to call to a meeting," specifically one that is formal. There is no 
fun to be had when you're ~d; there is serious business to attend to. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);In convocations colleges call all the students to get 
together. 
 

🎯 Convoluted ➯ ( সংবতস / জট পাকাতিা / দুরূে; coiled around; twisted; involved; 
complicated; intricate; complex; ) 👉 If something is ~, it's intricate and hard 
to understand. You'll need to read over your brother's ~ investment scheme a 
few times before deciding whether or not to go in on it. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Digital Signal Processing);Convolution theorem was very hard to 
understand!! 
 

🎯 Copious ➯ ( প্রচুর; plentiful ) 👉 If you have a ~ amount of something, you 
have a lot of it. If you take ~ notes, you'll do well when it comes time for 
review sessions — unless you can't read your own handwriting. 👀 

Mnemonic: By copying in an exam, some get a LOT of marks 
 

🎯 Cordon ➯ ( হবষ্টিী; extended line of men or fortifications to prevent access 
or egress; V. ) 👉 That yellow police tape and group of officers encircling the 
crime scene? That's a kind of ~ — something set up to guard something. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds like warden who restricts entry into the 
hostel. 
 

🎯 Cornice ➯ ( কানিসস; projecting molding on building (usually above columns 
or pillars); ) 👉 If your friend wants you to help repair the ~ on his house, 
you'd better bring a ladder. The ~ is the decorative molding that stretches 
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horizontally along the top of some buildings. 👀 Mnemonic: corn(cone) + ice 
..visualize a cone with a huge topping of ice-cream. 
 

🎯 Corollary ➯ ( অিুনসিান্ত; natural consequence (which naturally follows from 
something else) ) 👉 ~ describes a result that is the natural consequence of 
something else. You could say that your weight gain is a ~ of the recent 
arrival of a bakery across the street from your house. 👀 Mnemonic: Corolla- 
My decision to buy a Corolla is a natural consequence of my desire to own 
the most popular car in the world. 
 

🎯 Correlation ➯ ( পারস্পনরক সম্পকস; mutual relationship ) 👉 ~ is something 
that scientists are often trying to show--is there a ~ between smoking and 
poor health or between napping and productivity? How about daily flossing 
daily and good grades? 
 

🎯 Corroborate ➯ ( সমথসি করা; confirm; support; strengthen ) 👉 To ~ is to 
back someone else's story. If you swear to your teacher that you didn't throw 
the spitball, and your friends ~ your story by promising that you were 
concentrating on math homework, she might actually believe you. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);just focus on borate part of this word -- Borate test 
is a confirmatory test in chemistry. 
 

🎯 Countenance ➯ ( বিনতক সমথসি; approve; support; tolerate; Ex. ~ his rude 
behavior; N: face; appearance ) 👉 The noun ~ means the face or its 
expression. If you're a great poker player, you probably have a calm ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: (count+ten) A ten year old kid is learning how to count upto 10 
and his dad's ~ gave kid a lot of encouragement 
 

🎯 Corrode ➯ ( মনরচা পডা; destroy or wear away gradually by chemical action 
(over a long period) ) 👉 ~ means to eat away at and cause to deteriorate, like 
rust slowly taking over an old bike left out in the rain. 👀 Mnemonic: split 
into car + rod so he destroyed the car with rod 
 

🎯 Corrosive ➯ ( িয়কারী; eating away by chemicals or disease; (of language) 
fierce ) 👉 A ~ substance, like hydrochloric acid, will eat away most things on 
which it is spilled. Watch out in Chemistry lab: you wouldn't want to destroy 
your homework, desk, or worse, your own skin by spilling something ~ on it. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~(corrous-Lord Shiva)lord shiva has poision(acid)in his throt 
 

🎯 Countermand ➯ ( পূবসাতদ  প্রতযাোর; cancel; revoke (an order) ) 👉 When an 
officer in the military shouts, "Belay that order, Private!" that is a ~. A ~ is 
an order that cancels or reverses an earlier command. ~ is also used as a 
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verb meaning "to cancel or revoke." 👀 Mnemonic: counter + command....so 
counter the previous command. 
 

🎯 Counterpart ➯ ( প্রনতনলনপ / প্রনতপি; thing that completes another; things 
very much alike; thing that has the same purpose in a different system ) 👉 If 
you leap tall buildings in a single bound for the Des Moines branch of your 
corporation, then your Metropolis ~ might be Superman. That means you and 
Superman do similar jobs, but in different locations. 👀 Mnemonic: counter + 
part >> remaining part which completes something... 
 

🎯 Coup ➯ ( ওস্তাতদর মার / অভুযত্থাি; highly successful action or sudden attack; ) 
👉 A ~ is a pretty major achievement, whether it involves taking over a 
government by force, or landing a major business contract. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Imagine word cup( ~). One gets cup when they achieve something 
 

🎯 Courier ➯ ( সংবাদবােক; messenger ) 👉 A ~ is a person you trust with 
delivering important messages or packages. Let the mailman deliver your 
electric bill and the form letter from the "Save the Orchids" foundation, but 
only trust a ~ with your book contract or birth certificate.. 
 

🎯 Covenant ➯ ( চুনক্ত / বন্ধি; binding agreement between two groups or 
people; compact; V: enter into a ~; promise ) 👉 ~ is an agreement between 
two people, or companies, or even countries. It is formal, solemn, sometimes 
even sacred. 👀 Mnemonic: Covalent means a kind of bonding, ~ means 
binding between ppl. 
 

🎯 Covetous ➯ ( প্রলুব্ধ; avaricious; desirous of (someone else's possessions); ) 
👉 To be ~ of something is to want it and to be a little jealous of anyone who 
has it. The advertising industry's goal is to make you ~ of the things that 
other people have — that way, you'll buy them. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = split it as 
cove(love) + to + US ; because of excessive greed and the love for money ~ 
people go to USA. i remembered like that. 
 

🎯 Cow ➯ ( ভয়প্রদ সি; terrorize; intimidate ) 👉 (V) subdue, restrain, or 
overcome by affecting with a feeling of awe; frighten (as with threats) 👀 

Mnemonic: Think of ~ as abbrevation of ~ard. A ~ard can be easily terrorized 
and intimidated. 
 

🎯 Cower ➯ ( গুনটসুনট হমতর থাকা; shrink quivering as from fear; cringe ) 👉 To ~ 
is to shrink in fear. Whether they live in the country or city, any mouse will 
~ when a huge, hungry cat approaches. 👀 Mnemonic: A coward ~s from fear 
while the bold and the brave do not. 
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🎯 Cozen ➯ ( প্রতারণা করা; cheat; hoodwink; swindle ) 👉 To ~ is to mislead, 
defraud, or fool someone through lies. ~ rhymes with dozen, and if you say 
you had two wrong answers on your math test, but you really had a dozen, 
you might be trying to ~ your parents. 👀 Mnemonic: Instead of a DOZEN, he 
took 13 bananas, cheating the shopkeeper. 
 

🎯 Crabbed ➯ ( নখটনখতট / খামতখয়ালী; sour; bad-tempered; peevish; difficult to 
read as handwriting ) 👉 If your friend fell out of bed, spilled hot tea on his 
socks, and tripped in the snow, you might expect him to be ~. ~ describes 
someone who is grumpy, or irritable, or has a generally crotchety attitude. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ can be remembered from CRAB . CRAB is a 
peevish, bad tempered and is irritable in nature and it also tends to bite . So 
A CRAB represents properties of a ~ person. 
 

🎯 Crass ➯ ( নিতবসার্; very unrefined; grossly insensible; crude and 
undiscriminating; Ex. ~ behavior ) 👉 A ~ comment is very stupid and shows 
that the speaker doesn't care about other people's feelings. In today's day 
and age, you don't have to wear black to a funeral, but to show up in clown 
pants is simply ~. 👀 Mnemonic: grass eating people = ~ 
 

🎯 Credence ➯ ( নবশ্বাস; belief ) 👉 ~ means truthfulness, or believability. A 
video of a funnel cloud entering Central Park would give ~ to rumors of a 
tornado in Manhattan. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like "confidence". If you have 
the confidence in someone, you have belief in him. People believe you after 
seeing your ~+tial = credential 
 

🎯 Credo ➯ ( র্মসমত; creed ) 👉 ~ is Latin for, literally, "I believe," and 
originally meant a particular religious belief. Now it has the far broader 
meaning of any system of principles that guide a person or group. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~-- personal code of ethics...like break it c+redo= codes u redo 
again nd again 
 

🎯 Credulity ➯ ( নবশ্বাসপ্রবণতা; belief on slight evidence; gullibility; ) 👉 Did you 
know that if you say ~ ten times fast it starts to sound like orange? If you 
believe that, then you have a lot of ~. ~ means gullibility, or a willingness to 
believe anything. 👀 Mnemonic: credibility means belief on proved evidences 
and ~ means believing too easily 
 

🎯 Creed ➯ ( র্মসনবশ্বাস; system of religious or ethical belief ) 👉 Without 
reading the long document about the group's beliefs — its ~ — he knew he 
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didn't fit in, because he just couldn't bow to the 12-foot statue of a rabbit, no 
matter what it symbolized. 👀 Mnemonic: every breed has it's own ~ 
 

🎯 Crestfallen ➯ ( নবিণ্ণ; dejected; dispirited ) 👉 If you are ~, you are dark, 
depressed, and down in the dumps. You are in need of a pep talk, or at least 
a hug. 👀 Mnemonic: after fell from the everest(crest).u felt sad and 
disappointed. 
 

🎯 Crone ➯ ( বৃিা; hag; ugly old woman ) 👉 The haggard old woman who 
lives down the street in a ramshackle house, shaking her fist while chasing 
children out of her yard? You might call her a ~, if you're brave. (But be 
careful: the term is insulting.) 👀 Mnemonic: sounds similar to crown...an 
ugly woman can never be crowned, Miss World. 
 

🎯 Crotchety ➯ ( খামতখয়ালী; (of someone old) eccentric; odd; whimsical; bad-
tempered; ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes someone who's difficult, irritable, 
and ornery. If you're ~, you complain and argue and are more or less 
miserable to be around. 👀 Mnemonic: ~-crow(crot)+chutney(chety).. r u 
insane sharthjntu???? something chutney of crow is odd & eccentric.... (in 
hindi Kauwa BIRYANI..) 
 

🎯 Crux ➯ ( আসল বযাপার / মূল কথা; essential or main point; Ex. the ~ of the 
problem; ADJ. crucial: of deciding importance ) 👉 The essential point or 
problem is the ~. People are always trying to get to the ~ of a matter or the 
~ of a problem, while others try to distract them. 👀 Mnemonic: FOCUS ON 
LETTERS CRU + x....cru very near to CRUcial...so something which is crucial is 
always the essential thing. 
 

🎯 Crypt ➯ ( নগজসাসংলি ভূগভসস্থ সমানর্কি; secret recess or vault usually used for 
burial; underground room (under a church) ) 👉 A ~ is a vault for burying the 
dead, which is often underneath or part of a church building. ~ rhymes with 
"gripped," and if you saw a corpse come out of a ~, you would definitely be 
gripped with terror. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);In egypt you will find lots of 
~ as there might to lot of mummies buries in recess/vault mysterious with 
lots of gold and wealth put along with the mummy ! 
 

🎯 Cryptic ➯ ( রেসযময় / দুতবসার্য; mysterious; hidden; secret ) 👉 "White bunny. 
Moon. Square." Do you understand what that means? Of course not! It's 
totally ~. ~ comments or messages are hard to understand because they seem 
to have a hidden meaning. 👀 Mnemonic: Crypt means Secret . . . So ~ means 
something secret . . .Puzzle 
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🎯 Cubicle ➯ ( নিভৃত কুিুনর; small chamber used for sleeping or work ) 👉 A ~ 
is a small space partitioned off within a larger space for a particular purpose 
— usually reading or studying. Or just surfing the Internet. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;en);cubi -> cabin (a small room) 
 

🎯 Cuisine ➯ ( রন্ধি প্রণালী; style of cooking; Ex. French ~ ) 👉 ~ is a type of 
food that is cooked in a specific way based on a culture's ingredients, region, 
and traditions. If you're craving cannoli, a visit to Chinatown doesn't make 
much sense, since cheese is more characteristic of Italian ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);Remember MULTI ~ RESTAURANTS...different types of foods lyk 
chineese,mexican etc..i remember it lyk dis 
 

🎯 Cull ➯ ( সংগ্রে করা; pick out from others (to kill the weakest members); 
reject; select; collect (information); N. ) 👉 To ~ means to select or gather. If 
you decide to make a literary anthology, you must ~ the best possible stories 
and then arrange them in a pleasing manner. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);If 
you CALL you take it; if you ~ you reject it. 
 

🎯 Culmination ➯ ( চরম সীমা; highest point; climax; Ex. a series of minor 
clashes ~ing in war ) 👉 The ~ is the end point or final stage of something 
you've been working toward or something that's been building up. The ~ of 
your high school career, for example, should be graduation day — and 
probably not prom night. 👀 Mnemonic: asume guru films last scene 'kal 
mein nation ke top pe rahunga" 
 

🎯 Culpable ➯ ( অপরার্মূলক / দণ্ডিীয়; deserving blame; blameworthy ) 👉 If a 
child tells his mother he was not to blame for the cookie jar being broken, 
she could still find him ~ if he was the only one home. ~ means to be at 
fault. 👀 Mnemonic: culp( culprit)...so a culprit is always DESERVING OF 
BLAME FROM EVERYONE. 
 

🎯 Cumbersome ➯ ( ভারী; heavy and awkward to carry or wear; burdensome; 
Ex. ~ parcel/uniform ) 👉 You have to wrestle a bit with the longish word ~; 
it's ~, or kind of long and clumsy, to tumble out in a sentence. It's hard to 
use it gracefully. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);(Come-bear-some) come bear 
some heavy things that are hard to manage 
 

🎯 Cumulative ➯ ( িমবদর্নর্ষু্ণ; growing by addition; ac~ ) 👉 ~ is the total 
amount of something when it's all added together. Eating a single chocolate 
doughnut is fine, but the ~ effect of eating them all day is that you'll 
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probably feel sick. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;math);remember ~ frequency in 
statistics...in dat we add all frequencies..hence ~ is increasing by adding up 
 

🎯 Cupidity ➯ ( র্িনলপ্সা; greed (for wealth); ) 👉 Remember the saying "Greed 
is good"? It could just as easily be "~ is good," though admittedly it doesn't 
roll off the tongue quite the same way. ~ means a burning desire to have 
more wealth than you need. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~:look for CUPID 
HERE..cupid is the god of love. so ~ means having an desire or greed for 
wealth. cupid-wealth-~...greed for wealth. 
 

🎯 Cursive ➯ ( টািা োতত নলনখত; (of writing) flowing; running; having the 
successive letters joined ) 👉 ~ is a style of writing in which all the letters in 
a word are connected. It's also known as script or longhand. When the third-
grade students learned ~ writing, they were excited to find that they could 
write entire words without lifting their pencil from the paper. 👀 Mnemonic: 

re~=re running(running again and again) 
 

🎯 Cursory ➯ ( ভাসা - ভাসা; casual; hastily done with little attention to detail ) 
👉 No reason to get excited — ~ has nothing to do with bad language. 
Instead, it means not paying attention to details, like friends who are so busy 
studying for a test that they only give your new haircut a ~ glance. 👀 

Mnemonic: relate it to the cursor on your computer screen..the mouse is 
used to move the cursor hastily without going into minor details 
 

🎯 Curtail ➯ ( কমাি; shorten; reduce ) 👉 To ~ something is slow it down, put 
restrictions on it, or stop it entirely. If I give up cake, I am ~ing my cake-
eating. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~. Can be read as cur + TAIL or cutting 
the tail of an animal, ie reducing it. So ~ is to shorten or to reduce. 
 

🎯 Cynical ➯ ( নবদ্রূপকারী; skeptical or distrustful of human motives; person 
who believes all people are motivated by selfishness ) 👉 If you think public 
officials are nothing but a bunch of greedy buffoons, you have a ~ attitude 
about politics. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is one who is skeptic of others because he 
thinks they have done SINs 
 

🎯 Dabble ➯ ( মতিাতযাগ িা লানগতয় কাজ করা; work at in a nonserious fashion; 
splash around; move noisily in a liquid ) 👉 You ~ when you are a little bit 
involved in an activity, such as an art form or a hobby. Maybe you only ~ in 
mystery novels, but you are very knowledgeable about comic books. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ double - doing more than one task at a time - so not attentvie 
 

🎯 Dank ➯ ( সযােঁততসেঁতত; damp; unpleasantly wet ) 👉 You can describe 
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something that is unpleasantly cool, damp, and clammy as ~. If you have ever 
visited a cave or unfinished basement, you know how a ~ place feels. Yuck. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~...Damp 
 

🎯 Dapper ➯ ( নেমোম; neat and trim (in appearance); (of small men) neat in 
appearance and quick in movements; neat; spry ) 👉 A neatly and stylishly 
dressed man can be described as ~. If you like to wear a well-made fedora, 
you appreciate clothes. Place a brightly colored feather in the brim and 
you're ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~(diaper)- if you can remember the diapers used for 
babies, should be kept neat and trim(spry). 
 

🎯 Dappled ➯ ( নতলনকত; spotted ) 👉 ~ is an adjective that means marked 
with spots or rounded patches. If you can picture Bambi's ~ rear, then you 
are on the right track. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);d+apple...just imagine a d 
(damaged or rotten) apple..having many spots on it. 
 

🎯 Daunt ➯ ( ভয় হদখাতিা; intimidate; frighten; discourage; dishearten ) 👉 The 
Cowardly Lion in the Wizard of Oz appeared at first to be easily ~ed, but, in 
fact, he showed unusual courage. Still, his efforts to ~ Dorothy, the 
Scarecrow, and the Tin Man were less than successful. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);~ = haunt = if you are frightened you will be discouraged to go 
into the haunted house. 
 

🎯 Dauntless ➯ ( অদময; bold; fearless ) 👉 A ~ person is someone who isn't 
easily frightened or intimidated. If your dance moves bring to mind a 
marionette being jerked around by a five-year-old but you jump on the dance 
floor anyway, you could be considered ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - Daunt + less .. If 
daunt(Fright or FEAR) is less , it means you are bold and ~. 
 

🎯 Deadlock ➯ ( অচলাবস্থা; standstill resulting from the opposition of two 
unrelenting forces; stalemate ) 👉 Use the noun ~ to describe a standstill, as 
when two people or sides cannot move beyond a disagreement. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;enlish);"dead+lock". The dead can't move(are still) and lock 
(firmly kept in one place). 
 

🎯 Deadpan ➯ ( আতবগ অিুভূনতেীি অনভবযনক্ত; wooden; impassive; with no show 
of feeling; with an expressionless face ) 👉 Use the word ~ to describe 
someone who uses no expression when speaking, such as the ~ way some 
comedians deliver even their funniest jokes — which can make them even 
funnier. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like deadman... a deadman shows no feelings, 
is wooden.. 
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🎯 Dearth ➯ ( অভাব; scarcity ) 👉 If there is a ~ of something, there is not 
enough of it. A ~ of affordable housing is bad, but a ~ of bed bugs is a 
blessing. ) 👉 Mnemonic:~ of natural resources on EART 
 

🎯 Debacle ➯ ( নবপযসয়; sudden disastrous downfall or defeat; complete 
disaster ) 👉 Use ~ to refer to a violent disaster or a great failure. If the 
flower gardens come toppling down during prom, strangling some students 
and tripping others, you might call the evening a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

belt..having bacle ..if we (de)remove bucle from belt,the pant will fall.. then 
comes the complete disaster 
 

🎯 Debilitate ➯ ( দুবসল করা; weaken (esp. through heat, hunger, illness); 
enfeeble ) 👉 To ~ something is to make it weaker. A bad flu may ~ your 
powers of concentration, like the New Year's resolutions that temporarily ~ 
bakeries' business. 👀 Mnemonic: De Bill and Ate - you dont have money so 
cant pay bill and ~ 
 

🎯 Debris ➯ ( ধ্বংসাবত ি / বনজসতাং ; rubble; wreckage; scattered remains of 
something broken or destroyed ) 👉 ~ is trash scattered around after a 
disaster, like shattered glass on the road after a car accident. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Don't pronounce the "s": ~ rhymes with "be free." of rubbish 
 

🎯 Debunk ➯ ( প্রকট করা; expose as false, exaggerated, worthless, etc.; ridicule 
) 👉 When you ~ something you show it to be false. For over a century 
people have tried to ~ the notion of natural selection, but no one has 
succeeded. It's a very hard idea to ~. 👀 Mnemonic: DE+BUNK..so when you 
bunked (পালাি) your college, and got caught by your teacher... your teacher 
exaggerated this fact and ridiculed you in front of the class. 
 

🎯 Decapitate ➯ ( ন রতেদ করা; behead ) 👉 When the bad-tempered Queen of 
Hearts cried "off with their heads!" in "Alice in Wonderland," she was 
ordering her henchmen to ~ those who had offended her. 👀 Mnemonic: 

capitate(capital)->say head of country->so ~ means dehead or behead 
 

🎯 Decelerate ➯ ( গনত হ্রাস করা; slow down ) 👉 Use the verb ~ when you 
want to slow down, like when you realize you are missing important 
moments in life by racing around, trying to do everything yourself. If you 
make an effort to ~, you might be happier — and healthier. 👀 Mnemonic: 

down the accelerate 
 

🎯 Deciduous ➯ ( পত্রপতি কাল / িণস্থায়ী; falling off at a specific season or 
stage of growth as of leaves; Ex. ~ tree/teeth ) 👉 Hemlock, blue spruce, and 
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white pine are all evergreens. These trees have leaves throughout the year. 
Oak, maple, and elm are examples of ~ trees. They lose their foliage in the 
fall and grow new leaves in the spring. 👀 Mnemonic: decide US; Decide at 
what time you want to be in the US; Spring or Fall semester. 
 

🎯 Decimate ➯ ( বহু হলাকিয় করা / গণেতযা ; kill (usually one out of ten or 
every tenth man); destroy or kill a large part of ) 👉 If something is 
drastically reduced or killed, especially in number, you can say it was ~d. 
"The oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico ~d the wildlife along the coast." 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng);deci [means 10]mate[in ,chess mate means killing a 
king]so it sound like killing a king in every 10 people,so to kill a king u have 
to kill 10 persons.so ie make killing at huge amount. 
 

🎯 Decipher ➯ ( অতথসািার; decode; CF. in~able ) 👉 ~ means translate from 
code, or more generally, figure out. If you can't ~ your teacher's writing, it 
means you can't read it. You might feel like you're being asked to ~ a code. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENGLISH);CIPHER means CODE so ~ means DeCode 
 

🎯 Decomposition ➯ ( পচি; decay; V. ~: decay; break and separate into 
simple parts ) 👉 ~ is the process of decaying or rotting. If you've ever left a 
carved pumpkin on the porch into late November, you have seen and smelled 
~. 
 

🎯 Decorum ➯ (  ালীিতা; propriety; orderliness and good taste in manners; 
appropriateness of behavior or conduct ) 👉 ~ is proper and polite behavior. If 
you let out a big belch at a fancy dinner party, you're not showing much ~. 
👀 Mnemonic: "decor um"; decor them to make them more proper and 
correct 
 

🎯 Decoy ➯ ( োেঁদ; lure or bait; V. ) 👉 A ~ is a fake version of something 
used to play a trick or lead you into danger, like the cork duck ~s hunters 
put on the pond to make the real ducks think it's safe to stop by. 👀 

Mnemonic: Coy (িম্র) means shy, girls act coy to attract guys. ~ traps animals; 
 

🎯 Decrepitude ➯ ( জরাজীণসতা; state of collapse or weakness caused by illness 
or old age ) 👉 Many old buildings located in "ghost towns" in the Old West 
area of the United States are in a state of ~. In other words, they are worn 
out and in disrepair. 👀 Mnemonic: decre(decrease) + pitude(aptitude - 
স্বাভানবক িমতা)..so if your aptitude is decreasing, it is an indication of OLD 
AGE, thats when a person becomes weak and in a state of deterioration. 
 

🎯 Decry ➯ ( নিন্দা করা; express strong disapproval of; condemn openly 
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(something dangerous to the public); disparage; Ex. ~ the violence of modern 
films ) 👉 When you dye your hair pink and orange, your mother decries your 
act as a horror and bursts into tears. She criticizes your choice of colors, 
stating that pink and purple would have looked better. 👀 Mnemonic: CRY 
after ~ : next time you ~ the idea of blogging, think of how it can be relevant 
to your business success 
 

🎯 Deducible ➯ ( নিরূপণতযাগয; derived by reasoning; V. ~: infer; derive by 
reasoning ) 👉 When something is ~, it follows logically from a general 
principle, meaning you can figure it out by working through it. Your school 
admits only geniuses? You've been admitted to your school? It's ~ that you're 
a genius. 👀 Mnemonic: deduce means reduce so if the trust reduces we have 
to reason our statements... 
 

🎯 Default ➯ ( কতসবয পালতি বযথস; failure to act; failure to perform a task or be 
present; V. ) 👉 As a setting, a ~ is automatic. You weren't sure why your 
new TV kept returning to the factory ~s until you realized you were sitting 
on the remote. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng);Separate FAULT : Fault is a mistake 
and due to a mistake the person looses by ~. 
 

🎯 Defeatist ➯ ( পরানজত মতিাভাবসম্পি; resigned to defeat or failure; accepting 
defeat or failure as a natural outcome; N. CF. ~ism ) 👉 Having a ~ attitude 
means that you give up before you've even started, like the runner who is so 
convinced he's going to lose the race that he doesn't even bother to go to 
the starting line. 👀 Mnemonic: ~-> A person who accept defeat is called ~. 
 

🎯 Defection ➯ ( স্বদলতোনেতা / দলতযাগ; desertion ) 👉 Is your team so bad you 
have begun supporting a rival team? Then you're guilty of ~ — the act of 
shifting your support to a new cause. 👀 Mnemonic: de + affection -> no 
affection; if you have no affection then you will leave it 
 

🎯 Deference ➯ ( ব যতাস্বীকার; courteous regard for another's wish; courteous 
yielding to another's wish or opinion (showing respect); OP. effrontery-ঔিতয ) 
👉 Sure you wear ripped jeans to school every day, but you don't wear them 
to your grandmother's house out of ~ to her. When you show ~ to someone, 
you make a gesture of respect. 👀 Mnemonic: if there is no DIFFERENCE 
between you and him, then you will respect his wishes. 
 

🎯 Defiance ➯ ( হকাতিা িীনতগত কারতণ দ্বতন্দ্ব আহ্বাি; refusal to yield; resistance; V. 
defy; ADJ. ~nt ) 👉 Stand up when the powers that be order you to sit down, 
and you've given a fine example of ~. It happens when someone or a group 
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of someones openly flouts or challenges authority. 👀 Mnemonic: you defense 
sth means you resist sth - you need ~ for defence 
 

🎯 Definitive ➯ ( নির্সারক; most reliable; authorative and complete; that cannot 
be improved; conclusive; decisive; Ex. ~ decision by the supreme court ) 👉 A 
~ answer is a final one. A ~ decision by a court of law is one that will not be 
changed. A ~ translation is one everyone turns to as correct. ~ means 
authoritative, conclusive, final. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ -> definitions are complete 
answer of any question . 
 

🎯 Deflect ➯ ( নবপথগামী েওয়া; turn aside; turn away from a straight course ) 
👉 The verb ~ describes blocking something or changing its course. Hockey 
goalies ~ the flying puck with their sticks or blockers, making it travel in a 
different direction, preferably to a teammate's stick. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds 
like reflect. If some thing reflects, it turns away 
 

🎯 Defoliate ➯ ( পত্র ূিয করা; destroy leaves; deprive of leaves (by the use of 
chemicals); ) 👉 ~ means to take the leaves or branches off of a tree or bush. 
When your mom asks you to ~ the rose bushes, she wants you to trim them 
back. 👀 Mnemonic: de(without, not having) + folio(foliage - 
বৃিপত্রাবলী)....excessive use of chemicals can destroy the greenness of leaves. 
 

🎯 Defray ➯ ( বেি করা; provide for the payment of; undertake the payment 
of; pay ) 👉 If your mother says she will ~ the cost of your next move, say 
thank you. She means she will take on some of the expenses for you. 👀 

Mnemonic: fray (ঘনিয়া িয় কনরয়া হেলা) - your jeans got frayed and you parent 
will ~ to buy a new one 
 

🎯 Defrock ➯ ( নগজসার পানেতক বরখাস্ত করা; strip a priest or minister of church 
authority; unfrock ) 👉 ~ comes from frock, an old word for "dress." Priests, 
nuns, monks, and other church officials wear a frock to symbolize their job. 
If they leave the church, they are said to be ~ed: their gown is taken away. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);The garment worn by priests is a frock like 
robe..so de + frock is to remove from the frock, priesthood. 
 

🎯 Degradation ➯ ( অবিনত; humiliation; debasement; degeneration; V. ~: 
debase; disgrace; degenerate; reduce (something) in worth; demote (someone); 
reduce in rank ) 👉 ~ is the act of lowering something or someone to a less 
respected state. A president resigning from office is a ~. It's also a downcast 
state. Once the president has resigned, he might feel ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

de(means less)+grad...so when you get less GRADS in your exam..you see 
humiliation from all sides. 
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🎯 Dehydrate ➯ ( জল ূিয করা; remove water from; dry out ) 👉 To make a 
raisin, you ~ a grape. To ~ is to remove all of the water from, or to dry up. 
 

🎯 Deify ➯ ( হদবত্ব আতরাপ করা; turn into a god; make a god of; idolize; Ex. 
Kings were ~ed; CF. deity ) 👉 When you ~ someone, you're paying the 
highest compliment: you're treating them like a god. 👀 Mnemonic: deit(=f)y 
... reminds you of God.. 
 

🎯 Delete ➯ ( মুতে হেলা; erase; strike out ) 👉 The author looked at the 
computer screen in horror. With one keystroke she had ~d her entire 
manuscript. ~ means to erase. 
 

🎯 Deleterious ➯ ( িনতকর; harmful ) 👉 If something is ~, it does harm or 
makes things worse. Smoking has obvious ~ effects on your health, not to 
mention your social life. 👀 Mnemonic: remember virus that delete you files 
are ~ 
 

🎯 Deliberate ➯ ( সুনচনন্তত / নবচার - নবতবচিা পূণস; consider; ponder; ADJ: done on 
purpose; slow ) 👉 To ~ means to carefully think or talk something through — 
it also means slow and measured, the pace of this kind of careful decision 
making. If you chose ~ly, you make a very conscious, well-thought-through 
choice. 👀 Mnemonic: daily + berate => if you get berated(scolded) daily, you 
need to think it over as to why it happens.. 
 

🎯 Delineate ➯ ( অনেত করা; portray; depict; sketch; describe; N. ~tion ) 👉 

Though you pronounce it duh-LIN-ee-ate, there is a "line" in the middle of ~. 
This might help you remember that to ~ is to outline and define something 
in detail or with an actual marking of lines and boundaries 
 

🎯 Delta ➯ ( ব - দ্বীপ; flat plain of mud or sand between branches of a river ) 
👉 Named for the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet (shaped like a triangle), 
a ~ is a triangular area where a major river divides into a larger body of 
water. ) 👉 Δ 
 

🎯 Delude ➯ ( প্রতারণা / নবভ্রান্ত করা; deceive ) 👉 To ~ is to trick or fool, often 
in relation to yourself. If you ~ yourself into thinking your mom's chocolate 
cake is low in fat, you'll be disappointed to find out it's made with two sticks 
of butter! 👀 Mnemonic: very close to the word elude (হকৌ তল এডাি), and 
when you elude someone in a clever way ,you are actually deceiving them. 
 

🎯 Delve ➯ ( অতেিণ করা / খিি করা; dig; search deeply; investigate ) 👉 The 
verb ~ means to dig into, loosen, or investigate. She ~d into her family's 
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history and discovered an inventor, a checkers champion, and a circus 
equestrian in her ancestry. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~ sounds like 
shelves..you ~ out the shelves for your girlfriends photo.. 
 

🎯 Demagogue ➯ ( বকৃ্ততাবাজ; person who appeals to people's prejudice; false 
leader of people; CF. ~ry ) 👉 A ~ is someone who becomes a leader largely 
because of skills as a speaker or who appeals to emotions and prejudices. 👀 

Mnemonic: demo(means people) agogue (means leading ) so it adds up to 
leading people in a wrong way... syn:rable rouser 
 

🎯 Demented ➯ ( অনস্থরনচত্ত; insane ) 👉 ~ is an adjective describing behavior 
that is crazy, unhinged, or insane. Someone is ~ when they have gone off the 
deep end. 👀 Mnemonic: de + MENT + ed..focus on the bold letters 
ment(MENTAL).....SO A MENTAL PERSON IS AN INSANE PERSON. 
 

🎯 Demise ➯ ( মরণ; death ) 👉 Resort to the noun ~ when you describe the 
end, termination, or death of something or someone. 👀 Mnemonic: mise 
(mice) are seen on the road ~ 
 

🎯 Demographic ➯ ( জিসংখযা - নবিয়ক; related to population balance ) 👉 

Advertising agencies like to schedule their commercials in television shows 
that appeal to the 18-49 ~, because this segment of the population has a lot 
of spending power. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng);Demos-People; Gk-graphikos- 
writing, drawing. 
 

🎯 Demoniac ➯ ( আসুনরক; fiendish; cruel; N. ~: evil supernatural being; devil ) 
👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe something or someone who seems to be 
possessed by a demon, like the ~ rantings of the actors portraying scary 
creatures at the haunted house. ) 👉 Mnemonic:Demon + Maniac 
 

🎯 Demotic ➯ ( জিগণসংিান্ত / সার্ারণ কথাবাতসায় বযবহৃত; of or pertaining to the 
people ) 👉 A ~ saying or expression is casual, colloquial, and used by the 
masses. Some forms of the Greek and Egyptian languages are also called ~, 
which will be relevant to you when you get your PhD in Classics. 👀 

Mnemonic: demo means relating to people like in a democracy. 
 

🎯 Demur ➯ ( নদ্বর্া করা; object (because of doubts, scruples); raise an objection 
(showing qualms); hesitate; Ex. ~ at the idea of working on Sunday ) 👉 Your 
mother asks you to pick up your room. You refuse: you ~. Your friend wants 
to go to the Death Metal Forever concert, but you hesitate: you ~. Whether 
you strongly object, politely disagree, or hesitate to agree, you ~. 👀 
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Mnemonic: if your boss ask to come to office on eid-day don't ~ to de + mur 
(হদ মাইর) 
 

🎯 Denizen ➯ ( অনর্বাসী; (animal, person, or plant) inhabitant or resident of a 
particular place; regular visitor ) 👉 A ~ is an inhabitant or frequenter of a 
particular place: a citizen of a country, a resident in a neighborhood, a 
maven of a museum, a regular at a bar, or, even, a plant that is naturalized 
in a region. 👀 Mnemonic: CITIZEN of a place is ~ to that place 
 

🎯 Denotation ➯ ( হিণীগত িাম; meaning; distinguishing by name; V. ~: 
indicate; refer to directly; mean; CF. connotation ) 👉 ~ means the literal 
meaning of a word or name. Although Paris might make you think of 
romance, its ~ is simply the city of old tribe called the Parisii. 👀 Mnemonic: 

~ means, 'meaning' and connotation means 'implied meaning or secondary 
meaning'. Its easier to remember both together. 
 

🎯 Denouement ➯ ( গি বা িাটতকর নিযসাস / মূল কথা; final outcome; final 
development of the plot of a play or other literary work; the end of a story 
when everything is explained ) 👉 You know that part of every movie after 
the big action scene, where things get explained, and the characters tie up 
loose ends? That's called the ~, or the showing of how the plot eventually 
turns out. 👀 Mnemonic: de + NOUncEMENT(ANNOUNCEMENT)..SO you are 
making an annoucement of your company's FINAL OUTCOME report.DEAL + 
ANOUNCEMENT 
 

🎯 Denounce ➯ ( কাউতক অনভযুক্ত করা; condemn; criticize; N. ~iation ) 👉 To ~ is 
to tattle, rat out, or speak out against something. When you stand on your 
desk and tell the class that your partner is cheating, you ~ him or her. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ - Similar to announce. Announce is for all kind of 
information but ~ is to criticize... 
 

🎯 Depict ➯ ( নচত্র বণসি করা; portray ) 👉 When you ~ something, you draw a 
picture of it, describe it or show what it looks like. So grab a crayon, a paint 
brush, or even an Etch-A-Sketch and start ~ing. 👀 Mnemonic: ~= de(the)+pic 
t(picture).So relate it to portrait. 
 

🎯 Deplete ➯ (  ূিয করা; reduce; exhaust ) 👉 To ~ is to use up or consume a 
limited resource. Visiting relatives might ~ your refrigerator of food, or a 
pestering friend might ~ your patience. 👀 Mnemonic: If you de(remove) + 
from plate.. you will reduce its contents. 
 

🎯 Deposition ➯ ( জবািবনন্দ; testimony under oath; deposing; dethroning ) 👉 
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~ means the act of putting something aside, whether you're putting aside a 
ruler, or putting aside legal testimony to be used later in a trial. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~- someone takes a position (or a side) in a court of law, he has 
taken a ~. 
 

🎯 Depravity ➯ ( বিনতক অর্:পতি / লাম্পটয; extreme corruption; wickedness; 
V.~ve ) 👉 ~ goes beyond mere bad behavior — it is a total lack of morals, 
values, and even regard for other living things, like the ~ of a serial killer. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);people are deprived of their basic amenities because 
of the extreme corruption existing among the goverment employees 
 

🎯 Deprecate ➯ ( অিুতমাদি িা করা; express disapproval of; deplore (পনরতাপ 
করা); protest against; belittle; ) 👉 To ~ is to show disapproval or to make 
someone feel unimportant by speaking to them disrespectfully, like seniors 
who ~ younger students just for fun. 👀 Mnemonic: JAVA - ~d functions - not 
approved to use, may be diminished from next version 
 

🎯 Deride ➯ ( উপোস করা; ridicule; treat with contempt; make fun of; OP. 
respect ) 👉 The verb ~ means to show a low opinion of someone or 
something. The jerk would ~ the other kids on the bus by calling them names 
or pulling their hair until the driver decided to de-ride him by kicking him 
off the bus. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);de -ride -- riding a horse upside down.. 
ppl will make fun of you ( ridicule) 
 

🎯 Derivative ➯ ( বুযত্পি; unoriginal; obtained from another source; Ex. ~ 
prose style; N. ) 👉 Alert: shifting parts of speech! As a noun, a ~ is kind of 
financial agreement or deal. As an adjective, though, ~ describes something 
that borrows heavily from something else that came before it. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Eng);Deriv - Drive / ative - Relative Mng:obtaining from the other 
source. 
 

🎯 Dermatologist ➯ ( চমসতরাগনবত িজ্ঞ; one who studies the skin and its 
diseases ) 👉 The person who examines your moles, acne, and other skin 
problems is called a ~. Once visited mainly for acne problems, ~s have 
become more important, as skin problems have grown more common with 
our increased exposure to the sun. 👀 Mnemonic: DERMA means skin 
 

🎯 Derogatory ➯ ( মযসাদাোনিকর; expressing a low opinion; disparaging; V. ~: 
detract; disparage ) 👉 Something that's ~ is insulting or disrespectful. If you 
make ~ comments, that means you say things that are unflattering, unkind, 
or demeaning. ) 👉 Mnemonic:they ro (row-বেতচ) on gate coz of ~ remarks 
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🎯 Descry ➯ ( লিয কতর হদখা; catch sight of (something distant) ) 👉 If you 
spot something, you ~ it. When you spy it, you ~ it. It's a good verb to use 
when you catch a glimpse of a rare bird in the trees. Or when you finally 
spot Waldo in a "Where's Waldo?" book. ) 👉 Mnemonic:Time on time 
revolving we ~, so moments flit, so moments fly ----- ~ to describe 
 

🎯 Desecrate ➯ ( কলুনিত করা; profane; violate the sanctity of ) 👉 To ~ means 
to treat a sacred place or thing with violent disrespect. The news sometimes 
reports on vandals who have ~d tombstones or places of worship. 👀 

Mnemonic: De-Sacred 
 

🎯 Desiccate ➯ ( শুষ্ক করা; dry up ) 👉 The verb ~ means to dry out, dry up 
and dehydrate. It's helpful to ~ weeds but certainly not crops. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;hindi);desi cake is always dried up. 
 

🎯 Desolate ➯ ( জি ূিয; make ~; forsake; abandon and desert ) 👉 If you feel 
alone, left out, and devastated, you feel ~. A deserted, empty, depressing 
place can be ~ too. 👀 Mnemonic: de + solate sounds like I + SOLATE..and 
who lives an isolated life? Obviously a person who has been ABANDONED by 
his family. 
 

🎯 Despise ➯ ( ঘৃণার চতি হদখা; look on with scorn; regard as worthless or 
distasteful; ADJ. despicable: contemptible ) 👉 If the mere thought of a burrito 
with sour cream in it turns your stomach, you could say that you ~ sour 
cream. You loathe it, abhor it, hate it, and think it's vile. 👀 Mnemonic: de + 
spice ....when things happening around you are not spicy enough you regard 
it as distasteful and worthless. 
 

🎯 Despot ➯ ( বস্বরাচারী  াসক; tyrant; harsh, authoritarian ruler; CF. ~ism ) 👉 

A ~, is a cruel, all-controlling ruler. For example, a ~ does not allow people to 
speak out against the leadership, nor really want them to have much freedom 
at all. 👀 Mnemonic: Cruel dictators --> kill the ~ on the spot with a pot 
 

🎯 Destitute ➯ ( নিঃস্ব; extremely poor; lacking means of subsistence; utterly 
lacking; devoid; Ex. ~ of any experience ) 👉 When you think of the word ~, 
which means poor or lacking other necessities of life, think of someone who 
is in desperate straits. A very, very tight budget is poor. Living on the streets 
is ~. 👀 Mnemonic: prostitutes are ~, that's why they do all this dirty job 
 

🎯 Desultory ➯ ( এতলাতমতলা; aimless; haphazard; digressing at random ) 👉 If 
you lack a definite plan or purpose and flit from one thing to another, your 
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actions are ~. Some people call such ~ wanderings spontaneous. Others call it 
"being lost." 👀 Mnemonic: des + ulto + ry => হদ  উতে হগল হর 
 

🎯 Detached ➯ ( নবনিি / নিনলসপ্ত / নিরতপি; emotionally removed; free from 
emotional involvement; calm and objective; physically separate; CF. 
attachment ) 👉 If something is ~, it stands apart from something else. That 
goes for people, emotions, retinas, garages, and just about anything else that 
can be disconnected or uninvolved. 👀 Mnemonic: DE (removed or cut off) + 
ATTACHED (emotionally involved)...if you cut yourself off an emotional 
involvement, you detach yourself from the relationship. 
 

🎯 Deterrent ➯ ( প্রনতবন্ধক; something that discourages or deters ) 👉 A ~ 
makes you not want to do something. Let's say there's a giant pile of cookies 
being guarded by an angry dog — the dog is a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: detergent is 
~ against dirts(ময়লা) 
 

🎯 Detraction ➯ ( খবস করা / অপবাদ হদওয়া / নবকিসণ; slandering; aspersion ) 👉 A 
~ is the opposite of an attraction--it is something bad about someone or 
something. If you love peace and quiet and you're thinking about buying a 
house, a location on a major road would be a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: consider it as 
an opposite of attraction. The one who doesn't attract, we slander that. 
 

🎯 Detrimental ➯ ( িনতকর; harmful; damaging; ) 👉 ~ is a formal way of 
saying "harmful." Anything ~ hurts, hinders, or puts a damper on something. 
~ things do damage. 👀 Mnemonic: Man on the tree is mental and it's 
harmful for him - coz he can slip any time => de + tri + mental 
 

🎯 Devise ➯ ( পনরকিিা করা; think up; invent; plan; bequeath; N: bequest ) 👉 

To ~ is to figure out a plan. Men twirling long mustaches might ~ a plan to 
tie someone to the railroad tracks. ) 👉 the wise people can plan (~) and 
invent 
 

🎯 Devoid ➯ ( বনজসত; empty; lacking ) 👉 You're stranded in the ocean, miles 
from shore, clinging to a sinking boat, and you can't swim? Sorry to say, 
your situation is ~ of all hope. 👀 Mnemonic: void - resembles something 
nullified, ie empty, lacking. 
 

🎯 Devolve ➯ ( উত্তরানর্কারসূতত্র েস্তান্তনরত করা / নিতচ গডাইযা পডা; deputize; pass or 
be passed to others (power, work, or property); Ex. ~ on/upon/to ) 👉 You've 
probably heard about that organisms evolve over time. Well, life is 
complicated, and sometimes things ~ instead — to ~ is to get worse instead of 
better. 👀 Mnemonic: Revolve - the ball revolved and ~d to the drain 
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🎯 Devotee ➯ ( র্তমসাপাসক; enthusiastic follower; enthusiast; Ex. ~ of Bach ) 👉 

~ is a fancy word for "fan." Some people are super fans of Neil Diamond. 
Others save their love and adoration for Mozart. Either way, they are huge ~s 
of the musicians they love. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
 

🎯 Dexterous ➯ ( নিপুি / হচৌকস; skillful; skill in using hands or mind; ) 👉 If 
you're ~, you're good with your hands. To be ~ is an essential trait for 
knitters and sleight-of-hand magicians. 👀 Mnemonic: dexter, a cartoon 
charecter is someone ,who is very skillfull and uses his hands and minds in a 
very skillfull manner. 
 

🎯 Diabolical ➯ (  য়তািসুলভ; devilish; fiendish ) 👉 ~ means "evil." This is a 
strong word. Too much math homework might seem unfair, but it probably 
isn't ~. 👀 Mnemonic: নদয়া(dia) নদব বনলয়া(bo) আজ কাল করা(lical) 
 

🎯 Diadem ➯ ( রাজমুকুট; crown ) 👉 A ~ is a crown, or something on a crown. 
If you've just won the Miss America pageant, reach up your hand — that's 
right — that rhinestone encrusted circlet on your head? That's a ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: dia + dem; dia + gem; dia is related to circle; Circle of Gems (মনণ) 
is what a crown has 
 

🎯 Dialectical ➯ ( িযায় াস্ত্রসম্মত / নবতকস  াস্ত্র সম্পনকসত; relating to the art of 
debate; mutual or reciprocal; Ex. ~ situation; N. dialectic: art of arriving at 
the truth by the exchange of logical arguments ) 👉 ~ describes how someone 
goes about finding the truth. If you're an investigative journalist, you 
probably use ~ reasoning. 👀 Mnemonic: dialogue -> dialect (সংলাপ / তকস / 
কথয ভািা) -> ~ 
 

🎯 Diaphanous ➯ ( নেিনেতি হপা াক (সি); sheer; transparent ) 👉 If a dress is 
so see-through that light shines through it revealing the goods beneath, it's 
~. Also known as "sheer," "transparent," or just plain "sexy," but ~ is so 
much classier. 👀 Mnemonic: " modern gowns are ~" .i.e transparent --- ~স্বি 
phone 
 

🎯 Diatribe ➯ ( তীব্র সমাতলাচিা; bitter scolding or denunciation; invective; 
abuse ) 👉 It's totally overwhelming when you ask someone a seemingly 
innocuous question, like "Do you like hot dogs?" and they unleash a ~ about 
the evils of eating meat. A ~ is an angry speech that strongly criticizes a 
person or thing. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = di-tribe = two tribes fighting...criticize 
 

🎯 Didactic ➯ ( িীনতমূলক; (of speech or writing) intended to teach a moral 
lesson; teaching; instructional; N. ~ism ) 👉 When people are ~, they're 
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teaching or instructing. This word is often used negatively for when someone 
is acting too much like a teacher. 👀 Mnemonic: didi always acts in a way 
she is teaching something...''didi-act'ic 
 

🎯 Die ➯ ( োেঁচ; metal block used for shaping metal or plastic; device for 
stamping or impressing; mold; CF. dice 
 

🎯 Diffidence ➯ ( আত্মনবশ্বাসেীিতা / সং য়; shyness; lack of self-confidence; 
timidity; ) 👉 The noun ~ refers to a lack of self-confidence. Your ~ might be 
the reason why you never say "hi" to the cute guy or gal in the elevator or 
why you never ask for a raise. 👀 Mnemonic: lack of confidence - ~ 
 

🎯 Dilapidated ➯ ( জীণস; falling to pieces; in a bad condition; ruined because 
of neglect; Ex. ~ old car/castle; ) 👉 Falling down and in total disrepair, 
something that's ~ is going to need a lot of fixing up. 👀 Mnemonic: at 
laptop repair shop all the laptops are ~ 
 

🎯 Dilate ➯ ( নবসৃ্তত করা; expand; ~ on/upon: speak or write at length on (a 
subject) ) 👉 To ~ something is to make it wider. When the light fades, the 
pupil of your eye will ~, meaning it looks bigger. 👀 Mnemonic: If you DIE 
LATE - u expand your life 
 

🎯 Dilatory ➯ ( দীঘসসূত্রী; delaying; tending to delay ) 👉 Something ~ creates a 
delay. If you are a high school student, once in a while you might have used 
~ tactics if you forgot to do your homework. 👀 Mnemonic: delay + tory 
 

🎯 Dilemma ➯ ( উভয়সেট; situation that requires a choice between equally 
unfavorable options; problem; choice of two unsatisfactory alternatives ) 👉 A 
~ is a tough choice. When you're in a difficult situation and each option looks 
equally bad, you're in a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);DIL le gayi woh 
AMMA(mother) ab main kya karun 
 

🎯 Dilettante ➯ ( সমঝদার ভাব নকন্তু অপটু (কমসী); aimless follower of an art or a 
field of knowledge (not taking it seriously); amateur; dabbler; CF. delight ) 👉 

Though ~ might sound like a nice French word, don't use it on your friend 
who thinks he can play the guitar after several short lessons. A ~ is an 
amateur, often one who pretends to be very knowledgeable. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Dont know how to tie tent (তাবু) but always do this 
 

🎯 Diligence ➯ ( অর্যবসায়; steadiness of effort; persistent hard work ) 👉 If 
you practice ~, you are a hard and careful worker. Do you have the ~ to read 
all the collected works of Henry James? Of course not. Nobody has, but a 
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couple of his early novels won't hurt. 👀 Mnemonic: হডনল (dili) নযনি (gen) 
patience (ce) নিতয় পডতত বতসি 
 

🎯 Dilute ➯ ( লঘু / পাতলা করা; make (a liquid) less concentrated; reduce in 
strength; Ex. ~ the influence of the president ) 👉 When you ~ something, you 
make it thinner, weaker or more watered down. Like ice-cubes melting into 
your soda — it totally ~s the bubbly taste! 
 

🎯 Din ➯ ( একটািা উচ্চ  ব্দ; continued loud noise; V: make a ~; instill by 
wearying repetition ) 👉 Walk into the average school cafeteria at lunchtime, 
and you'll get a good sense of what a ~ is — loud, confused, continuous, 
generally unpleasant, and often potentially headache-inducing noise. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);~ (morning) mein you will hear the loud noises of the 
traffic etc, but at night its very quiet. -- বীণ বাজাতিা 
 

🎯 Dinghy ➯ ( নডনি - হিৌকা; small boat (often ship's boat) ) 👉 A long journey 
by sea requires a large ship, but if you're out for an afternoon on the pond, 
you may want to take the ~, a small boat. 
 

🎯 Dingy ➯ ( নঘনঞ্জ / মনলি; (of things and place) dirty and dull; Ex. ~ 
street/curtain ) 👉 The adjective ~ comes from uncertain origins, but experts 
suspect in may be a backformation from the word dung, which is animal 
excrement. So you can imagine how dirty, dismal, grungy, and grimy 
something described as ~ is. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;cricket);~ reminds us about 
pakistan ex caption ingy(inzamam ul haq)who always remains dull and 
cheerless on field 
 

🎯 Dint ➯ ( সাোতযয; means; effort; Ex. by ~ of hard work ) 👉 The word ~ is 
used to indicate that something came about through a particular force or 
means. So if you make a lot of money, that's probably by ~ of hard work. 👀 

Mnemonic: good result by ~ of hard work 
 

🎯 Dirge ➯ ( অতন্তযানষ্টগাথা; funeral song; slow mournful piece of music (sung 
over a dead person) ) 👉 A ~ is a song of mourning, performed as a memorial 
to someone who's died. As you might imagine, a ~ is usually quite sad. 
Another word with a similar meaning that you might know is "requiem." 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ - di means die, so when you die and have done good things for 
people in life, a song of grief or lament will be sung for you. -- নগতজসয় েয় ~ 
 

🎯 Disabuse ➯ ( ভুল র্ারণা বা হমাে হথতক মুক্ত করা; correct a false impression; 
undeceive; free from a wrong belief ) 👉 ~ means to free someone of a belief 
that is not true. Many teachers of health find that when they teach, they 
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spend as much energy disabusing kids of false beliefs as they doing giving 
them the facts. 👀 Mnemonic: story: like a girl fall in love with a rascal, and 
her father comes to know. what he will do is abuse(গাল) the boy and ~ the 
girl about the boy. simple naa. 
 

🎯 Disaffected ➯ ( আিুগতযেীি; disloyal; lacking loyality; V. ~: cause to lose 
affection or loyalty ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes someone who is dissatisfied 
or rebellious. Usually if you're ~, you're upset with people in authority. You 
and your fellow ~ workers might become so upset about the lack of raises 
that you decided to boycott work. 👀 Mnemonic: Dis+Affection 
 

🎯 Disarray ➯ ( নব ৃঙ্খলা; state of disorder; a disorderly or untidy state; Ex. 
with her clothes in ~ ) 👉 If something is confused or disorganized, use the 
noun ~, like the ~ that follows your little brother everywhere he goes 
because he spills everything and never puts away his toys. 👀 Mnemonic: 

array is an orderly collection. dis-array = no order, disorderly, 
 

🎯 Disband ➯ ( ভি করা; dissolve; disperse; (of a group) break up and 
separate; Ex. The club has ~ed. ) 👉 You know how rock bands are always 
forming and then breaking up? When they break up, they ~. The word ~ 
refers to any group or unit of folks who decide to go their separate ways. 👀 

Mnemonic: band:[music band] music group.. ~ is to break up and separate.. 
 

🎯 Disburse ➯ ( প্রাপয অথসানদ প্রদাি করা; pay out (as from a fund); N. ~ment; CF. 
purse ) 👉 If someone wants to ~ funds to you, stick around — it means 
they're going to give you money! 👀 Mnemonic: i PAID money with DIS 
PURSE(rhymes with burse) 
 

🎯 Discernible ➯ ( লিণীয় / দৃনষ্টতগাচর; distinguishable; perceivable; Ex. ~ 
improvement ) 👉 ~ means noticeable. If your extra hours training are having 
no ~ influence on your basketball game, it means your game has not 
changed. 👀 Mnemonic: Mnemonic: @ NOC - everyone is using dual screen 
for monitoring - they are ~ to get information any of the monitor any time 
 

🎯 Discerning ➯ ( িাের / উপলনব্ধ করতত সিম; mentally quick and observant; 
having insight; perceptive; able to make good judgments; V. ~: perceive ) 👉 ~ 
people pick up on subtle traits and are good judges of quality — they're the 
ones that can tell if your cupcakes are homemade from the finest ingredients 
or totally from a box mix. 👀 Mnemonic: @ NOC - everyone is using dual 
screen for monitoring - they are ~ to get information any of the monitor any 
time 
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🎯 Disclaim ➯ ( তযাজয করা; disown; renounce claim to; deny; CF. ~er ) 👉 To ~ 
is to deny, usually in order to avoid blame. If you push your brother and he 
trips and falls, you might ~ responsibility for the action, saying he is just 
clumsy. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;..);claim is to own something, ~ is to disown 
something.. 
 

🎯 Disclose ➯ ( প্রকা  করা; reveal ) 👉 ~ means to reveal or expose 
information that has previously been kept a secret — like a politician might 
be forced to ~ his finances or former scandals while running for office. 👀 

Mnemonic: close is to keep something hidden or covered whereas ~ is the 
opposite of close..i.e to expose or reveal.. 
 

🎯 Disconcert ➯ ( উতত্তনজত করা; confuse; upset; embarrass; perturb ) 👉 To ~ is 
to unsettle someone, make them feel confused and out of sorts. It's a mixture 
of to embarrass and to creep out. 👀 Mnemonic: Fire at Concert - everyone is 
~ 
 

🎯 Disconsolate ➯ ( সান্ত্বিার অতীত / হ াতক পীনডত; hopelessly sad (at the loss of 
something) ) 👉 If you are sad and can't be cheered up, you're ~. Why are 
you ~ after scoring a touchdown? Oh . . . for the other team. 👀 Mnemonic: 

dis + console (হবাঝাি) - ~ 
 

🎯 Discord ➯ ( কলে করা; conflict; lack of harmony; dissonance (when musical 
notes are played) ) 👉 ~ is the strife and tension that arises when two sides 
disagree on something, like the high pitched screaming of two kids fighting 
over the front seat of the car. 👀 Mnemonic: 

DIS(not)+ACCORD(agreement)...accord means agreement...hence ~ means 
disagreement.... 
 

🎯 Discordant ➯ ( হবসুতরা; not harmonious; conflicting ) 👉 If you believe that 
movies should entertain, but your friend insists that movies should inspire, 
then the two of you hold ~ views on the purpose of movies. That means your 
opinions are in conflict. 👀 Mnemonic: নগটাতরর কডস -> dis + cord -> no 
harmony 
 

🎯 Discourse ➯ ( বকৃ্ততা; serious speech, writing, or conversation; formal 
discussion (either written or spoken); conversation; V. ) 👉 If you use the 
word ~, you are describing a formal and intense discussion or debate. 👀 

Mnemonic: হরসতকাসস ময়দাতি ~ 
 

🎯 Discrepancy ➯ ( অতিকয; lack of consistency or agreement as between 
facts; difference; Ex. ~ between two descriptions ) 👉 A ~ is a lack of 
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agreement or balance. If there is a ~ between the money you earned and the 
number on your paycheck, you should complain to your boss. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);break into dis+creep+fancy= this is creep and this is fancy what 
an inconsistency with this item .i.e fancy and creep are different 
 

🎯 Discrete ➯ ( অসমৃ্পক্ত; separate; unconnected ) 👉 ~ means separate or 
divided. A ~ unit is a separate part of something larger. A room is a ~ space 
within a house, just as the transmission is a ~ part of a car engine. 👀 

Mnemonic: this crate (thats used to keep cold drink bottles ) that keeps the 
bottles separate n unconnected... so that they don break dis+crate 
 

🎯 Discretion ➯ ( নবচারবুনিসম্পিতা; prudence; ability to adjust actions to 
circumstances; freedom of action or judgment; ADJ. discreet-নবচিণ; CF. ~ary ) 
👉 If you have the freedom to decide something on your own, the decision is 
left to your ~. You're in charge. 👀 Mnemonic: discrete... means separate..that 
is we are separate & are not dependent on any one, hence we have the 
FREEDOM OF ACTION OR JUDGEMENT... 
 

🎯 Discriminating ➯ ( পিপাতমূলক; able to see differences; discerning; 
prejudiced; ) 👉 Someone ~ has fine-grained judgment and can tell, for 
example, the difference between pretty good cookies and incredibly great 
cookies — a valuable skill. 
 

🎯 Discursive ➯ ( অপ্রাসনিক; (of a person or writing) digressing; rambling 
(without any clear plan) ) 👉 If people accuse you of rambling from topic to 
topic in your speech or writing, they may say you have a ~ style — with 
changes in subject that are hard to follow. But it's okay because unicorns are 
shiny. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Think of it as cursive writing which 
deviates from the central point. 
 

🎯 Disdain ➯ ( অবজ্ঞা করা; treat with scorn or contempt ) 👉 If you feel that 
something isn't worthy of your consideration, you may ~ it (or treat it with 
~). 👀 Mnemonic: try to relate it with WISDEN...Wisden is the official site that 
honours cricketers...so ~ is the opposite of that. 
 

🎯 Disembark ➯ ( তীতর নভডাি / জাোজ হথতক িামা; debark; go ashore (from a 
ship); unload cargo from a ship; CF. embark ) 👉 Use the verb ~ to describe 
leaving a ship, airplane or other type of vehicle, like making sure you haven't 
left anything in the plane's overhead compartment before you ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: the ship was parked so the passengers ~ed [জাোতজর উিা - embark] 
 

🎯 Disfigure ➯ ( হসৌন্দযস িষ্ট করা; mar the appearance of; spoil ) 👉 To ~ 
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something is to ruin its appearance, which is what would happen if you drew 
a big bushy mustache and a pair of antennae on the Mona Lisa. 👀 

Mnemonic: dis-িষ্ট করা + গিি-figure 
 

🎯 Disgorge ➯ ( বনম করা; surrender something (stolen); eject; vomit; OP. 
gorge ) 👉 There's really no way to put this delicately. ~ is just a fancy word 
for "puke." You know... "Barf." "Spew." "Upchuck." Usually applied to birds or 
animals rather than people. 👀 Mnemonic: dis + gorge (কণ্ঠিালী) = vomit 
 

🎯 Disgruntle ➯ ( নবরক্ত করা; make discontented ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: people are 
~d from pig's grunt (হঘােঁত্ হঘােঁত্) - they dont grant it 
 

🎯 Dishearten ➯ ( নিরূত্সাে করা; discourage ) 👉 If someone tells you not to be 
~ed, they want you to stay upbeat and positive. Something that brings you 
down or steals your sense of hope ~s you. 👀 Mnemonic: his failure to pass 
the exam dishearted (discouarge) him -- dis(this) heart আর নকেু কনরতত চাতেিা 
 

🎯 Disinter ➯ ( মানট খুেঁতড তুতল আিা; dig up; unearth; OP. inter ) 👉 To "inter" a 
body is to bury it or place it in a mausoleum, so to ~ someone is to take the 
body out again — usually to find out how they died, to make sure it's really 
who we think it is, or to move the body to a new burial site. 👀 Mnemonic: 

inter = to bury. so ~ means opposite of bury => to dig up. 
 

🎯 Disinterested ➯ ( নিনলসপ্ত; unprejudiced; free from bias and self-interest; 
objective ) 👉 If you can't decide whether to purchase the shirt with orange 
polka dots or the purple paisley-patterned one, you might seek input from a 
~, or unbiased, party (who will probably tell you not to buy either one). 👀 

Mnemonic: Dis (not) + Interested - not interested in any side 
 

🎯 Disjointed ➯ ( অসমৃ্পক্ত / পৃথক্; disconnected; lacking coherence; ) 👉 ~ isn't 
when you can bend your thumb all the way backwards — that's double-
jointed. ~ means "unorganized" or "disconnected." 👀 Mnemonic: DIS (not) + 
JOINTED (connected)...so ~ is disconnected or scattered. 
 

🎯 Disjunction ➯ ( নবনিি অবস্ো; act or state of separation; disunity; CF. ~ive: 
expressing a choice between two ideas; CF. conjunction; ) 👉 A ~ is a broken 
connection. If you expect to be a doctor but you haven't taken any science 
courses since high school biology, you would have a ~ between your 
expectations and your training. 👀 Mnemonic: dis+conjunction..opp of 
conjunction which means to unite so disconjunction is "disunify" 
 

🎯 Dislodge ➯ ( স্থািচুযত করা / তানডতয় হদয়া; remove (forcibly); force out of a 
position; Ex. ~ the food caught in his throat; CF. lodge ) 👉 To ~ is to remove 
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something. When you're choking, you need to ~ the food from your throat. 
👀 Mnemonic: u hav been forcibly removed of this lodge(~d of this lodge) 
 

🎯 Dismember ➯ ( অিেীি করা / অি নবভাজি করা; cut into small parts; cut (a 
body) apart limb from limb ) 👉 The verb ~ means to sever the limbs from a 
body. If you watch a horror movie, one of the necessary plot elements is for 
the villain to ~ a body or two... or twelve. 👀 Mnemonic: member means it is 
a part of something.. ~ is to remove or cutoff.. 
 

🎯 Dismiss ➯ ( বরখাস্ত করা; eliminate from consideration; no longer consider; 
put out of court without further hearing; reject; discharge from employment; 
direct to leave; ADJ. ~ive; N. ~al ) 👉 At the end of a lesson period, your 
teacher says, "class ~ed." This means that you and the rest of the students 
are free to go. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);DIS(these)-MISS(girls) are careless 
drivers , they ELIMINATE FROM CONSIDERATION the traffic around & so are 
REJECTED @ licence interview..!! 
 

🎯 Disparage ➯ ( তানিলয কতর কথা বলা; belittle ) 👉 If you haven't got anything 
nice to say, then it's time to ~ someone. It means to belittle or degrade a 
person or idea. 👀 Mnemonic: DISPLAY+RAGE. When you DISPLAY your RAGE 
(হিার্) on your juniors you belittle them in front of the others. 
 

🎯 Disparate ➯ ( নবসদৃ  / আলাদা; basically different; impossible to compare; 
unrelated ) 👉 The trunk of some people's cars may contain items as ~ as old 
clothes, rotting food, and possibly a missing relative. ~ things are very 
different from each other. 👀 Mnemonic: Dis(this) + parate(parrot) - parrot 
বাথরুতম োগু কতর 
 

🎯 Disparity ➯ ( অসমতা; difference; condition of inequality; OP. parity ) 👉 If 
there is a ~ between how great you think you are at tennis, and how you 
actually play, you are probably surprised by how often you lose. ~ is the 
condition of being unequal, and a ~ is a noticeable difference. 👀 Mnemonic: 

parity means eqal...so ~ meanus unequal ..different!... 
 

🎯 Dispel ➯ ( ঘুচাি / অদৃ য কতর হদওয়া / দুরীভূত করা; scatter; drive away; cause 
to vanish ) 👉 To ~ is to get rid of something that's bothering or threatening 
you, regardless of whether that's warts, worries, or wild dogs. 👀 Mnemonic: 

di + spel - this spell(যাদুমন্ত্র) will ~ (alienate ) your proverty 
 

🎯 Disperse ➯ ( নবনিপ্ত করা; scatter; Ex. ~ the cloud/crowd ) 👉 To make a 
crowd at a party ~, you could take away the food, turn off the music and ask 
for volunteers to clean up. ~ is to spread out people or things, making them 
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move in different directions. 👀 Mnemonic: DISBURSE money to the poor 
people from your PURSE . 
 

🎯 Disport ➯ ( মজা করা; amuse; Ex. ~ oneself; CF. divert ) 👉 Visitors to an 
elementary school during recess may be surprised by the way the kids ~ 
themselves. ~ means to play in a carefree way or to amuse yourself in a 
lighthearted fashion. 👀 Mnemonic: sport - we ~ ourselves by playing sports 
 

🎯 Disputatious ➯ ( ঝগডাতট; argumentative; fond of argument ) 👉 If you're 
always looking for a fight, consider yourself ~. However, ~ is more 
appropriate for the head of the debate team rather than the playground 
bully. 👀 Mnemonic: If you cut the word into two halves, the first part will 
be disput, which sounds like dispute and means, a fight. A fight generally 
starts with an argument... 
 

🎯 Dissection ➯ ( বযবতিদ; analysis; cutting apart in order to examine ) 👉 ~ is 
the process of separating something into pieces. Whether the ~ involves 
taking a poem apart line-by-line to learn its meaning or cutting open a frog 
to study its insides, in both cases you're pulling out the parts that make up a 
whole to better understand it. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);dis(away) + section = 
~, ie, moving sections apart and analyzing. 
 

🎯 Dissemble ➯ ( েদ্মতব  র্ারণ করা; disguise; hide the real nature of; pretend ) 
👉 To ~ is to hide under a false appearance, to deceive. "When confronted 
about their human rights record, the Chinese government typically ~s." 👀 

Mnemonic: The word sounds like "resemble" (সাদৃ য)...the person/ a thing of 
tat type can be in disguise... 
 

🎯 Disseminate ➯ ( প্রচার করা; distribute; spread; scatter (like seeds) ) 👉 ~ 
means to spread information, knowledge, opinions widely. Semin- derives 
from the Latin word for seed; the idea with ~ is that information travels like 
seeds sown by a farmer. 👀 Mnemonic: This Seminar ~ the knowledge 
 

🎯 Dissent ➯ ( মতনবতরার্ / আপনত্ত; disagree ) 👉 To ~ is to publicly disagree 
with an official opinion or decision. ~ is also a noun referring to public 
disagreement. 👀 Mnemonic: ASSENT, ACCORD etc mean, to agree and ~, 
DISCORD etc mean to disagree. 
 

🎯 Dissertation ➯ ( গতবিণামূলক প্রবন্ধ; formal essay; treatise ) 👉 A ~ is a long 
piece of writing that uses research to bring to light an original idea. Don't go 
to grad school unless you're prepared to write, say, a 300-page ~ on some 
topic. 👀 Mnemonic: imagine u r asked 2 write an essay on A dessert Station.. 
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🎯 Dissipate ➯ ( অপচয় করা / েডাি নেটাতিা; squander; waste foolishly; scatter ) 
👉 ~ means "disperse" or "fade away" — as a bad smell will ~ (usually) if you 
wait long enough. 👀 Mnemonic: I Sip (coke) + Ate (burger) to ~ hunger --- 
(হদ ী হপট আমারতদর - আমার খাওয়ার হচতয় েডাই হবন ) 
 

🎯 Dissolution ➯ ( ভি / নবতিদ; disintegration; reduction to a liquid form; 
looseness in morals; sensual indulgence; debauchery; ADJ. ~ute: lacking in 
moral restraint; leading an immoral life ) 👉 The ~ of a relationship means 
that it's broken up or ended. The ~ of your band means you better get 
started on your solo album. 👀 Mnemonic: dis + solution -> no further 
solution, it's broken 
 

🎯 Dissonance ➯ ( অতিকয / হবসুতরা ; discord ) 👉 Disagreeable sounds can be 
called ~. You know it's ~ if you have the strong desire to cover your ears 
with your hands. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);dis-sonance::DIS RESONANCE--
not resonant....so not in harmony 
 

🎯 Dissuade ➯ ( বুনঝতয় নিরস্ত করা; persuade not to do; discourage; ) 👉 When 
you ~ someone, you convince that person not to do something: "When 
Caroline saw Peter's broken leg, she tried to ~ him going on the ski trip." 👀 

Mnemonic: '~' is the antonym of 'Persuade' (প্রতরানচত করা) 
 

🎯 Distinction ➯ ( পাথসকয; honor; excellence; difference; contrast; 
discrimination; Ex. graduated with ~; Ex. a writer of real ~ ) 👉 When you are 
marked for ~, it means you are someone who is going to do well in life. You 
will set yourself apart from others. ~ means being set apart, often by 
excellence. 
 

🎯 Distort ➯ ( নবকৃত করা; twist out of shape; give a false account of; 
misrepresent; N. ~ion ) 👉 ~ means to twist out of shape. When you look at a 
tree through a twisting kaleidoscope, you ~ its image, making its branches 
and leaves look wavy and misshapen. 👀 Mnemonic: the root word here is 
tort( turn..), hence we can derive words like: dis + tort- disfigure, Con + tort - 
twist one's face... 
 

🎯 Distrait ➯ ( আিমিা; absentminded; distracted ) 👉 ~ means "preoccupied 
with worry." If you can't concentrate on the hot gossip your friend is sharing 
with you because you can't stop thinking about what your mom is going to 
say about the window you accidentally broke, you're ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - dis 
+ straight -> not driving straight since ~ 
 

🎯 Distraught ➯ ( নবনিপ্ত / হখপা; upset; distracted by anxiety; very anxious 
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and troubled almost to the point of madness; Ex. ~ with grief/worry ) 👉 If 
you are upset, you are ~. If you want to explain why you are pulling your 
hair out, just utter "Leave me alone; I'm ~" It'll work. 👀 Mnemonic: This 
year's drought (খরা) made people ~ (upset and anxious) 
 

🎯 Diverge ➯ ( অপসৃত / সনরয়া আসা; vary; go in different directions from the 
same point; ADJ. ~nt: differing; deviating ) 👉 When two roads ~, they split 
and go in different directions. If your opinion ~s from mine, we do not agree. 
To ~ means to move apart or be separate. 👀 Mnemonic: The Driver 
DIVER(GE)TED into different directions 
 

🎯 Diversion ➯ ( নভিমুনখতা; act of turning aside; pastime; ) 👉 A ~ can be 
something that takes you off the course you are on, like a detour while you 
are traveling, or a game of tennis that takes you away from the stress of 
work. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - DIVERT or change the course. 
 

🎯 Divine ➯ ( স্বগসীয়; perceive intuitively (by or as if by magic); foresee the 
future; foretell; dowse; ADJ. N. ~ation ) 👉 "To err is human, to forgive ~" 
means that everyone makes mistakes, but we should try to be like god and 
forgive one another. ~ basically means relating to, coming from, or like God 
or a god 
 

🎯 Divulge ➯ ( োেঁস করা; reveal ) 👉 If you've been sneaking around with your 
best friend's boyfriend, that's probably one secret you don't want to ~, 
because revealing that tidbit of information will probably cut your friendship 
short. 👀 Mnemonic: di + vul + ge: নদতয় ভুতল হগতল!! োেঁস কতর হদব নকন্তু 
 

🎯 Doddering ➯ ( জরাগ্রস্ত; shaky; infirm from old age; ) 👉 ~ means 
"physically or mentally impaired due to old age," like a ~ person who can no 
longer live alone without assistance from family members or a visiting nurse. 
👀 Mnemonic: dada (grandpa) is a ~ old man 
 

🎯 Doff ➯ ( খুনলয়া হেলা; take off; OP. don ) 👉 Use the verb ~ to describe 
removing something. You probably always ~ your cap before the playing of 
"The Star-Spangled Banner." 👀 Mnemonic: DO + OFF or take off, remove. 
 

🎯 Dogged ➯ ( নজনদ / সেনিত; determined; stubborn; stubbornly persevering; 
tenacious; Ex. Inspector Javert's ~ pursuit of Jean Valjean ) 👉 In the old 
Looney Tunes cartoons, Wile E. Coyote's pursuit of the Road Runner is ~. He 
simply will not give up. The Road Runner is ~ by the Coyote, who will not 
stop chasing him. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENtertaghere);a dogs tail is always 
curved and can never be made straight thus it is ~ 
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🎯 Dogmatic ➯ ( উিত / যুনক্তপ্রমাণ বযনততরতক ঘাউরানম; opinionated; holding 
stubbornly to one's opinion; arbitrary; doctrinal ) 👉 Someone who is ~ has 
arrogant attitudes based on unproved theories. If you ~ally assert that the 
moon is made of green cheese, you'll just get laughed at. 👀 Mnemonic: If 
you try to read "~" from back to front, you will get "i am god". the person 
who think that he is a god is arrogant and stubborn 
 

🎯 Dolorous ➯ ( মমসযন্ত্রণাপূণস; sorrowful; ) 👉 ~ is not a woman's name (that's 
Dolores), it is an adjective that describes someone showing great sadness. If 
your friend Dolores is crying about a lost puppy, you could call her ~ Dolores. 
👀 Mnemonic: dolo - হয সবসদা হচাখ ডলতত থাতক 
 

🎯 Dolt ➯ ( নিতবসার্ বযনক্ত; slow-thinking stupid person; CF. dull ) 👉 ~ refers a 
person who isn't very smart. You might be called a ~ if you do something 
dumb, like stand outside your car complaining that you locked your keys 
inside — even though the window is wide open. 👀 Mnemonic: BOLT (বেু)---
one whose bolt is loose 
 

🎯 Don ➯ ( পনরর্াি করা; put on; OP. doff ) 👉 To ~ means to put on, as in 
clothing or hats. A hunter will ~ his camouflage clothes when he goes 
hunting. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ used to 'PUT ON' diverse sorts of clothes to escape 
from the CBI or FBI. 
 

🎯 Dormant ➯ ( সুপ্ত; sleeping; temporarily inactive; lethargic; latent 👀 

Mnemonic: DORM is a dormitory a place to sleep..so if you are sleeping you 
are inactive or lethargic.. 
 

🎯 Dormer ➯ ( রুে হথতক বানডতয় বািাতিা জািালা; window projecting upright from 
roof; CF. sleeping room ) 👉 Almost like a picture in a pop-up book, a ~ is a 
peaked extension, with a window, that rises up from the roof of a house. The 
word ~ often refers to the window itself. 👀 Mnemonic: consider it to be a 
window in a dormitory(dorm) 
 

🎯 Dorsal ➯ ( পৃষ্ঠতদ ীয়; relating to the back of an animal; Ex. ~ fin ) 👉 ~ is a 
word taken from anatomy (the study of the body) and refers to things that 
have to do with one's back. The movie "Jaws" should have been called "~ 
Fin," because that's almost all you ever see of the famous shark. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~-Door +Seal. So if the DOOR is SeAled you go from "BACK SIDE". 
--- Italian "dorso" - নপি --- imagine villain just killed someone and then হঘাডার 
নপতি উতি - হদৌডা  ালা (dor sal) 
 

🎯 Dossier ➯ ( দনললগুি; file of documents on a subject or person; file; CF. 
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bundle of papers labeled on the back ) 👉 If you're a fan of spy movies, 
you've probably seen countless scenes in which an intrepid secret agent 
breaks into a secure government facility in order to steal a ~, or a collection 
of files. 👀 Mnemonic: DOSE (হডাজ) - all dose are written in the medical ~ 
(document) 
 

🎯 Dotage ➯ ( ভীমরনত; senility; feeblemindedness of old age; Ex. In one's ~ ) 
👉 The noun ~ describes the mental decline that many elderly people 
eventually experience. Those in their ~ sometimes act silly or forgetful. 👀 

Mnemonic: DOT : Full stop, i.e the end... Thus ~ is old age,near to death! 
 

🎯 Dote ➯ ( ভালাবাসায় অন্ধ েত্তয়া; be excessively fond of; show signs of mental 
decline ) 👉 Who doesn't love to have someone ~ on them? If you ~ on 
someone, you shower them with love and attention. Sounds like the life! 👀 

Mnemonic: when you go on a date what will u do u shower her/him with 
love ri8 so ~=shower with love 
 

🎯 Douse ➯ ( নিভাি / জলনসক্ত করা; plunge into water or liquid; dip; immerse; 
drench; wet throughly; extinguish; throw water over; dowse ) 👉 Use the verb 
~ to describe covering something with water or other liquid. When you're 
camping, you ~ the campfire with water when you're done with it. 👀 

Mnemonic: Do Use water to ~ fire 
 

🎯 Dowdy ➯ ( রুনচেীি; untidy (of a woman or clothes); slovenly; dressed in an 
unattractive way; shabby; CF. unattractive woman ) 👉 Someone ~ dresses 
badly and has a shabby, unstylish appearance. If you can't remember the last 
time you went shopping, beware, you may be ~. 👀 Mnemonic: a ROWDY(গুণ্ডা) 
person is ~ 
 

🎯 Downcast ➯ ( মিমরা; disheartened; dejected; sad; directed downward ) 👉 

If you're feeling sad, gloomy, blue, low, grim, depressed, or melancholy, you 
probably don't care if there could possibly any more synonyms for the way 
you feel. Rest assured that there are, and one of them is ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = 
Down + Cast; if a man is from low 'caste', he will remain sad among high 
caste people. 
 

🎯 Drab ➯ ( একতঘতয়নম; dull; lacking color; cheerless ; Ex. ~ coat/life ) 👉 Dull, 
dreary, dingy, depressing: These adjectives capture the sense of ~, whether 
the word is used to describe a muted color, a miserable mood, or an 
oppressively boring existence. 👀 Mnemonic: RAB এর চাকনর আর ভাতলা লাতগিা - 
its ~ 
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🎯 Draconian ➯ ( কাতিার আইি - সংিান্ত; extremely severe; Ex. ~ punishment; 
CF. Draco: Athenian politician ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: dracon(SOUNDS LIKE 
DRACULA)...and a dracula as we have seen in movies, gives EXTREMELY 
SEVERE PUNISHMENT to people. -- ড্রাকুলার আইি 
 

🎯 Droll ➯ ( োসযরনসক; queer and amusing ) 👉 Need a mental picture for the 
word ~? Think of one of those cute-homely troll dolls — blend those two 
words together — "doll" and "troll" — and you get ~, a description of a figure 
that is adorably strange and whimsically cute. 👀 Mnemonic: Dance Rock and 
roLL 
 

🎯 Drone ➯ ( গুেঁজিধ্বনি; talk dully; buzz or murmur like a bee; N. ) 👉 drone of 
USA - no-one knows when it comes coz its sound is very low just like ~ 
 

🎯 Dross ➯ ( আবজসিা; waste matter; worthless impurities ) 👉 Things that are 
a total loss — really worthless or damaging — are ~. You could call that gunk 
between your teeth that comes out when you floss, ~. No one wants it, and 
it's harmful if it stays. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is GROSS (সূ্থল) material 
 

🎯 Drudgery ➯ ( হগালানম; hard unpleasant work; menial work ) 👉 If you've 
ever had to do the laundry, wash the dishes, make the meals, change the 
bedding, vacuum the house, and clean the bathrooms day after day, you've 
experienced ~. ~ is hard, mindless, backbreaking work. 👀 Mnemonic: drudge 
- িীতদাস - the people with whom we behave rude (rudge) 
 

🎯 Dubious ➯ ( সতন্দেজিক; questionable; (of something) causing doubt; (of 
someone) filled with doubt; ) 👉 Choose the adjective ~ for something you 
have doubts about or you suspect is not true. That bridge you just "bought" 
might be of ~ value. 👀 Mnemonic: ডুতব আতে িা হভতস আতস হবাঝার উপায় িাই - ~ 
 

🎯 Ductile ➯ ( প্রসারণীয়; malleable; pliable; (of metals) easily pulled into shape; 
flexible; (of someone) easily influenced or controlled ) 👉 If you can bend or 
shape a substance, it is ~. Play-Dough is ~. Wooden blocks are not. 👀 

Mnemonic: রাজ োেঁতসর (duck) গলা হভততর ঢুতক থাতক - টাি নদতল (tile) হবর েয় 
 

🎯 Dulcet ➯ ( সুনমষ্ট; sweet sounding; pleasing to the ear; melodious ) 👉 Use 
the adjective ~ to describe a sound that is soothing and soft, like "the ~ 
harmonies in a 70s pop song" or "the ~ tones of a harp." 👀 Mnemonic: Dull 
Set (old phone set) - ~ voice from dull set 
 

🎯 Dumbfound ➯ ( েতবাক করা; astonish (making dumb); ADJ. ~ed, dumbstruck 
) 👉 The verb ~ means to puzzle, mystify, or amaze. If people never expected 
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you to amount to much in high school, but you grew up to be a rocket 
scientist, you will surely ~ your former classmates at your next reunion. 👀 

Mnemonic: FOUND everyone DUMB on your sudden success 
 

🎯 Dupe ➯ ( প্রতানরত বযনক্ত / প্রতারণা করা; someone easily fooled or deceived; V: 
deceive ) 👉 A ~ is a furry, ceremonial hat occasionally worn during ancient 
pagan rituals... or not. ~ actually means "trick or deceive." We're sorry we 
tried to ~ you into believing the wrong definition. 👀 Mnemonic: 

duplicates(in movies) are used to fool people.... 
 

🎯 Duration ➯ ( নস্থনতকাল; length of time something lasts ) 👉 ~ is how long 
something lasts, from beginning to end. A ~ might be long, such as the ~ of a 
lecture series, or short, as the ~ of a party. 
 

🎯 Duteous ➯ ( কতসবযনিষ্ঠ; (of people or their behavior) respectful; obedient 
(filled with a sense of duty); dutiful ) 👉 To be ~ is to be conscious of your 
duties and diligent in performing them. A ~ employee gets to work on time, 
meets every deadline, and never gossips about the boss. 
 

🎯 Dwindle ➯ ( িয় েওয়া; shrink; reduce gradually ) 👉 What do love, money, 
and the earth all have in common? All can ~, or shrink away, if we don't 
handle them properly. 👀 Mnemonic: if a swindler swindles (প্রতারণা) you then 
your savings ~. - The wind ~ soil from field 
 

🎯 Earthy ➯ ( জাগনতক / পানথসব; unrefined; coarse; of earth; Ex. ~ remarks; OP. 
ethereal ) 👉 The adjective ~ runs the gamut from "crunchy" to "crude." You 
could use ~ to describe bohemian fashion or a vulgar comedian. Just don't 
use it to describe our planet. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);on earth there are 
many stones and all so coarse or not refined 
 

🎯 Ebb ➯ ( ভাটা / কতম যাওয়া / হ্রাস পাওয়া; (of the tide) recede; lessen; diminish; 
N. OP. flow: rise of tide ) 👉 When something ~s, it is declining, falling, or 
flowing away. The best time to look for sea creatures in tidal pools is when 
the tide is on the ~ — meaning it has receded from the shore. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Relate it to egg ;; now-a-days because of bird flu the quantity of eggs coming 
to the market is reduced. 
 

🎯 Ebullient ➯ ( উচ্ছ্বানসত / অতুযত্সােী; showing excitement; overflowing with 
enthusiasm; boiling; N. ~ce; N. ~tion: state of boiling ) 👉 More than chipper, 
more than happy, more than delighted is ~ — meaning bubbling over with 
joy and delight. 👀 Mnemonic: Your dad purchasing you a new 'Enfield 
Bullet' so you show ur 'Excitement' -> ~! :D 
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🎯 Eccentric ➯ ( অদু্ভতস্বভাব / খামতখয়ালী / অদু্ভত; irregular; odd; unconventional; 
whimsical; bizarre; not concentric ) 👉 You're most likely to encounter the 
adjective ~ in a description of an unusual or quirky person — like a scatter-
brained aunt who leaves her life savings to her cat. 👀 Mnemonic: ec(x)-
centric(normal): going away from the center that is departing from the norms 
 

🎯 Eclectic ➯ ( সারগ্রােী; selective; composed of elements drawn from disparate 
sources; selecting individual elements from a variety of sources; N. ~ism ) 👉 

She listens to hip-hop, Gregorian chant, and folk music from the '60s. He's 
been seen wearing a handmade tuxedo jacket over a thrift-store flannel shirt. 
They both have ~ tastes. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ or elect means, chosing the best 
from many sources which is the meaning of the word ~ 
 

🎯 Economy ➯ ( নমতবযয়; efficiency or conciseness in using something; thrifty 
management of resources ) 👉 The general sense of ~ is careful management 
of resources such as money and materials, so as not to waste them, but the 
more familiar reference is to a system of producing, distributing, and 
consuming goods and services. 
 

🎯 Ecstasy ➯ ( পরমািন্দ; rapture; very strong feeling of joy and happiness; any 
overpowering emotion; ADJ. ~tic: causing or experiencing ~ ) 👉 If you've ever 
been so happy that the rest of the world seemed to disappear, you've felt ~ 
— a feeling or state of intensely beautiful bliss. 👀 Mnemonic: 

ec+STACY..remember "stacy's mom"..:P 
 

🎯 Eddy ➯ ( চি / ঘুনিসপাক; swirling current of water, air, etc.; V. ) 👉 An ~ is a 
whirlpool — what you stare at as a kid when the water is draining out of the 
bathtub. 👀 Mnemonic: if you can rememeber the term "~ current", where 
the current flows . 
 

🎯 Edict ➯ ( অিু াসি / েরমাি; decree (especially one issued by a sovereign); 
official command ) 👉 If your mom orders you to clean your room, that's an 
order. If the king asks you to do it, that's an ~ — an official order from some 
higher up. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);dict means commanding or dictating; 
( dictator) 
 

🎯 Effeminate ➯ ( হমতয়নল; having womanly traits ) 👉 The word ~ is used to 
describe a man or a boy with characteristics that are more often associated 
with females. You were once teased for your ~, high-pitched voice, but now 
you're a world-renowned singer. 👀 Mnemonic: e+FFEMINA+te...focus on the 
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middlie part FEMINA.....you must be knowing about FEMINA MISS INDIA , 
where the focus is on mainly promoting womanhood. 
 

🎯 Effervescence ➯ ( বুদু্বদ / উোস - প্রবি / উত্েুে; inner excitement or 
exuberance; showing high spirits; emitting bubbles forming inside; bubbling 
from fermentation or carbonation; ) 👉 Soda has ~. How can you tell? Just 
look for bubbles. Things that bubble have ~. 👀 Mnemonic: FREVOR is hot; 
SCENE sex scene in hollywood movie. VERY EXITING 
 

🎯 Effete ➯ ( জীণস / নি: হ নিত; having lost one's original power; barren; worn 
out; exhausted ) 👉 ~ is a disapproving term meaning decadent and self-
indulgent, even useless. The stereotype of the rugged Westerner is just as 
false as the one of the ~ East Coast liberal. 👀 Mnemonic: ~...ef+fete..feet...so 
when you walk for longer distances on your feet, you feel completely worn 
out......as if you are lacking in power ....... 
 

🎯 Efficacy ➯ ( েলপ্রসূতা; power to produce desired effect; ) 👉 The degree to 
which a method or medicine brings about a specific result is its ~. You might 
not like to eat it, but you can't question the ~ of broccoli as a health benefit. 
👀 Mnemonic: effic(EFFICIENT)+AC(Y)..so just check out if your AC has the 
efficiency to PRODUCE DESIRED cooling . 
 

🎯 Effigy ➯ ( প্রনতকৃনত / পুত্তনল; dummy; likeness of a person made of wood, 
paper, or stone; Ex. burn an ~ of the President ) 👉 In modern usage, ~ most 
often refers to a likeness, such as a dummy, that is hanged, burned, or 
otherwise abused when protesting the despised person's actions. 👀 

Mnemonic: a fig(ure) y 
 

🎯 Egoism ➯ ( স্বাথসনচন্তা; excessive interest in one's self; belief that one should 
be interested in one's self rather than in others; selfishness; ADJ. egoistic, 
egoistical ) 👉 Someone who is full of himself and doesn't give a darn about 
other people has a healthy supply of ~. ~ means "me me me me me-ism." 👀 

Mnemonic: how to u differentiate ~ and egotism:::::: egotism - the t in it 
indicates boastfulness (োমবডাই) 
 

🎯 Egotistical ➯ ( আত্মেনর / হদমাগ / অেংকার; egotistic; excessively self-
centered(egocentric); self-important; conceited ) 👉 Someone who is ~ is full 
of himself; completely self-absorbed. Like the ~ actor who blocks the 
audience's view of every other actor in the play during the curtain call so 
that he can hog the applause. 
 

🎯 Egregious ➯ ( গুরুতর; notorious; conspicuously bad or shocking ) 👉 
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Something that is ~ stands out, but not in a good way — it means "really bad 
or offensive," like a tattoo on a man misspelling his girlfriend's name. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ is similer to aggressive.aggressive pepole are very 
bad in manner.this may help you pepole 
 

🎯 Ejaculation ➯ ( উোসধ্বনি; exclamation; abrupt ejection (to discharge 
sperm); ) 👉 An ~ is either the discharge of semen that happens when a man 
has an orgasm or a suddent verbal outburst like "Hey!" 👀 Mnemonic: 

mmmm...guys, do i have to tell u wat this means..uhh..or anyone with 
exclamations out there..!!! lolz...!!! hehehe... 
 

🎯 Elaboration ➯ ( নববরণানদ; addition of details; intricacy ) 👉 ~ means 
"adding details." Kids are famous for answering, "Good," when asked how 
school was, and, "Nothing," when asked what they learned. If pressed for ~, 
they will tell about their classes and maybe even what they had for lunch. 
 

🎯 Elegy ➯ ( হ াকসূচক গাি; poem or song expressing lamentation (for the 
dead); ) 👉 An ~ is a sad poem, usually written to praise and express sorrow 
for someone who is dead. Although a speech at a funeral is a eulogy, you 
might later compose an ~ to someone you have loved and lost to the grave. 
👀 Mnemonic: E(a)-LEGY(legendry).....so if a legendry person dies......people 
sing a mournful poem or people lament or regret for his death..... 
 

🎯 Elicit ➯ ( প্রকা  করা; draw out fact or information (by discussion or from 
someone) ) 👉 When you ~, you're bringing out a response of some sort. A 
good comedian ~s a lot of laughs. 👀 Mnemonic: implicit - which is 
understood .. explicit - means specifically told/derived so ~ - explicit 
 

🎯 Elixir ➯ ( হিষ্ঠ ও অতমাঘ ঔির্ / স্প সমনণ; cure-all; panacea; something 
invigorating ) 👉 Miraculous, magical, and maybe a little mysterious, an ~ is a 
sweet substance or solution that cures the problem at hand. 👀 Mnemonic: 

cure all ills 
 

🎯 Ellipsis ➯ ( ঊেয  ব্দ /  ব্দ বজসি; omission of words from a text; mark used 
to indicate an omission (when the meaning can be understood without them); 
) 👉 An ~ is punctuation that is used to show where words have been left out. 
The ~ is usually formed by three periods (four if the ~ comes at the end of a 
sentence). 👀 Mnemonic: dere r no word present or da words r ommited wen 
we do a lip kiss....hahaha --- In the sentence, "'What the . . . !' she 
exclaimed.", the ~ replaces an expletive (মতিাভাববাচক অবযয়). The severity of 
the expletive is left to the reader's imagination. 
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🎯 Elliptical ➯ ( উপবৃত্তাকার; elliptic; oval; of an ellipse; containing an ellipsis; 
ambiguous either purposely or because key words have been left out ) 👉 The 
word ~ is derived from the oval shape known as an ellipse. Many comets 
have an ~ orbit around the Sun that brings them closer at some times and 
farther away at others. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ means oval,which is not straight.If a 
person is not straight in his speech. That means he has omitted words and is 
unclear 
 

🎯 Eloquence ➯ ( বাক্পটু; expressiveness; persuasive speech; ADJ. ~t: movingly 
expressive; expressing ideas well so that the hearers can be influeneced ) 👉 ~ 
is powerful, moving, magnificent use of language. Simply put, if you have ~, 
then you're one smooth talker. 👀 Mnemonic: e+loque..(means speech)..so 
someone who can Effectively deliver a speech. 
 

🎯 Elysian ➯ ( স্বগসীয়; relating to paradise; blissful ) 👉 The adjective ~ 
describes a blissful state, like the one most people hope to enjoy on a 
Hawaiian vacation. ) 👉 Mnemonic:আনল াি 
 

🎯 Emaciated ➯ ( িীণকায়; thin and wasted (from hunger or illness) ) 👉 

Someone who is dangerously skinny and skeletal-looking can be described as 
~. It's probably how you'd start to look after a few weeks in the wilderness 
with only berries and bugs for dinner. 👀 Mnemonic: the man is so think of 
starving that মানে উতড হবডায় around him 
 

🎯 Embargo ➯ ( নিতির্াজ্ঞা; ban on commerce or other activity ) 👉 An ~ is an 
order stopping the movement of trade ships into or out of a country. If you 
can't get those yummy Swedish fish, perhaps there has been an ~ on trade 
with Sweden! 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = ban + cargo 
 

🎯 Embark ➯ ( আনলিি কতর শুরু করা; commence; go on board a boat; begin a 
journey ) 👉 When you ~ on something, you are starting it — and it's 
exciting. You might ~ on a new career or ~ on a trip to the Galapagos 
Islands. You wouldn't ~ on a trip to the grocery store. 👀 Mnemonic: bark is 
used to build a boat..or a bark is used to row a boat,or commence a journey 
by rowing.. 
 

🎯 Embed ➯ ( সংস্থাপি করা; enclose; place in something; fix firmly in a 
surrounding mass ) 👉 The verb ~ means to implant something or someone — 
like to ~ a stone into a garden pathway or to ~ a journalist in a military unit. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~ded system fix all things together/enclose. 
 

🎯 Embellish ➯ ( সনিত করা / অলেৃত করা; adorn; ornament; enhance as a 
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story (by adding fictitious details) ) 👉 The word "bell" shows up in the 
middle of ~, and bells are something that decorate, or ~ something, making it 
more attractive. If you ~ speech, though, it can get ugly if you add a lot of 
details that aren't true. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~--we add BELL to the 
Christmas tress to adorn it 
 

🎯 Embezzlement ➯ ( আত্মসাত্; taking for one's own use in violation of trust; 
stealing (of money placed in one's care) ) 👉 If you are glee club treasurer, 
and you pocket twenty glee dollars saying you used it to buy lozenges, you 
are committing ~, the theft of money or property that you officially manage. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);When the thieves were trying to enter and rob 
the bank, the alarm suddenly started BUZZING !!! 
 

🎯 Emboss ➯ ( হখাদাই করা / বুনট নদয়া খনচত করা; produce a design in raised 
relief; decorate with a raised design ) 👉 ~ means to carve with a design. A 
silver tray might be ~ed with your initials and wedding date. You might give 
your teacher a plaque with "World's Best Teacher" ~ed under their name. ) 
👉 ~ing and engraving have similar effects--a raised surface. But ~ing pushes 
the paper or metal up, working from behind, while engraving actually cuts 
into the surface, cutting away a bit of the media as it makes its mark. 
 

🎯 Embrace ➯ ( আনলিি; hug; clasp with the arms; adopt or espouse; accept 
readily; encircle; include; Ex. ~ the cause/socialism; CF. brace; CF. bracelet ) 
👉 To ~ something is to welcome it with open arms, hold, hug, accept 
completely. You might ~ your sweetheart, or even changes in technology. 👀 

Mnemonic: Concentrate on the word "bra"!!!!!!!! u understood my intentions 
rite!!! 
 

🎯 Emend ➯ ( সংত ার্ি করা; correct (usually a text); N. ~ation: correction of 
errors; improvement ) 👉 When you ~ a piece of writing, you correct or revise 
it. If you are asked to ~ a report, that just means you need to go through it 
and make revisions. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = amend means...make improvements 
 

🎯 Emissary ➯ ( দূত / চর; agent (sent on a mission to represent another); 
messenger ) 👉 When presidents can't attend state funerals, they send an ~ to 
pay their respects. An ~ performs a specific job on someone else's behalf. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;global); one with a mission i.e an AGENT 
 

🎯 Emollient ➯ ( উপ মকারী; soothing or softening remedy (for the skin); ADJ. 
) 👉 An ~ is a cream or ointment with a thick, gooey texture. When your 
hands are dry and cracked in the winter, you probably apply an ~ to make 
them softer. 👀 Mnemonic: divide it as e + মানল + ient. If we find a black spot 
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on our skin, we quickly start searching for a SOOTHING REMEDY to remove 
it. 
 

🎯 Emolument ➯ ( হবতি ভাতা; salary; payment for an office; compensation ) 
👉 Not many workers think of their paychecks as ~, but they certainly could. 
~ is another way to describe the money you receive for working. 👀 

Mnemonic: earning molu (mal ->money) from employment 
 

🎯 Empathy ➯ ( সোিুভূনত; ability to identify with another's feelings, ideas, 
etc.; identification with and understanding of another's feelings; CF. sympathy 
) 👉 Use ~ if you're looking for a noun meaning "the ability to identify with 
another's feelings." 👀 Mnemonic: simliar to ===sympathy ( the ability to 
share someone else's feelings or experiences by imagining what it would be 
like to be in their situation) 
 

🎯 Emulate ➯ ( অিুকরণ করা; imitate; rival; try to equal or excel (through 
imitation) ) 👉 When you ~ someone, you imitate them, especially with the 
idea of matching their success. 👀 Mnemonic: simulate - ~ 
 

🎯 Enamored ➯ ( হপ্রমমুগ্ধ; in love; Ex. ~ of his own beauty; V. ~: inspire with 
love ) 👉 The rock star wasn't ~, or in love, with the idea of performing old-
fashioned ballads, until his agent told him there'd be no big paycheck until 
he started crooning (গুিগুি) out those romantic tunes. 👀 Mnemonic: Enamor 
is a famous brand of bra. Who's not "in love" with bras? :P 
 

🎯 Encipher ➯ ( সতেতািতর নলখা; encode; convert a message into code; put into 
cipher ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: cipher is a secret code...so when you ~ you encode 
and when you decipher you decode. 
 

🎯 Enclave ➯ ( নসটমেল / রাতষ্ট্রর হয অং  অিয রাষ্ট্রদ্বারা পনরতবনষ্টত; territory enclosed 
within an alien land ) 👉 An ~ is a separate space or group within a larger 
one. Imagine an ~ as a cave carved out of a big mountain. All of the bears 
live in the cave or ~, while the people live on the mountainside. 👀 

Mnemonic: An ~ is enclosed. 
 

🎯 Encompass ➯ ( পনরতবষ্টি করা; surround; include; Ex. His activities ~ 
publishing and computers. ) 👉 > ~ means to contain. When you see the word, 
picture a campus which ~es lecture halls, a football field, a medical center, a 
dining hall and some parking lots. 👀 Mnemonic: We use compass to draw 
circle which sorrounds or includes da area with in it 
 

🎯 Encroachment ➯ ( অিনর্কার প্রতব ; gradual intrusion; Ex. I resent all these 
~s on my valuable time; V. ~: take another's possessions or right gradually or 
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stealthily; intrude; Ex. ~ on/upon ) 👉 An ~ is a something that intrudes and 
has the power to influence whatever it encounters. Someone might consider 
text messages an ~ of impersonal technology on true, heartfelt interactions. 
👀 Mnemonic: Encroach sounds like cockroach when a cockroach enter in ur 
territory then it annoyed u. 
 

🎯 Endearment ➯ ( আদর হসাোগ; fond word or act; expression of affection ) 👉 

Next time you cringe (আ ো ইতযানদতত কুেঁকতড যাওয়া) when a family member calls 
you by your childhood nickname in public, remember, Snoopy (িাক গলাতিা), 
it's just a term of ~ — meant to show affection, not make you miserably 
embarrassed. 👀 Mnemonic: Focus on word DEAR, whoever is dear for you, 
you show affection to him 
 

🎯 Endemic ➯ ( হদ গত / জানতগত; prevailing among a specific group of people 
or in a specific area or country; peculiar to a particular region or people; CF. 
pandemic ) 👉 If you want to underscore just how commonly found and 
present something is within a particular place, try the word ~. Tight pants 
are ~ in my lunch room! 👀 Mnemonic: simple think of epidemic as an 
epidemic desease that spreads a vast area and ~ disease as a disease that 
spreads only a confined area 
 

🎯 Endorse ➯ ( অিুতমাদি করা; approve; support; write one's signature on the 
back of; N. ~ment; CF. dorsal ) 👉 To ~ is to give support to someone or 
something. "I ~ this!" means "I think this is a good thing, and so should you." 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);en+dor+se—DOR( a string) SE hum kite fly karte 
hai, dor is used to SUPPORT the kite 
 

🎯 Energize ➯ ( উদযম ীল করা; invigorate; give energy to; make forceful and 
active ) 👉 ~ means to raise the energy level of something. If your really 
boring teacher suddenly starts throwing M&Ms to every student with a 
correct answer, he will ~ the classroom. 
 

🎯 Enervate ➯ ( দুবসল করা; weaken; take away energy from ) 👉 When you ~ 
something, you disturb it, possibly weakening it mentally or morally. Perhaps 
knowing that its gambling and nightlife has been known to ~ some visitors, a 
certain desert city's slogan is a promise to keep their antics a secret. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);ENERV (w)asTE whn you waste you energy you 
become weak 
 

🎯 Enfranchise ➯ ( হভাট নদবার অনর্কার হদওয়া; admit to the rights of citizenship 
(especially the right to vote); CF. franchise ) 👉 The verb ~ is used when a 
group of people are given voting rights or freedoms they didn't have before. 
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Many people under the age of 18 would like lawmakers to ~ their peer group 
so they can vote. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);en+franchise...a franchise is an 
official authority (to sell goods...or any other thngs)of a company.and every 
franchise boss has VOTING POWER in the company.origin-franch.means free, 
so freedom is nothing but voting power. 
 

🎯 Engender ➯ ( ঘটাতিা / উত্পাদি করা; cause; produce; give rise to ) 👉 ~ is a 
fancy way of saying "to make happen," like when you ~ the spirit of 
teamwork and cooperation by encouraging others and doing your share of 
the group's work. 👀 Mnemonic: when two gender's male & female end up 
together .. they produce or give rise to a CHILD.. 
 

🎯 Engross ➯ ( সমূ্পণস আিি করা; occupy fully; absorb ) 👉 ~ is a verb that 
means to consume all of your attention or time. Once you ~ yourself in the 
culture of high salaries and unlimited spending accounts, it's hard to go back 
to cooking at a sandwich shop. 👀 Mnemonic: pick the word gross - grass 
garden is fill with grass. 
 

🎯 Enhance ➯ ( বৃনি করা; increase; make greater (as in value, reputation, or 
usefulness); improve ) 👉 Many people use the expression "~ your chance" to 
point out ways to increase your chances of winning or earning a contest or 
prize. When you ~ something, you heighten it or make it better. 👀 

Mnemonic: when you are given a chance you try to improve more... that is ~ 
 

🎯 Enigma ➯ ( নবভ্রানন্তকর; puzzle; mystery; ADJ. ~tic: obscure; puzzling ) 👉 

Take the noun, ~, for something that is a puzzle or a mystery. Why do you 
have to learn difficult words like this? That is an ~. 👀 Mnemonic: e(nigma) 
Consider the word in brackets. Nigma sounds Nagma.nagma's affair is always 
a mystry and puzzle. 
 

🎯 Enjoin ➯ ( হুকুম করা; command; order; forbid ) 👉 To ~ is to issue an 
urgent and official order. If the government tells loggers to stop cutting 
down trees, they are ~ing the loggers to stop. 👀 Mnemonic: EN(means to 
become) + join...you command and order people to join and become members 
of your group. | the only thing ~ brings together is a command and the 
person on the receiving end of that order 
 

🎯 Ennui ➯ ( অবসাদ / মািনসক ক্লানন্ত; boredom; listlessness and dissatisfaction 
resulting from lack of interest; CF. annoy ) 👉 The French word ~ describes a 
feeling that combines tiredness and boredom. ~ is one version of "the blahs." 
👀 Mnemonic: Actually the previous mnemonic is better...~ sounds like YEH 
NAHEEEE!!!! 
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🎯 Enormity ➯ ( নব ালতা; hugeness (in a bad sense); excessive wickedness; Ex. 
~ of the crime; ADJ. ~ous ) 👉 An ~ is something extreme or huge, almost 
beyond comprehension. If you call having to paint the house all by yourself 
an ~, your friends might take pity on you and show up with brushes and 
rollers. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ resembles ~ous, which means huge 
 

🎯 Enrapture ➯ ( পরমািনন্দত করাি; please intensely; fill with rapture and 
delight ) 👉 To ~ someone is cast an irresistible spell over them, to make 
them feel "rapture." I was ~d by her gorgeous voice and stunning way of 
interpreting a song. 👀 Mnemonic: think of rap music which is good to hear. 
 

🎯 Entail ➯ ( অনিবাযস / েলস্বরূপ ঘটাতিা; make necessary; require; necessitate; 
involve; limit the inheritance of (property) to a specified succession of heirs; 
Ex. ~ A on/upon B ) 👉 ~ means what something involves. "The job ~ed us 
standing in the snow for hours dressed as giant, human hot dogs. It ~ed far 
too much humiliation to justify the $3.55 an hour we were paid." 👀 

Mnemonic: "tail" is a necessary thing for all animal...so necessary 
 

🎯 Entomology ➯ ( পতিনবজ্ঞাি; study of insects ) 👉 ~ is the study of insects. 
If you want to know all about ants, roaches, scorpions, and skeeters, ~ is for 
you. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);ent(sounds like ant...and ants come under 
insects)+ logy(means study)..so studying about insects. 
 

🎯 Entreat ➯ ( অিুিয় - নবিয় করা; plead; ask earnestly ) 👉 To ~ is to ask for 
something that is really important, like when you say "I ~ you to never, ever 
tell my father what happened tonight." 👀 Mnemonic: asking your friend to 
give a treat for getting a job ... 
 

🎯 Entrepreneur ➯ ( উতদযাক্তা; businessperson (who assumes the risk of a 
business venture); contractor; ADJ. ~ial ) 👉 An ~ is someone who starts a new 
business. Little stores and huge companies both have ~s behind them. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~s 
 

🎯 Enumerate ➯ ( পরপর উতেখ করা; list; mention one by one ) 👉 To ~ is to 
list or count off one by one. Before you ask for a raise, you better be able ~ 
all the reasons why you deserve more money. 👀 Mnemonic: ~; NUMBER + IT 
means COUNT 
 

🎯 Enunciate ➯ ( উচ্চারণ করা; announce; proclaim; utter or speak, especially 
distinctly; pronounce clearly; articulate; Ex. This theory was first ~d by him. ) 
👉 Can't get your point across? Maybe you just need to speak more clearly or 
articulate your thoughts better — in short, ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 
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e+nun+ciate....sounds like A NUN CITEd....something she proclaimed about the 
church rules and regulations...and that is what the word means....citing means 
announcing something to be true..or proclaiming something. 
 

🎯 Eon ➯ ( যুগযুগান্ত / নবরাট সময়; long period of time; an age; longest division 
of geologic time containing two or more eras ) 👉 An ~ is a really, really, 
super-long, impossible-to-measure length of time. If you sit down to dinner 
hanging your head and moaning that it's been an ~ since you ate anything, 
you're exaggerating. Four hours ago is not an ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi , 
English);~: Reminds of GODREJ ~ fridge ...which keeps food fresh for long 
period of time --- Greek aiōn, "age." 
 

🎯 Epaulet ➯ ( সামনরক কমসচারীতদর কােঁতর্র বযাজ; ornament worn on the shoulder 
(of a uniform, etc.) ) 👉 An ~ is a decoration that is attached to the shoulders 
of a uniform. If you are a guard at Buckingham Palace, you have pretty nice 
~s on your uniform, but they aren't as amazing as that hat. 👀 Mnemonic: 

relate paulet to pilot...~s are there on pilot's uniform 
 

🎯 Ephemeral ➯ ( িণজীবী; short-lived; fleeting ) 👉 Something that is fleeting 
or short-lived is ~, like a fly that lives for one day or text messages flitting 
from cellphone to cellphone. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like e-funeral. Electric 
funeral is SHORT 
 

🎯 Epic ➯ ( মোকাবয; long heroic poem, novel, or similar work of art 
(celebrating the feats of a hero); ADJ: (of stories or events) resembling an ~; 
grand ) 👉 An ~ is a long poem or other work of art celebrating heroic feats 
(achievement). After you sail around the world for seven years, fighting 
corruption and planting vegetable gardens, some poet will surely write the ~ 
of your adventures. 👀 Mnemonic: ~(E+PIC)excellent pics are described in 
novel and heroic poems 
 

🎯 Epicure ➯ ( সুস্বাদ পািতভাজতি আসক্ত; connoisseur of food and drink; gourmet; 
ADJ. ~an; ) 👉 We call a person who truly loves food—food at the highest 
levels—an ~. Occasionally, you might find the word ~ used for a person who 
loves something else, but an ~ is usually someone who delights in fine food. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);EPIC-CURRY...one who can write an EPIC on 
CURRY has to be a CONNOISSEUR OF FOOD.. 
 

🎯 Epigram ➯ ( সরস িুে কনবতা; witty thought or saying, usually short ) 👉 An 
~ is a short, clever remark. One of Oscar Wilde's many memorable ~s is "I 
can resist everything but temptation." 👀 Mnemonic: telegram-->simple 
note....~--->witty note 
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🎯 Epilogue ➯ ( িাটতকর হ তি বকৃ্ততা; short speech at conclusion of dramatic 
work ) 👉 If you like to read the end of a book first, then maybe the ~ is for 
you. The ~ is a short piece that wraps up the end of a story. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
= Dialogue (at the end of a play/drama) 
 

🎯 Episodic ➯ ( অনিয়নমত; (of a story or play) loosely connected; made up of 
separate and loosely connected parts; N. ~: incident in the course of an 
experience ) 👉 If you have an ~ interest in professional sports, you pay 
attention to sports from time to time, but you're not a regular fan. The 
adjective ~ is often used to mean "occasional" or "every once in a while." 👀 

Mnemonic: episode+ic...we watch the serial saas bhi kabhi bahu thi in 
episodes from mon to thur and not daily..so we are watching it in seperate 
parts WHICH HARDLY CONNECT TO OUR BRAINS .....lolzzz hence ~-loosely 
connected 
 

🎯 Epithet ➯ ( নবত িণ / বণসিামূলক আখযা; word or phrase characteristically used 
to describe a person or thing; descriptive phrase to characterize a person 
(often contemptous) ) 👉 The noun ~ is a descriptive nickname, such as 
"Richard the Lionhearted," or "Tommy the Terrible." When it takes a turn for 
the worse, it can also be a word or phrase that offends. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Concentrate on the latter part of the word, ~ (Threat): If someone threatens 
you, he's going to use abusive words. 
 

🎯 Epoch ➯ ( কাল / ইনতোতসর ঘটিাবহুল সময়; period of time ) 👉 An ~ is a 
period of time marked by certain characteristics: you might describe several 
peaceful decades in a nation's history as an ~ of peace. 👀 Mnemonic: epics 
are based on ~'s 
 

🎯 Equanimity ➯ ( মতির নস্থরতা; calmness of temperament; composure ) 👉 If 
you take the news of your brother's death with ~, it means you take it calmly 
without breaking down. ~ refers to emotional calmness and balance in times 
of stress. 👀 Mnemonic: Latin "aequanimitās" <=[ "aequanimus" (even-
tempered, fair) <= aequus (even, level, equal) + animus (mind) ]=> to bear 
with equal mind means => to bear with a calm mind 
 

🎯 Equilibrium ➯ ( সামযাবস্থা; balance of opposing forces; balance of the mind; 
equanimity ) 👉 ~ is a state of balance. If you play sports so much that you 
don't have time for your studies, you need to study more and play less, 
unless sports and studying reach a point of ~. Or become a professional 
athlete. 
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🎯 Equinox ➯ ( হয সময় সূযস নিরিবৃত্ত অনতিম কতর অথসাত যখি নদি ও রাত্রী সমাি েয়; 
period of equal days and nights; the beginning of spring and autumn; Ex. 
vernal/autumnal ~; ) 👉 The ~ is one of the two times in a year when the sun 
crosses the plane of the earth's equator, and day and night are of equal 
length. "During the spring ~ you can balance eggs on end, because of the 
equal balance between night and day." 👀 Mnemonic: Equi+ nocturnal. 
 

🎯 Equipoise ➯ ( ভারসাময; balance; balancing force; equilibrium ) 👉 Looking 
for a really fancy way to say "balance" or "equilibrium"? Then stand up 
straight and try ~ on for size. 👀 Mnemonic: equi + pose => If you hold an 
equal weight in both hands you will have a better pose. 
 

🎯 Equivocal ➯ ( সতন্দেজিক; (of words or statements) ambiguous; 
intentionally misleading; (of behavior) questionable; OP. un~ ) 👉 Try to 
remember that uncertain means ~ and certain means un~. That's a tricky 
movement the un- is making, and a lot of people get stumped. 👀 Mnemonic: 

If everyone spoke in an "equal-voice" you wouldn't be able to decipher who 
was calling. 
 

🎯 Erratic ➯ ( অনিনিত; odd; irregular in movement or behavior; unpredictable 
) 👉 The adjective ~ describes things that are unpredictable, unusual, and that 
deviate from the norm. An ~ quarterback might completely confuse his 
receivers waiting for a pass. 👀 Mnemonic: focus on ERR + atic..part of it, and 
err is nothing but ERROR, and errors always look ODD, AND ARE 
unpredictable in nature. 
 

🎯 Erroneous ➯ ( ভ্রান্ত; mistaken; wrong; incorrect ) 👉 The adjective ~ 
describes something or someone as mistaken and incorrect. Early explorers 
had the ~ notion that the oceans were full of dragons. 👀 Mnemonic: Sounds 
like: "Error in us"--> Something that is full of errors and mistakes. 
 

🎯 Erudite ➯ ( পানণ্ডতযপূণস; (of a person or book) learned; full of learning; 
scholarly; N. ~tion ) 👉 If you call someone ~, that means they show great 
learning. After you've earned your second Ph.D., you will be truly ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: e(education)+rude+ite...in olden days people who were higly 
educated were basically very rude...as they were having profound knowledge 
of a subject they use to behave very rudely with less educated or illiterates 
people. 
 

🎯 Escapade ➯ ( দুঘসটিাপূণস অনভযাি / উিৃঙ্খল আচরণ; prank; flighty conduct; 
reckless adventure that disobeys rules ) 👉 An ~ is an adventure, tinged with 
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a hint of danger. A road trip could be an ~, or a few weeks making a living 
as a professional gambler, or posing as your twin sister and taking a test for 
her in math. 👀 Mnemonic: You cannot ESCAP(ad)E from the police by giving 
PRANK calls. 
 

🎯 Eschew ➯ ( এডাইয়া চলা; avoid habitually; Ex. ~ alcoholic drinks ) 👉 If you 
~ something, you deliberately avoid it. If you live the bohemian (ভবঘুতর) life 
in the city, then most likely you ~ the suburbs. 👀 Mnemonic: es+CHEW... 
CHEWING a CHEWINGGUM IS A BAD HABIT while working in an office, so you 
must avoid this HABIT. 
 

🎯 Esoteric ➯ ( গূঢ় / দুতবসার্য; hard to understand; known only to the chosen 
few, esp. initiates; N. ~a ) 👉 Pssst... do you know the secret handshake? If 
you haven't been brought into the inner circle of those with special 
knowledge, ~ things will remain a mystery to you. 👀 Mnemonic: HISTORIC 
things are known to few people 
 

🎯 Ethereal ➯ ( স্বগসীয়; like a spirit or fairy; unearthly light; heavenly; 
unusually refined; Ex. She has an ~ beauty; CF. ether: upper air ) 👉 ~ is 
something airy and insubstantial, such as a ghostly figure at the top of the 
stairs. It might also be something delicate and light, like a translucent fabric, 
or a singer's delicate voice. 👀 Mnemonic: Ether is used in scents.Its smell is 
so pleasant that it makes person light and heavenly 
 

🎯 Ethnology ➯ ( জানততত্ত্ব / িৃতত্ত্ব; study of humankind; study of the different 
races of human beings; CF. anthropology ) 👉 ~ is a science that deals with 
the study of humans, looking at everything from the question of where we all 
come from to analyzing data about how we choose to live our lives now. 👀 

Mnemonic: ETHANOL is family of alcohol discovered by HUMAN. OLOGY is 
study.. i.e HUMAN+STUDY.. implies study of humankind ;-) 
 

🎯 Eugenic ➯ ( সুপ্রজিি - সংিান্ত; pertaining to the improvement of race; N. 
~s: study of hereditary improvement of the human race ) 👉 ~ is the idea that 
self-selecting genetic characteristics, such as hair or eye color, can improve a 
race. The Nazis' ~ plans to create a "master race" of blonde, blue-eyed people 
marked one of the darkest periods in the twentieth century. 👀 Mnemonic: 

eu+genic...trying to improve your genes which imply heriditary which imply 
race 
 

🎯 Eulogy ➯ ( প্র ংসাত্মক উনক্ত; expression of praise, often on the occasion of 
someone's death; V. ~ize ) 👉 At every funeral, there comes a moment when 
someone who knew the dead person speaks about their life. They are 
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delivering what is known as a ~. A ~ is a formal speech that praises a person 
who has died. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = eu-'good' + log 'root: logue [dialogue, talk, 
speech]' => Good speech 
 

🎯 Euphemism ➯ ( শ্রুনতকটু পতদর পনরবততস হকামলতর পতদর প্রতয়াগ; mild expression 
in place of an unpleasant one; ) 👉 Pardon me, but when a polite term is 
substituted for a blunt, offensive one, you should call it a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Assuming: females are milder than males as they are more emotionally 
inclined. It reads like E(xpress) U(yourself) Phemism(like feminism). 
 

🎯 Euphony ➯ ( শ্রুনতমরু্র  ব্দ; sweet sound; ) 👉 Shakespeare's language is a 
good example of ~: pleasant, musical sounds in harmony, as with "To-
morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow / Creeps in this petty pace from day 
to day." 👀 Mnemonic: Sounds like SYMPHONY. Music is sweet sounding. 
 

🎯 Evasive ➯ ( চতুর / এনডতয় হযতত চাই এমি; not frank; trying to hide the truth; 
eluding; evading; V. evade: avoid (a duty or responsibility) or escape from by 
deceit ) 👉 To be ~ is to avoid something, whether it's a touchy subject or the 
person who's "it" in a game of tag. 
 

🎯 Evoke ➯ ( আনবভূসত করাি / সৃ্মনততত জানগতয় হতালা; call forth (memory or 
feeling); Ex. That old film ~d memories of my childhood; N. ~ation ) 👉 The 
verb ~ most commonly means to bring a feeling, memory, or picture into the 
mind. When you visit your old elementary school, the smells, sounds, and 
colors there can ~ memories from the past. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is to CALL 
FORTH and ~ sounds like awake, now, in order to awake someone from sleep 
you have to call out. 
 

🎯 Ewe ➯ ( হভডী; female sheep ) 👉 At last, a word that only means one thing: 
a female sheep. A ~ is a sheep that is female. That is what a ~ is. 👀 

Mnemonic: Like eve -- Adam's wife in Judeo-Christian mythology 
 

🎯 Exacerbate ➯ ( নতক্ত করা; worsen; aggravate; embitter ) 👉 For a formal-
sounding verb that means to make worse, try ~. If you're in trouble, 
complaining about it will only ~ the problem. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Latin);Latin 
ex+acerb+ate; Latin acerb- means bitter, harsh; So ~ means to make bittter, to 
worsen. 
 

🎯 Exacting ➯ ( দানবদার / অনর্ক চানেদা সম্পি; extremely demanding; Ex. ~ 
standard of safety ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe something or someone 
very precise or strict in its requirements. If your teacher has ~ standards 
about spelling and punctuation, you better carefully check your final paper. 
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👀 Mnemonic: ~.....he wants thing too be too exact and precise...hence he is 
making great demands!!!! 
 

🎯 Exalt ➯ ( উতচ্চ স্থাপি করা; raise in rank or dignity; praise highly; inspire; Ex. 
~ the imagination; ADJ. ~ed; N. ~ation ) 👉 You might like your manager, but 
if you ~ her, it means you really put her on a pedestal (প্রনতমূনতসর পাদভূনম) and 
treat her like royalty. 👀 Mnemonic: ex(tra) + alt(itude) = rise high = praise 
 

🎯 Exasperate ➯ ( উতত্তনজত করা; vex; annoy or make angry (by testing the 
patience) ) 👉 To ~ someone is to annoy him or her to the point of 
impatience, frustration and irritation, like when you ~ a busy waiter by 
asking questions like "what are all the ingredients in the salad dressing?" and 
making him repeat the specials five times. 👀 Mnemonic: ~(excess + 
parade)=hence u r ill and if u r asked to parade excess u will annoy and 
become angry as it may worsen your health condition 
 

🎯 Exceptionable ➯ ( আপনত্তকর; objectionable; likely to cause dislike; 
offensive; CF. un~: entirely acceptable ) 👉 If something is ~, someone is 
bound to find something wrong with it. 👀 Mnemonic: He is not exceptional 
but ~ hence he is open to objections or he is a person to which objection 
may be taken 
 

🎯 Excerpt ➯ ( উিৃনত; selected passage (written or musical) taken from a 
longer work; V. ) 👉 Instead of sharing all 147 lines of your favorite poem in 
class, you might want to read an ~, that is, just a part of the verses, so no 
one dozes off. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENG);ex+cer+pt= extract certain part (or 
passage) 
 

🎯 Exculpate ➯ ( হদািিালি করা; clear from blame or guilt ) 👉 To ~ means to 
find someone not guilty of criminal charges. If you've been wrongly convicted 
of robbery, you better hope a judge will ~ you, unless you want to go to jail 
because you've heard prison food is amazing. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like ex-
culprit = culprit...but now he has been cleared of the charges. 
 

🎯 Execrable ➯ ( জঘিয; very bad; detestable ) 👉 If something's ~ it's really 
and truly, unbelievably, absolutely the worst. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = exe + cr + 
able; this *.exe file is a 'crappy' virus and is 'able' to badly harm your 
computer. 
 

🎯 Execrate ➯ ( ঘৃণা করা; curse; express abhorrence for; detest ) 👉 Just when 
you thought you knew every word in the book for hate, here's a new one: ~. 
The word means to despise or also to curse. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = exe + crate. 
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This *.exe file is a 'curse' for my computer; it 'created' thousands of folders 
automatically. 
 

🎯 Execute ➯ ( নিবসাে করা; put into effect; carry out; kill as a lawful 
punishment; ) 👉 To ~ means to carry out in full or perform. If you ~ all the 
difficult steps of the dance perfectly, you will make your instructor proud. 👀 

Mnemonic: Execrate: Exact+rate: if you pay exact rate in the restaurant and 
no tip for the server, then he will curse you... 
 

🎯 Exegesis ➯ ( বযাখযা; explanation, especially of biblical(of the bible) passages 
) 👉 If your teacher gives an explanation of a difficult text you are reading, 
she is giving you an ~ on it. An ~ is a critical look at a text. 👀 Mnemonic: ~- 
EXEcuted, JESUS please explain how Jesus was executed. 
 

🎯 Exhilarating ➯ ( উোসজিক / প্রাণবন্ত; invigorating and refreshing; cheering; 
V. ~ate: make cheerful and excited; Ex. exhilarated by the ride in the sports 
car ) 👉 Something ~ is so exciting it makes you a little giddy. "Snowboarding 
that black-diamond trail was ~!" 👀 Mnemonic: hilarating -> hilarious means 
cheering 
 

🎯 Exhort ➯ ( উত্সানেত করা; urge (by strong argument or advice); Ex. The 
general ~ed his men to fight bravely; N. ~ation ) 👉 French roots for the word 
~ mean "thoroughly encourage," so to ~ is to fill up with encouragement! 
"When he heard the crowd ~ him with stomping and cheers, he knew that he 
could finish the marathon." 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like exhaust; if you're 
extremely exhausted, how will you ~ the crowd to cheer louder? You need 
lots of energy to ~ the crowd. 
 

🎯 Exhume ➯ ( কবর খুেঁনডয়া হতালা; dig out of the ground; remove from a grave ) 
👉 When you see your mysterious neighbor digging around in his backyard, 
you may wonder if he's trying to ~ something. Chances are he's only digging 
up potatoes — when you ~ something, it means you're digging up a corpse. 
👀 Mnemonic: ex meaning out and hume sounds similar to human...so ~ is to 
take out the human body from the grave. 
 

🎯 Exigency ➯ ( সেট / জরুনর অবস্থা; urgent situation; ) 👉 Think of a mix of 
excitement and emergency, and you have ~, a sudden, urgent crisis. The very 
word conjures up danger and intrigue that demand a cool head and an 
immediate effort at a solution. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = Excitement + EmerGency 
 

🎯 Exiguous ➯ ( অতযি; small in amount; minute ) 👉 If I had more than an ~ 
amount of space here, I'd be able to tell you more about the fact that ~ 
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means a tiny amount. 👀 Mnemonic: exe+go+us: Very small people of US go 
to exe (exercise) class. 
 

🎯 Existential ➯ ( অনস্তত্ব - সম্বন্ধীয়; pertaining to existence; pertaining to the 
philosophy of ~ism ) 👉 If something is ~, it has to do with human existence. 
If you wrestle with big questions involving the meaning of life, you may be 
having an ~ crisis. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ related to existence of anything. 
 

🎯 Exodus ➯ ( দলবিভাতব প্রস্থাি; departure (of a large number of people) ) 👉 If 
the fire alarm goes off in your building, be sure to join the ~ of people who 
are heading outside to the parking lot. This is a departure of a large number 
of people. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);~- sounds like ek sau(100 in hindi) + 
dus(bus)= means 100 buses - a 100 buses carrying hundreds of pilgrims are 
just leaving from the bus depot. 
 

🎯 Exonerate ➯ ( হদািিালি করা; acquit; exculpate; free from blame or guilt ) 
👉 To ~ someone is to declare him not guilty of criminal charges. This word 
is pretty much only used in reference to proceedings in a court of law. A 
word with a similar meaning that might be familiar is "acquit." 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ break it as EX (gone) HONOUR (pride) ~ to bring back your 
gone or fallen honour by getting the blame off you. 
 

🎯 Exorbitant ➯ ( গলাকাটা / অতযনর্ক; (of costs or demands) excessive; 
exceeding reasonable bounds ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ when you want to 
describe something that is really just too much! You'll often hear people 
griping about ~ bank fees or ~ interest rates. 👀 Mnemonic: ex(out) + orbit - 
that is out of orbit or limitations that are binding it. 
 

🎯 Exorcise ➯ ( ভূততপ্রত ঝাডাি; drive out evil spirits ) 👉 To ~ is to cast out a 
devil or evil spirit, using prayer and other religious tools. You're probably 
familiar with the name of the person who does this: an exorcist. Don't try to 
~ a demon yourself. Call an exorcist. 👀 Mnemonic: remember the movie 
EXORCIST...in which priest WHO DRIVE OUT EVIL SPIRITS suicides in the end 
 

🎯 Expansive ➯ ( নবসৃ্তত / প্রসানরত; (of a person) outgoing and sociable; broad 
and extensive; able to increase in size ) 👉 ~ is all about being able to grow 
or get larger. An ~ piece of land is large, an ~ mind is one that is always 
thinking of the big picture, an ~ vocabulary is one that holds lots of words. 
👀 Mnemonic: expand (v), expansion (n),~ (adj) 
 

🎯 Expatiate ➯ ( নবসৃ্ততভাতব আতলাচিা করা; talk at length; speak or write in 
detail ) 👉 The verb ~ means "to add details to in order to clear up." If your 
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story is confusing to everyone who hears it, certain key parts must be 
missing. Better ~ so that people can understand it. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Hindi);~ - ex + pati (husband in hindi) + ate - your ex husband ate your 
brain talking some nonsense tried to convince you to remarry him, means he 
talked at length. 
 

🎯 Expatriate ➯ ( প্রবাসী / নিবসানসত করা; exile; someone who has withdrawn 
from his native land; V: exile; banish; leave one's country ) 👉 An ~ is 
someone who lives in another country by choice. If you leave your split-level 
ranch in Ohio and move to a writers' commune in Paris for good, you've 
become an ~. 👀 Mnemonic: read ~ as EX-PATRIOT, now no more a patriot, 
as the person withdrew from his native land and settled somewhere else. 
 

🎯 Expenditure ➯ ( বযয়; payment or expense; expending; something 
expended; output; Ex. receipt for the ~; Ex. ~ of all the energy ) 👉 In a trip 
budget, you need to add up all your ~s, such as hotel, car rental and food 
costs against the money you have brought to spend. An ~ is money spent on 
something. 👀 Mnemonic: ~=GF K SAATH MALL JAO EXPENSIVE CHIZ KHARDO 
PATA HI NAHI CHALTA KAB SARA PYSA CONSUMED HO JATA HAI. 
 

🎯 Expertise ➯ ( অনভজ্ঞতা; specialized knowledge (in a particular field); expert 
skill ) 👉 When you're an expert at something, you show ~ — or an 
exceptional knowledge of the subject. "He had ~ in accounting, having 
excelled in math, but he had even more ~ in dancing, his hobby since a small 
child." 👀 Mnemonic: An Expert has ~ knowledge on special subject. 
 

🎯 Expiate ➯ ( প্রায়নিত্ত করা; make amends for (a sin) ) 👉 In the fairy tale, the 
baker must ~ his father's sins by bringing the witch three ingredients for a 
magic potion: a cow, a cape and a slipper. ~ means to make amends or atone 
for a wrong you or someone else has committed. 👀 Mnemonic: Rhymes as 
Ex Pirate. An ex-pirate always tries to ~ his guilt.Ex pirate becomes pious. 
 

🎯 Expletive ➯ ( মতিাভাববাচক অবযয় / প্রচন্ড নবস্ময়সূচক উনক্ত; meaningless word; 
interjection; profane oath; swear-word ) 👉 An ~ is a swear word, a curse you 
let out when you are startled or mad. You probably already know a lot of ~s, 
but you don't need to see them here, no way in heck. 👀 Mnemonic: Your 
parents will surely utter '~' words if you are 'Expelled' from the exam. 
 

🎯 Explicate ➯ ( বযাখযা করা; explain in detail; interpret; clarify; ) 👉 To ~ is to 
explain or interpret something, maybe putting it in plain terms to make it 
more comprehensible for others. It might help to remember that it begins 
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with "ex-," like the word explain, which is similar in meaning. 👀 Mnemonic: 

[explic]it + elabor[ate] 
 

🎯 Explicit ➯ ( স্পষ্ট; totally clear; definite; outspoken ) 👉 Anything ~ is very 
clear, whether it's instructions or a dirty movie. 👀 Mnemonic: "please sit" 
let's CLEAR out the things 
 

🎯 Expository ➯ ( তথযমূলক বণসিা; explanatory; serving to explain; N. ~tion: 
explaining; exhibition ) 👉 The first few minutes of a first date typically 
consist of ~ chit-chat, meaning that that's when people fill each other in on 
the basics: where they're from, what they studied in school, and what they 
want to be when they grow up. It's background info. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);~ comes with EXPOS(e) means to allow something to be seen. 
Something that is ~ allows it to be seen or to be clear and thereby to be 
EXPLANATORY. 
 

🎯 Expropriate ➯ ( দখলচযতু করা; take possession of (often for public use and 
without payment) ) 👉 Use the verb ~ to describe the act of taking people's 
property, usually by a government. If you really like your neighbor's house, 
you may wish you could ~ the property. 👀 Mnemonic: ex+propriate; 
ex+property...so depriving someone of his property --- property + ate (eat) 
 

🎯 Expunge ➯ ( মুনেয়া হেলা; cancel; remove a word or name (from a book or 
list); erase ) 👉 To ~ is to cross out or eliminate. After Nicholas proved he had 
been in school on the day in question, the absence was ~d from his record. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with sponge..which is used to remove dirt.. 
 

🎯 Extant ➯ ( অদযানপ বতসমাি; (of something written or painted) still in 
existence ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe old things that are still around, 
like your ~ diary from third grade or the only ~ piece of pottery from certain 
craftspeople who lived hundreds of years ago. 👀 Mnemonic: Opposite of 
extinct is ~ 
 

🎯 Extemporaneous ➯ ( পূবসপ্রস্তুনতেীি / উপনস্থত বকৃ্ততা; not planned; impromptu; 
extempore ) 👉 ~ means spoken without preparation. The orator's 
performance was impressive, but only after we learn that his speech was ~ 
did we realize the true depth of his talent. 👀 Mnemonic: TEMPORARILY 
done in haste and so not planned. 
 

🎯 Extenuate ➯ ( প্র নমত করা; weaken; mitigate; lessen the seriousness of (bad 
behavior) ) 👉 To ~ is to make less of something or try to minimize its 
importance. The fact that you walked your little sister to school because she 
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missed the bus might ~ your teacher's response when you show up late. 👀 

Mnemonic: rhymes with attenuate meaning WEAKEN 
 

🎯 Extirpate ➯ ( নিমূসল করা; root up; uproot; destroy completely ) 👉 The verb 
~ originally literally meant "to weed out by the roots." Now you'd use it 
when you want to get rid of something completely as if pulling it up by the 
root. 👀 Mnemonic: Lord Rama destroyed Ravana by shooting a tir-
teer(arrow) in his pate(belly).... 
 

🎯 Extort ➯ ( বলপ্রতয়াগ আদায় করা; wring (কচলাকচনল করা) from; get money by 
threats, etc.; obtain by force or threats; CF. ~ionate: exorbitant ) 👉 To ~ is to 
use information or the threat of violence to acquire cash or something else. 
~ion is a classic shakedown, a gouge (প্রতারণা), a squeeze. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);EX + TORT relate TORT to TORTURE. Threatening someone to 
get money out of him is obviously a torture. 
 

🎯 Extradition ➯ ( (মামলা) েস্তান্তর; surrender of prisoner by one state to 
another; Ex. ~ treaty; V. ~ite ) 👉 A legal word, ~ means sending someone 
back to the country or state where they've been accused of a crime. Getting 
countries to agree on the terms of ~ can take years. 👀 Mnemonic: Latin 
prefix ex- means "from, out of," and trāditiōn- means "handing over," so ~ is 
the handing-over of someone from one jurisdiction to another. 
 

🎯 Extraneous ➯ ( বনেঃস্থ; not essential; irrelevant; superfluous; external; 
coming from the outside; Ex. ~ details/noise/to the subject ) 👉 ~ means 
coming from or belonging to the outside—~ noise is what you hear when 
you're in a theater and a train passes by, ~ wires bring your cable connection 
into the house. 👀 Mnemonic: Think of news channels....EXTRA+NEWS...In 
order to get TRP, news channels show irrelevant or unrelated things hence 
the news are most of the times ~ 
 

🎯 Extrapolation ➯ ( অিুমাি / জািা পনরমাতপর সাতথ তুলিা কতর অজািা নকসুর পনরমাপ 
করা; projection (অনভতিপ); conjecture; V. ~late: infer (unknown information) 
from known information ) 👉 An ~ is kind of like an educated guess or a 
hypothesis. When you make an ~, you take facts and observations about a 
present or known situation and use them to make a prediction about what 
might eventually happen. 👀 Mnemonic: During election time many news 
channels show extrapole of elections they just try to make predict who will 
going to win election based on current known information ~ is similar 
 

🎯 Extricate ➯ ( মুক্ত করা; free from an entanglement or difficulty; disentangle 
) 👉 If you need to be untangled, set free or otherwise released from 
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something or someone, you need to be ~d. 👀 Mnemonic: concentrate on 
ex+tric...mr.EX(X) PLAYED A TRIC(k) in order to FREE himself from the prison. 
 

🎯 Extrude ➯ ( বলপ্রতয়াগদ্বারা বানের করা; force or push out; thrust out; shape 
(plastic or metal) by forcing through a die ) 👉 If you force material through 
an opening to give it form or shape, you are extruding the material. You can 
use a pasta maker to ~ the pasta dough in various shapes — from spaghetti 
to linguine to macaroni. 👀 Mnemonic: INtrude is to enter whereas ~ is to 
force or push OUT (ex means out) 
 

🎯 Exuberance ➯ ( প্রাচুযস / উচ্ছ্বাস; overflowing abundance; joyful enthusiasm; 
flamboyance; lavishness; ADJ. ~rant: high-spirited and lively; growing 
abundantly and strongly ) 👉 Use ~ to describe joyful enthusiasm and 
liveliness. You appreciate the natural ~ of small children, but you prefer to 
enjoy it from a distance. 👀 Mnemonic: Indo-European root that has brought 
the word "udder" (উদর / বােঁট) - amount of milk a cow can give 
 

🎯 Exude ➯ ( চুয়াি / ঝরাি; flow out slowly; discharge (gradually); give forth; ) 
👉 To ~ is to give off small amounts, usually of liquids or gases, through 
small openings, such as pores. Think of how you ~ sweat after a workout. 👀 

Mnemonic: exclude is to remove and ~ is to remove but slowly..like oozing 
(িরণ) out of liquid.. --- original Latin root, sudāre means "to sweat." 
 

🎯 Exult ➯ ( অনত য় আিন্দ করা; rejoice ) 👉 Sometimes you might feel so happy 
about something you could just burst. This is the time to ~, or rejoice, and 
you might show your great happiness by laughing, dancing, and shouting 
with pure joy. 👀 Mnemonic: EXam+resULT - he was very happy when the 
exam result was out because he had topped in his exams. 
 

🎯 Fabricate ➯ ( নমথযা উদ্ভাবি করা / নিমসাণ করা; build; lie; make up (a story) in 
order to deceive; Ex. ~ the whole story; CF. fabric (কািাম): underlying 
structure; Ex. fabric of society ) 👉 Do you like to construct mini airplanes 
from kits? Work on an assembly line? Piece together Ikea furniture? Then 
you certainly know how to ~, or to put together, things. 👀 Mnemonic: i ATE 
FABRIC..do u believe..i suppose no...!!! 
 

🎯 Facetious ➯ ( োসযরসময়; joking (often inappropriately); unserious; 
humorous ) 👉 Someone who is ~ is only joking: "I was being ~ when I told 
my mother I want Brussels sprouts with every meal, but she took me 
seriously!" 👀 Mnemonic: Face is not Serious - someone who makes funny 
faces ~ 
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🎯 Facile ➯ ( সেজসার্য; easily accomplished; ready or fluent; superficial; not 
deep; Ex. ~ solution to a complex problem; Ex. ~ speaker; N. ~ity: ability to do 
something easily and well; ease in doing resulting from skill or aptitude ) 👉 

If someone does something easily, or shows ease, it is described as ~ in a 
good way, but if someone takes the easy way out and shows a lack of 
thought or care, it is ~ in a bad way. 👀 Mnemonic: েযাসায়া নদনল 
(Tag:;Hindi);fluent fluent baat karke ladki fascile(fasaayi) 
 

🎯 Facilitate ➯ ( সেজতর করা; help bring about; make less difficult ) 👉 To ~ 
means to make something easier. If your best friend is very shy, you could ~ 
her efforts to meet new people. 👀 Mnemonic: when you provide 
FACILITIES(facilit+ ate).. it makes things less difficult. 
 

🎯 Facsimile ➯ ( েনব প্রভৃনতর হুবহু প্রনতরূপ; copy ) 👉 A ~ is a copy or 
reproduction of something. Many parents hope their children will be ~s of 
themselves; many children have other plans in mind. 👀 Mnemonic: fac(e) + 
simile (same) 
 

🎯 Faction ➯ ( দলাদনল; party; clique (within a large group); dissension ) 👉 

Fractions are smaller parts of whole numbers: one-quarter, one-tenth, one-
half, and a ~ is a smaller portion of a larger group that breaks away from it. 
A ~ might take a fraction of the people from a large group and start a new 
group. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ -> ~ means fraction of a large party 
 

🎯 Factious ➯ ( উপদলীয় হকান্দল দ্বারা নচনিত; inclined to form factions; causing 
dissension ) 👉 The idea behind ~ is that of dissent, but in a rather angry 
way. To say that the Confederacy was a ~ group of states would be to 
understate the case. They wanted out of the Union, and they were willing to 
go to war to get their way. 👀 Mnemonic: fraction of group -> faction, faction 
having dissent -> factious 
 

🎯 Factitious ➯ ( কৃনত্রম; artificial; produced artificially; sham; false; Ex. ~ tears 
) 👉 If you create a "diamond" out of plastic, then you've created a ~ 
diamond, meaning that it's a phony. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds very similar to 
word FICTITIOUS....so something which is fictitious .. is always artificial. 
 

🎯 Factotum ➯ ( হয চাকর সব রকতমর কাজই কতর; handyman; person who does all 
kinds of work; CF. do everything ) 👉 If you're running late and still need to 
iron your clothes and make breakfast, but can't find your shoes, you may 
wish you had a ~, or a servant who does a variety of odd jobs for their 
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employer. 👀 Mnemonic: fact + totum (total) -> taking care total / all facts -> 
a servant 
 

🎯 Fallacious ➯ ( ভুয়া; false; based on a fallacy; misleading; N. fallacy: false 
idea or notion; false reasoning; Ex. popular fallacy; Ex. fallacy of the 
argument ) 👉 Something ~ is a mistake that comes from too little 
information or unsound sources. Predictions that the whole state of California 
will snap off from the rest of North America and float away have proven to 
be ~ — for now, anyway 
 

🎯 Fallible ➯ ( ভুল করতত পাতর এমি; liable to err ) 👉 As humans we are all ~, 
because ~ means likely to make errors or fail. Nobody's perfect, after all. 👀 

Mnemonic: fall+iblle....think of a person who can FALL FOR anything, hence 
makes mistakes. 
 

🎯 Fancied ➯ ( কািনিক; imagined; unreal 
 

🎯 Fancier ➯ ( হসৌনখি / আগ্রোনম্বত বযনক্ত (পশুপানখ পালতি); breeder or dealer of 
animals; one who has a special interest, as for raising specific plant or animal 
) 👉 Someone crazy about something can be called a ~. If you join a club to 
promote the well-being of pheasants (রিীি পিীনবত ি), someone might describe 
you as "a pheasant ~." That just means you like pheasants a lot. 👀 

Mnemonic: fence + ier --> one who keeps the animals fenced --> breeder of 
animals --- Make sure you don't confuse this word with the adjective fancy, 
which has a comparative form that is also spelled "~." That ~ would be used 
in the sense of "more ornamental" or "more extravagant" — as in "My prom 
dress is ~ than yours." 
 

🎯 Fanciful ➯ ( হখয়ালী; whimsical; visionary; imaginary; produced by 
imagination; Ex. ~ scheme ) 👉 Turn ~ around and you get "full of fancy," 
which gives you the gist of the meaning. The adjective refers to something 
not quite real, usually something with a whimsical or even dreamlike quality. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~ is full of fancies. 
 

🎯 Fanfare ➯ ( তূরীধ্বনি / উচ্চ স্বতর ডাকা; call by bugles or trumpets; showy 
display; spectacular public display ) 👉 ~ is a loud, proud burst of something 
to get attention. If you open up a carpet store with one of those sky-
sweeping lights, lots of balloons, and a brass band, you're doing it with great 
~. 👀 Mnemonic: it can b understand as FILMFARE AWARDS which cud b 
done in very showy manner 
 

🎯 Farce ➯ ( প্রেসি; broad comedy; mockery; humorous play full of silly 
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things happening; ADJ. ~ical ) 👉 A ~ is a broad satire or comedy, though now 
it's used to describe something that is supposed to be serious but has turned 
ridiculous. If a defendant is not treated fairly, his lawyer might say that the 
trial is a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like FARTS....what a comedy show in which 
FARTS and farting was basic knack/talent to be shown. 
 

🎯 Fastidious ➯ ( খুেঁতখুেঁতত; difficult to please; squeamish; fussy; finicky ) 👉 If 
you want to describe a person who insists on perfection or pays much 
attention to food, clothing and cleanliness, the right word is ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

just like ... If your boss is a demanding person he may not leave to you time 
to eat.Fasting is tedious. So your boss is ~. 
 

🎯 Fatuous ➯ ( হবাকা - হবাকা; smugly and unconsciously foolish; inane; silly; N. 
~ity, ~ness ) 👉 ~ means lacking intelligence. When your mother outlaws 
(নবতানডত করা), calling your brother stupid, use ~ instead. 👀 Mnemonic: 

******* an ass is considered foolish 
 

🎯 Fauna ➯ ( প্রানণকুল; animals of a period or region; CF. flora ) 👉 When you 
go on a nature walk in a school setting, you teacher might tell you to 
observe the flora and ~ in the woods. Flora is plant life; ~ refers to animals. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~ & Flora sound similarly. ~ = animals <> Flora = plants 
 

🎯 Fawning ➯ ( হতািাতমাদী; courting favor by cringing and flattering; V. fawn: 
exhibit affection as a dog; seek favor or attention by obsequiousness (চাটুকার) ) 
👉 Use ~ to describe someone who's over the top in the flattery department. 
Like a ~ admirer who just won't stop complimenting your looks, showering 
you with gifts and otherwise kissing the ground you walk on. 👀 Mnemonic: 

~ is what োউল হলাকজি does 
 

🎯 Fecundity ➯ ( উবসরতা; fertility; fruitfulness; ADJ. ~: very productive of crops 
or young ) 👉 ~ means fruitfulness and fertility, the ability to produce 
abundant healthy growth or offspring. 👀 Mnemonic: গাতের কান্ড 
 

🎯 Feign ➯ ( ভাি করা; pretend ) 👉 For a more formal way to say pretend to 
or imitate, choose the verb ~. You might ~ indifference when you hear about 
some gossip, but you're probably dying to know. 👀 Mnemonic: ~(sounds with 
foreign)foreign ppl always try to decieve our country 
 

🎯 Feint ➯ ( েল; trick; shift; sham blow; feigned attack to draw away 
defensive action; V. ) 👉 Did you ever tell your parents you were going off to 
school, grabbed your book bag, and headed out the door... only to spend the 
rest of the day hanging out with your friends? Well, that was a ~, a super 
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sneaky move designed to fool someone. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Faint);The boxer 
was faked out by his opponent's ~. He then fainted because the blow he 
received was very strong. 
 

🎯 Felicitous ➯ ( সু-উপযুক্ত; (of a word or remark) apt; suitably expressed; well 
chosen ) 👉 ~ describes something that's really pleasant. If someone behaves 
in a ~ manner, she's being agreeable and appropriate. You know, the way you 
should behave when your great aunt offers you those stale candies. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ sounds like felicitation... in felicitation the person is praised 
with SUITABLE, APT , WELL CHOSEN remarks.. 
 

🎯 Felicity ➯ ( সুখ; happiness; appropriateness (of a remark, choice, etc.); 
quality of being ~ous ) 👉 ~ is a state of happiness or the quality of joy. 
Sitting on the roof with a telescope and iced tea on a clear, starry night is 
one way to find perfect ~ — a happy place. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~ 
seems very like facility. If one gets all facility (s)he must be very happy. Thus 
~ may stand for happiness or some thing producing happiness 
 

🎯 Fell ➯ ( ভূপানতত করা; cut or knock down (a tree or a person); bring down 
(with a missile) ) 👉 Something that has been ~ed has been brought down, 
like a tree that has been ~ed by a powerful storm. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng);~ 
has 2 meanings..~ is like i ~ down and the other can be remembered like i ~ 
because i was pushed by dat "cruel" guy and it was deadly.it could ve costed 
me my life 
 

🎯 Felon ➯ ( িৃ ংস; person convicted of a grave crime; CF. ~y: serious crime ) 
👉 Technically, a ~ is anyone who's been convicted of a serious crime, but 
you can use ~ to describe anyone you think has done something terrible. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ হেলি - নযনি মিুতির গলা / কো হেতল হবডাি - িৃ ংস 
 

🎯 Feral ➯ ( বিয; (of an animal) not domestic; wild ) 👉 When animal control 
finds a ~ dog, they have to handle it very carefully because the animal is so 
wild that it's probably afraid of humans and likely to bite. 👀 Mnemonic: 

হেরারী -> হেরার -> বিয 
 

🎯 Ferment ➯ ( উতত্তনজত করা বা েওয়া; agitation; commotion(noisy and excited 
activity); unrest (of a political kind); V. produce by ~ation; undergo ~ation; 
cause (a state of trouble) ) 👉 The word ~ means a commotion or excitement. 
Consider that the ~ation that turns juice or grain into alcohol is the result of 
the agitated development of bacteria, and then you can better appreciate the 
word's meaning. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = firm + end, firm means stable , ~ brings 
end to firmness. 
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🎯 Fervent ➯ ( উষ্ণ; ardent; zealous (হসাত্সাে); hot ) 👉 Use ~ to describe a 
person or thing that shows very strong feelings or enthusiasm. If you have a 
~ desire to become an actress, you'll stop at nothing to realize your dream. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~/fervid both can be remembered by February -specifically 
Feb14 when youngsters are quite emotional regarding V-Day. 
 

🎯 Fervid ➯ ( উদ্দীপ্ত; ardent; zealous; hot ) 👉 ~ can be used to describe 
something that is physically hot such as "a ~ day in August," but it is more 
often used to describe heated emotions like anger, love, or desire. 👀 

Mnemonic: fer-fur vid-video video with girls in furs =extremely hot 
 

🎯 Fervor ➯ ( আকুলতা; glowing ardor; intensity of feeling; quality of being 
fervent or fervid; zeal; intense heat ) 👉 Use ~ to describe an intensity of 
emotion or expression. Fans of the Los Angeles Dodgers show so much ~ that 
they "bleed Dodger blue." 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - relate it to exam fever. U 
become so much ardent and enthusiastic to study for that one night to get 
good marks.. U have an intense feeling to study.. Hope this helps 
 

🎯 Fetid ➯ ( পচা গন্ধযুক্ত; malodorous; foul ) 👉 If you want to understand the 
true meaning of ~, leave your sweaty gym clothes in your locker for a few 
days. ~ is a fancy way of saying that something smells really bad. 👀 

Mnemonic: when fat people "bomb", its all stinking and foul-smelling .. just 
to remember 
 

🎯 Fetter ➯ ( পাতয়র হবনড; shackle; restrict the freedom of; N. chain or shackle 
for the foot of a prisoner; CF. foot ) 👉 A ~ is a shackle or chain that is 
attached to someone's ankles. To ~ someone is to restrict their movement, 
either literally or metaphorically. You might feel ~ed by your parents' rules, 
even without the chains. 👀 Mnemonic: FEET তার বার্া 
 

🎯 Fiasco ➯ ( চরম বযথসতা; total failure; CF. bottle ) 👉 A ~ is a disaster. It's not 
a natural disaster — like an earthquake or a volcano; a ~ is usually the result 
of human failure. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~(fia+sco)fia ,imagine as fiat 
car,and sco as skoda car. both these car traveling in opposite dirction collapse 
when met wid an accdnt --- নেতরাজ আজ হকাথায় আর আনম হকাই!! 
 

🎯 Fictitious ➯ ( কনিত; imaginary; non-existent; purposely invented to 
deceive; untrue; Ex. ~ name/boyfriend; CF. fictional ) 👉 ~ means made up, or 
imaginary. No matter how real Scarlett O'Hara might seem in "Gone With the 
Wind," she's a ~ character invented by author Margaret Mitchell. 👀 

Mnemonic: Fiction 
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🎯 Fidelity ➯ ( নবশ্বস্ততা; loyalty; accuracy ) 👉 ~ is the quality of being faithful 
or loyal. Dogs are famous for their ~. 👀 Mnemonic: look for the root word 
fid...means faith, belief..so words like ~, confide, diffident, bonafide, 
fiduciary..all have fid in it and all these words are related to involving trust 
or faith, similarly ~.. 
 

🎯 Figurative ➯ ( রূপক / আিনরক িয় এমি; not literal but metaphorical; using 
a figure(impression) of speech ) 👉 When speech or writing is not literal, it is 
~, like when you say you have a ton of homework. You don't really have 
2000 pounds of homework, do you? Also, when art depicts a figure from life 
it is ~, like a ~ drawing of a dancer. 
 

🎯 Figurine ➯ ( িুে মূনতস; small ornamental statuette(very small statue) ) 👉 A 
~ is a small carved or molded statue, especially one in the shape of a person. 
If you have an extensive collection of ~s, you need to keep them high up and 
safe so your kids don't break them. 👀 Mnemonic: figure এর হোট রূপ 
 

🎯 Filial ➯ ( সন্তািসংিান্ত; pertaining to or befitting (মািািসই) a son or 
daughter; Ex. ~ respect ) 👉 If you describe something as ~, you're saying it's 
offspring-related. Depending on who your parents are, your ~ duties might 
include taking out the trash, or washing dishes, or ruling empires. 👀 

Mnemonic: Phil and Al (can be names of children, therfore it is pertaining to 
a son or daughter - definition) 
 

🎯 Filibuster ➯ ( লম্বা বকৃ্ততা নদতয় নসিান্ত গ্রেতণ বার্া হদওয়া; block legislation or 
prevent action in a lawmaking body by making very slow long speeches; N; 
freebooter ) 👉 As a verb, ~ means "to obstruct legislation by talking at great 
length." As a noun, it can refer to that oppositional speech. "The Senator 
prevented a vote on the bill by reading the dictionary from aardvark to 
zyzzyva." 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);something that is filled to burst the 
final outcome (which delays the outcome) 
 

🎯 Filigree ➯ ( হসািা, রুতপা বা তামার তাতরর সুক্ষ্ম কারুকাযস; delicate ornamental 
lacelike metalwork ) 👉 Ancient handmade jewelry is often known for its ~, 
which is a noun describing delicate ornamental work made of some type of 
metal. 👀 Mnemonic: nilgiri hills have reservoirs of sme very fine/delicate 
metals like silver.-- these seems like ornamentations on INDIA's land. 
 

🎯 Finale ➯ ( সিীততর হ িধ্বনি; conclusion; concluding part ) 👉 If you decide to 
leave the theater early to beat traffic, you'll miss the ~ — the exciting final 
part of a theatrical performance. 👀 Mnemonic: super singer grand final...le 
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🎯 Finesse ➯ ( নিপুণতা; delicate skill; V: handle with ~ ) 👉 Having ~ means 
you can handle difficult situations with diplomacy and tact, like the ~ it takes 
to help two friends work out their differences — without taking sides or 
alienating either one. 👀 Mnemonic: fine-ness... 
 

🎯 Finicky ➯ ( খুেঁতখুেঁতত; too particular; fussy; difficult to please; too concerned 
with unimportant details or quality; Ex. ~ about her food ) 👉 You reject any 
vegetable that isn't yellow. You like basmati rice, but detest jasmine, Arborio, 
and brown. You dine at one restaurant, and you always order the same meal. 
You are a ~ eater — that is, you are quite particular about food. 👀 

Mnemonic: fin + icky -> fine kina 
 

🎯 Fitful ➯ ( এতলাতমতলা / অনিয়নমত; spasmodic; intermittent; irregular ) 👉 An 
adjective that sounds a little like what it means, ~ means stopping and 
starting, on-again off-again, switching suddenly. I had a ~ night's sleep: I 
woke up several times throughout the night. ) 👉 নেট হলতগ যায় but irregular 
 

🎯 Flaccid ➯ ( হকামল; flabby; lacking firmness; weak; Ex. ~ muscles ) 👉 If 
something is limp, loose, droopy, and wrinkly, you can call it ~, which 
rhymes with "acid." Think elephant skin, soggy asparagus, and the type of 
feeble handshakes frowned on in job interviews. 👀 Mnemonic: who doesnt 
love ~ breast ;) soft and weak 
 

🎯 Flag ➯ ( অবসিভাতব ঝুনলতত থাকা; droop; grow feeble; decline in vigor or 
strength; ADJ. ~ging; CF. un~ging ) 👉 Stopping for a snack may help when 
your energy or attention begin to ~, meaning you are getting tired or losing 
your focus. 👀 Mnemonic: white ~ is used to indicate surrender as in a war, a 
white ~ is used to indicate acceptance of defeat. thus low in vigour, grow 
feeble 
 

🎯 Flagrant ➯ ( নবতদ্বিপূণস; conspicuously wicked (লিণীয়ভাতব নবতদ্বিপূণস), bad, or 
offensive; blatant; outrageous ) 👉 Something ~ is bad — so bad you can't 
ignore it. A ~ foul in sports might send you to the bench, and a ~ violation of 
the law might send you to the slammer. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);flag + 
rent --renting the national flag!(No offense meant) It is shocking & 
scandalous. 
 

🎯 Flail ➯ ( মাডাই করা; beat with or as if with a ~; move wildly; thresh grain 
by hand; strike or slap; toss about; N: threshing tool consisting of a stick 
swinging from the end of a long handle ) 👉 To ~ means to wave around 
wildly. If you are stranded on a deserted island and you see a ship in the 
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distance, it's a good idea to ~ your arms in the air to get the captain's 
attention. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with fail....if a child fails in his exams, he 
is beaten hardlyyyy by his parents. 
 

🎯 Fleck ➯ ( েুটনক; spot; mark with ~s; N: small mark or spot ) 👉 A ~ is a 
small patch (তানল) that is different from it rest, standing out from the 
background, like ~s of green in your blue eyes or ~s of light shining on the 
ground under a tree. 👀 Mnemonic: blonde hairs ~ed with brown. 
 

🎯 Flamboyant ➯ ( জােঁকাতলা; ornate; highly elaborate; richly colored; 
ostentatious; showy; CF. flame ) 👉 ~ means elaborate and ostentatious. When 
you think of ~, think of Las Vegas showgirls: feathers, sequins, three-inch 
heels, enough make-up to disguise any irregularity. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Global);~ ~ flame + boy; imagine a boy wearing a T-shirt with pictures of 
flame on it. will it not be ~? 
 

🎯 Flaunt ➯ ( জােঁকালভাতব প্রদ সি করা; display ostentatiously; Ex. ``Honey, if 
you've got it, ~ it !'' ) 👉 ~ is "to display proudly or show off," like when you 
~ your new Italian leather jacket by wearing it to the beach and pretending 
you're cold to make sure everyone sees it. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ ->Friend's aunt; 
my Friend's aunt always ~s. 
 

🎯 Flay ➯ ( চামডা োডাি; strip off skin; plunder; remove the skin from; criticize 
harshly ) 👉 Nasty word, ~. It means to peel or beat the skin of a person or 
animal, and not necessarily a dead one, either. Nowadays it more commonly 
means to criticize harshly someone or something, usually in public, leaving 
them raw and wounded. 👀 Mnemonic: to eat LAY's(chips) we need to strip 
off its cover --- হেতল (~) ওর চামডা তুতল হদ 
 

🎯 Fledgling ➯ ( অিনভজ্ঞ হলাক; inexperienced; N: young bird that has acquired 
wing feathers and is learning to fly; inexperienced person ) 👉 A ~ is a fuzzy 
baby bird just learning to fly, or someone (like a baby bird) who's brand new 
at doing something. Awww. 👀 Mnemonic: ডািা হেতল হলজ নিতয় running, ডািা 
িাই, উডতব নকভাতব!! 
 

🎯 Fleece ➯ ( লুণ্ঠি করা / (হভডা / অিুরূপ প্রাণীর) হলাম; wool coat of a sheep; V: 
shear (কাটা) the ~ from; rob by a trick; swindle; plunder ) 👉 A ~ is a sheep's 
coat. Or a goat's. Or a yak's. A person's coat can be called a ~, too, if it comes 
from a sheep or goat or a yak or even if it just looks like it did. 👀 

Mnemonic: colleges are PLUNDERING (লুটপাট) in the form of ~(FEES) and 
capitation 
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🎯 Flick ➯ ( হচাতটর  তব্দ প্রোর (চাবুক নদতয়); light stroke as with a whip; V: move 
with a light quick blow; strike with a light quick blow (as from a whip); Ex. ~ 
the switch ) 👉 A ~ is a quick, short movement, usually coming from the 
wrist or hand. There used to be a "~ a Bic" cigarette ad: cigarettes are awful, 
but starting a lighter is a classic ~. 👀 Mnemonic: remember the ~ shot of 
Sachin or may be Dravid...tak!!! 
 

🎯 Flippant ➯ ( নঢলা / রৃ্ষ্ট; lacking proper seriousness; Ex. ~ remarks about 
death; N. ~cy ) 👉 When a parent scolds a teenager for missing a curfew or 
blowing off a test and the teen snaps back, "Whatever," you could say the 
teen is being ~. His reply was casual to the point of sarcasm and disrespect. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~ - person who flips a coin and decides is not serious... 
 

🎯 Flit ➯ ( অনস্থর উডাউনড করা; fly; fly or move lightly or quickly; dart lightly; 
pass swiftly by; Ex. a bee ~ting from flower to flower ) 👉 A ~ is a quick 
movement. You might ~ around a crowded party, greeting everyone briefly 
with some light-hearted chatter and moving on quickly. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;general);~=fly like it(can be anything) which is lite..n something thats 
lite fly's swiftly.. 
 

🎯 Flora ➯ ( উনদ্ভদ / হকাতিা নবত ি যুতগর; plants of a region or era ) 👉 The ~ of a 
particular area consists of its plant species, considered as a whole. The word 
also refers to the plant life of a particular era — for example, fossilized plants 
can help us determine the ~ at the time of dinosaurs. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds 
like FLOWER ...flower is from plant 
 

🎯 Flounder ➯ ( মু নকল; struggle and thrash about; proceed clumsily or falter 
(as in water, mud, snow, etc.); proceed in confusion ) 👉 A ~ is a flat fish with 
both eyes on one side of its head; and, as a verb, to ~ is to wobble around 
like a fish out of water. 👀 Mnemonic: Fly+under water is accompanied with 
lots of struggle and confusion 
 

🎯 Flourish ➯ ( জােঁকালভাতব চলাতেরা করা/ সমৃ্মনি অজসি করা; grow well; prosper; 
make sweeping gestures; wave; brandish; Ex. The trees ~ed in the sun. N: 
showy movement or gesture; embellishment or ornamentation (esp. in 
handwriting) ) 👉 A ~ is an extra touch — a trumpet's "ta-ta-da!" announcing 
a king's entrance, a fancy carving atop an otherwise utilitarian pillar, a wave 
of a flag or a cheerleader's pompom. 
 

🎯 Flout ➯ ( হকাতিা নকেুর নবতরানর্তা করা; reject; mock; show contempt for; scorn; 
Ex. ~ the rules ) 👉 To ~ is to scorn or show contempt for. "I ~ the law and 
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the concept of civilian safety by making a concerted effort to jaywalk every 
time I cross a street." 👀 Mnemonic: ~... FOUL + OUT. When a player is sent 
out by foul, the player shows his contempt to the referee. 
 

🎯 Fluctuate ➯ ( কমা - বাডা; waver; shift; rise and fall as if in waves; change 
or vary irregularly ) 👉 Something that ~s varies or changes — it's the 
opposite of steady. Like the ups and downs of the stock market or the 
relationship status of a Hollywood starlet. 
 

🎯 Fluency ➯ ( সাবলীলতা; smoothness of speech ) 👉 Do you have a way with 
words? Can you speak and write easily? Then you have ~. 
 

🎯 Fluke ➯ ( অপ্রতযান ত সােলয; unlikely occurrence; stroke of fortune; 
accidental stroke of good luck ) 👉 A ~ is an unexpected stroke of good luck. 
It was a ~ to find that fifty dollar bill on the ground, and it made you smile 
for the rest of the day. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);F(ortunately)LUKE(Y) 
means fortunately lucky 
 

🎯 Fluted ➯ ( খাজকৃত (বােঁন ); having vertical parallel grooves (as in a pillar); V. 
flute: make long parallel inward curves in; N. flute: long rounded groove 
incised on the shaft of a column ) 👉 A flute is a thin woodwind instrument: 
you blow into it and put your fingers over the holes to make music. 
 

🎯 Flux ➯ ( নিরন্তর পনরবতসি; flowing; series of changes; fluctuation; Ex. in a 
state of ~ ) 👉 The noun ~ describes something that constantly changes. If 
your likes, dislikes, attitudes, dreams, and even friends are changing all the 
time, you may be in ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng,hindi);~, the LUX company 
keeps changing its soap varieties, thers LUX pink, LUX black, LUX gold etc.. 
 

🎯 Foil ➯ ( পরাস্ত; defeat; frustrate; prevent from being successful; thwart; CF. 
fail ) 👉 You can serve as a ~ to someone if you show them to be better than 
you by contrast. If you can't dance but your friend Lisa can, you can be a ~ 
to Lisa's grace. 👀 Mnemonic: foreign + oil -> Iran failed to sell oil to foreign 
(Europe) 
 

🎯 Foist ➯ ( হজারপূবসক চানপতয় হদয়া; insert improperly; impose upon another by 
coercion; palm off; pass off as genuine or worthy; CF. fist (ঘুনস) ) 👉 Did your 
parents ~ your baby sister on you when they went out? It means they forced 
her on you. Anything — a person or object or idea — can be ~ed if it's done 
by force upon an unwilling party. 👀 Mnemonic: transfer to forest range 
forcefuly 
 

🎯 Foliage ➯ ( পেবগুি; masses of leaves ) 👉 ~ refers to the leafy parts of a 
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tree or plant. "Don't eat the ~ on the rhubarb plant because the leaves are 
poisonous and eating them can be fatal; the stems, on the other hand, are 
tasty." 👀 Mnemonic: েলজ বৃি - a lot of leaves 
 

🎯 Foment ➯ ( উসতক হদওয়া; stir up; incite; instigate; promote the growth of 
(something evil or unpleasant) ) 👉 Stand outside the school cafeteria passing 
out flyers with nutritional details on school food, and you may ~ a 
revolution--~ means stirring up something undesirable, such as trouble. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ the foam in hot water 
 

🎯 Foolhardy ➯ ( হগােঁয়ারতগানবন্দ; rash; reckless; foolishly daring ) 👉 If you 
decide you are going to scale Mt. Everest next weekend without any training 
or experience, that would be a ~ decision. Use the adjective ~ when someone 
rushes into action without considering the consequences. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);Foolishly hard. 
 

🎯 Foray ➯ ( আচমকা আিমণ; raid; sudden raid or military advance; V. ) 👉 ~ 
means brief excursion. If you're in the army, that's a literal excursion into 
enemy territory. For the rest of us, it means trying something out. "My ~ 
into rugby ended with my spending a week in the hospital." 👀 Mnemonic: 

ওতর বাবা.... - someone attack you from back 
 

🎯 Ford ➯ ( োেঁটুজল োেঁনটয়া পার েত্তয়া; place where a river can be crossed on foot; 
V. ) 👉 When you're out hiking in the wilderness, you may have to ~ a river 
if there's no bridge. Roll up your pant legs because you'll have to wade 
through the water at a shallow point. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ car....you crossed the ~ 
in your ~. 
 

🎯 Forebears ➯ ( পূবসপুরুি; ancestors ) 👉 Your father, grandmother, and great 
grandfather are all your ~. A forebear is an ancestor, or someone you are 
descended from. 
 

🎯 Foreboding ➯ ( কুলিণ; premonition of evil; feeling of coming evil ) 👉 

When you get a ~, you get a sense that something bad is going to happen. A 
~ is a foretelling, a sign or a glimpse, that "something wicked this way 
comes" — or might come. 👀 Mnemonic: Fore(লিণ) + বদ-ing - sth bad 
coming up 
 

🎯 Forensic ➯ ( নবচার সোয়ক; suitable to debate or courts of law; of or used in 
legal proceedings and the tracking of criminals; Ex. ~ science/medicine ) 👉 

The adjective ~ describes scientific methods used to investigate crimes. If 
you're looking for ~ evidence, you're using your scientific know-how to find 
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proof that will help solve crimes. 👀 Mnemonic: লা  post-mortem এর পর ~ 
evidence পাওয়া যায়, যা আদালতত হপ  করা েয় 
 

🎯 Foreshadow ➯ ( পূবসাভাস হদত্তয়া; give an indication beforehand; be a sign of 
(what is coming); portend; prefigure ) 👉 To ~ is to predict something or to 
give a hint of what is to come. If you could take a stereo apart and put it 
back together at age five, it can ~ a successful career in electronics. 👀 

Mnemonic: A 'shadow' of an assasin alerts you 'before' his arrival. 
 

🎯 Forestall ➯ ( নকেু আতগ করা / প্রনততির্ক; prevent by taking action in advance 
) 👉 It takes a bit of planning to ~ something, meaning stop it from 
happening. To ~ the effects of aging, exercise and take care of your health all 
your life. 👀 Mnemonic: Fore (আতগই) + Stall (থামাি) 
 

🎯 Forgo ➯ ( তযাগ করা; give up; do without ) 👉 The verb ~ means to give up 
or lose the right to something. 👀 Mnemonic: forgot somoking 
 

🎯 Forlorn ➯ ( পনরতযক্ত / অভাগা; sad and lonely; wretched; desolate ) 👉 Sniff, 
sniff, boo-hoo... use the adjective ~ to express loneliness and feeling left out. 
👀 Mnemonic: for + lorn (নিজসি) - for lonely man 
 

🎯 Formality ➯ ( আিুষ্ঠানিকতা; ceremonious quality; ceremonious adherence to 
rules; something done just for form's sake; Ex. mere ~ ) 👉 A ~ is something 
that follows traditional rules. Even though you knew your request for time 
off at work would be approved, you still went through the ~ of filling out all 
the required paperwork. 
 

🎯 Formidable ➯ ( ভয়ািক; menacing; arousing fear; threatening; difficult to 
defeat; Ex. ~ foe/question ) 👉 What do the national debt, your old gym 
teacher, and your mother-in-law have in common? They're all ~ — that is, 
they inspire fear and respect thanks to their size, or special ability, or 
unusual qualities. (Or possibly all three in the case of your mother-in-law.) 👀 

Mnemonic: FOR+ME+DEVIL...he is so strong...I'm afraid of him. --- ~ drugs are 
forbidable (forbidden) 
 

🎯 Forswear ➯ ( পনরতযাগ করা; renounce under oath; abandon; make a solemn 
promise to give up; CF. abjure ) 👉 To ~ is to give up an idea, belief, or habit 
that you've had previously. New Year's is a popular time to ~ anything from 
sweets to bad relationships. 👀 Mnemonic: for swear - I'll give up smoking 
 

🎯 Fortitude ➯ ( বীরত্বপূণস সনেষু্ণতা; bravery; courage; strength of mind ) 👉 ~ 
refers to strength in the face of adversity or difficulty. Eating fried worms 
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might require a lot of intestinal ~. 👀 Mnemonic: fort (দুগস) guarding attitude - 
অতিকনদি আটতক থাকতত েতত পাতর 
 

🎯 Founder ➯ ( প্রনতষ্ঠাতা / ডুতব যাওয়া; person who establishes (an organization 
or business) ) 👉 The person who creates an organization or a company is 
known as the ~. ~ is also a verb meaning "fail miserably," which is something 
a company's ~ hopes the company will never do. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = fo + 
under = go + under = sink 
 

🎯 Fracas ➯ ( বেতচপূণস ঝগডা; brawl (noisy quarrel or fight) in which a number 
of people take part; melee (দািা) ) 👉 If your marching band gets into a fight 
with another school's pep squad, your principal might say the ~ was uncalled 
for and undignified. A ~ is a noisy quarrel. 👀 Mnemonic: ব্রা-ফ্রা কােঁচ - if you 
wife ask you ... what happen ;) 
 

🎯 Fractious ➯ ( নখনখখতট; unruly; peevish; cranky; bad-tempered; Ex. ~ horse ) 
👉 If you're prone to picking fights, making snarky comments, and being 
frustratingly stubborn, you're ~. And odds are you're not invited to too many 
parties. 👀 Mnemonic: those who get their limbs get fractured...gets annoyed 
or bad tempered by taking bed rest for long 
 

🎯 Frail ➯ ( অথবস / িশ্বর / ভিুর; weak; N. ~ty ) 👉 Something that is delicate 
and fragile can be described as ~. Grandma's favorite vase is probably too ~ 
to use for football practice; some of us have learned that the hard way. 👀 

Mnemonic: fragile - How frail the human heart must be. 
 

🎯 Frantic ➯ ( নিপ্ত; wild; distraught as from fear or worry; Ex. ~ with fear ) 
👉 When a mother loses her child, she's ~. She's a crazed sort of agitated and 
goes on a ~ search for her child. A scene is ~ if there's lots of action with 
little order. 👀 Mnemonic: প্রানন্তক কৃিক আজ হজাতদারতদর উপর ~ 
 

🎯 Fraudulent ➯ ( প্রতারণাপূণস; cheating; deceitful; Ex. ~ means ) 👉 Something 
~ is intentionally false and meant to harm or deceive. That email message 
from the Sultan of Brunei offering you millions of dollars just might be ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: fraud(fraudulen).. one who is fraud... deceptive, one who cheats 
 

🎯 Fraught ➯ ( নবপতদর সোবিাপূণস; filled (with something unpleasant); full; Ex. ~ 
with danger and difficulties; CF. freight (মালবােী) ) 👉 ~ means filled with 
something — often something bad. Your Thanksgiving was ~ with awkward 
moments when your family saw your blue hair, and it only got worse when 
you told them you'd quit law school to join the circus. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english); drought (খরা) is ~ 
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🎯 Fray ➯ ( তুমুল কলে / ঘনিয়া িয় কনরয়া হেলা; brawl; fight; V: wear away or 
unravel by rubbing; have loose threads developing; cause to become worn out 
(a person's temper or nerves); CF. rub ) 👉 ~ is all about friction--a ~ed rope 
has been rubbed so much its fibers are wearing away. People experiencing 
friction--fighting loudly--are involved in a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: frayed jeans 
 

🎯 Friction ➯ ( ঘিসণ; clash or conflict in opinion; rubbing against ) 👉 When 
one thing rubs and grates against another, it causes ~. That can include two 
clashing personalities or simply a match striking the matchbox and causing a 
spark. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
 

🎯 Frieze ➯ ( োতদর কারুকাযস; ornamental horizontal band on a wall ) 👉 A ~ is 
a decorative band, usually, but not always, above a doorframe or on the wall 
near the ceiling. You may find a ~ of sculptured angels too formal for the 
trim of your bedroom wall. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ furniture & designs all over at 
freezed restaurant (বরে নদতয় বািাতিা হোতটল) 
 

🎯 Frigid ➯ ( নেম ীতল; intensely cold; cold in manner; Ex. ~ zone ) 👉 Like the 
North Pole on the coldest day of winter, ~ is an adjective that means 
extremely chilly. It applies to both temperatures and personalities. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~-concentrate on fridge which is cold 
 

🎯 Fritter ➯ ( িষ্ট করা; waste (time or money on unimportant things) ) 👉 A 
person who ~s chooses to spend their energy on things that are wasteful. You 
can ~ money, time, or energy, but once you've "~ed it away," you can't get it 
back! 👀 Mnemonic: Food that Rotten and Bitter to ~ (waste) 
 

🎯 Frivolous ➯ ( োলতু, অপ্রতয়াজিীয় নজনিস; lacking in seriousness; flippant; self-
indulgently carefree; unworthy of serious attention; relatively unimportant; 
trivial ) 👉 ~ things are silly or unnecessary. If something is ~, then you don't 
need it. 👀 Mnemonic: Free + valueless 
 

🎯 Frolicsome ➯ ( িীডাচিল ; prankish; gay; playful; merry; frisky ) 👉 ~ is 
having a merry time of it. Picture ~ girls and boys playing tag, running 
through the meadow (তৃণভূনম), laughing and rolling in the grass. 👀 

Mnemonic: lick (চাটা) some...(e.g.~ puppy tried to lick some of the treats her 
master had given her...just imagine that sweet little puppy) 
 

🎯 Frugality ➯ ( নমতবযনয়তা; thrift; economy; ADJ. frugal: practicing economy; 
costing little; inexpensive ) 👉 If you try to avoid waste by reusing and 
repurposing items that most people would throw away, your ~ will save you 
money. 👀 Mnemonic: একটা েু ও গাল নদতয় হবর েয় িা 
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🎯 Fruition ➯ ( নসনি / সেলতা; bearing of fruit; fulfillment; realization; Ex. 
come to/be brought to ~ ) 👉 An idea that is made real, such as a plan or an 
apple, has come to ~. 👀 Mnemonic: fruit production 
 

🎯 Frustrate ➯ ( েতা ; thwart; defeat; prevent from accomplishing a purpose 
) 👉 When you ~ someone, you do your best to annoy, confuse, or even 
torment that poor person. Maybe you constantly change your mind — that's 
sure to ~ anyone who tries to make plans with you. 👀 Mnemonic: agar 
ismein bhi mnemonic chahiye then u r definately ~d !! 
 

🎯 Fulminate ➯ ( নবতস্ফানরত েওয়া; thunder; explode; issue a severe denunciation 
) 👉 Watch a bomb ~ or explode and hope you're under safe cover. Have your 
parents ~ or blow up at you for coming home past curfew and hope you're 
not grounded for too long. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like full + illuminate 
During an explosion or lightning, everything is illuminated completely. 
 

🎯 Fulsome ➯ ( আনর্কযপূণস; disgustingly excessive; offensively flattering; Ex. ~ 
praise/expressions of admire ) 👉 Compliments usually make you feel pretty 
good, but ~ compliments, which are exaggerated and usually insincere, may 
have the opposite effect. 👀 Mnemonic: You can FOOL SOME people with 
excessive and insincere praise.. 
 

🎯 Functionary ➯ ( নিনদসষ্ট কতসবয পালতির ভারপ্রাপ্ত বযনক্ত বা কমসচারী; official (who 
performs a particular function) ) 👉 A ~ is someone who fills a specific role in 
a political party or some other organization. We tend to picture them as 
people in gray suits who follow the boss's orders and don't think for 
themselves. 
 

🎯 Fundamental ➯ ( নভনত্তগত; basic; primary; essential ) 👉 When asked what 
the ~, or essential, principles of life are, a teenager might reply, "Breathe. Be 
a good friend. Eat chocolate. Get gas money." 
 

🎯 Funereal ➯ ( হ াকপূণস; sad; solemn; suitable for a funeral ) 👉 ~ describes 
the mood in a locker room after an overtime loss in a championship game — 
sad, serious and gloomy, as if you were at a funeral. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ funeral 
 

🎯 Furor ➯ ( উন্মাদিা; frenzy; great anger and excitement; CF. fury ) 👉 A ~ is a 
strong and sudden reaction, often negative and shared by many people, such 
as the ~ that erupted when Coca-Cola replaced its beloved soft drink with 
"New Coke" in the 1980s. 👀 Mnemonic: furious (হিার্ানেত) -> ~ --- fur + গরগর 
(or) - fur of lion when it become angry 
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🎯 Furtive ➯ ( চুনপচুনপ; stealthy; quiet and secret (trying to escape notice); 
sneaky; Ex. ~ glance ) 👉 If you're looking for a formal adjective to describe 
something sly or secret, sneak in ~. Let's hope the teacher doesn't see your ~ 
attempts to pass notes in class! 👀 Mnemonic: One who is FARTive has to 
expel farts stealthily. 
 

🎯 Gadfly ➯ ( হগা - মানে; animal-biting fly; irritating person ) 👉 A gadfly is an 
irritating person, a nuisance who will often ask too many questions or lob 
lots of criticisms in order to get his or her way. ) 👉 The prefix gad is an old 
word for "spike" or "pointed stick" which can be thought of, in this case, as 
similar to a stinger. 
 

🎯 Gaffe ➯ ( ভুল পদতিপ / অসমীচীি মন্তবয; social blunder ) 👉 A ~ is mistake 
that embarrasses you in front of others. If you run into a friend out with her 
grey-haired father, and you blurt out, "Oh, hi, you must be Tara's 
grandfather!" then you've made a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: gappe - গপ্প (োইজলানম) 
মারতত নগতয় ~ করা 
 

🎯 Gainsay ➯ ( অস্বীকার করা; deny ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: GAIN weight but SAYing 
no 
 

🎯 Gall ➯ ( উতত্তনজত করা / নবতদ্বি; annoy; exasperate; chafe; N: skin sore caused 
by rubbing (as on the skin of a horse); exasperation ) 👉 ~ describes 
something irritating, like someone very rude. If you barge into a bakery and 
cut in front of a sweet old lady, then you have ~. 👀 Mnemonic: গাল-এ কতি 
এক থাপ্পর and you are ~ 
 

🎯 Galleon ➯ ( মাস্তুলওয়ালা মালবােী জাোজ; large three-masted sailing ship ) 👉 

Though a ~ was a large ship with multiple decks, it was no cruise liner and 
probably didn't offer round-the-clock buffets. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - GALLONS and 
gallons of goods are transported by means of LARGE SHIPs 
 

🎯 Galvanize ➯ ( নবদুযত্প্রবােপ্রতয়াতগ বলীয়ান্ করা / রাংঝালাই করা; stimulate or shock 
by an electric current; stimulate by shock; shock into action; stir up; coat 
with rust-resistant zinc by using electricity ) 👉 The verb ~ refers to 
stimulating muscles with an electrical current, and is also used to suggest 
stimulating someone into action. 👀 Mnemonic: Imagine a Van filled with 
Girls(gals) appear, (GALs in VAN)how will you react, you will be STIRRED UP 
or REVITALIZED as if you have HAD A SHOCK. 
 

🎯 Gambit ➯ ( দাবা হখলার চাল (গুনট খাইতয় হদয়া) / হকৌ লগত সরাতিা; opening in 
chess in which a piece is sacrificed; action made to produce a future 
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advantage ) 👉 A ~ is a strategic move, often in chess but also in politics or 
business, where a player sacrifices something up front for future gain. 👀 

Mnemonic: GAMBLE - on cards, ~ - on chess 
 

🎯 Gambol ➯ ( িীডািতল িাচা-কুেঁদা; romp; skip about; leap about playfully; 
frolic; N. ) 👉 To ~ is to run around playing excitedly. There are some really 
fun-sounding synonyms for ~, such as "frolic," "romp," and "cavort," and 
though it sounds like "gamble," when you ~ with an "ol" you never lose — 
you just have a great time! 👀 Mnemonic: GAMBLE with ~, you'll win 
 

🎯 Gamely ➯ ( সােসীভাতব; in a spirited manner; with courage; Ex. fight ~ 
against a superior boxer ) 👉 To do something ~ is to do it in an enthusiastic, 
plucky manner. If you study vocabulary in a ~ manner (and we know you 
always do), you make it a point to have a great time learning new words. 👀 

Mnemonic: play GAME in ~ manner 
 

🎯 Garbled ➯ (  ব্দ নবকৃত েতয় হগতে; mixed up; jumbled; distorted ) 👉 A ~ 
message makes no sense. If you get a bad phone connection, your friend's 
message might sound ~. Or, if you have rewritten the same sentence 
numerous times, its message might also be ~. 👀 Mnemonic: whn u GURGLE 
the sound is ~ --- GRAB sth so hard that it ~ 
 

🎯 Gargantuan ➯ ( প্রকাণ্ড; huge; enormous; gigantic ) 👉 Whether you're 
talking about your ~ appetite or a ~ building, use the word ~ to describe 
something so big that big just isn't, well, big enough to accurately describe it. 
👀 Mnemonic: word ~ came into English in the 16th century from Gargantua, 
a character in a series of French novels of the adventures of two giants who 
were father and son 
 

🎯 Gargoyle ➯ ( োদ হথতক বৃনষ্টর জল নিকাত র জিয নকেূতনকমাকার মািুিয বা পশু - 
মুখাকৃনত পাথতরর বা র্াতুর িদসমা মুখ; waterspout carved in grotesque figures on a 
building ) 👉 ~ is a fearsome word for a monster. Fortunately, it's not a real 
monster. It's a human-ish, animal-like beast sticking out from the gutter of a 
building, especially in Gothic architecture. 👀 Mnemonic: word resembles 
gargle.. which we do every morning.. similarly imagine a structure (statue) 
releasing water from its mouth.. like the ~ statue in Singapore which you 
may have seen on TV or a magazine. 
 

🎯 Garner ➯ ( মজুত করা; gather; store up; amass ) 👉 To ~ means to gather or 
earn. If you want to run for office without belonging to a political party, you 
must ~ enough signatures — usually a few thousand — to get onto the ballot. 
👀 Mnemonic: GARDENER is ~ing GRAINS. ~y is a place to store grains. 
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🎯 Garrulous ➯ ( বাচাল; loquacious; wordy; talkative ) 👉 A ~ person just 
won't stop talking (and talking, and talking, and talking...). 👀 Mnemonic: 

origin Latin word garrire for "chattering or prattling." 
 

🎯 Gastronomy ➯ ( সুখাদয হভাজি - নবদযা; art and science of preparing and 
serving good food ) 👉 ~ is all about food — the study of food, the history of 
food, making good food — how we have come to eat what we eat. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ concerns itself with the law and culture of your belly, gastro, in 
ancient Greek 
 

🎯 Gauche ➯ ( আিানড; clumsy (in social behavior); coarse and uncouth ) 👉 

Use the word ~ when you want to call something tacky, graceless, tactless, 
rude, boorish, or awkward and foolish. Have you just pointed out someone's 
misuse of this word? Oh dear, how ~! 👀 Mnemonic: গাউয়া (গ্রাময) হেতল 
 

🎯 Gavel ➯ ( কাতির োতুনড; hammerlike tool; mallet(wooden hammer) used by a 
presiding officer or an auctioneer; V. ) 👉 You know that wooden hammer a 
judge slams down on his desk when he's trying to bring order to the court? 
That's a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: gravel (িুনড) - To break gravel, you need a 
~(hammer) 
 

🎯 Gawk ➯ ( োবাতগাবা মুখস চােনি; stare foolishly; look in open-mouthed awe ) 👉 

When you stare in amazement at something, you ~ at it. You might stand 
frozen in one position with your mouth and eyes wide open and ~ when you 
see a famous movie star on the street. 👀 Mnemonic: গাউয়া (হগতয়া) কাক - stare 
at everything on city 
 

🎯 Gazette ➯ ( সরকানর সংবাদপত্র; official periodical publication; newspaper ) 👉 

A newspaper or journal can be called a ~. In fact, many English-language 
newspapers from coast-to-coast include the name ~ in their title, from The 
Daily Hampshire ~ in Massachusetts to the Mariposa ~ in California 
 

🎯 Generate ➯ ( উত্পাদি করা; cause; produce; create ) 👉 ~ means to produce 
or create. If you want to ~ really high-level ideas, you should let your mind 
roam freely. 
 

🎯 Generic ➯ ( জানতগত; characteristic of an entire class or species; of a genus 
) 👉 ~ refers to the members of a whole class of things — like "tissue," a ~ 
word for any soft, thin piece of paper that's good for wiping runny noses. 👀 

Mnemonic: (gene)ric...in genes...so it is a characteristic of the entire 
class/species 
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🎯 Genesis ➯ ( সুত্রপাত; beginning; origin ) 👉 When you talk about the ~ of 
something, you're talking about where it began. The ~ of hip-hop music was 
the party scene in New York City's South Bronx in the 1970s. 👀 Mnemonic: 

হজতি নিস where it first begun 
 

🎯 Geniality ➯ ( উদারতা / সহৃদয়তা; cheerfulness; kindliness; sympathy ) 👉 ~ is 
a fancy word for friendliness. We show ~ when we are pleasant, kind, and 
nice to be around. 👀 Mnemonic: Genie (জ্বীি) is ~ [বতলা নক চাও - বান্দা হুজুতরর 
হগালাম!!] 
 

🎯 Genre ➯ ( র্ারা / রকম; particular variety of art or literature ) 👉 A ~ is a 
specific type of music, film, or writing. Your favorite literary ~ might be 
science fiction, and your favorite film ~ might be horror flicks about 
cheerleaders. Go figure. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = generation = every generation has 
his particular variety of arts & literature 
 

🎯 Genteel ➯ ( সু ীল; well-bred; elegant; striving to convey an appearance of 
refinement; Ex. ~ poverty ) 👉 Although the adjective ~ means high-class and 
refined, it is often used today in a somewhat mocking tone, as though good 
manners and elegance are passé. Still, it would be nice if more people were a 
little more ~. 👀 Mnemonic: this word is very close to GENTLE..AND A 
GENTLEMAN IS ONE who is WELL BRED, elegant and GIVES A REFINED 
APPEARANCE . 
 

🎯 Gentility ➯ ( ভেতা; those of gentle birth; high social class; refinement; 
quality of being genteel ) 👉 Anyone can be nice. Many people have good 
manners. But ~ is that rare kind of graciousness that is handed down from 
one elegant generation to the next. 👀 Mnemonic: having a gentle man 
quality 
 

🎯 Gentry ➯ ( সু ীল সমাজ; people of standing(rank or position); people of 
good family or high social position; class of people just below nobility ) 👉 

The ~ are the powerful members of society. In the United Kingdom, where 
there are still kings and queens and dukes and duchesses, the ~ are the 
people who rank just below the nobility. 👀 Mnemonic: guard / sentry (প্রেরী) 
of ~ nobel man's house and ~ are sentry of society 
 

🎯 Genuflect ➯ ( িতজািু েওয়া; bend the knee as in worship ) 👉 If you are 
~ing, you are on your knees — either physically or in spirit. Politicians are 
experts at ~ing to whatever idea or person is most popular at the time. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);If you had a conflict with your jaanu.. i.e 'Jaanu + 
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conflict' > ganuflect.. at the end of the day you will be down on your knees : 
That's a general perception! 
 

🎯 Germane ➯ ( প্রাসনিক; pertinent; bearing upon(having connection with) the 
case at hand; appropriate ) 👉 ~ means relevant; it fits in. If you are giving a 
speech on dog training, stick to the ~, canine stuff. Topics that would not be 
~? Catnip toys, hamster wheels, and the use of a saddle. 👀 Mnemonic: ভয়ের 
কুত্তা is a ~ speech on GERMAN SHEPHERD dog. 
 

🎯 Gerontocracy ➯ ( বৃিতদর দ্বারা গনিত সরকার বা পনরচালক সংস্থা; government 
ruled by old people ) 👉 A ~ is a society governed by old people. Think: tribes 
where elders are esteemed for the perspective and wisdom they have 
acquired in long years on the planet. 👀 Mnemonic: gerontos (old people / 
বুতডা খুতডা) + cracy ( াসিবযবস্থা / govt.(eg. democracy,autocracy etc.)) 
 

🎯 Gerrymander ➯ ( নিবসাচতি অিযায় সুতযাগ লাতভর জিয নিবসাচিী এলাকা ইতযানদর 
পুিনবভসাগ; change voting district lines in order to favor a political party; N. CF. 
Elbridge Gerry + (sala)mander ) 👉 The verb ~ first appeared in 1812 when 
Massachusetts governor Elbridge Gerry redrew district boundaries, hoping it 
would help his party in an upcoming senate election. Then somebody noticed 
that the new district looked like a salamander (সরীসৃপতুলয), so they combined 
Gerry and -mander to create the new word ~. And then a newspaper printed 
a cartoon with a giant salamander making fun of Gerry, which is what 
happens to politicians who don't behave. 
 

🎯 Gibberish ➯ ( অথসেীি কথাবাতসা; nonsense; nonsensical or unintelligible talk 
or writing; babbling ) 👉 ~ is nonsense sounds or writing. A baby's babble is 
often called ~. When someone is speaking a foreign language you don't 
understand, what they're saying will sound to you like ~. ) 👉 নজেবা barish 
(rain) -> িাল / থুতু হবর েতয় আসা -> fluent babbling 
 

🎯 Gibe ➯ ( বাকযবাণ; mock; make jeering remarks; N: jeering remarks ) 👉 

"Loser! Bonehead!" the kids shouted, tossing those words and other ~s at the 
people who offered themselves up to the annual humiliation of the harvest-
fest dunk-tank. A ~ is an insulting comment. To ~ is to insult. 👀 Mnemonic: 

 য়তাি হতার নজতব হটতি নেতড হদব 
 

🎯 Gingerly ➯ ( খুব সাবর্াতি; very carefully; ADJ. ) 👉 If something needs to be 
done with great care and caution, you should do it ~. Like ~ holding a 
newborn baby or ~ creeping down the creaky stairs when you're trying to 
sneak out. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;If you carefully add ginger to the tea, it's taste 
will be enhanced);you should not put a lot of ginger in any of the dish or 
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tea, otherwise it will spoil the same. So you should be very careful while 
handling ginger. 
 

🎯 Girth ➯ ( হকামতরর হবড; distance around something; circumference ) 👉 The 
~ of something is the distance around its middle, and it usually refers to a 
person's waist. If you get pregnant with twins, your ~ will probably block 
your view of your toes. 👀 Mnemonic: Earth - circumference of the earth is 
5940302 (some no.- which makes you remember the word's meaning) 
 

🎯 Gist ➯ ( সার কথা / মূলকথা; essence; main point; substance ) 👉 When you 
need a quick summary of the essentials, rather than the whole story or a 
thorough explanation, you're looking for the ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~..sounds very 
similar to list.....SO your lecturer is asking you to LIST OUT THE MAIN POINTS 
of the paragraph. 
 

🎯 Glacial ➯ ( তুিার সংিান্ত; like a glacier; of an ice age; extremely cold; Ex. ~ 
epoch; CF. iceberg ) 👉 Things that are ~ are super cold. A place can be ~ — 
like the South Pole — but a person can be ~, too, like that unfriendly girl 
who gave you a ~ stare. 👀 Mnemonic: Ice+Glass>=Glass+ice 
 

🎯 Glaring ➯ ( হচাখ - র্ােঁর্াতিা; (of something bad) highly conspicuous; harshly 
bright; shining intensely and blindingly ) 👉 Whether it's a bright light or a 
fault, ~ things are obvious. You just can't miss them. 👀 Mnemonic: ~~~ 
glowing 
 

🎯 Glean ➯ ( সংগ্রে করা; gather leavings; gather grain left behind by reapers; 
gather bit by bit (facts or information) often with difficulty ) 👉 Seeing a 
word in context lets you ~ information about how it's used. ~ means to 
gather bit by bit. You might say, "I couldn't understand her accent, but from 
what I could ~, she needs money to take the bus." 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
knowledge to clean (clear) you concept 
 

🎯 Glib ➯ ( সদাপ্রস্তুত / নপনিল; fluent (with insincerity or superficiality); facile; 
slick ) 👉 A hiring manager might think you're being ~, or slick and insincere, 
if you say you've led a successful multinational corporation when you were 
actually in charge of flipping burgers for a fast-food restaurant chain. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ liar (সাবলীল নমথযাবাদী) 
 

🎯 Glimmer ➯ ( নমটনমট কতর জ্বলা; shine erratically; twinkle; N: dim or unsteady 
light; faint indication; Ex. ~ of hope ) 👉 A ~ is a tiny glint of light or the 
sliver of an idea. Either way, it's a sign of a lot more going on behind the 
scenes. 👀 Mnemonic: glitter - ~ing starts 
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🎯 Gloat ➯ ( অসত্ সন্তুনষ্টতত (লুতটর মাতলর নদতক) তানকতয় থাকা; express evil 
satisfaction; look at or think about with evil satisfaction; view malevolently; 
Ex. The thief ~ed over the stolen jewels. ) 👉 If you ~, you express great 
satisfaction at the misfortune of others. If your team scores a big win, it 
would be better not to ~. Be happy for your win, but don't laugh at their 
loss. 👀 Mnemonic: g+loat....LOOT...so think of dacoits who express their evil 
satisfaction after looting houses of people. 
 

🎯 Gloss Over ➯ ( আিাদি / হগাপি করা; explain away with the intention of 
deceiving or hiding faults ) 👉 cover up a misdemeanor, fault, or error ) 👉 

Lip gloss is used to gloss over the faulty lips. 
 

🎯 Glossy ➯ ( চকচতক; smooth and shining ) 👉 Something that is ~ is 
something that shines or is attractive. Things that are ~ reflect light, like 
certain types of lipstick. ~ paper is smooth and has a shine to it, like the 
paper of most calendars. 👀 Mnemonic: remember lip gloss....it gives a shiny 
appearance to the lips 
 

🎯 Glossary ➯ (  ব্দতকাি; brief explanation of words used in the text ) 👉 A ~ 
is a dictionary of terms specific to a certain subject. A biology textbook might 
have a ~ in the back, so you can quickly look up all those technical words. 
 

🎯 Glutton ➯ ( হপটুক; someone who eats too much; ADJ. ~ous: given to ~y; 
greedy; CF. ~y: habit of eating too much ) 👉 Do you like to eat and drink — I 
mean, really like to eat and drink? Then you might be a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: He 
is such a ~ and eats so much that the BUTTONS on his shirt begin to pop out 
! 
 

🎯 Gnarled ➯ ( হমাচডাি; twisted ) 👉 You've probably heard the word "gnarly" 
used to describe something really awesome. But ~ means rugged, roughened 
and knotty, like the hands of an old wood carver, as well as the wood he 
carves. 👀 Mnemonic: When you say the word "~" very fast..(say it na).. 
you're tongue gets TWISTED..(It's a tongue Twister) 
 

🎯 Gnome ➯ ( কািনিক িুে বুতডা, পৃনথবীর অভযন্ততর লুকানয়ত র্ি-সম্পনত্ত পাোরা হদয়; 
dwarf; underground spirit who guards treasure hoards ) 👉 Ever seen pictures 
in children's books of wizened little trolls with red caps and wrinkled faces? 
Those are ~s, imaginary characters popular in fairy tales and folklore. For 
some reason, they've lately become popular as garden statuary. 👀 

Mnemonic: Linux uses ~ hence it is small and lightweight. 
 

🎯 Gorge ➯ ( অনততভাজি; stuff oneself (with food); glut; CF. ~ous: dazzlingly 
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beautiful ) 👉 Your ~ refers to your throat, your stomach, and/or the passage 
between the two. Use this word figuratively when you want to indicate 
disgust. Your ~ will most likely rise at the sight of the roasted monkey 
knuckles. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;learn 2 words);~: eat too much dis~: vomit 
 

🎯 Gossamer ➯ ( অনত য় োলকা; sheer; very light; like cobwebs (অনত সূক্ষ্ম); N: 
soft and sheer fabric; cobweb ) 👉 ~ is something super fine and delicate — 
like a spider web or the material of a wedding veil. 👀 Mnemonic: 

GO+SAMMER(summer) - we wear clothes of light fabric 
 

🎯 Glut ➯ ( অনত সরবরাে; overstock; fill beyond capacity (with food); fill to 
excess; N: oversupply ) 👉 A ~ is too much of something. A ~ of gas in the 
marketplace can lower its price. A ~ of heavy metal T-shirts in your dresser, 
however, has nothing to do with the economy but might be a signal that it's 
time to clean your room. ) 👉 Old French gloter, meaning "to swallow too 
much." The glottis (শ্বাসরন্ধ্র) is the part of your body where your vocal folds 
reside and where you swallow 
 

🎯 Gourmand ➯ ( হপটুক / খাইতয় হলাক; epicure; person who takes excessive 
pleasure in food and drink ) 👉 A ~ is someone obsessively and unhealthily 
devoted to eating good food and lots of it. 👀 Mnemonic: souds like 
government..and in india..anything of government is free for people..so if 
government plans to provide free food people will eat excessively...beyond 
their capicity..because we take pleasure in anything which is free to us. - 
গরুর মন্ড খাওয়া 
 

🎯 Grandeur ➯ ( রাজকীয়তা / মনেমা / নব ালতা; impressiveness; stateliness; 
majesty ) 👉 Use the noun ~ to describe something that is splendid or 
magnificent, such as a lofty idea or an impressive building: "The gilded domes 
(হসািার দ্বারা নগলনট করা গুম্বজ) and ornate detail added to the ~ of the church on 
Red Square." 👀 Mnemonic: grand+eur...................and grand means huge, big 
,large.....anything that is grand is always impressive. 
 

🎯 Grandiloquent ➯ ( বাগাডম্বরপূণস; (of a person or speech) using high sounding 
or important-sounding language; pompous; bombastic ) 👉 ~ is a fancy term 
for, well, being fancy or pretentious. In fact, you might say ~ is itself a pretty 
~ word. 👀 Mnemonic: ~...GRAND+ELOQUENT only an ELOQUENT speaker can 
deliver a POMPOUS/BOMBASTIC speech in front a HUGE/GRAND crowd...... 
 

🎯 Grandiose ➯ ( সুনব াল; affectedly grand; pretentious; high-flown; 
ridiculously exaggerated; impressive; great in size or scope; Ex. ~ ideas ) 👉 

You've got big plans. Huge plans. Whatever it is, it's going to blow minds and 
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absolutely rock worlds! Well, to some people those plans might sound a bit ~, 
or unnecessarily overblown and even highfalutin. 👀 Mnemonic: 

grand+iose(..pose), people who give POSE (show off) are usually reffered to ~ 
persons 
 

🎯 Granulate ➯ ( দািায় পনরিত করা; form into grains or granules ) 👉 ~d means 
to form or reduce into grains. You've probably seen the word on a box of ~d 
sugar and not thought twice about the fact that, besides its granular form, 
sugar exists as a liquid and also inside sugar cane. 
 

🎯 Gratuitous ➯ ( নবিামূতলয প্রদত্ত/ নভনত্তেীি; given freely; unwarranted; uncalled 
for; done without good reason; Ex. ~ comment ) 👉 ~ means "without cause" 
or "unnecessary." Telling ridiculous jokes at a somber occasion would be a 
display of ~ humor. 👀 Mnemonic: Gratuity is given freely 
 

🎯 Gratuity ➯ ( বকন  ; n. money given to sb who has done one a service; tip 
; ) 👉 A ~ is a tip that's given by a customer in exchange for services. You 
might leave a ~ of several dollars when you eat lunch in a restaurant or 
when you get your hair cut. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;GRATE-FUL);"how 'grateful' 
of you!" you say this after having a tip.. 
 

🎯 Gravity ➯ ( গুরুত্ব; seriousness; ADJ. grave ) 👉 The noun ~ means being 
grave or very serious. In physics, ~ is the natural force that causes things to 
fall toward the earth 
 

🎯 Gregarious ➯ ( দলনপ্রয় / সি নপ্রয়; sociable; (of an animal) tending to form a 
group ) 👉 If you know someone who's outgoing, sociable, and fond of the 
company of others, you might want to call her ~. 👀 Mnemonic: remember 
AGGREGATION means gathering something together... similarily AGGREGATION 
-> GREGATION ->~ 
 

🎯 Grievance ➯ ( অনভতযাগ; cause of complaint; complaint ) 👉 A ~ is a 
complaint. It can be formal, like an employee files ~ because of unsafe 
working conditions, or more of an emotional matter, like a ~ against an old 
friend who betrayed you. 👀 Mnemonic: grief (griev) + ance = when u are in 
grief(sorrow) u complain against everything 
 

🎯 Grill ➯ ( অনত রূঢ়ভাতব হজরা; question severely; cook on a ~; broil; N: cooking 
surface of parallel metal bars ) 👉 Not all ~ing involves fire and delicious 
food. Sometimes, to ~ means to ask a person really intense questions, like 
when you suspect them of doing something wrong and you want to make 
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them confess the truth. 👀 Mnemonic: Remember ~s in Police station. Behind 
~s..you will be examined thoroughly 
 

🎯 Grimace ➯ ( মুখনবকৃনত করা / হভিাি; facial distortion to show feeling such as 
pain, disgust, etc; V. ) 👉 The ~ on her face when he asked her to the prom 
told him her answer was "no" before she said a word. A ~ is a facial 
expression that usually suggests disgust or pain, but sometimes comic 
exaggeration. 👀 Mnemonic: grim (নেংস্র) + face = facial expression of disgust 
 

🎯 Grisly ➯ ( ভীিণ ভয়াবে; ghastly; horrifying; Ex. ~ remains of the bodies ) 👉 

~ means disgusting and bloody, absolutely repulsive and horrible. There's a 
wonderfully creepy movie about a man who suffers a ~ death at the hands of 
the grizzly bears he was studying. 
 

🎯 Grotesque ➯ ( অদু্ভত (মূনতস); fantastic; comically hideous; strange and 
unnatural (causing fear or amusement) ) 👉 Use ~ to describe things that are 
very strange and ugly in an unnatural way. If something "grosses you out," 
you can safely refer to it as ~. ~ also refers to a style of art that uses odd 
and fanciful combinations of natural, human, and animal forms. The original 
reference was to cave paintings found in ancient Roman ruins. Our English 
word is from French, from Italian grottesca pittura "a cave painting," from 
grotta "cave." Italian grotta is the source of English word grotto 
 

🎯 Grotto ➯ ( গুো; small cavern ) 👉 A ~ is a small cave, the kind of place 
where you feel comfortable, cozy, and protected from the harsh realities 
outside. 👀 Mnemonic: গতস 
 

🎯 Grouse ➯ ( অসতন্তাি প্রকা  করা / গরগর করা; complain; fuss; grumble; grouch; 
N: plump chickenlike game bird ) 👉 A ~ is a small game bird. But the verb to 
~ is different. It means to gripe about how unhappy you are. It's not 
recommended for most people, because grousing is unattractive. 👀 

Mnemonic: spouse .... complain a lot 
 

🎯 Gruel ➯ ( জাউ / একর্রতির তরল খাবার (নসি); thin liquid porridge ) 👉 ~ is a 
truly unpleasant food — weak and runny, consisting of oatmeal or cornmeal 
boiled in milk or water. It's the kind of "slop" prisoners and other inmates of 
institutions were historically forced to eat. 👀 Mnemonic: গুরুমো য় এবং ELder 
(old) people eat ~ 
 

🎯 Gruesome ➯ ( হলামেিসক; grisly; horrible ) 👉 Gothic novels, horror movies, 
and crime dramas don't shy away from showing ~ scenes of death, pictures 
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that inspire fright and repulsion. Synonyms include "ghastly," "grisly," 
"loathsome," and "macabre." 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - CRUEL + SOME 
 

🎯 Gruff ➯ ( ককস কণ্ঠ; rough-mannered; (of a voice) rough; hoarse ) 👉 ~ is an 
abrupt or forbidding tone. It's the kind of short, brusque (অসভয) response 
you'd give a telemarketer who called you in the middle of dinner — right 
before you hung up. 👀 Mnemonic: Rough voice = ~ 
 

🎯 Guffaw ➯ ( অট্টোনস; boisterous laughter; V. ) 👉 A ~ is a belly laugh: a 
laugh that bubbles up with good feeling and plenty of volume. At the end of 
a stressful day of work, it's good to have some ~s with your friends. 👀 

Mnemonic: হগাতের নিতচ োসা => gu + faw + faw => হু ো ো ো ো আো 
 

🎯 Guile ➯ ( েলিা; deceit; duplicity; wiliness; cunning; Ex. persuade her by ~ ) 
👉 Use the noun ~ for cunning, craftiness, and artful duplicity. Acting like 
you have a job on Wall Street when you're actually unemployed would take a 
lot of ~. 👀 Mnemonic: SOME GUYS ~ GIRLS 
 

🎯 Guileless ➯ ( প্রতারণােীি; without deceit ) 👉 If you are ~, you are not a 
liar; you are innocent, and you might be a touch on the gullible (অনতসরল) 
side. 👀 Mnemonic: "guile" means to decieve guile+less means no deception, 
only honesty. 
 

🎯 Guise ➯ ( ভাি / হব ; outward appearance; costume; Ex. in a new ~ ) 👉 ~, a 
noun, is the art of pretending to be something you aren't, like when, in the ~ 
of an invited guest, you fake your way into the party of the century. 👀 

Mnemonic: Dis~ means a false appearance...therefore ~ ! :) 
 

🎯 Gull ➯ ( হবাকা বািাতিা; trick; deceive; hoodwink; N: person who is easily 
tricked; dupe ) 👉 You know those birds that hang out by the ocean, and grab 
your sandwich if you aren't paying attention? Those are ~s, also known as 
sea ~s. ~s are found in every continent, including Antarctica. 👀 Mnemonic: 

SEA-GULL 
 

🎯 Gullible ➯ ( সেতজ হর্ােঁকা হদওয়া; easily deceived ) 👉 If you are ~, the joke is 
on you because you are easily fooled. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = Gull + ible = 
girl/galli + able A girl who is able to be tricked or deceived easily. --- গুল is 
liable for his being হবাকা and easily deceived 
 

🎯 Gustatory ➯ ( রাসি / স্বাদ সংিান্ত; affecting or relating to the sense of taste 
) 👉 If you want to improve the ~ appeal of a grapefruit, you might add a 
spoonful of sugar. ~ is an adjective that refers to tasting or the sense of taste. 
👀 Mnemonic: রািা হগাতস্তর মত 
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🎯 Gusto ➯ ( পেন্দ / আিন্দ উদ্দীপিা; eager enjoyment; zest; enthusiasm ) 👉 

Whether you are eating a steak, playing table tennis, or cheering on your 
favorite team, you can use the word ~ to describe something you do with 
great enthusiasm. 👀 Mnemonic: হগাস্ত আমার খুব পেন্দ 
 

🎯 Gusty ➯ ( ঝতডা; windy ) 👉 ~, the adjective, describes what the wind is like 
when leaves are swirling around in the air, garbage blowing all over city 
streets, and hats refusing to stay put. 👀 Mnemonic: ~=dusty..so when the 
wind blows dust will form. 
 

🎯 Gyroscope ➯ ( নদক ও গনত নিতদস ক কম্পাস; apparatus used to maintain 
balance, ascertain direction, etc. ) 👉 A ~ is a mechanical tool that can figure 
out the speed and direction of anything that it's attached to, and you can 
find ~ technology in compasses, airplanes, video games, and cell phones 
 

🎯 Habituate ➯ ( অভযস্ত করাি; accustom or familiarize; addict ) 👉 When you ~ 
something, you're helping it to get accustomed to a new home. Workers in 
zoos spend a lot of time habituating animals. 👀 Mnemonic: ~..habit..to your 
habits u get accustomed n familiarized.. 
 

🎯 Hackles ➯ ( হলাম / ঘাতডর অপতরর লম্বা চুল; hairs on back and neck, especially 
of a dog; Ex. make someone's ~ rise ) 👉 If that mean-looking doggie has his 
back arched, teeth bared and the hairs on the back of his neck are standing 
up straight, walk away slowly. You've raised his ~, or instilled a feeling of 
anger. 👀 Mnemonic: Jackals have hair on back and neck 
 

🎯 Hackneyed ➯ ( গতািুগনতক; commonplace; trite ) 👉 ~ is a word for 
language that doesn't pack a punch since it's overused and trite. "Roses are 
red, violets are..." — enough already?! That's ~ stuff. 👀 Mnemonic: 

concentrate on hack !!! once a hacker is ALWAYS a hacker.. he overuses his 
techniques. 
 

🎯 Haggard ➯ ( ম্লাি / জীণস ীণস; wasted away; gaunt; Ex. ~ faces of the rescued 
miners ) 👉 Someone who is ~ looks exhausted and worn out, exactly how 
you'd expect someone who's been lost at sea for days to look. 👀 Mnemonic: 

োগতত োগতত রাত নদি যায় 
 

🎯 Haggle ➯ ( অনত য় দর - কিাকনি করা; argue about prices (in an attempt to 
bargain) ) 👉 If you want a great deal on a used TV, then you can try to ~ 
with the sellers to see if they'll bring the price down. To ~ is to negotiate or 
argue over something, usually a price. 👀 Mnemonic: Hey + girl, what`s ur 
price.Girl ->Rs 5000. Thoda kam karo na.. 
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🎯 Halcyon ➯ (  ানন্তপূণস; calm; peaceful; Ex. ~ days ) 👉 An old man watching 
his grandchildren play might look back fondly on his ~ days, remembering 
the peaceful, happy time of his youth. ) 👉 ~ days of spring 
 

🎯 Hallucination ➯ ( অলীক নকেুর অনস্ততত নবশ্বাস; delusion; false idea; false 
perception of objects with a compelling sense of their reality; objects so 
perceived ) 👉 If you see your teacher morph (রূপান্তর) into a dancing 
elephant, chances are you're having a ~, or an illusory perception. In other 
words, it sounds like you are seeing things! 
 

🎯 Hamper ➯ ( গনততরার্ করা; obstruct; prevent the free movement of; ) 👉 Use 
the verb ~ to describe an action that slows progress or makes it difficult to 
do something, like the presence of your parents that ~ your ability to look 
cool at the mall. 👀 Mnemonic: PAMPERS DIAPER for babies .restrict the free 
movement :-) 
 

🎯 Hap ➯ ( হসৌভাগয; chance; luck ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - short for ~py....if you 
have luck/chance you are bound to be ~py. 
 

🎯 Haphazard ➯ ( এতলাতমতলা অবস্থা; random; by chance; happening in an 
unplanned manner; Ex. ~ growth of the town ) 👉 Anything ~ is random, 
disorganized, slipshod, or hit-or-miss. A tent erected ~ly might look more like 
a big nylon bag of dirty laundry than a place to sleep. 👀 Mnemonic: HAP + 
HAZARD where HAZARD means epidemic spread due to great carelessness. 
 

🎯 Harass ➯ ( েয়রাি করা; annoy by repeated attacks ) 👉 When you ~ 
someone, you bother them to the point of exhaustion. It's not that each 
attack is so severe, it's the constant small attacks that wear someone out. If 
you ~ your boss for a raise, you might end up getting fired instead! 👀 

Mnemonic: the girl was ~ed because her ass was huge 
 

🎯 Harbinger ➯ ( অগ্রদূত / সতেত; forerunner (which foreshadows what is to 
come) ) 👉 A ~ is something that comes before and that shows what will 
follow in the future. The robin is a ~ of spring--its presence means spring is 
coming soon. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like HER + FINGER, she shows me what is 
about to happen by gesturing with her finger. 
 

🎯 Harping ➯ ( বারবার একই নবিতয় কথা বলা; tiresome dwelling on a subject; V. 
~[^ing]: dwell on(think or speak a lot about) tediously / বীণা (বান ) বাজাি 
 

🎯 Harrowing ➯ ( চরম যন্ত্রণাদায়ক; agonizing; distressing; traumatic; V. ~[^ing] 
(জনমতত নদবার মই): break up and level (soil) with a harrow; inflict (আতরাপ) great 
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distress on; agonize; N: farming machine to break up the earth ) 👉 Being 
attacked by a hungry shark or being chased by an unruly mob on the streets 
can be described as ~, which means "provoking feelings of fear or horror." 👀 

Mnemonic: arrow - hit with arrow 
 

🎯 Harry ➯ ( িাকাল করা / ঘি ঘি আিমি করা; harass, annoy, torment (by 
repeated attacks); raid ) 👉 When one army sends raiding parties into 
another's territory, they're ~ing them. They're not making an all-out attack, 
they're just trying to bother and distract the other army. 👀 Mnemonic: োতর 
হর হর হরতর আমায় - হেতড হদ হর হদতর 
 

🎯 Hatch ➯ ( োেতডার; deck opening; lid covering a deck opening; V: emerge 
from an egg; produce (young) from an egg ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like 
LATCH..which opens the door ( lid here ) 
 

🎯 Haughtiness ➯ ( অেংকার; pride; arrogance ) 👉 If you are shy and have a 
hard time talking to others, people might wrongly interpret your quietness as 
~. ~ is thinking a lot of yourself and not much of others. 👀 Mnemonic: 

HOTTIE girl shows ~ 
 

🎯 Haven ➯ ( আিয়স্থল / হপাতািয়; place of safety; refuge; harbor; Ex. tax ~ ) 👉 

Need to find shelter, from the weather or from other troubles? Then you 
need a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: it sounds like 'heaven'...a place which is always safe. 
 

🎯 Hazardous ➯ ( ঝুেঁনকপূণস; dangerous ) 👉 The noun "hazard" means 
something dangerous, and the adjective ~ refers to anything that involves 
danger. A golf course with lots of sand traps is especially ~ for golfers. That's 
why those traps are called hazards. 👀 Mnemonic: HAZARDS are always 
RISKY 
 

🎯 Hazy ➯ ( কুয়া ািি; slightly obscure; misty; unclear; N. ~[^y]e: light mist or 
smoke; confused state of mind ) 👉 If it's ~, it's definitely not clear — there's 
fog, mist, smoke or something like that blurring the view. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - 
when you are lazy, things are unclear to you... 
 

🎯 Headstrong ➯ ( একগুেঁতয়; willful; stubborn; unyielding; determined to have 
one's own way; CF. no 'excessive' ) 👉 ~ describes something that's 
disobedient or willful. If you're ~, you want to do what you want to do. When 
you refuse to complete your homework because you want to watch a football 
game, you're being ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~ is a person whose head 
is strong and hence he doesnt change his opinions, so he is stubborn 
 

🎯 Heckler ➯ ( উত্তক্তকারী; person who verbally harasses others; V. ~[^r]: 
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verbally harass as with gibes (by interrupting a speaker or speech) ) 👉 Have 
you ever screamed horrible things during a sports event, or taunted someone 
with cruel jokes? You might be a ~, and you're probably not very well-liked. 
👀 Mnemonic: Hitler = one who verbally assaults Jews 
 

🎯 Heinous ➯ ( জঘিয / দূবৃসনত্তপূণস; atrocious; wicked; hatefully bad; Ex. ~ crime ) 
👉 A ~ crime is very evil or wicked. Of course, some people only use the term 
as an exaggeration, claiming that their parents' requirement that they write 
thank you notes after their birthdays is a ~ form of torture. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
sounds like hyena (a wild animal which are mostly found in asian & african 
continents) these animals are very cunning & wicked) 
 

🎯 Herbivorous ➯ ( তৃণতভাজী; grain-eating ) 👉 A buffalo, a goose, a 
grasshopper, and a stegosaurus sit down to eat dinner. This isn't a joke, it's 
an example of ~ creatures who exist on a diet of plant life only. 👀 

Mnemonic: herb (herb) + i + vorous (boars). Imagine a boar eating herbs 
(plants). 
 

🎯 Heresy ➯ ( প্রচনলত মততর নবরুি নবশ্বাস; opinion contrary to popular belief; 
opinion contrary to accepted religion; ADJ. ~[^sy]tical ) 👉 ~ies are beliefs that 
do not agree with the official beliefs of a particular religion; ~ is the 
maintaining of such contrary beliefs. 👀 Mnemonic: Taslima Nasrin, her 
(her)+esy(sounds like essay)... most of the essays written by her are against 
popular beliefs --- হেতরনে আনম হেতরনে - সবার মততর নবরুতি নগতয় আনম হেতরনে 
 

🎯 Hermetic ➯ ( সমূ্পণসভাতব রূি; concerning alchemy or magic; obscure and 
mysterious; occult ) 👉 If you want to keep cookies crisp for a long time, 
store them in a jar with a ~, or airtight, seal. ~ means sealed so that no air 
can get in. 👀 Mnemonic: HELMETic - air tight ~ 
 

🎯 Heterodox ➯ ( প্রচনলত র্মসমততর নবতরার্ী; (of beliefs) against accepted opinion; 
unorthodox; unconventional ) 👉 ~ is from the Greek root words heteros, 
meaning "the other," and doxa, meaning "opinion." The adjective ~ was first 
applied to people who held a different religious opinion from the standard 
beliefs and teachings. 
 

🎯 Heterogeneous ➯ ( নবনভি উপাদাতি গনিত; dissimilar; mixed; not 
homogeneous; consisting of dissimilar elements or plants ) 👉 ~ can be used 
to describe the diversity of nearly anything — populations, classrooms, 
collections. A ~ array of immigrants passed through Ellis Island to help create 
the American "melting pot." 👀 Mnemonic: If you have a group of people of 
various sexes and races, you have a HETERO GENUS group of people. 
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🎯 Hew ➯ ( হকতট টুকরা টুকরা করা (কুপাতিা); cut to pieces with ax or sword; chop; 
N. ) 👉 If you're a lumberjack (কািুতর), the word ~ is nothing new. You ~ 
things every day with one swift swing of the axe, chopping and shaping 
wood. 👀 Mnemonic: CHEW- and you try to chop the thing with your teeth. 
 

🎯 Hiatus ➯ ( নবরনত / নবতিদ; gap; pause; gap or interruption in space or time; 
break ) 👉 A temporary gap, pause, break, or absence can be called a ~. When 
your favorite TV show is on ~, that means there are no new episodes — not 
forever, just for a little while. 👀 Mnemonic: HI+AT+US - if anyone says 'Hi' 
on the way, we will definitely stop for a while. 
 

🎯 Hibernal ➯ (  ীতকালীি; wintry; wintery; of or like winter ) 👉 Use the 
adjective ~ to describe something that has to do with winter, like a grizzly 
bear's cozy (আরামদায়ক) ~ cave. 👀 Mnemonic: Similar to hibernate. Bears 
hibernate during the WINTERY season. 
 

🎯 Hibernate ➯ (  ীতযাপি করা; sleep throughout the winter ) 👉 To ~ means 
to take a season-long snooze. When a bear crawls into a cave with a belly full 
of food ready to sleep through the cold winter, that bear is going to ~ until 
spring. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - mode in computer, make it inactive 
 

🎯 Hilarity ➯ ( উোসপূণস বেতচ; boisterous mirth(merriment; laughter) ) 👉 ~ is 
that side-splitting, tear-inducing, laugh-until-you-can't-breathe happiness of a 
romping good time. 👀 Mnemonic: hilari..hilari(american president 
candidate).....she laughed loudly when she come to know about her selection 
as president. 
 

🎯 Hindmost ➯ ( অতিক হপেতি; furthest behind; farthest to the rear ) 👉 The ~ 
of something is the part that's farthest back, like the caboose of a train, the 
tail of a plane, or an elephant's great big...rear end. 👀 Mnemonic: 

hind=behind.. hind most.. most behind or furthest behind.. 
 

🎯 Hindrance ➯ ( প্রনতবন্ধ; block; obstacle; V. ~er[^rance] ) 👉 A ~ is something 
in the way, an obstacle. An untied shoelace is a ~ to walking, and tripping in 
the lunchroom might be a ~ to getting a seat at the cool table. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~...HIDE-ENTRANCE....which means obstructing..obstacle or block 
 

🎯 Hinterlands ➯ ( অজ-পাডাগােঁও; back country; inner part of a country; OP. 
foreland ) 👉 The ~ are affectionately called "the sticks," or the "boonies," 
short for "boondocks." Use it to specify an area that is far away from a city 
or town, or even civilization as we know it. Cell-phone reception and cable 
television aren't guaranteed. ) 👉 Germany: hinter ("behind") + land ("land") = 
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land lying inland — or behind — an ocean coast or river shore, which is why 
backwaters and ~ are used interchangeably. Use ~ when you want to make 
fun of an area's backwardness, or to celebrate its natural beauty 
 

🎯 Hireling ➯ ( ভাডাতট কমসী (খুনি, হব যা); one who serves for hire (usually used 
contemptuously - ঘৃণাপূণস); one who works solely for compensation; Ex. ~ 
politician ) 👉 A ~ is someone doing a job solely for the money. The work 
they do is therefore tainted. A hit man might be dismissed as a ~ by the FBI, 
who wants to go after the mafia boss who is hiring the murderer. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;hire - ing);When you hire a person, he works only for 
money. 
 

🎯 Hoary ➯ ( রূ্সরাভ / প্রাচীি; white with age ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to 
describe something that is old and worn out — like the ~ jokes your great 
uncle Albert clings (আেঁকতড থাকা) to. 👀 Mnemonic: white or gray with age --- 
roary - বুতডা বাতঘর roar become ~ 
 

🎯 Hoax ➯ ( র্াপ্পাবানজ করা; trick which makes someone take action; practical 
joke; Ex. ~ mail; V. ) 👉 If you put on big fake feet, stomp through your 
muddy backyard and tell everyone you saw Bigfoot fixing a steak on your 
grill, you are playing a ~ on your friends. ~ is believed to be a shortened 
version of hocus pocus, thus conveying the feeling of trickery and sleight of 
hand. April First, also known as April Fools' Day, is a day of ~es.👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;~:);rhymes with 'JOKES'. a practical joke or simply a trick 
 

🎯 Holocaust ➯ ( বযাপক েতযাকাণ্ড / অনিকাতন্ডর েতল বযাপক ধ্বংসজজ্ঞ; destruction by 
fire; CF. burnt whole; CF. ~ ) 👉 The noun ~ means "total destruction." 
However, this word has become inextricably (অলঙ্ঘয) connected with World 
War II and the mass murder of Jews by the Nazis (in this usage, ~ is 
capitalized). 👀 Mnemonic: caust -> caustic ... caustic is something that causes 
burning sensation , acidic ... ~ic is extreme of caustic that is fully destroyed 
by burning .. 
 

🎯 Holster ➯ ( নপস্তল রাখার খাপ; leather pistol case (that hangs on a belt 
around the waist) ) 👉 The noun ~ looks like holder and that's exactly what it 
is. Some ~s hold a single item, like a gun, and others are more like tool belts, 
holding many small items. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with gangster.. a gangster 
wud ve a ~ with him to keep his pistol and Bolster Himself 
 

🎯 Homage ➯ ( িিা স্বীকৃনত; honor; tribute; great respect; Ex. pay/do ~ to ) 👉 

~ means great respect and honor, or something done to honor a person or 
thing. We pay ~ to our ancestors and say prayers in ~ to their memory. 👀 
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Mnemonic: Home + Aged (age) -> we respect the aged persons at home (our 
parents, grandparents etc.) 
 

🎯 Homeostasis ➯ ( হদেতকাতির সামযাবস্থা; tendency of a system or organism to 
maintain relative stability or internal equilibrium; CF. homeo-: constant; Ex. 
homeotherm ) 👉 ~ is a word you learn in biology. It refers to a cell's home 
state--the way it wants to be, and should be if everything that regulates the 
cell is working. 👀 Mnemonic: Homeo (সম) + Static (নস্থর) 
 

🎯 Homogeneous ➯ ( স্বজানত; of the same kind; uniform in composition 
throughout ) 👉 If a group of things are ~, they're all the same or similar, like 
a room full of identically dressed Elvis impersonators. 
 

🎯 Hone ➯ (  াি - পাথতর ঘনসয়া র্ার হদওয়া; sharpen (a tool); N: whetstone for 
sharpening a tool ) 👉 The verb ~ means to sharpen skills. When you practice 
shooting baskets every day after school, you are honing your skills as a 
basketball player. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like cone, and both horn and cone 
are sharp.. --- ~ skill 
 

🎯 Hortatory ➯ ( উত্সাে, উদ্দীপিামূলক; encouraging; exhortive; marked by 
exhortation; CF. exhort ) 👉 ~ is a word used to describe a behavior or action 
that is encouraging. In the face of great economic crisis, the president's 
speech takes on a ~ or encouraging tone, at a time when people most need 
the reassurance. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Asian Villages);While ploughing farms 
with bullocks, farmers say "HUR HUR ;HORT HORT" to encourage bullocks to 
move ahead. This is ~. 
 

🎯 Hovel ➯ ( খুপনর; shack; small wretched house ) 👉 A ~ is a small shed or 
dwelling, often messy, cramped, and crudely built, such as a shelter in a 
refugee camp — or possibly your apartment if you have too much stuff and 
not enough time to clean. 👀 Mnemonic: hotel in village = very small space 
for night stay 
 

🎯 Hubbub ➯ ( বেতচ; confused uproar; loud noise; din ) 👉 ~ is a fun, rhyming 
word for an uproar, a brouhaha, or another crazy situation that has gone 
completely higgledy-piggledy. 👀 Mnemonic: োবলু বাবলু সবাই নমতল ~ 
 

🎯 Hubris ➯ ( ঔিতয; arrogance; excessive self-conceit ) 👉 ~ is an excess of 
confidence: a boxer who shouts "I'm the greatest!" even though he's about to 
get pummeled by a much stronger opponent is displaying a lot of ~. ) 👉 

োমবডাই = ~ is from Greek, where it meant "excessive pride, violating the 
bounds set for humans" 
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🎯 Humdrum ➯ ( একতঘতয়; dull; monotonous ) 👉 That class on 18th century 
feminist zoologists and their favorite poets? Surprisingly ~, or dull, tedious, 
and totally boring. ) 👉 Anything that you can call ~ is so severely lacking in 
variety and excitement that it's sure to make you hum and drum your 
fingers out of boredom. 
 

🎯 Humid ➯ ( হসেঁততসেঁতত; damp; N. ~ity ) 👉 When there is a lot of moisture in 
the air, it is ~ out. The air in a rain forest is ~, the air in a desert is dry. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ity=damp 
 

🎯 Humility ➯ ( িম্রতা / িীচাবস্থা; humbleness of spirit ) 👉 ~ is the quality of 
being humble. If you meet one of your heroes and feel nervous and in awe 
for her, you are experiencing ~. ) 👉 humiliation (িাকাল) = Latin word humilis, 
which literally means low. If you feel ~ in front of someone, you feel small in 
the scheme of things — that you are just a simple, insignificant person. 
 

🎯 Hummock ➯ ( হোট পাোড; small hill; hillock ) 👉 You don't swing in a ~, 
you climb one. A ~ is a hill, a mound, or a ridge. 👀 Mnemonic: hum (humus 
- মানট) + [-ock] (small) = small soil = small hill 
 

🎯 Humus ➯ ( মানট নবতশ্লিণ কনরতল তন্মতর্য নমনিত হয গনলত জীবতদে পাওয়া যায়; 
substance or rich soil formed by decaying vegetable matter; CF. soil 
 

🎯 Hydrophobia ➯ ( জলাতে; fear of water; rabies ) 👉 Foaming at the mouth? 
Terrified of drinking water? You're displaying all the signs of ~, a common 
symptom of rabies. Unfortunately by this point you're probably beyond 
curing. Or reading online definitions. 👀 Mnemonic: HYDRO refers to water 
and PHOBIA is a fear of something.... therefore a fear of water. 
 

🎯 Hyperbole ➯ ( অনত তয়ানক্ত / অনতরঞ্জি; exaggeration; overstatement; ADJ. 
~[^e]ic: of ~; of a ~[^e]a ) 👉 Praising your favorite sports team is one thing, 
but if you call the team the most incredible group of humans ever to walk 
the earth, then you're going overboard and indulging in ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

hyper(beyond the limit)+bole(means speak) = statement beyond his limit, 
overstating 
 

🎯 Hypothetical ➯ ( তথযানভজ্ঞ আন্দাতজর উপর; based on assumptions or 
hypotheses; supposed; N. hypothesis ) 👉 Everyone who has ever taken a 
science class knows the word "hypothesis," which means an idea, or a guess, 
that you are going to test through an experiment. A ~ is related to that. It 
means something based on an informed guess 
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🎯 Icon ➯ ( প্রনতমা; religious image; idol; image or representation ) 👉 An ~ is 
a symbol. It can be literal—-like the little trashcan on your computer screen—
-or metaphorical--as in a singer so well known by ten-year-olds, he's called a 
pre-teen pop ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;similar lookin words);~ ==> idol 
 

🎯 Ichthyology ➯ ( মত্সযনবজ্ঞাি; study of fish; ) 👉 When you want to get 
schooled on how schools of fish live, breath, and migrate, you're diving right 
into what zoologists specializing in the study of fish call ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

origins in the Greek word ikhthus, meaning "fish" and the suffix -ology, or 
"the study of," ---- eak + thu 
 

🎯 Iconoclastic ➯ ( প্রচনলত রীনতনবতরার্ী; attacking cherished traditions; N. ~ast: 
one who attacks traditional ideas; one who destroys sacred images ) 👉 The 
word ~ is an adjective referring to a breaking of established rules or 
destruction of accepted beliefs. It might refer to an artist with an unorthodox 
style, or an ~ attack, either physical or verbal, on a religious doctrine or 
image. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Greek);icon = idol clash = fragments. So, one who 
destroys idols into pieces is iconoclast. 
 

🎯 Ideology ➯ ( ভাবাদ স; system of ideas characteristic of a group or culture ) 
👉 An ~ is a set of opinions or beliefs of a group or an individual. Very often 
~ refers to a set of political beliefs or a set of ideas that characterize a 
particular culture. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);ideas +g for groups 
 

🎯 Idiom ➯ ( বাক্প্রণালী / বাগর্ারা; expression whose meaning as a whole differs 
from the meanings of its individual words; distinctive style (of expression); 
Ex. ~ of the modern popular music; ADJ. ~atic ) 👉 An ~ is a form of 
expression that is particular to a certain person or group of people. If your 
friend always says, "squirrelly nuteriffic!" when she means something is 
great, she's using her own ~. 
 

🎯 Idiosyncrasy ➯ ( হখয়ালী স্বভাব; individual trait usually odd in nature; 
behavioral peculiarity; eccentricity; attitude, behavior, or opinion peculiar to a 
person; anything highly individual or eccentric ) 👉 If a person has an ~, he 
or she has a little quirk, or a funny behavior, that makes him or her 
different. If you only say goodbye in French, never in English, that would be 
an ~. 👀 Mnemonic: Idiot in sync with the crazy ppl are idiosyncratic. 
 

🎯 Idolatry ➯ ( মূনতসপূজা; worship of idols; excessive admiration or devotion; 
ADJ. ~rous ) 👉 ~ means the worship of images as if they were gods. Many 
religions prohibit ~, some even to the extent of forbidding any 
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representational objects in houses of worship. 👀 Mnemonic: combination of 
idol+ adulatory(adulation) gives the meaning 
 

🎯 Idyllic ➯ ( সরল  ান্ত ত্ত মতিারম; charmingly carefree; simple and happy; Ex. ~ 
scene ) 👉 A week at the beach that goes perfectly is an ~ vacation. ~ means 
so wonderful it seems almost magical. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds and means like 
idolic 
 

🎯 Ignoble ➯ ( িীচ / জঘিয / অসম্মািজিক; unworthy; not noble; dishonorable; 
Ex. ~ deed ) 👉 ~ means not noble, but for those of us that don't live in 
feudal England and don't worry about lords or peasants, ~ just means base, or 
low, like that dude in Biology who's always telling fart jokes. 👀 Mnemonic: 

igno(ignore)+ble(able)..so if something IS unworthy and not noble, ONE should 
be able to ignore them. 
 

🎯 Ignominy ➯ ( হবইিনত; deep disgrace; shame or dishonor; ADJ. ~ous; Ex. 
~ous defeat ) 👉 Walk into class in your underwear is to feel what the word ~ 
means. ~ is a noun meaning great public shame, disgrace, or embarrassment, 
or a situation or event that causes this. 👀 Mnemonic: feeling 
IGNO(IGNORE)+miny(mini) 
 

🎯 Illicit ➯ ( হবআইিী; illegal ) 👉 ~ means not allowed by law or custom. An ~ 
drug trade is one that happens under the radar of the law. 👀 Mnemonic: 

ill+cit(y) = If you want to do any ill to a city, thats ILLEGAL 
 

🎯 Illimitable ➯ ( অিন্ত; infinite; limitless ) 👉 Use ~ to describe something 
that has no limits, like the universe, or your little brother's capacity for 
annoying you. 👀 Mnemonic: il(not or un),a -ve prefix + limitable meaning 
unlimited i.e.infinite 
 

🎯 Illuminate ➯ ( আতলানকত করা; brighten; clear up or make understandable; 
enlighten; enable to understand; Ex. ~ing remarks ) 👉 To ~ is to light up — 
with physical light or with an idea. A spotlight might ~ an actor on stage, 
and a good Chemistry teacher might ~ students with a lesson on the atomic 
structure of hydrogen. 👀 Mnemonic: when divided sounds like 
I+ll(will..i'll)+luminate...(means..shine light on something,make a way clear for 
somebody.).......so you have decided to clear the way for your friend,which 
shows your understanding with him. 
 

🎯 Illusion ➯ ( হমাে; misleading vision or visual image; false idea or belief; CF. 
delusion ) 👉 An ~ is something that isn't real. It may look real, but it's 
actually fake — just a crafty construction or fantasy. Like the old rabbit-out-
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of-the-hat trick practiced by magicians around the globe. 👀 Mnemonic: 

sounds like ..i +llu..(lost)+usion..vision.........(vision here means.....your plans 
about future to do something great).......so finally you have lost your vision of 
reaching at the helm of organization...hence you are now misleading people. 
 

🎯 Illusive ➯ ( মায়াময়; deceiving; based on illusion; causing ~ion; deceptive ) 
👉 If something is difficult to see, understand or know it is ~. Your mother's 
reasons for insisting on spoon feeding you when you're 25 years old can be ~. 
So can the meaning of a short story. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);illu+sive 
just like ilu(i love u)+shiv ....so i deceive shiv bhagwan(god of hindus)by 
saying ilu. 
 

🎯 Illusory ➯ ( অলীক; illusive; deceptive; not real ) 👉 If something is based 
on something that is not real, you can say it is ~. Tales of seeing Elvis and 
Big Foot eating together at McDonalds are probably based on an ~ 
experience. 
 

🎯 Imbibe ➯ ( হ ািণ করা; drink in ) 👉 ~ is a fancy word for "drink." If you 
need to ~ ten cups of coffee just to get out of the house, you might have a 
caffeine problem. 👀 Mnemonic: im+bibe...sounds like pipe...and u need a pipe 
to drink in sth... 
 

🎯 Imbue ➯ ( নসক্ত করা / অিুপ্রানণত করা; saturate(soak thoroughly); fill; Ex. ~ 
someone with feelings ) 👉 To ~ is to fill up with or become "soaked" in an 
idea or emotion, as a sponge takes in water. One visit to Africa might be 
enough to ~ ambitions in a medical student to return to heal the sick. 👀 

Mnemonic: very close to imbibe. imbibe means to drink. ~ means drink so 
thoroughly that you soak everything. 
 

🎯 Immaculate ➯ ( নিতদসাি; spotless; flawless; absolutely clean ) 👉 ~ means 
spotless, pure, and clean as fresh snow on a far-off mountain. Only obsessive 
cleaners can keep ~ homes, but it's a goal we can strive for, like that far-off 
mountain. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - Im + Maculate - without macule (spots) Macule 
is a spot or area of discoloration of skin.... so ~ is without macules.... spotless, 
clean,.... 
 

🎯 Imminent ➯ ( আসি; impending; near at hand ) 👉 Something that is ~ is 
just about to happen: if you light a firecracker and then stick it down your 
pants, a very bad situation is ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds similar to immediate. 
so ~ means about to occur immediately. 
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এই মুেূততস এবং 
পতডি। তাতদর টাতগসট কতরই আপিার প্রনতষ্ঠাি নকংবা পতণযর প্রচার ও প্রসাতর সেল মাতকসনটং 
করতত পাতরি।  
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🎯 Immune ➯ ( নিরাপদ; resistant to; free or exempt from; N. ~nity ) 👉 To be 
~ to something is to be resistant to it. If you had chickenpox as a child, you 
should be ~ to it now. 
 

🎯 Immutable ➯ ( অপনরবতসিীয়; unchangeable ) 👉 If you can't change it, it's ~. 
There are many things in life that are ~; these unchangeable things include 
death, taxes, and the laws of physics. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;science);mutation 
implies changes in genes etc. Therefore, it is im(non) + mutable ie cannot 
change 
 

🎯 Impair ➯ ( িনতসার্ি করা; injure; hurt; damage ) 👉 If you make bad 
decisions in the morning after drinking coffee, you might conclude that 
caffeine tends to ~ your judgment. When you ~ something, you damage it or 
make it work poorly. 👀 Mnemonic: Opposite of Repair.Repair is to mend, ~ is 
to Injure.. 
 

🎯 Impalpable ➯ ( ইনিয়াতীত; imperceptible(not easily understood); intangible; 
OP. palpable: tangible; easily perceptible ) 👉 ~ describes a feeling that, 
though real, you can't logically explain. If you don't know why you love 
peanut butter and banana sandwiches so much, maybe your reasons are ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: IM(negative)+PAL+PEBBLE.. My PAL is "insensitive to the touch" of 
smooth PEBBLE. 
 

🎯 Impartial ➯ ( নিরতপি; not biased; fair; N. ~ity ) 👉 If you're in a contest 
you'd better hope the judges are ~, that is, that they aren't biased toward 
one competitor over another. 👀 Mnemonic: There are two PARTS. You don't 
favor either PART. You are ~. 
 

🎯 Impassive ➯ ( অিুভূনতেীি; without feeling; expressionless; imperturbable; 
stoical; Ex. ~ face ) 👉 Someone who doesn't seem to react — who is always 
"taking a pass" in the conversation of life can be described as ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~-> A person saying-"I m Passive(Not Active)", that means he has 
no feelings,emotions. 
 

🎯 Impeach ➯ ( হদািাতরাপ করা; charge (a public official) with crime in office; 
raise doubts about; indict; Ex. ~ a witness's credibility ) 👉 ~ means to charge 
someone with doing something wrong, specifically a high government official, 
such as the US president, a senator, or a Federal judge. Fortunately, very few 
presidents have had the dishonor of being ~ed. 👀 Mnemonic: i m "pee"ing 
in the bEACH(i m pe each),so the police caught me and accused me for the 
crime :( 
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🎯 Impeccable ➯ ( নিখুত; faultless ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes something or 
someone without any flaws. A stand-up comedian needs ~ timing for his jokes 
to work. 👀 Mnemonic: im+pecca(pakka.it was there in our science book in 
class 2)...pakka house is always faultless as compared to kutchcha house. 
 

🎯 Impecunious ➯ ( গনরব; without money ) 👉 If you are hard up, broke, 
penniless, or strapped for cash, you could describe yourself as ~. Then maybe 
you could make some money teaching vocabulary words. 👀 Mnemonic: 

pecuniary = One NAARY(woman) after PE-KAY(drinking)was lying on the 
ground beggind for money (টাকাকনড - সংিান্ত) => im is negative of it 
 

🎯 Impede ➯ ( প্রনততরার্ করা; hide; retard or obstruct the progress of; block ) 
👉 To ~ something is to delay or block its progress or movement. Carrying six 
heavy bags will ~ your progress if you're trying to walk across town. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ from impedance meaning resistance 
 

🎯 Impel ➯ ( অিুপ্রানণত করা / বার্য করা; drive or force onward; drive to take 
action; urge to action ) 👉 ~ means to force to move forward. A person sleep 
walking might move as if ~led by a force beyond their control. Loneliness 
might ~ you to talk to someone you don't know. 👀 Mnemonic: rhymes with 
compel...so when you are compelled or in a compulsion , you are FORCED to 
do the work. 
 

🎯 Impending ➯ ( আসি; nearing; approaching; about to happen; imminent ) 
👉 If something is ~, it is about to happen. If you hear thunder in the 
distance, you might go inside to escape the ~ storm. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: 
Im+Pending- nothing can be left pending when the deadline is near. 
 

🎯 Impenitent ➯ ( অিুত াচিােীি; not repentant ) 👉 To be ~, is to have no 
remorse or regrets. Try not to be ~ about that pint of Ben & Jerry's ice 
cream you ate in one sitting. Everyone deserves a treat once in a while! 👀 

Mnemonic: inside a tent if you do some thing wrong with a girl by giving 
penni(money) you will repent it later. - if you not you are ~ 
 

🎯 Imperative ➯ ( বার্যতামূলক; absolutely necessary; that must be done; 
critically important; expressing command; Ex. It is ~ that; N: something that 
must be done ) 👉 When something absolutely has to be done and cannot be 
put off, use the adjective ~. 👀 Mnemonic: you have to attend your 
"important r(el)ative "...nd tht meeting is ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY and 
IMPORTANT 
 

🎯 Impermeable ➯ ( অতভদয; impervious; not permitting passage through its 
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substance; ) 👉 If you have a waterproof raincoat, you could say that your 
coat is ~ to the rain. Something that is ~ does not allow water or liquid to 
pass through it. 👀 Mnemonic: im(no)+permeable(permission)that means no 
permission for seepage. 
 

🎯 Impertinent ➯ ( অপ্রাসনিক; insolent; rude; ) 👉 If someone's rude without 
being openly nasty, like a kid in the back row of class quietly heckling his 
teacher, you can call him ~. 👀 Mnemonic: im~ = relate to pertaining....which 
means relevant to => im(not) 
 

🎯 Imperturbable ➯ ( নিনবসকার; unshakably calm; placid ) 👉 If you're ~ you 
are not easily upset. If your goal is to be ~, then you can't let things bother 
you or get you stressed, confused, or angry. 👀 Mnemonic: im-
'not'+perturb(able), meaning not perturbed....so a person who is not perturbed 
(disturbed) stays calm and placid. 
 

🎯 Impervious ➯ ( অপ্রতব য; impenetrable; impermeable; incapable of being 
damaged or distressed; incapable of being affected (in one's opinions); Ex. ~ 
to water/criticism ) 👉 An ~ surface is one that can't be penetrated. The word 
is often followed by "to," as in "His steely personality made him ~ to jokes 
about his awful haircut." 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);im(not)+pravesh(enter) so 
unpenetrable... --- Latin: in- + pervius (প্রতব ), meaning "not letting things 
through." A common synonym is impermeable. 
 

🎯 Impetuous ➯ ( প্রচণ্ডতবতগ র্াবমাি; violent; hasty; rash; impulsive; without 
careful thought; Ex. ~ decision ) 👉 Someone ~ acts too hastily or carelessly. 
Hotheaded, impulsive folks are ~. 👀 Mnemonic: im(not)-pet-tuo(to)-us...a dog 
which is not our pet will be very VIOLENT and RASH. 
 

🎯 Impetus ➯ ( উদ্দীপিা; moving force; momentum; force of a moving body; 
incentive; stimulus; impulse ) 👉 An ~ is the force behind something, whether 
it's a boulder rolling down a hill or a person making a decision. 👀 

Mnemonic: sounds like fetus (ভ্রুণ) which is an unborn baby... so at time of 
delivery a moving force(~) makes it easier for the mother to give birth... --- 
push a car that's out of gas 
 

🎯 Impiety ➯ ( ভনক্তেীিতা; irreverence; lack of respect for God or piety ) 👉 ~ 
is a disrespect for the sacred. For example, visitors are advised not to wear 
shorts or tank tops when touring certain churches and cathedrals in Europe, 
because doing so is viewed as ~ by those who worship there. 👀 Mnemonic: 

im(not)+piety(sounds like deity which means god).. not showing respect for 
somebody who is "not god" .. 
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🎯 Impious ➯ ( র্মসতোেী; irreverent ) 👉 To be ~ is to be disrespectful of god 
or duty. When someone is being ~ they are doing things that their church, 
synagogue, temple, mosque, school principal, government or parents would 
find unacceptable. 👀 Mnemonic: pious means religious...so with a -ve prefix,~ 
means not religious....so a person who is not religious lacks respect for god. 
synonym:IMPIETY 
 

🎯 Implacable ➯ ( নিদসয় / অপ্র ময; incapable of being pacified; impossible to 
appease; Ex. ~ enemy ) 👉 An ~ person just can't be appeased. If you really 
offended your best friend and tried every kind of apology but she refused to 
speak to you again, you could describe her as ~. 👀 Mnemonic: Sounds like 
IMPLEASABLE -- some one who cannot be pleased or appeased -- not 
pacifiable 
 

🎯 Implement ➯ ( কাতযস পনরণত করা; put into effect; enforce; carry out; supply 
with tools; Ex. ~ the plan/suggestion; N: tool or instrument ) 👉 Apply the 
noun ~ when you want to use a fancy word for "tool." A knife and fork are 
~s for handling food. 
 

🎯 Implicate ➯ ( নবজনডত করা / অথসপ্রকা  করা; incriminate; involve 
incriminatingly; show to be involved (in a crime); Ex. ~ someone in the crime 
) 👉 The verb ~ means "to connect or involve in something." For example, 
your cousins might ~ you in the planning of a big party for your 
grandparents. 👀 Mnemonic: impli(implying)+cat(pussy cat).In indiam religion 
cat means something bad. so ~ is implying cat.so something involving bad. 
 

🎯 Implode ➯ ( হকিীভূত করা; burst inward; CF. vaccum tube ) 👉 When 
something ~s, it explodes inward — instead of outward. With extremely large 
buildings, it helps to ~ them rather than explode them, because by falling 
inward they take up less space. 👀 Mnemonic: ex-'out'+plode-'burst'...so im-
'in,inwards'+plode-'burst'... so ~ means burst inwards 
 

🎯 Imponderable ➯ ( অনিতণসয় / ওজিেীি; weightless; that cannot undergo 
precise evaluation; CF. pound ) 👉 ~ describes a situation that isn't able to be 
completely explained. "Where did we come from?" is one of those ~ questions 
that defy human's ability for understanding. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;root);IM 
means UN....... PONDER means THINK...... pondeerable-Capable of being 
"thought/considered/weighed........ so ~ means..... Difficult or impossible to 
evaluate with precision 
 

🎯 Import ➯ ( আমদানি / গুরুত্বপূণস; significance; ~ance; meaning ) 👉 ~s are the 
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products shipped into our country from other places. We ~ Japanese autos 
and export our pop music to Tokyo. ~ also means to signify something. Is it 
of ~ to our economic security to have so many Japanese ~s on our roads? 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ is short for ~ant 
 

🎯 Importunate ➯ ( িাতোডবান্দা; urging; always demanding; troublesomely 
urgent or persistent ) 👉 You know those people, who are so focused on what 
they want, that even when it is reasonable, their asking for it over and over 
gets really annoying? They, and their questions, can be called ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: Someone who is IM (not) PORTUNATE(fortunate) urges or 
demands for money to buy food. 
 

🎯 Importune ➯ ( উত্পাত / সনিবসি অিুতরার্; beg persistently; make repeated 
requests (in an annoying way) ) 👉 Sure, to ~ is to beg, but use it only when 
you're talking about going beyond mere begging into more urgent territory. 
The woman ~d the judge to release her innocent brother from jail. 👀 

Mnemonic: Im (not) + portune (fortune). Someone who doesn't have fortune 
BEGS PERSISTANTLY. 
 

🎯 Imposture ➯ ( ভণ্ডানম; assuming a false identity; masquerade; ) 👉 ~ is the 
act of pretending to be someone else. Everyone knows the Elvis impersonator 
isn't really Elvis himself, but your ~ as Elvis's long-lost daughter might 
actually fool some people. 👀 Mnemonic: i [a]m pos[ing] t[o] [be] u => i am 
pretending to be you 
 

🎯 Impotent ➯ ( পুরুিত্বেীি; weak; ineffective; lacking in physical strength or 
power ) 👉 ~ means lacking power or authority. Captain Bligh was ~ in the 
face of Christian's mutiny. It also refers to a man's inability to achieve or 
maintain an erection. If a man is sterile, or unable to reproduce, he is also 
called ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;general);~: im (means Not) + potent (force, 
power, influence) : Not having power 
 

🎯 Imprecation ➯ ( অনভ াপ; curse; swearword ) 👉 If you really don't like 
someone you can shout out an ~ at them. More than simply the use of bad 
language (although that can be involved, too), an ~ is a damning curse 
wishing them nothing but ill. 👀 Mnemonic: ~=pre-caution (সাবর্াি) <VS> im-
pre-cation ( াপ দাি ) 
 

🎯 Impregnable ➯ ( দুতভসদয; invulnerable; impossible to capture or enter by 
force; Ex. ~ fort/argument; CF. take ) 👉 When something is ~ it is not easily 
taken by force and can stand up to any attack. We usually use it in reference 
to some form of protection, like a fort or a solid defensive line in football. 👀 
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Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);im-pregnable = cannot be made pregnant , In early 
days there used to be iron clothings around chaste maidens' waste so that 
they can not be made pregnant by strangers. thus these women were ~= 
invulnerable 
 

🎯 Impromptu ➯ ( নবিা প্রস্তুনততত; without previous preparation; off the cuff(end 
of a sleeve); on the spur of the moment ) 👉 Some of the best kinds of parties 
are ~ ones, when you decide at the last minute to get together. The adjective 
~ describes things done or said without previous thought or preparation. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);just remember prompt of in[promptu] that's it 
 

🎯 Impropriety ➯ ( অত াভিতা / অতযাগযতা; improperness; unsuitableness ) 👉 

When the boss' wife shows up at a formal dinner party and proceeds to stuff 
her purse full of hors d'oeuvres, no one dares to mention her ~ above a 
whisper, especially to the boss. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~= im-proper i.e. 
unsuitable 
 

🎯 Impudence ➯ ( ঔিতয / নিলসিতা; impertinence; insolence ) 👉 When you 
show ~, you lack shame about your rude behavior. Examples of ~? Not 
tipping the waiter, sticking your tongue out, tripping your grandmother — 
you get the picture. 👀 Mnemonic: The noun ~ is derived from the Latin 
impudentia, "shamelessness." --- পাদ নদতয় sorry িা বলা 
 

🎯 Impugn ➯ ( নবতরানর্তা করা; dispute or contradict (often in an insulting way); 
attack as false or questionable; challenge; gainsay; CF. fight ) 👉 To ~ means 
to call into question or attack as wrong. If your usually grumpy brother is 
suddenly nice and sweet, you'll ~ his motives if you're smart — he probably 
just wants something from you. 👀 Mnemonic: pugn is root word meaning 
fight...(for eg ..pugnacious means quarrelsome) so ~ means sense of 
contradicting in order to cause a dispute 
 

🎯 Impuissance ➯ ( দুবসল /  নক্তেীি; powerlessness; feebleness ) 👉 When faced 
with a situation when you need to act, sometimes you freeze. That feeling is 
called ~, when you're unable to make a move because you feel like you have 
no power. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:; means powerful);Puissant means powerful 
 

🎯 Impunity ➯ (  ানস্ত হথতক মুনক্ত / অবযেনত; freedom from punishment or harm; 
CF. punish ) 👉 If doing something usually results in punishment, but you do 
it with ~, you will not be punished for the deed. Students are not allowed to 
chew gum in school, but teachers do it with ~. Not fair! 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
sounds like immunity. Punitive means punishment while ~ is freedom from 
punishment 
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🎯 Impute ➯ ( হদািাতরাপ করা; attribute; ascribe; charge ) 👉 The verb ~ can be 
used to blame someone for doing something bad, give credit for good work, 
or just tell it like it is, like when you ~ your lateness to my not telling you 
where to meet me. 👀 Mnemonic: first dispute - কলে then ~ 
 

🎯 Inadvertently ➯ ( অসাবর্ািতাব ত; unintentionally; by oversight; carelessly ) 
👉 ~ is an adverb that means "without knowledge or intent," like when you ~ 
take someone else's coat from the coatroom because it looks just like yours. 
👀 Mnemonic: in (no) + advert (পযসতবিণ) = ~ 
 

🎯 Inalienable ➯ ( অনবতিদয; not to be taken away; nontransferable; Ex. ~ 
rights ) 👉 Something that is yours forever, that can't be taken away and 
given to your little brother instead? That something would be called ~. The 
word refers to a natural right that cannot be revoked by an outside force. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;:));"alien" == like "koi mil gaya" Hrittik Roshan was given 
power by the alien which was not 'taken away' or not 'transferred',,, it was 
with him 
 

🎯 Inane ➯ ( অথসেীি; silly; senseless; Ex. ~ remarks ) 👉 If something is ~, it's 
silly or senseless. If you just want to space out, you won't mind the ~ chatter 
on TV, as long as it's on. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Remember the word 
insane. Insane person doesnt have a mind to think and understand and hence 
he is void. 
 

🎯 Inanimate ➯ ( নিষ্প্রাণ; lifeless; not animate ) 👉 ~ describes a non-living 
thing. Chairs, baseballs, sofa cushions and sadly, snowmen, are all ~ objects. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);in + animate."Animation" means something 
moving,having life. "~" means without life, lifeless. 
 

🎯 Inarticulate ➯ ( অসু্ফট; speechless; producing indistinct speech; not 
articulate; not expressing oneself clearly ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe 
poor communication skills, like at your most ~ moments when you nervously 
fumble to find the right word and completely forget to make your most 
important point. 👀 Mnemonic: jis ki baton ma artificialness nazar aye...uski 
speach achi nai hoti 
 

🎯 Inaugurate ➯ ( উতদ্বার্ি; begin formally; install in office; induct into office 
by a formal ceremony ) 👉 To ~ means to start something, to give it a kick 
off. The opening day pep rally ~s the high school football season. 👀 

Mnemonic: i formally say in august(~) we will install new computer in office 
 

🎯 Incarcerate ➯ ( কারারুি করা; imprison ) 👉 Use the verb ~ when you need 
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to put someone behind bars in a big way, meaning, send them to prison, like 
those who, after being found guilty of a crime and sentenced, become ~d. 👀 

Mnemonic: inকারাগারate. Amazingly, in Latin 'carcer' pronounced /karker/, 
means prison 
 

🎯 Incarnate ➯ ( হদের্ারী; endowed with flesh; invested with bodily form; 
personified; Ex. devil ~; V: give bodily form to; embody ) 👉 ~ means "having 
a bodily form." If you encounter someone who pulls off butterflies' wings for 
fun, you might describe that person as "evil ~." 👀 Mnemonic: ~=In+Carna(l)te 
thus in carnal or in flesh as carnal=flesh.... so something in flesh or given 
bodily form, or personified 
 

🎯 Incarnation ➯ ( হদের্ারণ; act of assuming a human body and human 
nature; one who personifies something; personification; Ex. previous ~/re~ ) 
👉 ~ is the embodiment of a god on earth. Or — when it comes to re~: if you 
are a garbage collector in this life, you might get to be royalty in your next 
~. 👀 Mnemonic: You Know CARNATION it is garage chain where almost all 
the type of cars are repaired, Similarly in ~ religion which believes that we 
have Manny lives 
 

🎯 Incendiary ➯ ( জ্বালাময়ী / আতিয় হবামা; arsonist; ADJ: causing fire; of arson; 
Ex. ~ bomb ) 👉 An ~ device is a bomb. An ~ statement is, "You're ugly, fat, 
and stupid." Both are likely to produce an explosion of one kind or another. 
👀 Mnemonic: INSane person who sets his DIARY on fire. 
 

🎯 Incense ➯ ( রাগাি / রু্প-রু্িার গন্ধ; enrage; infuriate(make furious); make 
extremely angry; outrage; N: aromatic substance burned to produce a pleasant 
odor ) 👉 ~ means both "to make angry" and a stick that burns slowly and 
emits a strong smell. If your new college roommate burns ~ in your tiny 
dorm room, you might get ~d and storm out. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);~~>insensible... insensible people infuriate(~) me. 
 

🎯 Incessant ➯ ( নিরবনিি; uninterrupted; unceasing ) 👉 Something ~ 
continues without interruption. When you're on a cross country flight, it's 
tough to tolerate the ~ crying of a baby. 👀 Mnemonic: IN(MEANS 
not)+cessa(sounds like CEASE (MEANS TO STOP)...something which does not 
stop , and continues forever, hence UNINTERRUPTED AND UNCEASING. 
 

🎯 Inchoate ➯ ( সদয - আরে / অপনরণত; (of desire, wish, plan) recently begun; 
not explicit; at the beginning of development; rudimentary; elementary; Ex. ~ 
mass ) 👉 ~ means just beginning to form. You can have an ~ idea, like the 
earliest flickers of images for your masterpiece, or it can be a feeling, like the 
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~ sense of anger toward your new neighbor's talking parrot. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;hindi);choate seems like "chote"..for example "chote bachche" means not 
fully grown up or in the initial stage of life. 
 

🎯 Incidence ➯ ( প্রতকাপ / বযানপ্ত; rate of occurrence; particular occurrence; Ex. 
high ~ of infant mortality ) 👉 ~ means the frequency with which something 
bad occurs. You'll hear of "~s of cancer" or "~s of war." You hope the ~ is 
decreasing, not increasing. 
 

🎯 Incipient ➯ ( প্রারনেক; beginning; in an early stage ) 👉 ~ means something 
is in an early stage of existence. In its ~ form, basketball was played with a 
soccer ball and peach baskets for goals. Bouncy orange balls and nets came 
later. 👀 Mnemonic: inci(INITIAL)+pie(nt)(PAYment)...wen only d initial 
payment is given, ur house wil be partially constructed!! -- Latin incipere "to 
begin." The related, and more commonly used, word inception means the 
beginning or the start 
 

🎯 Incisive ➯ ( মমসতভদী / তীক্ষ্ন বযিপূণস; (appreciatively) cutting; sharp; Ex. ~ 
remarks; V. incise: make a cut into ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes something 
that is sharp, decisive, and direct. A comment that cuts right to the bone can 
be just as ~ as an actual knife. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ can be 
correlated with our incisor teeth. which is very sharp both in human and 
animal, and they use it to cut food thus ~= incisor= cutting 
 

🎯 Incline ➯ ( আিত করাি; slope; slant; Ex. steep ~ ) 👉 Something that slopes 
— that is, something that deviates from the straight horizontal or vertical — 
can be called an ~. If you like to walk up and down hills, you enjoy walking 
on ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: I ~ to recline on the Sofa 
 

🎯 Inclined ➯ ( অিুরক্ত; tending or leaning toward; bent; V. ~: slant; dispose; 
be disposed; tend ) 👉 If you're ~ to do something, you want to do it, you like 
doing it, and you may even have an inherent talent for doing it. 
Alternatively, if the sidewalk outside your house is ~, that means it slopes 
upward. 
 

🎯 Inclusive ➯ ( সতমত; tending to include all; all-~; Ex. ~ charge ) 👉 Call 
something ~ when it's designed or inclined to include. An exclusive club 
might let you in, but an ~ one will ask you to join, no strings attached. 👀 

Mnemonic: Everything is IN the CLOSET. 
 

🎯 Incommodious ➯ ( অপনরসর; not spacious; inconvenient ) 👉 ~ is an 
adjective that describes something that is uncomfortable or inconvenient, 
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especially by being awkwardly small. If you had visions of a roomy office 
coming with your new promotion, guess again. The new ~ space barely has 
room for a desk and a chair! 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);relate commodious 
of in-COMMODIOUS with accommodate thus ~ is something which does not 
have much of an accomodating capacity and so it is not spacious and is 
inconvenient to live in or use. 
 

🎯 Incompatible ➯ ( হবমািাি; inharmonious; N. ~ility ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ 
to describe things or people that are too different to get along. When paired 
with someone you can't work with, don't criticize or get mad. Just say, "We 
are ~." 
 

🎯 Incongruity ➯ ( অতিকয; lack of harmony; absurdity; ) 👉 ~ means out of 
place — something that doesn't fit in its location or situation. The art show 
patrons couldn't help but chuckle at the ~ of a toilet sitting in the middle of 
an exhibition of Renaissance paintings. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Politics);IN+CONGRess+no UnITY...take it as fun ppl..;) 
 

🎯 Inconsistency ➯ ( অসিনত; state of being self-contradictory; lack of 
uniformity or steadiness; erratic; contradictory; incompatible ) 👉 👀 

Mnemonic: conistent= uniform, inconsistent means opp to consistent n i.e 
not uniform. 
 

🎯 Incontinent ➯ ( অসংযমী; lacking self-restraint; not continent; licentious ) 
👉 One of the less glamorous parts of parenthood is being responsible for an 
~ newborn who can't control the urge to urinate or defecate. 👀 Mnemonic: 

on continent or island say, there is no bahtrooms.. sou feel ~ on continent or 
island. --- adjective that describes someone who "goes to the bathroom" 
without actually being able to make it to the bathroom. Babies and children 
are ~ until they are potty-trained and adults can be ~ as a result of illness or 
injury. 
 

🎯 Incontrovertible ➯ ( অখণ্ডিীয; indisputable; impossible to dispute; not open 
to question; unquestionable ) 👉 When something is ~, it is undeniably, 
absolutely, 100 percent, completely true. That rain is wet is an ~ fact. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);in-controvertible; here relate controvertible with 
controversy thus something which cannot have any controversy is in-
controvertible and thus is indisputable 
 

🎯 Incorporate ➯ ( সঙ্ঘবি করা; introduce something into a larger whole; 
include; embody; give material form to; ADJ. ) 👉 To ~ is to include or 
integrate a part into the whole. ~ is a more active version of the word 
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"include"; if you ~, you are adding something to the mix. 👀 Mnemonic: IN 
CORPORATE life you have to integrate and to become united to have greater 
profits 
 

🎯 Incorporeal ➯ ( অ রীরী; without a material body; insubstantial ) 👉 

Something that has no material form or physical substance can be described 
as ~. If you believe in spirits or ghosts that can't be touched or seen but only 
felt, then you believe in the ~. ) 👉 combination of the Latin root words in- 
meaning "not" and corpus meaning "body." 
 

🎯 Incorrigible ➯ ( অত ার্িীয়; uncorrectable ) 👉 Someone ~ seems to be 
beyond correcting or improving. When you talk about an ~ drunk, you're 
saying they're never going to stop drinking. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);(in)corr(gible)==in eligible to be corrected or cant be corrected 
 

🎯 Incriminate ➯ ( অনভযুক্ত করা; accuse of or implicate in a crime; serve as 
evidence against; cause to seem or make guilty of a crime; Ex. ~ing evidence ) 
👉 Is your homework in shreds and the dog chewing something? Then you 
can ~ poor Fido for eating your homework. To ~ someone (or some dog) of a 
crime, is more than just accusing them; it's offering some evidence they're 
guilty. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);here we need to remember two things the 
prefix IN intensifies or strengthen the suffix added to it. suffix here is 
criminate= to make some one criminal in-criminate = make someone further a 
criminal thus we we accuse someone who had a previous 
 

🎯 Incrustation ➯ ( কনিি আবরণ; hard coating or crust; V.~ cover with a crust 
) 👉 ~ means a crust that covers something, the way a crust is baked onto a 
loaf of bread or jewels encrust a crown. 👀 Mnemonic: in + crust + ation -> 
something thats covered in crust viz. coated... 
 

🎯 Incubate ➯ ( নডতম তা হদত্তয়া; hatch; warm (eggs) with the body to promote 
hatching; maintain at optimal environment conditions for development; be 
holding in one's body an infection which is going to develop into a disease; ) 
👉 When a chicken sits on an egg, it ~s it. To ~ means to keep something 
safe and warm so that it can grow. 👀 Mnemonic: Newly born babies are 
often placed into an incubator 
 

🎯 Incumbent ➯ ( বার্যবার্কতাপূণস / দানয়ত্ব আতরানপত; obligatory; imposed as an 
obligation; currently holding an office; N: person who holds an office ) 👉 An 
~ is an official who holds an office. If you want to run for congress, you're 
going to have to beat the ~. 👀 Mnemonic: INCUM + BENT = OFFICIALS are 
BENT on(determined) to bring an INCUM home, as it is NECESSARY to survive 
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🎯 Incur ➯ ( নিতজতক জডাতিা; bring upon oneself ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: ~.....MR 
AMBANI ~red Rs 10000k loss during the stock market crash.....:) 
 

🎯 Indelible ➯ ( অতমাচিীয়; not able to be erased ) 👉 If something is ~, you 
better hope you never regret it, like the ~ tattoo of the name of your favorite 
band or the ~ first impression it might give people you meet years from now, 
especially if your taste in music changes. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: in + delete + able- 
which can't be deleted 
 

🎯 Indemnify ➯ ( িনতপূরণ করা; make secure against damage or loss; 
compensate for damage or loss; CF. make uninjured ) 👉 To pay compensation 
for a loss, damages, or similar expense is to ~. "The insurance company 
indemnified its customers for their claims after the severe storm — one 
customer lost three cars, a row boat, and a golf cart." 👀 Mnemonic: look for 
the word-"demn" which can be connected to "demon"..so what does demon 
do? it destroys property.. IN(not)+demni+fy= correct what the demon inside 
you has done..make amends for it. 
 

🎯 Indeterminate ➯ ( অনিনিত; uncertain; not clearly fixed; indefinite ) 👉 ~ 
means not known or decided. When someone contracts a rare stomach 
parasite but has not been traveling internationally, you might say it had ~ 
origins. 👀 Mnemonic: take it as 'determine output of this expression' means 
find a precise value so ~ means not precise / uncertain 
 

🎯 Indicative ➯ ( নিতদস ক; suggestive; implying; serving to indicate ) 👉 Use 
the word ~ when you want to show that something is suggestive or serves as 
a sign of something. Your willingness to help out with the charity is ~ of 
your generous nature. 
 

🎯 Indices ➯ ( সূচকসমূে; signs; indications; Ex. ~ of a student's potential; CF. 
index: something that reveals or indicates; sign; Ex. cost-of-living index ) 👉 

Can't find any information on the yellow-eyed junco in your guide to rare 
birds? Check out your bird book's index. It's an alphabetical list in the back 
of the book that catalogs all of the subjects covered by page number. 
 

🎯 Indict ➯ ( অনভযুক্ত করা; charge; N. ~ment ) 👉 If you accuse someone of 
committing an offense, you ~ them. A book that ~s the entire education 
system might lay out all the reasons that schools are failing kids. 👀 

Mnemonic: sorry for the bad language :( but will make you learn the word : 
if you push your dick in a girl without her permission she will accuse you of 
rape 
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🎯 Indifferent ➯ ( উদাসীি; unmoved or unconcerned by; having no interest in; 
mediocre; neither good nor bad ) 👉 ~ is an adjective that refers to a lack of 
opinion or interest, or being just plain, old, average. 👀 Mnemonic: A girl 
always looks for a guy who is different from the others, thus if he is in(not) 
different , he is MEDIOCRE hence she will be UNMOVED AND UNCONCERNED 
BY his proposals. :P 
 

🎯 Indignation ➯ ( ঘৃণানমনিত হিার্; anger at an injustice; Ex. righteous ~; ) 👉 

Call your anger at an unjust situation ~. If recess gets canceled for everyone 
because two students get into a fight, the rest of the student body will 
respond with ~. 👀 Mnemonic: think of india + nation, where its' very 
difficult to get justice. So you are angry at an injustice. 
 

🎯 Indignity ➯ ( অসম্মাি; treatment or situation that causes shame or loss of 
dignity, respect; offensive or insulting treatment; humiliating or degrading 
treatment; Ex. I suffered the ~ of having to say that in front of them. ) 👉 An 
~ is something embarrassing. An ~ is usually something that happens to us 
rather than something we do ourselves. 👀 Mnemonic: in(not)+dignity.....if 
you lose your dignity then you will get insulting treatment 
 

🎯 Indiscriminate ➯ ( বােনবচারেীি; choosing at random; confused; not based 
on careful distinctions ) 👉 Nuclear bombs are ~, as are earthquakes. They 
affect everyone in their path rather than picking or choosing. When 
something is ~, it makes no fine distinctions. 👀 Mnemonic: in-'not,unable' + 
discriminate, meaning you are unable to discriminate between the right and 
the wrong. In such a situation you get CONFUSED and CHOOSE something 
RANDOMLY. 
 

🎯 Indisputable ➯ ( অিস্বীকাযস; too certain to be disputed; beyond doubt ) 👉 If 
you say something is ~, you'd better be pretty sure about it. ~ is used to 
describe something that is so obviously true that there is no room for 
questions or debate. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);In(Likely/Certainly)+Disputable. 
 

🎯 Indissoluble ➯ ( হপাক্তা / সুদৃঢ় / অেবণীয়; permanent; impossible to dissolve 
or disintegrate ) 👉 ~ describes things that are really hard to destroy or 
dissolve and that last a long time, like steel and hard plastic or strong 
friendships. At five syllables, the word in-dis-sol-u-ble itself even lasts a long 
time in your mouth. 👀 Mnemonic: oil and water are ~ and remain 
permanently separate when mixed up 
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🎯 Indite ➯ ( রচিা হলখা; write; compose ) 👉 The verb ~, rarely used today, 
means "compose" or "put down in writing," like when you find a quiet place 
to sit down with your notebook and pen and ~ a journal entry or a first draft 
of a short story. 👀 Mnemonic: when you are on DIET(indiet)...,u write down 
whatever u ate to count calories! 
 

🎯 Indolent ➯ ( কমসনবমুখ; lazy ) 👉 ~ is an adjective meaning slow or lazy. It 
can take an ~ teenager hours to get out of bed on a weekend morning. Often 
it's noon before he finally comes shuffling down to breakfast in his pajamas. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);~ - in + dolent => jo dolta nahi hai(hilta nahi hai) 
 

🎯 Inductive ➯ ( ভূনমকামূলক / আতব ক / প্রস্তাবিামূলক; pertaining to induction or 
proceeding from the specific to the general ) 👉 ~ is a way to describe 
something that leads to something else, so when applied to reasoning it just 
means you collect information and draw conclusions from what you observe. 
👀 Mnemonic: Think of Duck in an --> Aviary : if I see a duck maybe there's 
other birds nearby- moving from specific facts to general conclusion 
 

🎯 Indulgent ➯ ( প্রিয়দািকারী; humoring; yielding; lenient; showing ~ce ) 👉 

Someone who is self-~ gives themselves a lot of treats. Parents who are ~ 
cave to ever desire their child expresses. ~ means lenient, or overly generous. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~= INDULGE+ GENTLE. Parents who Indulge in issues of there 
children and are very Gentle. So they lean to the wishes of their children. 
 

🎯 Industrious ➯ ( পনরিমী; diligent; hard-working; ) 👉 If someone comments 
that you are very ~, they are complimenting you for working hard and 
tirelessly. You can have the evening to yourself if you're ~ enough during the 
afternoon to get your homework and chores done. 👀 Mnemonic: ~..if you 
want to be an INDUSTRIalist you have to be DILIGENT and HARD-WORKING. 
 

🎯 Inebriate ➯ ( মাতাল; make drunk; intoxicate; N. intoxicated person ) 👉 If a 
party host wants to ~ her guests, she'll serve them many alcoholic drinks. In 
other words, she'll try to get them drunk. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like 
IN+eBEER+ate...hence drunken 
 

🎯 Ineffectual ➯ ( নিষ্ফল; not effective; not having a desired effect; weak ) 👉 

If you are a coach with a losing team that doesn't listen to you, don't be 
surprised if you are called ~. It means too weak to produce the desired effect. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:; global);IN = Not, effect sounds like effective. Thus, ~ = 
ineffective is UAL. 
 

🎯 Ineluctable ➯ ( অনিবাযস; irresistible; not to be escaped; unavoidable ) 👉 
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Huh? Are you scratching your head at this word? The ~ conclusion is that 
you haven't the faintest idea what it means. ~ means impossible to avoid. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ -- in +luc(k)+table.. So, a person will be lucky or unlucky in his 
work on a particular day as per his luck-table, he can't escape from it, it's 
unavoidable. 
 

🎯 Inept ➯ ( অতযাগয; unsuited; inappropriate; lacking skill; incompetent; CF. 
inapt: (of statements or ideas) inappropriate ) 👉 A clumsy, incompetent 
person — or an ineffective action — is ~. When you're ~, you don't know 
what you're doing or just can't get it done. 👀 Mnemonic: IN (not) + EPT 
(like apt ; which means suitable) = not suitable 
 

🎯 Inequity ➯ ( পিপাত; unfairness; ) 👉 The noun ~ describes a situation 
that's not fair. If you feel, for example, that your brother gets to do whatever 
he wants while you must follow the rules to the letter, you might rage 
against ~. 👀 Mnemonic: something not done equally so this is unfair 
 

🎯 Inerrancy ➯ ( নিভুসলতা; infallibility ) 👉 Something that has ~ is completely 
accurate and cannot be wrong. Many Christians believe in the ~ of the Bible. 
👀 Mnemonic: ERR in ~ stands for an error .. so IN+ERR+ANCY = No Error (No 
Fallacy) which means infallibility 
 

🎯 Inert ➯ ( জড; inactive; lacking power to move; unable to move or act; Ex. 
chemically ~; N. ~ia: state of being ~; force which keeps a thing in the 
position or state ) 👉 Something that's unable to move or moving without 
much energy can be described as ~. Wind up in a body cast and you'll find 
yourself not only itchy, but totally ~. 👀 Mnemonic: recollect your chemistry 
. ~ gases hardly react, therefore ~ means LACKIN ABILITY TO MOVE OR ACT. 
 

🎯 Inevitable ➯ ( অনিবাযস; unavoidable ) 👉 If something is ~, it will definitely 
happen, like death or tax season. 👀 Mnemonic: Remember ~ sounds like IN-
EVERY-TABLE( what is UNAVOIDABLE in every table? Answer is food)Food is 
unavoiadable in every(dinning)table.So ineveitable=unavoidable 
 

🎯 Infallible ➯ ( নিভুসলতা; unerring; never making mistakes ) 👉 "Fallible" 
means capable of making mistakes — or, easier to remember — capable of 
failing. ~ means exactly the opposite — incapable of failing. 👀 Mnemonic: 

IN(not)+FALL...A person who doesn't fall is a person who doesn't make 
mistakes.... 
 

🎯 Infamous ➯ ( কুখযাত; notoriously bad; notorious; well known for being bad; 
Ex. ~ behavior; N: infamy: ~ act; evil fame or reputation ) 👉 Someone who is 
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~ has a very bad reputation. If you become a Hollywood star and find 
yourself on the pages of gossip magazines for your affairs and addictions, you 
will have succeeded in becoming ~. 👀 Mnemonic: IN + FAMOUS (well 
known)...famous for his noteriety. 
 

🎯 Infantile ➯ ( ন শুসুলভ; childish; infantlike ) 👉 ~ means immature or 
childish. Thumb-sucking and temper tantrums are examples of ~ behavior. 👀 

Mnemonic: very easy, look at the word INFANT....A NEW BORN BABY...SO 
SOMEONE behaving like an infant...is ~. Be careful not to confuse with 
"infantry" - (ground troops, soldiers who fight on foot) 
 

🎯 Infer ➯ ( অিুমাি করা; deduce; conclude; N. ~ence ) 👉 When you ~ 
something, you read between the lines. To ~ is to make a well informed guess 
— if you see your mom's bag on the table, you might ~ that she's home. 👀 

Mnemonic: in-fer is like re-fer(send for making decision) and ~ is making 
decision 
 

🎯 Infernal ➯ ( িরকসম্বন্ধীয়; pertaining to hell; devilish ) 👉 Things that come 
from Hell, or seem like they do, are ~. If your father tells you to stop 
listening to that ~ music, he thinks your tunes are hellish on the ears. 👀 

Mnemonic: Rhymes as IN+Funeral, someone who is always in funeral could be 
'devilish'. 
 

🎯 Infidel ➯ ( িানস্তক; unbeliever (with respect to a particular religion) ) 👉 ~ is 
a nasty way of referring to someone who does not follow the same religion 
you do. How can you call people ~s and expect them to believe your religion 
is tolerant? 👀 Mnemonic: Infy+Dell : NO ONE will BELIEVE if someone says 
infy and dell merged. 
 

🎯 Infiltrate ➯ ( পাতি করা / পনরবযাপ্ত করা; pass into or through; penetrate or 
enter (an organization) sneakily; Ex. ~ the troops into enemy territory ) 👉 If 
you ~ a group or organization, you join it in order to gain information, like 
an employee of a donut shop that ~s the competition to try to learn its 
"secret recipe" for its delicious dough. This verb is familiar to international 
spies and undercover agents, who are all adept at joining a group under false 
pretenses, fitting in, and working their way up to the highest ranks in order 
to find out as much information as they can about the group 👀 Mnemonic: 

IN+FILTER(water filter)....In filters water ~S through porous membrane so that 
the impurities are removed.... 
 

🎯 Infinitesimal ➯ ( িুোনতিুে; very small ) 👉 When it's incalculably small, 
when teensy seems large compared to it, then it is ~. "The equipment was so 
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sensitive that even the ~ dust molecules that swept in with the open door 
altered the readings." 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Read it as infinitely small 
 

🎯 Infirmity ➯ ( দুবসলতা; weakness ) 👉 A weakness or disability, especially due 
to old age, is called an ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);in-firm= not firm = 
weak= weakness 
 

🎯 Infraction ➯ ( লঙ্ঘি; violation (of a rule or regulation); breach ) 👉 When 
you break school rules about gum chewing, you commit an ~. An ~ is a petty 
crime or a minor breaking of rules. 👀 Mnemonic: a football player kicks 
someone and his bone is FRACTured. It's a violation, but not a crime hence 
~... 
 

🎯 Ingenious ➯ ( প্রনতভাসম্পি; marked by inventive skill; clever; resourceful; N. 
~ity ) 👉 Something ~ shows creativity and inventiveness. If someone 
compares you to Einstein, they're implying that you, too, are ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: think of a genius 
 

🎯 Ingrained ➯ ( বিমূল; deeply established; firmly rooted; Ex. ~ dirt/prejudice 
) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe the strong beliefs of someone who has 
thought that way for a very long time, such as the ~ patriotism of a 20-year 
military veteran. 👀 Mnemonic: if we divide this into three 
parts...in+grain+ed....we see that middle part...grain....which is the seed of a 
food plant,,,and we know that food plant is always deeply rooted in the soil 
before it matures and devlop seeds. 
 

🎯 Ingrate ➯ ( অকৃতজ্ঞ; ungrateful person (not expressing thanks) ) 👉 If your 
kind act of buying a donut for your friend gets you nothing but a complaint 
that the chocolate icing looks runny, then it sounds like your pal is an ~, 
someone who is not thankful for others' kindness. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: antonym 
of grateful 
 

🎯 Ingratiate ➯ ( অিুগ্রে ভাজি করাি / হতািাতমাদ কতর নিতজতক কাতরা হিকিজতর আিা; 
become popular with; bring (oneself) in favor of another; Ex. ~ himself with 
the boss ) 👉 To ~ is to make obvious efforts to gain someone's favor, in 
other words — to kiss up to someone. 👀 Mnemonic: ~, take the word as 
intake of gratitude....so you do something to gain gratitude of others 
 

🎯 Inimical ➯ (  ত্রুভাবাপি; (of someone) unfriendly; hostile; (of something) 
harmful; detrimental; CF. enemy ) 👉 Censorship is ~ to freedom. So, most 
teenagers would argue, are curfews. To be ~ is to be harmful, antagonistic, or 
opposed to — like smoking two packs a day is to healthy lungs. 👀 
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Mnemonic: inimi=enemy, and enemies cause damage. So ~ means something 
damaging. 
 

🎯 Inimitable ➯ ( অিিুকরণীয় / িকল করা অসেব; matchless; not able to be 
imitated ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe someone or something that is so 
special or unique, it is impossible to duplicate, like that superstar tennis 
player with the ~ serve no other player can copy. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);imitable= which can be imitated or copied in-imitable =which 
cannot be imitated 
 

🎯 Iniquitous ➯ ( অিযায়; wicked; immoral; unrighteous; N.~y; Ex. den of 
iniquity ) 👉 Something that is ~ is extremely immoral or wicked, such as an 
~ political regime that assassinates its enemies. 👀 Mnemonic: ~:this sounds 
like in quit us We should quit those habits, virtues that are bad. Thus 
inquitous = wicked. 
 

🎯 Innate ➯ ( সেজাত; inborn ) 👉 If a characteristic or ability is already 
present in a person or animal when they are born, it is ~. People have the ~ 
ability to speak whereas animals do not. 👀 Mnemonic: he always ATE in an 
INN(restaurant),it was his INBORN habit 
 

🎯 Innocuous ➯ ( িনত কতর িা এমি; harmless ) 👉 If you want to reassure 
someone that something isn't harmful or likely to cause injury, call it ~. Even 
an ~ letter from your boyfriend is embarrassing if your parents find it! 👀 

Mnemonic: in(not)+nocuous(noxious)........ means not noxious......something 
which is not noxious is harmless... 
 

🎯 Innuendo ➯ ( বতিানক্ত / নিনেতাথস; indirect or subtle (derogatory) hint; 
insinuation; Ex. sexual ~ ) 👉 Speaking in ~ is when you say something 
indirectly — often of a hurtful or sexual nature. ) 👉 From Latin ~, by hinting, 
ablative of innuendum, gerund of innuere, to nod to : in-, to, toward + -
nuere, to nod. 
 

🎯 Inopportune ➯ ( অপ্রাপ্তকাল / অিুপযুক্ত; untimely; inappropriate or ill-timed; 
poorly chosen ) 👉 Since the meaning of "opportune" is "favorable" or "well-
timed," it's easy to guess that the meaning of ~ means something that is ill-
timed or inappropriate. That little prefix in- means "not," and it totally turns 
the meaning of a word around. 👀 Mnemonic: not ready to take the 
opportunity 
 

🎯 Inordinate ➯ ( অপনরনমত; beyond reasonable limits; unrestrained; excessive; 
Ex. ~ demands ) 👉 Something that's excessive or that goes way beyond 
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normal limits is ~ — like an overly obsessive love for chocolate or a fantasy 
football junkie who spends an ~ amount of time checking his team. 👀 

Mnemonic: no co-ordination thus everyone is taking whatever he likes 
 

🎯 Inquisitor ➯ ( তদন্তকারী; questioner (especially harsh); investigator; person 
making an ~ion ) 👉 ~ is what you call someone who asks questions in an 
aggressive way, like a prosecutor in a courtroom, or a parent who wants to 
know everything you did last night. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ - sounds 
like in-quiz-itor, so someone in a quiz who asks questions, is a questioner. 
 

🎯 Insalubrious ➯ ( অস্বাস্থযকর; unwholesome; not healthful; Ex. ~ place ) 👉 ~ 
is a formal way to say something is bad for your health. Whether it's the 
smog in the city, the atmosphere at your workplace, or a load of coal tar — 
they all sound ~. 👀 Mnemonic: salu = healthy (salu for salman khan is very 
healthy)... ~ = not friend of salu... not healthy 
 

🎯 Insensate ➯ ( অিুভূনতেীি; without feeling; lacking sense; foolish ) 👉 ~ is a 
word to describe something without feelings or consciousness. Cars, 
computers, and stuffed animals are all ~ (though some of us occasionally 
project thoughts and personalities onto them). 👀 Mnemonic: ~: who has no 
sense can not be moved or has no sense 
 

🎯 Insensible ➯ ( অতচতি; unconscious; unresponsive; insensitive; unaware; 
imperceptible; Ex. ~ of his danger/to pain; Ex. ~ change; CF. not the opposite 
of sensible ) 👉 The adjective ~ is used to describe someone who is 
unconscious. If you keep your bowling ball on the top shelf of the closet and 
it rolls out and conks you on the head, you will be probably rendered ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: in (without..) +sensible (sense..)i.e. without sense we are 
UNCONSCIOUS or UNRESPONSIVE.. 
 

🎯 Insidious ➯ ( গুপ্তভাতব অগ্রসর / নবশ্বাসঘাতকতাপূণস; treacherous; stealthy; sly; 
working or spreading harmfully in a stealthy manner; Ex. ~ spreading of dry 
rot ) 👉 If something is slowly and secretly causing harm, it's ~ — like the 
rumors no one seems to listen to until suddenly someone's reputation is 
ruined. 👀 Mnemonic: ~= inside+ hideous. think of something terrible, like a 
disease, hiding inside of the body. 
 

🎯 Insightful ➯ ( অন্তদৃসনষ্টপূণস; discerning; perceptive ) 👉 What English teachers 
want from students writing papers is ~ analysis -- thinking that sees beyond 
the obvious and expresses an original thought. 
 

🎯 Insinuate ➯ ( আভাতস - ইনিতত বলা / হিস নদয়া মন্তবয করা; hint; imply; suggest 
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indirectly; creep in; introduce or insert (oneself) by artful means; Ex. ~ 
himself into the boss's favor; CF. ingratiate ) 👉 ~ means you imply or suggest 
something that may or may not be true. If you say things seemed to go 
wrong about the time your brother took over, you ~ that he had something 
to do with the decline. 👀 Mnemonic: The girl has lost her memory. The boy 
telling her - This is the INStitute IN which U ATE. He is trying to HINT, 
IMPLY to her. 
 

🎯 Insipid ➯ ( নবরস; lacking in flavor; lacking interest; dull; Ex. ~ 
food/character ) 👉 Some ~ is lacking in flavor or interest. You'll probably 
find the generic poems inside of greeting cards ~. 👀 Mnemonic: in+sip+id(it) 
in-'not, -ve prefix', so when you do not sip it, i.e a juice ,then it means the 
juice lacks flavor. 
 

🎯 Insolence ➯ ( দানেক; impudent disrespect; haughtiness; CF. haughty + rude 
) 👉 ~ is a rude, disrespectful act. The teenager's ~ got her in trouble with 
her teachers. 👀 Mnemonic: well insolent sounds a bit like insult.......so 
associate the meaning of insult whenever you think of insolent 
 

🎯 Insolvent ➯ ( হদউনলয়া; bankrupt; lacking money to pay; ) 👉 Piggy bank 
empty? Nothing but lint in your pockets? Then you're probably unable to 
meet any financial obligations. In other words, you are ~. 👀 Mnemonic: in + 
solvent = one who cant solve his debts. 
 

🎯 Insomnia ➯ ( অনিো; wakefulness; inability to sleep ) 👉 You are suffering 
from ~ if you usually have trouble falling or staying asleep. There's no cure, 
but people with ~ are told to go to be at the same time every night, and try 
to clear their mind of stress. 👀 Mnemonic: somna means to sleep & in 
means not so ~ means sleepless 
 

🎯 Insouciant ➯ ( উদাসীি; without concern or care; unconcerned; indifferent ) 
👉 Only people with no real troubles can afford to be ~ during times like 
these. Runway models are great at looking ~, strolling the catwalk apparently 
without a care in the world. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Global);~: sounds like In-
soup-ant or in-sauce-ant. Suppose the waiter serves you a soup with an ant 
in it and he is not even concerned about removing it, is ~. 
 

🎯 Instigate ➯ ( প্রতরানচত করা; start; urge; provoke; incite; Ex. ~ a 
search/quarrel ) 👉 When you ~ something, you start it, but the word carries 
conflict with it. If you are suspended for wearing a political t-shirt, the 
incident might ~ days of protest by students and faculty. 👀 Mnemonic: 
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(Tag:;English);I am always motivated whenever I see the Institute gate (relate 
to ~) of "MIT". 
 

🎯 Insubstantial ➯ ( অসার / যতথষ্ট িয়; lacking substance; insignificant; frail; 
immaterial ) 👉 ~ is an adjective that means lacking form, substance or 
nutritional value. If you're really hungry, a bowl of clear broth will seem 
pretty ~. 
 

🎯 Insularity ➯ ( সংকীণস / পৃথক্; narrow-mindedness; isolation; ADJ. ~: of an 
island; isolated; narrow-minded; CF. peninsula ) 👉 The noun ~ refers to the 
quality of being isolated or detached. In fact, the word is based on the Latin 
word insula, for "island." The phrase "no man is an island" means that no 
one can be completely separate from others. 👀 Mnemonic: we insulate 
electrical wires.. by insulating , we are ISOLATING the wires from the 
environment... 
 

🎯 Insurmountable ➯ ( অিনতিময; overwhelming; unbeatable; insuperable ) 👉 

The adjective ~ describes some barrier that is incapable of being overcome. 
The Great Wall of China was meant to be an ~ deterrent to would-be 
invaders. 👀 Mnemonic: In (nahi)+sur (head/peak)+mountable.So the mountain 
peak on which one cannot reach is unbeatable and challenging. 
 

🎯 Integrity ➯ ( িযায়পরায়ণতা; honesty; uprightness; wholeness; state of being 
whole and undivided; completeness ) 👉 ~ is a personal quality of fairness 
that we all aspire to — unless you're a dishonest, immoral scoundrel, of 
course. 
🎯 Intellect ➯ ( বুনিবৃনত্ত; higher mental powers; person of great ~ual ability ) 
👉 ~ is how much intelligence you have. Einstein was known for having a 
great ~. Mickey Mouse's friend Goofy has almost no ~ to speak of. 
🎯 Intelligentsia ➯ ( বুনিজীবী সম্প্রদায়; intellectuals; members of the educated 
elite (often used derogatorily) ) 👉 These people are more than class 
presidents and valedictorians. They're more than super nerds. They're the ~, 
the intellectual super stars of society. 👀 Mnemonic: Intelligent gents of Asia. 
🎯 Inter ➯ ( কবর হদওযা; bury; N. ~ment ) 👉 ~ means to bury, usually in a 
tomb or grave. If you loved your cat a lot, you might want to ~ her remains 
in the back yard and make a nice little memorial. 👀 Mnemonic: IN + TER = 
enTER IN the ground 
 

🎯 Interloper ➯ ( েস্ততিপকারী; intruder; one who interferes ) 👉 If you intrude 
on people without their permission, you are an ~. An ~ crashes parties and 
laughs at "No Trespassing" signs. 👀 Mnemonic: INTER (between) + LOAFER 
(idiot) = a loafer tries to INTRUDE in other's affairs. 
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এই মুেূততস এবং 
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🎯 Interminable ➯ ( অন্তেীি; endless ) 👉 Use ~ to describe something that has 
or seems to have no end. Your math class. Your sister's violin recital. A 
babysitting job where five kids are going through your purse and the parents 
didn't leave a number. 👀 Mnemonic: IN + TERMINABLE = NOT + TERMINATE 
+ ABLE 
 

🎯 Interregnum ➯ ( নবরনত; period between two successive reigns or 
governments ) 👉 ~ describes the period between the reigns of two leaders. If 
you're a rebel leader, you may try to gain power during an ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

reg stands for king or kingly styles (e.g. in regicide,regalia etc.) so inter 
regnum = in between two kings(referring to their ruling period). 
 

🎯 Interrogate ➯ ( নজজ্ঞাসা করা; question closely; cross-examine; cross-question 
) 👉 To ~ is to ask someone a bunch of questions. Usually, it's the police, FBI, 
or other law-enforcement officials who ~ suspects, but your father-in-law may 
~ you about your career plans. 👀 Mnemonic: 

~(inter=enter,ro=rong=wrong,gate) if u enter wrong gate police question and 
examine closely 
 

🎯 Intimidate ➯ ( ভয় হদখাি; frighten; ) 👉 You can see "timid" in the middle 
of ~, and to be timid is to be frightened or to pull back from something. 
When you ~, you frighten or make someone afraid. A pet rat might ~ your 
sister's friends, keeping them out of your fort. 👀 Mnemonic: 

in+timid(..fearful)+ate... when we are in fear we get FRIGHTENED.. 
 

🎯 Intractable ➯ ( একগুেঁতয়; unruly; difficult to manage; Ex. ~ problem/child ) 
👉 Can't manage your stubborn little brother who won't do what anyone 
says? You could call him ~, or you could call your mother. Problems are ~ 
when they can't be solved. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: things which can not be brought 
in the right track... opposite of tractable. 
 

🎯 Intransigence ➯ ( একতরাখা; refusal of any compromise; stubbornness; ADJ. 
~t: uncompromising ) 👉 If you refuse to compromise with your sister about 
whose turn it is to do the dishes, your mother might accuse you both of ~. ~ 
is a stubborn refusal to change your views. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ -- can be 
thought of as in-transit....lacking movement when you are stubborn 
 

🎯 Intrepid ➯ ( নিরাতে; fearless ) 👉 ~ is just a fancy word for describing a 
person or action that is bold and brave. Super heroes are ~ in their struggle 
for truth, justice and the American way. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);IN 
TRAP... you are fearless and confident that you will come out of it. 
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🎯 Intrinsic ➯ ( স্বকীয়; essential; inherent; built-in ) 👉 The ~ qualities of 
something have to do with its nature. An ~ quality of dogs is that they're 
loyal. 👀 Mnemonic: in electronics u will hear about ~ bonds(which is buil-
in)....but extrinsic bonds one has to add something extra 
 

🎯 Introspective ➯ ( আত্মসমাতলাচিাকারী; looking within oneself; N. ~tion: self-
examination ) 👉 Someone who is ~ spends considerable time examining his 
own thoughts and feelings. If you take to your diary after an unhappy break-
up, you are being ~. 👀 Mnemonic: intro means oneself spect is spectacles 
which is used for looking and hence introspect means looking within oneself 
 

🎯 Introvert ➯ ( অন্তমূসখী করা; one who is introspective or inclined to think 
more about oneself; ADJ. ~ed ) 👉 An ~ is person who is wrapped up in 
herself. If you are extremely shy and would rather examine your feelings in 
your diary than have a conversation, then you are an ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

INTRO(oneself) and VERT(TURN) so, person who turns on oneself is ~ 
 

🎯 Intrude ➯ ( অিনর্কারপ্রতব  করা; put or force in without being asked; 
trespass; enter as an uninvited person; Ex. ~ one's own opinion into the 
report; CF. thrust in ) 👉 When someone says, "I hate to ~, but..." you can bet 
she is in fact going to interrupt your conversation or insert her opinion, even 
though it isn't wanted. House burglars also ~, but they don't usually 
announce it first. 👀 Mnemonic: INT(rhymes with ENTER) + RUDE: So person 
who enters rudely ~ 
 

🎯 Inured ➯ ( অভযস্ত; accustomed; hardened; Ex. ~ to the Alaskan cold; CF. 
unfeeling ) 👉 If you have gotten so many mosquito bites in your life that 
they no longer bother you, you have become ~ to them. This means you have 
become accustomed to tolerating them. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Global);someone 
INJURED again and again will become TOUGH 
 

🎯 Invalidate ➯ ( বানতল করা; weaken; destroy; nullify ) 👉 If administrators 
find out that students cheated on a test, the school might ~ their class 
grades. To ~ means to cancel something or make it void, as if it never 
happened. 
 

🎯 Invective ➯ ( আিমণমূলক; abuse ) 👉 ~ is harsh, abusive language, like, 
"you dirty rotten scoundrel." I'm sure you can think of harsher and more 
obscene examples, but we won't get into them here. 👀 Mnemonic: ENVY + 
ACTIVE or Active jealousy can cause you to ABUSE the other person. 
 

🎯 Inveigh ➯ ( গালাগানল করা; denounce; utter censure or invective; Ex. ~ 
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against the evils of drink ) 👉 Picture an old man banging his fist on the 
dinner table, ~ing against the evils of teenagers' being allowed to listen to 
music and dance. ~ means to rail against something with hostility and 
passion. 👀 Mnemonic: its pronunciation is similar to envy...if u envy 
someone u utter invectives about that person 
 

🎯 Invert ➯ ( ওলটাতিা; turn upside down or inside out; reverse the position or 
condition of ) 👉 When you ~ something, you turn it upside down, whether 
it's an idea or a test you place face-down on your desk when you are 
finished. 
 

🎯 Inveterate ➯ ( পােঁড; deep-rooted; habitual; CF. grow old ) 👉 If you're an ~ 
doodler, all your notebooks are covered with drawings. If you're an ~ golf 
player, you probably get twitchy if you haven't been out on a course in a 
week. 👀 Mnemonic: In this word. we have a root ie.. veter--that have lasted 
a long time and seem likely to continue. This itself gives an idea of the 
meaning. 
 

🎯 Invoke ➯ ( নমিনত / আহ্বাি; call and bring into use (a right or law); call 
on/upon (a higher power or god) for help; ask for; beg for; conjure (a spirit); 
Ex. ~ the veto power; Ex. ~ one's advisor/God ) 👉 To ~ is to call up 
something such as a law, a higher power, or even a ghost. In court, you 
might ~ the Fifth Amendment (the right not to say something that will make 
you look bad) if you don't want to talk. 👀 Mnemonic: In a VOCabulary test, I 
ask for help 
 

🎯 Invulnerable ➯ ( অতভদয; incapable of injury; impossible to damage or 
injure ) 👉 Something that's ~ is impossible to damage or injure, like the 
strongest, most rock solid concrete fort reinforced with steel bars. Or Mother 
Theresa's reputation. 
 

🎯 Iota ➯ ( অতযি পনরমাণ; very small quantity ) 👉 If you don't care one ~ 
about something, it means you don't care about it even one little bit. An ~ is 
something very small. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);ATTA(flour) has very small 
grains. 
 

🎯 Irascible ➯ ( একতরাখা; irritable; easily angered ) 👉 If you're ~, you get 
angry easily — perhaps blowing up in rage when someone brushes into you. 
👀 Mnemonic: concentrate on rasc- a rascal is one who is irritable, choleric, 
shor-tempered & hotheaded 
 

🎯 Irksome ➯ ( নবরনক্তকর / ক্লানন্তকর; annoying; tedious; V. irk: annoy ) 👉 If 
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your little brother keeps saying the same phrase over and over again, you 
might find it ~ — that is, annoying in a tiresome way. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = irk - 
irritate + vex 
 

🎯 Ironic ➯ ( নবদ্রূপাত্মক; expressing ~y; occurring in an unexpected and 
contrary manner ) 👉 If something is ~ it's unexpected, often in an amusing 
way. If you're the world chess champion, it would be pretty ~ if you lost a 
match to someone who just learned to play yesterday. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);Remember ~ as Iron. Imagine that people were mining a new 
place in that place they were amazed that unexpectedly they found Iron but 
no one were sure either it was Iron or not. So it was contrary outcome. 
 

🎯 Irony ➯ ( নবদ্রূপ; hidden sarcasm or satire; use of words that seem to mean 
the opposite of what they actually mean; ) 👉 Reserve ~ for situations where 
there's a gap between reality and expectations, especially when such a gap is 
created for dramatic or humorous effect. 
 

🎯 Irreconcilable ➯ ( নমটমাট কতর হেলা যায় িা এমি; impossible to reconcile; 
incompatible; not able to be resolved ) 👉 Your dad wants Mozart in the car 
and you want Eminem? That's an ~ difference right there — two tastes or 
ideas or preferences so different from each other there can be no 
compatibility or middle ground. Diplomacy can't help, only headphones. 👀 

Mnemonic: arre yeh kon si chai le aye... its not compatible with my choice... 
 

🎯 Irrefutable ➯ ( অকাটয; indisputable; incontrovertible; undeniable ) 👉 Have 
you ever had to prove a point? If so, you probably needed to find evidence 
that could not be denied — that was absolutely true. That evidence would be 
considered ~, impossible to disprove. 👀 Mnemonic: not refusable 
 

🎯 Irreparable ➯ ( অপুরণীয়; not able to be corrected or repaired; impossible 
to repair ) 👉 If something is broken or destroyed for good — a toy, a 
relationship, a pair of pants — you can say it is ~ or unable to be repaired. 
 

🎯 Irrepressible ➯ ( অদময; unable to be restrained or held back; impossible to 
hold back ) 👉 Something that's ~ can't be restrained. If you find yourself 
constantly looking up the definitions of interesting words, you have an ~ 
desire to expand your vocabulary. You just can't stop! 👀 Mnemonic: u 
pressurize some1 to control him so, ~ means un-controllable. 
 

🎯 Irreproachable ➯ ( নিতদসাি; beyond reproach; blameless; impeccable; Ex. ~ 
conduct ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe something or someone blameless 
or not deserving of criticism. It can be annoying, but your parents strive to 
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give you ~ advice when they tell you, "Study hard in school," and not "Party 
on!" 👀 Mnemonic: ir+re+proach+able—reproach—re+proach—one who 
RE(AGAIN) PROACH(APPROACH) someone has he is not satisfied with work or 
who CRITIZE WORK, so reproach means to be critized or doubted, ~ means 
the opposite,i.e, undoubtable 
 

🎯 Irresolute ➯ ( নকংকতসবযনবমুড / চিলমনত; uncertain how to act; weak; lacking 
in resolution; indecisive ) 👉 ~ describes someone who feels stuck. A decision 
must be made, a plan acted on, but the ~ person just doesn't know what to 
do. 👀 Mnemonic: (IR)not knowing... how to make resolutions. 
 

🎯 Irrevocable ➯ ( অিড; unalterable; irreversible; impossible to revoke ) 👉 If 
you're on a diet but eat one tiny piece of chocolate, it might start an ~ slide 
into bad eating. Describe something as ~ if it cannot be undone or taken 
back. 👀 Mnemonic: not+REWORKABLE..that cannot be reworked 
 

🎯 Isthmus ➯ ( দুই ভূনমর/ভূখতন্ডর মতর্য সংতযাগ আইল; narrow neck of land 
connecting two larger bodies of land ) 👉 An ~ is a land bridge, a narrow 
strip of land that stretches across a body of water to connect two larger land 
masses. 👀 Mnemonic: land which is through Myanmer and us (BD) 
 

🎯 Itinerant ➯ ( ভ্রমণকারী; wandering; traveling from place to place (to 
perform work); Ex. ~ preacher ) 👉 An ~ is a person who moves from place to 
place, typically for work, like the ~ preacher who moves to a new community 
every few years. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like itenary( plan of a trip).. so a 
traveller..keeps on wandering\ travelling... hope its hlpful 
 

🎯 Itinerary ➯ ( ভ্রমণপথ; plan of a trip; record of a trip ) 👉 An ~ is your 
travel plan — where you will go and when you will be there. 👀 Mnemonic: 

the car i10 is rarely used to plan a trip in it... 
 

🎯 Jabber ➯ ( বকবক করা; chatter rapidly or unintelligibly 
 

🎯 Jargon ➯ ( অপভািা; language used by special group; technical terminology; 
gibberish; nonsensical or incoherent talk ) 👉 ~ usually means the specialized 
language used by people in the same work or profession. Internet advertising 
~ includes the new words "click throughs" and "page views." 👀 Mnemonic: 

in gaun (village) ppl use typical or different laguage from metro cities. 
 

🎯 Jaundiced ➯ ( পাণু্ডতরাগািান্ত; yellowed; prejudiced (envious, hostile, or 
resentful) from long and disappointing experience of human affairs; Ex. with 
a ~ eye ) 👉 So you wake up in the morning and look in the mirror. To your 
surprise, and horror, instead of your usual rosy complexion, your skin is 
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yellow and the whites of your eyes are yellow, too! You, my friend, are ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ as we know is yellowed .. so when our eyes are also yellowed 
we cannot see correctly .. hence pejudiced 
 

🎯 Jeopardize ➯ ( নবপি; endanger; imperil; put at risk ) 👉 ~ means to put at 
risk or pose a threat. ~ your career by posting silly pictures of yourself on 
Facebook. ~ your friendships by posting silly pictures of your friends on 
Facebook 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like leopard... leopard r now ENDANGERED 
species 
 

🎯 Jettison ➯ ( নবপত্কাতল ভার কমাইবার জিয জাোজ হথতক েবযনদ ইিাপূবসক জতল 
নিতিপ; throw overboard (from a ship or plane) ) 👉 ~ means to push to the 
side or toss away. If a boat is leaking or an airplane is running out of fuel, 
you can buy more time by ~ing cargo, or throwing it overboard. 👀 

Mnemonic: jetti(jet plane)+son..so someone throwing out his 2 quintal SON 
out of JET PLANE to make it LIGHTER. 
 

🎯 Jibe ➯ ( খাপ খাত্তয়া (v) / বাকযবাণ (n); agree; be in harmony with; gibe ) 👉 

To ~ with someone is to agree with them. ~ can also mean "be compatible 
with or similar to." If two people ~, they get along quite well. 👀 Mnemonic: 

ji+be : means you ji(agree) with someone. 
 

🎯 Jingoist ➯ ( উগ্র হদ তপ্রম; extremely aggressive and militant patriot; warlike 
chauvinist; N. ~[^m]t: extreme nationalism ) 👉 ~s really dislike people from 
outside their own borders. Jingoism is an extreme form of patriotism that 
often calls for violence towards foreigners and foreign countries. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ seems like JUNGoist .. a national who is chauvinistic nd 
bellicose will favor JUNG.. 
 

🎯 Jocose ➯ ( রনসক; given to(having a tendency of) joking ) 👉 Your friend 
Robert who always makes funny observations and light-hearted quips - িাট্টা? 
He's ~, meaning he's good humored and jokes around a lot. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
= JOKE + OSE .The suffix OSE indicates this is an Adjective, therefore 
pertaining to jokes. 
 

🎯 Jocular ➯ ( রিনপ্রয়; said or done in jest or playfully; marked by joking ) 👉 

Do you like to make a lot of jokes? Are you often silly? Are you usually 
happy? If so, then you are a ~ person. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);Joke(joc) + 
cooler (cular). Imagine a cooler which throws out jokes. (~ = said or done as a 
joke) 
 

🎯 Jostle ➯ ( র্াক্কা মারা / কিুই নদতয় আঘাত করা; shove; bump; push against 
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(someone) rather roughly; Ex. ~d by the crowds ) 👉 The verb ~ describes 
being bumped and pushed in a horde-দল of people — or doing the bumping, 
like those at a concert who ~ their way to the front, and the people ~d out 
of their spots when the newcomers arrive. 👀 Mnemonic: HOSTEL -> Hostile -
> ~ = in hostel we sometimes ~ between frieds 
 

🎯 Jovial ➯ ( োনসখুন ; good-natured; merry; cheerful ) 👉 Use ~ to describe 
people who show good humor and are full of joy. Santa Claus, with his 
constant "ho-ho-hoing" is a ~ figure. 👀 Mnemonic: ~=jo(joy)+vi(by)+al(all), so 
~ means happiness, joyful, merriment 
 

🎯 Jubilation ➯ ( আিন্দধ্বনি; rejoicing; great joy ) 👉 ~ is a happy word. Where 
there is ~, there are laughter, smiles, laughs, joy, and gladness. 👀 Mnemonic: 

At the golden JUBILEE of the organization the workers were very jubilant. 
 

🎯 Judicious ➯ ( সুনবচারপূণস; sound on judgment; wise ) 👉 If you're ~, you've 
got a good head on your shoulders and make good decisions. Humpty 
Dumpty's decision to sit on a wall? NOT ~. 👀 Mnemonic: judi+cious--- having 
JUDgement qualities 
 

🎯 Juggernaut ➯ ( অপ্রনততরার্য ধ্বংসাত্মক  নক্ত; irresistible crushing force; 
overwhelming advancing force that crushes everything in its path ) 👉 ~ 
means a massive force. If the army marching into your country is a ~, you're 
doomed. If you're trying to market a new Cola product, you're up against 
corporate giant Coca-Cola, a beverage ~ if ever there was one. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);At the festival, the crowd at Jagannath temple in India is ~. 
Actually this word came into use from the British rule. On the day of festival 
a british officer saw the crowd and mispronounced Jagannath as ~. 
 

🎯 Juncture ➯ ( সনন্ধিণ; crisis; point in time; joining point; joint; act of 
joining ) 👉 A ~ is a crucial point in time when a decision must be made. At 
this ~, a president might say, the government must decide whether to go 
ahead with war or to try to solve things diplomatically. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds 
very similar to PUNCTURE...well if your tyre gets punctured when you have 
an important meeting, you find your self IN a HUGE CRISIS. 
 

🎯 Junket ➯ ( অতিযর পয়সায় বিতভাজি; trip especially one taken for pleasure by 
an official at public expense ) 👉 A ~ is a pleasure trip, often funded by 
someone else. You've probably heard of a politician taking a ~ to a fancy 
resort, all paid for using tax payer money. 👀 Mnemonic: জিতার পতকট হকতট ~ 
 

🎯 Junta ➯ ( সামনরক জান্তা / রাজতিনতক উতদ্দত য গুপ্তসভা; group of persons joined 
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in political intrigue; cabal; group of military officers ruling a country after 
seizing power (by force) ) 👉 When a government is overthrown, the coalition 
or group that forms and takes control is called a ~. If the military has seized 
control, as so often happens, then the group is called a military ~. 
 

🎯 Jurisprudence ➯ ( আইি াস্ত্র; science of law ) 👉 You want a word that's a 
whole mouthful? Try ~, the study and philosophy of law. You want to study 
~? Get ready for law school, where you'll find even longer, more troubling 
words. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);juris = pertaining to law; prudence = 
intelligence/science 
 

🎯 Juxtapose ➯ ( পা াপান  স্থাপি করা; place side by side; CF. next ) 👉 See the 
word "pose" in ~? When you ~, you are "posing" or positioning things side by 
side. 👀 Mnemonic: ~..just next+position..so place something just next to 
something. 
 

🎯 Kernel ➯ ( গুরুত্বপূণস; central or vital part; core; whole seed (as of corn) ) 👉 

Whether it's the ~ of a pistachio হপস্তা nut or the ~ of wisdom in a story, ~ 
can refer to the center or essential part of something. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
sounds similar to colonel. In an army the colonel has an importance of being 
the central authority. 
 

🎯 Killjoy ➯ ( মূনতসমাি নিরািন্দ / আসতরর আিন্দ মানট কতর হদয় হয বযনক্ত; grouch; 
spoilsport; one who intentionally spoils the pleasure of others ) 👉 A ~ is a 
person who spoils all the fun for everybody. You may be a ~ if everyone's 
enjoying their meal at a restaurant and you complain constantly about the 
terrible service. 👀 Mnemonic: kill+joy....... kill here means spoil .+ others joy 
means.....to spoil others pleasure.... 
 

🎯 Kindle ➯ ( আগুি জ্বালাতিা; start a fire; ignite; inspire; arouse ) 👉 When you 
start a fire burning, you can say you ~ the fire. Knowing how to ~ a campfire 
is an important survival skill. It can help keep you warm at night, and keep 
you from eating cold beans for dinner. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Global);~ sounds 
like CANDLE..which when lighted can cause something to catch fire. 
 

🎯 Kindred ➯ ( স্বজাতীয়; related; belonging to the same group; similar in 
nature or character; Ex. ~ languages; N: relative; kin; kinship ) 👉 Your ~ are 
your people. If you say are going to visit your ~ during the holidays, that 
means you are going to visit your relatives. 👀 Mnemonic: all of them are 
'kind' 'red' indians ..... so they belong to one community / group share 
kinship 
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🎯 Kinetic ➯ ( গনত নক্ত; producing motion; of motion ) 👉 If you marvel at the 
~ pace of popular cartoons, you are amazed at how lively and energetic the 
shows are. ~ comes from a Greek verb meaning "to move" 
 

🎯 Kismet ➯ ( ভাগয; fate; destiny; Ex. ~ is the Arabic word for fate. ) 👉 When 
you encounter something by chance that seems like it was meant to be, then 
it could be ~, your destiny. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like kismat..word in 
hindi..so ~ means kismat...luck... 
 

🎯 Knell ➯ ( সমানর্ কাতল ঘণ্টাধ্বনি ; tolling of a bell especially to indicate a 
funeral, disaster, etc.; sound of the funeral bell; V. ) 👉 A ~ is a ringing sound, 
particularly from a bell tolled to announce a death or the end of something. 
Which is kind of depressing. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~== k + (hell+bell) 
=== when u die u wil be in hell... so ~ means tolling of a bell to indicate 
funeral 
 

🎯 Knit ➯ ( বুিা; contract into wrinkles; grow together; join together closely; 
make (a fabric or garment) by interwining yarn or thread; Ex. ~ the brow; Ex. 
The bones should ~ together in a few weeks. ) 👉 If you decide to ~ a 
sweater, you will need yarn, ~ting needles, an instruction manual, and lots of 
patience! ~ting involves different kinds of stitches or consecutive loops that 
you create in rows. 👀 Mnemonic: She wanted everything neat and when it 
wasnt she would ~ her eyebrows in anger!! 
 

🎯 Knoll ➯ ( নঢনব / হগালাকার নটলা; little round hill; hillock ) 👉 A ~ is a small 
hill or mound of earth, which makes a shady ~ a perfect spot for a summer 
picnic. ) 👉 The word ~is associated with the tragic assassination of President 
John F. Kennedy, who was shot in Dallas just as his motorcade passed a 
grassy ~. At first people thought that was where the shots had come from, 
but it was later determined that the assassin had fired from a nearby building 
instead. The "grassy ~" became symbolic of a theory that others had 
participated in the assassination, and the term has become shorthand for any 
conspiracy theory. 
 

🎯 Knotty ➯ ( জনটল / নগেঁট পডা; intricate; difficult; tangled; CF. knot ) 👉 

Whether it's pine or problems, sometimes the word ~ can apply to both. ~ 
can describe something that has a lot of knots, either literally or figuratively. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~- with lots of knots -difficult to disentangle, difficult to 
manage. 
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🎯 Kudos ➯ ( সম্মাি; honor; glory; acclaim or praise for exceptional 
achievement ) 👉 িাতচা কুতদা - in front of honorable person tribal dance 
 

🎯 Laborious ➯ ( িম ীল; demanding much work or care; tedious 
 

🎯 Labyrinth ➯ ( হগালকর্ােঁর্া; maze ) 👉 A ~ is a structure with many connected 
paths or passages in which it is hard to find your way. In figurative use, a ~ 
is a complicated situation: our tax code is a ~ of rules and regulations. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);Break this word as LAB+YRIN(wiring)+'n'th. Generally 
in maths we use 1,2,3,4,...nth term. So statement is "There are so 
many(n)wires in the LAB which leads to complexion.--> which is the meaning. 
 

🎯 Lachrymose ➯ ( িন্দি ীল; producing tears; tearful ) 👉 A good place to see 
a display of ~ sorrow is at a funeral — people sobbing (েুেঁপাি) openly or 
sniffling quietly into their hankies. To be ~, in other words, is to be tearful. 
👀 Mnemonic: latch + remorse -> দরজা আটতক অিুতাপ করা -> কািা 
 

🎯 Lackadaisical ➯ ( অবসাদগ্রস্ত; lacking interest or effort; lacking purpose or 
zest; lazy; halfhearted; languid ) 👉 Even though ~ sounds like it has 
something to do with a shortage of daisies, know that what it really means is 
lacking in spirit or liveliness. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds as LACKADIZEALCAL... 
hence the meaning " lack of zeal" 
 

🎯 Laconic ➯ ( অিকথায় অথসপূণস; brief and to the point; using few words; terse 
) 👉 ~ is an adjective that describes a style of speaking or writing that uses 
only a few words, often to express complex thoughts and ideas. A more ~ 
way to write that last sentence might be this: ~ means brief. 👀 Mnemonic: 

LAC..LACK, SO LACK OF WORDS in her speech, specify that she used very few 
words to portray her ideas. 
 

🎯 Lagoon ➯ ( সমুতের র্াতর বানলয়ানড - হঘরা লবিাক্ত জতলর হ্রদ; shallow body of 
water or lake near a sea; lake separated from a sea by sandbars or coral reefs 
) 👉 If you are snorkeling off the coast of Florida in water cut off from the 
main ocean, you are likely in a ~ — a body of water separated from the main 
ocean. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds similar to monsoon ... when it 
rains a lot the pits nearby the coastal area is flooded with water , and form a 
~ ! 
 

🎯 Laity ➯ ( অতপ াদারী হলাকসমূে / হস্বিাতসবক; laypersons; laymen; persons not 
connected with the clergy (পাদরীবগস) ) 👉 If you are a member of a religious 
group, but you are not an ordained (নিযুক্ত) minister or priest, then you are a 
member of the ~. Sometimes members of the ~ will play a role in the church 
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service, for example, doing one of the readings or running a youth group. 👀 

Mnemonic: LAY (অতপ াদার) + TY 
 

🎯 Lancet ➯ ( অস্ত্রনচনকত্সতকর তীক্ষ্নাগ র হোতটা েুনর; small surgical tool for making 
incisions ) 👉 The noun ~ describes a small, double-edged surgical knife used 
to make incisions. 👀 Mnemonic: lance - ব সা 
 

🎯 Languid ➯ ( নিতস্তজ; lacking energy or vitality; weary; sluggish; listless ) 👉 

Describe a slow-moving river or a weak breeze or a listless manner with the 
slightly poetic adjective, ~. 👀 Mnemonic: Latin verb, languere "to be weak or 
faint" --- when you are লাংটা nd doing োগু your penis is ~ 
 

🎯 Languish ➯ (  নক্তেীিতা; lose animation or strength ) 👉 To ~ is to become 
pitiful or weak because you're sick, in love, or stuck somewhere. A prisoner 
might ~ in jail, longing for her freedom. ) 👉 Latin verb, languere "to be weak 
or faint" --- when you are লাংটা nd doing োগু your penis is ~ 
 

🎯 Lap ➯ ( নজহ্বা দ্বারা চাটা / হকাল; take in food or drink with one's tongue; 
splash gently; Ex. waves ~ping the shore; N: front area from the waist to the 
knees of a seated person ) 👉 Your ~ is the top of your thighs when you sit 
down, where your cat might sit. ~ can also refer to a trip around a racetrack, 
or to the act of overtaking a competitor by a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: suppose in a 
race, u ran 50 ~s...after dat how wil u eat/drink?? just imagine...!!! 
 

🎯 Larceny ➯ ( চুনর; theft; Ex. petit (িগণয) ~ ) 👉 ~ is the legal term for 
stealing. Grand ~ is when you take something worth a lot of money, petty ~ 
when the stolen item is worth relatively little. 👀 Mnemonic: চুনর করা হেনি হবতচ 
লাউ নকতি ঘতর হেরা 
 

🎯 Larder ➯ ( মাংস ও অিযািয খাবারদাবার জমা কতর রাখার ঘর; pantry; place where 
food is kept ) 👉 When your mother buys groceries, she puts them in the ~ or 
the pantry. A ~ is a room or cabinet where you store food. 👀 Mnemonic: kid 
went up the LADDER to steal jam from the ~ 
 

🎯 Largess ➯ ( উদারতা; generous gift (given to people who do not have 
enough) ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: ~=Large+S+S==> Large Social Service. that is Gift to 
society. 
 

🎯 Lascivious ➯ ( কামুক; lustful ) 👉 Use ~ to describe a person's behavior 
that is driven by thoughts of sex. If someone gives you a ~ smile, they've got 
only one thing in mind. ) 👉 লালসা (las-) + পূণস (vious) 
 

🎯 Lassitude ➯ ( অবসিতা; languor; weariness; listlessness ) 👉 After running 
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10 miles, bicycling 20 miles, and swimming 10 miles, the triathlete was 
overcome with ~ — a great weariness (িানন্ত) or lack of energy. 👀 Mnemonic: 

After a heavy lunch, if you drink a glass of LASSI, you will go into a ~ i.e. 
weariness, lethargy and ultimately go to sleep. 
 

🎯 Latitude ➯ ( বার্ােীিতা; freedom from narrow limitations ) 👉 Use the word 
~ to describe how much freedom you have in making choices. For example, if 
a teacher gives you ~ in writing your paper, you might get to choose the 
topic and how many sources to include. 👀 Mnemonic: mnemonic:~:can be 
interpreted as lasting attitude,...and any one who's got a good atitude will 
always be free from narrow thoughts, he/she will never become narrow 
minded because they have a good attitude. 
 

🎯 Laud ➯ ( প্র ংসা করা; praise; N. ADJ. ~able: praiseworthy; ADJ. ~atory: 
expressing praise ) 👉 To ~ someone doesn't mean to give them knighthood, 
but to praise them extravagantly — usually in a very public manner. Being 
~ed, of course, can have the same tonic effect as having been made a lord. 👀 

Mnemonic: O, Lord! Let me ~ You for all your help 
 

🎯 Lavish ➯ ( অপবযয় করা (v) / উদারনচত্ত (adj); liberal; wasteful; generous or 
wasteful in giving or using; abundant; profuse; great; Ex. decorated ~ly; V. 
give in abundance ) 👉 ~ means generous and extravagant (উডিচতণ্ড) as an 
adjective and to give generously as a verb. If you don't like it when people ~ 
you with attention, you might appreciate a ~ spread of excellent food instead. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~( read it as love ) in love boy spends money generously s0 
generous in spending money 
 

🎯 Lax ➯ ( ন নথল; careless; negligent; not paying enough attention; Ex. ~ 
service ) 👉 That dad who buys beer for his teenage kids? His parenting style 
might be described as ~. A paperclip chain used as a bike lock? That would 
be an example of ~ security. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - re~ - careless 
 

🎯 Leaven ➯ ( েুলাতিা / গােঁজাি / প্রভানবত করা / তানডর বীজ (n); add ~ to; cause to 
rise or grow lighter; enliven; N: agent, such as yeast, that causes dough (মাখা 
ময়দার তাল) to rise (by fermentation); element that lightens or enlivens ) 👉 ~, 
as a noun, is that which causes transformation. It's the source of yeast that 
makes your bread rise, it's the risen bread, and it's anything that changes the 
nature of something else. 👀 Mnemonic: Lift up to the hEAVEN...tht is rise u 
ll rise up to heaven only when u grow lighter(in wt.) 
 

🎯 Lechery ➯ ( লাম্পটয / কামুকতা; gross lewdness; lustfulness ) 👉 ~ is a noun 
applied to a person's feelings that are lustful or sexual in an extreme or 
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unnatural way. A person's ~ may lead to wrong and unlawful physical acts or 
attacks on others, or to the making and viewing of inappropriate pictures and 
movies. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi );~==imagine in a pub a pole dancer with 
lots of cherries clipped on her body....and she comes to you and says.."LE 
CHERRY kha..."..at dat point all the lustfulness/gross lewdness gets 
activated..:) 
 

🎯 Leery ➯ ( অনত য় সজাগ; (of someone) suspicious; wary; cautious ) 👉 You 
can use the adjective ~ to describe someone who's suspicious of a person or 
situation. After his brother came out with bald (হিডা) spots and uneven 
patches of buzz-cut hair, he was ~ of having the same barber get near his 
own head. ) 👉 wary 
 

🎯 Legacy ➯ ( উত্তরানর্কার; gift made by a will; something handed down from 
an ancestor ) 👉 Use the word, ~, for something handed down from one 
generation to the next. A retiring company president might leave a ~ of 
honesty and integrity. 👀 Mnemonic: (sounds like legally ) gift obtained 
legally 
 

🎯 Legend ➯ ( নকংবদন্তী / পনরচয়নলনপ (caption); explanatory list of symbols on a 
map ) 👉 A ~ is a larger-than-life story that gets passed down from one 
generation to the next — like the ~s of Beowulf, Robin Hood, or even Big 
Foot. 👀 Mnemonic: leg(read:root word meaning)+ end.we are reading for the 
road end on a map. 
 

🎯 Legerdemain ➯ ( েস্ততকৌ ল / ইিজাল; sleight(dexterity) of hand; CF. light of 
hand ) 👉 When a magician waves his hands over a hat and pulls out a rabbit, 
he is performing an act of ~ or trickery. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: legendary man 
 

🎯 Leniency ➯ ( উপ মকানরতা / হকামলতা; mildness; permissiveness; ADJ. ~[^cy]t: 
not severe in judgment or punishment ) 👉 ~ is a noun that refers to the 
lessening of a punishment or chore. Your father's ~, for example, resulted in 
you not having to paint the entire house like your mother wanted. Instead 
you just had to paint the garage. ) 👉 হলি (নিি) বুয়া আিনে - আর কষ্ট করা লাগতবিা 
 

🎯 Leonine ➯ ( নসংেসদৃ ; like a lion ) 👉 If you are ~ you resemble a lion in 
either good or bad ways. 👀 Mnemonic: ~- LEO means Lion(refer astrological 
sun signs) 
 

🎯 Lethal ➯ ( প্রাণঘাতী; deadly ) 👉 ~ refers to anything dangerous enough to 
cause death. The cobra's venom is so ~ that if you get bitten and can't find 
the antidote, it's lights out forever. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ weapon 
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এই মুেূততস এবং 
পতডি। তাতদর টাতগসট কতরই আপিার প্রনতষ্ঠাি নকংবা পতণযর প্রচার ও প্রসাতর সেল মাতকসনটং 
করতত পাতরি।  
📝 
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👀  
🎭 ।  
👆  
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🎯 Lethargic ➯ ( অলস; drowsy; dull ) 👉 When you feel ~, you're sluggish or 
lacking energy. Being sleepy or hungry can make anyone ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Sounds like alergic. When you have lack of interest in doing something i.e. 
alergy 
 

🎯 Levee ➯ ( িদীতীতরর বােঁর্; earthen or stone embankment to prevent flooding; 
CF. raise ) 👉 A ~ is an embankment, like a dam, constructed to prevent the 
overflow of a body of water. It can also mean a formal reception. How do 
these two words relate? Read on... 👀 Mnemonic: In French, lever means to 
lift and se lever means to rise, literally "lift yourself." When the king rose 
from his bed and received visitors, that was a levee. When you raise up dirt 
or other materials to build a dam or ~, that's also a ~. 
 

🎯 Levitate ➯ (  ূতিয ভাসমাি রাখা; rise and float in the air (especially by 
magical means); CF. light ) 👉 To ~ is to float in the air, defying gravity. It 
also means to cause something to do that. With a magnetic force — or a 
magic wand — you might be able to make your teacher ~ above your 
classroom. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds like meditate ... when you 
do meditation and yoga .. you feel like floating in the air ... which is magical 
! 
 

🎯 Levity ➯ ( অসিত োসযরস / হেবলানম; lack of seriousness or steadiness; 
frivolity; lightness of manner ) 👉 Joking that your dead grandmother "never 
looked better" could inject some ~, or frivolity, into her funeral, but your 
relatives might find your joke inappropriate to the occasion. 👀 Mnemonic: 

lev(leave)+it+y(.yaar)..you casually leave things without any seriousness 
 

🎯 Levy ➯ ( হজারপূবসক আদায়; impose (a fine); collect (a payment); impose or 
collect (a tax); Ex. ~ a tax on tobacco ) 👉 Use the word ~ as you would use 
the word tax: "When the state government imposed a ~ on soft drinks, 
thousands of citizens took to the streets in protest." 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Hindi);Traffic Police catches you breaking signal and says LE(le)+VY(Bhai) 
chalaan. chal tax de. So he LEVIED the tax on you 
 

🎯 Lewd ➯ ( লুচ্চা / কামুক; lustful ) 👉 Making ~ remarks are sexually 
inappropriate. Personal and sexually explicit comments might be acceptable 
when said in private but they are not all right when said to strangers in 
public. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like NUDE....done(seeing which one becomes 
lustful) --- হলংটা & NUDE 
 

🎯 Lexicographer ➯ ( অনভর্াি হলখক; compiler of a dictionary ) 👉 Ever 
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wonder who writes dictionaries? They're called ~s. A ~ studies words and 
compiles the results into a dictionary. 
 

🎯 Exicon ➯ ( নডক িানর; dictionary 
 

🎯 Liability ➯ ( ঋণদায় / বার্যবার্কতা; drawback; handicap; debts; obligation; 
responsibility; condition of being liable; ADJ. liable: likely; responsible (for 
paying) ) 👉 A ~ is a debt or obligation or a personal flaw that stands in your 
way. A company's liabilities are simply the debts on its ledger, but a personal 
~ might be your grandfather's membership in the Ku Klux Klan. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: Lia(lie)...ability...ur ability(habit in genreal)will b a major drawback 
for u in ur carrier 
 

🎯 Liaison ➯ ( হযাগাতযাগ / সংতযাগ / বমত্রী; contact that keeps parties in 
communication; communication between groups; one that maintains 
communication; go-between; secret love affair; V. liaise: keep a connection ) 
👉 Employ the French-sounding word ~ to refer to a relationship, a link 
between people or groups who aids communication. ) 👉 Mnemonic: LE AI 
SON KO- grandmother speaks this to her daughter-in-law pointing towards 
her grandchild. Child is ~ between both. 
 

🎯 Libel ➯ ( পরনিন্দামূলক নমথযা নববৃনত; defamatory written statement; act of 
writing something that smears a person's character; V. ADJ. ~ous ) 👉 ~ is the 
act of publishing a statement about someone that is not true and that gives a 
bad impression about the person. ) 👉 Mnemonic: lie + bell -> to bell (publish) 
lie (defame) about someone 
 

🎯 Libertine ➯ ( অসংযত / চনরত্রেীি; debauched person; dissolute or licentious 
person; roue; CF. free ) 👉 If you drink a lot, eat a lot, and live a wild and 
unrestrained life, you might be called a ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;English);~=liberti+ne=LIBERTY IN Excess can make you irresponsible and 
immoral. 
 

🎯 Libidinous ➯ ( কামুক; lustful ) 👉 When you're ~ you're driven by your 
libido, meaning your sex drive. When you describe someone as ~, it's usually 
not a compliment, since the word suggests being out of control with lust and 
desire. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Latin word libido, meaning "desire," a word the world 
relearned from Sigmund Freud in the early 1900s. Freud believed that the 
libido — sexual energy — is one of the powerful motivating forces for people 
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and that psychological health is determined by how well a person controls 
and focuses it. 
 

🎯 Libido ➯ ( কমসতপ্ররণা / হযৌিকামিা বা তাডিা; psychic and emotional energy or 
urges behind human activity; sexual desire ) 👉 ~ is a person's sexual desire. 
Once a year? Once a week? Once a day? There is no correct answer, because 
everyone's ~ is different. However, you hope your partner's is similar to 
yours! ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);sounds like Dildo, hence the mnemonic --
- lie (li) with girls, say bye (bi) and do (do) your word 
 

🎯 Libretto ➯ ( গাতির কথা / গীনতিাটয ইতযানদর বই; text of an opera or oratorio; 
CF. book ) 👉 In opera, the ~ is the words or lyrics, as distinct from the 
music. Mozart composed the music to his operas, but the ~s were written by 
someone else. ) 👉 Mnemonic: LI-Lee, BRETTO-Bret: we know that Bret Lee is 
member of a band also, so imagine Li Bretto singing in an opera house... 
 

🎯 Licentious ➯ ( লম্পট / কামুক; amoral; lewd and lascivious; unrestrained ) 👉 

Someone who is ~ behaves or speaks inappropriately, usually in regards to 
sex. ) 👉 Mnemonic: lie (হ ায়া) + cent + use -> lie with any woman for cents 
and use as you wish 
 

🎯 Lien ➯ ( পূবসস্বত্ব; legal claim or right on a property ) 👉 A ~ is a claim 
against the property of someone who owes money. It's pronounced like 
"lean," which might also describe your meager finances if a ~ has been 
placed on your home. ) 👉 Mnemonic: when you have to show your right on 
your property you say 'this property "lie in" my name. --- Latin ligāre, which 
means "to bind," and you can see that "binding," or tying up a person's 
property, really does put the owner in a "bind" 
 

🎯 Limber ➯ ( িমিীয়; flexible; supple; pliable; V. ) 👉 Can you dance the hula? 
Get into crazy yoga positions, or touch your toes? Then you're ~, meaning 
your body is pretty flexible and able to bend well. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~.......divide 
it like LIMB+ER......and a limb is an arm or leg(in human)...a wing in animal 
and birds..and a branch in case of plants....but what is the MOST COMMON 
THING IN all of these...they are all are flexible. 
 

🎯 Limbo ➯ ( িরতকর প্রান্ত; region near heaven or hell where certain souls are 
kept; prison (slang); Ex. Purgatory and ~ ) 👉 ~ is originally a Roman Catholic 
term used to describe a place for infants who die before baptism. In common 
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speech ~ can be used in much the same way as "gray area." It's a place 
where nothing is clear or certain. When the law isn't clear on a specific issue, 
then that issue is in "legal ~" If there is an election that is so close that no 
one knows who won, that's "political ~" ) 👉 Mnemonic: if you drive your 
LIMO too fast your soul will reach LIMBO 
 

🎯 Limpid ➯ ( স্বি; crystal clear ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes something 
(often liquid) that is clear, serene and bright. Nature calendars often feature 
glamour shots of a ~ stream or a ~ lake. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ 
..liquid...transparent... 
 

🎯 Lineage ➯ ( বং ; descent; ancestry ) 👉 The word ~ is used to describe 
everyone who descends from a particular ancestor. Mozart had six children, 
but none of them had children of their own, so the composer's ~ ended after 
one generation. ) 👉 Mnemonic: line of age 
 

🎯 Lineament ➯ ( মুখশ্রী; features especially of the face; distinctive shape or 
contour (সীমাসূচক হরখা) of the face; CF. line ) 👉 A ~ is a fancy, literary word 
that means "a part of a person's face," like his eyes, ears, or nose 
 

🎯 Linger ➯ ( যাইতত হদনর করা / গনডমনস করা; loiter or dawdle; be slow in 
leaving; delay going; continue or persist; be slow to disappear; Ex. The smell 
~ed for days. ) 👉 When someone ~s, he or she takes an unexpectedly long 
time to depart, as Romeo ~s when bidding Juliet farewell (or as annoying 
houseguests almost always tend to do). ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~--- Ginger... the taste 
of ginger is still present in my tongue although its slowly leaving 
 

🎯 Linguistic ➯ ( ভািা সংিান্ত; pertaining to language ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ 
to describe anything related to language, like the ~ difficulties you might 
have if you visit a place where you do not speak the same language as 
everyone else.Use the adjective ~ to describe anything related to language, 
like the ~ difficulties you might have if you visit a place where you do not 
speak the same language as everyone else. 
 

🎯 Lionize ➯ ( কাউতক নবখযাত রূতপ নচন্তা করা; treat (a person) as a celebrity ) 👉 

The lion is the king of beasts. To ~ someone is to see them as important as a 
lion. Republicans continue to ~ Ronald Reagan as their ultimate hero. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: Lion is assigned a great social importance in animal kingdom 
 

🎯 List ➯ ( তানলকা / কাত েতয় যাওয়া; tilt (as of a ship); lean over (to one side) ) 
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👉 To make a ~ is to put things in order or to name them, like a grocery ~ or 
a wish ~. ~ing is also leaning over, creating a slant (িম : ঢালু) called a ~. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ~=Items falling one after another.So one item is leaning over 
another. 
 

🎯 Listless ➯ ( অবসি; lacking in spirit or energy; languid ) 👉 To be ~ it to be 
lethargic, low spirited, and limp (নিতস্তজ). "The fever made the boy ~ — he 
seemed to melt into the sofa." ) 👉 Mnemonic: I lost my list of universities to 
apply, Now I am lacking spirit because I am ~ 
 

🎯 Litany ➯ ( প্রাথসিা - সিীত; supplicatory (নমিনত) prayer; prayer in which the 
priest calls out and the people replies in the same words ) 👉 If you've got a 
whole slew of complaints to get off your chest or requests to make, you've 
got yourself a ~ — a long, drawn-out list. ) 👉 Mnemonic: split the word 
LIT+ANY You are hoping god is going to show you light in the dark to show 
you the path in these wretched times. LIGHT ANY path.. 
 

🎯 Litigation ➯ ( মামলা - মকদ্দমা; lawsuit ) 👉 ~ is what goes on in court; it is 
the name for the process of suing someone or trying them for a crime. When 
families fight over their inheritance, the assets they want may end up being 
tied up for decades in ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: lawsuit; N. litigant: one party in a 
lawsuit; V. litigate (litter at gate...DUDE wtf m suing you ass hole) 
 

🎯 Livid ➯ ( প্রচণ্ড িুি / কৃষ্ণিীলবণস; lead-colored; black and blue (as from a 
bruise (কালন তট)); ashen; enraged; extremely angry ) 👉 If you're ~, you're 
furious, in a black cloud of anger. The Latin root this word comes from 
means "bluish-gray" or "slate-colored," and you can also use ~ to describe the 
color, such as a ~ bruise or a ~ sea. ) 👉 Mnemonic: I live I Decide --- হেতল রাগ 
কতর বানড হেতড চতল যাতি nd very angry 
 

🎯 Loath ➯ ( অনিিুক; reluctant; unwilling; disinclined; Ex. Romeo and Juliet 
were both ~ for him to go. ) 👉 If you are ~ to do something, you really don't 
want to do it. If you are reluctant to go swimming, people will say you are ~ 
to swim, but if they are really mean — they may throw you in anyway. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: l+oath..oath..so if you have taken a oath of not doing what your 
dad guides you... you are very unwilling and reluctant to listen him. 
 

🎯 Loathe ➯ ( অনত য় অপেন্দ করা; detest; ADJ. loathsome: arousing loathing; 
offensive; Ex. loathsome smell ) 👉 If you ~ someone or something, you hate 
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them very much. You might not choose to eat raw carrots if you dislike 
them, but if you ~ them, you might have a hard time even having them on 
your plate. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Loa-the can be related as Low 
thought...So having a low thought of someone else implies hate or detest 
 

🎯 Log ➯ ( প্রতযনেক নববরণী / ঘটিাবলী; record of a voyage or flight; record of 
day-to-day activities; section of a trunk; V. ) 👉 A ~ is the trunk of a tree 
minus the branches: ~ging is cutting down trees. A ~ is also a written record 
of something, and ~ging is keeping such a record. ) 👉 Mnemonic: every 
mobile has a ~ FILE, in which all your call RECORDS are stored... 
 

🎯 Loiter ➯ ( নবলম্ব করা / ঘুরঘুর করা; hang about/around; stand idly about; 
linger ) 👉 To ~ is to hang around a place with no real purpose, usually 
somewhere where you are not welcome — like under the "No ~ing" sign at a 
convenience store. ) 👉 Mnemonic: remembers lighter(cigar) if u dint have it 
u will hand around others asking for it...... 
 

🎯 Longevity ➯ ( দীঘসাযু়; long life; long duration ) 👉 Something with ~ has the 
ability to last for a long time. While tortoises are not known for their 
quickness, their ~ is amazing. Just ask the Hare. ) 👉 Mnemonic: VIT- taking 
vitamins gives you ~. 
 

🎯 Loom ➯ ( (ভয়ের) আকার র্ারণ / তােঁত; appear or take shape (usually in an 
enlarged, indistinct, or distorted form); Ex. The shadow of the gallows 
(োেঁনসকাি) ~ed threateningly. N: apparatus for making thread into cloth ) 👉 ~ 
has two distinct meanings. First, it's a tool for weaving. Second, it means to 
appear or stand over someone in a threatening way. The future ~ed grim 
(ভয়ািক). The shadow ~ed above us. ) 👉 োলুম - sounds and ~ as a furious tiger 
 

🎯 Loquacious ➯ ( বাচাল; talkative ) 👉 A ~ person talks a lot, often about 
stuff that only they think is interesting. You can also call them chatty or 
gabby, but either way, they're ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: it is derived from the root 
word 'loqua'... which refers to SPEECH or TALK 
 

🎯 Lout ➯ ( অমানজসত হগেঁতয়া হলাক; clumsy person; ADJ. ~ish; CF. from 
countrysides ? ) 👉 A ~ is a clumsy, awkward oaf (গণ্ডমূখস). If you want to insult 
the person who just stepped on your toes and belched, say, "Watch where 
you're going, you ~!" ) 👉 হলংটা পাগল OUT -> he's a very ~ person 
 

🎯 Low ➯ ( নিম্ন / গরুর ডাক; moo; make the sound of a cow ) 👉 When you 
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travel through a ~ tunnel, you might be tempted to duck your head. 
Something that's ~ is short or shal~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~.. cow .. moooooo! 
 

🎯 Lucid ➯ ( সেজতবার্য; easily understood; clear; intelligible; N. ~ity ) 👉 When 
you call something ~, you mean it's "easy to understand" or "sensible": "The 
singer's ~ style was obscured by backup singers chanting 'Shama-lama-ding-
dong.'" ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENtertaghere);when u LOOK(luc) the ID of 
micorsoft employee...u will " clearly,tranparently understand,that he is clever 
n inteligent 
 

🎯 Lugubrious ➯ ( হ াকাতস; mournful; sorrowful ) 👉 Funerals are ~. So are 
rainy days and Mondays. Anything that makes you sad, gloomy, or mournful 
can be called ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: He was very mournful when he had to BURY 
his maimed (অিেীিত্ব) LEG. 
 

🎯 Lumber ➯ ( থপথনপতয় চলা; move heavily or clumsily; Ex. The bear ~ed 
through the woods ) 👉 Do you move clumsily, heavily and slowly, without a 
shred of grace? Then it sounds like you might ~. Sorry to hear that. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);Relate to the person who is "lamba" (lamba in Hindi 
language means tall person in English ) moves heavily or clumsily -- লাম্বা 
 

🎯 Lumen ➯ ( আতলার তীব্রতার একক; unit of light energy (one candle's worth) ) 
👉 The ~ is a unit of measurement for the brightness of light. If a light bulb 
is blindingly bright, it produces a lot of ~s. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~=LOO+MEN...when 
all the MEN had gone for the LOO(LU) we switched off the lights to scare 
them....hope,this mnemonic might help u guys!...:) 
 

🎯 Luminary ➯ ( কৃতী সন্তাি / প্রনতভাবাি বযনক্তত্ব; celebrity (in a specific field); 
dignitary; object that gives light (as a celestial body) ) 👉 In scientific writing, 
Stephen J. Hawking is a ~. People look up to this well-known scientist and 
author for his knowledge and insight. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds 
like luminous(under light).So,a celebrity who is in the limelight inspiring 
others. 
 

🎯 Luminous ➯ ( আতলাকদায়ক; shining (esp. in the dark); issuing light; Ex. ~ 
paint/road signs ) 👉 ~ means full of or giving off light. During the winter 
holidays, with all their emphasis on light, you can see ~ displays of candles 
everywhere. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ = luminance ~ bright 
 

🎯 Lurid ➯ ( হরামািকর; wild; sensational; graphic; gruesome; horrible; Ex. ~ 
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details of the murder ) 👉 When people are lured (প্রলুব্ধ) into looking at 
something, they may be drawn to it because it's a shocking, graphic, or 
horrible scene, something ~ and very vivid that pulls them in. Shrunken 
heads of witch doctors and crime scenes are examples of ~ things. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ~ -> luri -> lure = attract. charming...so something that lures you , 
and you are strongly attracted by it..you cant control your feelings, and at 
any cost you want to get it...and to get it you can do anything...so you are ~ 
 

🎯 Lurk ➯ ( ওত্ হপতত থাকা; stealthily lie in waiting; slink; exist unperceived ) 
👉 To ~ is to creep around, hide out, and wait to attack. Your team's strategy 
for winning capture the flag might be to ~ in the bushes for an hour until 
the opposing side thinks you gave up and went home. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ for 
the larki (হমতয়) to say I Love U 
 

🎯 Lustrous ➯ ( চাকনচকযময়; shining; brilliant; Ex. ~ hair ) 👉 In shampoo 
commercials, the hair you see swinging is ~. It is brilliant, in the shiny sense. 
) 👉 illustrate -> illustrous : hair illustration after using shampoo 
 

🎯 Luxuriant ➯ ( প্রাচুযসময়; abundant; growing healthily and in large amounts; 
excessively ornate; rich and splendid; fertile; Ex. ~ forests/prose; ) 👉 You can 
use the adjective ~ to describe something really luxurious or full and lush. If 
you walk through a dense forest after it rains, it's really ~ with green plants 
overgrowing the paths. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);LUX soaps are abundant 
in the market 
 

🎯 Macabre ➯ ( ভীনতপূণস; gruesome; grisly; ghastly; CF. of death ) 👉 The 
adjective ~ is used to describe things that involve the horror of death or 
violence. If a story involves lots of blood and gore (রক্ত), you can call it ~. ) 
👉 Mnemonic: মডা কবতর 
 

🎯 Mace ➯ ( রাজার দণ্ড; ceremonial staff used as a symbol of authority; 
clublike medieval weapon ) 👉 Ever see a film about medieval knights killing 
one another? Well, the long stick with iron spikes at the end they often used 
was called a ~. It'll put quite a dent (গতস) in your skull. ) 👉 Mnemonic: don't 
mess with me otherwise i will hit you with a ~ 
 

🎯 Macerate ➯ ( নভজাইয়া িরম করা; soften by soaking in liquid; waste away; Ex. 
~ powdered wood to make paper ) 👉 When you ~ something, you soften it by 
soaking it in a liquid, often while you're cooking or preparing food. ) 👉 
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Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds like marinate. Marinating chicken or 
paneer in spices and masala to make them tender. If you over do it , you will 
end up spoiling it ! 
 

🎯 Machiavellian ➯ ( হকৌ লী / মযানকয়যাতভনল সম্বন্ধীয়; crafty; double-dealing; of 
the political doctrine of Machiavelli, which holds that craft and deceit are 
justified in pursuing political power ) 👉 Especially when it's capitalized, the 
word M~ is useful for talking about a person who follows Machiavelli's 
philosophical ideas. However, it's more frequently used to describe someone 
who is sneaky, cunning, and lacking a moral code. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;english, hindi);sounds like mafia villain. A villain is always crafty and 
double dealing. ---- You can use the adjective ~ to describe someone who is a 
fan of the Italian philosopher Niccolò Machiavelli. Modern psychiatrists even 
use the adjective to describe a specific kind of personality disorder, a cold 
selfishness. When Machiavelli's first works were published in the 1600s, they 
were seen by some to be dangerous and amoral, and the word ~ was coined. 
 

🎯 Machination ➯ ( হকৌ তলাদ্ভাবি / িডযন্ত্র; evil schemes or plots; schemes or 
plots to achieve an evil end ) 👉 When a James Bond villain comes up with a 
plan to destroy the world, he doesn't use a simple plan. No, he uses a ~ — a 
complex plot that relies on numerous elements coming together to work. ) 👉 

The robots have a ~ to kill all the humans and make a MACHIne NATION...... 
TERMINATOR MOVIE. 
 

🎯 Maelstrom ➯ ( বযাপক ও ধ্বংস কর প্রভাব; violent whirlpool; violent or 
turblent situation; CF. stream ) 👉 A ~ is a powerful whirlpool. A luckless ship 
might go down in one, conflicting ocean currents might cause one. You hear 
it more often metaphorically, to describe disasters where many competing 
forces are at play. ) 👉 Mnemonic: mal(= bad) strom (storm) bad storm like a 
whirpool 
 

🎯 Magisterial ➯ (  াসক - সংিান্ত / গুরুত্ব পূণস পদানর্কারী; authoritative; 
imperious; commanding; of a magistrate; Ex. ~ study of Roman law; Ex. ~ 
manner ) 👉 A person who is ~ can be distinguished and grand, or possibly 
just conceited (দানেক) and bossy. You will learn a lot if you listen to a ~ 
presentation of early American history. ) 👉 Mnemonic: magistrate...!!! 
 

🎯 Magnanimity ➯ ( মোিুভবতা; generosity ) 👉 Magnanimous behavior is 
noble, generous, or unselfish, and to exhibit ~ is to be this way. He showed 
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great ~ in not pressing charges when I drove his car into the pond. 
"Accidents happen my friend," he said, and patted me on the back. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);magNANIMAous, NANI MA in hindi, is always 
"generous" to us 
 

🎯 Magnate ➯ ( র্ি ালী বযনক্ত; person of prominence or influence; powerful or 
influential person (in business or industry); Ex. oil ~ ) 👉 If you're a hugely 
successful businessman, particularly if you've cornered the market in a 
particular area, you're a ~. ~s are often larger than life characters. Donald 
Trump, he of the hair, is a classic real estate ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: like a 
magnet.. attracts people and hence influences.. 
 

🎯 Maim ➯ ( নবকলাি করা; mutilate; injure lastingly; disable; cripple; Ex. ~ed 
for life ) 👉 To ~ something is to disfigure it through force or violence. 
Wartime battles have a tendency to ~ soldiers. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;Engish);sounds like 'MAYHEM' which means violence. --- aim কতর হমতর 
নবকলাি কতর হদয়া 
 

🎯 Maladroit ➯ ( অদি / অনিপুি / হকৌ লী িয় এমি; clumsy; not skillful; 
awkward; bungling ) 👉 If you are clumsy, you are ~. But the word can mean 
all kinds of clumsy. Trip over your words? You are verbally ~. Stumble in 
social situations? You're socially ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: mal(means bad at doing 
something)+adroit(it means skillful ).......and someone who is bad at skills in 
his known area ,considered a ~ person 
 

🎯 Malady ➯ ( মািনসক বা  াতরনরক পীডা; illness ) 👉 A ~ is an illness, like a ~ 
that keeps you home, sick in bed for days, or something that causes you to 
have trouble or to suffer, like jet lag — a ~ that affects travelers. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: mala D (মালা নদনদ) is a pill ( contraceptive ):: and you take pills 
when you become ill. 
 

🎯 Malaise ➯ ( অনস্থরতাতবার্; uneasiness; vague feeling of ill health (without 
any particular pain or appearance of disease) ) 👉 If you are experiencing ~, 
chances are you are feeling blue or looking green. ~ is a slump; you're not 
feeling your best — either mentally or physically. ) 👉 Mnemonic: mal(means 
bad, not good (of condition)+aise(sounds like ease)....and someone who is not 
at ease is one who is feeling ill 
 

🎯 Malefactor ➯ ( অপরার্ী; evildoer; criminal ) 👉 A ~ has done something 
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illegal and has been or will be convicted, such as the ~ who was videotaped 
stealing money from a cash register. ) 👉 Mnemonic: see it as MAL-EFFECTOR 
who affects in wrong way 
 

🎯 Malevolent ➯ ( নেংসাপরায়ণ / অপনচকীিুস; wishing evil; exhibiting ill will ) 👉 If 
someone is ~, they wish evil on others. If you find yourself approaching 
someone with a ~ look in her eye, best to run the other way. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
~ = male +violent Violent males can cause more harm to society than females 
 

🎯 Malfeasance ➯ ( হবআইিী কাজ; wrongdoing; misconduct (by a public 
official) ) 👉 Whenever you see the prefix "mal-," you know it's not good. ~ is 
bad behavior, especially from officials or people who should know better. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: Sounds like MAL FEES ANCE What do we mean by it if we say 
MAL FEES?? Certainly its a bribe. So ~ means officials indulged in taking 
bribes, a misconduct. 
 

🎯 Malicious ➯ ( নবতদ্বিপরায়ণ; hateful; spiteful; expressing malice; N. malice: 
desire to harm others; spite 
 

🎯 Malingerer ➯ ( হরাগভািকারী / কাতজর ভতয় হরাতগর ভাি করা; one who feigns 
illness to escape duty ) 👉 Have you ever pretended to be sick or hurt to get 
out of taking a test or doing a chore? Then you, my dear, are a ~, and should 
be ashamed of yourself. Shape up! ) 👉 Mnemonic: Ma linger= child lingering 
around her mom to avoid going to school. 
 

🎯 Malleable ➯ ( িমিীয়; (of a metal) capable of being shaped by 
pounding(beating); pliable; (of someone) impressionable(easily influenced); 
easily controlled; tractable ) 👉 A ~ personality is capable of being changed or 
trained, and a ~ metal is able to be pounded or pressed into various shapes. 
It's easier to learn when you're young and ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: relate with 
meltable; so possible to reshape 
 

🎯 Malodorous ➯ ( দুগসন্ধযুক্ত; foul-smelling ) 👉 You can use the adjective ~ as 
a nicer way to say that something's stinky. Maybe you think your feet smell 
like roses, but if people move far away when your shoes come off, your rosy 
feet are probably ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: mal(means bad)+odor(sounds simillar to 
odour)..+us.......smelling..bad odour of some chemicals is dangerous to health. 
 

🎯 Mammoth ➯ ( অনত প্রকাণ্ড; gigantic; enormous ) 👉 The adjective ~ is a 
great way to describe something really, really big, like those huge woolly 
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elephants they're still finding in the melting glaciers. ) 👉 Mnemonic: : 
mam+moth—mam(madam) mouth(moth) was so HUGE she just keep on 
shouting 
 

🎯 Manacle ➯ ( োতকনড নদয়া বােঁর্া; restrain; handcuff; N. ) 👉 If a police officer 
has to ~ your hands behind your back, you're in big trouble. That's just a 
fancy way of saying that you've been handcuffed. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ sounds 
like ankle or shackle , so my ankle got trapped therefore restrained from 
doing something. 
 

🎯 Mandate ➯ ( হুকুম; order; charge; authoritative command; power to govern 
another country; power to given to a government; region under 
administration; V: give a ~ to; place under a ~; Ex. ~d territory ) 👉 A ~ is like 
an official command or a go-ahead. When a politician wins an election by a 
lot, that's a ~ for their ideas. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;think of mandatory so 
"order");man+date a man orders you to go on a date with him 
 

🎯 Mangy ➯ ( হচোরায় আচরতণ ইতর / হঘতয়া / িীচ; shabby; wretched; suffering 
from mange; of bad appearance ) 👉 Imagine something really disgusting — 
crusty, dirty, falling apart — you know, like zombie flesh. If it's shoddy, gross, 
and really, really cruddy, it can be called ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ ~ manky 
(monkey)... monkey is shabby animal 
 

🎯 Manifest ➯ ( সতন্দোতীত করা / সুস্পষ্ট করা / প্রমাি; evident; visible; obvious; V: 
show plainly ) 👉 Choose the verb ~ when someone shows something for 
everyone to notice. You might ~ your dislike of school food by stirring it 
around into a big pile of slop on your tray. ) 👉 Mnemonic: In a FEST it was 
visible that people had Money[MANI] ,so Money was visible ; evident and was 
obvious. 
 

🎯 Manifestation ➯ ( প্রদ সি / জিসভা; outward demonstration; manifesting; 
indication of the presence of something; Ex. ~ of his pronounced musical bent 
) 👉 A ~ is the public display of emotion or feeling, or something theoretical 
made real. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;think of presentation 
(demonstration));political parties release their manifesto before elections to 
demonstrte their plans... 
 

🎯 Manifesto ➯ ( প্রকা য নলনখত হঘািণা; public declaration of principles; 
statement of policy ) 👉 A ~ is a public statement stating your views or your 
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intention to do something. If you feel you should be voted "Most Likely to 
Succeed," you could issue a ~ describing all the reasons why you deserve to 
win. ) 👉 Mnemonic: To make his public declaration the MAN had a FIESTA to 
draw attention to his declaration. 
 

🎯 Manipulate ➯ ( নিপূণভাতব বযবোর করা; operate with one's hands; control or 
play upon (people, forces, etc.) artfully; maneuver; Ex. how to ~ publicity and 
men; ADJ. manipulative ) 👉 To ~ something means to handle something 
skillfully. Like a sculptor manipulating clay or a really good politician 
working the crowd 
 

🎯 Manumit ➯ ( মুক্ত করা; emancipate; free from slavery or bondage ) 👉 To ~ 
means to set free, like in the United States in the late 1800s, after centuries 
of slavery, African-American men and women were ~ted by the plantation 
owners: they were set free, able to live however they chose. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
MAN-U-MIGHT-GO and be free! (In Jessica Lal's case, Manu was the culprit) 
 

🎯 Maritime ➯ ( সমুেতীরবতসী; bordering on(adjacent to) the sea; nautical; of 
the ships or the sea; Ex. ~ Provinces ) 👉 Use ~ to describe anything involving 
the sea and ships. A ~ museum would probably be located in a coastal town, 
and stuffed full of historic boats, oars, life preservers, and fishing gear. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: Marine time! 
 

🎯 Marred ➯ ( িনত সানর্ত / নবকৃত; damaged; disfigured; V. mar: spoil; disfigure 
) 👉 If something is ~, it's damaged due to a flaw. If the big football game on 
Sunday ends with a fight among fans of the opposing teams, commentators 
will say that the game was ~ by violence. ) 👉 Mnemonic: mar+red in hindi 
maar = getting hurt .. bcoz of hurt it becomes red.hence damaged.. 
 

🎯 Martial ➯ ( যুিনবিয়ক; warlike; of war; Ex. ~ art/law ) 👉 An adjective 
referring to the military, the word ~ adds a warlike tone to any noun it 
describes. ) 👉 Mnemonic: marital-- sometimes marital relations are warlike - 
when husband and wife have altercations. 
 

🎯 Martinet ➯ ( কতিার নিয়মনিষ্ঠ বযনক্ত; strict disciplinarian; person who demands 
total obedience to rules and orders; CF. Jean ~ ) 👉 Use the noun ~ to 
describe someone is a stickler when it comes to following rules, such as the 
teacher who won't accept homework if it is written in a color other than 
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blue. ) 👉 Mnemonic: spelling is very similar to martial - so a ~ is martial 
belligerent 
 

🎯 Masochist ➯ ( আত্মনিগ্রেকারী / হয কষ্ট হপতত ভাতলাবতস; person who enjoys his 
own pain ) 👉 If you call someone a ~, you either mean that they take 
pleasure in pain, or — perhaps more commonly — that they just seem to. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: মার আমার Chest এ যত পানরস 
 

🎯 Masticate ➯ ( চবসণ করা; chew ) 👉 To ~ is to chew your food or to bite and 
grind stuff with your teeth. ) 👉 Mnemonic: মানস্ততত কাটা নচনবতয় খাওয়া 
 

🎯 Materialism ➯ ( বস্তুবাদ; preoccupation with physical comforts and things; 
excessive regard for worldly concerns (rather than spiritual matters) ) 👉 ~ 
describes the belief that buying and having possessions (দখল) is not just 
important, but a key to happiness in life, like the people whose ~ has so 
clouded their minds that they are more interested in your clothes and shoes 
than in what you are saying 
 

🎯 Matriarch ➯ ( পনরবাতরর মা ও কত্রসী; woman who rules a family or larger 
social group ) 👉 Rose Kennedy was the ~ of the Kennedy clan (বং ) — she 
was the female head of the family. This noun can also be used 
metaphorically. For instance, Alice Waters could be called the ~ of Chez 
Panisse and the generation of chefs that her revolutionary restaurant 
inspired. ) 👉 মাতৃ arch 
 

🎯 Maul ➯ ( মারর্র করা / দুবসযবোর করা; handle roughly; batter; injure by 
beating; Ex. ~ed by his overexcited fans; N: heavy long-handled hammer ) 👉 

~ is both the name of a heavy hammer, and also a verb meaning beating and 
scratching. Tigers, lions, bears--animals with powerful paws and sharp claws, 
will ~ their victims. ) 👉 Mnemonic: মাউলািা সাইদী সাতেবতর নরমাতন্ড নিয়া হসইরকম 
মাইর েইতে 
 

🎯 Mausoleum ➯ ( জমকাতলা সমানর্মনন্দর বা সমানর্ স্তে; monumental tomb; large 
stately tomb ) 👉 A ~ is a building that contains a tomb or tombs. The Taj 
Mahal, built by Shah Jahan as a monument to his third wife, Mumtaz Mahal, 
is the world's most famous ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: মুসনলম কবর, সালাম দাও 
 

🎯 Mawkish ➯ ( নবরনক্তকর ভাবপ্রবণ; mushy(sentimental) and gushy; icky-sticky 
sentimental; excessively and objectionably sentimental ) 👉 ~ means 
excessively sentimental or so sappy it's sickening. Which is how you'd 
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describe two lovebirds gushing over each other or your grandma's cooing, 
cheek pinches, and sloppy-lipstick kisses. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ওই নবডাল, এত মাও 
মাও হকি কনরস 
 

🎯 Maxim ➯ ( প্রবচি; proverb; truth pithily stated ) 👉 A ~ is a succinct 
formulation of a principle, rule, or basic truth about life. Usually clever, ~s 
are like great sayings everybody knows. Ben Franklin is the author of many, 
including "Early to bed, early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy, and 
wise." ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ Gorky's - মা - a great novel with many proverbs 
 

🎯 Mayhem ➯ ( মারনপট / জখম; injury to body; crime of willfully maiming or 
crippling a person; violent disorder; Ex. ~ in the zoo; CF. maim ) 👉 ~ is a 
violent and rowdy disturbance, like what you might experience at an 
overcrowded rock concert or a day-after-Thanksgiving sale. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
sounds like MAY HARM ... injurious 
 

🎯 Meander ➯ ( এনদক ওনদক ঘুতর হবডাতিা; wind or turn in its course; follow a 
winding or turning course; move aimlessly and idly ) 👉 To ~ means to 
wander aimlessly on a winding roundabout course. If you want some time to 
yourself after school, you might ~ home taking the time to window shop and 
look around. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Pronounce it like 'wander'; they are 
synonymous. 
 

🎯 Meddlesome ➯ ( অিনর্কারচচসী / অবানিত েস্ততিপ; interfering >> A ~ person 
gets in your business in a way that's totally annoying. In other words, they 
meddle. Respect people's privacy by not being ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
meddle(middle)+some..so when two people are talking WE SHOULD NEVER 
INTERFARE IN MIDDLE OF THEIR TALKS. 
 

🎯 Mediate ➯ ( মর্যস্থতা করা; settle a dispute through the services of an 
outsider; act as an intermediary; produce by mediating; Ex. ~ a cease-fire ) 👉 

If your two best friends aren't speaking to each other, you might find 
yourself trying to ~ a peace accord between them. To ~ is to go from one to 
another and try to make peace. ) 👉 Mnemonic: whenever their is a dispute 
b/w me and my mom....my mom im~ly calls my father who acts as a 
MEDIATOR for us...............:D 
 

🎯 Meek ➯ ( নবিম্র / নবিীত; submissive; patient and long-suffering ) 👉 The 
adjective ~ describes a person who is willing to go along with whatever other 
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people want to do, like a ~ classmate who won't speak up, even when he or 
she is treated unfairly. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ --> WEAK 
 

🎯 Melee ➯ ( এতলাতমতলা লডাই; fight ) 👉 A ~ is a noisy free-for-all or rowdy 
fight — a no holds barred, battle royal, if you will. It's what pro wrestlers 
engage in every night, and shoppers endure at the toy store every holiday 
season. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);sounds like Bruce Lee, Jet Lee and Me 
(mamun) Lee - we all fight 
 

🎯 Mellifluous ➯ ( সুমরু্র / মরু্রভাতব বেমাি; (of words or a voice) sweetly or 
smoothly flowing; melodious; having a pleasant tune ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ 
to describe something that sounds sweet and smooth, like the honeyed voice 
of a late-night radio DJ. ) 👉 Mnemonic: the music played by a 'Flute' is ~. 
 

🎯 Memento ➯ ( স্মারকনচি; token; reminder of the past; keepsake; Ex. ~ of 
your visit ) 👉 A ~ is a keepsake of something you want to remember. You 
may keep photographs as a ~ of a great family reunion — except for that one 
photo where Aunt Bonnie is wearing the lampshade and singing "Respect." 
No one wants to remember that! ) 👉 Mnemonic: u got a momento some is 
calling and reminding u.. 
 

🎯 Memorialize ➯ ( স্মরণীয় কতর রাখা; commemorate ) 👉 When you ~ 
something, you honor it or do something so it will be remembered. If you 
want to remember a summer trip taken with friends, you could make a photo 
album full of the pictures you took to ~ it. ) 👉 Mnemonic: MEMORIAL - 
something to commemorate an event in the past....War Memorial etc. 
 

🎯 Mendacious ➯ ( নমথযাবাদী; lying; habitually dishonest ) 👉 A ~ person is one 
who tells lies habitually and intentionally. Don't get stuck at the water cooler 
or bus stop next to someone you consider ~! ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ = requiring 
mending (correction) 
 

🎯 Mendicant ➯ ( নভিুক; beggar; ADJ: living as a beggar ) 👉 People who live 
off begging can be called ~s. However, you probably wouldn't call your kids 
~s, even though they beg you for stuff, because the word ~ also implies 
extreme poverty. ) 👉 Mnemonic: the man can't walk (lame) - so he is a ~ 
 

🎯 Menial ➯ ( চাকরবাকরসংিান্ত; suitable for servants; lowly; mean; N: someone 
who does ~ work (esp. servant in a house) ) 👉 A ~ task is anything that takes 
very little training, skill, or talent. Some people find it relaxing to do the ~ 
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chore of folding laundry. Go figure. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Man who does manual 
works 
 

🎯 Mentor ➯ ( পরাম সদাতা; counselor; teacher ) 👉 A ~ is a person who trains 
and guides someone, like the second-grade English teacher who saw the spark 
of creativity in your writing and encouraged you to become a professional 
author. ) 👉 Mnemonic: link it with mentos.. DIMAG KI BATTI JALA DE.. ~ is 
the one jiski batti already jali hui hai.. 
 

🎯 Mercurial ➯ ( পারাযুক্ত / পনরবতসি ীল; capricious; quick and changing; fickle; 
containing the element mercury; Ex. ~ temper; CF. mood ) 👉 ~ describes 
someone whose mood or behavior is changeable and unpredictable, or 
someone who is clever, lively, and quick. With a ~ teacher, you never know 
where you stand. ) 👉 Mnemonic: mercury level in the blood pressure testing 
device fickles a lot when measuring b.p 
 

🎯 Meretricious ➯ ( চানক্চকযপূণস; flashy; tawdry (অসারভাতব জােঁকাল); attractive on 
the surface but of no real value; Ex. ~ argument/jewel; CF. prostitute ) 👉 

Have you ever heard the phrase "fake it until you make it"? That is advice 
that encourages you to be ~, pretending to be something you aren't, like the 
~ flaunting of gigantic fake diamond earrings, pretending they are real — and 
that you can afford them. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Merry christmas Tree is 
Meretricious 
 

🎯 Merger ➯ ( সংতযাগসার্ি; combination (of two business corporations); act of 
merging ) 👉 When two companies become one company, they've had a ~. A ~ 
is like a marriage for things other than people. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;English);MERGE R 
 

🎯 Metallurgical ➯ ( র্াতুনবদযা সংিান্ত; pertaining to the art of removing metals 
from ores (আকনরক); N. ~[^ical]y: science that deals with extracting metals 
from ores ) 👉 No, this is not a new kind of allergy. ~ means having to do 
with the branch of science that deals with metals. ) 👉 Mnemonic: metal 
surgical; do surgery to take metal out from ores. 
 

🎯 Metamorphosis ➯ ( রুপান্তর; change of form; Ex. ~ of caterpillar (শুেঁয়াতপাকা) 
to butterfly ) 👉 In Kafka's novel entitled ~, a man wakes up to find he has 
turned into a cockroach. That kind of complete and startling change pretty 
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much sums up the word. ) 👉 Mnemonic: meta ..means many + morp(..derived 
from morphic)means shape or form.. 
 

🎯 Mete ➯ ( পনরমাপ করা; measure; distribute; administer; Ex. ~ out 
justice/punishment ) 👉 If you "~ out" something (the word is usually 
followed by "out"), it means you dish it out in very careful measured 
amounts. Anyone who ~s out their love probably isn't someone you want to 
have a relationship with. ) 👉 Mnemonic: জযা-নমনত - measure of geo / earth 
 

🎯 Meteoric ➯ ( দ্রুতগনত; swift; momentarily brilliant; Ex. ~ rise to fame; N. 
meteor (উল্কা) ) 👉 Because meteors move through the sky so quickly, we often 
refer to something moving very fast as ~. A newly-popular singer might be 
said to experience a ~ rise to the top. (The fall can be ~, too.) ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
v can easily remember dsi word by comparing it wid a METEOR which moves 
very fast n hence ~ also means sudden or swift...!! 
 

🎯 Methodical ➯ ( নিয়মািুযায়ী /  ৃঙ্খলাবি; systematic; N. ~: systematic method 
of procedure ) 👉 ~ means following a method. If you follow the same sixteen 
steps in the same order when you make a fire, you could be said to take a ~ 
approach to this activity. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);in maths when we solve 
a problem we try to get a method which is systematic. 
 

🎯 Meticulous ➯ ( অনতসতকস; excessively careful (with great attention to 
detail); painstaking; scrupulous ) 👉 People who are ~ can be pretty annoying, 
what with their extreme attention to detail. But if that person is, say, your 
surgeon or your accountant, you'll want them to be ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;Eng);it sounds like matriculation(admission to a college).To get 
matriculation we should be as a ~(careful) aspirant to clear the exam. 
 

🎯 Miasma ➯ ( জলাভূনম বা গনলত পদাথস েইতত নিগসত দূনিত বাষ্পনবত ি; swamp gas; 
heavy vaporous atmosphere often emanating from decaying matter; pervasive 
corrupting influence; noxious atmosphere or influence ) 👉 A ~ is a cloud of 
foul-smelling vapor, like swamp gas. You could have a ~ of stale beer that 
lingers in the stands long after the crowd disappears, or a ~ of rumor 
swirling around a politician. ) 👉 Mnemonic: swamp gas has a bad odor which 
causes me asthma (mi-asma) 
 

🎯 Microcosm ➯ ( িুে নবশ্ব; small representative world; world in miniature; 
Ex. ~ of English society ) 👉 When you think of ~, picture your home town 
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inside a snow globe. The teeny tiny city is a ~ of the one you live in. It is 
that place in miniature. ) 👉 Mnemonic: micro = small + cosmos = universe 
 

🎯 Migrant ➯ ( অনভবাসী; changing its habitat; wandering; Ex. ~ birds/workers 
) 👉 A ~ worker is someone who travels for a job--in the U.S., many farm 
workers migrate from Mexico every year to work on the harvest and then 
return home when their jobs are over 
 

🎯 Migratory ➯ ( যাযাবর; wandering; V. ~: move from one region and settle in 
another; move periodically from one region to another ) 👉 Animals that 
change locations with the seasons are said to be ~. Ruby-throated 
hummingbirds are ~. They spend winter in the warmer climate of Mexico, 
Central, and South America and then return to the eastern United States in 
the spring. 
 

🎯 Militant ➯ ( রণনলপু্স; combative; bellicose; N. ) 👉 A ~ is someone who is 
engaged in a war or who acts aggressively for their cause. If you are ~ in 
your beliefs, you do not question them anymore than a soldier questions his 
orders 
 

🎯 Militate ➯ ( নবতোেী েত্তয়া; work against; Ex. ~ against the chances of 
promotion; CF. serve as a soldier ) 👉 Your father's loss of his job may ~ 
against the big family vacation your parents had been planning. To ~ is to be 
a deciding factor for or against. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Military action often 
influences others to argue against the invasion. 
 

🎯 Millennium ➯ ( সেস্রাব্দ; thousand-year period (as in the New Testament); 
hoped-for period of happiness and prosperity ) 👉 A decade means ten years, 
a century means a hundred, and ~ means a thousand. Think: a decade of 
marriage, the new ~ 
 

🎯 Mincing ➯ ( ঢং কনরয়া কথা বনলতততে বা োেঁনটতততে এমি; affectedly 
dainty(delicate, হ ৌনখি); V. ~[^ing]e: cut (esp. meat) into very small pieces; 
walk with exaggerated primness; walk in an unnatural way, taking little short 
steps; Ex. The actor ~ across the stage ) 👉 ~ is an adjective that describes 
someone who is being especially dainty or refined. The voices of older 
women who speak as though they're young girls can be described as ~. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ~ cud be minimum thing which means to cut into small pieces 
 

🎯 Minion ➯ ( চাটুকার; servile dependent; obsequious follower ) 👉 Your ~s, if 
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you are lucky enough to have any, are those people who are devoted to you 
and entirely dependent on you. If you borrow money from a bully and don't 
pay it back, he might send one of his ~s after you. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Union 
leader has lot of ~ members in the union 
 

🎯 Mirage ➯ ( মরীনচকা; unreal reflection; optical illusion ) 👉 Next time you're 
traveling in the desert, make sure you carry plenty of water. That enticing 
(প্রতলানভত) pool of water you see far away in the distance may be a ~, or an 
optical illusion. ) 👉 Mnemonic: MIRA..mirror ,and when we see ouselves in 
MIRROR we get to see our image in MIRROR ,which is nothing but UNREAL 
REFLECTION. 
 

🎯 Mire ➯ ( পােঁতক হডাবাি; entangle (জডাি); stick in swampy ground; stick or 
sink in ~; N: bog; deep mud; Ex. sucked deeper into the ~ ) 👉 A ~ is mushy 
ground like quicksand, so if you feel yourself trapped in a sticky situation, 
consider yourself ~d. One gets ~d IN something — like in a dispute or in a 
love triangle. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Tire in mire 
 

🎯 Mirth ➯ ( আতমাদ প্রতমাদ; merriment; laughter ) 👉 ~ is a formal or literary 
term meaning fun and enjoyment as shown by laughter. If you and your 
friends stayed up all night at a sleepover laughing, you might refer to that as 
a night of ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: mother at birth of her child is extreemely 
happy. this is how the word was made. mother at birth = ~. 
 

🎯 Misadventure ➯ ( দুঘসটিা; mischance; ill luck; Ex. death by ~ ) 👉 Ever 
climb a ladder and then, when you're at the top, the ladder tips over, leaving 
you stranded up there? That's the start of a ~, an unfortunate situation that 
happens because of bad luck. ) 👉 Mnemonic: means something like you go 
missing in an adventure!..its like a mishap! 
 

🎯 Misanthrope ➯ ( মিুিযতদ্বিী / হয মািুি হক ঘৃিা কতর; one who hates mankind; 
misanthropist ) 👉 A ~ is a person who hates or mistrusts other people. Your 
great aunt Edna who lashes out at anyone who approaches, convinced they'll 
steal the jewelry she keeps in her handbag on her lap? A ~ indeed. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: "misien"in greek means " to hate" and "anthropos" means 
"mankind" so ~ means one who hates mankind 
 

🎯 Misapprehension ➯ ( ভুল হবাঝাবুনঝ; error; misunderstanding ) 👉 When you 
have a ~, you make a mistake trying to understand something, which leads 
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you to believe something that isn't true. You may have a ~ about your 
brother's motives for being so nice to you this week. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
apprehend means to understand.. 
 

🎯 Mischance ➯ ( দুভসাগয; ill luck ) 👉 ~ describes a moment of bad luck, like 
when you have the ~ of slipping on the ice or catching a cold or losing your 
car keys. ) 👉 Mnemonic: how would you feel if you miss a chance in 
modelling industry! 
 

🎯 Misconstrue ➯ ( ভুল অথস করা; interpret incorrectly; misinterpret; misjudge ) 
👉 ~ means something is interpreted the wrong way. If you see your brother 
walking your best friend home, you may ~ the situation and think they're 
dating when really he's only picking up your birthday present. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: mis + construe (বযাখযা করা) 
 

🎯 Miscreant ➯ ( বদমা ; wretch; wrongdoer; villain; Ex. kindness to the ~; CF. 
believe ) 👉 A ~ is a person who is bad--who lies, breaks the law, yells at 
small puppies. It's a somewhat old-fashioned word, popular with old ladies 
shocked at having their purses stolen at the opera. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
~=mis+create..so god created them by mistake. Who? The VILLAINS 
 

🎯 Misgiving ➯ ( আ ো / সতন্দে; doubts ) 👉 If you have ~s about something, 
it means you're worried that it's not a good idea. Trying to fall asleep the 
night before a test, you might have ~s about having studied so little. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: Miss + Give = Miss giving good grades to me? Doubt it 
 

🎯 Mishap ➯ ( বদবদুঘসটিা; unfortunate accident ) 👉 Don't cry over spilled 
milk, it is just a minor ~ — a misfortune. If the surgeon operates on the 
wrong leg when you go in for knee surgery? Now, that's a ~ to get upset 
about. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~=mis+happenining 
 

🎯 Misnomer ➯ ( ভুল িাম বা সতম্বার্ি; wrong or improper name; incorrect 
designation ) 👉 A ~ is a wrong or unsuitable name. It's a ~ to call your 
grandmother "Grandfather," the same way it's a ~ to call a chair with four 
legs that doesn't move unless you drag it across the floor, a rocking chair. ) 
👉 Mnemonic: mis+name= ~ 
 

🎯 Misogamy ➯ ( নববাে - নবতদ্বিী; hatred of marriage 
 

🎯 Misogynist ➯ ( িারীনবতদ্বিী; hater of woman; CF. misogyny ) 👉 If you're 
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someone who believes women belong in the kitchen and shouldn't be 
accorded the same respect as men, you might be a ~. A ~ is a person who 
hates or doesn't trust women. ) 👉 Mnemonic: mis=to hate, and gyne=female 
as in gyneocologist 
 

🎯 Mite ➯ ( অতযি পনরমাণ; very small object or insect-like creature; small coin 
) 👉 ~ is one of many words for a very small amount, like a bit and a jot. A ~ 
is teeny-weeny and itty-bitty. It's not much at all. ) 👉 Mnemonic: remember 
termite (উইতপাকা) They are TINY creatures. 
 

🎯 Mitigate ➯ ( প্র নমত করা; appease; moderate; make or become less in force 
or intensity ) 👉 Choose the verb, ~, when something lessens the 
unpleasantness of a situation. You can ~ your parents' anger by telling them 
you were late to dinner because you were helping your elderly neighbor. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);~ > "Gate pe kutte ki potty pe mitti daal do" why? so 
that the intensity of bad odour will lessen. 
 

🎯 Mnemonic ➯ ( সৃ্মনতসম্বন্ধীয় পিনত / মতি রাখার কায়দা সম্পকসীয়; pertaining to 
memory; assisting the memory; N: device, such as as formula or rhyme, used 
as a ~ aid ) 👉 A ~ is a memory aid for something, often taking the form of a 
rhyme or an acronym. I before E except after C, is a ~ to help you remember 
how to spell words like "piece" and "receive." ) 👉 ~: How can you not know 
this ... 
 

🎯 Mobile ➯ ( চলমাি / ভ্রামযমাি; movable; not fixed ) 👉 When something is ~ it 
can move or be moved easily. If you walk to the end of the block talking on 
your cell phone, you are a ~ being using a ~ device.When something is ~ it 
can move or be moved easily. If you walk to the end of the block talking on 
your cell phone, you are a ~ being using a ~ device. 
 

🎯 Modicum ➯ ( সামািয পনরমাণ; limited quantity; small amount; Ex. He does 
not have a ~ of sense; CF. moderate ) 👉 If you want to describe a small 
amount of something, try ~. If you have a ~ of interest in something, you are 
a little bit interested. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~=MODERATE+INCOME 
 

🎯 Modish ➯ ( েযা াি দুরস্ত; fashionable; conforming to the current fashion ) 
👉 Something ~ is fashionable and stylish. It's a-la-mode, or right on top of 
the latest look. In the 1970s, it was considered ~ to wear bell bottoms. ) 👉 
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Mnemonic: ~ = mode (style) + ish.. thats is extremely stylish.. hence very 
fashionable.. 
 

🎯 Modulate ➯ ( নিয়নন্ত্রত করা; tone down in intensity; change the intensity or 
tone of; regulate; change from one musical key to another; Ex. ~ from E to G 
) 👉 Is your friend's voice so high-pitched that people are starting to stare? 
Sweetly ask, "Can you ~ your voice, please? To ~ is to change the pitch of 
something 
 

🎯 Mogul ➯ ( িমতাবান্ / অতযান্ত র্িী ও সম্ভ্রান্ত বযনক্ত; powerful person; Ex. oil ~s; 
CF. Mogol, Moghul; CF. Mongolian ) 👉 If you're the type of person who likes 
to be in charge, you may have dreams of becoming a ~ — that is, a powerful 
businessperson. ) 👉 Mnemonic: sounds like MUGAL empire (in hstory) in 
which akbar was a powerful man. 
 

🎯 Molecule ➯ ( অণু; the smallest particle (one or more atoms) of a substance 
that has all the properties of that substance ) 👉 A ~, or the simplest 
structural unit of a substance that still keeps the properties of that substance, 
is a scientific word that gets used by the nonscientific, as in "Every single ~ 
in my body wants that chocolate cake!" 
 

🎯 Mollify ➯ ( প্র নমত করা; soothe an angry person ) 👉 To ~ is to calm 
someone down, talk them off the ledge, make amends, maybe even apologize. 
) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds like nullify...so just think of nullifying 
something...nullifying your temper 
 

🎯 Mollycoddle ➯ ( লাই হদত্তয়া / হমতয়নল পুরূি; pamper; coddle; baby; indulge 
excessively ) 👉 ~ means to spoil or overindulge something. You can think of 
~ as an extreme form of coddle. If you constantly fuss (বযনতবযস্ত করাি) over 
your dog and serve her homemade food while she's resting on a soft feather 
bed, you ~ her. ) 👉 Mnemonic: coddle (আদর করা) sounds like cuddle (আনলিি) 
which also means showing love.. so Molly ko cuddle kiya 
 

🎯 Molt ➯ ( হখালস োডা; periodically shed or cast off hairs or feathers (for 
replacement by a new growth) ) 👉 When an animal ~s, it loses its feathers, 
fur, skin or maybe even outer skeleton. People don't ~, but plenty of animals 
do as a normal part of their life cycle. ) 👉 Mnemonic: m + old ~ as you get 
old, your hair shed 
 

🎯 Molten ➯ ( গনলত; melted; Ex. ~ lava ) 👉 ~ describes an object that's 
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reduced to liquid form by heating. You're probably familiar with lava, the ~ 
rock that explodes out of a volcano. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 'molt' sounds like 'melt', 
you melted iron and liquefied it. 
 

🎯 Monarchy ➯ ( রাজতন্ত্র; government under a single ruler ) 👉 A ~ is a 
country that is ruled by a monarch, and ~ is this system or form of 
government. ) 👉 Mnemonic: monarch = mono (single) + arch (ruler).. 
 

🎯 Monastic ➯ ( সিযাসী; related to monks; removed from worldly concerns ) 
👉 ~ means like in a monastery. So what is it like in a monastery? Well, it's 
solitary, somewhat isolated, plain, and disciplined. If you take ~ vows, you 
promise to live this way. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ has 'ascetic' which means self-
denial, living life like a Monk. 
 

🎯 Monetary ➯ ( মুোনবিয়ক; pertaining to money ) 👉 If it has to do with 
money or currency, it's ~, like your childhood toy collection that has no ~ 
value, but you love it nonetheless. ) 👉 Mnemonic: money+tary 
 

🎯 Monochromatic ➯ ( একরঙা; having only one color ) 👉 If everything in 
your room is pink, your room is ~ — all of one color. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
Mono(single)+chromatic(color) as follows,,,, 
 

🎯 Monotheism ➯ ( এতকশ্বরবাদ; belief in one God ) 👉 ~ is the belief in a 
single all-powerful god, as opposed to religions that believe in multiple gods. 
Judaism and Christianity are widely practiced forms of ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
MONO(SINGLE) + THEI( root for GOD) 
 

🎯 Monotony ➯ ( একতঘতয়নম; sameness leading to boredom; CF. monotone ) 👉 

~ is when you have too much of a boring thing: one tone of voice going on 
and on, one piece of flat music playing over and over, one infomercial 
droning on and on. There is no variety in ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
MONO(SINGLE)+TONY(like TONE) = SINGLE TONE, the same tone gets boring 
after a while. 
 

🎯 Monumental ➯ ( পবসতপ্রমাণ; massive; impressively large; built as a 
monument ) 👉 Whether it's a ~ effort requiring vast amounts of strength or 
a ~ cruise ship with eleven floors and five sets of elevators, the word ~ 
describes something imposing or massive in size. ) 👉 Mnemonic: like a 
MONUMENT, monuments are BIG and IMPRESSIVE 
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🎯 Moodiness ➯ ( হখয়ানলপিা; fits of depression or gloom; CF. mood: | state of 
mind or emotion ) 👉 If you're contented one moment, then sad the next, 
then angry, then joyous, then irritable, you're suffering from ~, or changeable 
moods. ) 👉 Mnemonic: being MOODy 
 

🎯 Moratorium ➯ ( সামনয়ক স্থনগত / আইি কনরয়া সকল হদিা স্থনগত রাখা েয়; legal 
delay of payment or action; Ex. declare ~ on the building of new houses ) 👉 

A ~ is the suspension of a particular activity--you could have a ~ on fishing, 
baking, the use of candles, the wearing of matching socks. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
হমাডা বতরী োইরা নদয়াম - বযবসা ভালা িা 
 

🎯 Morbid ➯ ( হরাগগ্রস্ত / মরণ নচন্তাগ্রস্থ; given to unwholesome or unhealthy 
thought; moody; characteristic of disease; Ex. ~ curiosity; N. ~ity; CF. disease ) 
👉 If the first section of the newspaper you read is the obituaries, you could 
be considered ~. ~ is a word used to describe anyone who spends too much 
time thinking about death or disease. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ = MORTAL (deadly) + 
BITE (like of an insect) --> a deadly bite is unhealthy and disease related. 
 

🎯 Mordant ➯ ( নবদ্রুপাত্মক / কামডাইয়া র্তর এমি; biting; sarcastic; stinging; 
(apprec.) incisive; cutting; Ex. ~ pen/wit ) 👉 If you like Edgar Allan Poe and 
"The Addams Family," you have a taste for ~ entertainment — that is, 
anything particularly grim or dark in nature. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;hindi);more +daant = more teeth, so biting 
 

🎯 Mores ➯ ( রীনতিীনত; conventions; moral standards; moral customs ) 👉 ~ are 
the customs, norms, and behaviors that are acceptable to a society or social 
group. If your personal morals are in disagreement with local ~, you should 
be prepared to be annoyed every time you read the local Letters to the 
Editor. ) 👉 Mnemonic: MORE + S = moral standards 
 

🎯 Moribund ➯ ( মরমর; dying; at the point of death; CF. death ) 👉 Something 
that is ~ is almost dead, like the ~ plant you didn't water for months, or so 
without change or growth that it seems dead, like a ~ town that seems 
trapped in the 1950s. ) 👉 Mnemonic: মনর বনু্ধ, র্র র্র 
 

🎯 Morose ➯ ( নবিাদগ্রস্ত; ill-humored; sullen; sullenly melancholy ) 👉 A ~ 
person is sullen, gloomy, sad, glum, and depressed — not a happy camper. ) 
👉 Mnemonic: মরায় মরায় হেতয় যাতি - সবাই ~ 
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🎯 Mortician ➯ ( সত্কার বযবসায়ী; undertaker; CF. death ) 👉 Lots of kids want 
to grow up to be astronauts, firefighters, or doctors. Not too many want to 
be ~s, which makes sense: a ~ runs a funeral home. ) 👉 Mnemonic: মতগসর 
দাতরায়াি 
 

🎯 Mortify ➯ ( মতি আঘাত হদওয়া / জ্বালাতিা; humiliate by embarassing 
excessively; shame; punish the flesh; discipline (one's body) by self-denial; Ex. 
mortified by her blunder; Ex. ~ the flesh; CF. cause to die ) 👉 To ~ someone 
is to cause them extreme embarrassment. Your mother may not have been 
trying to ~ you when she showed up at your senior prom with a bunch of 
unicorn balloons, but she did. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ can be said as moti fy means 
calling someone moti(fat) which is embarrasing and ashamed 
 

🎯 Motif ➯ ( ন তির সানেততযর নবত িতঃ সংগীততর মূল উপাদাি বা প্রর্াি প্রসি; theme; 
recurrent thematic element in a musical or literary work; single or repeated 
pattern; figure ) 👉 The race car decor in your room, the refrain of a song, 
the idea or object that keeps popping up in a story — these are all ~s, 
reoccurring elements that move throughout and shape music, art and novels. 
In novels, a ~ can be a recurring idea like revenge or object that symbolizes 
an idea. A character might notice shadows throughout a story which 
symbolize his dark past ) 👉 Mnemonic: relate with motive 
 

🎯 Motility ➯ ( সনিয়তা; ability to move spontaneously ) 👉 Often used to 
describe the ability of sperm to swim, ~ is anything's ability to move or get 
around. His sperm's ~ was just one of the factors in the couple's fertility. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ~ remember it by near synonym mobility 
 

🎯 Motley ➯ ( নবনভি বণসযুক্ত; multi-colored (as of a garment worn by a jester - 
ভােঁড); mixed; heterogeneous; CF. jester: one who jests (as a paid fool at 
medieval courts) ) 👉 If you've encountered the word ~, it's most likely in the 
phrase "~ crew," which means a diverse and poorly organized group. Think of 
a band of pirates, or the assorted characters who became The Fellowship of 
the Ring. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);If you and your friend goto shopping, 
he would suggest you in Hindi "Yeh Dress Math (MOT-Don't) LEY (take),Joker 
ki thara dhikegha". It didnt suit u as it was multi-coloured! 
 

🎯 Mottled ➯ ( বহুবতণস নচত্রনবনচত্র; blotched in coloring; spotted; Ex. ~ face ) 👉 

Something that is ~ has spots or patches with different shades or colors, like 
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the reddish blotches (রংতয়র দাগ) that can appear on your skin if it's exposed 
to extreme temperatures. ) 👉 Mnemonic: MOTE( a speck - িুে দাগ/spot) + LED 
= SPOTT + ED --- ~ Bottle 
 

🎯 Mountebank ➯ ( োতুতড ডাক্তার / ভণ্ড; charlatan; boastful pretender ) 👉 A ~ 
has a talent for tricking people into buying things, like the ~ who charms 
women into buying "magic beauty pills" for hundreds of dollars, though they 
are just ordinary vitamins you can buy anywhere. ) 👉 Origin: the Italian 
phrase "monta in banco." It describes a "doctor" who would "mount a bench" 
in the marketplace. Standing a bit higher than the crowd enabled people to 
hear his sales pitch and see the potions (নমিণ) and powders he claimed were 
medical cures that never failed — claims as bogus as his credentials. A ~ is a 
fast-talking crook pretending to be an expert. 
 

🎯 Muddle ➯ ( েতবুনি অবস্থা; confuse; mix up confusedly; N: state of confusion 
) 👉 A ~ is something that's messy and confusing. If your bedroom looks like 
a hurricane just hit it, you might describe it as a ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: sounds 
like addle, puddle, fuddle which means be confused or make confused. 
 

🎯 Muggy ➯ ( গরম ও আেস; (of weather) warm and damp ) 👉 Think of hot, 
humid, steamy weather as being so unpleasant that you feel "mugged" by it 
when you step outside. That's one way to remember the meaning of ~. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: like MAGGY noodles which are WARM and DAMP when prepared. 
 

🎯 Multifarious ➯ ( িািানবর্; varied; greatly diversified; Ex. ~ activities ) 👉 A 
person or thing with many sides or different qualities is ~. The Internet has ~ 
uses, museums are known for their ~ art collections, and Hindu gods are 
associated with ~ incarnations. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~=MULTI+FARIOUS,farious 
rhymes with various...so both multi and various means de same...VARIED and 
GREATLY DIVERSIFIED 
 

🎯 Multiform ➯ ( বহুরূপ; having many forms ) 👉 If you describe something as 
~, it can exist in many forms. By its nature, a transformer toy that can 
double as a car and as a robot can be called ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: inkle 
uniform.... and relate it 
 

🎯 Multilingual ➯ ( বহুভানিক; having many languages; fluent in several 
languages ) 👉 Do you speak Spanish or French, in addition to English? Then 
you are ~, which is an impressive and practical thing to be.Do you speak 
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Spanish or French, in addition to English? Then you are ~, which is an 
impressive and practical thing to be. 
 

🎯 Mural ➯ ( হদত্তয়াতল অনেত; wall painting ) 👉 A ~ is a large-scale painting 
usually done on a wall. Diego Rivera, the Mexican ~ist, is famous for the 
plaster ~s he painted on the walls at Rockefeller Center in the 1930s. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: মূনতস আেঁকা wall 
 

🎯 Murky ➯ ( অন্ধকার; dark and gloomy; thick with fog; vague; Ex. ~ night/fog 
) 👉 Something that's ~ is dim, gloomy or hard to see through clearly. Think 
of the dark fog around a haunted house or the cloudy, muddy water in a 
swamp. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Telgu);in telugu "murki" means dirty,so dirty is 
obviously dark 
 

🎯 Muse ➯ ( গভীরভাতব নচন্তা করা; ponder at length; N: source of inspiration 
(esp. of a poet) ) 👉 As a verb, to ~ is to consider something thoughtfully. As 
a noun, it means a person — especially a woman — who is a source of artistic 
inspiration. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ums contain things which cause 
you to reflect deeply 
 

🎯 Musky ➯ ( মৃগিানভর গন্ধযুক্ত; having the odor of musk কস্তুরী ) 👉 A ~ smell 
might make you close your eyes and smile, or it might make you leave a 
room. Either way, it's a very strong and sweet odor that's hard to ignore ) 👉 

এত গন্ধ হয musk (mask) পতর নিতত েয় 
 

🎯 Muster ➯ ( জড করা; gather; assemble (troops); Ex. ~ up one's strength for 
the ordeal (কতিার পরীিা); N. ) 👉 Originally meaning only to gather soldiers, 
~'s definition has been expanded to include gathering up just about anything-
-you can ~ up some dinner, some friends, or even some ketchup, pickles and 
mustard. ) 👉 Mnemonic: try rhyming it with "cluster" almost means the 
same.. 
 

🎯 Musty ➯ ( োতাপডা; stale (in odor or taste); spoiled by age; CF. moist ) 👉 ~ 
is an unclean, stale and possibly moldy smell. If something smells ~ that 
means it's probably been sitting in a damp corner without any air for a little 
too long. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ময়লা নজন্স পতর মানস্ত 
 

🎯 Mutability ➯ ( পনরবতসি ীলতা; ability to change in form; fickleness ) 👉 ~ 
means the quality of being changeable. Caterpillars, on their way to becoming 
butterflies, display a great deal of ~ 
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🎯 Muted ➯ ( নিঃ ব্দ; silent; muffled; toned down; Ex. ~ traffic noise ) 👉 

Something ~ has a softened tone or quieted sound. When you try to listen 
through the wall at what someone is saying, it's really ~ and mumbly, even if 
you put a glass to your ear. 
 

🎯 Myriad ➯ ( সংখযাতীত; very large number; ADJ. CF. ten thousand ) 👉 If 
you've got ~ problems it doesn't mean you should call a ~ exterminator, it 
means you've got countless problems; loads of them; too many to count. 
Welcome to the club. ) 👉 Mnemonic: মাইনর!! add আর add =~s of Ads during 
special programs (like IPL, new movie etc.) 
 

🎯 Nadir ➯ ( নিম্নতম নবনু্দ; lowest point; point on the celestial sphere 
diametrically opposite the zenith ) 👉 If a highly forgetful person loses his 
phone, his wallet, and then his car keys in separate instances all in one day, 
you could say that he has reached an organizational ~. This means "lowest 
point." ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);na+gir meaning from where one cannot 
fall that is the lowest point ---- Arabic nazir - িনজর, which means "opposite 
to." It is still used in astronomy to indicate the part of the celestial sphere 
located directly below an observer, but also more generally to describe the 
worst point of someone's life or career. 
 

🎯 Naivete ➯ ( সরলতা; quality of being unsophisticated; simplicity; artlessness; 
gullibility; ADJ. ~[^te]: ingenuous; lacking worldliness; simple; credulous ) 👉 If 
you suggest that world peace could be achieved by handing out cookies in 
warring nations, you would be revealing a certain amount of ~. This is a lack 
of wisdom and sophistication. ) 👉 Mnemonic: quality of NAIVE ... 
 

🎯 Narcissist ➯ ( স্বাথসপর বযনক্ত; conceited person; N. ~[^st]sm; CF. ~[^ist]us ) 👉 

The noun ~ refers to someone intensely concerned with only his or her own 
self or interests and who seems to forget that others exist. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
িানত্স - নেটলার সাতেব নেতলি চরম সাথসপর - িানত্স (nazi) 
 

🎯 Nascent ➯ ( জন্মলাভ কনরতততে; incipient; coming into being or existence; Ex. 
~ ability in music ) 👉 ~ describes the birth or beginning of something, for 
example a civilization, a trend, an idea, or an action. It can also imply a 
future promise, like the ~ government of a new country. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
"new soul sent".....to earth 
 

🎯 Natation ➯ ( সাতার কাটা; swimming ) 👉 If you are someone who still loves 
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the old joke: "Your epidermis is showing," natation is a word for you. It 
means floating but sounds like a terrible disease. ) 👉 This is really stupid... 
nata in hindi means short in height...we know swimming increases 
height..hence natation is the solution to the height problem. 
 

🎯 Natty ➯ ( নেটোট; neatly or smartly dressed; dapper; smart; Ex. ~ dresser ) 
👉 ~ means current in style, both of dress and manners. A ~ dresser is 
someone who is very stylish and has a snappy attitude. He may even be 
wearing a ~ fedora. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like NEAT and N se naya also..., 
so ~ 
 

🎯 Nebulous ➯ ( হমঘািি; vague; hazy; cloudy; of a nebula; Ex. ~ proposal ) 👉 

Use the adjective ~ for situations that are "hazy, indistinct" and also "cloudy" 
or "fuzzy." ) 👉 Mnemonic: Nebula the milky way in galaxy which is cloudy 
and unclear 
 

🎯 Necromancy ➯ ( জাদুনবদযা; black magic; sorcery; dealings with the dead; art 
that professes to communicate with the spirits of the dead so as to predict 
the future; CF. necro+divination; CF. necro-: death; Ex. necropolis ) 👉 Spooky, 
sneaky, powerful and strange, ~ is the art of raising the spirits of the dead, 
either for their predictions about the future, or their ghostly help in making 
something happen. Greek word for corpse necro and prophecy mancy. If you 
travel to the underworld to speak to the dead, then you have the power of 
necromancy, not to mention geomancy, the ability to read signs from the 
earth to find the necropolis, or city of the dead. 
 

🎯 Nefarious ➯ ( বদমাই ; very wicked ) 👉 Describe a person's actions as ~ if 
they are evil or wicked. Batman and Superman are always fighting evildoers 
and stopping their ~ plots. ) 👉 Mnemonic: this sounds like 
ne(nephew)+farious(furious)..so your nephew is very furious or cruel or 
violent 
 

🎯 Negate ➯ ( অস্বীকার করা; cancel out; nullify; cause to have no effect; deny ) 
👉 If something neutralizes the effect of something else, then you can say the 
effect is ~d. Hanging a disco ball from your living room ceiling ~s the sleek 
modern effect created by the contemporary furniture. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;No-gate);ne=no + gate=door, so there is no entrance through that door 
 

🎯 Negligible ➯ ( উতপিণীয়; so small, trifling, or unimportant as to be easily 
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disregarded ) 👉 When something is meaningless or insignificant because it is 
so little, it's ~. The amount of interest you'll get on your savings is ~, so you 
might as well spend your money. ) 👉 Mnemonic: NEGLect it because it's not 
(><) GIB (big ) 
 

🎯 Nemesis ➯ ( দুভসাগয / ভগবাতির মার; someone seeking revenge; source of 
downfall or ruin; CF. ~ ) 👉 Use the word ~ to describe someone or something 
that always causes you major problems, like the runner on another school's 
track team who, for years, has been beating your time by a fraction of a 
second. ) 👉 Mnemonic: not+my+sis hence wants to take revenge..my sister 
wouldn't have been the cause of my downfall. 
 

🎯 Neologism ➯ ( িূতি  ব্দ; new or newly coined word or phrase ) 👉 A ~ is a 
made-up or new word. ~s can be fun-ti-ful, but the problem is making sure 
others understand what you mean. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 'neo' means 'new' and 
'logos' means 'word'; so '~' means inventing new word. 
 

🎯 Neophyte ➯ ( িবদীনিত বযনক্ত; recent convert; new member of a religious 
group; beginner; CF. plant ) 👉 "Look at the little freshies," said the football 
team captain to his friends. "Little ~s come to learn how the big boys 
play....Let's get 'em!" ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);split the word into "neo = 
the matrix hero" and "phyte = fight". Thus neo fights in matrix movie as a 
beginner or new commer to save the revolution. 
 

🎯 Nepotism ➯ ( স্বজিপ্রীনত; favoritism (to a relative); CF. nephew ) 👉 ~ is the 
practice of favoritism based on kinship, like when the coach chooses his own 
kid to be the quarterback even if his kid stinks at football. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
(Tag: Hindi) ne + poti + sm ~ poti (grand-daughter) .. every grand father 
shows favoritism for his grand daughter. 
 

🎯 Nicety ➯ ( সূক্ষ্মতা; precision; accuracy; minute distinction or difference; Ex. 
to a ~: exactly; precisely; Ex. distinguish between ~[^y]ies ) 👉 Clearly, you're 
interested in the ~ of a word's meaning if you're checking out this website. A 
~ is a fine detail or shade of meaning that anything — not just a word — can 
possess. ) 👉 Mnemonic: break ~ as 'nice'& 'ty' as 'tea' so its 'nice tea' that 
means it has perfect taste and is distinct from the others. 
 

🎯 Niggardly ➯ ( নকপতট; meanly stingy; parsimonious ) 👉 While this looks 
like a certain racial slur, it's really just a way of saying meager, stingy or 
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ungenerous. If you get a ~ share of cake, it means someone gave you a very 
small piece. ) 👉 Mnemonic: nigar khan dont spend money on clothes jst 
spend on bikini hehehehe 
 

🎯 Niggle ➯ ( সামািয বযাপার নিতয় খুেঁতখুেঁত করা; spend too much time on minor 
points (esp. when finding fault); find fault; Ex. ~ over details; ADJ. ~[^e]ing ) 
👉 To ~ means to argue over petty things, like battling over who gets the 
front seat or bickering about who's turn it is to take out the garbage. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~: sounds like a new girls..who is worrying too much 
about her first day in college. 
 

🎯 Nihilist ➯ ( িানস্তবাদী; one who considers traditional beliefs to be groundless 
and existence meaningless; absolute skeptic; revolutionary terrorist ) 👉 If you 
reject all moral beliefs and take the view that life has no meaning, you could 
be called a ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like annihilate - িা  করা. A ~ wants to 
annihilate all religious beliefs. 
 

🎯 Nip ➯ ( হেদি করা; s~ off; stop something's growth or development; bite; 
make numb with cold; Ex. ~ the plan; Ex. A guard dog ~ped the postman; Ex. 
fingers ~ped by the extreme chill ) 👉 A ~ is a tiny bite, a cold feeling, or a 
strong taste on your tongue. It's also a verb for pinching or biting something, 
but not always in a bad way. ) 👉 Mnemonic: nipple 
 

🎯 Nirvana ➯ ( স্বগসসুখ / নিবসাণ; in Buddhist teachings, the ideal state in which 
the individual loses himself in the attainment of an impersonal beatitude ) 👉 

~ is a place of perfect peace and happiness, like heaven. In Hinduism and 
Buddhism, ~ is the highest state that someone can attain, a state of 
enlightenment, meaning a person's individual desires and suffering go away 
 

🎯 Nocturnal ➯ ( নি াচর; done or active at night; Ex. ~ animals/raids ) 👉 If 
something is ~, it belongs to or is active at night. That includes vampires, 
owls that like to hunt by moonlight, and that roommate who stays up playing 
video games until the wee hours of the morning. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Latin 
nocturnus "belonging to the night" 
 

🎯 Noisome ➯ ( দুগসন্ধময়; foul smelling; very unpleasant; unwholesome ) 👉 If 
you accidentally leave half a sandwich under your bed for a few days, cover 
your nose while you sleep because it will probably become quite ~. This is a 
fancy way of saying that it will stink. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Try to extract out two 
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words from it... NOSENOISE.. Hence ~ is something that makes NOISE in our 
NOSE 
 

🎯 Nonchalance ➯ ( ঔদাসীিয; indifference; lack of concern; composure; ADJ. 
~[^ce]t: unconcerned; cool; indifferent; Ex. nonchalant attitude to his debts ) 
👉 ~ is a casual lack of concern, a relaxed state without anxiety or 
enthusiasm. Like how you'd act if the girl you've had a secret crush on since 
grade school asks you to the prom. (Or maybe not.) ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;english);~ rhymes like No + Challenge , When there is no challenge, 
people tend not to care and there will be a casual lack of concern. 
 

🎯 Noncommittal ➯ ( নিরতপি; neutral; refusing commitment to a particular 
opinion; unpledged; undecided ) 👉 When you want to keep all your options 
open, stay ~. This means you say "maybe" and "I'll see if I can do that," 
rather than making promises to do specific things. ) 👉 Mnemonic: No 
commitment with any party means neutral. 
 

🎯 Nonentity ➯ ( অিনস্তত্ব / োলতু হলাক; person of no importance; nonexistence 
) 👉 The noun ~ refers to a person of no significance or importance. If you 
are a member of a sports team, but spend all your time sitting on the bench 
watching the rest of the team play, you will probably feel like a ~. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ~ sounds like no entry..... worthless people have no entry in to 
the college..... 
 

🎯 Nonplus ➯ ( েতবুনি অবস্থা / স্তনেত; put at a loss; bring to a halt by 
confusion; perplex; CF. no more ) 👉 To ~ is to baffle or confuse someone to 
the point that they have nothing to say. Something weird and mysterious can 
~ you, like a play that is performed entirely by chickens. ) 👉 Mnemonic: non-
plus=subtract..and any subtraction is a loss...not knowing the cause of loss we 
become confused and perplexed 
 

🎯 Notable ➯ ( উতেখতযাগয; conspicuous; worthy of note; remarkable; 
important; distinguished; noted ) 👉 When something is ~, it's worthy of 
notice, or even famous. It might be a ~ feature of your trip to New York City 
that you spotted one of the city's ~ celebrities. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Please note 
whenever you are able to see an important and distinguished feature of 
something 
 

🎯 Notoriety ➯ ( কুখযানত; disrepute; ill fame ) 👉 ~ is fame you get from doing 
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something bad or being part of a misfortune or scandal. Just remember: ~'s 
not al-righty. Charles Manson earned ~ for his grisly crimes. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
root word is notorious means mischievous. so "notor" in the word specify 
defamity..illfame 
 

🎯 Novelty ➯ ( িতুিত্ব; something new; newness ) 👉 ~ is a newness or 
refreshing quality. Many college freshmen enjoy the ~ of living on their own 
— until it comes time to do that first load of laundry. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
politician is no+velty(wealty) it is a news and newness 
 

🎯 Novice ➯ ( ন িািনব ; beginner ) 👉 If you're a ~ at snowboarding, you're 
just learning the sport. On the Internet, a ~ might be called a newbie, but 
your parents would call one a beginner. ) 👉 Mnemonic: NO WISE 
 

🎯 Noxious ➯ ( িনতকর; harmful; CF. ob~ ) 👉 Something ~ is harmful and 
could be even fatal — whether it is colorless, odorless, and invisible like 
carbon monoxide, or dark, strong-smelling, and obvious, like black smoke 
from a fire. People are called ~ too when they hurt others with cruelty or 
mental anguish. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~=TOXIOUS.........harmful 
 

🎯 Nuance ➯ ( অনত সূক্ষ্ম তারতময; shade of slight difference in meaning or 
color; subtle distinction ) 👉 Use ~ to refer to a very small difference in color, 
meaning, or feeling. What makes singers brilliant is not how loud they can 
sing a note, but how many ~s they can evoke (আহ্বাি) through their 
approach. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ = new + ounce.. and ounce is a very small unit 
for weight.. hence a very small difference.. 
 

🎯 Nubile ➯ ( নববােতযাগয; marriageable; of marriageable age; CF. connubial 
(বববানেক) ) 👉 ~ is a word for young women who are attractive and "suitable 
for marriage" (which honestly sounds sort of chauvinistic). Feminist idealism 
aside, ~ is a flattering term for a gal. It means youthful and sexy. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ~ reminds me of NEW BRIDE....~ means marriageable 
 

🎯 Numismatist ➯ ( মুো সংিান্ত পনণ্ডত; person who collects coins; N. ~[^st]cs: 
study or collection of money, coins, and medals ) 👉 The person who looks 
closely at every penny might not be cheap — he might be a ~, a coin 
collector, looking for old or rare coins that somehow got into the mix. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ~ = numis (means numbers.. there are numbers on all coins..) and 
stasis ~ store --- Latin word numisma, meaning "coin, currency." 
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🎯 Nuptial ➯ ( বববানেক; related to marriage or the wedding ceremony; N. ~s: 
wedding ceremony ) 👉 You can describe something related to a wedding, or 
~s, using ~. You might go on a diet, getting ready for your ~ day. After the 
wedding, you might experience ~ bliss (সুখ). ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ = N + U + Pti 
(husband)+ al ( kal=tomorrow)= if u will do marriage tommorrow N U become 
husband. 
 

🎯 Nurture ➯ ( প্রনতপালি; nourish; feed; educate; rear; care for while it is 
growing or developing; foster; cultivate; N: something that nourishes; rearing 
) 👉 If you plant a seed, water it daily and give it lots of light, you ~ it until 
it is ready to be transplanted outside. When you ~ a person or thing, you 
care for it and help it to grow. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Dont torture but please ~ 
 

🎯 Oaf ➯ ( নিতবসার্ / ভূততর সন্তাি; stupid awkward person; CF. elf (দুষ্ট) ) 👉 An ~ 
is the boring, ill-mannered person you hope doesn't show up at your party 
and send the other guests running for the door. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~...sounds 
like uff..and when you see a ugly awkward person..you say..uff ufff..uff kyo 
mil gaya ye!!1 
 

🎯 Obdurate ➯ ( একগুেঁতয়; stubborn; refusing to change one's belief ) 👉 ~ is a 
formal word meaning stubborn. If you want to major in English, but your 
parents are ~ that you should go premed, they might go so far as to threaten 
not to pay your tuition. ) 👉 Mnemonic: OB+DURA(RELATE IT TO WORD 
DURABILITY)..SO anything which has durability..has the resisting power, and 
something which can resist, is stubborn. 
 

🎯 Obeisance ➯ ( অনভবাদি; bow (to show respect and obedience) ) 👉 An ~ is 
an act, usually physical, showing dutiful obedience. A supplicant might 
perform ~, touching his face to the ground, before humbly asking for help. ) 
👉 Mnemonic: obey (obei) + saints (sance) = when we obey saints we show 
them respect. 
 

🎯 Obelisk ➯ ( সৃ্মনতস্তে; tall column tapering (িম ঃ সরু েইয়া নগয়াতে - becoming 
gradually narrower toward the end) and ending in a pyramid ) 👉 Next time 
you visit the nation's capital, you can wow tourists by telling them the 
Washington Monument is an ~ — a tall, narrow stone pillar that tapers to a 
point at the top and commemorates an important person or event. ) 👉 
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Mnemonic: the character Obelix from Asterix and Obelix carried a huge stone 
~ 
 

🎯 Obese ➯ ( খুব হমাটা; excessively fat ) 👉 ~ means excessively fat. In medical 
terms, it means you have a body mass index (BMI) of 30 or more, at which 
point your body's excess fat begins to threaten your health. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
ob+vieously+ese(EASE)..so FAT people are obviously not at ease 
 

🎯 Obfuscate ➯ ( নবভ্রান্ত করা; confuse; muddle; cause confusion; make 
needlessly complex; make so confused as to be difficult to understand ) 👉 

Some people are experts at obfuscating the truth by being evasive চতুর, 
unclear, or obscure in the telling of the facts. The people who are good at 
~ing would include defense lawyers and teenagers asked about their plans for 
Saturday night. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ob (ab---now) FUSCATE = fuss + create To 
deliberately create a fuss about an issue to make it hard to understand and 
hard to understand. 
 

🎯 Objective ➯ ( উতদ্দ য / নিরতপি; not influenced by emotions; fair; N: goal; 
aim ) 👉 If a police officer falls in love with a witness in a case, it might be 
hard for him to stay ~ — that is, looking at things in a detached, impartial, 
fact-based way. ) 👉 Mnemonic: u r not influenced by emotions when u need 
to fulfill ur ~ 
 

🎯 Obligatory ➯ ( বার্যতামূলক; binding; required; compulsory; V. ~[^atory]e: 
constrain; make grateful; do a favor; accommodate ) 👉 ~ describes something 
you do because you have to, not because you want to. When you buy a car, 
you have to fill out the ~ forms. In many homes, saying please and thank you 
is ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: oblige is to bind..thus ~ follows... 
 

🎯 Oblique ➯ ( হতরো / বােঁকা; indirect; slanting (deviating from the 
perpendicular or from a straight line); Ex. ~ reference ) 👉 If something is ~, 
it has a slanting position or direction. In figurative use, ~ means indirect or 
purposely misleading. "What is two plus two?" "Fish!" as an answer is 
completely ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ - split it like OB(object) lique(sounds as LIKE). 
So OBject Like, referring something indirectly. 
 

🎯 Obliterate ➯ ( নিনিি করা; destroy completely; wipe out; Ex. ~ the village ) 
👉 When you see ~, think of evil alien invaders that zap আিমণ a planet with 
a destructive ray. In one blast, the planet and all of the people on it are 
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vaporized. The planet is truly ~d, or completely wiped out. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
lets ' all-be-literate ' and destroy illiteracy completely 
 

🎯 Oblivion ➯ ( নবসৃ্মনত; obscurity; condition of being completely forgotten; 
forgetfulness ) 👉 ~ is the state of being forgotten. If you slip into ~ after 
selling one record, then your only hope is becoming a "VH1 one-hit wonder." 
) 👉 Mnemonic: ops! আবার ভুতল হগনে 
 

🎯 Obloquy ➯ ( ভত্সসিা / নিন্দা; slander; disgrace; infamy ) 👉 If you are on the 
receiving end of ~, then society has turned against you and you are in a state 
of disgrace. Poor Hester Prynne who was forced to wear a red "A" on her 
chest for "adultery" knows all about ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: etymologically OB-
'against' and LOQUY-'talk'. Therefore ~ means to TALK AGAINST SOMEONE,i.e. 
SLANDER 
 

🎯 Obnoxious ➯ ( জঘিয; offensive; disagreeable; Ex. ~ smell ) 👉 If something 
is ~, it's annoying and unpleasant. Generally, people like to avoid ~ folks. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: all িষ্ট and Toxic 
 

🎯 Obsequious ➯ ( হখা ামুতদ; slavishly attentive; servile; full of servile 
compliance; sycophantic ) 👉 If you disapprove of the overly submissive way 
someone is acting — like the teacher's pet or a celebrity's assistant — call 
them by the formal adjective ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: or obse(ssed)-Qui( yes in 
frech)-ous=always obsessed with saying yes to it all 
 

🎯 Obsequy ➯ ( অতন্তনষ্টনিয়া; funeral ceremony 
 

🎯 Obsessive ➯ ( আিিকর; related to thinking about something constantly; of 
an obsession; preoccupying; N. obsession: compulsive preoccupation with a 
fixed idea; compulsive idea; V. obsess: preoccupy the mind of excessively ) 👉 

If you rush to the carwash every time a speck কনণকা of dust lands on your 
fender, your friends probably describe you as ~ about keeping your car clean. 
In other words, you care way too much about your car's cleanliness. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ~ - thinking boob excessive 
 

🎯 Obsidian ➯ ( কাতলা কাতচর মততা হদখতত একজাতীয় আতিয়ন লা; black volcanic 
rock ) 👉 ~ is a type of black or dark glass formed from cooling lava. So if 
you find a shiny, hard, dark piece of glass next time you're hanging around a 
volcano, it's probably a piece of ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: obsi(obese)+indian(are dark 
color):so fat indian looks like black volcanic rock 
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🎯 Obsolete ➯ ( হসকাতল; outmoded; no longer used 
 

🎯 Obstetrician ➯ ( র্াত্রীনবদযানব ারদ; physician specializing in delivery(assisting 
in giving birth) of babies; CF. midwife ) 👉 If you were born in the United 
States, probably the first doctor you ever laid eyes on was an ~, a medical 
doctor who delivers babies. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like OBSTRUCTION. So 
the an ~ helps the pregnant woman to clear the obstruction of the female 
opening and deliver the baby 
 

🎯 Obstinate ➯ ( একগুেঁতয়; stubborn; hard to control or treat; Ex. ~ cough ) 👉 

When someone is beyond stubborn, use the word ~ instead: "You ~ old mule! 
Get out of my way!" ) 👉 Mnemonic: obs+tin+ate he ate tin so he is stubborn 
fellow as he is hard to control 
 

🎯 Obstreperous ➯ ( হগালমাতলভরা; boisterous; noisy and uncontrollable ) 👉 ~ 
means boisterous, noisy, aggressive, defiant. You've probably seen an ~ child 
in the grocery store, pulling away from her mother, screaming at the top of 
her lungs. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);the word can be broken into 
ob+STREET+PERU..streets in peru are very noisy because of traffic. 
 

🎯 Obtuse ➯ ( হভােঁতা; blunt; not sharp; stupid; slow in understanding ) 👉 The 
adjective ~ is good for describing someone slow on the uptake: "Don't be so 
~: get with the program!" ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ refers to angles between two 
lines which is >90 degrees.....the line appears like its leaning towards the wall 
which is inactive and stupid 
 

🎯 Obviate ➯ ( দূর করা / পূতবসই বুতঝ তদািুযায়ী কাজ করা; make unnecessary; get 
rid of; Ex. ~ the need ) 👉 To ~ means to eliminate the need for something or 
to prevent something from happening. If you want to ~ the possibility of a 
roach হতলাতপাকা infestation সংিমণ, clean your kitchen regularly. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ~ - viate sounds like deviate, deviate yourself from 
studying(happen something).... 
 

🎯 Occlude ➯ ( বন্ধ কতর হদওয়া; shut; close; obstruct; Ex. A blood clot চাপ ~d an 
artery র্মিী. ) 👉 ~ means to obstruct, as with an opening. You hear this a lot 
in a medical context. Heart surgeons are looking for occlusions in blood 
vessels--things that ~ the flow of blood. ) 👉 Mnemonic: when you include 
someone they are welcome and the gates are always open but when you 
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~(rhymes with EXCLUDE), they are unwelcome and hence the gates are SHUT 
or CLOSED on them. 
 

🎯 Odious ➯ ( ঘৃণয; arousing strong dislike; hateful(causing hatred); vile ) 👉 If 
something is ~ it's hateful. If you become a historian of slavery, you'll learn 
all the details of that ~ trade. ) 👉 Mnemonic: I hate high audio(~) --- Bad 
Odor person ~ 
 

🎯 Odium ➯ ( জঘিযতা; detestation; quality of being; hatefulness; disrepute 
(resulting from hateful conduct) ) 👉 That shivery কােঁপি র্রাতিা feeling of 
disgust and hatred that you get when you see something senseless and 
horrible is called ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: Podium = means stage and I have a stage 
fear and therefore I detest going on the stage. --- ওনড আনম খাই িা 
 

🎯 Odoriferous ➯ ( গন্ধযুক্ত; giving off an odor ) 👉 Something that's ~ carries 
a smell. When you hear someone use the word ~, just hope they're not 
referring to your breath or armpits বগল. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 2 meanings: 1. odori 
relates to odour/smell. 2. ferous related to ferocious and hence offensive 
 

🎯 Offensive ➯ ( আপনত্তকর; attacking; insulting; distasteful ) 👉 ~ describes 
rude or hurtful behavior, or a military or sports incursion অিুপ্রতব  into on 
opponent's territory. In any context, "on the ~" means on the attack. 
 

🎯 Offhand ➯ ( িা ভানবয়া নচনন্তয়া; casual; done without prior thought or 
preparation ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes a remark or comment that is made 
without previous thought or preparation. If you are at a wedding, you may 
want to make a few ~ but nice remarks about the bride and groom. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ~ - hands on means experience, you have prepared for that , so 
off hands means something without preparation 
 

🎯 Officious ➯ ( উপযাচক; meddlesome; excessively pushy in offering one's 
services; overly eager in offering unwanted services or advices; Ex. ~ bellboy ) 
👉 Though ~ sounds like official, it means being annoyingly eager to do more 
than is required. "The ~ lunch lady made everyone's food choices her 
business, and made nasty comments when students chose cookies over 
carrots." ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~,the first part of the word sounds similar to office. 
Imagine a government office where people poke their nose in other's affairs, 
they are INTERFERING. 
 

🎯 Ogle ➯ ( প্রণয়কটাি; look at amorously প্রণয়পূণস; make eyes at; Ex. old men 
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~ing young girls ) 👉 When you ~ someone, you look at them with love or 
desire in mind. And if you're a cartoon character, you might also be drooling 
আতবালতাতবাল বকা . ) 👉 Mnemonic: O+gle..(girls)..so a man staring or eyeing 
young girls.. 
 

🎯 Olfactory ➯ ( ঘ্রাতণনিয় - সংিান্ত; concerning the sense of smell ) 👉 

Something ~ has to do with the sense of smell. The odor from that factory is 
a symphony of ~ delights. Not. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ol(oil)+factory...so people are 
CONCERNED ABOUT THE SMELL THAT COMES FROM THE OIL FACTORY. 
 

🎯 Omnipotent ➯ ( সবস নক্তমাি; all-powerful; having unlimited power ) 👉 If 
you want to describe someone who can do absolutely anything, reach for the 
adjective ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: OMNI (means all) + POTENT (powerful) = ALL 
POWERFUL 
 

🎯 Omniscient ➯ ( সবসজ্ঞ; all-knowing ) 👉 To be ~ is to know everything. This 
often refers to a special power of God. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like omni + 
scientist so a scientist knows about all the things . 
 

🎯 Omnivorous ➯ ( সবসভুক; eating both plant and animal food; devouring 
everything ) 👉 An ~ animal eats meat and plants — everything on the menu 
 

🎯 Onerous ➯ ( কষ্টদায়ক; burdensome ) 👉 If one teacher gives you three 
hours of homework a night, that's rough. But if all of your teachers do it, 
that makes the task of completing your homework an ~ one, to say the least. 
If something is ~, it is very difficult to deal with or do. ) 👉 Mnemonic: it 
sounds like on+er+us..that is ONUS.. when something is ON US ..we feel 
burdensome 
 

🎯 Onslaught ➯ ( প্রবল আিমণ; vicious assault; fierce attack; Ex. unexpected ~ 
of the enemy ) 👉 ~ is a military term that refers to an attack against an 
enemy. It's safe to say that no one wants to be caught on the receiving end 
of an ~, because there will be lots of danger, destruction and probably death. 
) 👉 Mnemonic: ~...divide it like..on+slaught(ER)...SO if you slaughter somebody 
or something on the spot..YOU ARE FIERCELY ATTCKING THEM. 
 

🎯 Onus ➯ ( দানয়ত্বভার; burden; responsibility ) 👉 Take the noun, ~, as a 
formal word for responsibility or obligation. If your teacher assigns ~ as a 
vocabulary word, it puts the ~ on you to find out what it means. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: ON-US you are ON US ie. you are a BURDEN on me. 
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🎯 Opalescent ➯ ( হজযানত নবসকা ী; iridescent; lustrous; like an opal (একর্রতির 
দামী পাথর যাতত িািা রতঙর হখলা হদখতত পাওয়া যায়) ) 👉 If you're familiar with the 
way that the gemstone রত্ন পাথর opal shimmers চকমক like a pearl, then you'll 
understand that something ~ reflects the light in the same way. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: Opel Astra and Accent car are ~ (shining and lustrous) 
 

🎯 Opaque ➯ ( অস্বি; dark; not transparent; N. opacity ) 👉 Use the adjective 
~ either for something that doesn't allow light to pass through (like a heavy 
curtain) or for something difficult to understand (like bureaucratic 
gobbledygook). ) 👉 Mnemonic: OP(opposite) and AQUE(aqua)-- opposite of 
water -- means not transparent. 
 

🎯 Opiate ➯ ( নিোকিসক / আনেংঘনটত ওিুর্; medicine to induce sleep or deaden 
pain; something that relieves emotions or causes inaction; sleep-producing 
drug containing opium ) 👉 An ~ is a drug such as morphine or heroin that is 
derived from opium. Used figuratively, it means something that calms or 
soothes. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ = OPI (OPIUM) + ATE (TO EAT). Therefore, as you 
ATE the medicine with OPIUM in it, you are feeling drowsy (sleepy). 
 

🎯 Opprobrium ➯ ( নিন্দা; infamy; disgrace arising from shameful conduct; 
vilification(slander); scorn; contempt; Ex. ~ hurled নিনিপ্ত against him ) 👉 If 
you go against or oppose what's good, you might earn ~ — the opposite of 
getting attention for something good. Bad behavior leads to ~. If you throw a 
soft drink off the theater balcony, the ~ might keep you from getting dates to 
the movies. ) 👉 Mnemonic: If you take OPIUM(banned drug) you will be 
criticized, humiliated & put to shame for inappropriate behavior 
 

🎯 Optician ➯ ( চ মানবতিতা; maker and seller of eyeglasses ) 👉 The person 
who makes your eye glasses is an ~. They work in the back room of the 
glasses shop, or at a factory, fabricating the lenses and attaching them to the 
frames. ) 👉 Mnemonic: OPTIC refers to the eye or sight, hence an ~ has 
something to do with the eye...he is a spectacle (eye glasses) maker. 
 

🎯 Optimist ➯ ( আ াবাদী বযনক্ত; person who looks on the bright side; N. 
optimism ) 👉 An ~ is someone who always sees the bright side of any 
situation — a trait that can be either encouraging or annoying, depending on 
your frame of mind 
 

🎯 Optimum ➯ ( সবতচতয় অিুকূল; most favorable; optimal; N: most favorable 
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condition ) 👉 An ~ is the best condition or highest extent of something. He 
didn't mean to create a science experiment, but the unwashed coffee cup 
under his desk became the ~ dark, wet environment for growing lots of mold. 
) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ = optimistic mum (mummy) or optimistic moment 
 

🎯 Optional ➯ ( ঐনিক; not compulsory; left to one's choice; N. option: act of 
choosing; choice; freedom or power to choose; something available as a 
choice; Ex. have no option; Ex. two options ) 👉 If you can choose whether or 
not to do something, it is ~. Extra credit is always ~, death and taxes are not 
 

🎯 Optometrist ➯ ( চিুনব ারদ; one who fits glasses to remedy visual defects ) 
👉 An ~ specializes in testing the eyes and helping correct vision with glasses 
or contact lenses. If you can't read anything below the giant E on the 
doctor's wall chart, don't worry: an ~ can help improve how you see 
 

🎯 Opulence ➯ ( র্ি ানলতা; extreme wealth; luxuriousness; abundance ) 👉 

Something with ~ is drenched in wealth and luxury. You'll need gold 
brocaded curtains, diamond-encrusted watches, and a world-renowned 
personal chef if you want to add some ~ to your life. ) 👉 Mnemonic: OPUL 
REMENBER OPEL AND LANCE MEANS LANCER CAR PEOPLE THOSE WHI HAS 
OPEL AND LANCER LIVE IN OPULANCE --- Latin opulentia, meaning "wealthy." 
 

🎯 Opus ➯ ( সাংগীনতক রচিা; work (esp. musical composition); Ex. magnum ~: 
masterpiece; CF. opera ) 👉 An ~ is a created work, usually musical in nature. 
The composer's greatest ~ was inspired by the blooming of the spring 
flowers. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ remember an oct~ working on a musical 
instrument like piano 
 

🎯 Oracular ➯ ( বদববাণীসম্বন্ধীয়; of an oracle; prophetic; uttered as if with 
divine authority; mysterious or ambiguous; hard to understand; N. oracle: 
wiser person; prophecy made by an oracle ) 👉 Something that's ~ is giving 
off an oracle-like vibe: mysterious, enigmatic, prophetic and probably a little 
weird. ) 👉 Mnemonic: In the Matrix...the Oracle(old woman character ) 
prophesises that Neo is "the one" 
 

🎯 Ordain ➯ ( কতমসর ভারাপসণ করা / নিযুক্ত করা; decree or command; grant holy 
orders; predestine; install as a minister, priest, or rabbi ইহুনদ ন িক; N. ~ment; 
CF. ordination ) 👉 An ~ed minister is one who's been appointed to the job by 
a special church authority. If you've ever had to sit through a lecture about 
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the evils of too much TV, you know that a person doesn't need to be ~ed in 
order to preach র্মসপ্রচার. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ORD + A + IN = ORDer A person to 
come IN 
 

🎯 Ordeal ➯ ( অনিপরীিা; severe trial or affliction; difficult experience; 
trial(test of patience or endurance); affliction ) 👉 An ~ is something difficult 
or painful to go through. Something kind of hard like taking a test can be an 
~, but often an ~ is a serious and long-lasting event, like an illness or 
tragedy. ) 👉 Mnemonic: or + deal = make a deal or die, it's a difficult 
experience 
 

🎯 Ordinance ➯ ( অর্যাতদ ; decree; authoritative order ) 👉 An ~ is a local law. 
Many cities have recently passed ~s making it illegal to smoke indoors or 
mandatory for pet owners to curb their dogs. ) 👉 Mnemonic: order by 
nuns(they give orders for the welfare of people) 
 

🎯 Ordination ➯ ( হপৌতরানেতয অনভতিক; ceremony conferring holy orders; 
ceremony of ordaining a priest ) 👉 What an inauguration is to a president, 
an ~ is to a religious authority. It's the ceremony of bestowing a person with 
a position of religious authority — as when someone becomes a priest, 
minister, or shaman. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;engish);order by the nation 
 

🎯 Orient ➯ ( লিয করা / পনরনস্থনতর সাতথ খাপ খাওয়াতিা; get one's bearings; adjust; 
make familiar with a situation; ~ate ) 👉 When you ~ yourself towards 
something, you point yourself towards it, literally or figuratively. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;hinidi ad);Imagine your friend informing about ~ PSPO (fan) 
:) 
 

🎯 Orientation ➯ ( সিারীনত / পনরনস্থনতর সাতথ খাপ খাওয়াতিা; act of finding oneself 
in society ) 👉 ~ is all about the direction you're facing. A house can have an 
east-facing ~. Freshman ~ starts you off in a good direction. Your political ~ 
means your political outlook 
 

🎯 Ornate ➯ ( মাত্রানতনরক্তভাতব সনিত; excessively or elaborately decorated ) 👉 

If something is ~ — whether it's a ball gown, a set of dishes, or a poem — it 
seems to be covered in ornaments. It's lavish, flowery, or heavily adorned. ) 
👉 Mnemonic: sounds like ORNAmenTe ..when many ornaments are used, the 
thing is ~d. 
 

🎯 Ornithologist ➯ ( পনিনবজ্ঞািী; scientific student of birds ) 👉 An ~ is a type 
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of zoologist who focuses on birds. If you want to know anything about our 
fine feathered friends, consult an ~. ) 👉 Mnemonic: orni+logist... so orni 
sounds like morni(peacock in english) n thologist who studies, therefore 
person who studies birds --- Greek ορνις (ornis -  কুনি) 
 

🎯 Orthodox ➯ ( সবসজিগৃেীত নবশ্বাস; traditional; (of someone) conservative in 
belief; adhering to an established doctrine ) 👉 ~ practices or beliefs are 
generally accepted as true or correct. If you are an ~ vegetarian, you never, 
ever eat meat--not like those people who have chicken once in awhile, or 
even--gasp!--bacon. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like Orthodontist which helps 
makes your teeth straight or right, which is commonly accepted to have 
straight teeth. 
 

🎯 Orthography ➯ ( নবশুি বািাি; correct spelling; CF. ortho-: straight; correct; 
Ex. orthodontics ) 👉 If you speak English — and you probably do if you're 
reading this — an ~ or writing system of "A, B, C, D..." makes sense. The 
Serbian language uses a different ~: "A B C Č Ć D Dž Đ..." ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
etymologically ortho means 'to correct' and graphy means 'writing'. Therefore 
~ means to correct the writings ,in other words TO CORRECT SPELLINGS. 
 

🎯 Oscillate ➯ ( আতন্দানলত করা; vibrate pendulumlike; waver ) 👉 On a hot day, 
you'll be happy to have a fan that can ~, meaning it moves back and forth in 
a steady motion. ) 👉 Mnemonic: we always ~ who will be the winner of next 
Oscar prize 
 

🎯 Ossify ➯ ( োতড পনরণত করা /  ক্ত; change or harden into bone; become 
hard and unchanging in one's ideas ) 👉 ~ means to become bony. When a 
baby is born, some of their "bones" are actually soft cartilage হকামলানস্ত, which 
allows for growth. As the child grows, these soft areas ~ into actual bone. 
The knee cap, for example, begins to ~ between ages 3 and 6. ) 👉 Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;english);remember it with "fossil"--bodies become hard fossils(bones) 
 

🎯 Ostentatious ➯ ( ভািপূণস / প্র ংসা লাতভর জিয প্রদ সি; showy; trying to attract 
attention; pretentious ) 👉 Reach for the adjective ~ when you want a flashy 
way to say — well, "flashy" or "showy." ) 👉 Mnemonic: ~....read it as 
Stuntatious....Stunts...you perform stunts to attract attention, showy. 
 

🎯 Ostracize ➯ ( সমাজ হথতক নিবসানসত; banish from a group; exclude from 
public favor; ban; Ex. His friends ~d him ) 👉 If you banish someone or ignore 
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him, you ~ him. When the Iranian president claimed that the Holocaust বযাপক 
েতযাকাণ্ড was a hoax হর্ােঁকা, he was ~d by the international community. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: The ostrich was ~ because of his big mouth 
 

🎯 Oust ➯ ( উত্িাত করা; expel; drive out; force out; N. ~er: ~ing ) 👉 A teacher 
may ~ you from class if you are being disruptive, or you might ~ your class 
president from her position if you beat her in the election. To ~ is to "expel," 
"kick out," or "remove and replace." ) 👉 Mnemonic: OUT + Substitute --- ~ 
often implies both removal and replacement. The automobile, for instance, 
~ed the horse as the preferred means of travel. Likewise, when a politician ~s 
someone from office they are taking that person's place in office. And if you 
beat the all-time record in a hot-dog eating tournament, then you ~ the 
previous record holder from their position. 
 

🎯 Outlandish ➯ ( উদ্ভট / নবতদ ী; bizzare; peculiar; unconventional ) 👉 If 
something is ~ it's bizarre or unfamiliar, far outside the boundaries of 
expected or normal behavior. Driving around the city in a golf cart and 
eating spaghetti with pineapple sauce are both examples of ~ behavior. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: out+landish => the one who is from some other land. Means 
unconventional and bizarre to our land. 
 

🎯 Outstrip ➯ ( োনডতয় যাওয়া / োপাইয়া যাত্তয়া; outrun; surpass; outdo ) 👉 While 
~ might make you think about undressing, it really means outdoing. If the 
productivity of your garden ~s your neighbor's, expect the neighborhood to 
come calling for fresh vegetables. ) 👉 Mnemonic: out + strip - পনট = out of 
the strip 
 

🎯 Outwit ➯ ( হকৌ ল কতর পরাস্ত করা; outsmart; defeat by behaving more 
cleverly ) 👉 Use the verb ~ to describe using your brain to beat an opponent, 
like ~ting someone by figuring out the answer to a difficult riddle র্ােঁর্া. ) 👉 

Mnemonic: out + win (wit) = winning with outside tricks 
 

🎯 Ovation ➯ ( জয়জয়কার; enthusiastic applause ) 👉 Hear that applause and 
cries of "Bravo"? Your audience is giving you an ~, or praise for a great 
performance. ) 👉 Mnemonic: ওে! ভািণ নদল - everyone clapped 
 

🎯 Overbearing ➯ ( কতৃসত্বপ্রয়াসী; bossy; domineering and arrogant; decisively 
important; Ex. ~ manner/importance ) 👉 ~ means domineering. You might 
find it difficult to play the piano as your ~ instructor criticizes every key you 
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touch. ) 👉 Mnemonic: to bear someone's views on yourself.. that person is ~ 
you.. that is he is dominating over you.. 
 

🎯 Overt ➯ ( প্রকা য; open to view; public; not secret; CF. c~ ) 👉 ~ means 
open and done in plain sight. An ~ attempt to get your teacher off-track 
might fail. Instead, try asking subtle questions about her kids, and she'll stay 
off topic all class. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);we know c~ is hidden so ~ is 
an exact opposite ie non-secretive. 
 

🎯 Overweening ➯ ( দানেক; arrogant; presumptuous ) 👉 ~ is a negative term 
meaning arrogant or excessive. People can be described as having ~ pride or 
~ ambition. It's too much and not good. ) 👉 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);a 
person who wins over and over becomes arrogant. He now arrogantly 
presumes that he will always win. 
 

🎯 Overwrought ➯ ( অতুযতত্তনজত; nervous or excited; extremely agitated; 
hysterical; wrought-up; CF. wrought: made or done ) 👉 High on drama and 
lacking any emotional restraint, ~ is an adjective that means deeply, 
excessively agitated or nervous. 👀 Mnemonic: over+wrought => remember 
wrought iron. Which has become so due to agitation and hysterisis. 
 

🎯 Pachyderm ➯ ( সু্থলচমস জন্তু; thick-skinned animal ) 👉 A ~ is a really big 
animal with really thick skin, like an elephant or a hippo. 👀 Mnemonic: 

derm means skin(dermatologist is a skin specialist) and eg for pachderm 
animals are elephants,hippopotomus,etc ..the word pachy sounds like pack.. so 
the skin is so packed that is becomes thick.. thus ~ is thick-skinned 
 

🎯 Paean ➯ ( জয়সিীত বা বন্দিা - গাি; song of praise or joy; Ex. ~s celebrating 
the victory ) 👉 A ~ is a hymn of praise or thanksgiving. You might sing a ~ 
in church, where many hymns extol the greatness of God. 👀 Mnemonic: it is 
pronounced exactly as P.N. remember it by 'Priase Number'=praise song. 
 

🎯 Palatable ➯ ( রুনচকর; agreeable; pleasing to the taste ) 👉 Something that 
is ~ is acceptable to one's sense of taste—literally or figuratively. If it's ~, 
then you can put up with it — whether it's leftovers or a mediocre made-for-
TV movie. 👀 Mnemonic: PAL+AT+TABLE - u nd ur PALs At Table......obviously 
food is gonna very tasty... 
 

🎯 Palate ➯ ( টাকরা (মুতখর নভততরর উপতরর অং ); roof of the mouth; sense of the 
taste ) 👉 Touch your tongue to the top of your mouth. What you're touching 
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is your ~. ~ is often used when discussing taste in a broader sense, as in: 
chocolate cake is pleasing to the ~. 👀 Mnemonic: remember PAL+ATE, ur pal 
eats everything u hav cooked it means he has good sense of taste 
 

🎯 Palatial ➯ ( প্রাসাদতুলয; of or suitable for a palace; magnificent ) 👉 Knowing 
that the adjective ~ is derived from the same Latin word as palace gives you 
a good sense of its meaning: magnificent, reminiscent of a home fit for a 
king. 👀 Mnemonic: Read it: palashial i.e., like a palace. 
 

🎯 Palimpsest ➯ ( হয পাণু্ডনলনপতত িূতি হলখা ঢুকাইবার জিয মূল হলখা ঘনিয়া তুনলয়া হেলা 
েইয়াতে; parchment or piece of writing material used for second time after 
original writing has been erased ) 👉 If you are writing fast and hastily erase 
something not quite all the way and continue writing right over the smudgy 
bit, then you've created a ~ — which means you can see traces of the earlier 
writing mixed in with the new. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like pamphlet , and a ~ 
is a sort of pamphlet . 
 

🎯 Pall ➯ ( িীরস মতি েত্তয়া; become boring; grow tiresome ) 👉 A ~ was 
originally a coffin's cloak. Now ~ usually means that an event or situation is 
— literally or figuratively — covered in gloom, like disappointing news that 
casts a ~ on your day. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);A Song from Lage Raho 
Munna Bhai "~ ~ ~ ~ Har pal Har Pal Kaise katega pal" If you are bored then 
you say "Kaise Katega ~ Har ~" 
 

🎯 Pallet ➯ ( তৃণ যযা; small poor bed; Ex. straw ~ ) 👉 ~ is a busy noun, but 
it's mainly a slab or framework of wood used for carrying things. The most 
common type of ~ is the kind used to move cargo. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;hindi);pal(PALANG)+let(LIE DOWN or latena)...read let as"late" in 
hindi....so you lie on a bed...But the bed is pallid. Pall(-et) 
 

🎯 Palliate ➯ ( উপ ম করা; ease pain (without curing); make less severe or 
offensive (a crime or illness) ) 👉 When you ~ something, you try to make 
something less bad: "City leaders tried to ~ effects of the trash haulers' strike 
by distributing extra large garbage cans with tight-fitting lids." 👀 Mnemonic: 

it can be like pale(faint coz of disease)+ate so eating the pain.i.e. reducing it. 
 

🎯 Pallid ➯ ( হেকাত ; pale; wan; Ex. ~ complexion ) 👉 Santa looks a little ~, 
meaning that he has a pale complexion, from spending too much time at the 
North Pole. A few days in Hawaii might do wonders to add color to his pale, 
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bearded face. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);~ = pale + lid.(jus take the 1st four 
letters hence 'pale') 
 

🎯 Paltry ➯ ( তুি; insignificant; petty; trifling; contemptible; Ex. ~ sum; CF. 
trash ) 👉 A ~ amount is so small it's not even worth thinking about. In the 
novel "Oliver Twist," when Oliver is given a ~ amount of gruel — not nearly 
enough — he asks, "Please, sir, can I have some more?" 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Hindi);pal means moment in hindi,its very small...so can b neglected 
when we r wasting hrs on facebook:) 
 

🎯 Pan ➯ ( তীব্র সমাতলাচিা করা; কডা; criticize harshly ) 👉 A ~ can be a cooking 
utensil, a negative opinion, or a sweeping camera shot. You cook eggs in a ~, 
but as a film critic you might ~ a new docudrama for poor editing and 
overuse of ~ shots. 👀 Mnemonic: the way people eat "~"(hindi) and spit 
everywhere deserves harsh criticism.. 
 

🎯 Pandemic ➯ ( পৃনথবীবযানপ; widespread; affecting the majority of people; N: ~ 
disease; CF. all people ) 👉 Remember the 2009 swine flu? That was a ~ — an 
illness that swept over much of the globe. 👀 Mnemonic: Just to remind you: 
demos = people, epi = top, pan = all. So, epidemic means spread in a small 
area. ~ means spread in across countries etc., Further epidemic is any 
undesirable thing where ~ is used only in 
 

🎯 Pandemonium ➯ ( েট্টতগাল; wild tumult(commotion); wild noisy disorder; 
CF. Paradise Lost ) 👉 ~ is chaos, total and utter craziness — like the 
stampede after your team won the championship, when everyone spilled onto 
the field at once, bouncing off each other. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like 
harmonium(musical instrument)...a harmonium gone out of array creates 
noisy disorder...commotion 
 

🎯 Pander ➯ ( সেতযাগী; বযনভচাতরর দূত; pimp; cater to (the low desires of others) 
) 👉 If a campaigning politician wants to ~ to a crowd of pet owners, he 
might deliver a speech while embracing his own pet poodle. To ~ is to 
appease or gratify, and often in a negative, self-serving way. 👀 Mnemonic: 

p(pant)+ander(inside)....pant k ander vale ko girlzz chahiye....needs some1 to 
arrange girlss....call ~...he ll do somethin.... 
 

🎯 Panegyric ➯ ( প্র ংসামূলক; formal praise; encomium; Ex. I don't deserve 
such ~s. ) 👉 A formal, high-minded speech can be described with a formal, 
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high-minded word — the word ~, which is a very elaborate tribute to 
someone. You could consider most eulogies as ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: pane sounds 
like paean means praise and gyric sounds like lyric, so ~ means expression of 
praise 
 

🎯 Pantomime ➯ ( মূক অনভিয়; acting without dialogue; V. ) 👉 If you make a 
motion with your hands to indicate eating ice cream, you are using ~. Parents 
often use this wordless communication to try to keep things from the kids. 
Unfortunately, the kids usually catch on quickly — especially if there is ice 
cream involved. 👀 Mnemonic: panto+mime mime means acting without 
word.i.e. we can get mime in PANTO movie. 
 

🎯 Papyrus ➯ ( পযানপরাস কাগজ; ancient paper made from stem of ~ plant ) 👉 

The word "paper" comes from ~, which is "the paper plant, or paper made 
from it." When the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans wanted to jot 
something down, they used ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: sounds like paper thing 
 

🎯 Parable ➯ ( িীনতগভস রূপক - কানেিী; short simple story teaching a moral ) 👉 

A ~ is a short and simple story that teaches a religious or moral lesson. The ~ 
of the Good Samaritan and the ~ of the Prodigal Son are just two examples of 
the many ~s attributed to Jesus, as recorded in the four gospels. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);para+able.. is a small PARAgraph that makes u able.. 
(i.e. gives morals) 
 

🎯 Paradox ➯ ( আপাতসতবপরীতা; something apparently contradictory in nature 
(that may nonetheless be true); statement that looks false but is actually 
correct ) 👉 Here's a mind-bender: "This statement is false." If you think it's 
true, then it must be false, but if you think it's false, it must be true. Now, 
that's a ~! 👀 Mnemonic: looks like parad(parade) of ox. which is contradict 
in nature but can be true. 
 

🎯 Paragon ➯ ( সমূ্পণসতার আদ স; model of perfection; Ex. ~ of virtue ) 👉 ~ 
applies to someone who is a model of perfection in some quality or trait. We 
link ~ with other words that follow it, such as "~ of virtue" or "~ of 
patience." 👀 Mnemonic: ~ which is a slipper brand makes products which 
are models for perfection 
 

🎯 Paramount ➯ ( প্রর্ািতম; foremost in importance; supreme; CF. para-: 
beyond; above; Ex. paranormal ) 👉 To the President, protecting our nation's 
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security is of ~ importance — it's at the very top of his to-do list. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~..(MOUNT EVEREST)..IS THE biggest mountain on the earth,so 
something SUPREME ,and BEYOND OUR REACH(LIKE MOUNT EVEREST) is ~. 
 

🎯 Paraphernalia ➯ ( সাজসরেঁজাম; equipment; odds and ends used in a 
particular activity; personal belongings; Ex. photographic ~; CF. married 
woman's property exclusive of her dowry ) 👉 Having lunch in the park 
might require you to first gather together a lot of picnic ~, such as blankets, 
coolers, Frisbees, and other miscellaneous items that are relevant to that 
activity. 👀 Mnemonic: You remember this word by peripheral,means extra 
equipments.. 
 

🎯 Paraphrase ➯ ( ভািান্তর করা; restate a passage in one's own words while 
retaining thought of author; N: restatement of a text in other words ) 👉 The 
verb ~ means to sum something up or clarify a statement by rephrasing it. So 
to ~ that explanation, it means to say something in other, simpler words. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Para+phrase. (convert paragraph to a phrase..ie 
translation) 
 

🎯 Parasite ➯ ( পরজীবী; animal or plant living on another; toady; sycophant; 
CF. para-: beside ) 👉 A creature that lives off another organism is a ~. The ~ 
might not hurt the host, but it doesn't do anything to help it, either. 👀 

Mnemonic: para (Skt) means other. Site means place to build home. ~ means: 
insect living on other person's body. 
 

🎯 Parched ➯ ( নবশুষ্ক; extremely dry; very thirsty; V: make or become 
extremely dry (by exposure to heat) ) 👉 Something ~ is excessively dry and 
hot, in extreme need of water, like a desert, a neglected plant, or your throat 
after a five-kilometer run. 👀 Mnemonic: if you parked the car in open, then 
due to sunlight and greenhouse effect it will become hot or dry 
 

🎯 Pariah ➯ ( জানতচুয্ত ;সমাজচুত বানক্ত; social outcast; Ex. Mariah the ~ ) 👉 A ~ 
is someone that has been soundly rejected by their community. Your constant 
gossiping might make you a ~ on campus. 👀 Mnemonic: PARIs + AHead = 
send paris and disrad from socity 
 

🎯 Parley ➯ ( আতলাচিা; কতথাপকথি; conference (between opponents); CF. speak 
) 👉 A formal discussion between enemies or opponents is called a ~. A British 
drummer called for a ~ between the British and American armies in 1781, and 
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officers from both sides then discussed the terms of Britain's surrender. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ sounds like parliament... where CONFERENCE is held between 
opponents ... 
 

🎯 Parity ➯ ( সমমূলযতা; equality; close resemblance; CF. disparate ) 👉 ~ refers 
to equality of an amount or value, and it's used most often to refer to 
finance. 👀 Mnemonic: ~.......divide it like pari(pair)...pairs always exhibit 
equality in their choices. 
 

🎯 Parochial ➯ ( সংকীণস; narrow in scope or outlook; provincial; related to 
parishes ) 👉 If an issue or a matter is ~, it is trivial or only concerns a local 
area. Likewise, a person with a ~ mentality is narrow-minded, or not open to 
new ideas. 👀 Mnemonic: link this with paro....(of devdas)...whose parents 
were narrow in their outlook for devdas family , so they married her to 
someone else. 
 

🎯 Parody ➯ ( কাউতক অিুকরণ কতর বান্গরসাত্মক রচিা (পযারনড); humorous imitation; 
spoof; takeoff; travesty; V. ) 👉 A ~ is a humorous or mocking imitation of 
something, using the same form as the original. To ~ a poem, you have to 
write another poem. 👀 Mnemonic: ~..parrot..always imitates people often in 
a humorous way. 
 

🎯 Parquet ➯ ( িক া - কাটা কাতির পাটাতি; floor made of wood strips inlaid in a 
mosaic like matter; CF. strip: long narrow piece ) 👉 It must take a very long 
time to create a ~ floor. This type of woodwork includes many small, 
intricate pieces laid out in a geometrical pattern, almost like a mosaic. 👀 

Mnemonic: sounds like carpet. which is made of different design. 
 

🎯 Parry ➯ ( এডাতত সমথস েউয়া; ward off a blow; deflect; Ex. He ~ed the 
unwelcome question very skillfully; ) 👉 Here comes someone who only ever 
talks to you when he needs a favor. Quick, ~! When you ~, you avoid doing 
things. As the needy friend approaches, say, "I wish I had time to catch up!" 
and hurry off. Or, hide under a table. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like "Harry" 
Potter who wards off the curse from Voldemort.. 
 

🎯 Parsimony ➯ ( কৃপণস্বভাব; stinginess; excessive frugality; ADJ. parsimonious 
) 👉 ~ is a noun to us when you are watching your money very carefully. So 
you're not just saving your pennies for a rainy day — you're clipping 
coupons, re-using dryer sheets, and refusing to pay full price for anything. 👀 
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Mnemonic: parsi-purse,,,mony-money....one who will not take money from his 
purse - a greedy person..... 
 

🎯 Partial ➯ ( আংন ক; incomplete; favoring one side over another; having a 
liking for something ) 👉 If you describe something as ~, you're usually saying 
it's just part of the whole, or incomplete. Say someone asks how you started 
your band and you say, "I bought a guitar." That would be a ~ answer, at 
best. 
 

🎯 Partiality ➯ ( পিপাত; state of being partial; inclination; favorable bias; 
special fondness; preference ) 👉 ~ is the habit of favoring something — 
taking its part. If your parents always seem to let your little sister off the 
hook while you get grounded, you could accuse them of ~ in their parenting. 
They favor your sister over you. 
 

🎯 Partisan ➯ ( পিাবলম্বী; one-sided; prejudiced; committed to a party (with 
dislike of any others); N: strong supporter of a party; guerrilla ) 👉 If 
something is prejudicial towards a particular point of view, you can call it ~. 
You'll often hear of the ~ politics in the US — since politicians seem to be so 
devoted to either the Republican or Democratic parties. 👀 Mnemonic: 

parti(think of a political party)+san(son)...so a father who is favouring his 
son's political party, instead of a good party. 
 

🎯 Pastiche ➯ ( অিয গ্রিকার বা ন িীর অিুকরতণ রনচত সানেতয বা ন ি; ন িকমস; 
imitation of another's style in musical composition or in writing; work of art 
openly imitating the works of other artists ) 👉 The next time you see a 
movie that you think is a cheap imitation of an older, better movie, you can 
sound like a film critic by dismissing the picture as a thoughtless ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: PASTi+CHE......pasti...PASTE...........we do copy PASTE......while 
copying we imitate the style of others and paste it where we want 
 

🎯 Pastoral ➯ ( যাজকসংিান্ত; রাখালী কনবতা; rural; of rural life; idyllic; ) 👉 ~ 
refers to the countryside, particularly an idealized view of the country. If you 
draw cheery pictures with lush grassy fields, calm skies, a farm animal or 
two, and some flowers, you draw ~ scenes. 👀 Mnemonic: past(history)+oral---
We believe that in the past people were of rural kind and we only study 
them orally in books.. 
 

🎯 Patent ➯ ( নবত ি অনর্কার; উনু্মক্ত; obvious; easily seen; open for the public to 
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read; of or protected by a ~; Ex. ~ to everyone; N. ) 👉 A ~ is a government 
document that proves that an invention is yours and yours alone. In the US, 
as of 2009, over 7,000,000 ~s were issued by the ~ and Trademark Office. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);relate it with patient....when you enter a hospital, 
you can easily judge a patient from the others. Something easily seen. 
 

🎯 Pathetic ➯ ( হৃদয়স্প সী; causing sadness, compassion, pity; touching ) 👉 

Something ~ inspires pity and contempt. ~ things are awful or lame. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);if there is not path to proceed then you feel sad 
 

🎯 Pathological ➯ ( নবকারতত্ত্বীয়; pertaining to disease; N. pathology: study of 
disease ) 👉 If something is caused by a physical or mental disease, it is ~, 
like someone whose need to wash the floor every evening is part of a ~ 
compulsion for cleanliness, or a growth on someone's elbow that turned out 
to be a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: This PATH of LOGICAL behaviour of the Harmon's 
will lead to new breakthrough of the disease 
 

🎯 Pathos ➯ ( তীব্রতা (কােঁটার মত হবেঁতর্ বা হখােঁচ হদয় এমি অবস্থা); tender sorrow; 
pity; quality in art or literature that produces these feelings; Ex. ~ that runs 
through the novel ) 👉 ~ is a quality that stirs emotions. A song with a lot of 
~ hits you right in the heart. 👀 Mnemonic: ~.. is a part of the word 
symPATHy.. and you have sympathy for the people for whom you feel pity or 
who are in sorrow.. 
 

🎯 Patriarch ➯ ( কুলপনত; father and ruler of a family or tribe ) 👉 A ~ is a 
male leader. Your father might be the ~ of your family, but your kid brother 
could be the ~ of his club house. 👀 Mnemonic: partri+arch 
patri=father......hence partiarch is father of family or tribe 
 

🎯 Patronize ➯ ( পৃষ্ঠতপািকতা করা; support; act superior toward; treat in a 
condescending manner; be a customer of; N. patron: one that supports; 
regular customer; N. patronage; CF. boycott ) 👉 If you ~ a business, you shop 
there regularly. But if someone ~s you, it's not so pleasant — they talk to you 
as if you were inferior or not very intelligent. 👀 Mnemonic: 

PATRO(father)+NIZE(nice)....we get NICE SUPPORT from our FATHER 
 

🎯 Paucity ➯ ( অিতা; scarcity; dearth ) 👉 The word ~ means not enough of 
something. If you've got a ~ of good cheer, for example, you'd better cheer 
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up! 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Global);pau - paav as in paav bhaji and only one 
"paav" for the whole city...so obviously it will be scarce 
 

🎯 Pauper ➯ ( কািাল; very poor person ) 👉 ~ is an old-fashioned word for 
someone who is poor — really poor, like the ~s described by Charles Dickens 
or Mark Twain. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;pau+per);Person jisko "pau"(bread) "per" 
jina padata hai use poor person kahete hai 
 

🎯 Peccadillo ➯ ( তুি ত্রুনট; slight offense or fault; CF. sin ) 👉 A ~ is a minor 
offense or sin. Parents recognize that their kids have a few ~es: they don't 
always remember to say please and thank you, don't put their dirty clothes 
in the hamper, and worst of all, they keeping finding the chocolate stash! 👀 

Mnemonic: "pecc" (actually, pecado) refers to "mistake" as in impeccable. 
pecking others etc., So, ~ means small mistake. 
 

🎯 Pecuniary ➯ ( টাকাকনড - সংিান্ত; pertaining to money ) 👉 If it has to do 
with money, it's ~ — not to be confused with "peculiarity" — which actually 
has one more syllable than ~ but isn't worth as much because it rarely 
pertains to money. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);One NAARY(woman) after PE-
KAY(drinking)was lying on the ground beggind for money 
 

🎯 Pedagogue ➯ ( নবদযালতয়র ন িক; teacher; CF. child leader ) 👉 ~ is another 
name for "teacher," but one who is strict, stiff or old-fashioned, as in a ~ 
who stands in the front of the room and lectures for the entire class period, 
boring the students to tears. 👀 Mnemonic: ped normally means for a child.. 
and -agogue means a leader.. hence pedegogue.. 
 

🎯 Pedagogy ➯ ( ন িানবজ্ঞাি; teaching; art of education ) 👉 ~ is another word 
for education, the profession and science of teaching. 👀 Mnemonic: PEDA(a 
sweet)+GeolOGY(a subject)...a teacher teaching GEOLOGY tells to student that 
those who will study well will get a PEDA. 
 

🎯 Pedant ➯ ( নবদযাবাগী  (সু্কল - ন িক); scholar who overemphasizes book 
learning, trivial details of learning, or technicalities ) 👉 A ~ is an annoying 
person who is focused on minor details and book knowledge rather than 
ordinary common sense. In war, it can be dangerous to have a ~ as 
commander--he'll insist on textbook maneuvers instead of adapting to 
circumstances on the ground. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ rhymes with 
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PATENT. Usually those students get PATENT who do research. Since they do 
research they must be scholar. 
 

🎯 Pedantic ➯ ( হগােঁডা; িীনতবাগী ী; bookish; showing off learning; marked by an 
excessive ostentatious concern for book learning; N. pedantry ) 👉 There's 
nothing wrong with focusing on the details, but someone who is ~ makes a 
big display of knowing obscure facts and details. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Hindi);Can u smell the word 'PANDIT'( "Scholar" in english) from "~"? 
PANDITs are usually very strict about the bookish stuff. 
 

🎯 Pedestrian ➯ ( পথচারী; ordinary; dull; unimaginative(lacking in 
imagination); going on foot; Ex. ~ prose; N. ) 👉 A ~ is someone traveling by 
foot. If you're walking, you might get angry at the drivers who don't stop so 
you can cross the street. But if you're driving, you might fight the urge to 
run those annoying ~s over! 👀 Mnemonic: ped means foot ~ means one who 
walks on foot is obviously ordinary 
 

🎯 Pejorative ➯ ( মূলযোনিকর; (of a word or phrase) suggesting that someone is 
of little value; negative in connotation; having a belittling effect; Ex. Many 
women now considers ``housewife'' a ~ expression, because it patronized 
them. ) 👉 Call a word or phrase ~ if it is used as a disapproving expression 
or a term of abuse. Tree-hugger is a ~ term for an environmentalist. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Owner of a Mitsubishi PAJERO belittles everyone on 
the road. 
 

🎯 Pell-Mell ➯ ( নব ৃঙ্খলভাতব; in confusion; disorderly; Ex. dash ~ ) 👉 When 
things are messy, wacky, crazy, and all over the place, they are pell-mell — 
chaotic 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;telugu);pelli-malli malli pelli cheskovala vadda ani 
confusion 
 

🎯 Pellucid ➯ ( নিমসল; transparent; limpid(crystal clear); clear in meaning; easy 
to understand ) 👉 A sentence that teaches a new vocabulary word should 
always be ~, that is, its style and meaning should be easily understandable so 
that you can derive the definition from the sentence. 👀 Mnemonic: 

PEL+LUCID...LUCID..MEANS CLEAR ....SO CLEAR IN MEANING. 
 

🎯 Pendant ➯ ( দুল (কাতির); hanging down from something; pending; N: 
ornament (hanging from a necklace etc.) ) 👉 If you're wearing a necklace 
with a large gold heart on a delicate chain, then you have a ~, an ornament 
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that hangs on a chain. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is like PENDULUM hanging around 
the neck. 
 

🎯 Pendulous ➯ ( হদাদুলযমাি; hanging; suspended ) 👉 Walking a path with ~ 
trees, the kind with hanging branches, is easier if you're five rather than 
seven feet tall. 👀 Mnemonic: remember a pendulum, hangs downward 
 

🎯 Penitent ➯ ( অিুতপ্ত; repentant; N. ) 👉 ~ means deeply sorry, ashamed, and 
full of remorse. If you feel sorry--or just want to appear to--you should adopt 
a ~ manner. 👀 Mnemonic: inside a tent if you do some thing wrong with a 
girl by giving penni(money) you will repent it later. 
 

🎯 Pensive ➯ ( নচন্তানিমি; dreamily or deeply thoughtful; sadly thoughtful; 
thoughtful with a hint of sadness; contemplative; CF. think over ) 👉 See that 
person staring out the window who looks so sad and lost in thought? He is ~, 
the opposite of cheery and carefree. 👀 Mnemonic: With a pen in your 
mouth, you are always indulged in somekind of thought. 
 

🎯 Penumbra ➯ ( হগারূ্নল; partial shadow (in an eclipse); CF. almost shadow ) 
👉 When you measure your shadow to calculate the angle of the sun in the 
sky, be sure to measure to the edges of your shadow, to the ~, the part of a 
shadow that is not as dark as the center. 👀 Mnemonic: pen under an 
umbrella will be invisble unders umbrella's shadow 
 

🎯 Penury ➯ ( দনরেতা; extreme poverty; stinginess; stingy ) 👉 ~ means 
extreme poverty to the point of homelessness and begging in the streets. 
Economic downturns, job loss, shopping sprees, and weekends at the high 
rollers' table in Vegas can lead to ~. 👀 Mnemonic: pen+ru(pee).........no rupee 
to buy a pen 
 

🎯 Percussion ➯ ( সঙ্ঘিস; striking one object against another sharply; Ex. ~ 
instrument; N: striking together of two bodies; sound caused by ~ ) 👉 ~ is 
music involving drums and other instruments such as gongs, bells, cymbals, 
rattles, and tambourines. The instruments themselves are also called ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~,remove perc from the word, and add f in the front, it becomes 
fusion , in a fusion reaction, one atom strikes another and the reaction 
continues ... 
 

🎯 Perdition ➯ ( িরকবাস; damnation; complete ruin; hell ) 👉 ~ is mainly a 
religious concept from Christianity that means hell or eternal damnation. ~ 
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doesn't sound like a lot of fun. 👀 Mnemonic: It sounds like partition.. So 
Relate ~ to Partition of India in 1947 due to which several families were 
completely ruined. 
 

🎯 Peregrination ➯ ( ভ্রমণ; journey; V. peregrinate ) 👉 If you went 
backpacking through Europe last summer, you could call your travels a ~. A ~ 
is a long journey or period of wandering. 👀 Mnemonic: remove 1st 3 letter 
egrination sounds like migration, which means the same 
 

🎯 Peremptory ➯ ( অব য পালিীয়; demanding and leaving no choice; 
imperative; Ex. ~ decree/knock ) 👉 Say "perempt-" out loud. Hear how it 
sounds like you're clearing your throat as if to get everyone's attention and 
put an end to a discussion? That's all you need to know to understand ~, 
which means bossy and official sounding. 👀 Mnemonic: Remember it with 
pre-empty, i.e something which is already empty, needs to be filled, it 
demands... 
 

🎯 Perennial ➯ ( বহুবিসজীবী; something long-lasting; ~ plant; ADJ: lasting 
through the year or many years; lasting for a long time; enduring ) 👉 ~ 
typically describes things that are permanent, constant, or repeated. If you 
fight with your parents every year over whether they really must invite your 
annoying cousins for Thanksgiving, you could call that a ~ conflict. 👀 

Mnemonic: if you remember we have learnt about ~ rivers in social studies 
which means LONG LASTING rivers 
 

🎯 Perfidious ➯ ( নবশ্বাসঘাতক; treacherous; disloyal; N. perfidy: treachery ) 👉 

If someone accuses you of being ~, you should probably be offended — it 
means underhanded, treacherous, deceitful — even evil. 👀 Mnemonic: 

per+FID+ious.. FID stands for fidelity.. i.e. loyalty.. hence ~ is its opposite 
 

🎯 Perforate ➯ ( নেে করা; pierce; put a hole through ) 👉 When you ~ 
something, you make a hole in it, like when you poke holes in a piece of 
aluminum foil to let steam escape while something is cooking. 👀 Mnemonic: 

imagina a boxer ..~=perfect force at a rate ..then we call its a punch..on a 
paper ..lly hole appears(pierced) 
 

🎯 Perfunctory ➯ ( ভাসা - ভাসা; done routinely and with little care; superficial; 
not thorough; lacking interest, care, or enthusiasm; Ex. ~ kiss ) 👉 ~ means 
done as part of a routine or duty. If you give someone a gift and they look at 
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it like it's roadkill and say nothing about it but a ~ "thank you," you might 
not be giving them another one anytime soon. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Hindi);PARAI(other's)+FACTORY - if you are told to take care of 
somebody else's factory, you would casually care about it 
 

🎯 Perigee ➯ ( অিুভূ; গ্রেিিত্রানদর কিপতথর হয স্থাি পৃনথবী েইতত নিকটতম; point of 
moon's orbit when it is nearest the earth; CF. apogee ) 👉 The ~ is the point 
in the orbit of an object circling the Earth when that object is closest to the 
Earth. The best time to observe the moon is when the moon reaches its ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: it has opposite meaning with APOGEE 
 

🎯 Perimeter ➯ ( পনরসীমা; outer boundary; length of the outer boundary; 
circumference ) 👉 The noun ~ refers to the border of an enclosed space. The 
~ of a house is its property line. For a country, it would be that country's 
borders. 
 

🎯 Peripatetic ➯ ( ভবঘুতর পযসটক; walking about from place to place (to work); 
moving; Ex. ~ school of philosophy ) 👉 If you're reading this on a treadmill 
or while taking a walk, you may know about the ~, or walking, philosopher 
Aristotle, who taught while strolling with his students. Or, maybe you just 
like being a ~, a walking wanderer. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);~ sounds like 
par pe tic tic....means wandering on legs. 
 

🎯 Peripheral ➯ ( সীমান্তবতসী; of a periphery; marginal; outer; of minor 
importance; not central; Ex. ~ nerve/interest ) 👉 Scanners, printers, and 
speakers are ~ devices for a computer because they aren't central to the 
working of the computer itself. Anything ~ is on the margin, or outside, 
while main things, like a computer's processor, are not ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Villages on the Periphery of any country are of less importance...i.e ~ 
 

🎯 Periphery ➯ ( পনরনর্; outside edge especially of a round surface; perimeter; 
Ex. ~ of the town ) 👉 When something is on the ~ of your vision, you can 
only see it when you're looking sideways. ~ means outside the boundary of 
something. 👀 Mnemonic: PIER-FERRY, takes you along the edge of the shore 
 

🎯 Pernicious ➯ ( িনতকর; very harmful; deadly; very destructive; Ex. ~ 
effect/anemia ) 👉 ~ means harmful and subtle, such as a poison gas that 
causes cancer in those exposed to it over the course of years. 👀 Mnemonic: 
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word can be divided like per+nicious..nicious when pronounced sounds like 
noxious...so noxious.. ..so something harmful..... 
 

🎯 Peroration ➯ ( বকৃ্ততার উপসংোর; conclusion of an oration; perorating; V. 
perorate: conclude a speech; speak at great length ) 👉 If you attend a 
political convention, be prepared to hear a ~ — a long, lofty speech. If the 
speech really drags on, you might find yourself hoping for its ~, as ~ can also 
refer to a speech's conclusion. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Per+oration--Part 
after ORATION = ~, that is the concluding section of an oration. 
 

🎯 Perpetrate ➯ ( সার্ি করা (কুকমস); commit an offense; do (something wrong) 
) 👉 It's possible to ~ a good deed, but not likely. That's because ~ means to 
commit or be responsible for something — usually something mischievous or 
bad. 👀 Mnemonic: per+pet+r+ate--person eating pet animal is doing wrong 
 

🎯 Perpetual ➯ ( অিন্ত; everlasting ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe 
something that never ends or changes. If you're a ~ procrastinator, your 
dilly-dallying ways are never going to improve. 👀 Mnemonic: rhyme with 
rituals...rituals are everlasting 
 

🎯 Perpetuate ➯ ( নচরস্থায়ী করা; make perpetual; make something last for a 
long time; preserve from extinction; N. perpetuity ) 👉 Some things should 
last forever and others should not be ~d at all. Things that should NOT be 
~d? Ugly rumors, arms races, and your Aunt Martha's annual fruit cake. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);PAR PE CHUA (touched feet) - if you touch feet of old 
ppl they say "may you ~" 
 

🎯 Perquisite ➯ ( উপনর; any gain above stipulated salary; Ex. ~s such as free 
meals and a car ) 👉 ~s are the benefits or "perks" that come along with a 
job. Free air travel for air hostesses? Free company car for corporate execs? 
Free pork for politicians? That's right, they're all ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: ~----
>perks---->something u get apart from salary 
 

🎯 Personable ➯ ( সুদ সি; attractive (in personality or appearance) ) 👉 If 
you're ~, you're friendly and get along well with other people. Being ~ is part 
of what makes you the star of the sales team — people just seem to like you. 
👀 Mnemonic: it can be person+able.i.e.person who is able to do something 
should be attractive. 
 

🎯 Perspicacious ➯ ( তীক্ষ্নবুনি; (of someone) having insight; penetrating; 
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astute ) 👉 ~ is an adjective that means "shrewd" and "wise." A ~ child can't 
be fooled when her parents try to keep a secret by talking in Pig Latin. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;specacaious in the sense he is specultaing,means he has 
good sight,pervade means he can penetrate easily);pervade+specacaious=~ 
 

🎯 Pertinacious ➯ ( িাতোডবান্দা; holding tenaciously to an action; stubborn; 
persistent ) 👉 If you won't take no for an answer, you're ~. The same holds 
true if you stubbornly push on a door despite a sign that says "pull." ~ 
means unyielding or perversely persistent. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:; );~ = 
pre(before) + teenage : The age before teenage is where a person shows a 
childish behaviour and is very stubborn in a negative sense. 
 

🎯 Pertinent ➯ ( প্রাসনিক; suitable; to the point; relevant ) 👉 Something ~ is 
relevant and on-point. If you give your best friend ~ advice, that means the 
advice is appropriate for the situation. 👀 Mnemonic: relate to 
pertaining....which means relevant to 
 

🎯 Perturb ➯ ( নবনিত; disturb greatly ) 👉 To ~ is to bug or bother someone 
by confusing them or throwing them off balance. You can try, but it's almost 
impossible to ~ the guards outside Buckingham Palace. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
sounds like "disturb" 
 

🎯 Peruse ➯ ( পাি করা; read through with care; N. perusal ) 👉 Traditionally, ~ 
has meant to read or examine something carefully. But informally, it can 
have the opposite meaning, to read something casually and quickly. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;~ can be split as.. pre(per)+use. pre means before . so before 
use always read with care);when you are PER(..pertaining) to USE some 
device.. u first READ the MANUAL with CARE before testing the device.. 
 

🎯 Pervasive ➯ ( পনরবযাপক; spread throughout; V. pervade: (of smells, ideas, 
feelings) spread throughout; charge; permeate ) 👉 When something is ~, it's 
everywhere. Common things are ~ — like greed and cheap perfume. 👀 

Mnemonic: look the word carefully..PERVASI+VE....and doesn't it sound like 
PRAVASI BHARTIYA DIVAS.....an initiative by the Indian government to attract 
NON RESIDENT INDIANS who are SPREAD WIDELY ACROSS THE WORLD........ 
 

🎯 Perverse ➯ ( হস্বিাচারী; purposely continuing to do something wrong; 
stubbornly wrongheaded; directed away from what is right; wicked and 
unacceptable; Ex. ~ satisfaction; Ex. Hannibal Lecter in a ~ mood; ) 👉 
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Something ~, or improper, doesn't have a whole lot of good things going for 
it, even if it brings a few laughs. 👀 Mnemonic: if we remove letter "p" and 
if we only concenterate on the rverse-this sounds simillar to reverse- which 
is nothing but leading to opposite path which is not acceptable in society. 
 

🎯 Perversion ➯ ( িযায়ভ্রষ্টতা; corruption; turning from right to wrong ) 👉 

Although most often used to refer to some sort of psychological corruption or 
abnormal behavior (usually sexual), the word ~ can actually refer to anything 
that is used for a distorted or wrong purpose. 👀 Mnemonic: perfect version 
of getting money is corruption 
 

🎯 Pestle ➯ ( োমািনদস্তা; tool for mashing or grinding substances in a hard 
bowl or mortar ) 👉 A ~ is a heavy, blunt tool used to grind things up, such 
as spices or herbs. If you're grinding spices, you put them in a container 
called a mortar and use the ~ to smash them up until they're finely ground. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~ to grind and then form paste. 
 

🎯 Petrify ➯ ( প্রস্তরীভূত করা; turn to stone; cause to become stonelike; stun or 
paralyze ) 👉 If you scare someone so much they can't move, you ~ them. ~ is 
to make something like a stone or to literally turn to stone. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);killing a pet with a riffle (by being STONE hearted) 
 

🎯 Petty ➯ ( িুে; trivial; unimportant; very small; small-minded; ~-minded ) 
👉 ~ used to mean just "petite" or "small," but now it's used for things that 
are trivial and shouldn't matter much. If you host world leaders and spend 
more time picking napkins than memorizing names, you're focused on ~ 
things. 👀 Mnemonic: girls use ~ coats inside dress which r very small than 
the dress they wear 
 

🎯 Petulant ➯ ( নখটনখতট; touchy; peevish; ill-tempered ) 👉 Choose the 
adjective, ~, to describe a person or behavior that is irritable in a childish 
way. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);The pet - u - lent me is getting me irritated 
 

🎯 Pharisaical ➯ ( ভণ্ডানমপূণস; pertaining to the Pharisees, who paid scrupulous 
attention to tradition; self-righteous; hypocritical ) 👉 Someone who is ~ 
preaches one thing and then does another — not a good trait for politicians 
or even playground pals. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ contains HARI and SAI all GOD 
name so ~ means pious 
 

🎯 Phenomena ➯ ( ঘটিা; observable facts; subjects of scientific investigation; 
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SG. phenomenon: observable fact; very unusual person, thing, or event; 
marvel; wonder; extraordinary; of a phenomenon; Ex. ~l strength ) 👉 A 
phenomenon is an extraordinary occurrence or circumstance. In the 1950s, 
rock-n-roll was considered a new cultural phenomenon, while today we think 
of crop circles as a mysterious ~. 
 

🎯 Philanderer ➯ ( হপ্রতমর অনভিয় করা; faithless lover; flirt ) 👉 A ~ is a guy 
who likes women. A lot. So much that he's got a beautiful wife — and a date 
with a different girl every weekend. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - PHIR HE LANDED ON 
HER. A womaniser cannot keep himself away from women. 
 

🎯 Philanthropist ➯ ( মািবতপ্রনমক; lover of mankind; doer of good; ) 👉 A ~ is 
a person who gives money or gifts to charities, or helps needy people in 
other ways. Famous examples include Andrew Carnegie and Bill & Melinda 
Gates. 👀 Mnemonic: Phil+anthropy-phil is love and anthrop is human beings 
 

🎯 Philatelist ➯ ( ডাকনটতকট - সংগ্রেকারী; stamp-collector; ) 👉 Don't call a coin 
collector a ~. That word is reserved for people who collect stamps. If you're 
going to become a ~, start saving those old envelopes. 👀 Mnemonic: phil + 
ATLAS = loves atlas and hence collect stamps of the countries on the atlas 
 

🎯 Philistine ➯ ( সুন িানবেীি হলাক; narrow-minded person, uncultured and 
exclusively interested in material gain; uncultured person who is indifferent 
to artistic and cultural values; member of an ancient people in Palestine; OP. 
aesthete ) 👉 A ~ is a person who doesn't think a lot and isn't interested in 
learning. Your uncle Marvin, who's only interested in eating, sleeping, and 
watching game shows, could be considered a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: break it into 
PHIL(feel)+TINE(tiny)...those who feel over tiny things are NARROW MINDED. 
 

🎯 Phlegmatic ➯ (  ান্ত; calm and unexcitable; not easily disturbed; ) 👉 Yes, ~ 
has roots in that colorless, mucous stuff called phlegm, but people who are ~ 
aren't called that because they have lots of mucous. They are just a little dull 
in expressing feelings or showing emotion. 👀 Mnemonic: Sounds like 
PRAGMATIC(practical) --> practical people think with logic and show little 
emotion. 
 

🎯 Phobia ➯ ( আতে; morbid fear ) 👉 A ~ is an intense and irrational fear of 
something. If seeing a spider makes you scream and jump on top of a table, 
then you might suffer from a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
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🎯 Phoenix ➯ ( রূপকথার পনি নবত ি; symbol of immortality or rebirth; Ex. ~ 
rising from its ashes ) 👉 If you want to see a ~, simply locate a unicorn or a 
centaur, and then you'll be in the right neighborhood. A ~ is a mythical bird 
known for rising from its ashes. Don't try that at home! 👀 Mnemonic: As 
the Immortal bird in Harry Potter 
 

🎯 Phylum ➯ ( হিণীনবিযাস; the major taxonomic group of animals and plants; 
contains classes; division ) 👉 If someone asks you what you have in common 
with the Antarctic icefish, you can say that you both belong to the same ~, 
meaning the same taxonomic (হিণীনবিযাস) group. 👀 Mnemonic: ~..sounds like 
file 'em...file them...classify them! 
 

🎯 Physiognomy ➯ ( হচোরা (মুখাকৃনত নবচার পূবসক চনরত্রনিণসয়নবদযা); face (as showing 
the character and the mind); art of judging human character from facial 
features ) 👉 The meaning of ~ means the look of your face. When traveling 
in Italy, you may be struck by the wide eyes and pleasing ~ of the Italian 
people you meet. 👀 Mnemonic: break into [physio+ know+ my(me)] .u asked 
physio that do u know me implies my face. 
 

🎯 Physiological ➯ (  ারীরবৃত্তীয়; pertaining to the science of the function of 
living organisms ) 👉 ~ refers to the normal, healthy operation of your body 
and its organs. 
 

🎯 Piecemeal ➯ ( একটুস একটু কনরয়া; one part at a time; gradually; in stages; Ex. 
read a novel ~ ) 👉 When you do something ~, you're doing it little by little, 
but in a seemingly random way, with no order or system. 👀 Mnemonic: 

PIECE+MEAL...SO IF YOU DIVIDE YOUR MEAL INTO LITTLE PIECES AND EAT 
ONLY A PART OF IT AT A TIME... 
 

🎯 Pied ➯ ( নবনভি বণসযুক্ত; piebald; variegated(many-colored); multicolored ) 👉 ~ 
means colorfully jumbled. If you're looking at kittens, you may see solid black 
ones, solid white, or ones with lots of different patches of color. You'd call a 
patchy one ~. 👀 Mnemonic: remember pie chart which has different colors 
 

🎯 Piety ➯ ( র্ানমসকতা; devoutness; reverence for God; ADJ. pious ) 👉 ~ is 
devotion to God or to religious practices. Nuns who pray all day long are 
famous for their ~. If you have filial ~ it means you're devoted to your 
parents. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ for the deity(god) 
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🎯 Pigment ➯ ( রঞ্জক পদাথস (গাতয়র রং); coloring matter (usually powder to be 
mixed with water or oil) ) 👉 Something's color is its ~. Technically, all living 
things have a natural ~ — leaves have a green ~ for example — but the word 
is more generally applied to human skin color. 👀 Mnemonic: so to mend the 
pig you have to colour it 
 

🎯 Pillage ➯ ( লুনণ্ঠত বস্তুসমূে; plunder ) 👉 To ~ is a term of war that means to 
take everything of value from a place that you've conquered, but these days, 
~ can be used to talk about anyone who takes what's not theirs. 👀 

Mnemonic: Pirate+Village=~ 
 

🎯 Pine ➯ ( হ াক করা; long for; yearn; languish from longing or grief; decline ) 
👉 If you ~ for someone, you desperately want to see them, be with them, or 
perhaps smother them with kisses. If you're texting your ex-boyfriend over 
50 times a day, there's a pretty good chance that you still ~ for him. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);~(verb):Have a desire for something or someone who 
is not present there. Mera dost jab WINE pe leta hai tab he starts pining for 
his girlfriend. 
 

🎯 Pinion ➯ ( আবি করা; restrain or immobilize by binding the wings or legs; 
N: bird's wing ) 👉 Many cars use rack-and-~ steering, in which the steering 
wheel turns a small-toothed ~ gear, which engages the larger rack that turns 
the car's wheels. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng);Think of PIN, Pinning sth to the 
ground so that it can not move->restrain 
 

🎯 Pinnacle ➯ ( চূডা; peak; highest point; acme; Ex. ~ of fame ) 👉 Going as 
far into the sky as you can go on foot, you'll reach the highest point, or ~, of 
the Himalayas. A successful climb like that might also become the ~, or peak, 
of your success. 👀 Mnemonic: pin(PINE TREE)+NACLE..SOUNDS LIKE 
UNCLE..so your uncle wants to CLIMB the PEAK OR HIGHEST POINT OF PINE 
TREE. 
 

🎯 Pious ➯ ( র্মসনিষ্ঠ; devout; religious; N. piety ) 👉 If someone is deeply 
religious and visibly follows all the moral and ethical codes of his religion, he 
is ~. Don't become a priest if you're not prepared to live a ~ life. 👀 

Mnemonic: We give thanks to God for the PIe he has given US. 
 

🎯 Pique ➯ ( হখপাি; irritation; resentment from wounded pride (eg. loss in a 
contest); V: provoke; arouse; annoy; cause to feel resentment; Ex. ~ her 
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curiosity ) 👉 The verb ~ means to make someone angry or annoyed. But 
when something ~s your interest or curiosity, here the verb ~ just means to 
arouse, stimulate, or excite. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~ can be split as 
pi+que.. so imagine you are standing in a QUE(ue) in a Pie shop (cake) for a 
long time you get ANNOYED ,IRRITATED and you tend to show RESENTMENT 
 

🎯 Piscatorial ➯ ( মত্সয - ন কার - সংিান্ত; pertaining to fishing; CF. Pisces ) 👉 

Teach a man to fish and he eats for a day. Teach a man to excel in the ~ 
arts, and he eats for a lifetime. ~ means having to do with fishing. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ Cat,obviously is good at fishing 
 

🎯 Pitfall ➯ ( োেঁদ; hidden danger; concealed trap ) 👉 A ~ is a trap or 
difficulty you didn't see. A possible ~ for high school seniors is not working 
hard after they know they've already been accepted into college. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);THERE s a pit to make you fall...trap 
 

🎯 Pith ➯ ( মিা; core or marrow; spongelike substance in the center of 
stems; essence; substance ) 👉 ~ is the central idea or essence of something. If 
you're in danger, you could exclaim, "I would greatly appreciate it if someone 
would provide assistance." Or, you could get right to the ~ of your point by 
shouting, "Help!" 👀 Mnemonic: ~ : ~aji(father in hindi)essential or central 
part of the family 
 

🎯 Pithy ➯ ( মিাপূণস; concise and meaningful; substantial; meaty ) 👉 A ~ 
phrase or statement is brief but full of substance and meaning. Proverbs and 
sayings are ~; newspaper columnists give ~ advice. 👀 Mnemonic: pi-thy: the 
math symbol pi is concise and has great meaning 
 

🎯 Pittance ➯ ( সামািয হবতি; small amount (of money); small allowance or 
wage ) 👉 A ~ is a tiny payment or small reimbursement for work — generally 
an amount that's inadequate. The restaurant may pay you a ~, but you can 
do well if you get a lot of good tips. 👀 Mnemonic: PITTIP(to waiter) 
 

🎯 Pivotal ➯ ( হকেঁেীয়; central; critical; crucial ) 👉 High school graduation is a 
~ moment in most people's lives — an important point that signifies a shift 
in direction. 👀 Mnemonic: vote- voting is very crucial & important for our 
future 
 

🎯 Placate ➯ (  ান্ত করা; pacify; bring peace to; conciliate; appease ) 👉 When 
a husband shows up with flowers after he's fought with his wife, he's trying 
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to ~ her. If you ~ someone, you stop them from being angry by giving them 
something or doing something that pleases them. 👀 Mnemonic: PL + ac + 
ATE = a PLATE full of tasty food to SATISFY someone. 
 

🎯 Placebo ➯ ( হরাগীর মি রাখার জিয প্রদত্ত ঔির্; harmless substance prescribed 
as a dummy pill ) 👉 A patient's symptoms sometimes disappear just because 
they believe that they are being treated. Even when doctors give them a 
biologically inactive drug, otherwise known as a ~, the patients swear they 
are cured. 👀 Mnemonic: split it like this PLACE-it takes the place of the 
actual substance..and BOgus..it doesnt do what the actual pill does.Thus ~ is a 
bogus harmless pill which takes the place of the original. 
 

🎯 Placid ➯ (  ান্ত; peaceful; calm; Ex. ~ child/lake ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: a 
student well PLACED in his college will sit calmly and peacefully...as 
compared to those who did not get placed. 
 

🎯 Plagiarize ➯ ( রচিাচুনর করা; steal another's ideas or writings and pass them 
off as one's own; Ex. ideas ~d from my article; CF. kidnap ) 👉 You ~ when 
you take someone's ideas or words and pass them off as your own. It's a 
fancy word for copying. Many politicians and writers have ~d. It's not always 
professional suicide, however — just ask Vice President Joe Biden. Still, don't 
do it. 👀 Mnemonic: Plug(plag) the idea(ia) that arise (ize)from others. 
 

🎯 Plaintive ➯ ( নবলাপী; expressing sorrow; mournful; Ex. ~ song ) 👉 ~ is an 
adjective for describing someone or something with a pleading, sorrowful, 
desperate tone. If you have ever heard the ~ howl of a wolf, then you know 
what we are getting at here. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ can be split into 
plain(plane)+tive(relative). Suppose a relative dies in a plane crash, we mourn. 
Thus ~ = mourn. Sorry for the sadistic mnemonic. 
 

🎯 Plait ➯ ( হবণী; braid; interwine; interweave strands or lengths of; make by 
weaving strands together; Ex. ~ed hair; N: braided length as of hair o fabric; 
CF. pigtail, ponytail ) 👉 You might get an odd look if you ask your 
hairdresser to put your hair in a ~, but she'll eventually figure out what you 
want: a braid. 👀 Mnemonic: p+LAI(lie)+t...when you lie you intertwine many 
things in order to hide them 
 

🎯 Plasticity ➯ ( িমিীয়তা; ability to be molded; Ex. ~ material such as clay ) 
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👉 ~ means "changeability" or "moldability" — clay has a lot of ~, but a rock 
has almost none. 
 

🎯 Platitude ➯ ( িীরস মামুলী উনক্ত বা বক্তবয; trite remark; commonplace 
statement; ) 👉 If an executive gives a speech that begins, "This business is all 
about survival of the fittest. You need to burn the midnight oil and take one 
for the team," his employees might get sick of listening to these meaningless 
clichés and tell him to cut the ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: flat + attitude: something 
flat does not attract us as it is very common. So you will obviously give trite 
remarks. 
 

🎯 Platonic ➯ ( গ্রীক দা সনিক হিইতটা বা তােঁোর মত সংিান্ত; purely spiritual; 
theoretical; without sensual desire ) 👉 ~ describes a relationship that is 
purely spiritual and not physical. If a guy and a girl hang out all the time but 
aren't boyfriend and girlfriend, they'd describe their friendship as ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ - Plato (disciple of Socrates) wrote all the theoretical 
philosophies. 
 

🎯 Plaudit ➯ ( সমথসিসূচক প্র ংসাধ্বনি; praise; enthusiastic approval; 
round(succession or series) of applause; ADJ. ~ory; CF. applaud ) 👉 As its 
sound might suggest, ~ is indeed related to "applaud" and "applause." In fact 
it's really just a fancy way of saying "praise" or "acclamation." 👀 Mnemonic: 

rhymes like "applaud it" 
 

🎯 Plausible ➯ ( নবশ্বাসতযাগয; conceivably true; having a show of truth but open 
to doubt; specious ) 👉 If something is ~, it's reasonable or believable. Things 
that are ~ could easily happen. A woman becoming President is very ~. A 
giraffe becoming President is not. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);~ rhymes with 
possible "Something that may or may not be possible" true,but open to 
doubt. 
 

🎯 Plebeian ➯ ( ইতর; েীিজাত; common; vulgar; pertaining to the common 
people; N: common people in ancient Rome; CF. patrician ) 👉 In Roman 
times, the lower class of people was the ~ class. Today, if something is ~, it is 
of the common people. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - sounds like play with lesbian which 
is very vulgar 
 

🎯 Plenary ➯ ( সমগ্র; (of power) complete; full; fully attended by all qualified 
members; Ex. ~ power ) 👉 If something is full or complete, you can describe 
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it as ~. When you get to be a teenager, your parents can give you ~ 
responsibility for your siblings when they go out. They pay pretty well to 
boss the kids around! 👀 Mnemonic: ~ can be split into Plen (plenty) + nary 
(naari - women in hindi) :: This hall is full of naaris (women) = Plenty (filled 
with or full of) naari :: ~ 
 

🎯 Plenitude ➯ ( প্রাচুযস; abundance; plenty; great amount; completeness; 
fullness; CF. plenary, plenty ) 👉 The noun ~ means the state of being full or 
complete; also, an abundance. After the thirty inches of snow your town got 
over the weekend, you may joke that you have a ~ of snow. 👀 Mnemonic: 

plen(i)tude: remove i. sounds like plenty..means full. 
 

🎯 Plethora ➯ ( আনর্কয; excess; overabundance; Ex. a ~ of excuses ) 👉 ~ 
means an abundance or excess of something. If you have 15 different people 
who want to take you on a date, you have a ~ of romantic possibilities. 👀 

Mnemonic: like if you go home after many days, your mother will insist that 
you eat more. What she will say is "Pe Le + Thoda Aur Le" ultimately, aisai 
lene se, it will become an excess at the end. You will be full :) 
 

🎯 Pliable ➯ ( িম্র; flexible; easily influenced; yielding; adaptable ) 👉 ~ means 
bendable but not breakable. Wax is ~, good leather is ~. If you describe a 
person as ~, it usually means that he's easily influenced, like a nightclub 
owner who takes orders from a crime boss. 👀 Mnemonic: PLIER is a tool 
which is used for bending and twisting materials without breaking them. 
Therefore, PLIER operates on materials which are ~. 
 

🎯 Plight ➯ ( মন্দাবস্থা; difficult condition; condition or state (esp. a bad state 
or condition); predicament ) 👉 A ~ is a situation that's hard to get out of. 
Learning about the ~ of very poor people trying rebuild their homes after a 
devastating earthquake might inspire you to send money to a charity. 👀 

Mnemonic: sounds like flight which is a difficult condition for first time 
flyers. 
 

🎯 Pluck ➯ ( টানিয়া তুনলয়া হেলা; courage; V: pull off or out; pull out the hair or 
feathers of; ADJ. ~y: courageous; brave ) 👉 To ~ is to pick or pull a single 
item out of many, like a flower or a hair. As a noun, ~ is energy or 
enthusiasm, even when things are looking grim. 👀 Mnemonic: one should 
possess "Courage" to ~ flowers from our garden 
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🎯 Plumage ➯ ( পিীর পালকসমূে; feathers of a bird; ) 👉 If you like the looks 
of the color and pattern formed by a bird's feathers, then you like its ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Birds wen they AGE, they become PLUM(P) and 
shed off their feathers :/ 
 

🎯 Plumb ➯ ( লম্বালনম্বভাতব হঝালা; exactly vertical; N: weight on the end of a 
line; V: examine very carefully or critically in order to understand; measure 
depth (by sounding); Ex. ~ the depth of ) 👉 To ~ a body of water, you 
measure its depth. To ~ a house, you connect all of its pipes. To make 
carpentry ~, you get it exactly vertical. 👀 Mnemonic: ~--~er who tests the 
pipe to see whether it is exactly vertical or not. 
 

🎯 Plummet ➯ ( হো মারা; fall sharply; fall straight down; Ex. Stock prices ~ed. 
) 👉 The verb ~ means "to drop sharply," like eagles that ~ toward earth, 
seeking prey, or school attendance that ~s when there is a flu outbreak. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with "comet" which falls so sharply. 
 

🎯 Plutocracy ➯ ( র্িবাি  াসকতগাষ্ঠী; society ruled by the wealthy ) 👉 In a ~, 
the people are ruled by the wealthy few. We know that's not true of our 
democracy. "One person, one vote" is how our system works. There's no ~ 
here. Rich people theoretically have no more power than do the poor. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~...society jo LOOT leti hai or sounds like AUTOCRACY 
 

🎯 Podiatrist ➯ ( পাতয়র ডাক্তার; doctor who treats ailments of the feet; 
chiropodist; ) 👉 A ~ is a foot doctor. Got a bunion? A hammer toe? Call the 
~. 👀 Mnemonic: pod + atrist = pod means feet...artist of feet is doctor of feet 
 

🎯 Podium ➯ ( মি; pedestal; raised platform ) 👉 A ~ is a raised platform like 
the kind Olympians stand on when they win a medal or like the overturned 
crate in the garage where you pretend to accept your Academy Award. 👀 

Mnemonic: The Chemistry teacher demonstrate the nature of sodium 
standing at the ~ in the class. 
 

🎯 Poignancy ➯ ( গ্লানিকর; quality of being deeply moving; keenness of 
emotion; touching; deeply moving; (of sorrow, grief, etc.) painful; keenly 
distressing to the mind; Ex. poignant memory/anxiety; CF. prick ) 👉 The 
noun ~ refers to something that is deeply touching, especially something that 
brings forth strong emotions like sympathy, sadness, or sorrow. The ~ of the 
movie may bring you to tears. Bring tissues. Lots of tissues. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
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is derived from poise... poised means tended towards... ~ means tended 
towards emotions 
 

🎯 Polarize ➯ ( নবভক্ত করা; split into opposite extremes or camps ) 👉 To ~ is 
to divide. Something that's been ~d has been split into two sides that are so 
different, it seems as though they're from opposite ends of the earth — like 
the North Pole and the South Pole. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);reminds of 
the two poles "N-Pole", "S-Pole" which is nothing but division of two extreme 
poles. 
 

🎯 Polemic ➯ ( নবতকসমূলক; attack or defense of an opinion; controversy or 
refutation; argument in support of point of view; N. ~s: art of debate or 
controversy ) 👉 A ~ is something that stirs up controversy by having a 
negative opinion, usually aimed at a particular group. A piece of writing can 
be a ~, as long as it gets someone's goat. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);pole(poll)+mic..so during polls politicians often attack others 
opinions. 
 

🎯 Politic ➯ ( সুচতুর; prudent; judicious; well judged; expedient; well devised ) 
👉 If you are ~, you are smooth and diplomatic. You'd probably make a good 
~ian. 👀 Mnemonic: To enter ~s, one has to highly PRACTICAL n they must 
also have a WELL DEVISED plan to succeed! 
 

🎯 Pomposity ➯ ( আত্মেনরতা; self-important behavior; acting like a stuffed 
shirt(pompous person); ADJ. pompous: self-important ) 👉 The noun ~ means 
super-sized self-confidence. A person who thinks he or she is better than 
every else suffers from ~ — and everyone in that person's life suffers, too. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;:));"~" == "pompo" rhymed with "impo" ie important == ~ 
means self-importance , stuffed shirt 
 

🎯 Ponderous ➯ ( ভারী; having great weight; weighty; unwieldy; lacking 
lightness; dull; Ex. ~ body/style of writing ) 👉 When you call Frankenstein ~, 
it's not because he likes to ponder the great questions of life. It's because he 
moves like a Mack truck, only slower and less gracefully. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);Its simple guys, POUND is a unit of weight , we often calculate 
weight in pounds! 1 Pound = 480 grams 
 

🎯 Pontifical ➯ ( আডম্বরপূণস; pertaining to a bishop or pope; pompous or 
pretentious; CF. pontiff: pope; bishop ) 👉 If you ever listen to talk radio 
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you'll hear some fairly ~ talk going on — that is, puffed up, vain, overblown 
speech from someone convinced he alone is right. What he's doing is ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: remember ponting who behaves like a pope of cricket and rapes 
the players of other teams. 
 

🎯 Pore ➯ ( একাগ্রভাতব পডা; study industriously; ponder; scrutinize; Ex. ~ over 
the book; N. ) 👉 That trickle of sweat didn't just miraculously appear — it 
was secreted out of a ~, a really tiny opening on the surface of your skin. 👀 

Mnemonic: school books are a bore....... because we have to ~ through them 
 

🎯 Porous ➯ ( ঝােঁজরা; full of pores; like a sieve ) 👉 If something is full of tiny 
holes or openings, you can describe it as ~. A sponge is ~, and if the border 
between countries is open for anyone to cross easily, it too can be called ~. 
 

🎯 Portend ➯ ( পূবসলিণ; foretell; presage; be a sign or warning of; ) 👉 ~ 
means to show a sign that something calamitous is about to happen. The 
teetering, tottering, pile of fine china piled up after the dinner party ~s an 
imminent crash of broken plates and dishes. 👀 Mnemonic: When we reached 
the port's end (sea port) we saw some dead bodies, which gave a sign that 
something bad was going to happen. 
 

🎯 Portly ➯ ( পুষ্ট; stout; corpulent ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: PORKY the pig is ~... 
 

🎯 Poseur ➯ ( হয বযনক্ত ভনি কতর বা ভনি কনরতত দি; person who pretends to be 
sophisticated, elegant, etc., to impress others; person who poses; CF. pose ) 👉 

"Strike a pose," sang Madonna in her most famous song, "Vogue." But if the 
pose you're striking is fake, pretentious, or arrogant, you're a ~. Be yourself: 
it's cooler. 👀 Mnemonic: pose+ur -> pose ur stuff to impress others :) 
 

🎯 Posterity ➯ ( বং র্রগণ; descendants; future generations; Ex. go down to ~ ) 
👉 ~ is a noun meaning "future generations." These people of the future 
could be your children and great-great grandchildren, or any people who are 
born after you. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = post + inherity 
 

🎯 Posthumous ➯ ( মৃতুযর পরবতসী; after death (as of child born after father's 
death or book published after author's death); coming or occurring after 
one's death; Ex. ~ fame/novel ) 👉 If something happens after someone dies, 
it is described as ~ — like the ~ interest in the music of a singer who died "a 
nobody." 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Post(postmortem) + Human : done after death); 
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এই মুেূততস এবং 
পতডি। তাতদর টাতগসট কতরই আপিার প্রনতষ্ঠাি নকংবা পতণযর প্রচার ও প্রসাতর সেল মাতকসনটং 
করতত পাতরি।  
📝 

 
🎯 

👀  
🎭 ।  
👆  
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🎯 Postulate ➯ ( স্বীকার কনরয়া লত্তয়া; self-evident truth; something assumed 
without proof; V: assume the truth of (as a basis of an argument) ) 👉 Assume 
something or present it as a fact and you ~ it. Physicists ~ the existence of 
parallel universes, which is a little mind-blowing. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);post-u-late: I agree that I posted it late but when you get my 
mail, my statement that "I did send it" will self evidently be true. 
 

🎯 Potable ➯ ( পািতযাগয; suitable for drinking; drinkable ) 👉 If something is ~ 
that means it's safe to drink. In developed countries, tap water is usually ~. 
Puddle water is not. I know you want to take a sip of that puddle water, but 
please, restrain yourself. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);water that is stored in a 
mudPOT ..coldwater ...is suitable for drinking. 
 

🎯 Potent ➯ ( িমতা ালী; powerful; convincing; persuasive; greatly influential ) 
👉 ~ means really strong, but not like a body builder. Use ~ instead to 
describe things like intense smells, powerful magic potions, and very 
influential people. 👀 Mnemonic: Remember Im~? Which means weak and 
ineffective. ~ which means- powerful and influential, is the antonym of Im~. 
As a mnemonics of Im~ we used: a person who is IM~/Powerless is not 
treated as IMPORTANT 
 

🎯 Potential ➯ ( সোবয বস্তু; expressing possibility; latent; N: capacity for 
growth ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;EN); ~ energy that is not taken to action 
despite kinetic ! 
 

🎯 Potpourri ➯ ( পতপৌনর; heterogeneous mixture; medley; mixture of dried 
flower petals a pot (to give a pleasant smell to a room) ) 👉 The noun ~ can 
refer to a mixture or collection of seemingly unrelated items, an unusual 
assortment. You may own a ~ of books — from classic literature to trashy 
novels and from Shakespeare's plays to comic books. 👀 Mnemonic: imagine a 
pot in which you are making a puri (Indian dish).... you put all kinds of stuff 
in it to make a puri... so that the mixture is a heterogeneous one! hence 
potpurri.. 
 

🎯 Poultice ➯ ( প্রতলপ লাগাি; soothing application applied to sore and inflamed 
portions of the body ) 👉 The next time you have a cut or an infection, 
maybe you should put some cereal on it. A ~ is a soft material — often 
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cereal-like — used for healing. Think of a ~ as a mushy, sticky bandage. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;Layman's language);sounds like put ice! 
 

🎯 Practicable ➯ ( সার্য; feasible ) 👉 Something that is ~ is something that 
can be reasonably done. Look at the word within the word, practice, plus the 
suffix -able, and you have something that is able to be put into practice, or ~. 
 

🎯 Pragmatic ➯ ( প্রাতয়ানগক; practical (as opposed to idealistic); concerned 
with practical worth or impact of something; Ex. ~ test of the skill ) 👉 To 
describe a person or a solution that takes a realistic approach, consider the 
adjective ~. The four-year-old who wants a unicorn for her birthday isn't 
being very ~. 👀 Mnemonic: PRA + gma + TIC = PRA + c + TIC + al 
 

🎯 Pragmatist ➯ ( ~; practical person; N. pragmatism: pragmatic way of 
dealing with things ) 👉 If you have a friend whose head is always in the 
clouds, always dreaming, and taking risks without thinking of the 
consequences, you might say that she isn't much of a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

PRACTICAL+MATHEMATIST 
 

🎯 Prate ➯ ( অিথসক কথা বলা; talk idly; speak foolishly; boast idly ) 👉 To ~ 
means to talk on and on about something. While it may be interesting to 
hear about other people's vacations, when they ~ about them until the wee 
hours, it becomes intolerable. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~: pee-rate, some 
guys were talking about the rate at which they pee *such a foolish talk, these 
people are really idle. 
 

🎯 Prattle ➯ ( বৃথা বাকয; talk idly; babble; N. CF. prate ) 👉 If your little sister 
won't stop talking about her latest crush and you don't want to hear it, you 
might say, "Stop prattling on about that loser!" To ~ is go on and on about 
something unimportant. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Remember stone cold 
steve austin who is also called "Rattle snake".. who comes, always drinks beer 
and talks... 
 

🎯 Preamble ➯ ( প্রস্তাবিা; introductory statement ) 👉 A ~ is a brief 
introduction to a speech, like the ~ to the Constitution that starts out "We 
the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union...do 
ordain and establish this Constitution." 👀 Mnemonic: PRE(before) + AM (i) + 
BOL(tell): in a meeting political leaders will say: what I want to say before I 
start my lecture is bla bla bla. All this will take 1 hour. :) . This is what ~ is. 
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🎯 Precarious ➯ ( অনিনিত; unsafe; lacking in stability; uncertain; risky; Ex. ~ 
living ) 👉 Grab for the adjective ~ when something is unstable, dangerous or 
difficult and likely to get worse. Are you totally broke and the people you 
owe money to keep calling? You're in a ~ financial situation! 👀 Mnemonic: 

PRE+CARE+IOUS -> We have to take CARE while doing something risky so that 
it does not go wrong. .. 
 

🎯 Precedent ➯ ( িনজর; preceding (in time, rank, etc.) ) 👉 A ~ is something 
that sets a standard for future events. It's hard to say what the legal 
community would do without the word ~, since so many legal judgments and 
decisions are based on what came before. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ == pre(before)+ 
cedent(incedent), an incident happened before which will decide the following 
incedent. 
 

🎯 Precept ➯ ( কমসনবনর্; practical rule guiding conduct; Ex. mother's ~ ) 👉 A ~ 
is a rule or direction, often with some religious basis, dictating a way you 
should act or behave. Mnemonic: its a rule to PRE SET(cept)the oven before 
cokking 
 

🎯 Precipice ➯ ( খাডা ও উেঁচু নগনরচূডা; cliff; dangerous position; Ex. on the edge 
of the ~ ) 👉 Cartoon characters often end up on a ~, the edge of a steep cliff, 
where their chubby toes curl and cling as they totter and eventually fall, 
making a hole in the ground below and getting up again. Most real people 
avoid ~s. Mnemonic: PRECI (PRESIDENT)+ PICE (PEACE). So if presedent wants 
peace then he will have to CLIMB a HIGH VERTICAL MOUNTAIN and meditate 
there. It will be a great PERIL for him. 
 

🎯 Precipitant ➯ ( ত্বরনেত; something that causes a substance in a chemical 
solution to separate out in solid form; OP. solvent ) 👉 A ~ is a cause or 
reason for some event. So if you skip your Biology test on March 17th, your 
parents might deduce that your enjoyment of the St. Patrick's Day parade 
was a ~ of your actions.A ~ is a cause or reason for some event. Her ~ 
acceptance of his proposal of marriage surprised everyone. 
 

🎯 Precipitate ➯ ( প্রচণ্ড ত্বরাপূণস; hurl downward; throw headlong; hasten; cause 
to happen sooner; condense and fall as rain or snow; cause (a solid substance) 
to be separated from a solution; ADJ. hasty; rash; premature; sudden ) 👉 ~ 
usually means "bringing something on" or "making it happen" — and not 
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always in a good way. An unpopular verdict might "~ violence" or one false 
step at the Grand Canyon could ~ you down into the gorge. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;English);~ -> Pre + anticipate. That means you dont think/anticipate 
before you do something. You do it in RASH or HASTE. 
 

🎯 Precis ➯ ( সারসংতিপ; abstract; concise summing up of main points; concise 
summary of a text ) 👉 A ~ is a summary of something's main points. If 
you've ever jotted down notes about your main ideas before writing a 
persuasive essay, you've used a ~. Mnemonic: (Tag:;language);pre ( meaning 
before ) + cis ( as in thesis ) .... it is the summary that comes before a thesis 
 

🎯 Precise ➯ ( যথাযথ; exact ) 👉 ~ means strictly correct or very exact. If you 
need something to be ~, like the positioning of a safety net for a stunt jump 
over a canyon, there's no room for error. Mnemonic: ~ sound like resize,in 
winzip data is resized(exact) 
 

🎯 Preclude ➯ ( প্রনততরার্ করা; make impossible; prevent; exclude; eliminate ) 
👉 To ~ something is to prevent it from happening. A muzzle ~s a dog from 
biting. Mnemonic: ~ is to EXCLUDE or keep out, whereas INCLUDE which is 
its opposite means to take in as part of a group. 
 

🎯 Precocious ➯ ( ইেঁচতড পাকা; advanced in development; ) 👉 That high school 
hoops phenom who plays like an NBA pro? The sixth grader who's already 
asking questions about organic chemistry? They're both ~ — meaning they're 
way beyond their years in skill or knowledge. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng);it can be 
pre + conscious(conscious). i.e. thing or person who/which is very conscious 
in advance. 
 

🎯 Precursor ➯ ( অগ্রদূত; forerunner; predecessor ) 👉 You've heard the old 
saying "Pride comes before the fall?" Well, you could just as easily say pride 
is a ~ to the fall. A ~ is something that happens before something else. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;:));"~" = pre(before) + cursor(that points out) == something 
that points out in advance == forerunner :) 
 

🎯 Predator ➯ ( ন কারী প্রাণী; ~y animal or bird; ~y person; creature that seizes 
and devours another animal; person who robs or exploits others; ADJ. ~y: 
living by preying on other organisms; plundering; ) 👉 A ~ is an animal that 
eats other animals — or people or companies who act like they do. Lions are 
~s, but so are pickpockets and some giant corporations. 
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🎯 Predetermine ➯ ( পূবসাতিই নস্থর; determine in advance; predestine; settle or 
decide beforehand; influence markedly ) 👉 The verb ~ means "determine in 
advance," like when you ~ how much money you will spend on your friend's 
birthday present to make shopping easier. Mnemonic: pre [before] + 
determine [estimate]. So if you understand or evaluate someone beforehand, 
you frame either +ive or -ive image for her/him, so you r getting 'biased' in 
that sense. 
 

🎯 Predilection ➯ ( পিপাত; preference; partiality ) 👉 A ~ is a preference for 
or bias toward something. If you have a ~ for wool clothing, you should take 
up knitting. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);pre(before)+dialect(local language); you 
generally become partial when you are taking an interview and you meet 
someone who speaks your language ( :) assume the interview is in the US) 
 

🎯 Predispose ➯ ( পূবসাতিই অিুরাগী করাি; give an inclination toward (in 
advance); make susceptible to; Ex. ~ people to certain cancer; ) 👉 ~ means to 
have a tendency toward something. Some people believe that just being born 
in Canada will ~ you to love ice hockey. Mnemonic: if wastes are not disposed 
from the body, it makes us susceptible for diseases 
 

🎯 Preeminent ➯ ( সবসতিষ্ট; outstanding; superior ) 👉 Calling someone ~ means 
they're truly outstanding or better than everyone else — not in general, but 
in a specific field or specialty. Such as a ~ geologist. Mnemonic: ~ sounds like 
prominent 
 

🎯 Preen ➯ ( পনরপানট করা; make oneself tidy in appearance; feel self-
satisfaction or pride; (of a bird) smooth or clean (feathers) with the beak; Ex. 
~ oneself on; CF. prune ) 👉 When a bird or a cat ~s, it smooths its feathers 
or cleans its fur. When you ~, you primp and pay careful attention to how 
you're dressed and groomed, as if you're inviting the whole world to watch 
you. Mnemonic: ~ sounds like prince.....he couldnt help ~ing himself on his 
good looks 
 

🎯 Prefatory ➯ ( প্রারনেক; introductory; of a preface ) 👉 The adjective ~ 
describes something that serves as a beginning or introduction. The president 
of the organization made some ~ remarks before the main speaker at the 
event. Mnemonic: you can find the Preface in every book , which is the 
introductory part, ~. 
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🎯 Prehensile ➯ ( আেঁকডাইয়া র্নরতত সিম; capable of grasping or holding (esp. 
by wrapping around); Ex. ~ tails ) 👉 ~ means "able to grasp" and often refers 
to such body parts as claws, feet, and tails. Elephants curl their ~ noses 
around objects in order to pick them up. Mnemonic: PRE(before)+HENS+ILE 
before the hens can escape we have to grasp & hold them. 
 

🎯 Prelate ➯ ( প্রর্াি পুতরানেত; church dignitary; priest of high position in the 
church (esp. bishop) ) 👉 A ~ is a high-ranking member of the clergy, such as 
a cardinal, abbot, or bishop, who has authority over lesser clergy. Both 
Catholic and Protestant religions have ~s in their ranks. Mnemonic: church 
bishops are always late. 
 

🎯 Prelude ➯ ( প্রস্তাবিা; introduction; introductory performance or event; 
forerunner ) 👉 The prefix "pre-" means "before," so it makes sense that a ~ 
is an introductory action, event or performance that comes before a bigger or 
more momentous one. Mnemonic: CONCLUDE will be in the end, ~ - 
beginning / introduction 
 

🎯 Premeditate ➯ ( পূবসাতিই নচন্তা করা; plan in advance; Ex. ~d murder ) 👉 

When you ~, you are planning ahead. While most people associate this word 
with crime, let's hope you can think of a better reason to ~ — like buying 
groceries before a storm. Mnemonic: pre+meditate = think before planning 
something. 
 

🎯 Premise ➯ ( র্ারণা; assumption; postulate; proposition upon which an 
argument is based ) 👉 A ~ is what forms the basis of a theory or a plot. 
When you called 911 on the guy in your back yard, it was on the ~ that he 
was a thief and not the meter-reader. Mnemonic: (Pre)- Before + (Mise)- Muse 
= think. You think something before knowing about that it, means that you 
are making an ASSUMPTION. 
 

🎯 Premonition ➯ ( পূবসা ো; forewarning; presentiment; foreboding ) 👉 Some 
people claim to have ~s, such as a dream about a friend they haven't seen in 
years the night before the friend dies. A ~ is a warning that comes in 
advance, or a feeling that something is going to happen. Mnemonic: 
pre(before hand) + monition (remember adMONISH, which means to warn)...so 
warning which is before hand is ~ 
 

🎯 Preponderance ➯ ( অনর্কতর ভারী অবস্থা; superiority of power, quantity, etc.; 
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greater in power, weight, or importance; ) 👉 If there's a ~ of something, 
there is A LOT of it. If you are a prosecutor, you are looking for a ~ of 
evidence to convince the jury that the defendant is guilty. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;English);ponderous means weighty, unwieldy...so ~ may be remembered 
as something having heavy weight, quantity or power 
 

🎯 Prerogative ➯ ( নবত ি িমতা; privilege; unquestionable right; CF. ask before 
) 👉 A ~ is someone's special right or privilege. As Bobby Brown once sang, "I 
don't need permission / Make my own decisions / That's my ~." Mnemonic: 
remember "Interrogative" which means questioning by Investigation officers. 
So ~ should be something opposite. so unquestionable 
 

🎯 Presage ➯ ( পূবসলিণ; foretell; be a warning or sign of; N: presentiment; 
foreboding; omen ) 👉 A ~ is a sign that something bad is about to happen, 
like when you get that queasy feeling in your stomach because your mom 
found out you skipped band practice to go to the movies. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;English);pre+sage- a SAGE has the power to PRE-tell the future. 
 

🎯 Prescience ➯ ( দূরদন সতা; ability to foretell the future; knowledge of actions 
before they occur; ADJ. prescient ) 👉 Do you already know what happens 
tomorrow? Next week? Next year? If you can see into the future, then you 
have ~. Mnemonic: pre(before)+science(..knowledge)..i.e. having the knowledge 
to TELL THE FUTURE BEFORE TIME... 
 

🎯 Presentiment ➯ ( পূবসাভাস; premonition; foreboding; feeling something will 
happen; anticipatory fear ) 👉 Do you ever have the feeling that something 
bad is about to happen? That's called a ~. Mnemonic: sentiment means 
feeling or perciving. ~ means feeling before hand about the future. 
 

🎯 Prestige ➯ ( মযসাদা; respect or admiration; impression produced by 
achievements or reputation; ADJ: causing admiration; ) 👉 People, cars, 
schools, clubs, banks--all can be said to have ~. Star in a blockbuster movie? 
Your ~ level just shot up. Get caught shoplifting? A ~ killer.People, cars, 
schools, clubs, banks--all can be said to have ~. Star in a blockbuster movie? 
Your ~ level just shot up. Get caught shoplifting? A ~ killer. 
 

🎯 Presumptuous ➯ ( অেংকৃত; going beyond what is right; excessively 
forward; arrogant; taking liberties ) 👉 When someone takes liberties, doing 
things too boldly, you can describe them with the adjective ~. Mnemonic: 
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Focus on "Presum" (Presume)--> To overstep your boundaries by boldly 
PRESUMing/assuming something. 
 

🎯 Pretentious ➯ ( দানেক; ostentatious; showy; pompous; making unjustified 
claims; overambitious; Ex. ~ films that claim to be art ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ 
as a way to criticize people who try to act like they are more important or 
knowledgeable than they really are. Mnemonic: ~ is someone who is 
Pretending 
 

🎯 Pretext ➯ ( হদাোই; excuse ) 👉 ~ is a false reason given for doing 
something. If you catch your mother going through your drawers, and she 
says she was just tidying up, cleaning was her ~ for snooping. Mnemonic: ~... 
when your teacher asks for an explanation for your low marks, you try to 
find an EXCUSE that you donot have a TEXTbook 
 

🎯 Prevail ➯ ( নিয়ন্ত্রণ করা; be widespread; triumph over; gain victory; ~ on: 
persuade; induce; Ex. Justice has ~ed; Ex. ~ on someone to do something ) 👉 

~ means to successfully persuade someone of something. If you were a 
Presidential advisor and you convinced him to make a National Day of Pet 
Appreciation, then you ~ed upon him to recognize pets. Mnemonic: 
PROVE+WELL......you prove that you are superior 
 

🎯 Prevalent ➯ ( বহুনবসৃ্তত; বযাপক; widespread; generally accepted ) 👉 

Something ~ is common in a particular place at a particular time. ~ things 
are hard to avoid. When you see the word ~, think "It's everywhere!" 
Mnemonic: talent is not ~ (comman) among people. 
 

🎯 Prevaricate ➯ ( হকৌ ল সতযতক এডাইয়া যাওয়া; lie; hide the truth (by 
equivocating) ) 👉 When you ~, you lie or mislead. Now, go ahead and tell me 
whether you already knew that meaning, and don't ~ about it — give me the 
story straight! Mnemonic: divide is as pre(..before)+var(truth..)+icate(..gate) 
..i.e. before truth, you have kept a gate. Hence you are LYING or HIDING THE 
TRUTH.. 
 

🎯 Prey ➯ ( ন কার; target of a hunt; victim; V: hunt and eat as ~; victimize; 
Ex. Cats ~ on mice. ) 👉 ~ is an animal hunted for food. If you're a delicious-
looking deer during hunting season, watch your back! You're the ~ for all 
those guys in orange jackets carrying rifles. 
 

🎯 Prim ➯ ( পনরিি; proper to the point of affectation; very precise and 
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formal; exceedingly proper ) 👉 ~ means polite, straight-laced, even twee. 
Many characters in Jane Austen novels are ~ and proper. Mnemonic: In order 
to be very precise and formal with my speech.., I had to trim all my stories. 
(~ - Trim) 
 

🎯 Primogeniture ➯ ( হজযষ্ঠত্ব; seniority by birth; state of being the first-born 
child; right of the eldest child (to inherit the entire property of one or both 
parents) ) 👉 ~ is when the oldest son inherits all or more of his parents' 
stuff than any of his siblings. When a king dies, typically by the rules of ~, 
his eldest son inherits the throne. Mnemonic: ~... Considered PRIMary Due to 
GENTIC importance(genetically important or born first) 
 

🎯 Primordial ➯ ( হগাডার নদতকর; existing at the beginning (of time); 
rudimentary ) 👉 ~, an adjective, describes something that has been around 
forever, like cockroaches. Mnemonic: (Tag:;:));"~" = "prime" + "order" =first in 
the order = existing at the beginning , rudimentary 
 

🎯 Primp ➯ ( নেটোট কনরয়া হতালা; groom oneself with care; adorn oneself ) 👉 

~ is a word that is best illustrated by girls getting ready for a ball--it means 
to groom yourself elaborately. Mnemonic: Relate ~ to prom. People groom 
themselves with care before proms. 
 

🎯 Pristine ➯ ( নিখুেঁত; নিতটাল; unspoiled; remaining in a pure state; 
characteristic of earlier times; primitive; Ex. an old book in ~ condition ) 👉 If 
something is ~ it's immaculately clean or has never been used. So please 
check your shoes before walking on a ~ white carpet. Mnemonic: sounds like 
priest(ine) means pertaining to priests which is to remain in pure state. 
 

🎯 Probity ➯ ( সততা; uprightness; honesty; incorruptibility ) 👉 Though ~ 
sounds like what you might do with a sharp stick, it actually means being 
morally and ethically above reproach, having integrity. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;hindi+ english);PRO(pahle)+beti(ladkiya) sounds like girls first 'something 
having high morale' 
 

🎯 Problematic ➯ ( অনিনিত; causing a problem; open to doubt; doubtful; 
unsettled; questionable; Ex. Whether the arena will ever be completed is ~. ) 
👉 Something ~ poses a problem or causes difficulties. Your ambitions to 
become the next great leader of Spain are great, but your inability to speak 
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Spanish might prove ~. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);(Doubt)you always have 
doubts with while solving problems. 
 

🎯 Proclivity ➯ ( স্বাভানবক প্রবণতা; inclination; natural tendency (esp. towards 
something bad) ) 👉 A ~ is a natural tendency to like something, such as your 
sister's ~ for restaurants that serve hot, spicy food. Mnemonic: Acclivity- an 
upward slope; Declivity --a downward slope; ~ -- a natural inclination 
 

🎯 Procrastinate ➯ ( গনডমনস করা; postpone; delay or put off ) 👉 ~s means 
putting off doing something until a future time. When people sit down to 
write term papers, they can find all kinds of clever ways to ~: reorganizing 
the paperclips, calling everyone they know, typing "I am bored" fifty times in 
a row. Mnemonic: Pro-cras-ti-nate: In Latin, Pro(forward) and Cras 
(tomorrow). Looking forward to do work tomorrow is called postpone or 
delay. 
 

🎯 Procurement ➯ ( সংগ্রে; obtaining; V. procure: obtain by effort; obtain (a 
prostitute) for another ) 👉 ~ is the act of getting something you need. Save 
it for when you need to sound serious, like if you're in the military. 
Mnemonic: ~ concentrate on cure for curing we need to OBTAIN a medicine 
so hence procure means obtaining 
 

🎯 Prod ➯ ( তীিাি অস্ত্র লানি আঙুল প্রভৃনতর তীিাি অস্ত্র; poke (with a pointed 
object); stir up; urge; goad to action; N: pointed object used to ~; ~ding ) 👉 A 
teacher might use a verbal ~ when students aren't participating in class. A ~ 
is an encouragement, like the threat of a quiz. Just hope the teacher doesn't 
use the kind of ~ a rancher uses to keep cattle moving! Mnemonic: sounds 
like "rod". stir up with rod, poke with a rod etc. 
 

🎯 Prodigal ➯ ( অপবযয়ী; wasteful; reckless with money; profuse; Ex. a mind ~ 
of ideas; N. ~ity ) 👉 In the Bible, the ~ Son leaves home and wastes all his 
money, but when he returns, he feels sorry. Use the adjective ~ to describe 
someone who spends too much money, or something very wasteful. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;English); prod(rodies) +gals(girls)=extravagance. If you are 
with girls of rodies then you have to be extravagant.. 
 

🎯 Prodigious ➯ ( অপনরসীম; নবস্ময়কর; enormous; marvelous; extraordinary; Ex. 
~ amount/memory ) 👉 Something exceptional, substantial, or great is ~. A 
blizzard includes ~ wind and snow. A ~ writer is one who can write a lot and 
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do it well. Mnemonic: (Tag:;root);The root PRO- means 'in favor of'.The root 
DIGI- (e.g., digit) refers to numbers or quantity. So, ~ refers to a favorable (or 
great) number. 
 

🎯 Prodigy ➯ ( পরম নবস্ময়কর বস্তু; highly gifted child; person with exceptional 
talents; marvel; wonder ) 👉 A ~ is someone who is so naturally talented at 
something that they become a master of that particular skill as a child--you 
can be a musical ~ or a math ~. Mozart was one, writing symphonies and 
playing for kings when he was only five years old. Mnemonic: Person with 
exceptional talents is proud ji(~) 
 

🎯 Profane ➯ ( িাপাক; violate; desecrate (something holy); treat unworthily; 
be ~ for; ADJ: secular; nonreligious; irreverent for holy things ) 👉 ~ is the 
sort of language that gets bleeped on TV but it's also whenever you deeply 
offend people with how little respect you show something (usually religious). 
Mnemonic: PROPANE - propane being unextinguishable is not allowed in 
mosques/temples etc. 
 

🎯 Profligate ➯ ( উডিচতণ্ড; wasteful (of money); dissipated; wildly immoral; 
dissolute; N: ~ person; ) 👉 ~, as a noun or as an adjective, implies recklessly 
wasting your money on extravagant luxury. ~ behavior is a lot of fun, but 
you'll regret it later — when you get your charge card bill. Mnemonic: ~= 
spend Profusely like bill Gates 
 

🎯 Profound ➯ ( গভীর জ্ঞািপূণস; deep; not superficial; complete; Ex. ~ 
thinker/remark/silence/deafness; N. profundity ) 👉 When you need a word 
that's deeper than "deep," consider ~. Mnemonic: whatever professional or 
researchers found(read find) has to be deep. 
 

🎯 Profusion ➯ ( প্রাচুযস; great amount; plenty; overabundance; excess; lavish 
expenditure; Ex. ~ of choices; ADJ. profuse: plentiful; copious; giving or given 
abundantly; extravagant ) 👉 If there's an abundance of something, you can 
say that there's a ~ of it. Hilarious and bizarre YouTube videos certainly exist 
in ~. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);WHERE THERE IS FUSION (EXPLOSION, 
ABUNDANCE, MUCH) OF MONEY 
 

🎯 Progenitor ➯ ( পূবসপুরুি; ancestor ) 👉 While any ancestor can be a ~, or 
previous member of a family line, the word is usually applied to someone 
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who was an originator of or major contributor to the characteristics of that 
line. Mnemonic: Pro + Genesis 
 

🎯 Progeny ➯ ( বং র্রগণ; children; offspring; descendants ) 👉 A sing-song 
rhyme may help in remembering the word ~: "All of you, all of me, together 
we make ~." The "you" and "me" can be a man and a woman making a baby, 
or trees and plants making little offshoots, or ~ of their own. Mnemonic: ~ = 
Provide Gene i.e ur offsprings. 
 

🎯 Prognosis ➯ ( হরাগ্ সোবিা; forecasted course of a disease; prediction; CF. 
prognostic ) 👉 ~ concerns people who are so sick they might die. What is 
their ~? It is a word doctors use to talk about the path a disease will take 
with a person. Mnemonic: ~ = pro+diagnosis, pro= think forward, diagnosis = 
cause of disease, it means to predict the features of a disease before the 
disease itself. 
 

🎯 Prohibitive ➯ ( নিতির্াজ্ঞামূলক; so high as to prohibit purchase or use; 
tending to prevent the purchase or use of something; prohibiting; inclined to 
prevent or forbid; Ex. ~ tax ) 👉 If something's so expensive you can't touch 
it, it's ~. That Ferrari in the showroom? You may want it, but its price is ~.If 
something's so expensive you can't touch it, it's ~. That Ferrari in the 
showroom? You may want it, but its price is ~. 
 

🎯 Prognosticate ➯ ( ভনবিযদ্বাণী; predict (according to present indications) ) 👉 

To ~ means to predict something or at least hint at what will happen in the 
future. When a lot of natural disasters start happening close together, you 
might ~ that the world is ending, a prediction that's actually thousands of 
years old. Mnemonic: PROgKNOWsticate. a PRO KNOWS enough to make a 
prediction 
 

🎯 Projectile ➯ ( প্রতজক্টাইল; missile; fired or thrown object (such as stone or 
bullet) ) 👉 A ~ is a type of weapon that is propelled towards its target. If you 
shoot a gun at someone, the bullet is a ~, but the gun itself is not. 
 

🎯 Proliferate ➯ ( প্রচুর সংখযায় স্বীয় বং বৃনি; grow rapidly (in numbers); spread; 
multiply; ) 👉 When something ~s, it's growing, spreading or multiplying 
really quickly. Bunny rabbits have a habit of proliferating, as do dandelions in 
untended gardens and funny YouTube videos on the internet. Mnemonic: life 
rate=its always increasing 
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🎯 Prolific ➯ ( প্রচুরপনরমাতণ উত্পাদি ীল; producing offspring or fruit in 
abundance; fertile; fecund; abundantly fruitful; producing abundant works; Ex. 
~ writer ) 👉 Someone or something that is ~ is fruitful or highly productive. 
A ~ songwriter can churn out five hit tunes before breakfast. Mnemonic: 
"Production Lifted"--> They produced large amounts of the product = Their 
production was lifted up in amount = They were ~. 
 

🎯 Prolixity ➯ ( বাগ্বাহুলয; tedious wordiness; verbosity; ADJ: wordy; verbose; 
diffuse ) 👉 If someone likes to talk but they're really boring, they've got ~. 
It's not something to be proud of. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);COMPLEXITY - 
complex words, work are always difficult and boring to understand. 
 

🎯 Prologue ➯ ( মুখবন্ধ; introduction (to a poem or play) ) 👉 With the lines, 
"Two households, both alike in dignity," Shakespeare begins the ~ to Romeo 
and Juliet, setting up the idea of two families who hate each other before 
introducing the lovers in the opening scene. Mnemonic: The first Dialogue of 
a play is always the ~ 
 

🎯 Prolong ➯ ( প্রসানরত করা; lengthen; extend; draw out ) 👉 I don't want to ~ 
this definition, so I'll keep it short. To ~ is to make something last longer or 
to stretch it out in time. Mnemonic: PRO + LONG... LONG something that is 
stretched out, drawn out. Therefore ~ is to stretch the time, delay. 
 

🎯 Promontory ➯ ( ব লান্তরীপ; headland ) 👉 A ~ is a high, rocky cliff jutting 
into a body of water. Just the kind of thing a heroine will threaten to throw 
herself off of if the love of her life does not return to her, foam churning 
where the water hits the rocks below, promising a certain death. Mnemonic: 
pro+MOUNT 
 

🎯 Promote ➯ ( উিীত করা; advance in rank; advance; help to flourish; 
advocate; help actively in forming; publicize or popularize; Ex. Milk ~s health; 
Ex. ~ a match/bill; Ex. ~ a new product ) 👉 If you work for a marketing firm, 
your job is to ~ new products — to publicize them and to try to get the 
public to buy them.If you work for a marketing firm, your job is to ~ new 
products — to publicize them and to try to get the public to buy them. 
 

🎯 Prompt ➯ ( চটাপতট; cause; urge; provoke; provide a cue (for an actor); ADJ: 
done without delay; done at the right time; punctual; on time; N: reminder or 
cue ) 👉 A ~ is a cue that gives forgetful actors a hint for their next line, or 
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students the topic of the essay they will write. It can also be the act of 
inspiring action, like your letter to the editor that ~s others to join your 
cause. Mnemonic: I ~ed myself to promote my knowledge 
 

🎯 Promulgate ➯ ( হঘািণা করা; announce; proclaim a doctrine or law; make 
known by official publication ) 👉 To ~ is to officially put a law into effect. 
Your state may announce a plan to ~ a new traffic law on January 1st. 
Mnemonic: Prom (promote)+ul+gate. So promoting something out of the gate, 
i.e. to make known by opening the gate (or opening declaration) to everyone 
out there. 
 

🎯 Prone ➯ ( প্রবণ; inclined to; likely to (suffer); prostrate; lying with the 
front downward; Ex. ~ to disease/make mistakes; Ex. accident-~ ) 👉 The path 
of least resistance is where you'll find ~: it refers to whatever you're likely to 
do. Mnemonic: Lying ~ she is talking on PHONE. (i.e she is lying face down) 
 

🎯 Propagate ➯ ( নবস্তার করা; increase in number by producing young; 
multiply; spread; Ex. Most plants ~ by seed; Ex. newspaper propagating their 
ideas ) 👉 To ~ is to be fruitful and multiply, by the usual routes of 
reproduction, or by spreading something around — like a rumor. Mnemonic: 
distribute these PAGes among students 
 

🎯 Propellant ➯ ( চালক যন্ত্র; substance which propels or drives forward (such 
as an explosive charge or a rocket fuel) ) 👉 A ~ is a force or substance that 
drives something else forward. Your model rocket needs a ~, or a fuel to 
push it into the air. You might use something as simple as vinegar and 
baking soda. Space rockets use solid or liquid ~s, or fuel. 
 

🎯 Propensity ➯ ( স্বাভানবক প্রবৃনত্ত; natural inclination ) 👉 A ~ is a natural 
tendency to behave in a certain way. We all have propensities — things we 
tend to do. Dogs have a ~ to bark, and many people have a ~ for getting 
annoyed by it. Mnemonic: now a days people are inclined towards "CITY" 
dats y thery r migrating from villages.... 
 

🎯 Prophetic ➯ ( ভনবিযদ্বাণীপূণস; of a prophet or prophecy; having to do with 
predicting the future; N. prophecy; V. prophesy; N. prophet ) 👉 If you make 
a prediction and it comes true, your words were ~. Like the time you warned 
your dad against eating a whole box of donuts. He got sick, right? That was a 
~ warning. Mnemonic: remember Prophet Mohammad 
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🎯 Prophylactic ➯ ( প্রনততির্ক; used to prevent disease; N: something ~; 
condom; N. prophylaxis: prevention of disease ) 👉 ~ might sound like a 
prehistoric period when dinosaurs roamed the earth, but it actually describes 
something that can prevent something negative, such as disease. ~ surgery to 
remove a mole can prevent skin cancer. Mnemonic: pro+phy+lactic -> 
professionals use lactic acid(in milk) to prevent diseases. 
 

🎯 Propinquity ➯ ( বিকটয; nearness (in space or relationship); proximity; 
kinship ) 👉 Ah ~, a word meaning "proximity or physical closeness." Your ~ 
to someone in a conversation will affect whether you can smell his breath or 
not. Mnemonic: ~ has PIN in it. If you pin two things together they are close 
together 
 

🎯 Propitiate ➯ (  ান্ত করা; appease; conciliate; make peaceful; ADJ. 
propitiatory ) 👉 If you forgot flowers on your Mom's birthday, you can still ~ 
her by sending a bouquet the next day. ~ means to appease someone or make 
them happy by doing a particular thing. Handy strategy for lovers, too. 
Mnemonic: PROf+PITI- if you want professor's pity then you would have to 
appease him/her. 
 

🎯 Propitious ➯ ( প্রসি শুভলিপূণস; favorable; auspicious; advantageous; 
fortunate; Ex. ~ day/sign ) 👉 When the timing of something is ~ or you've 
got ~ circumstances for something, it's likely to turn out well. A ~ time for 
taking a big test is when you've studied hard and gotten a good night's sleep. 
Mnemonic: sounds like profitious.. hence its profitable and thus favorable 
 

🎯 Proponent ➯ ( প্রবক্তা; supporter; backer; opposite of opponent ) 👉 ~ 
means someone who is in favor of something. You might be a ~ of longer 
vacations, but your parents are ~s of a longer school year. Mnemonic: person 
opposite to opponent 
 

🎯 Prosaic ➯ ( গতািুগনতক; lacking in imagination; dull and unimaginative; 
matter-of-fact(concerned with facts, not imagination or feelings); factual; CF. 
prose ) 👉 ~ means ordinary or dull. Most of us lead a ~ everyday life, 
sometimes interrupted by some drama or crisis. Mnemonic: mosaic---
>beautiful artistic work with full of vibrant colours.....~ ...opposite of that 
...dull 
 

🎯 Proscenium ➯ ( রিমতির যবনিকা এবং ঐকতািবাদতকর বনসবার স্থাতির মর্যবতসী স্থাি; 
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part of stage in front of curtain; front arch of a stage ) 👉 The ~ of a theater 
stage is a structure in front of the stage that frames the action of the play. It 
can be square or arched, and the stage curtain is generally directly behind it. 
Mnemonic: PRO+SCEN in front of the scene..in front of the curtain 
 

🎯 Proscribe ➯ ( সমাজচুয্ত করা; prohibit; ostracize; banish; outlaw ) 👉 To ~ 
something is to forbid or prohibit it, as a school principal might ~ the use of 
cell phones in class. Mnemonic: When you want a magazine, you 
PREscribe(subscribe) it. Similarly when you want to stop it, you will have to 
~. SO ~ = prohibit 
 

🎯 Proselytize ➯ ( র্মসান্তনরত করা; (induce someone to) convert to a religion or 
belief; N ~: new convert to a doctrine or religion ) 👉 To ~ is to try to 
persuade someone to switch to your religious beliefs or your way of living. 
"Like a true evangelist, Amber ~d about the rewards of life as a devout 
adherent of the faith." Mnemonic: relate it to hypnotize....changing someones 
religion by telling them prose(epics)and hypnotizing 
 

🎯 Prosody ➯ ( েন্দঃ াস্ত্র; art of versification; study of the metrical structure of 
verse ) 👉 ~ is the rhythm and sounds used in poetry. Kids who can freestyle 
rap fit the ~ of their words to a rhythm that's already laid down. Mnemonic: 
~ is converting 'prose' into mel'ody'. ie versificatn 
 

🎯 Protean ➯ ( বহুমুখী; বহুরুনপ; able to take on many forms; versatile; CF. ~: 
sea god to change his shape at will ) 👉 When Picasso is described as a ~ 
genius, it means that not only was he brilliant, but he changed the way he 
worked many times. ~ means able to change shape. Mnemonic: If you eat 
proteins rather than carbohydrates you will be strong and flexible(versatile) 
rather than fat. 
 

🎯 Protocol ➯ ( হপ্রাতটাকল; diplomatic etiquette; ceremony and etiquette 
observed by diplomats; first copy of a treaty before its ratification; Ex. ~ 
demands that the queen meet him at the airport. ) 👉 ~ is most often used 
when talking about the rules of government or official agencies. It is derived 
from the French and refers to the correct rules of etiquette for diplomats. 
Mnemonic: If it's "PRO" people are for it. If it's "TOTAL" everyone is for it. 
And if people want it, they will CALL for it. So if its a manner of behavior 
that people want, we have PRO-TOTAL-CALL. 
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🎯 Protege ➯ ( আনিত বযনক্ত; person receiving protection and support from a 
patron ) 👉 A protégé is a person who receives special protection and 
promotion from someone more established in a field. If your boss introduces 
you as his newest protégé, you're off to a good start in your career. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);prot(protection)+ ege(ageis means 
sheild)....providingsheild for protection.... 
 

🎯 Prototype ➯ ( আনদরূপ; original work used as a model by others ) 👉 A ~ is 
the original model, like a sample on which to base future designs. A company 
designing a new toaster will first design and build a ~, to test it out and see 
if it's any good.A ~ is the original model, like a sample on which to base 
future designs. A company designing a new toaster will first design and build 
a ~, to test it out and see if it's any good. 
 

🎯 Protract ➯ ( সময় লাগাি; prolong; lengthen in time; draw out ) 👉 To ~ 
something is to stretch it out. If you have a disagreement with a friend that 
you continue for weeks and weeks, you are ~ing the argument. Mnemonic: 
remember ~or which we use for problems in geometry. It "extends" from 0 to 
180 or 360 degrees. 
 

🎯 Protrude ➯ ( বানেতরতর নদতক বা সামতির নদতক প্রসানরত করা বা েওয়া; stick out; jut; 
project; Ex. protruding teeth ) 👉 ~ means to stick out. A gravestone ~s from 
the ground, a shelf ~s from a wall, a lollipop stick ~s from your mouth. 
Mnemonic: intrude: coming in ~: bulging out 
 

🎯 Protuberance ➯ ( স্ফীনত; protrusion; swelling; bulge ) 👉 A ~ is something 
that sticks out, like a swelling or a lump, like a bunion on your foot. A ~ 
doesn't have to be hideous; it could be your nose on your face or a knot on a 
tree. Mnemonic: ~ as we pump air to tube it ~s i.e bulges in size 
 

🎯 Provenance ➯ ( উত্স; place of origin; origin or source of something; Ex. 
Gunpowder is of Chinese ~; CF. come ) 👉 Where something comes from is its 
~. If a style of music originated in the capital of Rhode Island, you could say 
that its ~ was Providence. Mnemonic: ~ = province+ance, remember when 
someone asks you: where do you belong to or to which province do you 
belong to?..which means whats your origin? ~=(Province of oneself ) 
 

🎯 Provender ➯ ( গবানদ পশুর ভিয খডকুটা; dry food for livestock; fodder ) 👉 ~ 
is food that might not be fancy but it keeps you from going hungry, like the 
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long-time ~ of college students: rice, pasta, peanut butter and jelly 
sandwiches and the occasional discount pizza. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Some 
vendors sell dry food and hence product sold by a vendor = ~ 
 

🎯 Provident ➯ ( দূরদ সী; providing for future needs; displaying foresight; 
thrifty; preparing for emergencies; OP. im~ ) 👉 If you are ~, that means you 
plan carefully for the future. You have your Christmas lights up in early 
December, you have a well-stocked pantry, and you have some savings tucked 
away just in case. Mnemonic: to remember this, think about 'LIC ~ FUND 
POLICY'which is kept for future use. 
 

🎯 Provincial ➯ ( গ্রামবাসী; pertaining to a province; limited in outlook; 
narrow; unsophisticated ) 👉 A ~ person comes from the backwaters. Someone 
from a small province outside of Provence, France, might seem a little more ~ 
and less worldly than someone from, say, Paris. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ 
sounds like "PROVINCE"....imagine person belonging to rural province then he 
dont have much exposure to outer world...so he is unsophisticated and 
limited in outlook.... 
 

🎯 Provisional ➯ ( অস্থায়ী; tentative; temporary ) 👉 Something ~ is temporary, 
in the sense that it's only valid for a while. You'll often hear ~ used to 
describe things such as governments, elections, contracts, and agreements, all 
of which can change into something permanent. Mnemonic: ~ certificate is 
issued by university before the actual degree certificate as a TENTATIVE ONE 
FOR THE ORIGINAL 
 

🎯 Proviso ➯ (  তস; stipulation; condition in an agreement; provision ) 👉 A ~ 
is something added to a document or agreement that details the terms. You 
might agree to buy a used car with a ~ that the fuzzy steering-wheel cover is 
included as part of the sale. Mnemonic: ~=visa condition required for ms in 
us. 
 

🎯 Proximity ➯ ( বিকটয; nearness; ADJ. proximate ) 👉 The word ~ means 
"nearness," and it is often qualified by the word close. "It was hard not to 
see him cheating, when our desks are in such close ~ to one another." 
Mnemonic: remember approximate (close to result) ap(to towards)+ ~ (close).. 
 

🎯 Proxy ➯ ( প্রনতনিনর্; authorized agent; authority to act for another ) 👉 Don't 
feel like going to the grocery story today? See if you can send your brother 
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as a ~, meaning he's a substitute authorized to act for you. Mnemonic: heard 
of ~ servers? ..they act for other servers, to connect us to the desired 
website... 
 

🎯 Prude ➯ (  ালীিতার ভাতি - ভরা স্ত্রীতলাক; excessively modest or proper person 
(who is easily shocked by improper things, esp. of a sexual nature); N. ~ry; 
ADJ. prudish: excessively concerned with propriety ) 👉 Use ~ to describe 
someone who is too concerned with being proper or modest. It is a 
derogatory label affixed most often to girls or women who are not 
forthcoming romantically--it's not very nice. Mnemonic: Can be thought as an 
antonym of CRUDE. Also, when crude oil is refined we get PURE oil and 
hence it can be called PURITAN also. 
 

🎯 Prudent ➯ ( নবচিণ; cautious; careful; ~ial ) 👉 Describe an action as ~ if it 
is the wise thing to do under the existing circumstances. If you're getting in 
trouble, it is probably ~ to keep your mouth closed and just listen. 
Mnemonic: sounds like president; a president is always a wise or just person 
 

🎯 Prune ➯ ( কাটোট করা; cut away; trim ) 👉 To ~ means to clip, crop, cut 
back, and weed out. Pruning usually happens to overgrown trees and bushes, 
but can also be helpful for wild eyebrows and guest lists that are too long. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);Rhymes with SALOON, where barber CUT(TRIM) our 
hair... 
 

🎯 Prurient ➯ ( নবকৃত কামিা - পীনডত; having or causing lustful desires and 
thoughts; arousing immoderate sexual desire ) 👉 Something is ~ if it focuses 
attention on sex not in an artistic way or to teach something, but purely to 
appeal to your baser instincts. If something is ~, it's sure to offend somebody. 
Mnemonic: pure i aint 
 

🎯 Pseudonym ➯ ( েদ্মিাম; pen name; fictitious name assumed by an author; 
ADJ. ~ous ) 👉 A ~ is a name that someone--often a writer--uses instead of 
their real name. The real name of Dr. Seuss was Theodore Seuss Geisel. Mark 
Twain was a ~ for the writer Samuel Clemens. Mnemonic: sounds like pseudo 
name . pseudo mean not real . ~ means not real name , that is pen name 
 

🎯 Psyche ➯ ( মি; soul; mind ) 👉 Another word for the place where your 
thoughts come from is your ~. Not your actual brain, but whatever it is that 
generates all of your thoughts and emotions.Another word for the place 
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where your thoughts come from is your ~. Not your actual brain, but 
whatever it is that generates all of your thoughts and emotions. 
 

🎯 Psychiatrist ➯ ( মতিানচনকত্সক; doctor who treats mental diseases ) 👉 A ~ is 
a doctor who specializes in emotional, behavioral, or mental disorders. 
Sigmund Freud is the founder of the field of psychiatry, pioneering 
psychoanalytic treatment.A ~ is a doctor who specializes in emotional, 
behavioral, or mental disorders. Sigmund Freud is the founder of the field of 
psychiatry, pioneering psychoanalytic treatment. 
 

🎯 Psychopathic ➯ ( মািনসক অনস্থরতারূপ বযানর্; pertaining to mental 
dearrangement; N. psychopath: person with an antisocial personality disorder 
) 👉 ~ is a very strong word — it means mentally ill or insane and probably 
dangerous.~ is a very strong word — it means mentally ill or insane and 
probably dangerous. 
 

🎯 Psychosis ➯ ( মতিাবযানর্; mental disorder; ADJ. N. psychotic ) 👉 If your 
Uncle Marvin starts talking to his furniture and sewing his own clothes out 
of newspapers, he may be suffering from ~, which is a serious psychiatric 
illness in which a person loses touch with reality.If your Uncle Marvin starts 
talking to his furniture and sewing his own clothes out of newspapers, he 
may be suffering from ~, which is a serious psychiatric illness in which a 
person loses touch with reality. 
 

🎯 Pterodactyl ➯ ( হটতরাডাকটাইল; extinct flying reptile; CF. wing+finger ) 👉 

Pretend that you are living during the Cretaceous period. Then look up at the 
sky. That fierce winged creature swooping down on you is a ~, a flying 
reptile. Mnemonic: duck with a tail... obviously extinct 
 

🎯 Pugnacious ➯ ( লডাইনপ্রয়; combativeness; disposition to fight; ADJ. ~: (of 
people) belligerent; combative in nature ) 👉 ~ means ready for a fight. If 
you're a first year teacher, you probably don't know how to deal with the ~ 
kids in every class. Learn some discipline or they'll end up fighting you, or 
each other. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Why Hindu?);punga+nacious- one with tendency 
to always fight and take pungas(Hindi) 
 

🎯 Puissant ➯ ( প্রভাব ালী; powerful; strong; potent; N. puissance: power ) 👉 ~ 
means powerful and in possession of authority, and is often used to describe 
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the political power of someone, like a prince or president. Mnemonic: to 
satisfy the pussy.... u need to be powerful...haha... no hard feelings 
 

🎯 Pulchritude ➯ ( বদনেক হসৌন্দযস; beauty; comeliness; ADJ. ~inous ) 👉 If 
someone comments on the ~ of your face, you shouldn't be offended. It may 
sound like quite the opposite, but ~ actually means "beauty." Mnemonic: 
itude=attitude a girl who has high attitude ... she is beautiful 
 

🎯 Pummel ➯ ( ঘুতসাঘুনি; beat or pound with fists ) 👉 The best ~ers in the 
world are probably boxers, as to ~ means to repeatedly beat someone down, 
especially with fists. Mnemonic: imagine yourself BEATING ~a Anderson Boobs 
WITH YOUR FISTS.~=punch+pamela. 
 

🎯 Punctilious ➯ ( ন ষ্টচারসম্পি; minutely attentive (perhaps too much so) to 
fine points; stressing niceties of conduct or form; N. punctilio, ~ness: careful 
attention payed to every small exact detail ) 👉 A ~ person pays attention to 
details. Are you always precisely on time? Is your room perfectly neat? Do 
you never forget a birthday or a library book's due date? Then you are one 
of the ~ people. Mnemonic: it is very close to word PUNCTUAL...and you pay 
attention to even a person who is 1 second late, that shows that you care for 
even very minute things too. 
 

🎯 Pundit ➯ ( পনণ্ডত; authority on a subject; expert; learned person ) 👉 

Beware the ~, a supposed expert who imparts deep knowledge to us more 
ignorant folks. ~s are often blowhards, mere hacks, and you might well want 
to take what they say with a pinch of salt. Mnemonic: A pandit is scholar 
 

🎯 Pungent ➯ ( কডা, ঝাঝাতলা; stinging; acrid; sharp in taste or smell; (of 
speech or writing) caustic; N. pungency ) 👉 Use ~ to describe a taste or smell 
that gives a sharp sensation. "What is that ~ odor?" is a polite way of 
suggesting that someone in the room has BO. Mnemonic: remember pug dog 
of vodafone. It's very stingy. 
 

🎯 Punitive ➯ (  ানস্তমূলক; punishing; Ex. ~ measures ) 👉 ~ describes inflicting 
a punishment. If someone takes ~ action against you, you'll probably whine 
and complain — you're in trouble and you're about to get punished. 
Mnemonic: pun, if misinterpreted, can lead to punishment 
 

🎯 Puny ➯ ( পুেঁচতক; tiny; weak; insignificant ) 👉 Are your muscles looking 
small, weak, and totally inferior? In other words, ~? Sounds like somebody 
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needs to eat more spinach. Mnemonic: remember "pony" tail which is small 
and tiny. 
 

🎯 Purchase ➯ ( িুে বস্তু (র্তর রাখার জতিয); সুনবর্া হিয়া; the mechanical advantage 
gained by being in a position to use a lever; secure grasp or hold; firm grasp 
or footing ) 👉 When you ~ a pair of shoes, you buy them. If you want to 
gain ~, or favor, with new friends, you might tell them about your recent ~ 
of chocolate, and offer to share. Mnemonic: when you ~ something, that 
thing becomes forever yours and you have "a firm grasp or footing" on that 
thing. 
 

🎯 Purgatory ➯ ( প্রায়নিত্তমূলক; place of spiritual expiation; temporary state or 
place in which the souls must expiate their sins ) 👉 Being stuck in standstill 
traffic can feel like ~, but this brief spell of unpleasantness is nothing 
compared to the misery endured by souls waiting to get into heaven, which 
is the original meaning of the word. Mnemonic: ~ = in Roman Catholic, it 
means a place where one has to experience suffering before he goes to 
heaven, so it is like a gate to heaven, ~ = pure + gate, a gate to heaven which 
purifies you. 
 

🎯 Purge ➯ ( অনভতযাগমুক্ত করা; remove or get rid of something or someone 
unwanted; eliminate; free from blame or guilt; cleanse or purify (esp. of sin, 
guilt, or defilement); N. ) 👉 To ~ is to get rid of something or someone, and 
often it's done suddenly. ~ rhymes with urge, and when you have a really 
strong urge to throw stuff away or clean something out, you have an urge to 
~. Mnemonic: its the opposite of 'merge', merge means to mix something into 
another and ~ means get rid of something. 
 

🎯 Purse ➯ ( হিাট হগাল করা; pucker; contract (lips) into wrinkles; N: wallet ) 👉 

Though ~s are mostly carried by women, this is the kind of ~ anyone would 
love to bring home: it's a prize, usually consisting of money. Mnemonic: just 
think of those bags (or ~) which are secured by pulling the strings on the 
two sides so that the opening closes by contracting and pukering up like 
pouting lips... 
 

🎯 Purveyor ➯ ( পাইকারী োতর সরবরােকারী; furnisher of foodstuffs; caterer; V ~: 
supply (eg. food); furnish; CF. provide ) 👉 A ~ is someone who supplies goods 
— often of food or drinks. If you're a seafood ~ you will always smells a bit 
fishy, which is no surprise, considering that you sell cod and haddock all day 
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long. Mnemonic: remember conveyor which means supplying something..~= 
person+ conveyor. A person who does a job of conveyor by supplying 
something to others. 
 

🎯 Pusillanimous ➯ ( ভীরু; cowardly; lacking courage; fainthearted ) 👉 You 
can describe someone who lacks courage as ~, such as a ~ student who is too 
afraid to speak out against someone who is bullying others. Mnemonic: take 
it as PUSSY + ANIMAL = a pussy will always be dumb and cowardly, will 
always lack courage. 
 

🎯 Putative ➯ ( জিসার্ারণয পনরগনণত; অিুনমত; supposed; reputed; generally 
regarded as such; Ex. ~ father of the child ) 👉 You might be the ~ leader of 
your lacrosse team, even if someone else holds the title of captain. ~ means 
to be known as something by reputation, or assumed to be something, or 
generally accepted. Mnemonic: divide it like put-a-ti(tea)..so we are 
PRESUPPOSED to put tea on the table not on the floor 
 

🎯 Putrid ➯ ( পচা; decayed and foul-smelling; foul; rotten; decayed; N. ~ity ) 
👉 You know that science experiment that used to be lunch that is now 
rotting in the back of your fridge? Because it's decomposing and stinks to 
high heaven, you can call it ~. Mnemonic: put+rid...anything that is rotten 
and foul smelling, we would want to get rid of immediately... 
 

🎯 Pylon ➯ ( ইতলকনিতকর তাতরর খুেঁনটরূতপ নিনমসত উেঁচু থামনবত ি; making post for 
aviators; steel tower to support telephone cables 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;ENG);pile on...make sense urself!! 
 

🎯 Pyromaniac ➯ ( যার আগুি লাগাতিার বানতক আতে; person with an insane desire 
to set things on fire ) 👉 Someone who loves to set fires — and, for whatever 
reason, can't stop setting them — is a ~. Mnemonic: pyro+maniac...pyro 
sounds similar to pyre(pile of wood on which cremation of dead is done)...so 
a maniac who sets everything to fire and perform their funeral rites... 
 

🎯 Quack ➯ ( োতুতড ডাক্তার; charlatan; impostor ) 👉 There are good ~s and 
bad ~s. A good ~ is the sound a duck makes. A bad ~ is someone pretending 
to be a doctor. (You'd be better off visiting the duck with your ailment.) 
Mnemonic: think of it as...if a person ~s like a duck...he is an impostor who is 
acting like a duck 
 

🎯 Quadruped ➯ ( চতুষ্পদ; four-footed animal; ADJ. CF. biped ) 👉 A squirrel, a 
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zebra, a deer, a wolf, and a grizzly bear meet in a field. Yes, a disaster in the 
making, but also a bunch of ~s — animals that walk on four feet. Mnemonic: 
Quad means four and Ped means foot 
 

🎯 Quaff ➯ ( টক টক কতর হগলা; drink with zest; drink with relish(zest; hearty 
enjoyment); CF. sip ) 👉 To ~ is to gulp. You're in a desert; you haven't had 
water in days; you're wicked thirsty. Then you find an oasis! You lean over 
and ~ the water. Mnemonic: sounds like cough. When we have a cough, we 
DRINK cough syrup which is quite tasty actually. 
 

🎯 Quagmire ➯ ( হচারাবানল; bog; marsh; soft, wet, boggy land; predicament; 
complex or dangerous situation from which it is difficult to free oneself ) 👉 

A ~ is a dangerous place, like the muddy shoreline of a pond. The more you 
try to climb out of a ~, the more you seem to slip. That's because as you step 
on the mud, it oozes everywhere. Mnemonic: Take into consideration the 
First three words ~. The words resemble earth QUAKE. So earth quake is an 
awkward predicament, where soil sinks under your feet. 
 

🎯 Quail ➯ ( ভতয় নপোইয়া পডা; cower; shrink back in fear; lose heart ) 👉 

Smaller than the chicken and not as well known as the pigeon, ~ is like the 
often-overlooked middle child of the ground-dwelling bird family. Everyone 
always asks, "What's that one's name again?" about this bird. Every time. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);If you fail in exam, you loose your heart and ~ 
before your dad :) 
 

🎯 Quaint ➯ ( অদু্ভত; odd in an old-fashioned way; odd; old-fashioned; 
picturesque ) 👉 ~ means strange and unusual in an old-fashioned and 
charming way. It's a word you'd use to describe a little store that sells tea 
cozies and antique tea services, or your grandmother's habit of calling the 
radio the "wireless." Mnemonic: If you know someone already, you call them 
ac + ~. That is because, they are already known to you (old). 
 

🎯 Qualified ➯ ( হযাগযতাসম্পি; limited; restricted; V. qualify: limit the meaning 
of; modify ) 👉 ~ means something depends on another action occurring. If 
your friend receives a ~ offer on her house, that means something else has to 
happen — like a bank approving the loan — before it's sold. Mnemonic: 
Primary meaning ~ :above a given standard(quality) Secondary 
meaning:limited in quality(just the opposite) 
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🎯 Qualms ➯ ( সং য়; uneasy feelings; misgivings; uneasy fears especially 
about matters of conscience; Ex. I have no ~ about giving this assignment to 
Helen. ) 👉 A ~ is a feeling of uneasiness, or a sense that something you're 
doing is wrong, and it sounds almost like how it makes your stomach feel. If 
you had ~ about taking candy from the bulk bins at the store, your 
conscience probably told you to go back to the cashier and pay. 
 

🎯 Quandary ➯ ( োেঁপর; dilemma; state of uncertainty; Ex. She is in a ~ about 
whether to go. ) 👉 How to define the word ~? Wow, this is quite a dilemma. 
What to do, what to do? Hmmm. Looks like this moment itself is a ~: a tough 
situation that will be really hard to resolve. Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);quantary 
relates to quantum physics,which is so complex that it leaves you in 
DILEMMA about the UNCERTAINITY of photon 
 

🎯 Quarantine ➯ ( পৃথক্করণ; isolation of a person, place, or ship to prevent 
spread of infection; V: isolate in ~ ) 👉 If you contract something highly 
infectious, such as pinkeye, please ~ yourself so that you don't infect others 
with it. This means you'll have to stay in isolation and avoid contact with 
other people. Mnemonic: ~ is pretty familiar in case of antivirus softwares 
you can ~ the virus affected files which means to ISOLATE THEM... 
 

🎯 Quarry ➯ ( খাদ; dig into (to get stone); N: mine; ) 👉 Both meanings of ~ 
have to do with going after something. An animal being hunted is called ~, 
and when you dig a hole in the earth looking for rocks, both the digging and 
the hole are called ~ as well. Mnemonic: ~ sounds like query we know query 
is to ask questions when you r in doubt or when you desire to know more, 
and ~ means to dig deep when you want something from earth. 
 

🎯 Quash ➯ ( পরাস্ত করা; crush; suppress; s~; subdue; annul; Ex. ~ a 
rebellion/the decision of the low court ) 👉 ~ means to put down, stop, 
extinguish, and it's usually used to talk about ideas, feelings, or political 
movements. You wouldn't ~ a grape underfoot; you would s~ it. But if you 
were a military dictator, you would ~ a revolution. Mnemonic: s~ also means 
the same - compress/suppress. 
 

🎯 Quay ➯ ( হজনট; dock; wharf; pier; landing place (for boats) ) 👉 You know 
that wharf on the bank of the river where all the boats park? It's not an 
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aqua parking lot. It's called a ~. Mnemonic: ~ - sounds like bay (area near the 
sea) - where boats reach. 
 

🎯 Quell ➯ ( দমি করা; suppress; put an end to; put down forcibly; extinguish; 
quiet; Ex. ``Army ~s Rebellion'' in newspaper; CF. kill ) 👉 Meaning to 
suppress or overcome, ~ is what you have to do with nerves before a big test 
and fears before going skydiving. Mnemonic: ????? 
 

🎯 Quench ➯ ( তৃষ্ণা নিবারণ করা; assuage or satisfy (thrust); slake; douse or 
extinguish; put out; suppress ) 👉 ~ means to put out, put an end to, or 
satisfy. If you're stranded in the middle of the desert with nothing drink, 
you're probably dreaming of a nice big glass of ice water to ~ your thirst. 
Mnemonic: rhymes with drench (which also means the same). 
 

🎯 Querulous ➯ ( ঝগডাতট; given to complaining; complaining; fretful; whining 
) 👉 ~ means "having a tendency to complain" or, more directly put, "whiny." 
Sure, no one can be happy all the time, but that's no excuse for being ~. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);One who keeps questioning (querying) everything. 
 

🎯 Query ➯ ( নজজ্ঞাসা; inquiry; question; V. ) 👉 A ~ is a question, or the 
search for a piece of information. Mnemonic: ~ is to enquiry 
 

🎯 Queue ➯ ( সানর; line (of waiting people or vehicles) ) 👉 A ~ is a line of 
things, usually people. If you go to the store on a big sale day, there will 
probably be a long ~ at the check-out. Mnemonic: ~ 
 

🎯 Quibble ➯ ( আপনত্ত; minor objection or complaint; V: raise minor 
objections; carp; cavil ) 👉 A ~ is a small argument or fight. As a verb, it 
means to pick a mini-fight over something that doesn't really matter. "Let's 
not ~ over price," people will say, usually when they plan to gouge you. 
Mnemonic: mnemonic in hindi.. read it as qui(kyun)+bble(bill)..KYUN BILL 
ITNA ZYADA HAI?, you OBJECT to reading of meter & COMPLAIN to the 
authorities.. 
 

🎯 Quiescent ➯ ( নিস্তব্ধ; dormant; temporarily inactive; at rest; N. quiescence ) 
👉 The adjective ~ means "being quiet and still," like the ~ moments lying in 
a hammock on a beautiful summer Sunday. Mnemonic: ~ => quies ~ quiet = 
motionless 
 

🎯 Quirk ➯ ( খামতখয়াল; sudden sharp turn or twist; startling twist; caprice; 
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idiosyncrasy; peculiarity of behavior; Ex. by a ~ of fate ) 👉 A ~ is a unique, 
odd, and sometimes charming trait that makes a person stand out from the 
crowd. Country comedian Minnie Pearl was known for her ~ of wearing a 
$1.98 price tag dangling from her hat. Mnemonic: Sounds like "quick" (sharp 
turn). 
 

🎯 Quisling ➯ ( হদ তোেী; traitor who aids invaders; CF. Vidkun ~ ) 👉 A ~ is a 
traitor, especially one who collaborates with an enemy occupying force for 
personal gain. Mnemonic: ~; split like QUIT+LINK means a culprit quits and 
collaborate (link)with enemy 
 

🎯 Quiver ➯ ( কম্পি; tremble; shake; N. ) 👉 Scaredy cats around the globe 
know that ~ing is a trembling, shaking motion. A cold gust of wind might 
make you ~, as would an icy glare from the abominable snowman. Mnemonic: 
~..... sounds like shiver.... when we have fever we shiver/ ~..... tremble/ shake. 
 

🎯 Quixotic ➯ ( ভাবনবলাসী; idealistic but impractical; CF. Don Quixote ) 👉 Use 
~ for someone or something that is romantic and unrealistic, or possessed by 
almost impossible hopes. Your ~ task is easy to understand, if difficult to 
achieve: establish world peace. Mnemonic: ~== quick + exotic, if you desire 
something exotic to happen quickly in your life it is just a daydream. 
 

🎯 Quorum ➯ ( হকারাম; minimal number of members necessary to conduct a 
meeting ) 👉 A ~ is not necessarily a majority of members of a group, but the 
minimum needed in order to conduct business. For example, if two members 
of a group are absent, there can still be a ~, meaning the meeting can go on 
without them. Mnemonic: for status quo, u need a minimum number of 
people 
 

🎯 Quotidian ➯ ( প্রাতযনেক; daily; commonplace; customary; Ex. ~ routine ) 👉 

~ is a fancy way of saying "daily" or "ordinary." ~ events are the everyday 
details of life. Mnemonic: split it as "quote+indian".QUOTE AN INDIAN every 
day. Newspapers quote opinions of Indians everyday.. so its a DAILY 
occurence,customary 
 

🎯 Raconteur ➯ ( গিপটু হলাক; story-teller; one who tells stories with wit and 
skill ) 👉 ~s are gifted storytellers, able to spin amusing tales from everyday 
life. Who is the biggest ~ in your group? He or she's the one who always tells 
the best stories — or jumps in when another storyteller isn't being vivid 
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enough. Mnemonic: "reckon" means think. ~ is one who thinks 
(writer/storyteller). 
 

🎯 Ragamuffin ➯ ( ইতর হলাক; উদ্ভ্রান্ত; dirty child in torn clothes; person 
wearing tattered clothes ) 👉 Use the word ~ to affectionately tease your 
friend who shows up late to brunch with messy hair, dark circles under her 
eyes, and her shirt on backwards. In essence, you are calling her a shabbily 
clad street urchin. Mnemonic: RAG+muffin(muslin)......a GUY WHO is RAGGED 
because of that whose muslin cloths are torn apart and have become DIRTY. 
 

🎯 Rail ➯ ( নখনস্ত করা; complain bitterly; scold; rant; Ex. the weaker ~ing 
against injustices ) 👉 The verb ~ means to criticize severely. When you ~ 
against increased taxes at a town meeting, you speak openly and loudly about 
how wrong the increase is and point out the problems it will cause. 
Mnemonic: ~ sounds like ~ or train so when you missed your ~, your father 
scolded you for not reaching on time.... 
 

🎯 Raiment ➯ ( জামাকাপড; clothing; garments; Ex. I have no ~ fit to wear. ) 👉 

~ is an old-fashioned word for clothing, particularly fancy clothing, like ladies 
who always wore their best ~ when calling on friends. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;English);sounds like the Raymond brand which is famous for its 
garments. 
 

🎯 Ramble ➯ ( ঘুরাঘুনর করা; wander aimlessly (physically or mentally); digress ) 
👉 You ~ when your talking or your walking goes on and on and on. And on. 
You're in no hurry to make a point or get to your destination — if there is 
one at all. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);Ram + amble -- Ram(rambo) ambled 
(wandered) aimlessly in the jungle. 
 

🎯 Ramification ➯ ( বদবপাক;  াখানবস্তার; branching out; subdivision; one branch 
of a system; one of the results following from an action or decision; Ex. ~s of 
a business/the decision ) 👉 A ~ is an accidental consequence that complicates 
things. Remember that time you borrowed your father's car without asking? 
The ~ was that Dad missed an important meeting, his company went under, 
and he had to sell the car. Oops! Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Bhagwan Ram and 
his brothers were subdivided, i.e., two were sent to the jungle and while the 
other two stayed in the kingdom. So, ~ means subdivision. 
 

🎯 Ramify ➯ (  াখানবভক্ত করা; branch out; divide into branches or subdivisions 
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) 👉 The verb ~ describes something that branches off or spreads, like the 
new subway lines that ~ across your city and reach even the neighborhoods 
farthest from the center. Mnemonic: compare with RAM of computer which 
have various memory locations 
 

🎯 Ramp ➯ ( বানেয়া উিা; slope; inclined plane or roadway (connecting two 
levels) 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Fashion);~ (stage) is used in fashion shows when 
models walk on ~ which is like an inclined plane. 
 

🎯 Rampant ➯ ( প্রসারণ ীল; growing or spreading uncontrollably; growing in 
profusion; unrestrained; Ex. ~ lawlessness/weed ) 👉 ~ means wild, out of 
control, to be up on your hind legs roaring at the world. You don't have to 
be four-legged: "The children ran ~ at the supermarket even though their 
mother tried to control them." Mnemonic: ~ can be divided as ramp+ANT 
where ants are generally more in number PROFUSION,UNRESTRAINED. 
 

🎯 Rampart ➯ ( হকোর প্রাচীর; defensive mound of earth ) 👉 If you are 
building a sand castle and want it to be extra realistic, don't forget the ~. 
This protective wall may not keep the ocean away, but it might intimidate a 
few hostile hermit crabs. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);break this word like 
RAM(hindu god)+APART---~ was built to part Ram from Sita 
 

🎯 Ramshackle ➯ ( জীণস; (of a building or vehicle) poorly constructed; rickety; 
falling apart ) 👉 Is your house in terrible condition? Does the roof leak? Is it 
half tumbling down? Congratulations! It's ~ — in other words — in terrible 
condition and barely holding together. Mnemonic: Ram+Shakela;If Shakela 
falls on Ram, it gets destroyed and pieces will fell apart 
 

🎯 Rankle ➯ ( পীডা হদত্তয়া; irritate; fester; annoy ) 👉 ~ is a cranky-sounding 
verb that means to eat away at or aggravate to the point of causing anger. If 
you want to ~ a cat, try splashing it with water and then putting it in the 
bathtub. Mnemonic: R+ANKLE...focus..on ankle..an ankle..is a JOINT 
between..foot and leg...and PAIN IN your ankle could be very annoying and 
irritating for you. Also ~= Red+Ankle which means when ur ankle turns red it 
pains a lot 
 

🎯 Rant ➯ ( গলাবানজ; speak violently or excitedly; rave; talk excitedly showing 
anger; scold; make a grandiloquent speech; Ex. The priest ~ed about the devil. 
) 👉 A ~ is an argument that is fueled by passion, not shaped by facts. When 
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the shouting starts on talk radio, or when a blog commenter resorts to ALL 
CAPS — you're almost certainly encountering an instance of ~ing. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;Hindi);Rent maangate waqt makaan maalik hamesha ~ mein hi rehta hai 
... 
 

🎯 Rapacious ➯ ( হলালুপ; voracious; ravenous; taking everything one can; 
excessively grasping; plundering; subsisting on live prey; Ex. ~ birds ) 👉 

Something ~ is out to devour — anything, and little can stand in its way. A ~ 
landlord is out for more rent, and a ~ eater is only satisfied at the all-you-
can-eat buffet. Mnemonic: '~' means who likes to 'Rape' that means very 
greedy on woman body! & also take forcefully 
 

🎯 Rapport ➯ ( সেতযাগীতা ও সমতঝাতা; close relationship; emotional closeness; 
harmony ) 👉 ~ is a good sense of understanding and trust. If you have good 
~ with your neighbors, they won't mind if you kick your ball onto their 
property every now and then. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~- its like airport, at 
airport you leave close-ones thus, EMOTIONAL CLOSENESS, HARMONY,friendly 
feeling there. 
 

🎯 Rapt ➯ ( হমানেত; engrossed; absorbed; enchanted; Ex. ~ listener ) 👉 To be ~ 
is to be carried away, caught up or otherwise engrossed in something. If a 
performer is really good or particularly mesmerizing, the audience will be 
totally ~. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);I read rape news with ~ attention. 
 

🎯 Rarefied ➯ ( নবরল; made less dense (of a gas); V. rarefy: make less dense; ) 
👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe things that are so stylish, smart, or moral 
that they seem elevated above the ordinary, like the ~ conversation of 
brilliant scholars. Mnemonic: rare(,,very less)+fied(..like field which means 
environment), hence environment where GAS is VERY LESS DENSE.. 
 

🎯 Raspy ➯ ( খখসর করা; ককস কতি বলা; making a harsh noise; grating; harsh ) 👉 

A sound is ~ when it is rough or scratchy. If you get a bad cold or scream 
encouragement to a losing team for a few hours, you will end up with a ~ 
voice. Mnemonic: Ras(In Hindi) means juice, Py(pii=Drink). So, when u drink 
cold juice it makes ur throat sore and makes ur voice harsh. 
 

🎯 Ratify ➯ ( আিুষ্ঠানিকভাতব স্বীকৃনত হদওয়া; approve formally; confirm; verify ) 👉 

To ~ a treaty or contract is to officially approve it by signing or voting for it. 
You and your brothers and sisters might devise a plan for a family vacation 
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to Disney World, but it would need to be ratified by your parents. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;hihihihi huhuhuhu);if you rectify the error in the report it might get 
ratified(approved) by the professor. 
 

🎯 Ratiocination ➯ ( সনিক যুনক্তসম্মত নচন্তা - প্রনিয়া; reasoning; act of drawing 
conclusions from premises; V. ratiocinate: reason logically ) 👉 Take your time 
and think things through logically. That's what it means to use ~ to solve a 
problem. Mnemonic: ratio+cination...you have to SOLVE question based ON 
RATIO AND VARIATION WITH THE help of reasoning and logic 
 

🎯 Rationale ➯ ( যুনক্তপূণস; fundamental reason or principle (on which a system 
or principle is based); fundamental reason or justification; grounds for an 
action ) 👉 The ~ for something is the basic or underlying reason or 
explanation for it. This noun (pronounced "rash-uh-NAL") is usually used in 
the singular: What was the ~ behind his decision to quit? Mnemonic: ~- 
fundamental A rationcard is a fundamental thing necessary for showing as 
proof 
 

🎯 Raucous ➯ ( ককস ; (of voice) harsh and unpleasant; (of people) disorderly 
and boisterous; Ex. ~ shouts ) 👉 ~ means unpleasantly loud, or behaving in a 
noisy and disorderly way. It can be hard to give an oral report in the front of 
a classroom when the kids in the back are being ~. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;english);rauc(sounds like rock) + us rock music is usually loud and harsh. 
 

🎯 Ravage ➯ ( লুটপাট; devastate; plunder; despoil; Ex. crops ~d by storms ) 👉 

The word ~ can be used as a noun or a verb meaning destruction or to 
destroy. In a war, bombs and the attacking army will ~ the country under 
siege. Mnemonic: In order to take revenge against ur enemy u have to ~ his 
army 
 

🎯 Rave ➯ ( অতুযচ্চ প্র ংসা; overwhelmingly favorable review; V: talk wildly as 
if mad; Ex. raving lunatic ) 👉 If you ~ about a book you just read, you're 
telling people you think it's great, or you're giving it a ~ review. Mnemonic: 
think of B~, to whom you are giving enthusiastically review for this b~ry. 
 

🎯 Ravel ➯ ( জট পাকাতিা; fall apart into tangles; entangle; un~ or untwist 👀 

Mnemonic: You will entangle(~) your RIVAL with ropes 
 

🎯 Ravenous ➯ ( বুভুিু; extremely hungry; voracious ) 👉 A ~ person feels like 
they haven't eaten in days and could probably finish off 10 pizzas without 
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help. So ~ is not a good state to be in when you go grocery shopping. 
Mnemonic: sounds like RAVAN.. we can understand how hungry one would 
get to feed his 10 heads. 
 

🎯 Ravine ➯ ( খাডা পা ; নগনরখাত; narrow valley with steep sides; gorge; CF. 
gully, canyon ) 👉 In a Western, outlaws will lie in wait at the top of a ~, or 
narrow valley, until they see a traveler entering at the bottom. Then, the 
outlaws will come pounding down the ~'s steep sides. Mnemonic: 
ra+vine(wine) so we pour wine in glass of STEEP SIDES. 
 

🎯 Raze ➯ ( রূ্নলসাত্ করা; destroy completely; Ex. ~ the city to the ground ) 👉 

~ means to tear an object down to the ground. Before Donald Trump can ~ 
that family's home to build another skyscraper, he's going to have to cut 
them a big check. Mnemonic: ~ means to destroy completely. So the word ~ 
sounds similar to erase.~=erase...which means to remove or clean completely. 
 

🎯 Reactionary ➯ ( প্রনতনিয়া ীল; strongly opposed to social or political 
change; opposing progress; politically ultraconservative; N. OP. radical ) 👉 ~ 
describes people on the far right politically. Reactionaries occupy a political 
space past conservative, near where ultra-conservative bumps shoulders with 
fascist. Mnemonic: ~ - Actionary is to perfrom some action, but ~ is to 
restrain/suppress the action....... i.e. to recoil the progress 
 

🎯 Realm ➯ ( রাজয; kingdom; field or sphere; Ex. not within the ~s of 
possibility ) 👉 A ~ is an area that is ruled by something. If you are a 
controlling cook who doesn't like anyone to do anything else in the kitchen, 
then the kitchen is your ~. Mnemonic: ~ (re + alm ) alm means king like 
almpanah in hindi (region of alm = kingdom) 
 

🎯 Reaper ➯ ( েসল কাটার যন্ত্র; one who harvests grain; Ex. the Grim ~; cut and 
gather (crop); harvest a crop 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);reap sounds like ripe: 
one who harvest ripe grains called ripe(r) or ~.... 
 

🎯 Rebate ➯ ( োড; return of part of a payment; discount; V. ) 👉 A ~ is a 
partial refund of the cost of an item. It acts as an incentive to help sell the 
product. If your new cell phone came with a ~, you'll get a check in the mail 
for a certain amount of the cost. Mnemonic: R(Rates)+ebate(abate); so rates 
are abated 
 

🎯 Rebuff ➯ ( অপ্রতযান ত প্রতযাখযাি; reject bluntly; snub; beat back; Ex. She ~ed 
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his invitation; N. ) 👉 If you ~ someone's advances, it means they're trying to 
get in with you, and you're sending them signals that you are not interested. 
A ~ can be quite rude, like pretending you don't hear their question. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);re (reject) + buff (bluff) -> you will reject/snub/beat 
back what a bluff (person who pretends or lies) says ! 
 

🎯 Rebuke ➯ ( তীব্র নতরস্কার; scold harshly; criticize severely ) 👉 If you receive 
a ~, it means that you have been reprimanded, or scolded. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;eng);sounds like REEBOK.....u'll SCOLD HARSHLY n CRITICIZE SEVERELY 
ur servant as he has spoiled ur reebok shoes.. 
 

🎯 Rebus ➯ ( একরকতমর র্ােঁর্া যাতত েনব হথতক উনদ্দষ্ট  ব্দনট আন্দাজ কতর নিতত েয়; 
representation of words in the form of pictures or symbols; puzzle in which 
pictures or letters stand for words; Ex. ``R U 18'' is a ~ for ``Are you 18''. ) 👉 

A ~ is a puzzle that uses symbols or pictures to represent the sounds of 
words. A picture of an eye, a heart, and a ewe might be used to say "I love 
you." Isn't that sweet? Mnemonic: (Tag:;funny);Re(read)+bus imagine u r in 
bus.so for tp u start reading book but reading is difficult in bus.so you buy 
the book which has pictures in place of words now its really easy to read 
it.so here picture represents words.Reading+At+BUS 
 

🎯 Rebuttal ➯ ( নমথযাপ্রমাণ; refutation; response with contrary evidence; V. 
rebut: refute; disprove ) 👉 When two people debate, one of them makes an 
argument, and the other follows with a ~, which, plainly put, is the "no, 
you're wrong and this is why" argument. Mnemonic: Rebutal=reply with 
but(contradiction) to all. 
 

🎯 Recalcitrant ➯ ( অবার্য; disobedient or resisting authority even after being 
punished; obstinately stubborn; determined to resist authority; unruly; Ex. ~ 
child ) 👉 If someone is so pig-headed that he won't budge on an issue, call 
him ~. Not that it will make a difference... Mnemonic: re+calcit(looks like 
calcite)+rant...as we know calcite is a hard mineral found in calcium 
carbonate which forms the major part of rocks, chalk and marble, is hard to 
break and likewise a ~ person is also stubborn. 
 

🎯 Recant ➯ ( প্রতযাোর করা; disclaim or disavow; retract a previous statement; 
openly confess error; Ex. ~ one's faith/a statement ) 👉 If you're someone 
who speaks before you think, you may need to ~, or take back, that overly 
honest assessment of your friend's new haircut. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Boss to 
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Junior);RE (again) + CANT (cannot) = "I have told you this AGAIN and AGAIN, 
it CANNOT be done, it has been REJECTED." 
 

🎯 Recapitulate ➯ ( সারসংতিপ প্রদাি করা; summarize ) 👉 To ~ means to go 
back and summarize. At the end of an oral report, you might say, "So, to ~, 
I've made three points," and then you name them. Mnemonic: sounds like 
recap....if you have noticed , whenever you watch a serial ,before it starts 
they always give the recap of what happened the previous day,..in other 
words they repeat what already has been shown but in a concise form. 
 

🎯 Recast ➯ ( হঢতল সাজাতিা; reconstruct (a sentence, story, statue, etc.); fashion 
again ) 👉 "Let's start over." That's what someone might say when he or she 
needs to ~ something, meaning "to make major changes that make something 
seem very different or even brand new." Mnemonic: re(again)+cast( to 
form)....and ~ing something means, to bring a change in the existing form 
and presenting it again. 
 

🎯 Receptive ➯ ( গ্রেণ কনরতত উদার; quick or willing to receive (ideas, 
suggestions, etc.); Ex. ~ to the proposal ) 👉 To be ~ is to be open to new 
ideas or change. If you're responsive to other people's suggestions and not 
set in your ways, then you're not only ~, but flexible. Mnemonic: in the 
reception the girl must b ~ 
 

🎯 Recession ➯ ( বাজাতরর নিয়াকতমস ন নথলভাব; withdrawal; retreat; time of low 
economic activity ) 👉 Jobs being cut? Houses not selling? Everyone talking 
about the poor sales of everything from cars to bouquets of flowers? That's a 
~, a time of economic decline. Mnemonic: taken from..Latin cession which is 
made from cedere means to withdraw......to yield.....so words like depression , 
~, concession, secession.and all of these have the cession..means to yield 
something less or withdarw...in some or other way... 
 

🎯 Recidivism ➯ ( অপরার্প্রবণতা; habitual return to crime (even after being 
punished); ) 👉 ~ means going back to a previous behavior, especially criminal 
behavior. People that work with prisoners are always hoping to lower ~ rates. 
Mnemonic: =re (back to) + CID (crime investigation department) = back to 
crime 
 

🎯 Recipient ➯ ( প্রাপক; receiver ) 👉 A ~ is the person on the receiving end 
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of something. Meryl Streep is the ~ of more Academy Award nominations 
than any other actor. 
 

🎯 Reciprocal ➯ ( পারস্পনরক; mutual; given and received in return; 
exchangeable; interacting; Ex. ~ trade agreement ) 👉 ~ describes something 
that's the same on both sides. If you and your sister are in a big fight on a 
long car trip, you might resolve it through a ~ agreement that you'll stop 
poking her and she'll stop reading road signs out loud. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;Global);x= 1/y , it is ~ because x and y can be exchangeable. 
 

🎯 Reciprocate ➯ ( প্রনতদাতি হদওয়া; do or give something in return; repay in 
kind; give or take mutually; interchange; move ) 👉 You ~ when you return a 
favor, return a compliment, or respond "the same to you" to the angry guy 
in the car you just passed. In short, you react to an action, statement, or 
emotion by mirroring it. Mnemonic: When the goods are delivered, you give 
a RECEIPT 
 

🎯 Recluse ➯ ( নিজসিবাসী; তপস্বী; hermit; loner; ) 👉 A ~ lives alone, works 
alone, eats alone, and generally stays away from other people. Anti-social old 
hermits are ~s, as are a lot of students during exam time. Mnemonic: re+close 
. Closed=hermit 
 

🎯 Reconcile ➯ ( নমটমাট করা; make friendly again (after quarrel); make 
consistent (two ideas in opposition); correct inconsistencies; Ex. ~ one's 
political principles with one's religious beliefs ) 👉 Reach for the verb ~ to 
make different things come together or resolve a matter. Mnemonic: 
Re(BACK)+concile(COUNSELLING)...After filing the petition in court for 
DIVORCE the judge ordered COUNSELLING of couple..so that relations could 
be to BACK to NORMAL again AFTER THE QUARREL without legal proceedings 
 

🎯 Recondite ➯ ( দুতবসার্য; abstruse; not easily understood; profound; secret ) 👉 

It's rather difficult to penetrate the meaning of ~. Fitting, because it's an 
adjective that basically means hard for the average mind to understand. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);read ~ as "re conduct". The professor re 
coducted(repeated) the topic as the students could not understand properly. 
 

🎯 Reconnaissance ➯ ( প্রাথনমক নিরীিণ; survey of enemy by soldiers; 
reconnoitering; V. reconnoiter: make a preliminary inspection of (esp. to 
gather military information) ) 👉 ~ is checking out a situation before taking 
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action. Often it's used as a military term, but you could also do ~ on a new 
employee before you hire her, or a resort before you take a vacation. 
Mnemonic: ~ means recognising an enemy while surveying your. 
territory,Recognisation of conman-(thief) by nice sons(of the country)--
soldiers. 
 

🎯 Recrimination ➯ ( পাো অনভতযাগ; countercharges; ) 👉 Sometimes you 
accuse your opponent of refusing to compromise and he accuses you of the 
same thing. That's a ~, an accusation or insult that's hurled back at someone. 
Mnemonic: re-crimina-tion: crimina relates to a crime. ~ means: one accusing 
the other for a crime. The other "re" accused him of another crime. 
 

🎯 Rectify ➯ ( হ ার্রাতিা; set right; correct; CF. rect-: right ) 👉 Did anyone 
ever ~, or correct, the prediction of the chicken that kept running around 
saying that "The sky is falling! The sky is falling," or did people eventually 
realize that the sky wasn't going anywhere? Mnemonic: It resembles "correct" 
+ ify. We know that suffix -ify is a verb. Essentially means to "make correct"! 
 

🎯 Rectitude ➯ ( সততা; moral correctness; moral uprightness; moral virtue; 
correctness of judgment ) 👉 ~ refers to behavior that is correct, upright and 
honorable. You have moral ~ if you refuse to be involved with a plan that 
some kids in your class have to cheat on a test. Mnemonic: ~ -> rectified + 
attitude. If a attitude is rectified, it has to be correct. 
 

🎯 Recumbent ➯ ( অর্স য়াি; reclining; lying down completely or in part ) 👉 

Bikes on which you recline rather than sit upright are ~. ~ means to leaning 
back in a reclining position. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);recum+bent => sounds 
similar like become+bent. you become bent while sitting means you lie down. 
 

🎯 Recuperate ➯ ( পুিরূিার করা; recover; return to health; regain; Ex. ~ losses 
) 👉 To ~ is to get something back that you have lost — could be good health, 
or money lost in a bad investment. When you ~, you heal and recover. 
Mnemonic: the last part sounds like operate...so after the operation, patient 
recovers 
 

🎯 Recurrent ➯ ( পুিরাবৃত্ত; occurring again and again ) 👉 Do you dream again 
and again that you are flying? If so, you could say that you have a ~ dream 
of flight. ~ means something that happens repeatedly. Mnemonic: (Tag:;re ( 
again ) + curr (occurring) = occurring again);~ = re + curr + ent 
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🎯 Redolent ➯ ( সুগনন্ধ; odorous; fragrant; suggestive (of an odor); Ex. ~ of 
onions/mystery ) 👉 When something is ~ of something, it makes you think of 
that thing by making a pretty strong impression on you. He had a shifty eye 
~ of years of lying and petty crime. Mnemonic: re-odo-lent: reminder of 
"odor". 
 

🎯 Redoubtable ➯ ( দুদসান্ত; formidable; causing fear ) 👉 ~ means honorable, 
maybe even intimidatingly so. If your grandmother worked tirelessly to raise 
four kids on her own and start her own taxi cab business and to this day, 
keeps all of her cabbies in line, she is without a doubt ~. Mnemonic: ~ can be 
re+doubt(able)..so if you have REpeated DOUBTs in any subject just before the 
exam, it might CAUSE FEAR 
 

🎯 Redress ➯ ( নবনেত; remedy; compensation; Ex. seek ~ for the damage to 
your car; V: put right; remedy or rectify (a wrong); make amends for ) 👉 The 
verb ~ is used when you are supposed to fix a problem and make amends. 
You want your parents to ~ the fact that you don't have a pet. Your parents 
offer to get a hamster, but instead, you say you want a monkey. Mnemonic: ~ 
is: "relief from distress" 
 

🎯 Redundant ➯ ( প্রতয়াজিানতনরক্ত; superfluous; more than is necessary; 
verbose; excessively wordy; repetitious ) 👉 The word ~ applies to things that 
are unnecessary or could be left out. Calling a blank sheet of paper empty is 
~. Mnemonic: ~ rhymes Abundant and thts the meaning 
 

🎯 Reek ➯ ( হর্ােঁয়া; emit (an unpleasant odor or smoke); give off an unpleasant 
odor; give out smoke; Ex. ~ing chimney; N: unpleasant odor; stench ) 👉 It 
smells absolutely rotten and offensive. Birds are falling from the sky because 
of the fumes. You might throw up from one whiff. Whatever it is, it ~s. 
Mnemonic: A Drainage LEAK will emit a ~ :) 
 

🎯 Refectory ➯ ( খাবারঘর; dining hall; room where meals are served (in a 
school) ) 👉 A fancy word for a dining hall, or a place for communal meals, is 
a ~. It is usually used to describe a dining hall in a religious institution, like 
where monks eat together. Mnemonic: R.E.factory = Roti Eating factory - ie 
dining hall 
 

🎯 Refrain ➯ ( সংযত করা; abstain from; resist; forbear; N: chorus ) 👉 When 
someone burps in a quiet classroom it can be hard to ~ from laughing. Use 
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the verb ~ if you have a sudden impulse to do something, and you have 
stopped yourself from doing it. Mnemonic: ref-rain...we resist from getting 
wet in the "rain" in rainy season. 
 

🎯 Refulgent ➯ ( হদদীপযমাি; effulgent; brilliant; brightly shining; gleaming; Ex. 
~ moon ) 👉 If someone tells you that you have ~ eyes, they mean that your 
eyes shine brightly, like the stars. This suggests that your special someone is 
the poetic type, since ~ is a literary way of saying "bright." Mnemonic: ~ 
sounds like detergent.. use detergent to make things shine 
 

🎯 Refurbish ➯ ( পুিরায় পানল  করা; renovate; make clean, bright, or fresh 
(make new) again; make bright by polishing; Ex. ~ an old theater; CF. furbish: 
polish ) 👉 Whether it's a bike, an old computer, or a tennis stadium, when 
you ~ something you clean it up and make it look or perform better. 
Mnemonic: by changing one character b to n we get REFURNISH. i.e. 
refurnishing something - renovate or make bright by furnishing again. 
 

🎯 Refute ➯ ( খণ্ডি করা; disprove; prove to be false; N. refutation ) 👉 The 
verb ~ is to prove that something is wrong. When the kids you're babysitting 
swear they brushed their teeth, you can ~ their claim by presenting the dry 
toothbrushes. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ rhymes with refuse, when you 
DISAPPROVE OF something, or if something is false or incorrect..you ~ it or 
disapprove.. 
 

🎯 Regal ➯ ( রাজকীয়; royal; of a monarch; Ex. ~ manner ) 👉 Even though he 
was homeless, Dan had a ~ bearing. ~ is an adjective that describes things 
that appear to be royal. Mnemonic: sounds like legal i.e., laws made by a 
power. 
 

🎯 Regale ➯ ( জােঁকাল হভাজ; entertain ) 👉 You may have heard it said that the 
fastest way to a person's heart is through his stomach. So, if you need to 
please or impress someone, ~ them — that is, treat them to lavish food and 
drink. Mnemonic: re+gale(remember chris gayle )if he comes to bat again he 
always provides entertainment to audience 
 

🎯 Regatta ➯ ( বাইচ; boat or yacht race ) 👉 A ~ is an organized series of 
boat races. In a ~, yachts or sailboats usually participate, but some ~s focus 
on rowboats or powerboats. Mnemonic: (Tag:;telugu);re+gatta(sounds like katta 
)cheruvu katta where u find boats 
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🎯 Regeneration ➯ ( পুিরুিীবি; spiritual rebirth; Ex. ~ of the prisoners; V. 
regenerate: give or obtain new life; reform spiritually ) 👉 ~ involves 
remaking something. Your city may plan ~ efforts to spruce up a riverfront 
area that has fallen on hard times. 
 

🎯 Regime ➯ (  াসি; method of system or government ) 👉 A ~ is the ruling 
government of a country. The amount of freedom and restriction that citizens 
of a country have can change from ~ to ~. Mnemonic: reg(king or ruler )+aim 
(method) i,e method of government 
 

🎯 Regimen ➯ ( সুস্বাস্থযনবনর্; prescribed course of diet or exercise; prescribed 
diet and habits; Ex. daily ~ of a dancer ) 👉 A ~ is a systematic plan for some 
kind of therapy. If your doctor tells you to eat more vegetables, cut out 
potato chips, exercise, and take vitamins, he is prescribing a ~ for better 
health. Mnemonic: regime refers to a set of rules (normally, government). ~ is 
the set of rules for eating. 
 

🎯 Rehabilitate ➯ ( পুিবসানসত করা; restore to proper condition (health or 
useful life); restore the former rank of ) 👉 If you have been in a bad accident 
or have an addiction problem, you may go away for a stretch of time to ~ 
yourself or, in other words, bring yourself back to health. Mnemonic: restore 
the good habits.. 
 

🎯 Reimburse ➯ ( পনরত ার্ করা; repay; pay back ) 👉 If you buy a basketball 
for your school team with your own money, and you ask your coach to ~ 
you, you are asking him to pay you back. To ~ is to compensate for an 
expense or loss. Mnemonic: ~-re +i(m)+purse-i repay using my purse 
 

🎯 Reiterate ➯ ( পুিরাবৃনত্ত; repeat ) 👉 To ~ something is to say or do 
something again, or many times. Let me ~: if you repeat yourself, you're 
reiterating the thing you originally said. Mnemonic: re+iterate—iterate means 
to repeat so RE+ITERATE 
 

🎯 Rejoinder ➯ ( প্রতুযত্তর; reply; retort; comeback; V. rejoin: say in reply ) 👉 A 
~ usually means a witty comeback. If someone asks you a silly question like, 
"Are you painting?" when you are holding a paint can and a brush, your ~ 
could be, "No, I'm just doing my nails." Mnemonic: re + join + der (there) = re 
joining in d same place again.. = coming back.. 
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🎯 Rejuvenate ➯ ( পুিতযসৌবি লাভ করা; make young again ) 👉 When you make 
something young again or give it more life and energy, you ~ it. For example, 
you can often ~ a not-quite-dead plant, bringing it back to health with some 
water and some TLC. Mnemonic: ~...Juvenile means a young person..so making 
Younger 
 

🎯 Relegate ➯ ( নিম্নপতদ সরাি; put into a lower or worse place; banish to an 
inferior position; delegate; assign; Ex. ~ the old furniture to the children's 
room; Ex. ~d to the second division ) 👉 ~ means assign to a lower position. If 
the quarterback of the football team stops making decent throws he might be 
~d to the position of benchwarmer, while another kid is given the chance to 
play. Mnemonic: ~..split it like rele(relatives+gate)your relatives are crying at 
THE GATE because you are not allowing them to enter your house, you have 
put them in a worse place i.e the GATE WHICH IS ALMOST LIKE A FOOTPATH. 
 

🎯 Relent ➯ ( িরম েত্তয়া; become less severe; give in(surrender); ADJ. ~less: 
unyielding; continuously severe ) 👉 Being unwilling to ~ is a good 
qualification for a sales person. You have to keep trying to make the sale and 
never give in until you've made it. Mnemonic: re=re+lent, imagine you lent 
something to your friend, and you need it back but your friend needs it even 
more than you do, so you ~ and lend the thing again. 
 

🎯 Relevant ➯ ( প্রাসনিক; having importance; pertinent; referring to the case 
in hand; N. relevance, relevancy ) 👉 Something is ~ if it's appropriate or 
connected to the matter at hand. ~ things are helpful and on point. 
Mnemonic: Having relevance with what i want 
 

🎯 Relic ➯ ( ধ্বংসাবত ি; surviving remnant (from an extinct culture); 
memento; keepsake; ~s: corpse; Ex. ancient ~s; Ex. ~s of his travel; Ex. His ~s 
are buried at X. ) 👉 A ~ is a fragment from the past — one of Elvis's guitars, 
an ancient piece of pottery or even an outmoded way of thinking -- that 
remains behind. Your dad might love his old albums, but to you, they're just 
~s. Mnemonic: associate with reel.. when we visit a place, the camera reel has 
all the memories, so pICk the REel and ur through 
 

🎯 Relinquish ➯ ( পনরতযাগ করা; give up something (with reluctance); yield; 
release; Ex. ~ power/the claim to the land/his hold on my arm ) 👉 If you ~ 
something, you let it go. You ~ control of the army when you resign as 
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general. Your ~ your plan to sneak into town when your parents find out 
what's going on. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Its quite opposite to what it spells 
"Re - link - Wish" 
 

🎯 Reminiscence ➯ ( সৃ্মনতচারণ; recollection; V. reminisce: recollect the past ) 
👉 A ~ is a memory, or the act of recovering it. A visit to your old 
elementary school may flood your brain with ~s--things you hadn't thought 
of in years coming suddenly back. Mnemonic: can break it as re + mini + 
scene - recollecting mini scenes from our past memories 
 

🎯 Remiss ➯ ( অবতেলাকারী; negligent; careless about a duty ) 👉 If it's your 
turn to bring in the coffee and donuts for your early morning meeting, and 
you forget, then your co-workers can say that you were ~ in fulfilling your 
responsibility to keep them awake with sugar and caffeine. Don't expect to 
get much done at your meeting. Mnemonic: re+MISS you miss something 
repeatatively because of NEGLIGENCE, CARELESSNESS. 
 

🎯 Remission ➯ ( মকুব; temporary moderation (of disease symptoms); 
remitting of a debt or punishment; cancelation of a debt; pardon; Ex. The 
disease went into ~; Ex. Christians pray for the ~ of sins. ) 👉 ~ refers to a 
stage of lesser intensity, when something subsides or improves. ~ is usually a 
good thing — like when your cancer is in ~, it means that it is manageable 
and not getting any worse. Mnemonic: The intermission in RGV ki Aag is just 
a ~, the headache would start again soon. [;)] 
 

🎯 Remnant ➯ ( অবত ি; remainder ) 👉 A ~ is something that's left over, once 
the rest is used up. If you plan to sew a shirt using only a ~, it might have to 
be a midriff shirt. Mnemonic: ~, break it as rem[remaining] + nant[amount] => 
balance/remainder. 
 

🎯 Remonstrate ➯ ( প্রনতবাদ করা বা দানখল করা; protest; objection; V. ~: say in 
protest ) 👉 ~ means to call someone on something that's wrong. If your 
mother yells at you in public, you might call this getting chewed out. She 
might call it remonstrating. Either way, it's embarrassing. Mnemonic: 
...sounds like demonstrate...so remember it like when you are demonstrative 
you can protest for something. 
 

🎯 Remorse ➯ ( অিুত াচিা; deep regret for wrongdoing; guilt; self-reproach ) 
👉 ~, a noun, is what you feel if you regret your actions or wish for another 
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outcome. Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENG);rem+(w)orse ....remembering(read recalling)the 
worse thing that u did ...u feel the guilt. 
 

🎯 Remunerative ➯ ( লাভজিক; (of work) compensating; rewarding; profitable; 
well-paid; V. remunerate: reward; pay (someone) for work or trouble ) 👉 

When something is ~, it means people get paid for it. Your job is ~, and if 
your research into new farming methods leads to a big government contract, 
then that also could be called ~. Mnemonic: ~: re+money+iterative..make sense 
yourself 
 

🎯 Rend ➯ ( োলাোলা করা; split; tear apart; N. rent; CF. heart~ing: causing 
deep sorrow ) 👉 The verb ~ means to tear with force or violence. If you are 
sewing a shirt and haven't been paying attention, to fix it you will ~ your 
shirt from collar to hem. The past tense of the verb is rent. Your shirt was 
rent from collar to hem. Mnemonic: In most South Indian languages ~ means 
two - i.e., split up. 
 

🎯 Render ➯ ( প্রদাি করা; give; deliver; provide; represent in verbal or artistic 
form; depict; perform; make; translate; Ex. ~ the song beautifully ) 👉 ~ is a 
synonym of make--technically it means "cause to become." An illness might ~ 
you unable to walk, or a shocking site might ~ you speechless. Mnemonic: 
rhymes vendor who delivers ur goods 
 

🎯 Rendezvous ➯ ( পূবসনিনদসষ্ট সািাত্; meeting place; meeting at a set time or 
place; V. ) 👉 ~ is a very French way to say "meeting" or "date." So go ahead 
and call your next dentist appointment or lunch date with friends a ~. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;telugu);rende+zoos only two zoos are there for meeting place 
 

🎯 Renege ➯ ( প্রনতজ্ঞা ভি করা; break a promise; deny; go back on; Ex. ~ on the 
contract/paying off the debt ) 👉 To ~ is to go back on your word or fail to 
keep a promise. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English); ~ : made of re+nege nege is a root 
for negative, go negative on ones own said words, which is the meaning. 
 

🎯 Renounce ➯ ( পনরতযাগ করা; abandon; give up (by formal announcement); 
disown; repudiate; Ex. ~ one's claim to the property/one's religion; N. 
renunciation ) 👉 To ~ is to officially give up or turn away from. People on a 
diet usually ~ pizza and chocolate cake, for example. Mnemonic: re-announce 
something.abandon the previous announcement.Start afresh 
 

🎯 Renovate ➯ ( পুি: সংস্কার করা; restore to good condition; renew ) 👉 To ~ 
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means to renew or rebuild so that something is in good condition. When you 
move into an old house, you will probably want to ~ the kitchen and 
bathrooms. Mnemonic: Re + innovate 
 

🎯 Renown ➯ ( খযানত; fame; ADJ. ~ed ) 👉 ~ is fame and acclaim — the kind of 
celebrity that most people only dream about. ~ is not only about celebrity, 
though, it also means to be highly respected in one's field. Mnemonic: ~= re== 
again & again nown==KNOWN== listen about someone.(eg. katrina) 
 

🎯 Reparation ➯ ( িনতপূরণ; compensation (for loss or wrong); amends; Ex. 
make ~ for the damage; CF. repair ) 👉 If you guessed that ~ is related to the 
word repair, you were right. Both come from the Latin word meaning "to 
restore." While ~ has a range of meanings, they all convey the sense of fixing 
or making up for a past wrong. Mnemonic: compare it with making repairs.i.e 
compensating for wrong doing 
 

🎯 Repartee ➯ ( সরস চটজলনদ জবাব; quick clever reply ) 👉 Late night talk 
show hosts are known for being experts at ~, or clever conversation, with 
their celebrity guests. Mnemonic: ~ Reply (rep) + Artistically (artee) 
 

🎯 Repast ➯ ( হভাতজর আতয়াজি; meal; feast; banquet ) 👉 Whether it's a 
sumptuous feast you're sitting down to or just a simple bite to eat, a ~ is just 
another word for "meal." Mnemonic: ~ or say re+fast...before refasting the 
next day we have a ~. 
 

🎯 Repeal ➯ ( প্রতযাোর; revoke; annul ) 👉 To ~ something — usually a law, 
ordinance or public policy — is to take it back. For example, dog lovers might 
want the town council to ~ the law that says residents can have no more 
than four dogs. Mnemonic: we peal the ORANGE before eating .. similarly 
 

🎯 Repel ➯ ( েনিতয় হদওয়া; drive away; disgust; Ex. ~ the attack/moisture; Ex. 
~led by the dirty room; CF. repulsion ) 👉 Use the verb ~ when you want to 
turn something away, like drenched yourself in bug spray in an attempt to ~ 
the mosquitoes that plague you when you go camping. Mnemonic: Rip the 
enemy to ~. 
 

🎯 Repellent ➯ ( নবরনক্তকর; driving away; disgusting; offensive; repulsive; 
unattractive; N. ) 👉 How can you tell that something is ~? You dislike it so 
much, you want nothing to do with it. If something is ~, it is highly offensive 
or disgusting. Mnemonic: All Out: Mosquito ~. 
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🎯 Repercussion ➯ ( প্রনতনিয়া; rebound; reaction; reverberation; Ex. serious ~ 
) 👉 A ~ is something that happens because of another action. You could quit 
paying your rent, but getting evicted from your apartment might be the ~. 
Mnemonic: very simple !! concentrate on CUSSION(I mean cushions) ... 
cushions itne soft hote hai ..bouncy bouncy (rebound property)...similarly ~ --
> rebound 
 

🎯 Repertoire ➯ ( হকাতিা িাটযসংঘর কতৃসক নিয়নমত অিুনষ্ঠত িাটযসোর; list of works of 
music, drama, etc., a performer is prepared to present; CF. repertory ) 👉 ~ 
refers to the full supply of what you can do. A singer's ~ is all the songs they 
can sing. A chef's ~ is what she knows how to cook. Mnemonic: =REPET 
(Repeat) + TOIRE (sounds like CHOIR = songs) => so repeat-choir = repeat 
songs = collection of songs 
 

🎯 Repine ➯ ( খুেঁতখুেঁত করা; fret; complain; be annoyed; Ex. ~ over the undone 
work ) 👉 The verb ~ describes expressing gloom or discontent. Brooding, 
fretful, and sad — these are the traits of people who ~ at their circumstances 
in life. Mnemonic: Imagine on Christmas, your friend brings pine tree instead 
of Christmas tree, so you will ~... 
 

🎯 Replicate ➯ ( প্রনতনলনপ নিমসাণ; reproduce; duplicate ) 👉 Did you just figure 
out how to make that excellent pizza you had in Philadelphia? Then what 
you've done is ~ it, meaning you've been able to reproduce it. Mnemonic: ~ is 
to Duplicate or remake on the same lines, a reproduction of something. 
 

🎯 Repository ➯ ( ভাণ্ডার; storehouse ) 👉 Think of a ~ as a storehouse, a place 
where things are kept until needed. A silo is a ~ for animal feed, a trivia 
buff's mind is a ~ for useless information. Mnemonic: ~ sounds like 
depository- a place where u deposit things. 
 

🎯 Reprehensible ➯ ( নিন্দিীয়; deserving blame; blameworthy; V. reprehend: 
blame ) 👉 ~ means deserving of blame or strong criticism. It is a strong 
word--your mother might forgive you for doing something bad, but 
something ~? That's worse. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);It sounds like opposite of 
apprehensible and apprehensible sounds like derived from appreciate..so ~ is 
something which is not appreciated. 
 

🎯 Repress ➯ ( সংযত করা; hold back (the natural expression of); restrain; 
crush; oppress; Ex. ~ed child; Ex. ~ a laugh/rebellion ) 👉 Whether you're ~ing 
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a feeling, an idea or even a revolution you're almost always going to be 
taking advantage of the press in ~. To ~ something is to "press it down" 
where it can't be seen, heard or even recognized. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;english);re+press..1st thing that cums to mind wen u hear d word press 
is pressing the boobs of a gal..wen yo u press them 4 d 2nd time(re) she 
blocks you..hence ~ is to block the feelings or control the feelings.. 
 

🎯 Reprieve ➯ ( সামনয়ক উপ ম; postponement or cancelation of a punishment; 
temporary stay; V: postpone or cancel the punishment of ) 👉 A ~ is a break 
in or cancellation of a painful or otherwise lousy situation. If you're being 
tortured, a ~ is a break from whatever's tormenting you. Mnemonic: sounds 
like relieve and means the same 
 

🎯 Reprimand ➯ ( র্াতাি; reprove severely; rebuke; N. ) 👉 If you're ~ed, 
someone in authority speaks to you in an angry way because you've done 
something wrong. Or you might ~ your dog if he steals your hot dog. 
Mnemonic: Rep+rimand(Remand) when police take remand of someone,,they 
Scold them harshly (Strong rebuke) 
 

🎯 Reprise ➯ ( পুিরাবৃনত্ত করা; musical repetition; repeating of a piece of music; 
repeat performance; recurrent action; Ex. ~ in the finale; Ex. constant ~s ) 👉 

~ means "repeat an earlier role." If you're asked to ~ your role as "kid 
entertainer" at the annual family reunion, that means people want you to do 
it again this year. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);REPEAT PERFORMANCE because it 
has got PRAISE...is RE-PRISE 
 

🎯 Reproach ➯ ( ভত্সসিা; blame (not angrily but sadly); express disapproval or 
disappointment; N. ADJ. ~ful ) 👉 ~ means to mildly criticize. If you show poor 
manners at your grandmother's dinner table, she will ~ you. Mnemonic: 
divide it as re(again..)+proach(..approach).. you ask someone to APPROACH 
AGAIN & AGAIN since you DISAPPROVE OF HIS WORK..(eg during submissions) 
 

🎯 Reprove ➯ ( হদািাতরাপ করা; censure; rebuke; N. reproof ) 👉 If you get into 
trouble and are sent to the principal's office, be prepared for the principal to 
~ you for your behavior. To ~ is to scold, reprimand, or — in plain English — 
"chew out." Mnemonic: there are two opposites of approve:1.disapprove a2.~. 
 

🎯 Repudiate ➯ ( অস্বীকার করা; disown; disavow; deny ) 👉 To ~ something is 
to reject it, or to refuse to accept or support it. If you grow up religious, but 
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~ all organized religion as an adult, you might start spending holidays at the 
movies, or just going to work. Mnemonic: he ate the PUDDING AGAIN.. When 
his mother asked him if he ate the pudding, he tried to ~ (deny eating it)... :) 
 

🎯 Repugnance ➯ ( নবরুিতা; disgust; strong dislike; loathing; ADJ. repugnant: 
arousing disgust; repulsive ) 👉 ~ means strong distaste for something. If you 
love animals, you probably feel ~ for people who mistreat their horses. 
Mnemonic: re and pugna(pugnacious). well pugnacious means war-like. people 
indulge in war wen they extremesly dislike each other. 
 

🎯 Repulsion ➯ ( নবকিসণ; distaste; disgust; act of driving back; ADJ. repulsive: 
causing disgust; tending to drive away; V. repel (not `repulse') ) 👉 ~ is 
getting grossed out. If the thought of great green globs of greasy grimy 
gopher guts makes you recoil in horror, then you've experienced ~, or an 
intense aversion to something. Mnemonic: one North pole has strong hatred 
(distaste) towards other N-pole therefore they repel each other 
 

🎯 Reputable ➯ ( সম্মািপূণস; respectable; having a good reputation ) 👉 Want 
the real scoop on your favorite singer's latest romance? Then you should 
probably find a more ~ source than the tabloids — meaning someone with a 
better reputation, in this case for telling the truth. Mnemonic: a candidate 
will be REPUT to contest in a election next time only if he has won with A 
RESPECTABLE majoity this time 
 

🎯 Reputed ➯ ( িামকরা; supposed; Ex. ~ father of the child; V. repute: 
consider; N. repute: reputation; esteem ) 👉 A person of great or fine repute 
is someone who's widely known and highly respected. The word has a stuffy 
feel, so you're better off describing a cellist as being of great repute than, 
say, a rapper or comedian. 
 

🎯 Requiem ➯ ( মৃত বযনক্তর আত্মার  ানন্ত কামিায় সমতবত প্রাথসিা; mass for the dead; 
dirge 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ = re (recite) + quie (quiet) + m (man); 
means recite for a quiet/dead man. 
 

🎯 Requisite ➯ ( অপনরোযস; necessary requirement; something required; ADJ: 
required; necessary ) 👉 A formal or fancy word for indispensable, ~ is often 
now used in a humorous context. During their princess phase, three year old 
girls are loathe to leave the house without the ~ beads, tiaras and high heels. 
Mnemonic: required at site: means something necessary 
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🎯 Requite ➯ ( প্রনতদাি হদওয়া; make return for; repay; reciprocate; revenge; N. 
requittal ) 👉 You can ~ a friend's kindness by doing your friend a favor or 
by being kind in return. ~ means "to repay or return." Mnemonic: re+QUITE 
one would be quiet only after taking his REVENGE. 
 

🎯 Rescind ➯ ( িাকচ করা; repeal; annul; cancel (a law, decision, or agreement) 
) 👉 If get a call saying a company has decided to ~ your job offer, it's back 
to the classifieds for you. ~ is an official reversal. Mnemonic: ~ reminds us of 
"resign", where resign is to cancel your appointment and ~ is to cancel an 
agreement. 
 

🎯 Resentment ➯ ( নবরনক্তভাব; indignation; bitterness; displeasure; V. resent: 
feel anger about ) 👉 ~, or the strong and painful bitterness you feel when 
someone does something wrong to you, doesn't have actual physical weight, 
but it feels very heavy and can last a long time. Forgiveness is one way to 
get rid of ~. Mnemonic: re+SENTMENT you feel BITTER, DISPLEASURE when 
you see the sentiment scenes. 
 

🎯 Reserve ➯ ( গােীরসয; self-control; self-restraint; formal but distant manner; 
reticence; Ex. without ~: freely and openly; ADJ. ~d: shy and uncommunicative 
) 👉 As a noun, ~ refers to the quality of a shy or modest person who doesn't 
easily express his or her feelings. As a verb, to ~ is to stash something away 
or to set it aside for future use. 
 

🎯 Residue ➯ ( অবন ষ্ট; remainder; balance ) 👉 ~ is anything that's left over 
when a substance has been removed, like the grease left over on a frying 
pan. It can also mean, simply, "remainder." Mnemonic: ~...resi+due..somethng 
is in "due"...have to pay the remaining "balance"..there's the meaning :) 
 

🎯 Resignation ➯ ( পদতযাগ; patiently submissiveness; statement that one is 
quitting a job; ADJ. resigned: acquiescent ) 👉 ~ can either mean to step down 
from a job or office, or to accept an unpleasant but inevitable situation. You 
could even feel ~ as you announce your ~. Mnemonic: Try this sentence: The 
designer signed the ~ letter and left forever 
 

🎯 Resilient ➯ ( নস্থনতস্থাপক; elastic; having the power of springing back; able to 
recover quickly (as from misfortune) ) 👉 When something is strong and able 
to recover from damage quickly, call it ~. If you're rough on your toys, the 
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ones that don't break are ~. Mnemonic: ~=RE(recover)+ EASILY+BENT. So, ~ 
means something which RECOVERS EASILY when BENT. 
 

🎯 Resolve ➯ ( সমার্াি করা; decide; settle; solve; separate; make a determined 
decision; N. resolution ) 👉 To ~ is to settle or make a decision about 
something — often formal. A college's board of directors might ~ to recruit 
more minority students. As a noun, ~ refers to a strong determination to do 
something. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Global);If u r SOLVING problems in a chapter 
AGAIN & AGAIN then u have determination to do that chapter in exams 
 

🎯 Resonant ➯ ( প্রনতধ্বনিময়; (of a sound) echoing; resounding(sounding 
loudly); deep and full in sound; producing resonance; Ex. ~ voice; N. 
resonance ) 👉 ~ describes sound that is deep and rich. It also can mean 
deeply evocative. A ~ speech moves you by bringing to mind all that is good 
in the world: family, friends, laughter. Mnemonic: REASON+ANT...d "reason" 
he is resounding(shouting) is he was bit by an "ant" ..!!..hahaha 
 

🎯 Respiration ➯ ( শ্বাসনিয়া; breathing; exhalation; ADJ. respiratory ) 👉 ~ is 
the act of breathing. You wear a ventilator if you need help with your ~. 
 

🎯 Respite ➯ ( নবরাম; time for rest; interval of relief; delay in punishment; 
reprieve ) 👉 A ~ is a break from something that's difficult or unpleasant. If 
you're cramming for exams, take an occasional walk to give yourself a ~ from 
the intensity. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindhi);Tarik pe Tarik (Sunny Deol) ~ pe ~ 
 

🎯 Resplendent ➯ ( অতুযজ্বল; brilliant; splendid in appearance; dazzling; 
glorious ) 👉 Someone or something that is ~ has great beauty and is a 
pleasure to behold. "She was there, at the base of the stairs, ~ in her flowing 
gown and jewels." Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~: Pendent, if gold, is shining and 
glowing... 
 

🎯 Responsiveness ➯ ( সংতবদি ীলতা; state of reacting readily to appeals, 
orders, etc.; ADJ. responsive: readily reacting; Ex. responsive to treatment ) 👉 

~ means "being able to react quickly," like a sports car whose ~ makes it fun 
to drive, or a "responding with emotion," like the ~ of an audience at the 
concert of their all-time favorite singer. 
 

🎯 Restive ➯ ( অবার্য; impatiently restless (induced by external coercion or 
restriction); restlessly impatient; obstinately resisting control; Ex. ~ horses 
because of wolves; CF. not a general synonym for `restless' ) 👉 To be ~ is to 
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be impatient or on edge — it's an edgy state. When you feel like your skin is 
too tight and your nerves are ready to snap, when you feel ready to explode, 
you are ~. Mnemonic: ~ is actually restless. Like factitious is actually factless 
:) 
 

🎯 Restraint ➯ ( সংবরণ; moderation or self-control; controlling force; 
restriction ) 👉 ~ is the act of holding something back. For example, if you 
exercise ~ over your emotions, you won't burst out into tears in public. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);if some one controls u when u r in strain 
 

🎯 Retain ➯ ( র্তর রাখা; keep; maintain possession of; employ (esp. a lawyer or 
advisor); N. ~er: servant; fee paid to ~ an advisor ) 👉 ~ means to hold on to 
or keep. People who can ~ a lot of information are often mistaken for 
geniuses, but really they just have very good memories. 
 

🎯 Retaliate ➯ ( পাো দুবসাবোর; repay in kind (usually for bad treatment); V. ~ 
) 👉 To ~ means to get back at someone, usually through a counterattack. 
"Ned got hit with a cream pie, then he ~d by throwing a bucket of Jell-O at 
his attackers." Mnemonic: after re talying the money which u gave doesnt 
match so ask him to repay in kind 
 

🎯 Retentive ➯ ( র্ারিিম; holding; able to retain things (esp. facts in the 
mind); having a good memory ) 👉 If something is ~, it is able to hold 
something else, so be glad if you have a ~ mind and grab a sponge if you 
need something ~ to sop up water. Mnemonic: ~=Re + attentive=one who is 
attentive has a good memory 
 

🎯 Reticent ➯ ( স্বিভািী; inclined to silence; uncommunicative; reserved; Ex. 
He was ~ about the reasons; N. reticence ) 👉 ~ means either quiet or 
restrained. If you're ~ about your feelings, you like to keep them to yourself, 
and you're probably quiet in rowdy groups where everyone is talking over 
each other. Mnemonic: Cent (Saint) is stereotypically reluctant to speak or 
draw attention to themselves. 
 

🎯 Retinue ➯ ( অিুচরবৃন্দ; following; attendants ) 👉 A ~ is an entourage, a 
crew, a posse. It's the group of people that accompany an important person. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;rhyme);sounds like routine what you FOLLOW (daily) is 
routine(oops ~) i.e follow-->routine following-->~ 
 

🎯 Retiring ➯ ( অসামানজক; shy and reserved (of a person); modest; Ex. her ~ 
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personality ) 👉 If you are a ~ person, you avoid being at the center of 
attention. You can often be found in the library and other quiet places, and if 
someone compliments you, you're likely to blush and change the subject. 
Mnemonic: Retire means to avoid attention. When sports people retire, they 
lose attention of the media. Though Sachin is a ~ person, he is diplomatic 
about his retirement. 
 

🎯 Retort ➯ ( সমুনচত জবাব হদয়া; quick sharp reply; V. ) 👉 What's a ~? It's a 
reply that's short. "Why did the monkey fall out of the tree; please give me a 
report?" I said "The monkey's dead," with a dry ~. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;Global);re... 
 

🎯 Retract ➯ ( প্রতযাোর করা; withdraw; take back; draw back; Ex. ~ a 
statement/an offer/claws; N. ~ion; CF. ~ile ) 👉 Have you ever said something 
you wish you could ~, or take back? You're not alone. Even newspapers and 
magazines have sections where the editors can ~ something written that was 
incorrect. Mnemonic: ~->RE TAKE IT, meaning to take back 
 

🎯 Retrench ➯ ( খরচ কমাতিা; cut down; cut down expenses; economize ) 👉 

When times are tight, it's time to ~. That means rethink your budget, cut 
back on the spending, and use your pennies wisely. Mnemonic: Consider the 
word in bracket only: re(trench) .. relate trench with bench. Tag: IT 
companies are removing all the employees on BENCH to CUT DOWN OR 
ECONOMIZE the company costs. 
 

🎯 Retroactive ➯ ( অতীত পযসাতলাচিামূলক~; taking effect before its enactment 
(as a law) or imposition (as a tax); (of a law) having effect on the past as well 
as the future ) 👉 The adjective ~ refers to something happening now that 
affects the past. For example, a ~ tax is one that is passed at one time, but 
payable back to a time before the tax was passed. Mnemonic: Retro refers to 
the "past" as in retrospect, retrofit etc., ~ means: "Active in the past" i.e., 
applicable to the past. 
 

🎯 Retrograde ➯ ( অতীত-পযসাতলাচিামূলক; go backwards; recede; degenerate; 
deteriorate; ADJ. ) 👉 ~ describes moving in a backwards or reverse direction. 
If you're suddenly told that you can no longer vote because you're a woman, 
that's a ~ affront to your civil rights. Start protesting! Mnemonic: Prefix 
Retro:Behind,Backward...retro+grade is like degrade.. 
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🎯 Reverberate ➯ ( প্রনতধ্বনিত েওয়া; echo repeatedly; resound; Ex. The thunder 
~d across the valley. ) 👉 If you give a loud shout in a cavernous place, like a 
gym, or a church, the sound of your voice will ~ throughout the room. ~ 
means sound waves traveling back and forth, as in an echo. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;eng);re+vibrate(echo) again and again 
 

🎯 Reverent ➯ ( ভনক্তপূণস; respectful; worshipful; V. revere: regard with 
reverence; N. reverence: profound respect ) 👉 When you have great awe and 
respect for someone or something, and you show it by respectfully 
worshiping that person, thing, deity, or musical group, you are being ~. 
Mnemonic: ~-divide as river end i.e we bath in the rivr end as a part of 
worship 
 

🎯 Reverie ➯ ( নদবাস্বপ্ন; daydream; abstracted musing ) 👉 If you're relaxing on 
the beach, dreaming of how you will never have to get up and go back to 
work, you're engaged in a ~, or pleasant daydream. Mnemonic: (rever)ie, 
rever sounds like river. if you think of sitting with a girl on a river bank you 
are daydreaming. 
 

🎯 Revert ➯ ( প্রতযাবতসি করা; relapse; backslide; turn back to; return to the 
former owner; N. reversion ) 👉 While ~ means to return to something earlier 
or to go back, it's often used wrongly in combination. If you're buying the 
older version of the game, you might say you're "~ing back," which is like 
saying "go back back." Mnemonic: =reverse 
 

🎯 Revile ➯ ( গালাগানল করা; attack with abusive language; vilify(slander) ) 👉 If 
something is ~d, you alone don't dislike it; a whole community of like-minded 
souls has to hate its guts. For instance, spam is widely ~d. (The junk e-mails, 
not the potted meat. Somebody out there really does like that potted meat.) 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);concentrate on evil- doing evil like slandering 
 

🎯 Revoke ➯ ( রদ করা; cancel; retract; CF. irrevocable ) 👉 When you ~ 
something, you officially cancel it, like when you ~ your sister's "coolest 
sibling" award because she shows your friends funny pictures of you from 
when you were little. Mnemonic: Re-Voke...VOKE rhymes with POKE.When 
someone tries to POKE you you WITHDRAW 
 

🎯 Revulsion ➯ ( প্রনতনিয়া; sudden strong feeling of disgust; sudden violent 
change of feeling; negative reaction; Ex. ~ from the scenes of torture ) 👉 ~ 
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means an intense, violent, sometimes physical, dislike of something. People 
feel ~ to different things. You may feel ~ at the thought of seeing a horror 
movie, but other people can't wait to be scared by the latest zombie or 
slasher flick. Mnemonic: repulsion = ~ 
 

🎯 Rhapsodize ➯ ( প্রবল উদ্দীপিার সতি নকেু বলা; speak or write in an 
exaggeratedly enthusiastic manner; Ex. ~ over the beauty of the scenery ) 👉 

Use the verb ~ to describe something spoken about with extreme enthusiasm 
— and often at great length, like that friend who tends to ~ about her 
favorite movie for twenty minutes straight. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);when a 
lecture asks to explain about a rape scene he can explain or write in 
exaggeration and with enthusiasm. 
 

🎯 Rhetoric ➯ ( অলংকার বহুল ভািা; art of effective communication; art of using 
language effectively and persuasively; style of speaking or writing; 
grandiloquent language; Ex. political ~; ADJ. ~al; CF. ~al question: question to 
which no answer is expected as ``Who knows it ?'' ) 👉 ~ is speaking or 
writing that's intended to persuade. If your goal is to write editorial columns 
for "The New York Times," you should work on your ~. Mnemonic: ~ = "right 
oral" skills. If you have the right oral skills, you can communicate well. 
 

🎯 Rife ➯ ( প্রচুর; (of something bad) widespread; abundant; current ) 👉 If 
your supervisor at work describes your new position as "~ with opportunities 
for advancement," then rejoice! That means your position offers many 
opportunities for advancement. Mnemonic: ~ is like wife...which is common 
one hence ABUNDANT and PLENTIFUL. 
 

🎯 Rift ➯ ( োটল; narrow opening in a large mass; break in a friendly relation; 
Ex. through a ~ in the clouds; OP. reconcilation ) 👉 ~ sounds like rip, and it's 
helpful to think of it that way. When there is a ~ in a political party over 
how much taxes to pay, it is like a rip or tear in the fabric of the group. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);rhyme is d~(a sound force which drives something 
along)..a d~ed water caused many breaks in the wall. 
 

🎯 Rig ➯ ( তামা া; fix or manipulate; manipulate dishonestly for personal gain; 
Ex. ~ the election ) 👉 When you ~ something, you connect parts in a way 
that's just so crazy it might work. You could ~ your jeans by using a paper 
clip to replace a button that pops. Mnemonic: like ~id = fixed so ~ = fix 
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🎯 Riveting ➯ ( আকিসণ করা; holding one's attention; absorbing; engrossing ) 👉 

A rivet is a fastener that holds something closed or down, and something ~ 
keeps you glued to your seat and grabs your attention. Sometimes a movie is 
so ~ that not even free popcorn refills can lure you away. Mnemonic: ii was 
aroused and riveted by the WET girl in the RIVER 
 

🎯 Rivulet ➯ ( হোতটা িদী; small stream; CF. rill < ~ < river ) 👉 A ~ is a small 
stream. A ~ is to a river as a baby is to an adult. Mnemonic: river at outlet 
i.e small stream 
 

🎯 Robust ➯ (  ক্তসমথস; strong; vigorous ) 👉 Use ~ to describe a person or 
thing that is healthy and strong, or strongly built. This adjective also 
commonly describes food or drink: a ~ wine has a rich, strong flavor. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;~ robot );like a robot >>sturdy & strong POWERFUL, 
MUSCULAR, VIGOROUS 
 

🎯 Rococo ➯ ( অলংকার বহুল; ornate; highly decorated; N. CF. 18th century ) 👉 

~ describes a very ornate style originating in Europe. It you love tons of 
decoration and fancy details, then you'll love the ~ style of architecture and 
music. Mnemonic: ro(w)+coco- you arrange and decorate coconuts in a row. 
 

🎯 Roil ➯ ( হঘালা করা; উতত্তনজত করা; make liquids murky by stirring up 
sediment; disturb ) 👉 To ~ means to stir up or churn. A stormy ocean might 
~, or even a restless crowd. Mnemonic: ~ ~ SOIL = muddy 
 

🎯 Roseate ➯ ( হলানেত; rosy; optimistic; Ex. ~ views ) 👉 As its sound might 
suggest, ~ has to do with "rosy." Anything that's ~ is rose colored or pinkish. 
It's often used in the term "~ glow," typically to describe a sunset. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;suppose u EAT a ROSE i.e. rose+ate...u will become rosy...!!!); 
 

🎯 Roster ➯ ( নবনভি জতির কাতজর পালা; list (of names) ) 👉 If you see your name 
on the ~ of players for the new softball team, then congratulations! Better 
start practicing, because you're on the list of players who made the team. 
Mnemonic: list of roast in hotel-onion roast,ghee roast,masal roast etc 
 

🎯 Rostrum ➯ ( হবনদ; raised platform for speech-making; pulpit ) 👉 You've 
probably listened to speakers who stood behind a raised platform. They set 
their notes on top and sometimes possibly gripped the edges for support. 
That platform is called a ~, also known as a podium or lectern. Mnemonic: 
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(Tag:;Hindi);ROJ(daily)+DRUM- on school's PULPIT/raised platform, roj drum 
bajaya jaata hai 
 

🎯 Rote ➯ ( আবৃনত্ত; repetition; memorization through repetition without 
understanding; Ex. learn poetry by ~ ) 👉 ~ means learning a fact by 
repeating it. ~ means learning a fact by repeating it. ~ means learning a fact 
by repeating it. Do you remember what ~ means yet? Mnemonic: ROT = read 
over thoroughly. 
 

🎯 Rotunda ➯ ( গমু্বজ - সংবনলত; circular building or hall covered with a dome 
) 👉 When making the plans for your new house, consider adding a ~, or a 
round room. It will give the house a grand appearance and also allow you to 
walk in circles as much as you please. Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);~, unda in hindi 
means egg, which is round. 
 

🎯 Rotundity ➯ ( হগালাকৃনত; roundness; sonorousness of speech ) 👉 When you 
talk about the ~, or roundness, of a voice, you're talking about how full-
bodied and easily heard it is. The ~ of a person is how round they are in the 
belly. Any 3D object that has a roundness to it can be described in terms of 
its ~. Mnemonic: rotund = round 
 

🎯 Rousing ➯ ( প্রজ্বলি; lively; inducing excitement; stirring; V. rouse: waken; 
arouse from sleep or depression; excite; stir up ) 👉 If you've ever been 
"roused" out of your sleep by someone, then you'll have no trouble seeing 
that ~ refers to anything that gets you going, up on your feet, energized. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);a~ ... lively or stirring up the crowd 
 

🎯 Rout ➯ ( েত্রভি; put to ~; stampede; drive out; N: complete defeat and 
disorderly retreat ) 👉 When you think about the thrill of victory and the 
agony of defeat, associate a ~ with the agonizing defeat. A ~ is the kind of 
humiliating loss that makes you wish you would have been injured in the 
first quarter so you could have avoided the outcome. Mnemonic: All batsmen 
are out. Team faces "~". 
 

🎯 Rubble ➯ ( পাথরকুেঁনচ; fragments (esp. from a destroyed building) ) 👉 The 
pile of crumbled debris that's left over after something breaks or collapses is 
~. Famous scenes of ~ include the fallen Twin Towers on September 11 and 
the remains of the Haitian capital after the 2010 earthquake. Mnemonic: 
when u use rubber, ~ fall down 
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🎯 Rubric ➯ ( পূজানবনর্; title or heading (in red print); directions for religious 
ceremony; protocol ) 👉 A ~ is a heading or a category in a chart, or a rule of 
conduct. A teacher's grading ~s may include participation, homework 
completion, tests, quizzes, and papers. Mnemonic: ~k..so BRICKS are usually in 
red in color and and every brick has a company name on it(title) on it.. 
 

🎯 Rue ➯ ( অিুতাপ; regret; lament; mourn; Ex. He will ~ the day; N. ADJ. ~ful ) 
👉 To ~ is to feel regret or remorse for something. If that position at the deli 
ended up involving a reality TV show that made everyone famous, you may ~ 
the day you turned down the job. Mnemonic: ~ sounds similar to ruin...when 
you ruin your life you LAMENT and REGRET it 
 

🎯 Ruffian ➯ ( দুবৃসত্ত; violent scoundrel; bully ) 👉 A ~ is a bully, someone who 
is violent toward others. Maybe they had a bad childhood, or perhaps they 
like the sound of people in pain. No matter where they come from, ~s are 
best avoided. Mnemonic: Sounds like "rough"-ian. i.e., a rowdy person. 
 

🎯 Ruminate ➯ ( জাবর কাটা; chew over and over (mentally or, like cows, 
physically); mull over(ponder) ) 👉 When you ~, it means you are thinking 
very deeply about something. You're likely to be so lost in thought that you 
stare off into space and don't hear people when they call your name. 
Mnemonic: my RUMmy ATE my food, u gotta think over what you can do 
 

🎯 Rummage ➯ ( তেিে করা (অিুসন্ধাি); ransack; thoroughly search ) 👉 ~ 
means to search for something, but in a scattered, disorganized manner. You 
can ~ through your drawer looking for a lost sock, or you could even hold "a 
~ sale" to sell off all your socks that are missing their mates. Mnemonic: if yu 
drink RUM at small age then definetlty yu loose yur way to home and yu 
have to SEARCH SEARCH SEARCH now 
 

🎯 Runic ➯ ( রুি বণসমালার অিরসংিান্ত; mysterious; set down in an ancient 
alphabet; N. rune: one of the letters of an alphabet used by ancient Germanic 
peoples (cut on stone or wood); magic charm ) 👉 ~ writing consists of 
ancient characters that are tough to decipher. These days the word might 
better fit a doctor's signature or a confusing instruction manual. Mnemonic: 
in Lab yu have RUINED the IC(integrated chip)..now teachers asks who did 
this and all keep mysterious faces..hahaha 
 

🎯 Ruse ➯ ( েল; trick to deceive; stratagem ) 👉 Movie bank robbers always 
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seem to pull some kind of ~, a deceptive trick or tactic like hiding the money 
underneath the bank while they drive off in the getaway car to avoid capture 
by the police. Mnemonic: ~: re+ use, in a shop the shopkeeper reused the old 
goods, which is deceptive 
 

🎯 Rustic ➯ ( গ্রামীি; pertaining to country people; unsophisticated; simple; 
crude; uncouth; (of furniture) rough with the bark left on; N. rural person; ~ 
person ) 👉 When you think of the word ~, think of the rural country. This 
word can be given a positive or a negative spin depending on how you use it; 
a ~ inn, for example, might be quaint or it might be virtually uninhabitable. 
Mnemonic: Think of RUST, which reminds us of something which is old or 
has worn out, hence country people are old fashioned, rural or slightly 
backwards 
 

🎯 Rusticate ➯ ( গ্রাতম বাস করা; banish to the country; dwell in the country ) 
👉 If you want to move to the countryside — especially if you desire a simple, 
unsophisticated life there — you may explain to people that you wish to ~ 
your busy life. Mnemonic: ~ - made/banished to become rustic 
 

🎯 Ruthless ➯ ( নিমসম; pitiless; merciless; cruel ) 👉 ~ means showing no mercy 
or compassion. If you really want to cut down on the clutter in your 
apartment, you can't be sentimental about keepsakes. You have to be ~ and 
throw out everything that's not absolutely essential. Mnemonic: ~ is a 
synonym of relentLESS 
 

🎯 Saboteur ➯ ( অন্তঘসাতক; one who commits sabotage; destroyer of property; 
N. sabotage: destruction of property (usually carried out secretly) ) 👉 A ~ is a 
person who makes a mess of a situation on purpose. You might call your 
little brother a ~ for letting the air out of your bicycle tires, but you could be 
a ~ in return by filling his shoes with cold spaghetti. Mnemonic: sab(in hindi 
we all)+teur..sounds like tear...during the gujrat riots when people were 
destroying property..people who were eying on tv sets .un.SAB ki aakho me 
tears aa gaye. 
 

🎯 Saccharine ➯ ( সযাকানরি (নমনষ্ট); cloying sweet; characteristic of sugar or 
saccharin ) 👉 You might be tempted to turn the radio dial when you hear a 
love song that is ~, meaning that it's too sweet and sentimental to bear. 
Mnemonic: sounds like shakkar which in hindi means sugar.Sugar is obviously 
very sweet. 
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🎯 Sacrilegious ➯ ( অপনবত্রকর, র্মসতেৌনেক; desecrating; profane; N. sacrilege: 
desecration, misuse, or theft of something sacred ) 👉 Catholics regard using 
the consecrated host for any purpose besides Communion as ~. If you burn a 
copy of the Koran, Muslims find it ~. ~ means very disrespectful towards 
something sacred. Mnemonic: ~ can be split as SAC(k) + RELIGIOUS(religious) 
beliefs. So one who sacks religious beliefs will commit PROFANE acts... ie 
speak against.. 
 

🎯 Sacrosanct ➯ ( অলঙ্ঘিীয়; inviolably sacred; most sacred; inviolable ) 👉 

You might be enraged at the idea of doing homework on a Saturday if you 
consider your weekends ~ — meaning they are too special or important to 
interrupt. Mnemonic: In Hindi 'sacro' or more likely 'sainkdo' means 
'hundreds' and 'sant' means 'a hermit (a sacred person)'.In the Hindu 
Mythology we have descriptions of hundreds of the MOST SACRED hermits. 
 

🎯 Sadistic ➯ ( অিযতক কষ্ট নদতয় আিন্দ পাওয়া; inclined to cruelty; delight in 
cruelty ) 👉 If you kick your little brother in the shin and feel a strange sense 
of enjoyment as you watch him cry, then you're being ~, meaning that you 
get pleasure from hurting others. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ persons enjoy by making 
someone sad or influencing a lot of pain on them. 
 

🎯 Sagacious ➯ ( প্রজ্ঞ; wise; perceptive; shrewd; having insight; ) 👉 Use the 
formal adjective, ~, to describe someone who is wise and insightful like an 
advisor to the president or a Supreme Court justice. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ look 
like suggest us.....and we always ASK WISE PEOPLE to suggest us, whenever 
we are in trouble. 
 

🎯 Sage ➯ ( ঋনি; person celebrated for wisdom; wise person; ADJ: wise ) 👉 

Use the word ~ for someone or something wise and judicious. Thanks to the 
~ advice of your friend, you didn't write your teacher an angry e-mail! 👀 

Mnemonic: If one knows meaning of saga,dat is any legend, one can easily 
remember ~.a saga will b a wise person,sensible. 
 

🎯 Salacious ➯ ( লম্পট; lascivious; lustful; Ex. ~ monk ) 👉 Something ~ is full 
of juicy details — but they're the kind of raunchy, lusty, dirty details you 
probably don't want to hear. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ involves SALA(abusive word for 
a characterless jeja) who is ~ for his SALI. 
 

🎯 Salient ➯ ( লিণীয়; prominent; projecting beyond a line; conspicuous; Ex. ~ 
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features ) 👉 If something stands out in a very obvious way, it can be called 
~. It's time to find new friends if the differences between you and your 
current friends are becoming more and more ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;ridiculous); SAL(year)IENT(ant or end)... in B.Tech good grades at the 
END of final YEAR are VERY IMPORTANT 
 

🎯 Saline ➯ ( লাবণ; salty ) 👉 ~ is an adjective that means "salty." While 
"salty" is a perfectly good word to use when describing French fries or tears, 
~ tends to be a word you might hear in a more official setting, like in a 
hospital or in a geology class. 👀 Mnemonic: at hospital when the famous ~ is 
given, it is actually for compensating for minerals(salts) 
 

🎯 Sallow ➯ ( পাণু্ডবতণসর; (of the skin) yellowish and unhealthy-looking; sickly 
in color; Ex. ~ complexion due to jaundice ) 👉 ~ means unhealthy in 
appearance--often yellow in color--and is almost invariably used to describe 
someone's complexion. His smile was as engaging as ever, but from his ~ 
complexion, I knew he was sick. 👀 Mnemonic: Sounds like yellow, and after 
replacing sa with ye, ~ becomes yellow.. 
 

🎯 Salubrious ➯ ( স্বাস্থযপ্রদ; healthful; conducive to health or well-being; 
socially desirable; Ex. ~ area; CF. health ) 👉 ~ is a fancy way to describe 
something that's good for you or is generally favorable to mind or body, but 
it need not be limited to describing healthy foods or liquids. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(related to bollywood)remember salman khan........all health and all....... 
 

🎯 Salutary ➯ ( উপকারী; স্বাস্থযবর্সক; tending to improve; beneficial; wholesome; 
Ex. The punishment had a ~ effect on the boy; CF. health ) 👉 Use ~ to 
describe something that's good for your health, like the ~ benefits of exercise, 
laughter, and getting enough sleep every night. 👀 Mnemonic: relate to 
SALUTE..so you salute a person who even after many failures never gives up 
and always has THAT TENDENCY TO IMPROVE. 
 

🎯 Salvage ➯ ( রিা করা; rescue (goods or property) from loss; N: saving; 
property saved ) 👉 To ~ something is to save it...before it's too late. You 
might try to ~ your damaged reputation by defending yourself, or ~ a burnt 
piece of toast by scraping off the black residue. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ -- SAVAGE -- 
savage is to destroy and ~ is completely opposite to that. 
 

🎯 Sanctimonious ➯ ( বকর্ানমসক; displaying ostentatious or hypocritical 
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devoutness; hypocritical piety ) 👉 The ~ person sounds like a hypocrite when 
he preaches to a friend about the evils of drugs, while he drinks one beer 
after another. 👀 Mnemonic: saints and munis are ~... DHONGI SAADHU 
 

🎯 Sanguine ➯ ( আ াবাদী; optimistic; cheerful; hopeful; of the color of blood; 
red ) 👉 If you're ~ about a situation, that means you're optimistic that 
everything's going to work out fine. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is pronounced very 
much like "SANGEEN" in hindi which is usually referred with crime-"sangeen 
hatya" which shows serious murder with blood red colour... 
 

🎯 Sap ➯ ( প্রাণরস; হ্রাস করা; diminish; weaken; undermine the foundations of 
(a fortification); Ex. The element kryptonite ~ped his strength. ) 👉 To ~ 
something is to drain or deplete something over time. If you ~ a maple tree, 
you drain the liquid inside it to make maple syrup. But if you ~ a person of 
strength, you've rendered him defenseless. 👀 Mnemonic: If you slap(~) 
someone you diminish his dignity.. 
 

🎯 Sarcasm ➯ ( নবদ্রূপ; cutting ironic remark; scornful remarks; stinging 
rebuke; ) 👉 Irony employed in the service of mocking or attacking someone 
is ~. Saying "Oh, you're soooo clever!" with ~ means the target is really just a 
dunderhead. 👀 Mnemonic: remember "SARCASTIC" same... 
 

🎯 Sardonic ➯ ( ঘৃণাপূণস; scornfully mocking; disdainful; sarcastic; cynical; Ex. ~ 
smile ) 👉 If someone is being scornful and mocking in a humorous way, call 
her ~. If you want to write comic sketches for late-night talk shows, work on 
being ~. 👀 Mnemonic: sorry to comment but.. remember sardarji always 
people mock at them making jokes. so remember as ~ 
 

🎯 Sartorial ➯ ( হপা াক - সংিান্ত; pertaining to tailors or tailoring; Ex. a man 
of great ~ elegance; CF. sartor: tailor ) 👉 If it's the day before a big event 
and you have no idea what to wear and nothing in your closet is going to 
cut it, you are facing a ~ dilemma — one that pertains to clothing, fashion or 
dressing. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like sari tore and you need a tailor to fix it, 
thus ~ pertains to tailoring 
 

🎯 Sate ➯ ( সমূ্পণস পনরতৃপ্ত করা; satisfy to the full; satisfy to excess; cloy ) 👉 

Sometimes you're so hungry you feel like you could eat a ten-course meal. 
Other times it takes just a small salad to ~ your appetite, or to satisfy your 
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hunger. 👀 Mnemonic: s-ate, so when we have finished eating our food, we 
are satisfied to the full..(pet bhar kar khaana kha liya) 
 

🎯 Satellite ➯ ( উপগ্রে; small body revolving around a larger one ) 👉 A ~ is 
something small or less powerful that orbits around something bigger. It 
often describes a body in space, such as an artificial ~ that orbits the Earth 
and beams down signals that power devices like cell phones. 👀 Mnemonic: A 
~ is a HIGHLIGHT or an ATTENDANT of a planet. 
 

🎯 Satiate ➯ ( সমূ্পণস পনরতৃপ্ত করা; satisfy fully (physical needs such as hunger); 
sate; N. satiety: condition of being ~d ) 👉 If you just can't get enough 
popcorn, even the jumbo tub at the movie theater may not be enough to ~, 
or satisfy, your desire. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);I SAT & ATE till I was 
full! 
 

🎯 Satire ➯ ( নবদ্রুপ; form of literature in which irony, sarcasm, and ridicule 
are employed to attack human vice and folly ) 👉 ~ is a way of making fun of 
people by using silly or exaggerated language. Politicians are easy targets for 
~, especially when they're acting self-righteous or hypocritical. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Remeber like set fire..his sarcasm set fire on his opponents. 
 

🎯 Saturate ➯ ( সুনসক্ত করা; soak thoroughly; imbue; impregnate; charge; fill to 
capacity ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: ~ or INTEGRATE - to fill or supply completely. 
 

🎯 Saturnine ➯ ( অপ্রেুে; morose; gloomy; Ex. Do not be misled by his ~ 
countenance. ) 👉 Medieval alchemists ascribed to the planet Saturn a gloomy 
and slow character. When people are called ~, it means they are like the 
planet--gloomy, mean, scowling. Not exactly the life of the party. 👀 

Mnemonic: Saturn = Shani, Shani = makes wrong things happen in one's life 
(astronomically) so meaning = gloomy, unhappy, morose.Just remember 
saturns rings-->glommy,dull,faroff planet . 
 

🎯 Satyr ➯ ( বিতদবতা; half-human, half-bestial being in the court of Dionysus 
(resembling a goat), portrayed as wanton(unrestrained) and cunning; lecher; 
CF. faun; CF. goat: lecherous man ) 👉 In classical mythology, ~s were 
companions to Pan, a fertility god, and Dionysus, the god of wine and ecstasy. 
As you might guess, ~s were not known for their mild-mannered ways: Like 
their patrons, they were excessively fond of women, drink, and song. 👀 
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Mnemonic: SAT+Yr. = Any 1 who SAT AT HOME FOR A YR. becomes a half 
goat n half man.... (u sit for 2yrs, u becum full goat/beast :P) 
 

🎯 Saunter ➯ ( অলস গনত; stroll(go for a leisurely walk) slowly; N. ) 👉 To ~ is 
to stroll at a leisurely pace. The next time someone accuses you of dragging 
your feet and asks you to speed it up, calmly tell them that you're perfecting 
your ~. 👀 Mnemonic: we were ~ing in our Santro(car).. 
 

🎯 Savant ➯ ( মোপনণ্ডত বযনক্ত; scholar; learned person; CF. savoir: know ) 👉 

You know that girl in your school with a GPA over 100? She is a ~ in the 
making. A ~ is someone over-the-top smart, a scholar. It might take a ~ only 
five minutes to do an entire math test. 👀 Mnemonic: rakhee ~ is a 
SCHOLAR....pun intended...hahaha...lol!!! 
 

🎯 Savor ➯ ( আস্বাদি করা; enjoy; have a distinctive flavor, smell, or quality; N: 
taste or smell; distinctive quality ) 👉 Whether it's a feeling of joy or a piece 
of pecan pie — when you ~ something, you enjoy it to the fullest. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ and FLAVOR are rhyming words. You ~ (feel the taste) the 
flavor (taste) of the food you eat. 
 

🎯 Savory ➯ ( মসলাদার; pleasant in taste; tasty; pleasing, attractive, or 
agreeable; Ex. ~ reputation ) 👉 Something ~ is full of flavor, delicious and 
tasty — usually something that someone has cooked. In the world of cuisine, 
~ is also often used to mean the opposite of sweet, or salty. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Save + Poori is pleasant to taste. 
 

🎯 Scad ➯ ( প্রাচুযস; a great quantity; Ex. ~s of clothes ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: ~ == 
Sc + Ad. ~s of ads coming on TV nowadays.~s=scores+ads 
 

🎯 Scaffold ➯ ( ভারা; temporary platform for workers (to work at heights 
above the ground); bracing framework; platform for execution ) 👉 An 
elevated temporary platform is called a ~. The ~ is used because it is much 
safer and efficient to have workers and their materials on a platform than 
scrambling up and down ladders all day. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with staff + 
hold...think of a TEMPORARY place or PLATFORM for the staff. 
 

🎯 Scale ➯ ( হস্কল; climb up; ascend; remove or come off in ~s; N: flake of 
epidermis; ascending or descending series of musical tones ) 👉 How much do 
you love pizza? Rate it on a ~ of one to ten, with one being blech and ten 
being amazing. A ~ is a series that climbs up or down in a step-wise fashion. 
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To ~ something is to climb it, as in "~ a ladder," where you work your way 
up step by step. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ => rem with a phrase "~ the mountain" so 
it means climb or ascend the mountain 
 

🎯 Scanty ➯ ( অতযি; meager; insufficient ) 👉 We refer to an amount or thing 
that is not quite enough as ~, or lacking. It's an adjective used to describe 
something that doesn't offer enough, as in "farmers having a ~ crop in a 
drought year." 👀 Mnemonic: S-CAN'T-Y = CAN'T be Sufficient 
 

🎯 Scapegoat ➯ ( বনলর পােঁিা; someone who bears the blame for others; 
whipping boy; CF. escape+goat ) 👉 The Bible depicts a ritual in which a goat 
is sent out into the desert bearing the faults of the people of Israel. The word 
~ first occurred in the earliest English translation of the Bible, and it has 
come to mean any individual punished for the misdeeds of others. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;~ " bali ka bakra");concetrate on 'goat' from ~ goat is 
nothing but the famous word 'bakra' in hindi recall mtv bakra !! also 
remember ! " bali ka bakara" 
 

🎯 Scavenge ➯ ( ময়লা সাে করা; hunt through discarded materials for usable 
items or food; search, especially for food; N. ~r: one who ~s; animal that feeds 
on refuse and carrion ) 👉 When you ~ you pick through discarded things 
looking for whatever is salvageable and can be reused. If you're looking for a 
replacement part for a vintage car, you might ~ at the dump for a suitable 
part. 👀 Mnemonic: Remeber it with vultures, eagles which are well known 
~rs.. 
 

🎯 Scenario ➯ ( নচত্রিাটয; plot outline; screenplay(script for a movie); opera 
libretto; outline of possible future events ) 👉 A ~ is a specific possibility. To 
plan on playing with a bunch of bear cubs is a ~ — a dumb one, but still a ~. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~=scene+area 
 

🎯 Schematic ➯ ( পনরকনিত; of a schema or scheme; relating to an outline or 
diagram; using a system of symbols; N. schema: diagrammatic representation; 
outline ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe a drawing that's very simple and 
symbolic. That drawing your cousin made of a house with a pointy roof, 
smiling stick figures, and a round yellow sun? Very ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ or 
SIMPLISTIC - simplified or in the form of a diagram. 
 

🎯 Schism ➯ ( অতিকয; division into factions (esp. within a religious body); 
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split ) 👉 The sound of the word ~ reminds some people of the sound of a 
piece of paper being torn in two; which makes sense -- when a group has a 
big fight and the group is torn in two, that's a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;hinduism sikhism e.t.c);Sounds like prism which splits light into colors. 
 

🎯 Scintillate ➯ ( নঝনিক্ করা; sparkle; flash; be animated; be full of life; Ex. 
scintillating conversation ) 👉 The verb ~ means to twinkle or glow, as in a 
flickering light. You may find it romantic to sit on the deck overlooking a 
lake on a clear night, where you can enjoy the scintillating stars in the sky 
and the reflection of the moon on the water. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;hind);Skin/Till>> Till sparkles on skin 
 

🎯 Scoff ➯ ( অবজ্ঞাপূণস উপোস; laugh (at); mock; ridicule; Ex. ~ at their threats ) 
👉 To laugh at someone with scorn is to ~ at them. People have ~ed at many 
great inventors, saying their products would flop because the public wouldn't 
be interested in things like the light bulb, cars, televisions, or personal 
computers. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with cough. If someone coughs in the 
class we MOCK at them. 
 

🎯 Scotch ➯ ( বযথস করা; stamp out(put an end to); thwart; hinder; Ex. ~ the 
rumor; CF. cut; ) 👉 Don't get your hopes up: The verb to ~ has nothing to do 
with the well-known liquor. Instead, it means to prevent or stop something 
from happening. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ leads to ~(drink too much and 
u'll fall down being hurt) 
 

🎯 Scruple ➯ ( সতোচ; hesitate for ethical reasons; fret about; Ex. She did not 
~ to read his diary; N: uneasy feeling arising from conscience; conscience ) 👉 

Your ~s are what keep you from doing things you consider to be morally or 
ethically wrong. Your ~s won't allow you to cheat on a test, or steal from 
your brother's Halloween candy stash. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);SCRU(screwed) CoUPLEs(lovers) are willing to escape but have a 
feeling of hesitation to do it. 
 

🎯 Scrupulous ➯ ( নবতবকী; conscientious; extremely thorough; Ex. ~ worker ) 
👉 ~ means very careful to do things properly and correctly, such as paying 
friends back for money borrowed right away, or not returning a pair of shoes 
after they've been worn outdoors. 👀 Mnemonic: it makes u think of 
sculpture and while building sculpture the worker has to be very careful 
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🎯 Scrutinize ➯ ( খুেঁনটতয় পরীিা করা; examine closely and critically; ) 👉 If you 
want to examine something closely and go over every single detail, then you 
should ~ it. Like the way your mom probably assesses your outfit before you 
leave the house for school. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and ANALYZE which have the 
same sound, mean, to examine something very closely or carefully. 
 

🎯 Scuffle ➯ ( নব ৃঙ্খল মারামানর করা; struggle confusedly; move off in a 
confused hurry; ) 👉 As both a noun and a verb, ~ involves an all-out brawl. 
As a noun, it is the clash itself, like a ~ between sworn enemies, or as a verb, 
it refers to the actual fighting, like a bully who will ~ with just about anyone. 
👀 Mnemonic: Rhymes shuffle...u know the rest - Here, the meaning is not 
related to fighting, but rather the sound made by those ~ing feet. 
 

🎯 Scurrilous ➯ ( অশ্লীল গানলগালাজপূণস; abusive; obscene; indecent; Ex. ~ remark 
) 👉 If something is ~, it's meant to offend. ~ rumors can give you a bad rep, 
and ~ stories sell tabloid magazines. 👀 Mnemonic: You want to scurry away 
when someone makes ~ charges against you. 
 

🎯 Scurry ➯ ( দ্রুততবতগ হোটা; বেতচ; move hastily; hurry; move briskly ) 👉 ~ 
means to move quickly, at a frenzied pace, and often also implies the urge to 
hide. When you come upon a mouse in your house, chances are it will ~ 
away. 👀 Mnemonic: ~..sounds like SCARY...SO if you see something scary.you 
move hastily from that place. 
 

🎯 Scurvy ➯ ( স্কানভস; contemptible; despicable; N: disease caused by deficiency 
of Vitamin C ) 👉 If you are a pirate who doesn't get to shore very often to 
shop for fresh fruits and veggies, you might suffer from ~, a disease caused 
by vitamin C deficiency. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is a deadly disease. So people 
suffering from this vitamin c deficiency are low in health. 
 

🎯 Scuttle ➯ ( েুটা করা; sink (a ship) by cutting holes in the hull; scrap; 
discard; N: small hatch in a ship's deck or hull ) 👉 When you ~, you move 
with quick anxious steps, like a bug running for cover when a light is turned 
on. 👀 Mnemonic: s-cut-tle -->if there happens to be a cut in a ship,it will 
sink.. 
 

🎯 Seamy ➯ ( েীি; sordid; base; filthy; unwholesome; Ex. ~ side of city life ) 
👉 Things that are ~ have lost all morality. Your mother wouldn't approve of 
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you going to a ~ video arcade, especially not if you went with a group of ~ 
people. 👀 Mnemonic: a person saying SEE - MY - ****, thats really FILTHY 
 

🎯 Sear ➯ ( হেেঁকা হদত্তয়া; burn the surface of; char or burn; brand; parch; cause 
(a plant) to wither ) 👉 To ~ something is to quickly cook or burn its surface 
by applying intense heat. When making beef stew, the color and flavor are 
usually better if you ~ the meat first. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with TEAR. 
When you BURN your hand you are in tears. 
 

🎯 Seasoned ➯ ( পক্ব; experienced ) 👉 ~ describes a person who has been 
around forever, doing what they do, and doing it well — throughout the 
seasons. They have lots of experience, and they can handle just about 
anything that comes their way. 👀 Mnemonic: one which saw many SEASONS 
in its life...will be very AGED 
 

🎯 Secession ➯ ( অপসরণ; withdrawal; V. secede: withdraw formally from 
membership ) 👉 The noun ~ refers to a big break-up — a formal split, an 
official "Good-bye to you!" — among political entities. If France has really, 
truly had it with the European Union, then a French ~ movement may be in 
order. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Due to recession in US, many 
WITHDRAWN their business... 
 

🎯 Seclusion ➯ ( নি: সিতা; isolation; solitude; set apart from others; isolate ) 
👉 ~ means being separate, and apart from others, in a quiet kind of way. If 
you want ~, try a private island. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;sounds like illusion so in 
illusion you will go to private place..);~ - derived from seclude. Opp to 
include. 
 

🎯 Secrete ➯ ( লুকাইয়া রাখা; conceal; hide away or cache; produce and release 
a substance into an organism; CF. secretive ) 👉 ~ is all about secrets. It 
means both "to hide" and "to release." When you squeeze a lemon, it ~s 
juice. When you stuff your money in a mattress, you ~ it there. 👀 

Mnemonic: Secret+e which is to be concealed or hidden 
 

🎯 Sect ➯ ( র্মসসম্প্রদায়; separate religious body; faction; group of people with 
common beliefs within a larger group ) 👉 A ~ is a religious group that exists 
inside of a larger religion. Think of it as a ~ion of a particular religion. 👀 

Mnemonic: sanct(pavitra) ~(~or) larger religious group 
 

🎯 Secular ➯ ( র্মসনিরতপি; worldly; not pertaining to church matters or 
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religion; temporal ) 👉 ~ things are not religious. Anything not affiliated with 
a church or faith can be called ~. 👀 Mnemonic: He was not a priest, he was 
SEX-ular 
 

🎯 Sedate ➯ ( অিুতত্তনজত; composed (with no excitement); grave; V: administer 
a ~ive to; ) 👉 ~ means to be calm, but if a doctor ~s you it means you've 
been administered a tranquilizing drug. Most surgeries require some form of 
sedation, but to be ~ in day-to-day life means composed, quiet, and serene. 
Not necessarily unconscious. 👀 Mnemonic: one should be ~d before his 1st 
date.... 
 

🎯 Sedentary ➯ ( আসীি; requiring sitting; done while sitting; not moving 
from one place to another; settled; Ex. ~ job/population ) 👉 Scientists believe 
that one of the causes of the obesity epidemic sweeping the US is our ~ 
lifestyle. ~ means sitting a lot and refers to a person or job that is not very 
physically active. 👀 Mnemonic: dentary- dentist u require a lot of sitting to 
make ur teeth healthy 
 

🎯 Sedition ➯ ( গণনবতিাভ; conduct or language inciting rebellion; rebellion; 
resistance to authority; insubordination; ) 👉 ~ is the illegal act of inciting 
people to resist or rebel against the government in power. It's what the 
southern states did at the start of the Civil War. 👀 Mnemonic: seidition = 
said+i+shun he said i will shun u.. reisitance 2 authority 
 

🎯 Sedulous ➯ ( পনরিমী; diligent; assiduous; paying attention; ) 👉 A ~ person 
is someone who works hard and doesn't give up easily. If you make repeated 
and ~ attempts to fix a leaky pipe and it only makes things worse, it might 
be time to go online and find the number of a plumber. 👀 Mnemonic: to 
seduce a woman, man needs to be diligent and persistent and off course 
Hardworking ;) 
 

🎯 Seedy ➯ ( জীণস; run-down; decrepit; disreputable; having many seeds; Ex. ~ 
downtown hotel ) 👉 When a place is ~, it's sleazy, run-down — not the kind 
of place you'd take your mom. The East Village of New York was once known 
for being ~, but now it's safe for children of all ages. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);~~bidi : one who smokes bidi (gen. workers) are shabby and 
untidy and they are morally degraded (generally rowdy by nature + smoking 
is not good :no offence plz). You can also think of "beedi jalaiyi le",morally 
degraded song 
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🎯 Seemly ➯ ( হ াভি; (of behavior) proper; appropriate ) 👉 You don't want to 
seem anything less than ~, especially in the presence of the Queen. Only ~ 
behavior is allowed when she's around. ) 👉 how you'd like to "seem" to 
others. Chances are the answer is something like ~. Unless you enjoy seeming 
like a big mess 
 

🎯 Seep ➯ ( হচায়াি; pass slowly through small openings; ooze; trickle; N. ~age 
) 👉 ~ means to leak slowly. When you see the word, imagine water coming 
in through your sneakers on a rainy day. It's not a lot of water, but your feet 
still get pretty wet. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is similar to PEEP. When you peep, you 
see through a small opening. When liquid ~s, it comes out of a small opening 
 

🎯 Seismic ➯ ( ভূকম্পীয়; pertaining to earthquakes ) 👉 For the ancient Greeks, 
"seismos" meant an earthquake. Later on, when the study of earthquakes 
became a science, anything ~ meant anything related to the study of the 
pressures in the Earth's crust. 👀 Mnemonic: Seismograph is an instrument 
measuring Earth quake so ~ is something related to Earth quake 
 

🎯 Semblance ➯ ( সাদৃ য; outward appearance; guise; Ex. We called in the 
troops to bring a/some ~ of order to the city. ) 👉 ~ is all about illusion. 
Cramming all of your dirty clothes into the closet gives the ~, or false 
appearance, that you've done your laundry — but the stench might give you 
away. 👀 Mnemonic: re~ should immediately come to your mind and relate 
the meaning of re~ to ~. 
 

🎯 Senility ➯ ( ভীমরনত; old age; feeblemindedness of old age; resulting from 
old age; showing the weakness of body or mind from old age; Ex. senile 
dementia ) 👉 ~ refers to mental deterioration and infirmity that often comes 
with old age, as in severe memory problems. If your find your shoes in the 
fridge or accidentally call your son by the dog's name, you may wonder if ~ 
is kicking in. 👀 Mnemonic: SENI-lity--> remeber senior citizen,they r old age 
ppl..they behave in a confused or strange way, and unable to remember 
things, because they are old. 
 

🎯 Sensitization ➯ ( সংতবদি ীলতা; process of being made sensitive or acutely 
responsive to an external agent or substance; make or become sensitive ) 👉 

Feeling more sensitive these days? It might be the result of ~, the process of 
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making someone react to something that previously had no effect. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ or SENSITIZE - cause to respond readily to STIMULI or stimulus. 
 

🎯 Sensual ➯ ( কামুক; devoted to the pleasures of the sense; carnal; 
voluptuous; Ex. ~ woman/curves/lips ) 👉 ~ means physically pleasing. It often 
is used in a sexual context, but is not exclusively sexual in meaning. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ indulging in PHYSICAL pleasures that also excite the MENTAL 
status of a person. 
 

🎯 Sentinel ➯ ( প্রেরী; sentry; lookout ) 👉 A ~ is a guard, a lookout, a person 
keeping watch. It's often a soldier, but not always. If you're watching a pot, 
waiting for it to boil, you're standing ~ over it. (Incidentally, it won't boil 
until you leave.) 👀 Mnemonic: ~=see at entry.Guard or Sentry. 
 

🎯 Septic ➯ ( পচি ীল; of or causing sepsis; putrid; producing putrefaction; 
poisoning of part of the body (producing pus) ) 👉 ~ is connected to 
dangerous waste products. If your house is not connected to your town or 
city's sewer, your waste from drains and toilets goes into a ~ tank. 👀 

Mnemonic: An Anti-~ is used to prevent a wound from getting ~. 
 

🎯 Sepulcher ➯ ( কবর; tomb; V: place in a ~; ) 👉 A ~ is a burial vault or 
tomb, like the one that is featured prominently in the final scenes of Romeo 
and Juliet. (Of course, for those who haven't read the play yet, we're not 
suggesting that anyone dies, necessarily.) 👀 Mnemonic: it can be broken 
down into see(p)+ vulture .As vulture is human flesh eating animal will b 
found near tombs. 
 

🎯 Sequester ➯ ( স্বতন্ত্র কনরয়া রাখা; isolate; segregate; seclude; retire from 
public life The word ~ describes being kept away from others. If your sister 
tells you to stay out of the way so she can cook dinner for her new 
boyfriend, you might ~ yourself in your room. Mnemonic: seek + quest - 
those who seek to find something as a part of a quest have to leave the 
society or seclude themselves from it. 
 

🎯 Sere ➯ ( শুষ্ক; parched; dry You can describe something that is dried up, 
withered, or without moisture with the adjective ~. The desert climate, for 
example, is ~, as is your skin after a day in the wind. Mnemonic: like the 
Sierra Desert, dry and arid 
 

🎯 Serendipity ➯ ( gift for finding valuable things by accident; accidental 
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good fortune or luck; CF. The Three Princes of Serendip If you find good 
things without looking for them, ~ â unexpected good luck â has brought 
them to you. Mnemonic: (Tag:;LUCK BY CHANCE);if a DEITY shows PITY on 
you, you are LUCKY and you can DISCOVER GREAT 
THINGS.~=sudden+pity(divine) 
 

🎯 Serenity ➯ ( প্র ানন্ত; calmness; placidity; The goal of meditation is to reach 
a state of ~, when you mind is still and perfectly calm. Use ~ to mean the 
quality or state of being calm and peaceful. Mnemonic: if u maintain 
~(CALMNESS)...ull have serendipity...!!! 
 

🎯 Serpentine ➯ ( সনপসল; winding; twisting; of or like a serpent; Ex. ~ course 
of the river; N. serpent: snake You can use the adjective ~ to describe things 
that look like a serpent or are snakelike. Looking down at the carved 
riverbeds in the Grand Canyon is like looking into a basket of snakes: the ~ 
twists curve throughout the canyon floor. Mnemonic: A serpent is a snake - a 
snake has a twisting and winding movement instead of a straight one and 
therefore such a movement is termed as serpintine . 
 

🎯 Sextant ➯ ( navigation tool used to determine a ship's latitude and 
longitude (by measuring the altitudes of stars) A ~ is a tool for measuring the 
angles between heavenly bodies â the kind found in outer space. Used as a 
navigational tool out at sea, it helps determine a ship's longitude and 
latitude. Mnemonic: For proper sex, you have to be in proper longitude and 
latitude to each other..(Sorry for scurrilous mnemonic) 
 

🎯 Shackle ➯ ( পাতয়র হবনড; chain; fetter; confine with ~; N. Handcuffs are ~s. 
So are those leg irons some prisoners wear when they appear in court. In 
other words, a ~ is a restraint, either physical or psychological, that restricts 
movement. Mnemonic: visualise shakaal chained in shackels 
 

🎯 Sham ➯ ( ভাি করা; pretend; feign; ADJ: not genuine; fake; Ex. ~ jewelry; N: 
something that is not what it appears; impostor; pretense; Ex. The agreement 
was a ~. >> A ~ is a fake. If you frequently order products advertised on late-
night, hour-long television commercials, youâve probably ended up with at 
least one item that was a ~. All-purpose, industrial strength stain remover, 
anyone? Mnemonic: ~ sounds like scam...both have almost the same negative 
meaning.. 
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🎯 Shambles ➯ ( সমূ্পণস নবিা ; (place or scene of) complete disorder or ruin; 
wreck; mess; Ex. After the hurricane, the coast was a ~. Originally a word for 
a slaughterhouse, ~ now usually means one heck of a mess, as in You were 
supposed to clean your room, but it's still a ~! Mnemonic: ~ and GAMBLES... 
The gambling den was in ~ after the police had raided it. 
 

🎯 Shard ➯ ( ভািা টুকরা; fragment generally of broken pottery (glass, clay 
bowl, or cup) If you break a mirror, the thin sharp pieces you want to avoid 
are ~s. A ~ is simply a broken piece of metal, glass, stone, or pottery with 
sharp edges. Mnemonic: Don't confuse shard with shred, meaning to cut into 
strips, or chard, a leafy green vegetable. You could use a shard of metal to 
shred chard into salad, but be careful that you don't cut your hands to 
shreds! 
 

🎯 Shaving ➯ ( কামাতিা; very thin piece, usually of wood (cut from a surface 
with a sharp blade) Mnemonic: obvious when u shave there is a thin piece 
left 
 

🎯 Sheaf ➯ ( হগাো; bundle of stalks of grain; any bundle of things tied 
together Those old love letters tied up with a ribbon at the back of your 
closet? Last week's newspapers bundled up for recycling? Each is a ~ â a tied 
up bundle of something ready for storage or carrying. Mnemonic: Remeber it 
with chef,a chef brings a bundle of grain sacks for cooking..Has a gud stock 
in kitchen for preparing food. 
 

🎯 Sheathe ➯ ( খাতপ ভরা; place into a case; insert into or provide with a ~; 
Ex. He ~d his dagger; The verb ~ means to place in a sheath. What's a 
sheath? Well, that's any kind of protective covering. Mnemonic: নসর্ কাটা হচার - 
tear covering apart 
 

🎯 Sherbet ➯ ( সরবত্; flavored dessert ice ~ is a frozen dessert made of fruit 
juice and sugar. Though it looks like ice cream, ~ is a little different since it's 
made with little or no milk or cream. Mnemonic: Relate it with Sharbat 
(which in Hindi means, a fruit drink). If it is frozen it becomes a chilled 
desert (sweet dish) ice. 
 

🎯 Shimmer ➯ ( চকমক করা; shine with a flickering light; glimmer 
intermittently; Ex. The moonlight ~ed on the water; N. When you ~ you 
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shine, although sometimes quite weakly. Mnemonic: sounds like glimmer and 
s gives the meaning of sharma sharma ke means intermittently 
 

🎯 Shirk ➯ ( এডাইয়া চলা; avoid (responsibility, work, etc.); malinger To ~ your 
responsibilities is to avoid dealing with them â like when you watch four 
consecutive hours of infomercials instead of facing your homework. 
Mnemonic: remember shark..., normal people used to avoid him as he was an 
ogre. 
 

🎯 Shoddy ➯ ( িকল; বাতজ; made of inferior material; sham; not genuine; 
inferior; dishonest; Ex. ~ goods/trick ~ refers to poor materials or quality. 
Maybe you passed on buying a house because it leaned in an odd way and 
various and sundry parts were falling off. Sounds like both the materials and 
workmanship were ~. Mnemonic: sounds like showy means in look things are 
good but in quality they are not good as they are made up of inferior 
material 
 

🎯 Shrew ➯ ( দিাল; scolding woman; very small mouselike animal Use the 
noun ~ â at your own risk â to refer to a woman who is argumentative, 
nagging, and ill tempered. Mnemonic: Split ~ like SHE+SCREW means scolding 
women, termegant 
 

🎯 Shrewd ➯ ( নবচিণ; clever; astute If you are ~ in your spending, you can 
make a small salary go a long way. Use the adjective ~ to describe a person 
or thing that is smart or clever in a practical sort of way. Mnemonic: just 
think of shrew i.e. a small mouse like animal....so thing is chote hamesha 
chalak hote hain...(Hindi) 
 

🎯 Sibylline ➯ ( ভনবিযদ্বাণীপূণস; prophetic; oracular; The adjective ~ means 
having a secret meaning or foretelling the future, like a fortune teller whose 
crystal ball reveals a ~ message about what will happen. Mnemonic: 
sibyline=see + by + line...see within the lines...have you heard the idiom 
reading between the lines...this word has exactly the meaning. 
 

🎯 Sidereal ➯ ( িািনত্রক; relating to stars; Ex. ~ day Far out, man. I mean 
really far out â as in related to the distant stars of the universe. That's what 
~ means. Mnemonic: ~ is pronounced as SY-DEE-RIAL and not SIDE+REAL, 
therefore CELESTIAL is a more appropriate suggestion, as it not only rhymes 
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with ~, it also has the same meaning-relating to the stars or the 
constellation. 
 

🎯 Silt ➯ ( পনল; sediment deposited by running water (at the entrance to a 
harbor or by a bend in a river) ~ is the fine bits of clay and sand that 
become sediment settling at the bottom of a river or lake. If there's a lot of ~ 
flowing in a river, it looks murky. Mnemonic: sounds like SEAL....excessive ~ 
can seal passages.... 
 

🎯 Simian ➯ ( উেুক; monkeylike; N: ape or monkey As a noun, a ~ is a 
monkey or ape. Something monkey- or ape-like can be described using the 
adjective ~. So: something can be ~ without being a ~. Got it? Mnemonic: ~ 
like simi(lar)/SAME + an ( only one) and nearly similar to mankind is the 
monkey or ape and that is why ~. 
 

🎯 Simile ➯ ( সুস্পষ্ট তুলিামূলক; comparison of one thing with another, using 
the word like or as Use the noun ~ when describing a comparison between 
two fundamentally different things, such as: His voice was smooth, like butter 
in a warm pan. Mnemonic: ~ = similar 
 

🎯 Simulate ➯ ( ভাি করা; feign; imitate When you ~ something you imitate it. 
Hollywood makeup artists can use pencils and gray wigs to ~ old age in a 
young actor. It can also mean to modelââa computer can ~ disaster scenarios 
in cities. Mnemonic: ~ and EMULATE which are rhyming words also have the 
same meaning, i.e to imitate or copy. 
 

🎯 Sinecure ➯ ( কমসভারেীি পদ; well-paid position with little responsibility; If 
you have a cushy job â one that pays, but involves minimal work â then you 
have a ~. Because he was the brother of the CEO, he was offered a ~ in the 
company: he showed up each day and collected a pay check, but others 
actually did his work. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);7 crores ... baithe baithe hi 7 
crores mil jate ... 
 

🎯 Sinewy ➯ ( হপ ীতন্তুযুক্ত; (of meat) tough; strong and firm; muscular; tendon; 
strong cord connecting a muscle to a bone Something muscular, with a tight 
and stretched toughness, is ~. Tennis players' lean arms have a ~ beauty, all 
the muscles showing as they hit their smoking serves. Mnemonic: sounds like 
sunny deol who is muscular and strong. 
 

🎯 Singular ➯ ( অিিযসার্ারণ; being only one; individual; unique; extraordinary; 
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odd; If something is extraordinary, remarkable, or one of a kind, you can say 
it is ~. A ~ opportunity to sing onstage with a rock star is a remarkable 
opportunity. Mnemonic: anyone who is ~(single) in a crowd is UNIQUE AND 
ODD 
 

🎯 Sinister ➯ ( অশুভ; evil; ominous People who are left-handed might feel 
unlucky having to use a desk designed for right-handers, but there probably 
wasn't any ~, or evil, intent behind the design. Or was there? Mnemonic: 
when the word sinister came into use in English, people who were left-
handed were thought to be bad luck or even evil. In his play Hamlet, 
Shakespeare wrote of the villain holding a human skull in his sinister — i.e., 
left — hand. It would seem to be sinister, or wicked, enough to see a human 
skull in the right hand, not to mention unlucky for the person missing a 
head in the first place. 
 

🎯 Sinuous ➯ ( হপেঁচাল; twisting; winding; bending in and out; not morally 
honest ~ means winding or curvy. If you get lost on a ~ mountain path, 
you'll need a compass or a GPS to figure out which direction leads back to 
camp. Mnemonic: Two things: 1. sin() uous - like a sine wave, twisting and 
winding 
 

🎯 Skiff ➯ ( হডাঙা; small light sailboat or rowboat A ~ is a small boat. If you 
decide to purchase a ~ instead of giant yacht, you're probably someone who 
prefers the quiet, simple life. (Or maybe you just didnât want to spend the 
money on a yacht.) Mnemonic: ~ = Ship + Kid => small ship (boat in this case) 
 

🎯 Skimp ➯ ( কাপসণয করা; provide or use scantily; live very economically; Ex. ~ 
on necessities; inadequate in amount; scanty; stingy; niggardly ) 👉 The verb ~ 
refers to using a limited amount of something. When tomato prices are high, 
a cost-conscious restaurant might ~ on the amount of chopped tomatoes it 
puts on salads. Mnemonic: ~ (less than required) clothes of kim sharma 
(bollywood actress) 
 

🎯 Skinflint ➯ ( োডকঞু্জি; miser; stingy person A ~ is someone who only shops 
at bargain stores, never orders dessert, and in general hates spending money. 
It's not a nice word, so if you're trying to compliment someone, better to call 
them thrifty or frugal. Mnemonic: flint - চকমনক পাথর - not buying a flint and 
get its skin until end :D 
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🎯 Skirmish ➯ ( দািা; minor fight; minor battle in war; V. A ~ is a small fight 
â more a dust-up than a full-out battle â and it can refer to a physical fight 
or just a battle of words. It is definitely confrontational, though. Mnemonic: 
break the word - skir(skirt)+mi(mini)+sh..now focus on the skir(T) part and 
imagine a GIRL walking on a road with her boy friend. If someone dares to 
pass a comment on her, what do you think will happen? There will be a ~ 
 

🎯 Skittish ➯ ( সেতজ উতত্তনজত; inconstant; capricious; frivolous; not serious; Ex. 
charming but ~ young woman; If you're ~, you're unpredictable and excitable. 
You've probably seen ~ horses in parades â the loud noises and crowds of 
people make them very nervous and jumpy. Mnemonic: In a skit ( a comic 
play or a drama), everyone is lively and playful. 
 

🎯 Skulduggery ➯ ( অসততা; dishonest behavior or action; Ex. ~ in the 
election ~ is dishonest words that are meant to trick people, like your 
brother's fast-talking that leaves you doing all of his chores and your own, 
plus giving him your allowance. He's a master of ~. Mnemonic: DIGGING up 
SKULLS and selling them to Science laboratories is Illegal & dishonest. 
 

🎯 Skulk ➯ ( হগাপতি চুতপচুতপ করা; move furtively and secretly; Ex. He ~ through 
the less fashionable sections of the city. ~ing is cowardly. It means hiding 
out, either because you're trying to pull something off in secret, or you're 
trying to get out of doing something you're supposed to be doing. Mnemonic: 
~ reminds us of skull. People who associate themselves with that symbol are 
usually notorious(like pirates). And as everyone knows such people move 
about secretly. 
 

🎯 Slacken ➯ ( নঝমাি; slow up; loosen; To ~ is to loosen the tension on or 
tightness of something. If you ~ the clothesline any more, the clothes will be 
on the ground next time you hang out the wash. Mnemonic: slow keno? 
 

🎯 Slag ➯ ( র্াতুমল; glassy residue from smelting metal; dross; waste matter 
Mnemonic: What was lagged behind.. Waste. 
 

🎯 Slake ➯ ( উপ ম করা; satisfy (thirst); quench; sate When you ~ something, 
such as a desire or a thirst, you satisfy it. A big glass of lemonade on a hot 
summer day will ~ your thirst. Mnemonic: focus on the 'lake' part of this 
word..so you can say that you want to satisfy your thrist after seeing the 
water in that lake . 
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🎯 Sleazy ➯ ( হিাংরা জযালতজতল; shabby and dirty; flimsy; insubstantial; Ex. ~ 
back-street hotel/fabric ) 👉 Something that is ~ is low and nasty. Itâs a 
perfect word to describe characters like the ~ door-to-door con men who 
cheat old ladies into selling them their jewelry at a deep discount. Mnemonic: 
~ sounds like lazy..a person too lazy to take bath even..he is shabby n dirty 
 

🎯 Sleeper ➯ ( one that achieves unexpected success; something originally of 
little value or importance that in time becomes very valuable A ~ is 
something that succeeds when no one thought it would. That low-tech movie 
about shark attacks that you shot on vacation and edited in your basement? 
It could be a ~ if you market it in the right way. Mnemonic: ~ means 
something which was sleeping for a long time and now it has got up or got 
recognition 
 

🎯 Sleight ➯ ( বিপুণয; dexterity; legerdemain; quickness of the hands in doing 
tricks The noun ~ refers to being able to use your hands with ease, especially 
when doing a trick. ~ is often used in the phrase ~ of hand. If you are a good 
magician, you can make a coin disappear with ~ of hand. Mnemonic: he can 
write EIGHT on SLATE with both hands this is a ~ of hands 
 

🎯 Slew ➯ ( large quantity or number; Ex. ~ of errands left ) 👉 Of all the 
many nouns referring to a large group of things, one of the most fun is ~, as 
in I saw a whole ~ of birds in the tree by the river. Mnemonic: His typing 
was slow, yet there were a ~ of errors. 
 

🎯 Slight ➯ ( লঘু; insult to one's dignity; snub; V: treat as if of small 
importance; insult; snub; ADJ. small in size; of small importance If you ~ 
someone, you deliberately ignore her, or treat her with indifference. If your 
best friend walks past you in the hall without so much of a word, she has 
~ed you. Mnemonic: Give ~ importance or attention.Ur putting someone in 
~(minority) hence humiliating. 
 

🎯 Slipshod ➯ ( অতগাোতলা; নব ৃঙ্খল; slovenly; careless; sloppy; untidy; shabby; 
Ex. ~ work When someone does something in a ~ manner, they do it in a 
way that's careless and sloppy â that isn't right. Mnemonic: ~.....very close to 
slipshot ..slip+shot..(in cricket)....so now think of a batsman ...playing a SHOT 
TO THE SLIP in a VERY CARELESS MANNER...thereby being caught out by the 
fielder at the slip. 
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🎯 Slither ➯ ( েডকাতত েডকাতত চলা; slip or slide ~ means to move in a 
sideways motion, usually silently. Snakes, of all kinds, ~, from the original 
snake in the Garden of Eden, to that untrustworthy-looking individual who 
approaches you in the street. Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with SLIPper. So 
remember it as SLIP. -- ~ comes from the Old English term slidrian, meaning 
"to slide on a loose or gravely surface." 
 

🎯 Sloth ➯ ( নঢলানম; slow moving tree-dwelling mammal; laziness; indolent; If 
you lounge around in your bathrobe watching TV and ordering out for pizza, 
you'll get called a ~. A ~ is actually a slow-moving, tree-dwelling mammal, 
but it has become a synonym for 'lazybones.' Mnemonic: slowth 
 

🎯 Slough ➯ ( হখালস; (of a snake) shed or cast off (dead outer skin); N: outer 
layer that is shed When you ~, you get rid of the rough. To ~ is to remove 
an outer layer, like filing dry skin from feet. You can ~ away emotions too, 
like the heebie-jeebies you get thinking about dead skin from people's feet. 
Ew. Mnemonic: Remember plough. Plough means to dig and make useful 
while ~ means to cast off and remove waste. [Sal Charano] 
 

🎯 Slovenly ➯ ( অতগাোতলা; untidy; careless in work habits; slipshod; one who 
is habitually untidy or careless ~ is what your great aunt Mehitabel might 
call you if you came to high tea without a necktie. It means messy or 
unkempt, but is a word you probably won't hear messy or unkempt people 
using. Mnemonic: people of SLOVENIA(a country in europe) are known to be 
very untidy and careless people. 
 

🎯 Sluggish ➯ ( অলস বযনক্ত; lazy; slow; inactive; lethargic; with no shell >> 
When you are feeling draggy â positively slug-like â you are ~, or slow. If 
cookie sales are ~ at your bake sale, you are selling very few treats. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);slugginsh = slow + ish :) 
 

🎯 Sluice ➯ ( জলকপাট; artificial channel for directing or controlling the flow 
of water (with a gate to regulate the flow) Anything that resembles a water 
slide with a gate is a ~ â a narrow channel that controls water flow. 
Mnemonic: Divide '~' into 'slow','ice'.when ice slowly melts in the Arctic 
region then the nearby areas are flooded and we need a ~, which means 
watergates, to control the flow of water and protect the people. 
 

🎯 Slur ➯ ( নিন্দা করা; slander; insult to one's character or reputation; V. A ~ 
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is an insulting remark. In a political campaign, itâs not unheard of for a 
candidate to launch a ~ at her opponent, though doing so is usually frowned 
upon. Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENglish);~ ~ blur : Blur is something that is not clear 
to the eyes (vision) and ~ is not clear in Sound ! 
 

🎯 Smattering ➯ ( ভাসা - ভাসা জ্ঞাি; slight knowledge; small scattered number 
or amount; Ex. ~ of German ) 👉 A ~ is a small but inexact amount of 
something. If you know a ~ of things about Australia, then you don't know 
much. Mnemonic: He does not know the actual matter. His knowledge is 
quite ~. ~=small matter talk. 
 

🎯 Smelt ➯ ( র্াতুর - আকর গলাতিা; melt (ore) for separating and removing the 
metal; melt or blend ores changing their chemical composition No, this verb 
doesn't involve using your nose. When you ~ metal, you remove it from ore, 
or rock. Heat is required to ~ iron. Mnemonic: s+melt=melt silver 
 

🎯 Smirk ➯ ( কৃনত্রম োনস; conceited smile; offensively self-satisfied smile (often 
at someone else's misfortune); V. A ~ is specific kind of smile, one that 
suggests self-satisfaction, smugness, or even pleasure at someone else's 
unhappiness or misfortune. Mnemonic: SMIle+IRK....meaning SMILE IN AN 
IRKY MANNER OR IRRITATED MANNER 
 

🎯 Smolder ➯ ( রূ্মানয়ত; burn slowly without flame; be liable to break out at 
any moment; exist in a suppressed state; Ex. ~ing anger When a fire is barely 
burning, it's ~ing. Fires can ~ for days without anyone's knowing, then burst 
into a conflagration that gets the fire department sirens wailing all over 
town. Mnemonic: ~, remove the 'm' from the word, it becomes solder. For 
soldering, we do not require fire, it is done by electricity or by burning 
copper zinc ,lead etc.. 
 

🎯 Snicker ➯ ( চাপা োনস োসা; half-stifled(suppressed) laugh; V. A ~ is a 
disrespectful snort of half-suppressed laughter, often expressing superiority. 
We ~ at beauty queens talking about world peace, for example. Mnemonic: 
The students gave a ~ when the professor came to the class in a sneaker. 
 

🎯 Snivel ➯ ( িানককািা; complain or whine tearfully; run at the nose; snuffle; 
Ex. Don't come back ~ing to me. Sometimes, when you really want 
something, you might resort to whining and blubbering to get it â in other 
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words, you'll ~. It's never pretty, so try to keep your dignity, and don't ~! 
Mnemonic: ~:sneeze + well(vel) runing nose 
 

🎯 Sobriety ➯ ( সতকস; moderation (especially regarding indulgence in alcohol); 
seriousness ~ is the state of being sober, which can mean either not 
intoxicated or being solemn. If he takes a drink, an alcoholic ends a stretch 
of ~. You might note ~ in the stands when your team is losing. Mnemonic: 
sobr..sounds like SOBER..AND a sober person is always serious about his life, 
therefore seriousness is the state of being sober. 
 

🎯 Sodden ➯ ( সমূ্পণস নসক্ত; thoroughly soaked; dull or stupid as if from drink 
Pull out your galoshes. When it's been raining for days, there are puddles 
everywhere, and the grass is thoroughly soaked, it's safe to say the ground is 
~. Mnemonic: ~ ...remove the 'o' and replace it with 'a',u get sadden(ed)...so 
when u are saddened u look so DULL 
 

🎯 Sojourn ➯ ( সামনয়ক আবাস; temporary stay; V: stay for a time If you want a 
fancy way to say that you took a trip to the countryside, you might talk 
about your country ~. ~ is a literary word meaning a temporary stay or visit 
or to live or stay somewhere for a short time. Mnemonic: so-journ, remember 
it as so(sona)to sleep,during a journey,therefore it would be a temporary stay 
at a place away from your home.. 
 

🎯 Solace ➯ ( সান্ত্বিা; comfort in sorrow or trouble; consolation; V: comfort or 
console in time of sorrow or trouble If something eases your disappointment 
or grief, consider it a ~. If you're sad, you might find ~ in music or in talking 
to your friends. Mnemonic: i ~d when i opened my shoe lace 
 

🎯 Solemnity ➯ ( পরম গুরূত্ব; seriousness; gravity Put on a straight face when 
you think of the word ~; it is used for occasions that are all about 
seriousness and dignity. Mnemonic: Remember king solomon,he was very 
serious 
 

🎯 Solicit ➯ ( অিুিয় - নবিয় করা; entreat; request earnestly; seek to obtain; Ex. 
~ votes; chief law officer ~ means to ask for. It is what those people on the 
street are doing, when they ask, Do you have a moment to talk about the 
destruction of the planet? They are ~ing donations for their cause. Mnemonic: 
so+ let(li)+ me sit(cit)....i requestd my teacher 
 

🎯 Soliloquy ➯ ( talking to oneself (esp. in a play); CF. monologue: ~; long 
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speech by one person (often monopolizing a conversation) Ever see someone 
talking to himself while on a stage? That's what you call a ~ â a character's 
speech voicing his or her own thoughts as if to himself. Shakespeare's plays 
are full of soliloquies. Mnemonic: ~.soli(soul).loquy(root..loque..means..talk or 
speech)now we must have seen in a play or movie.a person talking to his 
soul(talking to himself that is audible to everyone of us) 
 

🎯 Solitude ➯ ( নি: সিতা; state of being alone; seclusion; existing or living 
alone (esp. by choice); remote or secluded; single; sole; Ex. no ~ piece of 
proof ~ is the state of being alone. You might crave ~ after spending the 
holidays with your big, loud family â you want nothing more than to get 
away from everyone for a little while. Mnemonic: ~ sounds like Altitude. 
When you reach high Altitude of a mountain there you find no one other 
than yourself. So you become alone. 
 

🎯 Solstice ➯ ( point or time at which the sun is farthest from the equator 
The longest and shortest days of the year â the days when the sun is furthest 
from the Equator â are each called a ~. Mnemonic: ~:Solution+ice::when does 
a solution becomes ice when there no heat,i.e sun is far away. 
 

🎯 Somatic ➯ ( হদেসংিান্ত; pertaining to the body; bodily; physical ~ is a 
fancy word that just means dealing with the body. You may be tired of 
hearing your great-grandfather's ~ complaints, but give him a break - his 
body has been working for 80 years! Mnemonic: etymologically SOMA means 
body...and thus the word ~ 
 

🎯 Somber ➯ ( অন্ধকারািি; dark; gloomy; melancholy; depressing; CF. shadow 
) 👉 Funerals are often ~ affairs. Also your face after your teacher hands back 
an exam you failed. ~ is used to describe situations, facial expressions, or 
moods that are dark, gloomy, or depressing. Mnemonic: ~ SOUNDS LIKE 
BOMBER...SO WHEN A BOMBER EXPLODES A BOMB, DARKNESS FALLS AND 
EVERYONE IS IN A STATE OF GLOOM. 
 

🎯 Somnambulist ➯ ( স্বপ্নচারী; sleepwalker; ) 👉 If you ever find yourself 
standing in the backyard in your pajamas at 4:00 in the morning and 
wondering how you got there, you may be a ~ — someone who walks in her 
sleep. Mnemonic: etymologically somna-'sleep'(like Insomnia) and amble-
'walk'. 
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🎯 Somnolent ➯ ( নিোলু; half asleep; drowsy; ) 👉 If you're ~, you're feeling 
sleepy or drowsy. It's best to avoid operating speedboats or motorcycles when 
you're ~. Mnemonic: somn is a root which means sleep, so any word having 
this root is pertaining to sleep... 
 

🎯 Sophist ➯ ( কুতানকসক; teacher of philosophy; quibbler; employer of 
fallacious reasoning; ) 👉 A ~ is someone who makes good points about an 
issue — until you realize those points aren't entirely true, like a political 
candidate who twists an opponent's words or gives misleading facts during a 
speech. Mnemonic: SO PHI-losoph-IST 
 

🎯 Sophisticated ➯ ( বাস্তববুনিসম্পি; worldly wise and urbane; refined; 
complex; ) 👉 If something is ~, it's complicated and intricate. The inner 
workings of a computer are ~. ~ can also refer to having good taste. Either 
way, ~ things are impressive. Mnemonic: SO PHI-losoph-IST 
 

🎯 Sophistry ➯ ( কুতকস; seemingly plausible but fallacious reasoning; ) 👉 ~ is 
tricking someone by making a seemingly clever argument, such as telling 
your mom you must have candy before dinner because if you don't you'll die 
and then the protein and vitamins won't get eaten at all. Mnemonic: so 
physics is = chemistry.. its a false logic 
 

🎯 Sophomoric ➯ ( immature; half-baked; 👀 Mnemonic: so physics is = 
chemistry.. its a false logic 
 

🎯 Soporific ➯ ( নিো - উতেককর; sleep-causing; marked by sleepiness; drowsy ) 
👉 Something that is ~ is sleep-inducing. Certain medicines, but also extreme 
coziness, can have a ~ effect. Mnemonic: (in hindi) 100(soo) puri kha kar I 
felt ~. 
 

🎯 Sordid ➯ ( হিাংরা; filthy; foul; base; vile; Ex. ~ bed/story ) 👉 Describe a 
person's actions as ~ if they are so immoral or unethical that they seem 
dirty. Think of the worst parts of a bad soap opera! Mnemonic: (~)SORry I 
DID this FILTHY, VILE thing. 
 

🎯 Spangle ➯ ( কাপতড হপা াতক বসাতিার চুমনক; small shiny metallic piece sewn to 
clothing for ornamentation ) 👉 Do you like your outfits to have flair? A little 
sparkle? Then you're probably a fan of ~s, or small, shiny decorative things 
like sequins. Mnemonic: The ~ on the saree matches the bangles. 
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🎯 Spartan ➯ ( কষ্টসনেষু্ণ বযনক্ত; without attention to comfort; lacking luxury 
and comfort; sternly disciplined; Ex. ~ living condition/life ) 👉 A ~ existence 
is kind of like being a monk. Your room is bare, you live simply and eat 
sparingly, and your sheets are probably scratchy. Mnemonic: watched '300'? 
Those ~s were highly disciplined but Sparta as such led an austere life. 
 

🎯 Spasmodic ➯ ( আকনস্মক; নখেঁচুনি; fitful (অনিয়নমত); periodic; of or like a spasm; 
(N. ~): sudden involuntary muscular contraction; sudden burst of energy or 
emotion ) 👉 Something that is ~ is experiencing a fit, a loss of muscular 
control. If you are spazzing out, you are ~. Mnemonic: remose s..becomes 
SPAM..some interrupting mails for yu...hahaha 
 

🎯 Spat ➯ ( বকাবনক; squabble; minor dispute; minor quarrel ) 👉 You probably 
recognize the word ~ from the phrase lover's ~, which describes a minor 
squabble between a couple. The ~ is usually over something as silly as which 
partner has to do the laundry, and the relationship usually recovers quickly, 
with no long-term harm done. Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~-sounds like >spit-
and when you spit on someone it leads to a minor quarrel. 
 

🎯 Spatial ➯ ( স্থাি - সংিান্ত; relating to space ) 👉 ~ describes how objects fit 
together in space, either among the planets or down here on earth. There's a 
~ relationship between Mars and Venus, as well as between the rose bushes 
in the backyard. Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~--sounds like special--ANYTHING 
related to SPACE IS always special. 
 

🎯 Spatula ➯ ( হচপ্টা চামচ; broad-bladed instrument used for spreading or 
mixing ) 👉 Don't even think about making pancakes if you don't have a ~. 
What else would you flip them with? Mnemonic: (Tag:;Telugu);s+Patkar+ulta - 
used to turn things upside down 
 

🎯 Spawn ➯ ( নডম োডা; lay eggs (in large numbers); produce offspring (in 
large numbers); N: eggs of aquatic animals ) 👉 Technically, the mass of small 
eggs laid by animals like fish, frogs, mollusks is called ~. But the word has 
been borrowed to mean offspring, or the act of making them in general. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;counter-strike);~ in the game counter-strike is the place 
where the players get rebirth in a new round. so basically ~ is place where 
something is regenerated. relate it to eggs. 
 

🎯 Specious ➯ ( নবভ্রানন্তকর; seemingly reasonable but incorrect; misleading 
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(often intentionally) ) 👉 Use ~ to describe an argument that seems to be 
good, correct, or logical, but is not so. We live on the earth, therefore the 
earth must be the center of the universe has been proven to be a ~ theory of 
the solar system. Mnemonic: It sounds like 'suspicious'. 
 

🎯 Spendthrift ➯ ( অপবযয়ী হলাক; someone who wastes money; CF. thrift: 
accumulated wealth ) 👉 A ~ person is reckless and wasteful with his money. 
~s who like to take you out to nice lunches are good people to be friends 
with, but it's generally a bad way to handle your own bank account. 
Mnemonic: ~ is actually a misnomer...split it as SPEND+THRIFT. Thrifty means, 
careful use of resources, so a ~ should actually mean someone who carefully 
spends money, but it means SOMEONE WHO WASTES MONEY. 
 

🎯 Sphinx ➯ ( গীক পুরাতণ উনেনখত িারীর মুখ ও নসংতের হদেনবন ষ্ট ডািাওয়ালা দািব; 
enigmatic; mysterious; ) 👉 (Greek mythology) a riddling winged monster with 
a woman's head and breast on a lion's body; daughter of Typhon; ~-like 
 

🎯 Splice ➯ ( হগতরা নদতয় দনডর দুই মুখ যুক্ত করা; join together end to end to make 
one continuous length; fasten together; unite; Ex. two strips of tape; N. ) 👉 

As noun and verb, ~ refers to the overlapping or interweaving of two ends of 
something to create the strongest possible attachment. Mnemonic: ~ is the 
opposite of slice (not the drink). If you slice, you cut. If you ~, you join. 
 

🎯 Sporadic ➯ ( নবনিপ্ত; occurring irregularly; intermittent ) 👉 ~ is an 
adjective that you can use to refer to something that happens or appears 
often, but not constantly or regularly. The mailman comes every day but the 
plumber visits are ~--he comes as needed. Mnemonic: ~== opposite of 
periodic, we know periodic things occur regularly. 
 

🎯 Sportive ➯ ( োনসখুন ; playful; frolicsome; merry; CF. sport: play or frolic; 
CF. sportsmanlike ) 👉 ~ is a good adjective to describe fun-loving people who 
are playful and lively, like your ~ friends who run straight to the water or hit 
the volleyball court when they get to the beach. 
 

🎯 Spruce ➯ ( নেটোট; neat and trim in appearance; smart; Ex. Be spruce for 
your job interview; V. ) 👉 ~ is a verb that means you pay special attention to 
your personal appearance, especially your grooming and clothing. If you want 
to ~ up for a wedding, you'll need to rent a tuxedo and do something with 
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your hair. Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with CRUISE,TOM CRUISE who is NEAT AND 
TRIM IN APPEARANCE 
 

🎯 Spry ➯ ( প্রাণবন্ত; (esp. of older people) vigorously active; nimble ) 👉 If you 
are an old lady, remaining ~ is something you aspire to. It means nimble. You 
might also use it to describe a goat that jumps easily along from mountain 
crag to mountain crag. Mnemonic: (Tag:;~ --- It's Like spray solution, when 
we press spray nozzle liquid comes in fast);~ -- Sprite...and Sprite, the cold 
drink, can all make you active. 
 

🎯 Spurn ➯ ( ঘৃণাসেকাতর প্রতযাখযাি করা; reject disdainfully; scorn; Ex. She ~ed all 
offers of help. ) 👉 If you reject your mother's offer to buy you a pair of 
lederhosen with a snort and eye roll, you are ~ing her generosity. To ~ 
means to reject with disdain. Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);~ = s + purn. S = sex!! 
Purn = porn ; we disdainfully reject sex + porn 
 

🎯 Spurious ➯ ( জাল; false; counterfeit; forged; illogical; Ex. ~ arguments ) 👉 

Something false or inauthentic is ~. Don't trust ~ ideas and stories. ~ 
statements often are lies, just as a ~ coin is a counterfeit coin — a fake. 
Mnemonic: s-PURE+ious...pure means true...~ means the opposite of it..which 
is FALSE,CONTERFEIT 
 

🎯 Squander ➯ ( উডাি; waste; spend foolishly ) 👉 To ~ means to spend 
extravagantly, thoughtlessly, or wastefully. If you need to save for college, 
don't ~ her income on nightly sushi dinners. Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with 
WANDER....so if you keep wandering, you are ultimately wasting time in life. 
gud 
 

🎯 Squat ➯ ( হোেঁতকা; উবু েত্তয়া; short and thick; stocky; Ex. ugly ~ tower; V. N. 
) 👉 If you crouch down very low and sit on your heels, you ~. If you have to 
talk to a small child, you might have to ~ to talk face-to-face. Mnemonic: 
Indian toilets force you to ~. 
 

🎯 Staccato ➯ ( কাটা - কাটা; played in an abrupt manner; marked by abrupt 
sharp sound; Ex. staccato applause ) 👉 ~ is a musical term for notes that are 
played quickly and sharply. It can also refer to anything characterized by 
similar beats, such as the ~ clacking of a woman's high heels on a tile floor. 
Mnemonic: ++Imajeeth When the cat suddenly jumps on to the stack, it makes 
an abrupt sharp sound. 
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🎯 Stagnant ➯ ( নিিল; (of water) not flowing (often bad-smelling); 
motionless; stale; not developing; inactive; dull; Ex. ~ industrial output ) 👉 

There is a tone to the word ~ that sounds like what it is: lacking movement, 
stale, and inactive, especially with exaggerated pronunciation, staaaagnant. 
Mnemonic: It pronounce like Pregnant which can not easily move..stall... 
 

🎯 Staid ➯ ( রা ভারী; serious and sedate; sober; Ex. staid during the funeral 
ceremony ) 👉 Something that is ~ is dignified, respectable — possibly even 
boring, like a ~ dinner party that is heavy on the important guests but light 
on the laughs. Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~--sounds like STAYED--Imagine you 
have always maintained your dignity and propriety in the place where you 
have stayed for so many years! 
 

🎯 Stalemate ➯ ( অচলাবস্থা; deadlock; situation in which further action is 
blocked ) 👉 A ~ is an impasse in a contest, a point where neither player — 
usually in chess — can win or lose. Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);STALE(bad) + 
MATE(lifemate) -> You have got a bad life mate, and now you cannot do 
anything about it, you are at a standstill, a deadlock. 
 

🎯 Stalwart ➯ ( বনলষ্ঠ; physically strong; brawny; steadfast; strong in mind or 
determination; Ex. ~ supporter; N: ~ follower ) 👉 To be ~ is to be loyal, no 
matter what, like your friend who remains a devoted fan of an actor she's 
admired since childhood, even if that was the last time the guy made a 
decent movie. Mnemonic: STALL+WAR- He alone can stall the war because he 
is a ~. 
 

🎯 Stamina ➯ ( সেি নক্ত; power of endurance; strength; staying power ) 👉 If 
you can run for a really long time, or carry a heavy box a really long way, 
you have ~. ~ is staying power or enduring strength. 
 

🎯 Stanch ➯ ( ; stop or check flow of blood; Ex. ~ the gushing wound ) 👉 

Use the verb ~ to describe stopping a liquid from spreading, like a bandage 
that ~es bleeding or thick towels that ~ the flow of water across the kitchen 
floor when you drop a full glass of water. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Stop and Check 
the flow of blood);~ = ST(op)+AN(d)+CH(eck) 
 

🎯 Stanza ➯ ( স্তবক; division of a poem (composed of two or more lines) ) 👉 

~s are the building blocks of formal poetry, like paragraphs in a story or 
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verses in a song. They usually have the same number of lines each time, and 
often use a rhyming pattern that repeats with each new ~. 
 

🎯 Static ➯ ( নস্থর; having no motion; unchanging; lacking development; N. 
stasis: stable state ) 👉 ~ means not moving or changing--it's often used to 
describe abstract ideas that can't be seen. The troops were moving all over 
the country, engaged in skirmishes, but the army's overall position remained 
~. Mnemonic: The contents of our ATTIC is ~; it hasn't changed in years. 
 

🎯 Statutory ➯ ( সংনবনর্বি; created by statute or legislative action; regulated 
by statute; Ex. ~ age limit ) 👉 If something is ~, it is related to or set by laws 
or statutes. ~ restrictions on air pollution require drivers to have the 
emissions from their cars check every few years. Mnemonic: ~ warning-
Cigarette smoking is injurious to health 
 

🎯 Steadfast ➯ ( দৃঢ়; অপলক; steadily loyal; unswerving; steady ) 👉 Someone 
who is firm and determined in a belief or a position can be called ~ in that 
view, like your mom when she thinks you really shouldn't wear that outfit. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;Enlgish);~~stood + first ; One who has always STOOD with 
you and is the FIRST one to help you is a LOYAL friend. Another meaning - 
Always STEADY so unswerving 
 

🎯 Stealth ➯ ( হগাপি; action of moving secretly or unseen; slyness; sneakiness; 
secretiveness; ) 👉 ~ means to do something so quietly and carefully that no 
one notices, like the ~ of a kitten sneaking up on a mouse. Mnemonic: If you 
remove TH then it becomes Steal, stealing is done in a secret manner. 
 

🎯 Steep ➯ ( খাডা; soak; saturate; Ex. ~ the fabric in the dye bath; ADJ: 
precipitous ) 👉 ~ means sharply angled. When hiking trails lead straight up 
mountainsides, they've got a ~ incline. ~ also means to soak in, as in ~ing a 
tea bag in boiling water. Mnemonic: It's stow deep. i.e., keep something deep 
in a liquid. 
 

🎯 Stellar ➯ ( প্রর্াি; pertaining to the stars; of a star performer; outstanding; 
Ex. ~ attraction of the entire performance ) 👉 Meaning outstanding, 
wonderful, better than everything else, ~ is a word of praise or excitement. 
Thomas Edison invented many things, but his ~ achievement might have been 
the light bulb. Mnemonic: constellation also refers to stars and heavenly 
bodies. 
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🎯 Stem ➯ ( বার্া হদত্তয়া; stop or check (the flow of); Ex. ~ the bleeding from 
the slashed artery; N: main axis of a plant; stalk ) 👉 Sometimes ~ means to 
originate; other times it means to stop something its source. You ~ the flow 
of a river, but you can also observe that a river's flow ~s from a spring. 
Mnemonic: meaning of ~ is opposite of what a ~ of a plant does ; It lets the 
nutrients travel accross and lets the water from root upward ! But ~ means 
to stop the flow ! 
 

🎯 Stereotype ➯ ( বােঁর্ার্রা; one regarded as embodying a set image or type; 
fixed and unvarying representation; standardized mental picture often 
reflecting prejudice; Ex. stereotype of the happy slave; V: make a stereotype 
of; represent by a stereotype; Ex. It is wrong to stereotype people; Ex. 
stereotyped answer ) 👉 A ~ is a preconceived notion, especially about a 
group of people. Many ~s are racist, sexist, or homophobic. Mnemonic: 
stereos are old..unchanging..though they are good, becuase of their fixed 
quality, they're PRE-JUDICED to be inferior... 
 

🎯 Stickler ➯ ( নিয়মািুবনতসতা; perfectionist; person who insists things be exactly 
right ) 👉 A ~ is someone who insists that things are done in a certain way. 
Say you're getting married and want to write your own vows, but your 
partner's mother demands that you have a traditional ceremony. The mother 
is a ~ for tradition. Mnemonic: read it as STICK-LER, i.e one who sticks to a 
set of rules, a PERFECTIONIST. 
 

🎯 Stifle ➯ ( শ্বাসতরার্ েওয়া; suppress; extinguish; inhibit; smother or suffocate ) 
👉 To ~ is to cut off, hold back, or smother. You may ~ your cough if you 
don't want to interrupt a lecture or you may ~ the competition if you fear 
losing. Mnemonic: ~ is similar to ~r(American pie series). imagine abt the 
guy... he used to supress and ditch around his fellow ppl. 
 

🎯 Stigma ➯ ( পাংশু; token of disgrace; brand; V. ~tize: mark with a stigma; 
characterize as disgraceful ) 👉 If something has a negative association 
attached to it, call this a ~. Bed-wetting can lead to a social ~ for a six year 
old, while chewing tobacco might have the same effect for a sixty year old. 
Mnemonic: ~ (STICK + MAA) Imagine someone hitting his MAA with a STICK. 
How disgraceful it will be !!! 
 

🎯 Stilted ➯ ( বাগাডম্বরপূণস; bombastic; stiffly pompous; Ex. ~ rhetoric; CF. stiff: 
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formal ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes something—usually a style of writing or 
speaking—that is unnaturally formal. It also refers to something raised on 
stilts, such as some lake houses that are ~, or resting on stilts over the water. 
Mnemonic: The woman wore STILletos to the formal party to artificially 
increase her height. 
 

🎯 Stint ➯ ( সীমা; set limits in amount or number; be thrifty; ADJ. ~ing, 
un~ing; CF. ~:savings ) 👉 The noun ~ means a set amount of time in which 
you do something — often work of some sort. She served a ~ in the army, 
followed by a ~ in an office setting, before settling on a career as a lounge 
singer. Mnemonic: 'stin't is moderately 'stin'gy 
 

🎯 Stipend ➯ ( ভাতা; pay for services ) 👉 A ~ is a fixed, regular payment, 
usually meant to pay for something specific. It's kind of like an allowance, 
but for grownups — a college scholarship might include a ~ each semester for 
books, for example. Mnemonic: ~: rhymes with stri-fund. 
 

🎯 Stipple ➯ ( েুটতক নদতয় হখাদাই করা; paint or draw with dots or short strokes 
) 👉 If you ~ something, that means you add tiny dots of color or texture, 
such as using a special painting tool to ~ a plain wall with dots of a different 
color to make it look more interesting. Mnemonic: staple means to punch 
holes. ~ means to put dots. 
 

🎯 Stipulate ➯ ( চুনক্তর  তস করা; state as a necessary condition (of an 
agreement); make express conditions; specify; Ex. He ~d payment in advance ) 
👉 To ~ something means to demand that it be part of an agreement. So 
when you make a contract or deal, you can ~ that a certain condition must 
be met. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Edited!);staple+it-- Staple the documents, so that it 
GUARANTEES that they stay together permanently! 
 

🎯 Stockade ➯ ( খুেঁনটর হবডা; wooden enclosure or pen; fixed line of posts used 
as defensive barrier ) 👉 A ~ is an enclosed pen used to herd cattle and other 
livestock. ~s can also house men, in the sense of a penal camp. In both cases, 
the treatment tends to be on the rough side. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;English);~~Stock(enough supply) of Blades; Lets put these blades in the 
fence around our house..this is a stock(common,standard) way (in India) to 
protect from thieves climbing the fence to enter the house - hence the 
barrier ! 
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🎯 Stodgy ➯ ( নিষ্প্রাণ; dull; stuffy; boringly conservative; Ex. ~ book ) 👉 The 
Queen's guards outside Buckingham Palace might seem ~ (or stuffy and stuck-
up), but they are only doing their job. Mnemonic: ~-a old fashoined doggy 
 

🎯 Stoic ➯ ( নিনবসকার; ~al; impassive; unmoved by joy or grief; N. CF. ~ism ) 👉 

Being ~ is being calm and almost without any emotion. When you're ~, you 
don't show what you're feeling and you also accept whatever is happening. 
Mnemonic: Think: Stone-like--> To be like a stone means you don't 
experience pleasure or pain. You are unaffected. 
 

🎯 Stoke ➯ ( ইন্ধি হজাগাতিা; stir up a fire or furnace; feed plentifully ) 👉 To ~ 
is to poke a fire and fuel it so that it burns higher. It can also mean incite--a 
principal's impassive silence in the face of requests for more tater tots might 
~ the flames of student anger. Mnemonic: Sounds like stove which is a 
furnace. 
 

🎯 Stolid ➯ ( অনবচনলত; dull; impassive; showing little emotion when strong 
feelings are expected ) 👉 A ~ person can't be moved to smile or show much 
sign of life, in much the same way as something solid, like a giant boulder, is 
immovable. Both are expressionless. Mnemonic: stone like It becomes 'T' 
SOLID. So someone very SOLID against 'T'(ears) or emo'T'ions. 
 

🎯 Stratagem ➯ (  ত্রুতক োেঁনক নদবার জিয বা সুনবর্ালাতভর জিয হকৌ ল; deceptive 
scheme; clever trick ) 👉 A ~ is a scheme or a clever plot. You can have a ~ 
for winning a chess game, getting the girl (or boy), and avoiding a 
punishment. However, your opponents, crushes, and parents may have a trick 
or two of their own. Mnemonic: strategy to deceive some one 
 

🎯 Stratified ➯ ( স্তনরত; divided into classes; arranged into strata; ) 👉 Use the 
adjective ~ to describe something with many layers, either physically (like the 
layers of your skin) or socially (a kingdom with the king at the top and 
peasants at the bottom). Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds like classified. 
divided into classes. 
 

🎯 Stratum ➯ ( স্তর; layer of earth's surface; layer of society; ) 👉 A ~ is a 
layer of something, whether abstract, like a social ~ composed of only 
billionaires, or physical, like the different strata (that's the plural version) of 
clouds that an airplane passes through. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ ~ 
stratosphere : A layer of earth ! 
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🎯 Strew ➯ ( আলগাভাতব বা ঝুরাভাতব েডাি; spread randomly; sprinkle; scatter; Ex. 
flower girl ~ing rose petals ) 👉 When you ~ something, you scatter it all over 
the place. At a wedding, for example, the flower child's job is to ~ the path 
with petals. Mnemonic: (Tag:;screw - many golden screw disperse on floar in 
your bathroom);~ =screw 
 

🎯 Striated ➯ ( হডারা - হডারা; marked with parallel bands; striped; grooved; Ex. 
~ rocks; thin groove or line ) 👉 If a field is plowed into furrows, it's ~--or, 
technically, it's marked with striae, which are stripes or grooves. 
 

🎯 Stricture ➯ ( সমাতলাচিা; severe and adverse criticism; critical comments; 
limit or restriction ) 👉 One meaning of ~ is a nasty criticism, while the other 
is a sharp contraction of a tube or canal in the body. Either meaning can 
mean great pain to the person experiencing the ~. Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with 
strict sir...so a sir who is always strict CRITICEZES SEVERELY. And also 
constricts (limits) 
 

🎯 Strident ➯ ( কক স ও কণসপীডাদায়ক; loud and harsh; insistent; ) 👉 Feminists 
are often characterized by people who don't like them as ~. ~ describes their 
voices, raised in anger, as loud and harsh. Being a ~ feminist isn't very 
ladylike. But making less money than a man when you do the same work is 
worse. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);Think of stree(wife) + dant(tooth). A girl's 
mouth is always loud and harsh - craving for supremacy or attention :) 
 

🎯 Stringent ➯ ( আেঁতটা; (of rules) binding; rigid; marked by scarcity of money; 
Ex. ~ economic conditions ) 👉 That teacher's demands are ~ — she wants the 
homework typed in her favorite font, on special paper, and each essay must 
be exactly 45 lines! Mnemonic: STRI(Lady) N GENT are binded together- both 
have to follow some rules when they are together 
 

🎯 Strut ➯ ( বৃথা গতবস বা আত্মগনরমায় গটগট কনরয়া োেঁটা; pompous walk; V: walk in a 
self-important manner ) 👉 When you ~, you walk with a proud swagger that 
has a little arrogance thrown in, like the prance of a running back who has 
just flown past the 250-pound linebackers and planted the ball in the end 
zone. Mnemonic: rhymes with SLUT - imagine the way she walks...pompous, 
with head erect and chest thrown out. 
 

🎯 Studied ➯ ( সুপনণ্ডত; carefully contrived; calculated; unspontaneous; 
deliberate; thoughtful; Ex. ~ remark ) 👉 ~ describes a result achieved, not 
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spontaneously, but by calculated and deliberate effort. It will probably take a 
~ effort to not appear nervous when you give an oral presentation. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;amayet_math_du@yahoo.com);~->DIED, we are always 
unspontaneous to thought about died 
 

🎯 Stultify ➯ ( হবাকা বািাি; make stupid in mind; cause to appear or become 
stupid or inconsistent; suppress; frustrate or hinder; Ex. ~ing effect of 
uninteresting work; Ex. ~ free expression ) 👉 When something stultifies you, 
it drains you of your energy, enthusiasm, or pleasure. A well-acted 
Shakespeare play can be a thrill. A poorly-acted one can ~ like nothing else. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds like STUNT+IFY. When one guy who tries 
to be a stunt man and fails then he looks stupid.~=stunt+failed. 
 

🎯 Stupefy ➯ ( স্তনেত করা; stun; make numb (as with a drug); amaze ) 👉 Don't 
be embarrassed if the magician's tricks ~ you. It means you're amazed. Who 
doesn't want to be stopped in his tracks sometimes? Mnemonic: remember it 
like stupidify.. 
 

🎯 Stymie ➯ ( হকাণিাসা করা; thwart; present an obstacle; stump ) 👉 The verb 
~ means to obstruct or hinder. Constantly texting with your friends will ~ 
your effort to finish your homework. Mnemonic: ~ is a negative word. ~ 
means tie me. i.e., prevent from moving forward. 
 

🎯 Suavity ➯ ( হকামলতা; urbanity; polish; ADJ. ~: smooth and courteous ) 👉 ~ 
is the art of making people like and want to be around you, like the celebrity 
whose ~ helped him land great movie roles — even though he wasn't the 
most talented actor to audition. Mnemonic: ~: Remember suAMITY(avity) is 
friendship and good friendship needs manners. 
 

🎯 Subaltern ➯ ( কযাপতটতির অতপিা নিম্নপদস্থ হসিাপনতনবত ি; subordinate ) 👉 A ~ 
is someone with a low ranking in a social, political, or other hierarchy. It can 
also mean someone who has been marginalized or oppressed. Mnemonic: 
SUB+ALTERNate.....an alternate, someone who is inferior (sub)in position, 
meaning a SUBORDINATE. 
 

🎯 Subdue ➯ ( দমাি; less intense; quieter; Ex. ~d lighting; Ex. ~: conquer; 
make less intense; quiet; Ex. ~ one's anger ) 👉 To ~ is to hold back, put 
down, or defeat. A Doberman can be ~d with a bone, but subduing a yapping 
toy poodle can be a mail carrier's greatest daily challenge. Mnemonic: After 
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winning the Match when he was asked about the Party.. He said..SAB DUE 
hai..fir dunga.. 
 

🎯 Sublimate ➯ ( হ ার্ি করা; refine; purify; replace (natural urges) with 
socially acceptable activities; change between a solid state and a gaseous state 
) 👉 When you're at a lecture and you feel restless, you've got to ~ the desire 
to move around. That means you force the desire to be more subtle so you 
can continue listening — even if you don't want to. Mnemonic: lime juice 
refines us... 
 

🎯 Sublime ➯ ( মনেমানেত; causing deep feelings of wonder, joy, respect, etc.; 
exalted; noble and uplifting; utter ) 👉 In common use, ~ is an adjective 
meaning awe-inspiringly grand, excellent, or impressive, like the best 
chocolate fudge sundae you've ever had. Mnemonic: Lime juice makes us feel 
joy exalted... 
 

🎯 Subliminal ➯ ( মিতচিযগত ; below the threshold of conscious perception; 
Ex. ~ advertisement ) 👉 Each of your five senses constantly sends new 
information to your brain. And there's another way your brain receives 
information: through ~ messages. The unconscious mind picks up on things 
you don't even realize. Mnemonic: sub means smaller. liminal (minimal) is 
pertaining to limit. smaller than a limit. 
 

🎯 Submissive ➯ ( ব  ; willing to obey orders; yielding; timid ) 👉 When 
animals live in packs, one animal is usually the dominant leader, while the 
others fall into more ~ roles. To be ~ is to obey or yield to someone else. 
Mnemonic: one who easily submits himself in front of some difficulty is ~... 
 

🎯 Subordinate ➯ ( অর্স্তি ; occupying a lower rank; inferior; submissive; N. 
V: put in a lower rank or class ) 👉 ~ means putting one thing below another-
-a ~ is someone who works for someone else, and to ~ means to place or 
rank one thing below another. We ~ our desire for popcorn to our desire to 
keep watching the movie. 
 

🎯 Subsequent ➯ ( পরবতসী ; following in time or order; later ) 👉 For 
something that comes after something else in time or order, choose the 
adjective ~. If the entire class fails an exam, the teacher will hopefully make 
~ ones a little easier. Mnemonic: Sub means lower so ~ means lower in 
queue. 
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🎯 Subservient ➯ ( পরার্ীি ; behaving like a slave; servile; obsequious; 
subordinate; ) 👉 ~ means compliant, obedient, submissive, or having the 
qualities of a servant. Something that's ~ has been made useful, or put into 
the service of, something else. Mnemonic: sub+servient..servient sounds like 
servent.....a servent is a slave or one who is low in rank or position so 
subordinate.......... 
 

🎯 Subside ➯ ( হ্রাস পাওয়া, হিতম যাওয়া; sink to a lower level; settle down; sink 
to the bottom (as a sediment); descend; grow quiet; become less; moderate; 
abate ) 👉 To ~ is to die down or become less violent, like rough ocean waves 
after a storm has passed (or your seasickness, if you happened to be sailing 
on that ocean). Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);imagine there is a violent mob.the 
police comes to make them settle down.there first dialogue to the mob will 
be SUB SIDE ho.. 
 

🎯 Subsidiary ➯ ( সমূ্পরক ; serving to assist; subordinate; secondary; of a 
subsidy; N. ) 👉 If a company belongs to another company, then the owned 
company is a ~. When a large company bought your small business, you 
became a ~. It still hurts to call them the parent company, since you publish 
novels and they make toilet paper. 
 

🎯 Subsidy ➯ ( সরকনর সাোযয ; direct financial aid by government, etc.; assist 
with a ~ ) 👉 A ~ is a grant of financial assistance. Many school districts, for 
example, offer a ~ to low-income families for book fees and lunch costs. The 
family pays a set amount and the district makes up the difference. Mnemonic: 
to subside difficulties government grant ~ 
 

🎯 Subsistence ➯ ( অনস্তত্ব ; existence; means of ~ting; means of support; 
livelihood; V. : exist; maintain life (at a meager level) ) 👉 ~ means the 
minimal resources that are necessary for survival. If you work for ~, you'll 
probably receive food, water, and lodging (internet access not included). 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);In those days of recession I needed 
ASSISTANCE(financial help) As my salary provided a mere ~(sufficient for 
EXISTENCE) 
 

🎯 Substantial ➯ ( প্রচুর; material; solid; essential or fundamental; ample; 
considerable; well-to-do; wealthy ) 👉 Something ~ is large in size, number, or 
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amount: If you want to say someone spent a lot of money without being too 
specific, you could say they spent a ~ amount of money. 
 

🎯 Subsume ➯ ( অন্তভূসত করা ; include (as a member of a group); encompass ) 
👉 ~ means to absorb or include. A successful company might ~ a failing 
competitor through a merger, or love may ~ you in the early stages of a 
romance. Mnemonic: ~ -- sub + sum + e. Sum -- summing. summing 
something means adding up and hence to include everything. 
 

🎯 Subterfuge ➯ ( এডাির হকৌ ল; stratagem(deceptive scheme); pretense; 
evasion; Ex. resort to a harmless ~ ) 👉 If you want to surprise your mom 
with a sweatshirt, but don't know her size, it might take an act of ~, like 
going through her closet, to find it out. ~ is the use of tricky actions to hide, 
or get something. Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);~: 'sub taraf fuse', if you see 
electrical fuses everywhere its certainly a misrepresentation, and not the true 
nature of connections 
 

🎯 Subtlety ➯ ( সূিতা ; perceptiveness; ingenuity; delicacy; ADJ. subtle: 
delicate; so slight as to be difficult to detect; able to make fine distinctions; 
clever; Ex. subtle mind/differences in meaning ) 👉 ~ is the quality of being 
understated, delicate, or nuanced. You can really appreciate the ~ your gothic 
friend's art if you can distinguish among many different shades of black. 
Mnemonic: SUB(all) did not LET(allow) him enter.bcoz he was CUNNING,GUILE 
 

🎯 Subversive ➯ ( নবধ্বংসী ; tending to overthrow or ruin; overthrow 
completely (an established system); destroy completely; CF. undermine ? ) 👉 

You might want to call someone ~ if they are sneakily trying to undermine 
something, from the social structure of your high school to an entire system 
of government. Mnemonic: ~--->reversive--->go against established rule.Revert 
(to cause downfall) from inside. 
 

🎯 Succinct ➯ ( সংনিপ্ত; briefly giving the gist of something ) 👉 Something 
that is ~ is short and clear. If you're going to be interviewed on television 
about your new book and only have a five minute slot, you'll need to come 
up with a ~ version of your story. Mnemonic: SUCK+INK - brief/summary of 
story sucks less ink on the paper 
 

🎯 Succor ➯ ( দুদস ানদতত সাোযয ; assist (someone in difficulty); aid; comfort; N. 
) 👉 ~ is relief or help. If you've just woken up in the midst of a lion's den, 
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wearing nothing but raw meat pajamas — sounds like you could use some ~! 
Mnemonic: Succour in hindi sounds like sukkar(IYA)....SUKKARIYA.....means 
thanks....so to whom do we say sukkariya or thanks??...obviously to someone 
who HELPS or ASSISTS us in OUR DIFFICULT TIME ..OR in a time of difficulty. 
 

🎯 Succulent ➯ ( সরস ; juicy; full of juice or sap; full of richness; N: ~ plant 
such as a cactus ) 👉 ~ means juicy and is often used to describe food. Think 
a ~ piece of meat, or berries so ~ you're left sucking juice off your fingertips 
when you eat them. Mnemonic: You suck a fruit only if it is ~. 
 

🎯 Succumb ➯ ( ব ীভূত; yield (to something overwhelming); give in; die; Ex. ~ 
to the illness ) 👉 Use the verb ~ to say that someone yields to something 
they've tried to fight off, such as despair, temptation, disease or injury. 
Mnemonic: ~(Suck + thumb)- Children doesnt give up sucking their thumb - 
Children are ~ in sucking thumb 
 

🎯 Suffragist ➯ ( হভাটানর্কার প্রসাতরর সমথসক; advocate of the extension of voting 
rights (for women); ) 👉 Before 1920, women did not have the right to vote in 
the U.S. The ~ movement fought for these rights, and the people who were 
part of that movement were ~s. Mnemonic: Sufferer + just: A ~ is being just 
or trying to do justice to suffrers (women in most cases) 
 

🎯 Summation ➯ ( সারমমস; act of finding the total; summing-up; summary 
(esp. one given by the judge at the end of a trial) ) 👉 A ~ is a final review or 
conclusion, often given in a court of law. As the incompetent lawyer 
approached the bench for the final time, he told the judge and jury, In ~, my 
client is guilty of all charges. 
 

🎯 Sumptuous ➯ ( ঐশ্বযসবাি ; grand suggesting great expense; lavish; rich; Ex. 
~ feast ) 👉 ~ could be used to describe a room appointed with the finest 
furniture, a lush orchestra playing a beautiful symphony, or a meal meant for 
a king. ~ describes something that costs a lot and imparts sensory pleasure. 
Mnemonic: divide it like sumptu+ous;just focus on the SUMPT+U,SOUNDS LIKE 
SAMPAT(I)(IN HINDI..DHAN SAMPATI)SO SAMPATI MEANS MONEY,well if you 
have a lot of sumpati or money, you will spend it LAVISHLY,you will be able 
to buy all luxury. 
 

🎯 Sunder ➯ ( পৃথক ; separate; part; CF. a~ ) 👉 Think of the word ~ as 
violently tearing something apart. A frequent line in a wedding ceremony is, 
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What God has joined together, let no man tear a~. Keep that in mind, and 
you'll have the meaning of the word. Mnemonic: Sundar ladkiyan kya karti 
hain,doston ke beech mein lad aai karwa deti hain,dost alag ho jaate 
hain,physical violance bhi possible hai 
 

🎯 Sundry ➯ ( কনতপয় ; miscellaneous; various; several; small miscellaneous 
items ) 👉 A woman emptying out her purse after many years might find an 
old stick of gum, a pair of broken sunglasses, a few movie tickets, and ~ 
items, meaning that that her purse was filled with a random collection of 
unrelated things. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi); SUNDARI (beautiful girl) ke peeche 
SEVERAL boys pade hai :P 
 

🎯 Superannuated ➯ ( বয়স উত্তীণস; retired or disqualified because of age; 
outmoded; obsolete ) 👉 If a friend describes your dot matrix printer as ~, 
then you should probably plan a shopping trip for electronics. Your friend 
has just pointed out that your printer is obsolete. Mnemonic: super = greater 
annual = pertaining to year ~ = great many years i.e., too aged. 
 

🎯 Supercilious ➯ ( উিানসক ; haughty; arrogant; condescending; patronizing; 
CF. eyebrow, cilium ) 👉 ~ people think very highly of themselves, more 
highly than of others. Think of them as a super silly ass, and you'll 
remember the basic sense of ~. Mnemonic: split it like SUPER+CILI(sounds like 
SILLY)+o+US......now think of our SUPER SENIORs in our college . ..who were 
very ARROGANT IN NATURE..and were very keen to exhibit their superiority 
over us hence treated us in a very silly way.. 
 

🎯 Supererogatory ➯ ( অনতনরক্ত ; superfluous; more than needed or 
demanded ) 👉 Something that is ~ is a little too much — more than what 
you want or need. It could be an extra layer of tinsel on an already flashy 
Christmas tree or a second lengthy apology after the first one was accepted. 
Mnemonic: sounds like super+repository. A repository is a storage of 
information. super repository will have 'EXCESSIVE' information. 
 

🎯 Superficial ➯ ( পৃষ্ঠস্থ; ভাসাভাসা; of the surface; not deep; shallow; not 
thorough; trivial; Ex. ~ analysis/knowledge ) 👉 Anything ~ has to do with the 
surface of something. If you're judging a book by its cover, you're being ~. 
People who worry too much about their clothes and hair may also be 
considered ~. Mnemonic: seeming like upper face so no deep interst or 
knowledge & knowing only wt is apparent(hawa me udana) 
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🎯 Superfluous ➯ ( প্রতয়াজিানতনরক্ত; excessive; overabundant; unnecessary; ) 👉 

When something is so unnecessary that it could easily be done away with, 
like a fifth wheel on a car or a fifth person on a double date, call it ~. 
Mnemonic: divide it as super+flow.. when there is large(super) flow of water, 
it becomes EXCESSIVE / OVERABUNDANCE of water.. 
 

🎯 Supersede ➯ ( স্থলানভনিক্ত; replace; cause to be set aside; make obsolete; ) 👉 

If you click on the link after this description, a new screen will ~, or replace, 
this one. A longer description will supplant, or ~, by replacing this brief one. 
Mnemonic: when a SUPER new thing arrives, we REPLACE /SET ASIDE the old 
thing because it is OBSOLETE.. 
 

🎯 Supine ➯ ( নচত্ েতয় হ ায়া; lying on back; passive; inactive; Ex. The defeated 
pugilist lay ~; Ex. ~ acceptance of the decision ) 👉 One can be described as ~ 
when lying face up (his favorite yoga poses were always the ~ ones); or, if 
one is very passive or lethargic (~ in the face of their threats and insults). 
Mnemonic: remove 'u' => spine... lying on BACK facing upward.. as good as no 
resistance.......OR THINK OF SPINAL CORD(SPINE) YOU WILL AUTOMATICALLY 
REMEMBER 
 

🎯 Supplant ➯ ( উনিি করা ; take the place of unfairly; usurp; replace ) 👉 

Kate was out sick for a month with mono, and when she came back to 
school, Jessie had ~ed her as the funny girl at the lunch table. ~ means to 
take the place of. Mnemonic: Sounds like: sub + plant....i.e substitute + plant... 
...so it is taking the place of the other plant or superseding it. Root out one 
plant and grow another. 
 

🎯 Supple ➯ ( িমিীয় ; flexible; limber; pliant ) 👉 Something or someone that 
is ~ bends and moves easily, like a contortionist at a circus sideshow. If you 
can wrap your legs around your neck, you most likely have a ~ body. 
Mnemonic: ~ = chappal.. now the rexona ki chappal or any other slippers 
should be flexible and easy to bend in order to be a good chappal.. so a 
chappal shoul be ~ or flexible, pliable ! :) 
 

🎯 Suppliant ➯ ( করুণাপ্রাথসী; entreating; beseeching; N. ) 👉 ~ means someone 
who is asking humbly. You enter church as a ~, asking God to spare you from 
illness. You ask in a ~ (humble) manner, because you know God is stern and 
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demands total faith. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);God, please SUPPLY me what I 
wANT.. a humble request! 
 

🎯 Supplicate ➯ ( অিুিয় - নবিয় করা ; petition humbly; pray to grant a favor ) 
👉 If you don't get the grade you were hoping for on your paper, you could 
try to rewrite it, or you could meet with your teacher and ~. Your humble 
requests for an 'A' may or may not work. Mnemonic: (Tag:;usage);if u ~ God 
will SUPPLY 
 

🎯 Supposititious ➯ ( িকল ; assumed; counterfeit; hypothetical ) 👉 ~ is a 
fancy word for based on guesswork. Used in a legal sense more than anything 
else — if a piece of evidence is ~, then it's basically hypothetical. It doesn't 
have any hard facts to back it up. Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~~ 
suppose+fictitious ;suppose is to assume and fictitious can related to 
counterfiet and hypothetical ... make ur own stories 
 

🎯 Suppress ➯ ( দমি করা ; put an end to forcibly; subdue; stifle; overwhelm; 
inhibit the expression of; check; prevent from being published or made 
public; Ex. ~ a smile; Ex. suppress the magazine/truth ) 👉 To ~ something 
means to curb, inhibit, or even stop it. If the sound of your boss moving in 
his chair sounds like gas, you're going to have to learn how to ~ your giggles. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;local slang);The celebrity said sup press when the press came 
and ruined his activity. 
 

🎯 Surfeit ➯ ( অনততভাজি ; satiate; feed or supply to excess; stuff; indulge to 
excess in anything; N: ~ing; excessive amount; Ex. ~ of food ) 👉 Steve baked 
a ~ of jam tarts. Steve ate a ~ of jam tarts. Steve ~ed himself on jam tarts. 
Whether ~ is a noun or a verb (as in overabundance or gorge), Steve is likely 
to end up with a bellyache. Mnemonic: (Tag:;HINDI);break ~ as SIRF(sirf in 
HINDI means only to) EAT.Bas khate hi rehta hai..so an excess of.. 
 

🎯 Surly ➯ ( ককস  স্বভাব; bad-tempered; rude; cross ) 👉 ~ describes behavior 
nobody wants to be around. Think of the irritable old guy who lives on your 
street and always seems to be simmering with some sullen nasty anger, 
whose every utterance he spits out with a rude snarl. He's the poster boy for 
~. Mnemonic: sur+ly......focus on sur....SOUNDS LIKE SIR......so THINK OF our 
school SIR...who was very BAD TEMPERED AND RUDE..who use to beat us 
whenever we hadn't completed our home work on time................ 
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🎯 Surmise ➯ ( আন্দাজ করা ; guess; N. ) 👉 If you see the empty ice cream 
containers, the sprinkles littering the ground, a kicked can of Reddi-wip in 
the trash, you can ~ what has happened: Sundaes. To ~ is to form an opinion 
or make a guess about something. Mnemonic: Mice can guess where the 
cheese is kept even though they do not know where exactly it is kept. 
 

🎯 Surmount ➯ ( অনতিম করা; overcome ) 👉 If you ~ a challenge or difficult 
situation, you're not just getting over it. You're outdoing yourself, exceeding 
expectations, and overcoming the task at hand. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;eng);sur+MOUNT - To cross a mountain u need to overcome the 
difficulties. 
 

🎯 Surrogate ➯ ( প্রনতনিনর্ ; substitute; person or thing used in place of 
another; Ex. surrogate mother; ADJ. ) 👉 Someone who acts as a ~ takes the 
place of another person. In the middle of a big Hollywood awards ceremony, 
if a celebrity has to go to the bathroom, a ~ will take his or her place and fill 
the seat. Mnemonic: Sir+ro+gate: Sir rokar gate se bahar chale gaye and so we 
need to call someone lese for teaching 
 

🎯 Sustenance ➯ ( পুনষ্টসার্কতা ; sustaining; means of livelihood, support, food, 
nourishment; something that maintains life; food ) 👉 ~ comes from the word 
sustain, which means to continue. ~ is food or drink that allows you to 
continue to be alive. For many, prayer is a source of spiritual ~. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;English, Hindi);Saste naan as ~ to sustain in this world. 
 

🎯 Suture ➯ ( হসলাই ; stitches sewn to hold the cut edges of a wound or 
incision; material used in sewing; V: sew together a wound ) 👉 If your 
energetic dog gets his paws on your beloved teddy bear, and you don't 
realize it until it's too late, you might have to use a needle and thread to ~ 
Teddy's left arm back onto his body. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);sounds like hindi 
SOOTAR(like in mangal-sootar)...means thread in english 
 

🎯 Swarthy ➯ ( কৃষ্ণকায় ; (of a skin or complexion) dark; dusky; Ex. ~ Italian ? 
) 👉 ~ means dark skinned. If you like tall, dark and handsome men, you find 
a ~ complexion attractive. Mnemonic: Sounds like swarth which means 
selfish. i.e., dark side of a human. 
 

🎯 Swathe ➯ ( বযাতণ্ডজ ; wrap around; bandage; Ex. one's head ~d in bandages 
) 👉 When you ~ yourself in a blanket, you are wrapping or swaddling 
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yourself up in it. ~ a baby up and you're creating a little cocoon where she 
can sleep. Mnemonic: (Tag:;slang);also remember ~(y),name of a gal,who's 
come out after a shower and has wrapped herself in a towel...she wud look 
horny, wudnt she :) 
 

🎯 Swelter ➯ ( গরতম োেঁসোেঁস করা ; (of a person) suffer from oppressive heat; 
be oppressed by heat ) 👉 To ~ is to be hot — very, very hot, like on a 
humid, ninety-degree day. To ~ is to feel like you're in an oven. Mnemonic: If 
you put on a SWEATER in the heat, then you will get WET with SWEAT and 
will suffer from oppresive heat. ;-) 
 

🎯 Swerve ➯ ( গনতপথ পনরবতসি করা ; deviate; turn aside sharply from a straight 
course; Ex. ~ from the principle; Ex. The car ~d to the right. ) 👉 The noun ~ 
means a sudden turn off your path. As a verb, it means to move off your 
original route, possibly to avoid a collision. You can ~ either toward 
something or away from it. Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with CURVE, meaning to 
DEVIATE, TURN ASIDE SHARPLY. 
 

🎯 Swindler ➯ ( প্রতারক; cheater ) 👉 If you know someone is a ~, stay away 
from him. ~s are scammers who con people to make a buck. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;English);~ -- ~ -- A ~ changes his mind just like WIND direction 
 

🎯 Sybarite ➯ ( হভাগনবলাতস মি ; lover of luxury; person devoted to pleasure 
and luxury; ) 👉 If you know someone who's totally addicted to luxurious 
things and all of life's pleasures, call them a ~. Unless she's inviting you over 
for champagne brunches and showering you with gifts — in which case you 
should keep your mouth shut. Mnemonic: ~ was first recorded in the 1600s, 
meaning a "person devoted to pleasure." The literal translation of this noun 
is "inhabitant of Sybaris," which was an ancient Greek town full of citizens 
who loved nice things. Today, the word still has the same two meanings: it's 
either a person who could be described as addicted to pleasures and luxury 
(like a hedonist), or an actual person who lives in Sybaris. 
 

🎯 Sycophant ➯ ( হতািাতমাদ্কারী; servile flatterer; bootlicker; yes man; ) 👉 A ~ 
is a person who tries to win favor from wealthy or influential people by 
flattering them. Also known as brown-nosers, teacher's pets or suck-ups. 
Mnemonic: syco+pant..its not so easy to get a syco's pant..u need to please 
him like hel to make him to give his pant to you(personal advantage).. 
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🎯 Syllogism ➯ ( দুইনট নববৃনত হথতক নসিান্ত অিুমাি করা; logical formula consisting 
of a major premise, a minor premise and a conclusion; deceptive or specious 
argument ) 👉 A ~ is a type of logical reasoning where the conclusion is 
gotten from two linked premises. Here's an example: An apple is a fruit. All 
fruit is good. Therefore apples are good. Mnemonic: Change the s to c and 
you'll find the word logic. 
 

🎯 Sylvan ➯ ( অরণযময় ; pertaining to the woods or the country ) 👉 The 
adjective ~ refers to a shady, wooded area. The word suggests a peaceful, 
pleasant feeling, as though you were far away from the noise of modern life. 
Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);van---> jungle n jungle is full of woods..... 
 

🎯 Symbiosis ➯ ( নমথনিয়া; interdependent relationship (between groups, 
species) often mutually beneficial; CF. together + life ) 👉 ~, a noun, tells 
about the relationship between living things that helps all of them stay alive, 
like the ~ between bees that eat nectar from flowers that get cross-pollinated 
when the bees move from one to the next. Mnemonic: split it like 
sym(simi)lar+bio+sis..so two sis(ters)..who are sharing BIOlogically 
similar.body...are living by mutually helping each other. 
 

🎯 Symmetry ➯ ( প্রনতসাময ; arrangement of parts so that balance is obtained; 
congruity; ADJ. symmetrical ) 👉 Things that have ~ are balanced, with each 
side reflecting the other. A human body has such complex ~, from eyes, ears, 
and nostrils to arms, legs, and feet, that even a minor injury can make a 
body look unbalanced. 
 

🎯 Synchronous ➯ ( সমলয়; similarly timed; simultaneous with; occurring at 
the same time; V. synchronize ) 👉 If you are a werewolf, your animal 
transformation is ~ with the lunar cycle. When something is ~, it occurs in 
time or at the same time with something else. Mnemonic: 
SAME+CHRONUS...chronusmeans time...hence ~ means existing or occurring at 
the same time....... 
 

🎯 Synoptic ➯ ( সংনিপ্ত রূতপ; providing a general overview; summary; ) 👉 If 
you've heard of a movie synopsis, which gives an overview of the plot, you 
can guess what ~ means: summarizing. At the end of your 900-page treatise 
on morals, try to give a ~ conclusion to drive your ideas home. 
 

🎯 Synthesis ➯ ( সংতশ্লিণ ; combining parts or separate things into a whole; 
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the whole so formed; ) 👉 ~ is a mixture, or a result that comes from adding 
things together. Add salt to water, and the ~ is salt water. Mix flour, sugar, 
butter, and eggs together and bake them, and the ~ is a cake. Mnemonic: 
(Tag:;( science ));As in photo~ - which combines carbondioxide , organic 
material and light to give Oxygen ... 
 

🎯 Synthetic ➯ ( কৃনত্রম ; not natural; artificial; resulting from synthesis; Ex. 
synthetic fiber; N. ) 👉 Something made of artificial material, not natural 
items, can be described as ~. Football stadiums have ~ grass, just as many 
aging actresses have ~ body parts. 
 

🎯 Tacit ➯ ( নিবসাক; হমৌি; understood (without actually being expressed); not 
put into words; Ex. ~ agreement ) 👉 Something ~ is implied or understood 
without question. Holding hands might be a ~ acknowledgment that a boy 
and girl are dating. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Global);~ ~ take it; imagine you are 
giving permission to someone to take something from your room...but you 
didn't say it verbally but via your actions. 
 

🎯 Taciturn ➯ ( অিভািী ; habitually silent; talking little ) 👉 Someone who is ~ 
is reserved, not loud and talkative. The word itself refers to the trait of 
reticence, of seeming aloof and uncommunicative. A ~ person might be 
snobby, naturally quiet, or just shy. Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);Taxi_turn Taxi 
Driver will be reserved or uncommunicative while Driving. 
 

🎯 Tactile ➯ ( সৃ্প য ; pertaining to the organs or sense of touch ) 👉 ~ has to 
do with the sense of touch. There's a huge ~ difference between smooth glass 
and rough sandpaper. Mnemonic: CON-tact - If you are in contact with 
something, you are in touch with it and hence it is ~. 
 

🎯 Taint ➯ ( কলুনিত; contaminate; cause to lose purity; modify with a trace of 
something bad; Ex. ~ed reputation; N: stain; touch of decay or bad influence; 
CF. touch ) 👉 ~ means to contaminate. If your water supply is ~ed with 
arsenic, you should stop drinking it right away. Mnemonic: (Tag:;tain is 
similar pronounced as pain.If u have pain in ur mind u will not say ur 
prayer,then u will be bad or polluted in the eye of god.);Stained PAINT 
 

🎯 Talisman ➯ ( কবচ ; charm; object believed to give supernatural powers to 
or protect its bearer ) 👉 A ~ is a charm that is supposed to ward off evil or 
illness. Your rabbit's foot key chain may be your lucky ~, but it wasn't so 
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lucky for that rabbit, of course. Mnemonic: ~ sounds like Tilism(hindi word), 
which also refers to a magical charm (most probably a locket or an amulet) 
that helps protect its bearer. 
 

🎯 Talon ➯ ( িখর ; claw of bird ) 👉 A ~ is a large, hooked claw. Although ~s 
are usually associated with eagles, hawks and other birds of prey, you can 
also use the word to describe the flesh-tearing claws or fingernails of raptors, 
werewolves or even enraged preschoolers. Mnemonic: Falcon depends upon 
its ~ (claw of a Bird), while on hunting 
 

🎯 Tangential ➯ ( স্পন স ; only slightly connected; not central; peripheral; 
digressing; showing divergence; ) 👉 ~ refers to something that's not part of 
the whole. If you make a comment that is ~ to the story you're telling, it's a 
digression. The story could still be understood without it. Mnemonic: Word 
Tangent(ial) taken from maths. A tangent is a line that touches a circle with 
a 90`degree angle. So the meaning comes from there only slightly connected, 
not central, preipheral. 
 

🎯 Tangible ➯ (  রীরী ; able to be touched; real; concrete; palpable; possible 
to realize or understand; Ex. ~ proof ) 👉 When you can touch something, it's 
~: I need ~ proof that aliens exist — I want to shake their little green hands! 
Mnemonic: related to tangent, touching 
 

🎯 Tanner ➯ ( চামার ; person who turns animal hides into leather 👀 

Mnemonic: TAN+LEATHER:Person who makes Tan into leather 
 

🎯 Tantalize ➯ ( নবশ্বাস জাগাইয়া প্রতারণা করা ; tease; excite by exposing 
something desirable while keeping it out of reach; torture with 
disappointment; CF. Tantalus: Greek mythological figure ) 👉 When you ~ 
people, you torment them in a specific way — by showing them something 
they want but can't have. You could ~ people with cavities and nut allergies 
by eating pecan pie in front of them. Mnemonic: (Tag:;Eng);Tanta-> Taunt 
Tont Taunting someone... It means harassing... easy to remem.~=taunt+entice 
 

🎯 Tantamount ➯ ( সমপনরমাণ; equivalent in effect or value; Ex. This invasion 
is ~ to a declaration of war; CF. amount ) 👉 When something is ~ to another 
thing it is essentially its equivalent. For some animal activists, wearing fur is 
~ to murder. Mnemonic: ta-n-ta; an equal amount of 'ta' on both sides of 'n'. 
 

🎯 Tantrum ➯ ( হিার্ানিত অবস্থা; দুবসার হিার্;; fit of bad temper; fit of petulance; 
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caprice; Ex. The child went into ~s. ) 👉 A ~ is a short-lived fit of frustration. 
Kids have them. Politicians have them. Reality show stars have them. I bet 
even you have had one! 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like "tantra mantra". We do 
tantra mantra to get rid of the bad temper if someone has due to evil souls 
entering someone's body 
 

🎯 Tarantula ➯ ( নবিাক্ত মাকডসা; venomous spider ) 👉 A ~ is a hairy, 
poisonous, black spider. Although they are furry and some people keep them 
as pets, you probably don't want to cuddle up to one. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;eng);~ is like Dracula 
 

🎯 Tarry ➯ ( হদনরতত যাত্তয়া; linger; delay in starting or going; dawdle ) 👉 To ~ 
is to linger and take your time leaving. If you really like going to Sally's 
Diner for dessert, you might ~ over coffee and end up leaving after they've 
closed the kitchen. 👀 Mnemonic: হদরী -> ~ 
 

🎯 Taut ➯ ( আেঁতটা; tight; strained; tense; ready; OP. slack ) 👉 ~ means "tight, 
not slack." "The tightrope ought to be ~ and not dangling down by the lion 
cage." 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~ sounds like taught.. and if all the 
teachers want to taught(teach) lessons at the same period it will be tight.. 
 

🎯 Tautological ➯ ( নদ্বরূক্ত; অথসেীি পুিরাবৃনত্তমূলক; needlessly repetitious; Ex. ``It 
was visible to the eye''; N. tautology: needless repetition of the same sense; 
statement that is always true ) 👉 Something ~ is redundant and circular, 
especially when talking about logic. "Logical things are logical" is a ~ 
sentence. 👀 Mnemonic: tota (parrot) repeats what u say !! 
 

🎯 Tawdry ➯ ( রূনচেীি; cheap and gaudy; Ex. ~ jewelry ) 👉 ~ means cheap, 
shoddy, or tasteless. It can be used to describe almost anything from clothes 
to people to even events or affairs. 👀 Mnemonic: TOWEL+DRY......In a public 
locker room, a person who dries his body with a towel in front of everybody 
is vulgar and gaudy. 
 

🎯 Teetotalism ➯ ( মদযপািনবমুখতা; practice of abstaining totally from alcoholic 
drinks; N. teetotaler;; ADJ. teetotal; CF. T + total ) 👉 ~ is a noun, meaning 
staying away from alcohol. If you see someone drinking a soda at a bar, they 
might practice ~ or they might just be planning to drive themselves home. 👀 

Mnemonic: totally drinking tea..not drinking alcohol :-) 
 

🎯 Temerity ➯ ( হগােঁয়ারতনম; boldness; nerve; rashness; Ex. ~ to ask for a pay 
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increase after only three day's work ) 👉 Use the noun ~ to mean the quality 
of being unafraid of danger or punishment. If you have the ~ to jump off the 
bridge even after hearing about the risk of instant death, you truly are a 
nutcase. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ (boldness) is the opposite of timidity, which means 
fear or shyness. 
 

🎯 Temper ➯ ( হমজাজ; moderate; make less severe; tone down or restrain; 
toughen (steel) as by alternate heating and cooling ) 👉 ~ can refer to a 
tendency to become unreasonably angry. If you're not sure whether you have 
a ~, ask your friends — but don't get mad if you dislike what they have to 
say. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ means 2 reduce so "divide this tem--per head"where 
tem can b taken as anything which can b divided 
 

🎯 Tempestuous ➯ ( ঝতডা; stormy; violent; impassioned; N. tempest: violent 
storm ) 👉 A tempest is a storm, so you can use the adjective ~ to describe 
anything stormy or volatile — from a ~ hurricane to a ~ romance. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ can be split as TEMP + PEST + OUS, so how will your TEMPer 
be if someone keeps PESTering you. It will obviously be VIOLENT. 
 

🎯 Tempo ➯ ( লয়; speed of music ) 👉 If no one is dancing at your party, you 
probably want to put on some music with a faster ~ — meaning a faster 
speed. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and Go. The ~ of the orchestra kept changing from 
the word Go (from the time they started)to the last piece of music they 
played on stage. 
 

🎯 Temporal ➯ ( পানথসব, সামনয়ক; of time; not lasting forever; limited by time; 
temporary; secular; worldly ) 👉 Our time on earth is limited, or ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ and Mortal are rhyming words with the same meaning i.e 
something that is temporary, that does not last forever. 
 

🎯 Temporize ➯ ( কালতিপি করা, গনডমনস করা; gain time as by postponing an 
action; avoid committing oneself ) 👉 The verb ~ describes stalling in order to 
gain time in the hopes of avoiding or preventing something. Your class might 
~ so your teacher won't have time to give the pop quiz you all think she's 
going to give. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);(~ ~ Memorize); If you are not able 
to memorize the GRE words properly you ~ your plan to schedule the exam 
date immediately 
 

🎯 Tenacious ➯ ( িাতোডবান্দা; holding fast (as to a belief); persistent ) 👉 Use ~ 
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to mean "not easily letting go or giving up," like a clingy child who has a ~ 
grip on his mother's hand. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);Sounds like ten 
Asians. Ten developing Asian countries if united together, can not be pulled 
apart. 
 

🎯 Tenacity ➯ ( দৃঢ়তা; firmness; persistence ) 👉 Most people will tell you that 
~ is a great quality to have, especially if you're trying something challenging 
that takes a while to complete. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ : teen's consistant activity ie 
determination to continue what he/she 's doing. 
 

🎯 Tendentious ➯ ( উতদ্দ যমূলক; promoting a particular point of view; biased; 
having an aim; designed to further a cause; Ex. ~ rather than truth-seeking; 
CF. tend: move in a certain direction ) 👉 If you are writing a report on 
climate change, and ignore evidence that the earth is warming, the paper 
might be called ~. ~ means promoting a specific, and controversial, point of 
view. 👀 Mnemonic: Rearrange the words to make - Tend or Tendency + ious 
or bias. So, ~ is a TENDENcy towards one viewpoint over another. 
 

🎯 Tender ➯ ( িরম; হকামল; offer formally; extend; Ex. ~ one's resignation/the 
exact fare; N: formal offer; money; Ex. legal ~; ADJ: young and vulnerable; 
sensitive to the touch; sore; soft; delicate; Ex. child of ~ years; Ex. ~ wound ) 
👉 If you're ~, it means you're fragile, sensitive, easily bruised or gentle. 
Young, easily cut beef and a sentimental heart can both be called ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: the method of contracting.. or FORMALLY OFFERING a company 
to undertake public works is called a ~.... 
 

🎯 Tenet ➯ ( িীনত; doctrine; dogma ) 👉 A ~ is a principle or belief honored by 
a person or, more often, a group of people. "Seek pleasure and avoid pain" is 
a basic ~ of Hedonism. "God exists" is a ~ of most major religions. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with TENANT...so the tenants were given a set of 
DOCTRINE by the owner before they could occupy the house 
 

🎯 Tensile ➯ ( প্রসারণীয়; capable of being stretched; of tension; Ex. ~ rubber ) 
👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe materials that can be shaped, such as the ~ 
clay that a potter crafts into a bowl or vase. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and Ductile 
have one thing in common. They both refer to something that is easily 
strechable. 
 

🎯 Tentative ➯ ( প্রতচষ্টা; পরীিামূলক প্রস্তাব; not fully worked out or developed; 
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provisional; experimental; uncertain; hesitant; not definite or positive; Ex. ~ 
agreement/reply ) 👉 Choose the adjective, ~ to describe something you are 
unsure or hesitant about. On Monday, you can make ~ plans for the weekend 
but it's too early to commit to one party or another. 👀 Mnemonic: Living in 
a tent temporarily. If you are living in a tent, you are unsettled. 
 

🎯 Tenure ➯ ( হময়াতদ; হভাগদখল; holding of an office or real estate; time during 
which such an office is held ) 👉 Take the noun ~ for the period of time a 
person holds a position or office. Your ~ as a student ends when you 
graduate high school — unless, of course, you go on to college. 👀 

Mnemonic: sounds like ten years..so you are holding an office for the last ten 
years. 
 

🎯 Tepid ➯ ( কুসুম কুসুম গরম; lukewarm; slightly warm; half-hearted; not eager; 
Ex. ~ reaction to the new film; Ex. ~ supporter ) 👉 ~ means lukewarm or 
half-hearted. If the applause for your mime-on-a-unicycle performance was 
more ~ than enthusiastic, it might be time to find a new hobby. 👀 

Mnemonic: te(tea) and pid(dip):ypu can dip ur hand into tea only when it is 
lukewarm 
 

🎯 Termination ➯ ( পনরসমানপ্ত; end; ) 👉 Whether it refers to getting fired from 
a job, a contract running out, or the assassination of a deep-cover spy, ~ is 
"the end of the line." 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and Eradication are rhyming words 
with the same meaning, which is, to remove something totally. 
 

🎯 Terminology ➯ ( পনরভািা; terms used in a science or art; study of 
nomenclature ) 👉 ~ is vocabulary associated with a certain field of study, 
profession, or activity. Knowing the ~ is an important part of being able to 
work in a given profession. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and Etymology both refer to 
words. ~ refers to the technical terms of a subject whereas Etymology refers 
to an account of a word's origin and description. 
 

🎯 Terminus ➯ ( হ ি হে ি; last stop of railroad; end ) 👉 Consider ~ the end 
of the line. Whether it describes a train station, a goal, or an era — ~ refers 
to something's final point. 👀 Mnemonic: ~=terminal+bus. So, ~ is Bus 
Terminal where bus stops and loads & unloads passengers. 
 

🎯 Terrestrial ➯ ( স্থলজ; on or relating to the earth ) 👉 Not straying far from 
its Latin root "terra" meaning "earth," ~ means "of the earth." If it's ~, you'll 
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find it on earth. If it's extra~, you'll find it emerging from a UFO. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ which is pertaining to the earth is the opposite of Celestial or 
Astral which refer to the stars and the constellation. 
 

🎯 Terse ➯ ( বাহুলযবনজসত; concise; abrupt; pithy ) 👉 ~ means brief, or using 
very few words. If your teacher tells you to make your writing in your essay 
style ~ and to the point, he's saying use as few words as you can and be 
simple and clear. 👀 Mnemonic: ~...sounds like TERESA..Here all her 
achievements,efforts everything has been consolidated, confined and put into 
a single word "MOTHER"..So ~ means brief,concise 
 

🎯 Tertiary ➯ ( তৃতীয়; প্র াখা; third in order or rank ) 👉 ~ is another way of 
saying "third in importance," like socializing with co-workers being a ~ 
reason for getting an after-school job — less important than, first, earning 
money and second, gaining skills. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and Subsidiary have the 
same sounds. While Subsidiary stands for something second in importance (as 
Primary means first), ~ refers to third in level. 
 

🎯 Tessellated ➯ ( হমাজাইক সংিান্ত; mosaic; inlaid; Ex. ~ pattern ) 👉 Use ~, an 
adjective, to describe a mosaic pattern formed from small tiles, blocks, or 
stones pieced together: "The ~ pavement of blue and gold stones glistened in 
the sunlight." 👀 Mnemonic: ~=tiles+Decorated 
 

🎯 Testator ➯ ( অনে; উইল বতরী করা; maker of a will; ) 👉 When you make your 
last will and testament, you are the ~, and if the will is written and 
witnessed according to the law of the land, your estate will be divided in the 
way you, the ~, requested. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ (or) testate: here from testate 
take estate and tor from ~.here tor represents a person so person having 
estates definetly makes a will so that estate will go to his heirs 
 

🎯 Testy ➯ ( নখটনখতট; irritable; impatient and bad-tempered; short-tempered; 
N. testiness ) 👉 You might feel a bit ~ before taking a test, but test and ~ are 
unrelated. Feeling ~ is like being peeved, annoyed, or irritated. 👀 Mnemonic: 

If someone has described you as SHORT-TEMPERED in the ~(testimonial), then 
you will get IRRITATED looking at it. 
 

🎯 Tether ➯ ( ন কল; দনড নদতয় হবতর্ রাখা; tie (an animal) with a rope or ~; N: 
rope or chain to which an animal is tied; limit of one's endurance; Ex. the 
end of one's ~ ) 👉 Both a verb and a noun, ~ keeps things tied together, or 
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is the tie itself. Remember, when you ~ that chair to those balloons, use a 
strong ~. You don't want to drop from the sky because you tied them 
together using a cheap piece of rope. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ can be split as TiE + 
HER, so remember it as TIE her WITH A ROPE. 
 

🎯 Thematic ➯ ( নবিয়নভনত্তক;মূল উতদ্দসয নবসয়ক; of a theme; relating to a unifying 
motif or idea ) 👉 When you visit a museum and the cat paintings are 
grouped together in one room, and the fruit paintings in another, you could 
conclude that the curator favors a ~ arrangement, meaning grouped by topic, 
rather than chronologically or by artist. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;language);~ can 
be thought of as related to a theme or an idea. So is it's meaning.. 
 

🎯 Theoretical ➯ ( তানত্ত্বক; based on theory; not practical or applied; 
hypothetical ) 👉 Something ~ is concerned with theories and hypotheses — 
it's not necessarily based on real life or meant to be applied to real life. 👀 

Mnemonic: theore(theory)+tical(practical)....so something that is just based on 
theory..not on practical..... 
 

🎯 Therapeutic ➯ ( হরাগ নিরাময় নবদযা সংত্রান্ত; নচনকত্সামূলক; curative; N. therapy ) 
👉 Whether you're talking about a ~ drug or a ~ exercise plan, something 
that is ~ helps to heal or to restore health. 👀 Mnemonic: therape(therapy) + 
eutic..a therapy to cure something..so ~..means curative.... 
 

🎯 Thermal ➯ ( তাপীয়; pertaining to heat; producing heat; warm; Ex. ~ bath; 
N: rising current of warm air ) 👉 If it has to do with heat, it's ~. Wearing a ~ 
shirt under your sweater helps you stay warm on a brutally cold day. Your ~ 
coffee mug keeps your coffee hot. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Hindi);~ sounds like 
Kambal (a hindi word which means a warm blanket), is also a kind of ~ 
heating. 
 

🎯 Thrall ➯ ( িীতদাস; slave; bondage; slavery; Ex. Her beauty held him in ~; 
CF. en~ ) 👉 When you're in ~ to someone, you are under their control in 
some way. If you're being held as a hostage, you're in ~ to your captor. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~=thrill( a person is in slavery under a witch and 
doing thrill work 
 

🎯 Threadbare ➯ ( বহুলবযবহৃত; মামুলী; worn through till the threads show; 
shabby and poor; hackneyed; Ex. ~ excuses ) 👉 Those jeans you wear every 
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day that have holes in the knees and thin patches in the rear? They're ~. ~ 
means thin from overuse. 👀 Mnemonic: সুতা (Thread) হবনরতয় (bare) হগতে 
 

🎯 Thrifty ➯ ( নমতবযয়ী; careful about money; economical; N. thrift ) 👉 Being ~ 
means being careful of your money and how you spend it. Think twice before 
you spend, but if you must shop, hitting the sales and using coupons are 
good ways to be ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and Safety go hand in hand. It is for our 
own safety to be ~ (to use resources thoughtfully). 
 

🎯 Thrive ➯ ( উিনতলাভ করা; prosper; flourish ) 👉 If something is thriving, it's 
doing well — so well you could call it "booming." A thriving retail business 
sees its products flying off the shelves. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ after strive 
 

🎯 Throes ➯ ( তীব্র যন্ত্রণা; অ ানন্ত; violent anguish ) 👉 Did your team just lose 
the Super Bowl or the World Series? You're probably in the ~ of despair — 
experiencing intense feelings of suffering and agitation. 👀 Mnemonic: THROE 
is pronounced like throw ..so you throw things at someone when you become 
violent in PAIN/ANGUISH. 
 

🎯 Throng ➯ ( নভড; crowd (of people or things); V. ) 👉 A ~ is a crowd of 
people or animals. On the crowded platform, the ~ of passengers attempted 
to push their way into the already overcrowded subway car. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;hi preeti,now its corrected);this word sounds like THRONE...so when a 
king sits on the throne...CROWD gathers at that time. 
 

🎯 Throttle ➯ ( টুেঁনট নটনপয়া র্রা; strangle; regulate the speed of with a ~; N: 
valve that regulates the flow; CF. throat ? ) 👉 The ~ of an engine controls 
the fuel going in, and if you're going at full ~, you'd better hang onto your 
hat. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ rhymes with THROAT KILL, it means to KILL BY 
SQUEEZING THE THROAT. 
 

🎯 Thwart ➯ ( উতদ্দত য বার্া হদত্তয়া; block or hinder; baffle; frustrate ) 👉 A 
villain's worst nightmare is the superhero who always seems to ~ his efforts, 
preventing him from carrying out his plans to take over the world. 👀 

Mnemonic: this word sounds like THROAT....so if someone squeezes your 
throat your air passages will get blocked...............thus desires will be 
prevented.. u also feel frustrated and baffled.. 
 

🎯 Tightwad ➯ ( কৃপণ; miser; excessively frugal person ) 👉 A ~ is someone 
who avoids spending money, like a relative who wraps a piece of junk from 
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the basement in used wrapping paper and gives it to you, even though he or 
she could afford to buy you a nice birthday present. 👀 Mnemonic: tight + 
wadu(in telugu)....a person who is tight or very miserly when it comes to 
spending money...we generally say he is a tight handed person..that means he 
is a miser..... 
 

🎯 Tiller ➯ ( হিৌকার োল ঘুরাির োতল; handle used to move boat's rudder (to 
steer) ) 👉 The ~ is what steers a boat — specifically, the handle attached to 
the rudder. ~s are generally found on smaller boats because it would take too 
much force to steer larger ships with hand ~s. 👀 Mnemonic: Power~ 
 

🎯 Timbre ➯ ( সুর; quality of a musical tone produced by a musical 
instrument (which distinguishes it from others of the same pitch) ) 👉 ~ is a 
word that describes the tone or unique quality of a sound. If you play the 
same note on a piano and on a guitar, each note will have its own ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ reminds us of timber or wood. Also most of our traditional 
musical instruments are made of wood.In cricket when a batsman gets 
bowled , it hits the timber and produces a distinguised quality sound called 
"~". 
 

🎯 Timidity ➯ ( ভীরুস্বভাব; lack of self-confidence or courage ) 👉 Do you suffer 
from ~? If so, you probably feel uneasy in new places and situations. You 
might fear having to make decisions. But as you get more comfortable, your 
~ will go away. 👀 Mnemonic: timi(time)+dity(duty)..well you did nt do the 
duty of studying on time during exams.....so now you have lost your self 
confidence...... 
 

🎯 Timorous ➯ ( ভীরু; fearful; timid; demonstrating fear ) 👉 A ~ person is 
timid or shy, like your ~ friend who likes to hang out with close pals but gets 
nervous around big groups of new people. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like TIME + 
OVER: imagine you are giving your GRE exam, and your time gets over, you 
will get frightened.. = fear = demonstrate fear. :) 
 

🎯 Tipple ➯ ( সুরাপাি করা; drink (alcoholic beverages) frequently; N: alcoholic 
drink ) 👉 Use the verb ~ when you want to show that someone drinks 
moderately but regularly. During Prohibition in the 1920s it was illegal to ~ 
but today you can ~ almost anywhere — as long as you are 21. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);Don't ~ or you will TOPPLE. 
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🎯 Tirade ➯ ( নতরস্কারপূণস বকৃ্ততা; long angry denunciatory speech; diatribe; 
harangue; extended scolding; denunciation ) 👉 A ~ is a speech, usually 
consisting of a long string of violent, emotionally charged words. Borrow and 
lose your roommate's clothes one too many times, and you can bet you'll be 
treated to a heated ~. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like tired.. your mom gets tired 
after a ~..i.e. LONG ANGRY DENUNCIATORY SPEECH.. 
 

🎯 Titanic ➯ ( নবরাটকায়; gigantic; N. titan ) 👉 If two rival football teams 
played a close game that went into overtime, it could be could be said that 
winning it was a ~ struggle. This means it took a large amount of force and 
power to do so. 👀 Mnemonic: Think of the great ship '~', how powerful it 
was! 
 

🎯 Tithe ➯ ( খাজিারুতপ প্রতদয় এক দ মাং ; tax of one-tenth (contributed to a 
church); V: pay a ~ ) 👉 To ~ is to make a contribution equal to one-tenth of 
your income, usually to a church or religious institution. You probably always 
~, even in years when your finances are very tight. 👀 Mnemonic: sorry if it 
hurts any one........tit+he..when someone touches the tits then he shud pay 
1/10th of salary 
 

🎯 Titillate ➯ ( সুডসুনড হদওয়া; tickle; excite pleasantly; Ex. not to ~ the 
audience but to enlighten it ) 👉 A juicy steak may ~ your taste buds, or sexy 
images in a foreign film may ~ your desire. ~ means to excite someone's 
imagination, especially in a sexual way. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Adult);"Tits" + 
"Late" -> The more late a girls show you her tits in foreplay, more sexually 
excited you become. 
 

🎯 Title ➯ ( হখতাব; name (of a book, film, etc.); mark of rank; formal 
appellation as of rank or office (such as Lord or General); right or claim to 
possession; championship; Ex. ~ as head of the family; Ex. ~ to the estate ) 👉 

A ~ is typically the official part of your name, placed at the beginning to 
signify a certain status or function. So, do you prefer "Mr.," "Mrs.," "Dr." or 
"Ms"? Or perhaps you just go by "Grand Pooh-bah"? 👀 Mnemonic: ~ ~~ en~ 
 

🎯 Titter ➯ ( চাপাোনস; nervous giggle; nervous laugh; V. ) 👉 A ~ is an 
awkward laugh at something that you shouldn't be laughing at, like during 
dinner when Uncle Marvin makes a joke about your mother's new hairstyle. 
If you try to hide your laugh, it's probably a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;global 
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slang);~ : tit + her(ter), these days blouses are made so somooth they 
frequently slipped off. this situation may find you laughing nervously, or one 
can laugh when management is trying to undo all stuff but keeping tits in 
mind ;) 
 

🎯 Titular ➯ ( িাতমমাত্র; হখতাবসার; of a title; in name only; nominal; having the 
title of an office without the obligations; Ex. ~ head of the company ) 👉 You 
might say you're the boss man in your household, but if everybody else in 
the family ignores you, 'boss man' is probably a ~ position for you. In other 
words, it's just a title. There's no power behind it. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - TIT + U 
+ LAR - TITLED + YOU + ARE. Titled you are but unfortunately with no power. 
 

🎯 Toady ➯ ( চাটুকার; servile flatterer; yes man; sycophant; V: be a ~ to; fawn 
) 👉 You can call the kid who is always really nice to the teacher in hopes of 
getting a good grade a brown-noser or, if you want to sound clever, a ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: Sir, "TODAY"(~) you look very ...... (this an act of pleasing 
someone in order to gain a personal advantage.) 
 

🎯 Toga ➯ ( আলনখো; Roman outer robe ) 👉 A ~ is the draped, dress-like 
garment worn by men in ancient Rome. Today, businessmen wear suits and 
ties, but thousands of years ago, the business suit of Rome was a ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: as v know dat v know dat v r supposed to wear some special 
clothes to do yoga...nw lets supose dat v should wear ~ to do YOGA...so its a 
kind of robe 
 

🎯 Tome ➯ ( হমাটা বই; large volume; book ) 👉 A ~ is a large book. If you're 
pre-med, chances are you're going to have one heck of a ~ for your biology 
class. ~ is often used to refer to a book that is not only really large but also 
unusually important. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;global);when you are asked to read 
a really Large Book, Then you say with surprise "TO ME"??? .. ;) 
 

🎯 Tonsure ➯ ( হক কতসি,মাথা িযাডা করা; shaving of the head especially by 
person entering religious orders; V. ) 👉 If you are a monk that shaves all or 
some of your hair for religious reasons, that bald spot is called a ~. The act 
of creating that spot is also known as ~. 👀 Mnemonic: u have to be ton sure 
before u shave ure head 
 

🎯 Topography ➯ ( নিনদসষ্ট অিতলর নব দ নববরণ, প্রাকৃনতক ববন ষ্ট; physical features 
of a region (such as the shape and height); CF. topo-: place ) 👉 ~ is a detailed 
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map of the surface features of land. It includes the mountains, hills, creeks, 
and other bumps and lumps on a particular hunk of earth. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is 
the GEOGRAPHY of an area, its rivers, roads, buildings, etc. 
 

🎯 Torpor ➯ ( অসাডতা; lethargy; sluggishness; dormancy; ADJ.: lethargic; lazy; 
inactive; (of an animal) dormant; hibernating ) 👉 ~ is a state of mental and 
physical inactivity. "After a huge Thanksgiving meal, my family members fall 
into a ~; no one can even pick up the TV remote." 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);Well its quite opposite to what is a topper who is naturally 
diligent 
 

🎯 Torrid ➯ ( উষ্ণপ্রর্াি; (of weather) hot or scorching; passionate; Ex. ~ love 
affairs ) 👉 If you're having a ~ romance, that means it's steamy and 
emotionally charged. If you're listening to a ~ band, then you're listening to a 
band that has a lot of energy. 👀 Mnemonic: torturously arid or hot & arid=~ 
 

🎯 Torso ➯ ( মস্তক ত্ত েস্তপদেীি মূনতস; trunk of statue with head and limbs 
missing; human trunk ) 👉 A ~ is no more than the trunk of the human body 
— minus arms, legs, and heads. Joggers or early morning dog walkers 
frequently find ~s. And then the police are called. 👀 Mnemonic: the terrorist 
TORtured the army chief SO much that his dead body was found as a ~(head 
and legs missing...) 
 

🎯 Tortuous ➯ ( হপেঁচাতলা; winding; full of curves; Ex. ~ mountain road ) 👉 ~ 
means twisting or complicated. "James Bond drove his custom BMW 120 mph 
on the road that was ~ in its twists and turns. He had to stop the evil 
madman's plan for world domination that was so ~ even 007 could not 
understand it." 👀 Mnemonic: a tortoise does not move in straight line... it 
keeps twisting and turning making path complicated. 
 

🎯 Tout ➯ ( দালানল করা,প্রচারণা করা, হকাতিা নকসুর অনতনরক্ত প্রসংসা করা; promote or 
publicize (one's goods or service); praise excessively (as a form of 
advertisement); CF. advertise ) 👉 To ~ means to praise, boast, or brag about. 
If you like to ~ your skill as a skier, you tell people you can go down expert-
level hills. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: shout to promote (to publicly praise or promote) 
 

🎯 Toxic ➯ ( নবিাক্ত; poisonous; N. ~ity ) 👉 Danger! Hazardous! Do not eat! 
These are just some of the warnings you'll see on ~ substances — meaning 
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stuff that's poisonous and even deadly. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - The ENDEMIC 
spread of ~ waste has caused many deaths in the area. 
 

🎯 Traduce ➯ ( অপবাদ হদওয়া; expose to slander ) 👉 To ~ is to badmouth 
someone or something. If you don't want people talking trash about you, 
then don't ~ them either — even if they started it. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - TO + 
REDUCE someone's good image, to slander or defame. 
 

🎯 Trajectory ➯ ( গ্রেিিতত্রর নিনদসষ্ট আবি পথ, হিপিাতস্ত্রর চতলর পথ; path taken by 
a projectile; Ex. ~ of a bullet ) 👉 If you stay on your current ~ of constant 
partying, dining out, and yacht rentals, you'll end up broke. A ~ is the path 
of an object through space, or the path of life that a person chooses. 👀 

Mnemonic: In tragic moment of our life we follow the curved path of life 
 

🎯 Tranquillity ➯ ( নস্থর অবস্থা; calmness; peace ) 👉 ~ is a sense of peace and 
quiet. It is the feeling you have while sitting under a starry sky, listening to 
the crickets. The aura of tranquility comes from the calm in the world, which 
makes you feel you are without a care in the world. 👀 Mnemonic: Trans 
(transfer) + quality -> transfer in to quality life 
 

🎯 Transcendent ➯ ( সতবসাত্কৃষ্ট; exceeding ordinary limits; superior; surpassing; 
V.: go beyond; exceed; surpass; ) 👉 ~ describes something so excellent that 
it's beyond the range of human understanding. 👀 Mnemonic: ~, concentrate 
on TRANSCEND. We are familiar with the transcend pen drive that is 
available in the market. It is of a SUPERIOR quality and SURPASSES all the 
other brands. 
 

🎯 Transcribe ➯ ( প্রনতনলনপ করা; copy; write a copy of; ) 👉 If someone asks 
you to ~ something, they want you to listen to it and write down what was 
said, word for word. Speeches, interviews, and trials are often ~d for records. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~ = TRANSfer + SCRIBE(to write). So when you transfer some 
writings from one book to other it means you COPY the writings. 
 

🎯 Transgression ➯ ( আইি বা আতদ  লঙ্ঘি; violation of a law; sin; V. : go 
beyond (a limit); violate; do wrong ) 👉 A ~ is something that is against a 
command or law. Whether you are cheating on a test, or cheating on a 
spouse, you are committing ~s that are not easily forgiven. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Trans + aggression....imagine the army of Pakistan aggressively crossing the 
Line of Control (LOC) and hence violating the law trans(=across) border. 
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🎯 Transient ➯ ( িণজীবী; staying for a short time; momentary; temporary; N: 
one that is ~ ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe something that always 
changes or moves around, like how a teenage girl can have a temporary 
crush on one boy one week and another boy the next week. 👀 Mnemonic: 

remember ~ light and ~ current.... that we studied in physics.....which produce 
an effect for a very short time... 
 

🎯 Transition ➯ ( িানন্তকাল; going from one state of action to another ) 👉 A ~ 
is a change from one thing to the next, either in action or state of being—as 
in a job ~ or as in the much more dramatic example of a caterpillar making a 
~ into a butterfly. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ or CONVERSION or TRANSFORMATION, all 
of which are rhyming words having the same meaning. The words refer to 
the process of changing from one state to another. 
 

🎯 Transitory ➯ ( অিকালস্থায়ী; transient; impermanent; fleeting; ) 👉 If 
something is fleeting or lasts a short time, it is ~. Your boss declared the 
company's restructuring to be ~, and promised that the company would 
emerge stronger and better than ever. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Electronics);Transistors take a very short time to turn from on to off i.e 
acting like a switch 
 

🎯 Transparent ➯ ( স্বি; permitting light to pass through freely; easily 
detected; obvious; clear; Ex. ~ lie ) 👉 You can see right through something ~. 
A window is ~, but so are the intentions of a Peeping Tom looking through 
that window. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ or EXPLICIT - something that is crystal clear. 
 

🎯 Transpire ➯ ( ঘটা; (of a fact) become known; be revealed; happen; give off 
(watery waste matter) through pores ) 👉 ~ is a fancy way of saying 
"happen." "What's transpiring?" — however — just doesn't have the same 
ring as "What's happening?" 👀 Mnemonic: Conspire is Secret plot, so ~ is to 
open the secret, reveal it 
 

🎯 Transport ➯ ( আত্মোরা অিুভুনত; strong emotion; rapture; Ex. in a ~/~s of; V: 
move to strong emotion; enrapture ) 👉 ~ means to move something, often 
large quantities of commercial products, over great distances. Container ships 
~ goods made in China to the U.S., where they will be sold. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
= TRANS + SPORT. Concentrate on the word sport. So, in order to be 
successful in any sport you have to be EMOTIONALLY STRONG. 
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🎯 Traumatic ➯ ( আঘাতদায়ক; (of an experience) deeply shocking; pertaining 
to an injury caused by violence; serious wound; emotional shock that causes 
lasting psychological damage ) 👉 Something is ~ if it's very upsetting, 
painful, or disturbing. The word is related to a Greek word meaning "wound," 
so you can think of ~ as something involving a wound, either physical or 
mental. 👀 Mnemonic: trauma...sounds similar 2 coma 
 

🎯 Travail ➯ ( প্রসবযন্ত্রণা; strenuous work; toil; painful labor; labor of 
childbirth ) 👉 If you've had to bust your behind, burn the midnight oil, and 
shed blood, sweat, and tears to get where you are today, you could say 
you've endured significant ~. In other words, back-breakingly hard mental 
exertion or physical labor. 👀 Mnemonic: TRAVel - AIL...Imagine someone 
ailing after a long travel...repenting over the large physical and mental pain 
and tiredness after the travel 
 

🎯 Traverse ➯ ( মাঝ নদতয় অনতিম কতর যাওয়া; go through or across ) 👉 The 
verb ~ means to travel across an extended area. "Her dream was to ~ the 
country by car, so she could meet new people and see all the kitschy sites — 
like the giant roadside tire in Michigan or the shoe house in Pennsylvania." 
👀 Mnemonic: tra(travel)+ verse(adverse)- travel adverse = travel across. 
 

🎯 Travesty ➯ ( োসযকর অিুকরণ, পযারনড; copy or example of something that 
completely misrepresents the true nature of the real thing; comical parody or 
imitation; treatment aimed at making something appear ridiculous; Ex. ~ of 
justice; OP. paragon ) 👉 A ~ is a cheap mockery, usually of something or 
someone serious, such as a ~ of justice. 👀 Mnemonic: If u think Bra(tra) as 
vest then it is a ~. 
 

🎯 Treatise ➯ ( গতবিণামূলক আতলাচিা গ্রেি; article treating a subject 
systematically and thoroughly ) 👉 Our principal published her fifty-page "~ 
on Gum Chewing" days before she was carted away by men in white coats. ~s 
are formal papers that treat a specific subject. Gum chewing shouldn't merit 
one. 👀 Mnemonic: focus on TREATI..almost same as TREATY...now remember 
treaty between two nations, so it must be a formal written document 
 

🎯 Trek ➯ ( সুদীঘস দুগসম পথ পানর; travel; journey; V: make a long difficult 
journey ) 👉 Want to go on a ~ through the mountains? Make sure you have 
good shoes, drinking water, and snacks. A ~ is a long and difficult journey. 👀 
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Mnemonic: Trecking is a long & tedious trip or a track is through which a 
journey is taken. 
 

🎯 Tremor ➯ ( ন েরণ; trembling; slight quiver (as of the earth or from 
nervous agitation) ) 👉 A ~ is a trembling or shaking in a person or the Earth. 
If you're scared about speaking in public you might have a ~ in your voice — 
or wish that an earthquake ~ would open up the floor and swallow you first. 
👀 Mnemonic: Remember Trimmer, a noob's hands will tremble/shake when 
trimmer is brought near to his neck 
 

🎯 Tremulous ➯ ( কনম্পত; trembling; wavering ) 👉 Something ~ is shaky and 
quivering, usually from fear or lack of strength. If you're nervous at your 
first big job interview, your hands might be a little ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

TREMble+nervOUS-->~ is trembling in nervousness or fear 
 

🎯 Trenchant ➯ ( মমসতভদী; cutting; incisive; keen ) 👉 If you're ~, it means you 
think or say smart, sharply worded things that cut right to the heart of the 
matter. A ~ observation is one that makes people scratch their chins 
thoughtfully, or wince with embarrassment for whomever you're talking 
about, or both. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;you build a trench... must keep a keen 
eye on the enemy...then attack or penetrate enemy lines when the time is 
right!);if chant under the tree...it ll be clear and effective 
 

🎯 Trepidation ➯ ( র্ড়্েডানি; fear; nervous apprehension ) 👉 When plain old 
"fear" isn't enough to get across a deep feeling of dread about something on 
the horizon, use the more formal word ~. 👀 Mnemonic: Intrepid is fearless, 
so Trepid is fearfull....:P 
 

🎯 Tribulation ➯ ( দুদস া; suffering; ordeal; distress; trial ) 👉 ~ is suffering or 
trouble, usually resulting from oppression. The ~s of a coal miner include a 
dangerous work environment, lung disease from black dust and a cramped, 
dark work space. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~~Tribal ; While the group was 
trekking they were caught by jungle tribal(junglee log In Hindi) and harrased 
...It was a period of ~ for them! 
 

🎯 Tribunal ➯ ( নবচারালয়; court of justice ) 👉 A ~ is like a court. If you've 
done something wrong and you get caught it's likely you'll be brought before 
a ~, although not all ~s are there to determine guilt. 👀 Mnemonic: tribal 
people are badly treated...so dey need a special COURT OF JUSTICE!! 
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এই মুেূততস এবং 
পতডি। তাতদর টাতগসট কতরই আপিার প্রনতষ্ঠাি নকংবা পতণযর প্রচার ও প্রসাতর সেল মাতকসনটং 
করতত পাতরি।  
📝 
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🎭 ➯ হমম্বার সংখযা ৬০ োজার,  
👨 ➯ অিুসানর ৫০ োজার,  
🕮  
➯পডার সংখযা ১.৫ লাখ, 
👆 ➯ বযবোরকারী ৭০ োজার, 
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🎯 Tribute ➯ ( রাজস্ব; tax levied by a ruler; payment made by one nation to 
another in acknowledgment of submission; mark of respect (such as praise or 
gift); Ex. pay ~ to ) 👉 A ~ is a sign of respect or admiration, an award to 
honor a person's accomplishments. A famous director receives a lifetime 
achievement award as a ~ to his many successful films. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and 
CON~ are rhyming words. As it was a ~ for the flood victims, everyone 
CON~D generously. 
 

🎯 Trident ➯ ( নত্র ূল; three-pronged spear ) 👉 If you're the ancient Greek god 
of the sea, you're probably already familiar with a ~, a three-pronged spear 
you can use to stab things. 👀 Mnemonic: ~=TRI(three) + DENT(tooth). 
 

🎯 Trifling ➯ ( খুেঁনটিানট; trivial; unimportant ) 👉 If something is ~ it's really 
unimportant, of no consequence — "a ~ detail." 👀 Mnemonic: divide it like 
TRI(TRY)+FLING.(means to throw sb or something)..SO..you always TRY to 
throw SOMETHING UNIMPORTANT. 
 

🎯 Trilogy ➯ ( ত্রয়ীর, নতিনট কাতজর সমনষ্ট; group of three related works 
(connected by a shared subject but each complete in itself) ) 👉 If you've just 
started a ~ of books, you'll be reading for a while. A ~ is something that has 
three parts, so you'll have three books to read. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;eng);Julius caesar is divided into three act yeilding a ~ a literature work 
by shakespeare !! 
 

🎯 Trinket ➯ ( িুে অলংকার; knickknack; bauble; cheap jewelry ) 👉 The word ~ 
refers to an inexpensive, flashy ornament or piece of jewelry. A rhinestone 
brooch to pin to your jacket is a showy ~ that won't break the bank. 👀 

Mnemonic: A BRACELET is also a ~. A ~ refers to a small and delicate piece 
of jewellery. 
 

🎯 Trite ➯ ( গতািুগনতক; hackneyed; commonplace; threadbare ) 👉 When you 
want to indicate that something is silly or overused, you would call it ~. A 
love song with lyrics about holding hands in the sunshine? Totally ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ = tri +it ( so sounds like try + it) She made the same dish all 
the time and give it to her friends saying, 'try it' ... as it is repeated so many 
times, it becomes over familiar. 
 

🎯 Truculence ➯ ( িৃ ংসতা; aggressiveness; ferocity; ADJ. pugnacious; fierce ) 
👉 If you get into fights all of the time, you might be accused of ~ and sent 
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for anger management classes. ~ is showing a fierce kind of aggression. 👀 

Mnemonic: truc(sound like truck) + cull(means to kill animals) + ance(hence).. 
the truck driver culled some of the animal while driving, hence the villagers 
are angry with him and are agressively barring him from entering the village. 
 

🎯 Truism ➯ ( স্বতঃনসি সতয; self-evident truth ) 👉 Here's a ~ for you: Only 
people who look up words they don't know can expand their vocabularies. 
Did you find that statement obvious, boring, and saying nothing new or 
interesting? That's the perfect description of a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = 
TRUI(TRUE) + SM(SELF MADE) => self evident truth 
 

🎯 Truncate ➯ ( অগ্রভাগ োেঁনটয়া হদত্তয়া; cut the top off; shorten ) 👉 The verb ~ 
means to cut off or shorten. You can ~ a board that is too long using a 
power saw, a chain saw, or perhaps even a karate kick. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);trunc(TRUNK) + cate(CUT).....when you CUT the TRUNK OF THE 
tree, by cutting the top off, you make it SHORT. 
 

🎯 Tumid ➯ ( স্ফীত;  ব্দাডম্বরপূণস; (of a part of the body) swollen; distended; 
bombastic; pompous ) 👉 To understand ~, think about how your belly feels 
after Thanksgiving when you've just polished off that third helping of turkey 
with stuffing and Brussels sprouts. Gassy? Full? Distended? That's ~ for you. 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;Logic reasoning);~ has the first three letters common 
with TUMOUR, which is a swollen mass or ball of cells. So ~ is swollen, or 
distended. 
 

🎯 Tumult ➯ ( নবতিাভ; commotion of a great crowd; riot; noise; uproar; ADJ. 
~uous: noisy and disorderly ) 👉 If a principal steps into a classroom and is 
greeted by a ~ of voices, with the teacher shouting for her kids' attention, he 
will not be pleased. A ~ is a state of noisy confusion. 👀 Mnemonic: tu+mu = 
tu tu main main 
 

🎯 Tundra ➯ ( তুিা অিল; rolling treeless plain in Siberia and arctic North 
America ) 👉 The ~ is a vast treeless plain near the Arctic Circle where the 
subsoil is permanently frozen. Despite the stark cold, many animals thrive on 
the ~, including insects, migrating birds, and foxes. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - a 
region where there is lot of 'thund' meaning cold in hindi 
 

🎯 Turbid ➯ ( হঘালা; (of a liquid) having the sediment disturbed; muddy; thick 
) 👉 If a liquid is dark and murky and you can't see through it, it's ~. It's 
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usually used as a criticism — a ~ river is generally a polluted one, but then 
again a good pint of real ale should be ~. Go figure. 👀 Mnemonic: 

T+URBID(urban) we can see that the urban areas are still muddy.. and 
disturbed sediment. 
 

🎯 Turbulence ➯ ( হকালােলপূণসতা; state of violent agitation; ADJ. violently 
agitated or disturbed ) 👉 Use the noun ~ to describe instability or 
disturbance. If you're on an airplane during a storm, ~ is that horrible thing 
that is causing the plane (and your stomach) to bounce around. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;~ sounds ambulance. An ambulance is needed during state 
of violent agitation,many of them get wounded.);Ambulance 
 

🎯 Tureen ➯ ( সুপ রানখবার গামলানবত ি; deep dish for serving soup ) 👉 If a 
waiter brought a big, deep serving dish to your table, removed its lid, and 
began ladling soup into your bowl, you could confidently call the dish a ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: It can be broken as ~ = Tarri + In TARRI is famous hindi slang for 
spicy curry. IN means isnide. So where we put TARRI. Which is nothing but 
bowl. 
 

🎯 Turgid ➯ ( স্ফীত; রসস্ফীত; swollen; distended (as from liquid) ) 👉 ~ describes 
something that's swollen, typically by fluids, like a ~ water balloon that's way 
too big to resist dropping on your friend's head. 👀 Mnemonic: হতার (TUR) 
নজদ (GID) েুতল/হেতপ উিতলা 
 

🎯 Turmoil ➯ ( হুলুসূ্থল; extreme confusion; great commotion and confusion; Ex. 
throw the country into ~ ) 👉 Mashed potatoes flew in one direction, peas in 
another. Kids were standing on chairs. The principal was shouting, but no 
one listened. "Food fight!," the seniors cried. The cafeteria was in a state of ~. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~: turn + oil...when the government raises the price of oil..it 
creates ~ among the public. 
 

🎯 Turncoat ➯ ( হবইমাি ; traitor ) 👉 Have you ever switched political parties, 
taken up a different religion, or — worst of all — changed which sports team 
you support? You are a ~ then, a deeply hostile word meaning a traitor or 
deserter to the cause. 👀 Mnemonic: if you turn your coat then you show 
your back... and one who back stabs you is a traitor.. 
 

🎯 Tutelary ➯ ( রিাকর; protective; pertaining to a guardianship; Ex. ~ deities 
) 👉 The adjective ~ describes something that is supervising or guarding 
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something else, like the ~ duties of a babysitter who makes sure the kids 
don't hurt themselves at the playground. 👀 Mnemonic: TUTOR LIKE 
 

🎯 Tycoon ➯ ( পুেঁনজপনত; wealthy and powerful businessperson; wealthy leader; 
magnate; Ex. business ~ ) 👉 If you are meeting with someone who is 
considered a ~ in his industry, keep in mind that he is very successful and 
probably accustomed to high-stakes negotiations. 👀 Mnemonic: we generally 
say "he is a business ~"...u knw the rest...!!! 
 

🎯 Typhoon ➯ ( ঘূনণসঝড; tropical hurricane or cyclone ) 👉 What a hurricane is 
to the United States, a ~ is to South Pacific and Asian nations. It's a giant, 
rotating storm that brings awesome wind, rain, and destruction. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);in hindi it is "tuphaan" sounds similar with ~ 
...meaning is same 
 

🎯 Tyranny ➯ ( বস্বর াসি; oppression; cruel government; ADJ. tyrannical: of a 
tyrant or ~; despotic; V. tyrannize: treat tyrannically; oppress ) 👉 ~ is a noun 
that describes a repressive and arbitrarily cruel regime. Don't accuse your 
mother of ~ just because she won't let you play video games all weekend 
long. 👀 Mnemonic: TY + RANI ~ just to learn the word. After f_king his 
RANI, raja says TY(thank you) Rani and then f_ks his janta 
 

🎯 Tyro ➯ ( ন িািনবস; beginner; novice ) 👉 A ~ is a beginner, a new recruit, 
or someone who is just learning something. If you are the new guy at the job 
and you're wearing a big dorky badge that says "Trainee" on it, you are a ~. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~...sounds like try karo....a beginner TRYing to establish his 
buisness. 
 

🎯 Ubiquitous ➯ ( সবসবযাপী; being everywhere; omnipresent; ) 👉 It's 
everywhere! It's everywhere! When something seems like it's present in all 
places at the same time, reach for the adjective ~. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;global);it pronu~ like mosquitos which are being everywhere 
 

🎯 Ulterior ➯ ( দুরনভসনন্ধমূলক / যা প্রথতম উতেনখত েয় িাই / পতর আতস এমি; 
intentionally hidden; beyond what is evident; situated beyond; unstated and 
often questionable; Ex. ~ motive ) 👉 An ~ interest, argument, or revelation is 
one you try to keep hidden, like your ~ motive for weeding your 
grandmother's garden is to have a conversation with your crush — and 
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Grandma's neighbor — who happens to be outside, too. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = 
ultra + interior which is very much inside means hidden. 
 

🎯 Ultimate ➯ ( অনন্তম; final; not susceptible to further analysis; fundamental; 
Ex. The sun is the ~ source of energy. ) 👉 The last in a series can be 
described as the ~. A cheeky kid, when asked what she wants to be when she 
grows up, might say, "I want to be an actress, a singer, and a veterinarian, 
but my ~ goal is to be President of the United States." 👀 Mnemonic: ~ (final) 
and pen~ (one and only). 
 

🎯 Ultimatum ➯ ( চরমপত্র; last demand; last warning; last statement of 
conditions that must be met; Ex. They have ignored our ~. ) 👉 An ~ is a final 
demand attached to a threat, like "If you don't do it, I'll never speak to you 
again." ~s are serious business. 👀 Mnemonic: ~...Utimate + Term (condition). 
These are the ultimate terms and conditions that have to be met...this is the 
final ~. 
 

🎯 Umbrage ➯ ( অপমািতবার্ / নবতদ্বি / হিাভ; resentment; anger; sense of injury 
or insult; Ex. take ~ at his rudeness ) 👉 When someone takes ~ at something, 
they find it offensive, and it probably makes them angry. 👀 Mnemonic: 

notice the last 4 letters...RAGE.And then umbrella =shade, rage=anger and 
resentment. 
 

🎯 Unaccountable ➯ ( কারণনিণসতয়র অসার্য; unexplicable; impossible to account 
for; unreasonable or mysterious ) 👉 People, especially those in leadership 
positions, are described as ~ when they behave as though they don't need to 
explain themselves, answer to anyone else, or take responsibility for their 
actions. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - you cannot EXPLAIN about the statistics that are 
not in ACCOUNT 
 

🎯 Unanimity ➯ ( সবসসম্মনত; complete agreement; ) 👉 When there is ~, 
everyone agrees. When it comes to opinion, ~ is the opposite of 
disagreement. 👀 Mnemonic: un+animity(enimity) means no enemy which 
means agreement or harmony 
 

🎯 Unassailable ➯ ( প্রনাতীত; not open to attack; impregnable; not subject to 
question ) 👉 The adjective ~ means without flaws or indefensible. If you are 
going to get home late (again!), you'd better have an ~ alibi for your parents, 
or else you should plan on not seeing the outside of your room for a while. 
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👀 Mnemonic: a boat can be made to change direction by changing direction 
of SAIL. so one who is ~ cannot be changed or questioned or attacked or 
tampered with.it remains as it it 
 

🎯 Unassuming ➯ ( সাদানসতর্; modest; Ex. the champion's ~ manner ) 👉 The 
word ~ means modest, lacking in arrogance, pleasant, or polite. You'll find 
that some of the most ~ people are actually the most interesting and 
powerful of all. They're just decent enough not to display it all the time. 👀 

Mnemonic: assuming means very forward, arrogant. ~ is opposite of it which 
is modest. 
 

🎯 Unbridled ➯ ( লাগামেীি; violent; uncontrolled; Ex. ~ rage/greed ) 👉 ~ 
means unrestrained. When you find out that you just won the lottery, feel 
free to jump up and down with ~ joy. Go ahead, most people would probably 
let loose in the same way. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - bridle is hand gear of 
horse...imagine if horse is ~... it is violent......... 
 

🎯 Unconscionable ➯ ( নবতবকবনজসত; unscrupulous; not guided by conscience; 
excessive; beyond reason; Ex. ~ demand ) 👉 Something that is almost 
unimaginably unacceptable is ~. Think of it as being something that no 
reasonable person would even think of doing or saying — something 
unbelievable, outrageous, and often horrible. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;not aware 
about conscience);~ is un + conscio + nable...and conscience means to know 
what is morally acceptable but unconscious means not aware of the 
acceptable amount and therefore the same as ~. 
 

🎯 Uncouth ➯ ( অমানজসত; boorish; clumsy in speech or behavior; outlandish ) 
👉 When you're at a fancy dinner party, if you burp after you eat, use your 
fingers to spread butter on your bread, and hang spoons from your nose, 
people will probably say you are ~, meaning vulgar and ill-mannered. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ - UN(not)-C(courteous)-OUTH(youth) 
 

🎯 Unction ➯ ( মলম; the act of anointing with oil; Ex. extreme ~ ) 👉 ~ is a 
specially-prepared substance meant to bless or heal — the use of special oils 
in a religious ceremony or the medicine you might put on your chest if you 
are congested. 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like f~ where anointing with oil is done 
 

🎯 Unctuous ➯ ( হতািাতমাদপূণস; oily; bland; insincerely suave ) 👉 You might 
know the idea of the adjective ~ by other words like "oily," "smarmy," or 
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overly "flattering." When a person is ~, you can't trust their kindness, 
because they usually want something in return. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ 
-> f~ -> party like ... in parties girls do a lot of oily makeup and try to appear 
and behave sauve but in my opinion they look and behave in a bland way. 
 

🎯 Underlying ➯ ( মূলগত; lying below; fundamental ) 👉 The obvious meaning 
of ~ refers to something beneath something else. But the word carries a more 
subtle meaning, that of something hidden but important, something that 
shapes the meaning or effect of something else, without being explicit itself. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~...under + lying...something that is LYING UNDER another 
material as a support...can be termed as ~. 
 

🎯 Undermine ➯ ( নভনত্ত দুবসল কতর হদওয়া; weaken gradually; sap; dig a mine 
beneath ) 👉 To ~ literally means to dig a hole underneath something, making 
it likely to collapse. But we more often use the word to describe sabotage or 
the act of weakening someone else's efforts. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ ....Minining 
under the earth would GRADUALLY WEAKEN strength of soil and rock 
 

🎯 Underscore ➯ ( গুরুত্ব আতরাপ করা; underline; emphasize ) 👉 To ~ is to draw 
special attention to a fact, idea, or situation. When you're involved in a 
debate, it's wise to ~ the points that best support your argument. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;_);~ means the special character '_' which we use to 
EMPHASIZE special words. 
 

🎯 Undulating ➯ ( হঢউ - হতালা; moving with a wavelike motion; CF. und: wave 
) 👉 ~ describes a wave-like pattern. If a sound increases and decreases in 
pitch or volume like waves, you can say the sound is ~. When searching for 
the lost boy, the rescuers' cries undulated through the forest. 👀 Mnemonic: 

আতন্দানলত 
 

🎯 Unearth ➯ ( খুেঁতড বার করা; dig up; discover (facts) by careful searching; Ex. 
He ~ed some secrets about her; OP. conceal ) 👉 To ~ something is to dig it 
up. You could ~ a coffin, or even a tee shirt buried in the bottom of a 
drawer. 👀 Mnemonic: un(not)+earth the minerals which are not present in 
surface of earth is find BY DIGGING 
 

🎯 Unearthly ➯ ( অনততলৌনকক; not earthly; supernatural; weird; ghostly ) 👉 ~ 
describes something supernatural — a person or object that seems to come 
from another world. ~ beings are usually mysterious and can sometimes be 
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scary, like the aliens you might see in a science fiction movie. 👀 Mnemonic: 

~ - un+earthly, something that is not on earth is supernatural... 
 

🎯 Unequivocal ➯ ( দ্বযথসেীি; plain; clear; obvious ) 👉 If there is no doubt 
about it, it's ~. An ~ response to a marriage proposal? "Yes. Yes! A thousand 
times yes!" 👀 Mnemonic: equivocate- using ambiguous lang i.e. unclear 
unambiguous is not unclear which s clear 
 

🎯 Unerringly ➯ ( নিভুসলভাতব; infallibly; ADJ. unerring: making no mistakes ) 👉 

👀 Mnemonic: If it is what I think it is, the word stems from error so ~ - un-
error without error, without mistakes. 
 

🎯 Unexceptionable ➯ ( সমাতলাচিাতীত; entirely acceptable; not offering any 
basis for criticism ) 👉 If something is ~, don't bother trying to find 
something wrong with it — you won't. Your ~ character makes you the 
perfect candidate to run for public office, but if you run, people will be 
looking for things to criticize. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;ENglish (for 
SE/IT));expections in sofware engg/IT terms is one that has bugs. So ~ is no 
exceptions i.e bug free code and hence completely agreeable to the 
client,office 
 

🎯 Unfaltering ➯ ( অনবচনলত; steadfast; firm; not changing ) 👉 ~ means 
unwavering, not changing. As an adult, you might thank your mother for her 
~ support of your education, never letting you skip a night of homework. 
Now, not so much. 👀 Mnemonic: Remove 'f' from the word it becomes 
UNALTERING... Alter is to change so ~ is not changing or being firm. 
 

🎯 Unfeigned ➯ ( অকৃনত্রম; genuine; real ) 👉 Feign means to fake, or pretend, 
so ~ means sincere. If you greet a friend with ~ joy, she'll know you are 
happy to see her. 👀 Mnemonic: un(not)-feigned(fined): you are left unfined 
if you are HONEST, and this is a GENUINE fact. 
 

🎯 Unfetter ➯ ( কারামুক্ত; liberate; free from chains; V. ~ ) 👉 The adjective ~ed 
describes something or someone uninhibited and unrestrained. If you write 
mysteries novels for a living you probably turn your unfettered imagination 
to murder and mayhem. 👀 Mnemonic: un-fettered(feathered): if a bird is 
feathered it is FREE or LIBERATED to fly 
 

🎯 Unfrock ➯ ( যাজতকর পদ বা হপৌতরানেতয হথতক নবচুযত করা; defrock; strip a priest 
or minister of church authority ) 👉 👀 Mnemonic: Priest put on frock. 
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UN(gives negative connotation)+FROCK- so to put off frock. Here if priest put 
off his frock then the designation that he is holding, gets deprived from him. 
 

🎯 Ungainly ➯ ( এতলাতমতলা; (of someone) awkward in movement; clumsy; (of 
something) unwieldy; Ex. ~ dancer/instrument ) 👉 ~ is the opposite of 
graceful, convenient or easy. A clumsy dancer boogies in an ~ or awkward 
fashion. 👀 Mnemonic: un(means NOT) + GAINly...a model who LACKS GRACE 
IN HER MOVEMENT OR IF SHE WALKS IN AN AWKWARD manner on the 
ramp, will NOT GAIN popularity. 
 

🎯 Unguent ➯ ( আিাতলা চটচতট নজনিস; ointment ) 👉 That sometimes sticky or 
greasy salve you put on cuts or rashes is also called an ~. Whether it's a 
cream or a gel, the main purpose of an ~ is to heal or protect a sore. 👀 

Mnemonic: un (not) gu (গু) - its sth else, its - oinment 
 

🎯 Uniformity ➯ ( একরূপতা; sameness; monotony; the same all over ) 👉 Have 
you ever noticed that even though you and your friend have different history 
teachers, you are both learning the same thing? That is because of the ~, or 
consistency, of the curriculum. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and superficiality have the 
same sounds and they mean, something that does not change, is monotonous. 
 

🎯 Unilateral ➯ ( একতরো; one-sided; involving or affecting only one side; Ex. 
~ declaration ) 👉 ~ means "one-sided." If parents make a ~ decision to 
eliminate summer vacation, it means that the students' opinions or opposing 
views weren't considered. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and Bilateral have the same 
sounds but they are opposite in meaning. ~ means to involve one part while 
bilateral is the involvement of two parties. 
 

🎯 Unimpeachable ➯ ( সতন্দোতীত; that cannot be impeached; beyond doubt 
or question; blameless and exemplary ) 👉 ~ describes someone or something 
that is totally, completely, without any doubt, innocent and good, like an ~ 
role model who avoids bad influences and sketchy situations. 👀 Mnemonic: 

un+impeach [ i m "pee"ing in the bEACH(i m pe each),so the police caught 
me and accused me for the crime :(] 
 

🎯 Uninhibited ➯ ( কুণ্ঠােীি / সংতকাচমুক্ত; unrepressed; free in behavior and 
feelings ) 👉 The prefix "un-" means "not," making the meaning of ~ "not 
inhibited, not restrained or holding back." Someone who is ~ is not afraid to 
act however he or she wishes. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);UN(not)INHIBIT(to 
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put down by force or authority).....thus ~ means free in behaviour and 
feelings or unrestrained [inhibit - prohibit] 
 

🎯 Unison ➯ ( ঐকয / ধ্বনিসময়ি; unity of pitch (in musical performance); 
complete accord; Ex. The choir sang in ~. ) 👉 The noun ~ describes 
something that is synchronized or simultaneous, like when someone asks a 
question and you and your friend respond with the exact same answer at the 
same moment. When something is said in ~, two or more voices sound like 
one. 👀 Mnemonic: UNI for same; SON (comes from SONUS=SOUND) 
 

🎯 Universal ➯ ( সাবসজিীি; characterizing or affecting all; general; present 
everywhere; of the universe; cosmic; Ex. ~ agreement; Ex. a subject of ~ 
interest ) 👉 ~ describes something for everything or everyone. ~ design is 
architectural design that accommodates every person. A ~ remote can change 
the stations on all your home entertainment systems, but hopefully not at 
once. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and General sound the same and both words refer to 
something that is present everywhere, is common. 
 

🎯 Unkempt ➯ ( এতলাতথতলা; disheveled; uncared for in appearance; not 
combed; CF. comb ) 👉 ~ literally means "not combed," but use it to describe 
anything with a sloppy appearance. Your hair probably looks ~ when you roll 
out of bed in the morning. Keep it that way if you're going for the rock star 
look. 👀 Mnemonic: Drop the 'm' from ~. It becomes 'UNKEPT'...UN+KEPT, 
something not kept properly or maintained like hair. or someone who is 
dowdy, untamed. 
 

🎯 Unobtrusive ➯ ( িজতর িা - আসা; inconspicuous; not blatant ) 👉 Use the 
adjective ~ to describe something that doesn't attract much attention, like an 
~ waiter who doesn't interrupt diners to rattle off the nightly specials, or an 
~ stain on the floor that your parents haven't noticed. 👀 Mnemonic: 

something obtruding (বানের কনরয়া হদখাি)/protruding will be noticeable, 
UN(not)OBSTRUSIVE( undesirably noticeable) is unnoticeable and not blatant 
 

🎯 Unprecedented ➯ ( অভূতপূবস; having no previous example; novel; 
unparalleled ) 👉 Something that is ~ is not known, experienced, or done 
before. If you've never gone on a family beach vacation but you're planning 
one now, you could refer to it as an ~ decision. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;eng);UN(not)..PRECEDE(event occured in past)...so ~ means something 
which has never occured in past or it is novel 
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🎯 Unrequited ➯ ( প্রনতদািেীি; not requited (অিুতরার্); not reciprocated; Ex. ~ 
love ) 👉 ~ is used almost exclusively in the context of romantic love. If you 
love someone and they don't love you back--that, my friend, is a case of ~ 
love. 👀 Mnemonic: অিুতরার্ (requited) োডাই (un) 
 

🎯 Unsavory ➯ ( অরুনচকর; distasteful; disagreeable; morally offensive; Ex. ~ 
activity/reputation ) 👉 Call something ~ if it's unappetizing, tasteless, or 
morally offensive. Curdled sour milk is pretty ~, as are the dirty details of the 
latest political scandal. 👀 Mnemonic: savor means taste,hence unsavor means 
distasteful. 
 

🎯 Unseemly ➯ ( অত াভি; unbecoming; not proper in behavior; indecent; Ex. 
leave with ~ haste ) 👉 Something that is inappropriate or unacceptable 
behavior is ~. It's a gentler, somewhat nicer word for "inappropriate" than its 
synonyms, the "in" words: "indecent, indecorous, indelicate, inelegant, inept" 
— well, you get the idea. 👀 Mnemonic: UN+SEEM- does not seem normal or 
proper in behavior 
 

🎯 Unsightly ➯ ( কদাকার; ugly; unpleasant to look at ) 👉 ~ is a gentler way of 
saying ugly. Often something that is described as ~ sticks out like a sore 
thumb in an otherwise attractive environment. 👀 Mnemonic: concentrate on 
sight means to see. ~ means can't like to see if it is ugly. 
 

🎯 Unsullied ➯ ( নবমল; untarnished; ) 👉 Your reputation is ~, or unsoiled, 
because you study hard, you don't skip school, and you are generally kind to 
everyone. Your friend's reputation hasn't stayed ~ since he got caught selling 
answers to tests. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and Unsoiled have a similar meaning, 
something spotlessly clean, spick and span. 
 

🎯 Untenable ➯ ( অসমথসিতযাগয / অচল; (of a position, esp. in an argument) 
indefensible; not able to be maintained ) 👉 If something is ~, you can't 
defend it or justify it. If your disagreement with your teacher puts you in an 
~ position, you better just admit you made a mistake and get on with it. 👀 

Mnemonic: a child un(der) ten not able defense himself they need parents 
maintenance (under+ten+not able) 
 

🎯 Untoward ➯ ( দুভসাগযপূণস; unexpected and adverse; unfortunate or unlucky; 
Ex. ~ encounter ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes something offensive or 
inappropriate, like the rumors of ~ behavior that can shatter a Hollywood 
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icon's reputation. 👀 Mnemonic: conditions which are not towards me are ==> 
~ 
 

🎯 Unwarranted ➯ ( অিযাযয; unjustified; having no justification; groundless; 
baseless; undeserved ) 👉 When something is ~ it's not called-for under the 
given circumstances. For example, debating the merits of someone's talent is 
one thing, but calling them stupid is ~. 👀 Mnemonic: i got a mobile without 
a warranty and that was unjustified. 
 

🎯 Unwieldy ➯ ( অনিয়ন্ত্রণসার্য / নবিম; awkward (to carry or move); 
cumbersome; unmanageable ) 👉 If you see an ~ person coming down the 
aisle of the bus with an ~ box, you may want to step aside because that's a 
double dose of clumsy. It's an awkward person carrying a box that is difficult 
to manage. 👀 Mnemonic: un+wieldy...WIELD(y) rhymes with WELD...that 
which can be WELDED is easily changeable or MANAGEABLE. so WIELDY is 
EASILY MANAGEABLE. and ~ is the opposite 
 

🎯 Unwonted ➯ ( অিভযস্ত / সচরাচর ঘতট িা এমি; unaccustomed; unusual; Ex. He 
arrived with ~ punctuality. ) 👉 ~ is a pretty old-fashioned word now, 
meaning something unusual or out of the ordinary. Nowadays, ~ is a pretty ~ 
word itself. 👀 Mnemonic: WONTED=WANTED... name of salman khans 
film.....but if its sequel is named ~ ,now that shall be 
UNCUSTOMARY=UNUSUAL...; ) 
 

🎯 Upbraid ➯ ( নতরস্কার করা; reprimand; severely scold ) 👉 No, ~ isn't what 
girls get done at a salon before prom. When you ~ people, you scold them, 
tell them off and criticize them. (You could, however, ~ your stylist after a 
bad haircut.) 👀 Mnemonic: elders criticize severely if their girls UP their 
BRA 
 

🎯 Uproarious ➯ ( হকালােলময়; marked by commotion; very noisy (esp. with 
laughter); hilarious; causing loud laughter; extremely funny ) 👉 ~ describes a 
room of happy people laughing, or a noisy crowd at a soccer match. ~ 
situations are very loud, a little out of control, and often hilarious. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ has ROAR, sound made by Lion which always comes b4 TOM 
AND JERRY starts....its a show marked by commotion,fun,laughter and is 
sometimes noisy............; ) 
 

🎯 Upshot ➯ ( পনরণাম; outcome; final result ) 👉 The ~ of an action is the end 
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result, whatever happens last as a consequence of the original action. The ~ 
of reading this sentence is that you will understand what the word ~ means. 
👀 Mnemonic: ~ - when yuvraj aims a shot up (~), it comes out (outcome) of 
the stadium 
 

🎯 Urbane ➯ ( মানজসতরুনচ; suave; refined in manner; elegant ) 👉 ~ people are 
sophisticated, polished, cultured, refined. Spend enough time in an urban 
setting--going to concerts, museums, spending time in crowds--and you'll be ~ 
too. 👀 Mnemonic: Urban(e)- people living in urban areas generally have 
refined social experience. 
 

🎯 Usurp ➯ ( জবরদখল করা; seize another's power or rank (without legal 
authority); supplant; appropriate; N. ~ation; CF. take for one's own use ) 👉 If 
you take over your neighbor's backyard and claim his in-ground swimming 
pool as your own, you might seize control of, or ~ his yard, but he'll 
probably call the cops on you. 👀 Mnemonic: us(e)+ur+p(ower) 
 

🎯 Uxorious ➯ ( স্ত্রীর প্রনত অনতমাত্রায় অিুরক্ত; excessively submissive or devoted 
to one's wife; CF. uxor: wife ) 👉 A man who dotes on or really adores his 
wife is ~; often that's an admirable trait, but sometimes, if it's carried too far, 
it makes you ask, "Who wears the pants in this family?" 👀 Mnemonic: 

Anyone will be ~ to a LUXURIOUS woman with BUXOM breasts. 
 

🎯 Vacillate ➯ ( হদালায়মাি েত্তয়া; waver (in opinion); fluctuate; sway to and fro; 
) 👉 ~ means to waver back and forth, unable to decide. You might ~ between 
ordering waffles and pancakes at your favorite diner — it's hard to pick just 
one when both are so tasty! 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like OScillate..so 
something which moves from one position to another position. 
 

🎯 Vacuous ➯ (  ূিয; empty; lacking in ideas; inane; stupid; Ex. ~ expression; 
N. vacuity ) 👉 Reserved for the harmlessly stupid and truly meaningless, ~ is 
a smart-sounding way to describe something dumb. Celebrity gossip and 
reality TV is usually pretty ~, even if it's fun. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ can be seen as 
vacuum which means, a region empty of matter. 
 

🎯 Vagabond ➯ ( ভবঘুতর; wanderer (without a permanent home); tramp ) 👉 

A ~ is someone who moves around a lot. Picture Boxcar Willie, bandana on a 
stick thrown over his shoulder, going wherever the breeze takes him. 👀 
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Mnemonic: this word can be thought as ~ = James Bond the spy, does not 
live at one permanent place and is always seen wandering all over the world. 
 

🎯 Vagary ➯ ( খামতখয়াল / উতদ্দ যেীি হখয়াল; capricious happening; caprice; 
whim; CF. wander ) 👉 A ~ is an unexpected and unpredictable change, and 
the word is usually used in the plural. You might know from experience that 
the vagaries of winter weather make planning a vacation in February a risky 
proposition. 👀 Mnemonic: ভাগাতড পতড আতে ~ -coz he's whimsical 
 

🎯 Vagrant ➯ ( যাযাবর; homeless wanderer ) 👉 A ~ is someone who is 
homeless and poor and may wander from place to place. In fiction a ~ often 
is a criminal, but a real-life ~ might just be a person who has lost a job and 
family and lives off the streets with help from charity. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
rhymes with migrant. Migrants are homeless wanderers --- বানডভাডা বানক ? 
হভতগ যাও rent (rant) িাই - be homeless 
 

🎯 Vainglorious ➯ ( অেংকারী; boastful; excessively conceited; N. ~y: great 
vanity ) 👉 If you admire yourself in the mirror all the time and constantly 
brag about all the beauty contests you have won, you might rightfully get 
accused of being ~. 👀 Mnemonic: all your glorious achievements are in vain 
if you boast about them. 
 

🎯 Valid ➯ ( ববর্; logically convincing; sound; legally acceptable; effective; Ex. 
~ reasoning/passport ) 👉 A ~ argument is one that is well-grounded in fact, 
law or logic. "Their argument for annulment was ~ because they had never 
even met and their marriage was the result of a clerical error at town hall." 
👀 Mnemonic: ~ (logical) is like solid (strong)... give me one solid reason to 
prove, that, what you are saying is ~. 
 

🎯 Validate ➯ ( প্রমাণ করা; make valid; confirm; ratify ) 👉 To ~ is to prove 
that something is based on truth or fact, or is acceptable. It can also mean to 
make something, like a contract, legal. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;confirm whether 
it is a "valid date" r not?);~ and generate have the same rhyming sound...~ is 
to check the validity of and generate is, to bring into existence. 
 

🎯 Valor ➯ ( সােস; bravery; ADJ. valiant: possessing ~; brave ) 👉 Do you hear 
trumpets? With the word ~, you should. It was custom-ordered for a knight 
in resplendent armor sitting atop his noble steed. "Onward to deeds of ~!," 
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you imagine him saying, anticipating his own unfailing courage. ) 👉 

Mnemonic:সােসী হলাক ~ ভাতলা খারাতপর খারাপ 
 

🎯 Vampire ➯ ( রক্ততচািা; ghostly being that sucks the blood of the living ) 👉 

Although traditionally used to refer to the bloodsucking undead, you can use 
the noun ~ to describe someone who heartlessly preys on others — a 
blackmailer, or anyone else who just sucks the life out of you. 👀 Mnemonic: 

Empire (kingdom) sounds like ~ (a blood sucking parasite)...a ~ that has a 
large empire. 
 

🎯 Vanguard ➯ ( অগ্রদূত; forerunners; foremost position of an army; advance 
forces; foremost position in a trend or movement; CF. rearguard ) 👉 If you 
are in the ~, you're up front. It could be that you are in the ~ of an 
advancing army, or in the ~ of any movement, trend, or occupation. 👀 

Mnemonic: Maruti A Maruti "VAN" needs to be guarded from the front as it 
doesnot have a bonnet. 
 

🎯 Vantage ➯ ( সুনবর্াজিক; position giving an ad~ (such as a strategic point); 
CF. ~point ) 👉 A ~ is a really good place from which to survey a scene. You 
might find that the roof of the house offers an excellent ~ from which to 
drop water balloons on your kid brother's head. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);In the movie "~ Point" the hero has an ad-~ over the villain. 
 

🎯 Vapid ➯ ( িীরস; lacking liveliness; dull and unimaginative; insipid and 
flavorless; Ex. ~ lecture ) 👉 Reserve the adjective ~ for the airhead in your 
office that brings nothing to the table, except maybe the doughnuts. (And be 
careful to mutter it behind her back; it's much too vicious for a casual dig.) 
👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ sounds similar to rapid(~ very rapid)... If you 
cook in a rapid manner, you may spoil the taste of the food, or say, when 
you eat rapidly..you may not get the taste of the food. 
 

🎯 Vassal ➯ ( প্রজা / সামন্ত; in feudalism (সামন্ততন্ত্র), one who held land of a 
superior lord; subordinate or dependent ) 👉 If this were Medieval Europe, 
you would probably be a ~ — like most everyone else. ~s were people who 
worked the vast plots of land that were held by lords, who though much 
fewer in number, held all the wealth and power. 👀 Mnemonic: work on vast 
land (vas) for salvation (sal) - ~ 
 

🎯 Vaunt ➯ ( বডাই করা / আস্ফালি / দতোনক্ত; boasted; bragged; highly publicized; 
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V. ~: boast; brag ) 👉 To ~ is to brag and boast and flaunt and go on and on 
about how great something is. It's over-the-top showing off, and when you 
taunt and exaggerate your greatness, you vaunt to the point of no longer 
seeming so great. 👀 Mnemonic: WHY+AUNT...why do you call me aunty.....i 
still look young....a kind of bragging 
 

🎯 Vehement ➯ ( প্রচণ্ড / আতবগজনিত; forceful; intensely emotional; with 
marked vigor; strong; ) 👉 You can use the adjective ~ to describe an 
extremely strong, powerful, or intense emotion or force. The teenager argued 
for a much later curfew in a ~ speech to her parents; her parents responded 
with an equally ~ "No way!" 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);~ resembles cement 
i.e. strong, forceful (cement expands inwards with immense pressure and 
force) ~ == cement. -- হু হু কতর ওিা 
 

🎯 Velocity ➯ ( হবগ; speed ) 👉 If your rocket is traveling at maximum ~, it 
means it can't go any faster. ~ is quickness of motion or action. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ and rapidity are both significant of speed. 
 

🎯 Vendetta ➯ ( গৃেকলে; blood feud (জ্ঞানততবর esp. between two families); CF. 
Nina Williams ) 👉 A ~ is blood feud, a quest for revenge. In Corsica, a ~ will 
separate families for generations, with members of one family murdering 
those of the other, all to satisfy an ancient grudge (হদ্বি). 👀 Mnemonic: Ven 
(when)- d (the)- etta (attack)....when they attack each other they are in ~. 
 

🎯 Veneer ➯ ( বযেযাবরণ / পাতলা তক্তার আবরণ; thin surface layer (of good 
quality wood, glued to a base of inferior material); cover; surface show; 
facade; V. ) 👉 You know how some furniture looks like solid oak or maple 
until it gets chipped and reveals itself to be nothing more than some cheap 
particle-board covered with a thin layer of fancy wood? That thin layer is 
called a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ like vinegar which is used as a coating on food 
and ~ used for furniture 
 

🎯 Venerable ➯ ( পূজয; deserving high respect; commanding respect; CF. 
command: deserve and get ) 👉 To be ~ is to be admired and respected 
because of your status or age. You become ~ by achieving great things or just 
by living long enough. 👀 Mnemonic: ~==honourable 
 

🎯 Venerate ➯ ( িিা করা; revere; treat with great respect ) 👉 To ~ is to 
worship, adore, be in awe of. You probably don't ~ your teacher or boss; 
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however, you may act like you do! 👀 Mnemonic: ven(..when)U RATE 
someone higher.. you TREAT THEM WITH RESPECT . 
 

🎯 Venial ➯ ( মাজসিীয়; (of a fault or sin) forgivable; trivial ) 👉 Some crimes 
are unforgivable. Others are ~ — ~ crimes and sins are excusable. They're not 
a big deal. 👀 Mnemonic: key word is menial (গােসস্থয চাকর). We forgive 
someone for menial mistakes. - নবিয়ী (ven) েতয় িমা কতর হদয়া 
 

🎯 Vent ➯ ( উচ্চারণ করা / বাতাস হবর েবার পথ; release or discharge through a ~; 
express (esp. unfairly); utter; Ex. He ~ed his wrath on his family. ) 👉 When 
you ~, you let something out, whether it's hot air or your feelings. If you ~ 
your feelings, you let out a strong and sometimes angry emotion and just say 
what you think. 👀 Mnemonic: Ventilator 
 

🎯 Venture ➯ ( সােস করা; risk; expose to risk; dare; undertake a risk; N. ) 👉 

As either a noun or verb, ~ implies risk. Your family won't like it if you leave 
school to go on an artistic ~. Those who chose to ~ off school grounds were 
never seen again. 👀 Mnemonic: AD+~=which is exiting but full of risks and 
daring things. 
 

🎯 Venturesome ➯ ( দুঃসােনসক; (of a person) bold; adventurous; daring; (of an 
action) risky ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes someone who is willing to take 
risks, someone brave. If you have a ~ child, you may worry because she's the 
one you find on top of the playhouse instead of inside it. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;eng);if u want to do an adventurous act of climbing hills , then u should 
be brave , bold enough. ~ = adventure + some bravery. 
 

🎯 Venue ➯ ( নমলিস্থল / স্থাি; location; place (of a crime, trial, gathering, etc.); 
CF. come ) 👉 A ~ is the place where an event or meeting is happening. If 
you're going to see the best band ever, you should get to the ~ early to get a 
good seat. 👀 Mnemonic: VE + NUE -- VERY + NEW...this ~ has recently been 
added.. it is very new. 
 

🎯 Veracious ➯ ( সতযবাদী; (of a person) truthful ) 👉 Someone who is ~ speaks 
the truth — like your brutally honest friend who always lets you know what 
she thinks about your outfits, your hairstyle, your lasagna recipe, and your 
taste in movies. 👀 Mnemonic: the root word 'VER' refers to true.. hence we 
can frame words like: ~ - truthful and verisimilitude - an appearence of truth. 
 

🎯 Veracity ➯ ( সতযবানদতা; truthfulness; adherence to the truth ) 👉 ~ sounds 
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like some kind of disease you don't want to catch, but in fact, it means 
truthfulness. If you question the ~ of a statement or story, you wonder 
whether it is truthful or accurate. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and voracity were two 
cities, people of vora city used to eat too much and people of vera city used 
to tell truth about their fattiness, which caused differences between two cities 
(in this way you can remem. both words) 
 

🎯 Verbalize ➯ ( ভািায় প্রকা  করা; put into words ) 👉 To ~ something is to 
put it into words. If you need to get into the bathroom desperately, and the 
person in front of you hasn't noticed your agitation, you'll probably have to ~ 
it, and quickly! 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);verbal-->words hence verabalize 
is put into words 
 

🎯 Verbatim ➯ ( অিতর অিতর; word for word; in the same words; repeating 
the actual words exactly ) 👉 Repeat something you've read or heard precisely 
word-for-word, and you have just quoted it ~. That's great if what you deliver 
~ is the directions on how to defuse a bomb, but not a good idea if you're 
cheating on a test and copying someone's answer ~. 👀 Mnemonic: VERBAL+ 
IMITATION.......VERBAT+IMitation 
 

🎯 Verbiage ➯ (  ব্দবাহুলয; pompous array of words; too many unnecessary 
words; wordiness ) 👉 ~ is what it sounds like — a lot of words: verbs, nouns, 
adjectives and all the other parts of speech. Usually, ~ means a few too many 
words — like the excessive ~ in a legal document. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;ENGLISH);~ IS A GARBAGE OF WORDS. 
 

🎯 Verbose ➯ ( বাগাডম্বরপূণস; wordy; ) 👉 ~ describes a person, speech, or piece 
of writing that uses many words, usually more words than necessary. If you 
talk too much, you can be described as ~, and so can your history paper if 
you didn't do the research and are just tried to take up space with words. 👀 

Mnemonic: VER for verbal BOSE for boss; so you may say that your boss is 
excessively verbal. 
 

🎯 Verdigris ➯ ( তাম্রমল / পুরাতি তামার উপতর হয সবুজ ময়লা জতম; green coating 
or patina on copper which has been exposed to the weather ) 👉 ~ is the 
blue-green tarnish on certain metals after they are left outside for a long 
period of time. A lot of churches have rooftops coated with ~, and many 
capitol buildings have ~ on their domes. 👀 Mnemonic: verd means green and 
take gris as grease. So, a coating of a green colour on metal. [Middle English 
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vertegrez, from Old French verte grez, alteration of vert-de-Grice : verd, 
green; see verdant + de, of (from Latin d; see de-) + Grice, Greece.] 
 

🎯 Verge ➯ ( হ ি প্রান্ত; border; edge, rim, or margin; Ex. on the ~ of: very 
near to; V: border on ) 👉 Think of an edge, a border, a boundary, and you 
are thinking about the ~, the point where something begins or ends. 👀 

Mnemonic: Assume VER(very)+ge(edge)= very edge means 
edge,border,margin,etc., 
 

🎯 Verisimilar ➯ ( নবশ্বাসতযাগয; having the appearance of truth or reality; 
probable or likely to be true; plausible ) 👉 The adjective ~ describes 
something appears to be true or real, but may not be. If you want to impress 
your friends, remark on the ~ portrait of lost love in that foreign film you all 
went to see. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);veri - truth remember veriserum 
from Harry Potter which makes u tell the truth even if u drin a drop of it 
 

🎯 Verisimilitude ➯ ( আপাত সতয; appearance of truth; quality of appearing to 
be true or real; likelihood; Ex. ~ of her performance as Lady Macbeth ) 👉 ~ 
means being believable, or having the appearance of being true. You can 
improve your play by using the sounds and smells of the beach as well as 
lots of sand to create ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ver + similar + tude; 'ver' means true 
and 'tude' means a state, so '~'means 'the state of being true'. 
 

🎯 Veritable ➯ ( যথাথস; being truly so; real or genuine; actual; not false or 
imaginary ) 👉 When something is ~ it is true, or at least feels that way. "The 
trees and lights turned the campus into a ~ wonderland" means that the 
campus seemed to be transformed into a true wonderland (if there is such a 
thing). 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);~--veri(verify)+table--something that is true 
can be verified. 
 

🎯 Verity ➯ ( সতযতা; quality of being true; lasting truth or principle; Ex. the ~ 
of his testimony; Ex. one of the eternal verities ) 👉 If your friend tells you 
she saw a UFO yesterday afternoon, you might be inclined to question the ~, 
or truthfulness, of her statement. Everyone knows UFOs are only visible at 
night. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);Pronounce it as "Very T" i.e; very true. 
 

🎯 Vernacular ➯ ( স্বতদ ীয ভািা; living language (as compared to the official 
language); language spoken in a country or region; natural style; Ex. lapse 
into the ~ ) 👉 ~ describes everyday language, including slang, that's used by 
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the people. The ~ is different from literary or official language: it's the way 
people really talk with each other, like how families talk at home. ) 👉 

History: Latin vernaculus, vernacula. -> vocabula vernacula -> "vocabulary of 
the national language" 
 

🎯 Versatile ➯ ( বহু নবিতয় পনণ্ডত; having many talents; capable of working in 
many fields; having many uses or functions; ) 👉 To describe a person or 
thing that can adapt to do many things or serve many functions, consider the 
adjective ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and mobile sound the same and they both mean, 
mobility (to be able to move). 
 

🎯 Vertex ➯ (  ীিসনবনু্দ; summit; highest point; PL. vertices ) 👉 If you've 
reached the ~ of something, you know it's all downhill after that, because ~ 
refers to the highest point on an object, such as the top of a mountain. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ ..v er t X(cross) X = intersection of two lines. 
 

🎯 Vestige ➯ ( পদনচি; trace; remains; Ex. ~s of some ancient religion ) 👉 ~ is 
an elegant word. It's all about shadows, and gives us a way to talk about 
traces or reminders of something that has disappeared or is disappearing. 👀 

Mnemonic: think of in + vestigate, where we look for traces or remains of 
something. 
 

🎯 Vex ➯ ( জ্বালাতি করা; annoy; distress ) 👉 If something ~es you, it brings 
you trouble or difficulty. In other words, it annoys, worries, distresses, 
irritates, bothers, or puzzles you. 👀 Mnemonic: very similar to wax....and 
LADIES go for waxing, even though it is a very painful and annoying process. 
 

🎯 Viand ➯ ( সুস্বাদু খাদয; food; CF. live ) 👉 A ~ is something really delicious. 
The grilled cheese sandwich at the diner near your house that's better than 
any other grilled cheese sandwich in a 400 mile radius? That's a ~. 👀 

Mnemonic: ~ comes from the Old French word viande, meaning "food." - 
ভাত(v) ইনল (i) (an)d ডাল(d) 
 

🎯 Vicarious ➯ ( বদনলরূতপ কাজ কনরতততে এমি / পরাথস; experienced as if one 
were taking part in the experience of another; done by a deputy for other 
people; acting as a substitute; Ex. ~ thrill at the movies; Ex. the ~ sufferings 
of Christ ) 👉 If something is ~, it delivers a feeling or experience from 
someone else. If your child becomes a big star, you might have a ~ 
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experience of celebrity. 👀 Mnemonic: vi (brother) + care + ios => big bro 
care and experience pain for us 
 

🎯 Vicissitude ➯ ( উত্থাি - পতি; change (esp. from good to bad); change of 
fortune; CF. the last emperor of China ) 👉 When you talk of the ~s of life, 
you're referring to the difficult times that we all go through: sickness, job 
loss, and other unwelcome episodes. No one can escape the ~s of life. ) 👉 

While ~ comes from the Latin vicis, which means "change" and technically 
can mean a change of any kind, you'll find that ~ is almost always used to 
talk about an unfortunate event or circumstance. 
 

🎯 Victuals ➯ ( খাদযেবয; food; provisions; V. victual: provide with food ) 👉 ~ 
are anything that can be used as food. Even that plate of mystery meat that 
the lunch lady just gave you could be considered ~. 👀 Mnemonic: Vic 
(vikkhuk) re tule dao -> food 
 

🎯 Vie ➯ ( প্রনততযানগতা করা; contend; compete ) 👉 To ~ for something means to 
compete for it. Two teams may ~ for the gold medal, but one will have to go 
home with silver. 👀 Mnemonic: Pronounce it as 'Why' and observe the 
gesture i.e; right thumb up asking someone the question ' Why'.. and indeed 
you show your thumb up whenever you CHALLENGE some person 
 

🎯 Vigilant ➯ ( সতকস; watchful; on the alert; watchfully awake; alert to spot 
danger; ) 👉 Use ~ to describe someone who keeps awake and alert in order 
to avoid danger or problems. When taking the subway, be ~ about your 
wallet--always know where it is, or someone might steal it from you. 👀 

Mnemonic: VI-gi-LAN-t(vilan): vilan in movies are very WATCHFUL and 
ALERT of heros activities 
 

🎯 Vignette ➯ ( চনরত্রনচত্র / সংনিপ্ত নববরণ; small drawing placed at the beginning 
or end of a chapter; picture; short literary sketch; short written description 
of a character or scene ) 👉 A ~ is a brief but powerful scene. A good ~ leaves 
you wanting more. 👀 Mnemonic: vig (visual) + net (nature of the character) 
 

🎯 Vigor ➯ ( জীবিী নক্ত; active strength; energy; enthusiasm; ADJ. ~ous ) 👉 If 
your new puppy runs all over the house, jumps on the furniture, and 
enthusiastically chews up your socks, you may congratulate yourself on your 
new pup's ~, or lively sense of energy. 👀 Mnemonic: Igor is very 
enthusiastic 
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🎯 Vilify ➯ ( নিন্দা করা; slander; speak evil of; N. vilification ) 👉 To ~ someone 
is to spread nasty stories about them, whether true or not. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
(to speak ill of) is to make someone out to be a villain 
 

🎯 Vindicate ➯ ( সাবুদ করা / যথাথসতা প্রনতপাদি করা / হদািিালি করা; clear from 
blame; free from blame or accusation (with supporting proof); exonerate; 
substantiate; justify or support; avenge; Ex. ~ one's client; Ex. ~ one's claim; ) 
👉 ~ means to justify, prove, or reinforce an idea — or to absolve from guilt. 
If your family thinks you hogged the last piece of pie on Thanksgiving, you'll 
be ~d when your younger brother fesses up. 👀 Mnemonic: vidicate....split it 
like vin(WIN) + di(the) + cate(case)....so when you win a case IN a COURT...it 
means you are freed FROM ACCUSATION AND CHARGES...you are freed from 
blame. 
 

🎯 Vindictive ➯ ( প্রনতনেংসাপরায়ণ; disposed to revenge; vengeful; out for 
revenge; spiteful; intended to cause harm; malicious; Ex. ~ streak ) 👉 It is no 
fun hanging out with ~ people, who are forever out to get back at people 
they think have hurt them. If you forget to say hello to them one day in the 
hall, they will carry a grudge against you into next week. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
from Latin vindicta "revenge." The related Latin verb vindicare has the very 
different meaning "to defend or clear someone from guilt," and this is the 
source of the English verb vindicate. 
 

🎯 Viper ➯ ( নবির্র সপস; poisonous snake ) 👉 A ~ is a certain type of 
poisonous snake. The most common ~s in the United States are rattlesnakes 
and water moccasins. 👀 Mnemonic: A ~ ia an ADDER (a snake). A ~ can 
WIPE out your life. 
 

🎯 Virile ➯ ( পুরুতিানচত; manly; having masculine spirit or strength; full of 
strength ) 👉 You'll often hear the word ~ referring to a manly, powerful 
man, because the word means having physical strength and other typical 
masculine qualities. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ (strong) is the opposite of fragile 
(sensitive). -- vir = বীর 
 

🎯 Virtual ➯ ( ভাচুসয়াল / িামত স্বীকৃত িা েতলও কাযসত; in essence; existing in 
essence though not in actual form; for practical purposes; Ex. ~ ruler/space ) 
👉 The adjective ~ is used to describe something that exists in essence but 
not in actuality. You may have made a ~ friend on an online gaming site, but 
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don't expect that person to meet you for coffee. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and 
fundamental both mean - basic. 
 

🎯 Virtue ➯ ( সদু্গণ; goodness; moral excellence; good quality; advantage; Ex. 
by ~ of; Ex. make a ~ of necessity ) 👉 ~ is the quality of being morally good. 
If you're writing a screenplay and you want it to be a real tearjerker, make 
sure your hero is full of ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - something that is pure. 
 

🎯 Virtuoso ➯ ( ন ি হকৌ তল দি বযনক্ত; highly skilled artist (esp. in music); Ex. 
piano ~ ) 👉 A ~ is an incredibly talented musician. You can also be a ~ in 
non-musical fields. 👀 Mnemonic: One who has many "virtues" is called a ~. 
 

🎯 Virulent ➯ ( অতযন্ত িনতকর; (of a disease or poison) extremely harmful or 
poisonous; (of a feeling) hostile; bitter; CF. virus; CF. venom ) 👉 A ~ disease is 
one that's infectious, spreading and making lots of people sick, while a ~ rant 
is just a verbal attack, causing sickness of the emotional kind. Either way, 
something ~ puts a strain on the people who get it. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);it is a virus, which causes disease and harm. So, something ~ is 
viral and poisonous. 
 

🎯 Virus ➯ ( হরাগজীবাণু; disease communicator ) 👉 Whether in the human 
body or on a computer, a ~ is a disease-causing agent. If you come down 
with a nasty stomach ~, be sure to drink lots of water, get lots of rest, and 
stay near the toilet. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is CONTAGIOUS. 
 

🎯 Visage ➯ ( মুখ; face; appearance ) 👉 ~ is a literary term for referring to 
someone's face or facial features. You may notice that some face creams use 
the word ~ to try to sound fancier than they are. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Resemblance);VISion of AGE. How can you visualise someone's age? By 
his/her face. 
 

🎯 Visceral ➯ ( আন্তরয়ন্ত্রীয় / িাডীভুেঁনড - সম্বন্ধীয়; felt in one's inner organs; N. ~ra: 
internal body organs; CF. eviscerate ) 👉 When something's ~, you feel it in 
your guts. A ~ feeling is intuitive — there might not be a rational 
explanation, but you feel that you know what's best, like your ~ reaction 
against egg salad. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = wise cereal, which is good for health and 
internal organs. 
 

🎯 Viscid ➯ ( আিাতলা; adhesive; gluey ) 👉 The adjective ~ is used to describe 
something that is sticky or a thick, slow-moving liquid. If bake bread and you 
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get flour all over your counters, clean it up carefully because adding water 
can turn the flour into a ~ paste, and then you'll really have a mess! 👀 

Mnemonic: viscous + liquid = ~ from the Latin word viscum (very sticky 
gum), or birdlime. Birdlime is a sticky substance made from sap and is 
smeared on branches. Small birds land on the branches and are trapped, 
allowing someone to easily catch them. 
 

🎯 Viscous ➯ ( আিাতলা; (of a liquid) thick and sticky; gluey; viscid; CF. 
consistency ) 👉 ~ means sticky, gluey and syrupy. So if something is ~, you 
usually don't want to stick your fingers in it — that goes for boogers and 
maple syrup alike. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ is like mucus - both mean something 
sticky or gooey. 
 

🎯 Vise ➯ ( পাকসােঁডান ; vice; tool for holding work in place; clamping device ) 
👉 If you're going to be doing a lot of woodworking, you'll probably need a ~, 
a tool used to clamp pieces of wood in place while you work on them. 👀 

Mnemonic: We know that a "vice" is a "device" - a tool. French word vis, 
meaning "screw." 
 

🎯 Visionary ➯ ( ভাবনবলাসী; produced by imagination; fanciful; mystical; 
showing foresight; N: one having foresight; one given to speculative 
impractical ideas ) 👉 You've got big ideas. Crazy ideas. But forward thinking 
ideas — ideas that just might change the way the world works. You're 
considered a ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and imaginary sound alike and they both 
mean - something that is conceived, imagined. 
 

🎯 Vital ➯ ( অতীব গুরুত্বপূণস; full of life; animated; vibrant and lively; critical; of 
great importance; necessary to stay alive; of life; living; breathing; N. ~ity; V. 
~ize ) 👉 A patient's ~ signs are their important body functions, such as pulse 
rate, that shows they are still alive. Use the adjective ~ to describe something 
that is important and necessary, or a person full of energy. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;English);when U take re~ ( produced by Ran Baxy) U will b full of life,, 
 

🎯 Vitiate ➯ ( অকাযসকর করা; spoil the effect of; make inoperative; corrupt 
morally ) 👉 As some sneaky five-year-olds know, crossing one's fingers while 
making a promise is an effective way to ~, or destroy the validity of, an 
agreement. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);~ is vish + ate, vish in the hindi 
language means poison..if you make anyone eat poison it's an IMMORAL ACT 
and the person will be in an IMPERFECT condition. 
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🎯 Vitreous ➯ ( কাতচর িযায় চক্চতক; of glass; pertaining to or resembling glass; 
V. ~ify: change into glass; CF. petrify ) 👉 Something that has the 
characteristics of glass — hard, brittle, glossy, possibly transparent — can be 
said to be ~, or glasslike. A ~ surface works well for a kitchen counter. 👀 

Mnemonic: the gel that fills the eye between the lens and the retina has 
been known as the "~ humor," 
 

🎯 Vitriolic ➯ ( হুল - হোটাতিা; causing sharp pain to the mind; caustic; 
corrosive; sarcastic; N. ~: sulphuric acid (which burns flesh deeply); bitterly 
abusive expression; caustic expression; CF. glass ) 👉 Mean, nasty, and caustic 
as the worst acid, ~ words can hurt feelings, break hearts, and even lead to 
violence. 👀 Mnemonic: divide it like ~..vitriol+ic...AND VITRIOL..IS ANOTHER 
NAME OF SULPHURIC ACID.. and we all know that acid is caustic, sharp and 
bitter...and when it falls on the skin it burns it, causing SHARP pain. 
 

🎯 Vituperative ➯ ( গালাগানলপূণস; abusive; scolding; V. ~: berate; scold; rail 
against abusively ) 👉 Use the adjective ~ to describe criticism that's so sharp 
it hurts. A ~ review of a movie would make the director bitter for months. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);In older days H2SO4 was called oil of vitriol that is 
severly bitter and caustic.~ appears as 'operating' vitriol on someone.Note 
that vtriolic and ~ have almost similar meaning. 
 

🎯 Vivacious ➯ ( প্রাণবন্ত; lively or animated; sprightl sprightly/lively ) 👉 A ~ 
person is lively and spirited: a ~ dancer might do a back-flip off the wall and 
then jump into the arms of her partner. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);U shud 
try to be lively at time of ur VIVA 
 

🎯 Vivisection ➯ ( জীবতিদ; act of dissecting living animals ) 👉 ~ means 
literally "to cut up something that's alive," and it's the term used for 
operating on live animals for scientific research. The word is usually used by 
people who oppose the practice. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ means disection. 
 

🎯 Vixen ➯ ( বদতমজাজী স্ত্রীতলাক; female fox; ill-tempered woman; CF. shrew ) 👉 

A ~ is a female fox. Or it can be a woman with a temper. If you really want 
to insult a woman who is a little short on patience, call her a ~. She won't 
like it. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like (vex) which is to annoy, implying ill 
tempered !! 
 

🎯 Vociferous ➯ ( হগালমালকারী; clamorous; noisy; V. ~ate: cry out loudly 
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(when complaining) ) 👉 ~ describes loudmouths, such as the ~ mob at the 
soccer game. 👀 Mnemonic: VOICE + FURIOUS = noisy 
 

🎯 Volatile ➯ ( উদ্বায়ী; changeable; of a quickly changing nature (as of temper); 
mercurial; tending to violence; evaporating rapidly; Ex. ~ character/situation 
in the street ) 👉 Watch out when a situation becomes ~ — it is likely to 
change for the worse suddenly. You fight and then make up with your 
partner often if you two have a ~ relationship. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ memory is a 
computer memory which gets erased when power is turned off, i.e., changed 
suddenly like RAM, so ~ means Lliable tochange 
 

🎯 Voluble ➯ ( অিগসল বকৃ্ততা নদতত পাতর; fluent; talkative; glib ) 👉 ~ describes 
someone who talks a lot, like your aunt who can't stop telling you to cut 
your hair or a political candidate who makes twenty speeches on the day 
before the election. 👀 Mnemonic: Remember "volume" in TV controls. It's 
related to sound. This ~ is also related to speaking. 
 

🎯 Voluminous ➯ ( বৃেদায়তি; having great volume (as of a garment or 
container); bulky; large ) 👉 Consider that volume is a measure of size. That 
will help you understand that ~ refers to something very large in size or 
extent. 👀 Mnemonic: Its simple ~ MEANS full of volume so ITS GENERALLY 
REFERS TO sth LARGE,ENORMOUS... 
 

🎯 Voracious ➯ ( অনততভাজী; ravenous; eating large quantities of food; 
exceedingly eager; insatiable; Ex. ~ animal/reader ) 👉 ~ is an adjective used 
to describe a wolflike appetite. It might be a craving for food or for 
something else, such as power, but the word usually denotes an unflattering 
greediness. 👀 Mnemonic: remember carniVORES ,herbiVORES...So "VORE" 
tells sumthing about eating. 
 

🎯 Vortex ➯ ( ঘূনণস; whirlwind; whirlpool; center of turbulence; predicament 
into which one is inexorably plunged ) 👉 Think ~ and picture a tornado or 
whirlpool — swirling around, causing destruction. 👀 Mnemonic: Vertex is 
the higher point .~ is lower point caused by the whirlpool. 
 

🎯 Vouchsafe ➯ ( প্রনতশ্রুত / প্রদাি করা / নিমরানজ; grant condescendingly; 
guarantee; Ex. ~ your fair return on your investment ) 👉 ~ is a verb meaning 
to offer something in a condescending way. You might ~ to your brother the 
secret to your key lime pie recipe. 👀 Mnemonic: ~: A voucher is valuable, 
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and where do we keep valuables - in a safe- a safe is a guaranteed security, 
therefore ~. 
 

🎯 Voyeur ➯ ( অপতরর হযৌিনিয়া বা হযৌিাি হদতখ হযৌি তৃনপ্তলাভকারী বযনক্ত; Peeping 
Tom; person who derives sexual gratification from observing the sexual acts 
of others ) 👉 Make sure you close the curtains at night, just in case there's a 
~ in the neighborhood. A ~ is someone who likes to watch people without 
them knowing. 👀 Mnemonic: wow yeh yaar! 
 

🎯 Vulnerable ➯ ( সেতজ পরাতজয়; susceptible to wounds or attack; ) 👉 Use the 
adjective ~ to describe something or someone open to being physically or 
emotionally wounded, like a newborn chick or an overly sensitive teenager. 
👀 Mnemonic: this word sounds like "wounded able"...so one who gets 
wounded very easily - from Latin and is based on vulnus "wound." 
 

🎯 Vulpine ➯ ( রূ্তস; like a fox; crafty ) 👉 You may encounter a ~ smile, a ~ 
movie director, or a ~ laugh — whatever it is, be on guard. The word ~ 
describes something that is crafty like a fox. 👀 Mnemonic: VULP sounds like 
WOLF - vulpes, the Latin word for "fox," 
 

🎯 Waft ➯ ( বাতাতসর মৃদু ঝাপটা; move gently (in air or in seas) by wind or 
waves; Ex. leaves ~ing past the window ) 👉 When your grandmother cooks 
her famous spaghetti sauce, many wonderful smells may ~ from the kitchen. 
In other words, the air will gently carry this familiar aroma throughout the 
house. 👀 Mnemonic: ~=wa+ft===> i.e. FLoating on WAter. i.e. driven slowly by 
waves. 
 

🎯 Waggish ➯ ( রিনপ্রয়; humorous; mischievous; tricky ) 👉 ~ means that 
someone is humorous or witty — the kind of person who'd keep you in 
stitches all night if you sat next to one at a party. 👀 Mnemonic: adjective 
and actually describes someone who is a wag — the kind of hilarious person 
who keeps you entertained with witty stories and jokes 
 

🎯 Waive ➯ ( োনডয়া হদওয়া; give up temporarily; yield; N. ~r: ~ing a right or 
claim; document that ~s a right or claim ) 👉 To ~ is to give up one's right to 
do something. If you ~ your right to help name your family's new puppy, you 
can't complain if he ends up being called "Mr. Tinkerbell Sweetheart Lovey-
Face." 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like wave - when do u wave a white flag? when 
you Give up temporarily. 
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🎯 Wake ➯ ( পদনচি / জাোজ চলার েতল হপেতি হয পানির হঢউ ; trail of ship or 
other object through water; path of something that has gone before; Ex. 
hunger followed in the ~ of the war ) 👉 In the ~, or aftermath, of a death, 
it's traditional in many cultures to hold a ~, a vigil for the dead. There's a 
third meaning of ~, too, you know: it's the waves that a boat leaves behind as 
it slices through the water. And that's not all... 👀 Mnemonic: sounds like 
walk, an insect walks on the water surface and create wave line on water 
that is trail 
 

🎯 Wan ➯ ( হেেঁকাতস; having a pale or sickly color; pallid ) 👉 Someone who is 
~ is visibly unwell and lacking in energy. If you've had the flu for over a 
week, and you finally get out of bed looking pale and tired, your mother 
might say that you look ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = white + and + nervous 
 

🎯 Wane ➯ ( হ্রাস; decrease in size or strength (after being full); grow 
gradually to an end; Ex. The moon waxes and ~s every month; N. ) 👉 Things 
that wax and ~ grow larger and smaller, like the moon. Things that ~ simply 
grow smaller. "My initial enthusiasm for helping ~d when I saw the pile of 
envelopes that needed licking." 👀 Mnemonic: wain = = gain. ~ is opposite of 
gain. 
 

🎯 Wanton ➯ ( উিৃঙ্খল; unrestrained; gratuitously cruel; willfully malicious; 
unchaste; sexually improper; promiscuous; Ex. ~ spending/killing; CF. having 
no just cause ) 👉 ~ describes something excessive, uncontrolled and 
sometimes even cruel. The principal sees a food fight as a ~ act of vandalism 
done with ~ disregard for the rules, but the kids might just see it as fun. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);WANT - TON, a person who wants tons of 
girls,money etc..syn: arrogant, capricious, careless, concubine, cruel, 
disregardful, extravagant, fast, frisky, frolic, frolicsome, fulsome, gratuitous, 
harlot, hussy, immoral, jade, lavish, 
 

🎯 Warranted ➯ ( কতৃসত্ব দাি করা; justified; authorized ) 👉 If you watch cop 
shows, you know that a warrant is something police need to get into your 
house — a permission slip from a judge. 
 

🎯 Warranty ➯ ( নিভসরপত্র; guarantee; assurance by seller ) 👉 Most cars and 
toys come with a ~, a written guarantee that the product will not fail within 
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a certain amount of time. If it does, the manufacturer will repair or replace it 
for free. 
 

🎯 Warren ➯ ( ঘিবসনতপূণস বনস্ত; tunnels in which rabbits live; overcrowded 
living area; crowded conditions in which people live ) 👉 When Bugs Bunny 
outruns Elmer Fudd and vanishes down his rabbit hole, he's escaping into a ~ 
— a network of underground tunnels where rabbits live. 👀 Mnemonic: 

barren-- nobody lives in barren lands.. ~(habitat for rabbits), is the opposite 
of barren, and can be described as a populous region because rabbits live in 
multitudes. 
 

🎯 Wary ➯ ( সতকস; very cautious; watchful ) 👉 Describe yourself as ~ if you 
don't quite trust someone or something and want to proceed with caution. Be 
~ of risky things like wild mushrooms and Internet deals! 👀 Mnemonic: ~ 
and worry sound the same... you become ~ (cautious) if you have too many 
worries in life. 
 

🎯 Wastrel ➯ ( অপবযয়ী; waster; profligate ) 👉 Your brother who spends 
money as quickly as he gets it, always wearing new clothes and taking 
friends out for expensive dinners? You might call him a ~, meaning he 
spends his money foolishly. 👀 Mnemonic: A ~ is a person who wastes money 
on self-indulgence, is a profligate. 
 

🎯 Waylay ➯ ( পতথ ওত পানতয়া থাকা; ambush; lie in wait for and attack ) 👉 

When you ~ someone, you stop them from doing what they were going to do, 
either by using violence or some other tactic. 👀 Mnemonic: on the WAY 
robbers LAY wooden logs to stop you 
 

🎯 Wean ➯ ( অভযাস ইতযানদ োডাতিা; accustom a baby not to nurse; accustom 
(the young of a mammal) to take nourishment other than by suckling; give 
up a cherished activity; cause to gradually leave (an interest or habit); Ex. ~ 
oneself from cigarettes ) 👉 To ~ yourself from something is to gradually 
eliminate that thing from your life. You may want to ~ yourself from 
watching too much TV, drinking two pots of coffee every morning, or 
obsessively reading the celebrity columns. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ to wear lungi - 
start using pajama 
 

🎯 Weather ➯ ( আবোওয়া; pass safely through (a storm or difficult period); 
endure the effects of ~ or other forces ) 👉 ~ is the atmospheric conditions, 
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including the temperature, wind, snow, rain, or anything else happening 
outside. People tend to talk about the ~ when they can't think of anything 
else to talk about. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ pertains to atmosphere and its effects and 
also ~ refers to survive through a hard time 
 

🎯 Welter ➯ ( গডাগনড / নব ৃঙ্খলা; wallow (as in mud or high seas); lie soaked 
(as in blood); Ex. The victims ~ed in their blood. ) 👉 Use the noun ~ to 
describe an enormous, messy pile, like the jumble of papers, coffee mugs, 
pens, and food wrappers on the desk of the messiest person in the office. 👀 

Mnemonic: I would remember it as 'world tour'. so you are planning for a 
world tour, but 'confused' as where to start from, because there are quite a 
lot countries to be covered. Hence 'confused due to multiple things'. 
 

🎯 Wheedle ➯ ( নমষ্ট কথায় ভুলাি; deceive, persuade, or obtain by flattery; 
cajole; coax; Ex. ~ a promise out of her ) 👉 To ~ is to sweet talk, or flatter 
someone in the hopes of getting something in return. You might try to ~ a 
meter maid into not giving you a parking ticket. Good luck with that. 👀 

Mnemonic: (Tag:;hindi);~ wheed(SOUNDS LIKE NEED)...when we NEED 
something very urgently we try to obtain it in whatever way possible, be it 
by flattery or deception. 
 

🎯 Whelp ➯ ( কুকুরোিা; young animal (esp. of the dog or cat family); young 
wolf, dog, tiger, etc. ) 👉 It doesn't sound as cute as "puppy," but ~ means the 
same thing: a baby dog or wolf. This can also be a verb, as in "The mama 
poodle ~ed six ~s." 👀 Mnemonic: its w+ help = as hutch dog is for help . ~ is 
a young dog 
 

🎯 Whimsical ➯ ( খামতখয়ালী; capricious; fanciful; amusingly strange ) 👉 ~ 
means full of or characterized by whims, which are odd ideas that usually 
occur to you very suddenly. If you decide at the last minute to fly to Europe, 
you could say you went there on a whim. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like 
comical...~ is , impulsive, playful...comical is amusing and funny. 
 

🎯 Whinny ➯ ( হঘাডার মৃদু ডাক; neigh like a horse; CF. neigh: make the sound 
which horses make ) 👉 A cow moos, a dog barks, a rooster crows, and a 
horse whinnies. ~ is both a noun and a verb. As a noun, it's the sound a 
horse makes. As a verb, it's the horse making the sound. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;Hindi);sounds like w+HINHInana of horse 
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🎯 Whit ➯ ( কণা; small amount; smallest speck; Ex. not a ~ of ) 👉 ~ means a 
small tiny part of--as dregs is to liquid, ~ it to everything else. You might feel 
the last ~ of your confidence depart when your teacher hands out the 32-
page final exam. 👀 Mnemonic: '~' sounds like 'wheat' which is small in size 
hence tiny. 
 

🎯 Whorl ➯ (  ামুতকর হখালার পাক; ring of leaves around stem; ring; circular 
arrangement; Ex. ~s on the fingers ) 👉 ~ describes something that looks like 
loops — a strand of curly hair that boings back up when you pull in then let 
it go, a corkscrew, even the track of a roller coaster that spins you in every 
direction. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;english);remember 'whi(o)rl'pool..!!!!! 
 

🎯 Willful ➯ ( একগুেঁতয়; wilful; intentional; headstrong ) 👉 ~ means 
"deliberate" or "stubborn." A child who exhibits ~ disobedience knows she is 
doing something wrong (even if she tries to convince you otherwise). 👀 

Mnemonic: will full...done with full will..totally intetional 
 

🎯 Wily ➯ ( হকৌ লপূণস; crafty; cunning; artful; N. ~e: deceitful stratagem ) 👉 

Did you fall for that ~ door to door salesman's pitch? He must be very slick 
and tricky to have convinced you to buy a set of new tires, considering you 
don't have a car. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - wildly cunning 
 

🎯 Wince ➯ ( সেুনচত েত্তয়া; move back suddenly; shrink back; flinch; Ex. She 
~d as she touched the cold body. ) 👉 A ~ is a facial or bodily expression of 
pain, disgust, or regret. Think of something you've done that was really, 
really embarrassing or dumb: now feel your face or take a look in the mirror 
as you ~ at the uncomfortable memory. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;English);when 
opposite party WINS our faCES becomes ~ 
 

🎯 Winsome ➯ ( মতিারম; charming (in a childlike way); agreeable; gracious; 
engaging ) 👉 If you are described as ~, take it as a compliment. It means you 
are attractive or charming in an open and delightful way. It doesn't mean 
you win some and you lose some. 👀 Mnemonic: remember swayamvar in 
ramayana or mahabharatha. in that a man wins a wife by winning a 
competition. So if a girl is charming and attractive, she is ~(one who deserves 
to be won in svayamvar) 
 

🎯 Wispy ➯ ( োলকা / িগিয; thin; slight; barely discernible ) 👉 ~ describes 
something that's vague or flimsy. If your explanation of why you didn't help 
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your mom paint the kitchen was weak and didn't help her understand your 
reasons, you'd call that a ~ explanation. 👀 Mnemonic: whisky pee kar 
speaking - ~.. 
 

🎯 Wistful ➯ ( নচনন্তত; sadly thoughtful (because of desires or memories); sadly 
pensive; vaguely longing ) 👉 Only one letter separates the two words, but 
"wishful" is having hope for something, and ~ is having sadness or 
melancholy about something. "Wist" isn't even a word that's used anymore, 
but you can still be ~. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and Wishful...~ = Full of longing or 
unfulfilled desire. Wishful = Seeking advancement or recognition. 
 

🎯 Withdrawn ➯ ( প্রতযাোর; introverted; retiring; remote remote/distant in 
manner; aloof ) 👉 Quiet loners are ~ — that's a word for people who keep to 
themselves to such an extent that it seems a little unhealthy. 👀 Mnemonic: 

(Tag:;english);After withdrawing oneself from societal association, one gets 
~/aloof/unsociable. 
 

🎯 Wither ➯ ( শুষ্ক েওয়া; (of a plant) dry up from loss of moisture; lose 
freshness; shrivel; decay ) 👉 ~ means to shrivel up or shrink. If you forget to 
water your plants for six weeks, they'll ~ — they'll dry up and you probably 
won't be able to bring them back to life. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = ~ weather = with 
dried weather 
 

🎯 Withhold ➯ ( হিকাইয়া রাখা; refuse to give; hold back; Ex. ~ing tax ) 👉 If 
you keep something back and don't share it, you ~ it. You can ~ things such 
as permission, emotion, or information. You might get into trouble if you ~ 
information from your parents or the police. 👀 Mnemonic: with+hold....if you 
hold back the library book and refuse to return it on time...you are ~ing it. 
 

🎯 Withstand ➯ ( প্রনততরার্ করা; stand up against; resist successfully ) 👉 In the 
story of the three little pigs, only the house made of brick was able to ~ the 
huffing and puffing of the Big Bad Wolf. To ~ is to hold up against something 
strong. 
 

🎯 Witless ➯ ( নবচারবুনিেীি; lacking intelligence or wit; foolish; idiotic ) 👉 A ~ 
person is a numbskull. To be ~ is not to lack the "funny" kind of "wit," but 
to lack the "brains" kind of "wit." If you're ~, you don't have your wits about 
you. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = WITh LESS brain, means foolish 
 

🎯 Witticism ➯ ( সরস উনক্ত; witty saying; wisecrack(clever joking remark) ) 👉 
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~ describes something funny that someone says, like a pun or little joke. You 
may have heard that it is good to start off a speech with ~ because if you 
make the audience laugh, it'll help them — and you — relax. 👀 Mnemonic: 

witch will make clever joking remark about her magic 
 

🎯 Wizened ➯ ( নব ীণস / উষ্কখুষ্ক; shriveled; withered; Ex. ~ apple/old lady ) 👉 

"You're looking quite ~ today," is a something you should never, ever say to 
your grandmother, no matter how shriveled with age she might be. Think of 
a caricature of a witch — not your beloved granny. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ - old 
people are experienced and WISE... and they are FEEBLE, WEAK, they 
SHRIVEL, WITHER 
 

🎯 Woe ➯ ( আতসিাদ; great sorrow; deep inconsolable grief; affliction; suffering; 
Ex. financial ~s ) 👉 "O, ~ is me!" This line is from Shakespeare. When Hamlet 
scorns Ophelia, she utters these words to express the grief and despair that 
will soon drive her to suicide. 👀 Mnemonic: when ur mourning u sing "woh 
lamhe" 
 

🎯 Wont ➯ ( অভযস্ত; (the stated person's) habit or custom; habitual procedure; 
ADJ. ~ed: customary ) 👉 A ~ is a custom or habit, like my ~ to drink at least 
ten cups of coffee a day. (In this particular example, some people might call 
my ~ an addiction.) 👀 Mnemonic: ~ = want = want for something = habit 
 

🎯 Worldly ➯ ( পানথসব / নবিয়ী; engrossed in matters of this earth; not spiritual; 
of the material world ) 👉 You can use the adjective ~ to describe people who 
have knowledge of many topics or experience in many areas. You don't have 
to travel the globe to be ~; reading and talking about many things with 
knowledge and enthusiasm is ~ too. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ and earthly both sound 
and mean the same... concerned with material gains, not a spiritual person. 
 

🎯 Wrath ➯ ( গভীর হিার্; anger; fury ) 👉 ~ is great anger that expresses itself 
in a desire to punish someone: Noah saw the flood as a sign of the ~ of God. 
👀 Mnemonic: remember rath(s) means chariots(রথ) in mahabharata. when 
kings are angry and furious, they come on their rath(s) to fight. 
 

🎯 Wreak ➯ ( প্রনতত ার্ লত্তয়া; inflict; Ex. ~ one's vengeance on ) 👉 To ~ is to 
cause something to happen, usually with a terrible consequence. You can 
make mischief, cause problems, or inflict pain, but to ~ damage suggests a 
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deeper level of destruction. 👀 Mnemonic: ~ sounds like break..so if you 
break somebody head...you will definately be inflicted some punishment 
 

🎯 Wrench ➯ ( নবকৃত করা / মচকাতিা; twist; pull; strain; Ex. He ~ed the gun out 
of her hands. ) 👉 To ~ means to grab or pull something with a lot of 
physical force. See this teddy bear? If you want it, you'll have to ~ it out of 
my hands, because I'm not willing to give it up. 👀 Mnemonic: Remember as 
'wire+inch', so "TWIST" this wire by 2 inch. 
 

🎯 Writ ➯ ( আতদ পত্র; ~ten command issued by a court (telling someone to do 
or not to do something) ) 👉 If you are ever served with a ~, then you better 
do what it says. A ~ is a ~ten document issuing a legal order. 👀 Mnemonic: 

~ is similar to ~e. something that is ~ten-so, ~ is a document. 
 

🎯 Writhe ➯ ( হমাচড খাওয়া; twist in coils; contort in pain ) 👉 To ~ is to 
squirm and twist. Often you'll see the phrase "to ~ in agony." ~ when you've 
just ingested some stomach-wrenching poison, or perhaps in response to red 
ant stings. 👀 Mnemonic: (Tag:;eng);it is 'write' but we have to pronounce it 
twisting our tongue to say '~' so the meaning 'twist' 

সুত্রঃ নেটের বিবিন্ন উৎস নেটে সংগৃহীত। 

(Viber,Whatsapp & imo Available) 
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www.facebook.com/tanbir.ebooks/posts/777596339006593  

অথবা, এখানে👆ক্লিক করুে  অথবা,  এখানে👆ক্লিক করুে  অথবা, এখানে👆ক্লিক করুে  

অনলাইনন পড়নে বা লাইভ প্রিপ্রভউ 🕮 দেখনেেঃ এখানন👆প্রিক করুন  
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এই প্রিপ্রভপ্রি গুনলা সম্পনকে দকান প্রকছু বুঝনে সমস্যা হনল অথবা আন া প্রবস্তাপ্র ে েথয জানা  জন্য আমা  সানথ ...  
👨 ফেসবুকঃ www.facebook.com/tanbir.cox  🖄 ই-ফেইলঃ tanbir.cox@gamil.com 

এ  মাধ্যনম দ াগান াগ ক নে পান ন ...

📚 💻 E-Educational Disc 📀 A-Z Educational eBooks & Software (প্রতয়াজিীয় ন িামূলক 
বাংলা বই ও সেটওয়ার)   

🎬 E-Educational Disc 📀 Spoken English & English Grammar Tutorial with Bangla( এইচনড 
এনিতম ি নিভসর বাংলা নটতটানরয়াল)  

📚 E-education Disc 📀 3D Visual eBooks with full HD Picture (েুতডন্টতদর জিয মানেনমনডয়া 
নিভসর এইচনড নপকচার বই ও সেটওয়যার)  

📀 বাংলাতদত র নবখযত হলখকতদর জিনপ্রয় বাংলা গি ও উপিযাস সমগ্র [৩০০০+ বাংলা ই-বুক কাতলক ি] 
+বাংলা অিুবাদকৃত বই +সব সমগ্র কাতলক ি  

📀 Genuine -Windows Xp Sp3 & Windows 7, 8.1, 10 Pro & Ultimate 64 &32 bit ও 
Driver Pack Solution 16 এর DVD+৩০০ নট বাংলা বই 
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📀 100% Computer Security & Speed up [আপিার কনম্পউটারতক রাখুি ১০০% ভাইরাস মুক্ত ও বৃনি 
করুি আপিার কনম্পউটাতরর গনত ]
 

📀 Office & Documents Software Collection  DVD [আপিার আনেনসয়াল যাবতীয় কাতজর জিয 
দরকানর সব সেটওয়যার ] 
 

📀 Design , Graphics & Photo Editing DVD[ [েতয় যাি হসরা নডজাইিার ]প্রতয়াজিীয় েুল ভাসসি 
সেটওয়যার , নভনডও নটউতটানরয়াল ও বাংলা ]
 

📀 Internet & Web programming DVD[প্রতয়াজিীয় েুল ভাসসি সেটওয়যার , নভনডও নটউতটানরয়াল ও 
বাংলা বই ]
 

📀 Mobile Utility soft & Application DVD [হমাবাইল জিয (1000+) বাংলা ন িণীয় অযানিতক াি ও 
৩০০+ হমাবাইল ভাসসি বাংলা বই ] 
 

📀Multimedia & Windows Style[কনম্পউটার এর জিয দরকানর সব মানেনমনডয়া সেটওয়যার ও উইতন্ডাজ 
হক সুন্দর হদখাতিার জিয সব সেটওয়যার ] 
 

📀 A-Z Bangla & English Complete Video Tutorial (200 নজনব সমূ্পণস নটতটানরয়াল, ৫০০০ নভনডও 
কযাটাগনর আকাতর সাজাতিা)  
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